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SANDILE JULY AFFIDAVIT FINAL DFiAFT 30-04-2020 (003)FINAL DF5AFT REVIEWED,ON 06-05-2020/#6850100v1 
04052020

IN THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE 

CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE

ANSWERING AFFIDAVIT IN RESPONSE TO THE SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT
OF MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE

I, the undersigned,

n SANDILE JULY

do hereby state under oath that:

I am an adult male attorney of the High Court of South Africa, of full legal1

capacity. I practise as an attorney and director at Werksmans Attorneys

Incorporated {“Werksmans").

Unless stated otherwise, the facts contained in this affidavit are within my2

personal knowledge and are, to the best of my knowledge, both true and

correct. In certain instances, although I may not have personal knowledge of

what I say, such facts are corroborated by objective evidence from the

documents that are not disputed and could not be disputed, thus making it

unnecessary to call anybody to corroborate them.

I have read the supplementary statement deposed to by Mr Robert John3

McBride {"McBride") and I will respond to the contents of same later in this

affidavit. Before I respond ad seriatim to McBride's statement, I understand

Page 1 of 188
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(based on what I have observed from the televised coverage of McBride’s

testimony) that there are four specific issues that the Chairperson of the inquiry

has required me to address in this affidavit:

Firstly, whether Messrs McBride, Humbulani Innocent Khuba {"Khuba")3.1

and Mathews Sesoko {"Sesoko") (to whom I refer collectively as “the

trio”) were “ever warned or cautioned of their rights to remain silent’.

Secondly, whether certain correspondence was deliberately not3.2

( communicated to Mr McBride by Werksmans because the investigation

was driven by ulterior motive on the part of Werksmans.

3.3 Thirdly, whether I had refused to testify in the criminal case against the

aforesaid trio (in circumstances were I had recommended criminal

charges against them).

Fourthly, whether the deletions effected by the trio on the first report3.4

were considered by me to be unlawful.

MY BACKGROUND

As indicated above, I am an admitted attorney with the following academic4

qualifications obtained from the University of Witwatersrand: B Proc, LLB, and

a Higher Diploma in Tax Law. I further obtained a Diploma in Arbitration from

the Arbitration Foundation of Southern Africa ("AFSA") accredited by the

University of Pretoria.

^5Page 2 of 188
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5 I have been practising as an attorney since my admission in 1996. I specialise

in the field of labour law. Part of my practice entails conducting investigations

into employee misconduct, disciplinary hearings, CCMA arbitrations and

conducting motion and trial proceedings at the Labour Court. I have also acted

as a Judge on several occasions both in the Labour Court of South Africa and

the High Court of South Africa. As a result of my academic qualifications and

experience in law practice I consider myself qualified to make and provide legal

opinion on matters concerning the law. As a lawyer, I am not a truther, I deal

and rely on facts.

In my experience as an attorney and having represented a shared and diverse6

grouping of clients, there is one thing I will never exchange for fees, that is my

integrity. The profession I serve demands that an attorney's integrity be beyond

reproach. This is how I have practised law and it is the reason why I have been

able to make a success of it in the process. I would imagine that this is one of

the reasons my clients refer work to me.

I have deposed to this affidavit under oath and appreciate the value and my7

obligation of taking the prescribed oath. Chief amongst the values of taking the

prescribed oath is not to mislead this Commission when testifying before it. I

will uphold the oath throughout my testimony before the Commission.

LSPage 3 of 188
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THE STRUCTURE OF THIS AFFIDAVIT

I have read the supplementary affidavit deposed to by Mr McBride and respond8

to the contents of his affidavit below. I depose to this affidavit to advise the

Commission of the facts at the time the Werksmans report (dated 24 April 2015)

was compiled. In doing so, I address the following topics:

The appointment of Werksmans to investigate the conduct of certain8.1

members of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate {“IPID”)

and whether such appointment was improper.

8.2 Whether a report was submitted by Mr Khuba of IPID on 22 January

2014 and, if so, the status of that report, both factually and legally.

Allied to the aforesaid are the following additional issues:8.3

8.3.1 Whether Mr Sesoko was at any stage Mr Khuba's supervisor at

IPID.

8.3.2 Whether, as a matter of law, an IPID investigator has the power

to sign an investigation report.

Whether, as a matter of law, the Executive Director of IPID is8.3.3

required to sign an investigation report prepared by an

investigator.

Whether a second report was prepared by IPID and, if so, the8.3.4

status of that report.

Page 4 of 188
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8.3.5 Whether there was any justification for the amendment of the first

report and the recommendation contained therein to create what

became the second report with a different recommendation.

8.3.6 Whether the Minister acted improperly or interfered with the

independence of IPID by requesting the case information

regarding the Rendition investigation.

9 In addressing the above issues, the foiiowing legai instruments must be

( addressed:

9.1 The Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act, 1 of 2011 (“the

IPID Act ),

9.2 The Regulations to the Act (“the IPID Regulations”),

The Civilian Secretariat for Police Service Act 2 of 2011 fT/ie CSPS9.3

Acty, and

9.4 The Independent Investigative Directorate Standard Operating

Procedure 2013 - 2014 (“the SOP ).

I will focus on the following relevant sections in the IPID Act:10

10.1 section 2 (objects of the Act);

section 4 (independence and impartiality):10.2

Page 5 of 188
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10.3 sections 6 and 7 (appointment and responsibilities of the Executive

Director);

10.4 section 8 (composition of national office):

section 15 (establishment of consultative forum);10.5

10.6 section 16 (composition of forum);

section 17 (functions of forum);10.7

10.8 section 20 (appointment of provincial heads);

10.9 section 21 (responsibilities of provincial head);

section 22 (appointment of investigators):10.10

section 24 (functions and investigative powers);10.11

10.12 section 26 (integrity measures); and

10.13 section 28 (types of matters to be investigated).

I will also focus on the following Regulations:11

11.1 Regulation 2(5) (reporting of matters to be investigated to Directorate):

Regulation 4(4), (8) and (9) (investigation of deaths in police custody or11.2

as result of police action or omission or both);

L9Page 6 of 188
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Regulation 5(2)(c), (3)(g) and (3)(i) (investigation of criminal matters):11.3

11.4 Regulation 7 (investigation of referred matters);

Regulation 15 (reporting to the Minister): and11.5

Reguiation 16 (Generai).11.6

I will focus on the following relevant sections of the CSPS Act:12

( Section 3(e) to (f) (objects of Act):12.1

Section 5(1 )(h) (objects of Civilian Secretariat); and12.2

Section 6(1 )(e) to Q) (functions of Civilian Secretariat).12.3

I will focus on the following relevant clauses in the SOP:13

13.1 Clause 1;

Clause 4;13.2

13.3 Clause 5 (from 5.1.1, up to and including 5.4.18);

Clause 6.2;13.4

Clause 7.3; and13.5

13.6 Clause 7.3.31.

^3Page 7 of 188
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Given that both the first and second report deait with the rendition of the14

Zimbabwean Nationais, I would like to commence my affidavit by highlighting

the meaning of the term “rendition” and South Africa's stance on the right to life.

The word “rendition" is defined as follows:

the practice of sending a foreign criminai or terrorist suspect covertiy to

be interrogated in a country with iess rigorous regulations for the humane

treatment of prisoners”

And:

“a government sponsored abduction and extra-judicial transfer of a

person from one country to another with the purpose of circumventing

the former country's laws on interrogation, detention and torture.

The United Nations considers the rendition of a citizen of another country to be15

a crime against humanity. Article 3 of the United Nations Convention against 

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment^

provides:

‘Article 3

Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 39/46 
of 10 December 1984 entry into force 26 June 1987, in accordance with article 27 (1)

Page 8 of 188
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1. No State Party shall expel, return ("refouter") or extradite a person to

another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he

would be in danger of being subjected to torture.

2. For the purpose of determining whether there are such grounds, the

competent authorities shall take into account all relevant considerations

including, where applicable, the existence in the State concerned of a

consistent pattern of gross, flagrant or mass violations of human rights."

( A copy of this international instrument will be made available at the hearing of16

this matter.

The European Court of Human Rights in 2014 condemned the Government of17

Poland for participating in a CIA rendition, ordering Poland to pay restitution to

a man who had been illegally abducted. {Husayn (Abuzubydah) v. Poland

(Application No. 7511/13), dated 24 July 2014). The Court held that Poland

had cooperated in the preparation, abduction and execution of the CIA rendition

and in the secret detention and interrogation operation within its territory.

Further that Poland had failed in its duty under the European Convention of

Human Rights to ensure that individuals within its territory were not subjected

to torture, inhumane treatment or punishment. A copy of this judgment will be

made available at the hearing of this matter.

18 In this affidavit I deal with the rendition of several Zimbabwean Nationals {“the

Rendition"). When I do so, it is in the sense defined above and against the

backdrop of the international instruments and jurisprudence set out above.

Page 9 of 188
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What is certain from the international instruments is that a rendition is a very19

serious violation of international law and human rights.

The Rendition involved the arrest in South Africa with the assistance of South20

African Police officials of Zimbabwean Nationals apparently in connection with

the murder of a Zimbabwean Superintendent. Following their arrest, they were

unlawfully transported to the border and handed over to Zimbabwe Police and

subsequently murdered in Zimbabwe. In the Werksmans report a detailed

summary of the Rendition is provided in paragraph 2.2.5. It describes the arrest

of five Zimbabwean Nationals over three operations on 5 and 23 November

2010 and 11 January 2011, respectively. This remains a fair reflection of the

Rendition.

South Africa is a constitutional democracy where the Constitution is the21

supreme law of the country. The right to life of everyone living in South Africa

is sacrosanct and not subject to the limitation clause in the Constitution. This

was confirmed by the apex court of the country, the Constitutional Court, in the

matter of S v Makwanyane CCT3/94) [1995] ZACC 3; 1995 (6) BCLR 665;

1995 (3) SA 391; 1995 (2) SACR 1 (CC) and later in Minister of Home Affairs

and Others v Tsebe and Others, Minister of Justice and Constitutionai

Deveiopment and Another v Tsebe and Others (CCT 110/11, CCT 126/11)

[2012] ZACC 16; 2012 (5) SA 467 (CC); 2012 (10) BCLR 1017 (CC) (27 July

2012). The constitutional court explaining the importance and guarantee of the

right to life in extradition cases, remarked as follows:
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‘[67] We as a nation have chosen to walk the path of the advancement

of human rights. By adopting the Constitution, we committed ourselves

not to do certain things. One of those things is that no matter who the

person is and no matter what the crime is that he is alleged to have

committed, we shall not in any way be party to his killing as a punishment

and we will not hand such person over to another country where to do

so will expose him to the real risk of the imposition and execution of the

death penalty upon him. This path that we, as a country, have chosen

for ourselves is not an easy one. Some of the consequences that may

result from our choice are part of the price that we must be prepared to

pay as a nation for the advancement of human rights and the creation of

the kind of society and world that we may ultimately achieve if we abide

by the constitutional values that now underpin our new society since the

end of apartheid.

[681 If we as a society or the State hand somebody over to another State

where he will face the real risk of the death penalty, we fail to protect

respect and promote the right to life, the right to human dignity and the

ripht not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or deoradino treatment or

punishment of that person, all of which are rights our Constitution confers

on everyone. This Court’s decision in Mohamed said that what the South

African authorities did in that case was not consistent with the kind of

society that we have committed ourselves to creating. It said in effect

that we will not be party to the killing of any human being as a

punishment - no matter who they are and no matter what they are

alleged to have done.
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Both judgments are reported, but I nevertheless attach copies marked “SJ122

and “SJ2”, respectively.

The principles set out above by the Constitutional Court were, in my view,23

completely undermined in the rendition of the Zimbabwean Nationals yet no

one other than Captain Maluleke has been taken to task about their involvement

in the rendition of Zimbabwean Nationals.

OBJECTIVE FACTS

The facts set out under the present heading were obtained from the Rendition24

Investigation Docket (which included the first and second report referred to

above) and the interviews conducted by Werksmans with the following

individuals.

24.1 Mr Khuba;

Colonel Botsotso Moukangwe ("Co/. Moukangwe”)]24.2

Mr Glen Angus {“Mr Angus”)-,24.3

Mr Sesoko;24.4

Adv. Anthony Mosing {“Adv. Mos/ng");24.5

Advocate Sibongile Mzinyathi (“Adv. Mzinyatht’)]24.6

LSPage
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24.7 Advocate George Baloyi { 'Adv. Baloyt’)-,

24.8 Advocate Kehia Masenyani Andrew Chauke {“Adv. Chauke’’);

24.9 Mr McBride: and

24.10 Advocate Nomgcobo Jiba {“Adv. Jiba”).

25 Before Mr Khuba conducted any investigations into the iilegai rendition of

Zimbabwean Nationals, two investigations into the Rendition had aiready been

undertaken by -

25.1 the Directorate for Priority Crimes investigation {“the DPCt ), and

25.2 the Civiiian Secretariat, as indicated in the statement of Ms Jennie irish

Qhobosheane. (A copy of the statement of Ms Irish-Qhobosheane is

contained in the second report.)

The investigation conducted by the DPCi exonerated the members impiicated26

in the Rendition.

It appears that the investigation conducted by Civilian Secretariat was never27

concluded, but was transferred to the Independent Police investigative

Directorate {“IPID") by the Civilian Secretary for Poiice. This was confirmed by

Mr Khuba in two reports compiled by him. According to Mr Khuba (in an

interview conducted with him by Werksmans) the docket handed to the IPiD by

Civilian Secretariat, had statements that had been taken by Col. Moukangwe

and one Mr Khosa.
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28 The Rendition case docket was handed to IPID by the Secretary for the Police

Service appointed in terms of section 7(1) of the Civilian Secretariat for Police

Service Act, 2 of 2011 {“the CSPS Act’), Ms Jennifer Irish-Qhobosheane,

29 In terms of the IPID Act and the CSPS Act there must be cooperation between

IPID and the Civilian Secretariat due to the mandate of the respective bodies. I

do not intend to burden this affidavit with the areas or issues that these bodies

should co-operate on, those are adequately set out in the two Acts. Having said

this, IPID is equally free to foster co-operation and conclude memoranda of

agreement with other statutory bodies such as the National Prosecuting

Authority {“NPA”).

30 Due to the fact that the matter was referred to IPID by the Secretariat, it had to

be investigated pursuant to the provisions of Regulation 7. (In the second

report Mr Khuba stated that the investigation was handed over to IPID pursuant

to section 28(1 )(h) of the IPID Act. The corresponding provision in the IPID

Regulations is Reg. 7.) Reg. 7 reads:

7.

(1) The investigation of matters referred to the Directorate as

contempiated in section 28(1 )(h) of the Act must be done

in accordance with this regulation.

(2) The Executive Director or the reievant provincial head, as

the case may be, must designate an investigator to

investigate a matter contemplated in section 28(1) (h) of

L3Page 14 of 188
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the Act which had been referred to the Directorate for

investigation.

An investigator designated in terms of sub-reguiation (2)(3)

must, as soon as is practicabie, determine whether the

referred matter reiates to -

(a) a matter contempiated in reguiation 4, in which case

the provisions of that reguiation appiy with such

changes as may be required by the context;

(b) a criminai matter, in which case the provisions of

reguiation 5 appiy with such changes as may be

required by the context, notwithstanding the fact

that the criminai matter to be investigated may not

be listed in sub-reguiation (2) of that reguiation; or

a matter not dealt with in regulation 4 or 5, in which(c)

case the Executive Director or relevant provincial

head, as the case may be, must give directions

regarding the investigation, the period within which

the investigation must be completed and the

manner of disposal of the referred matter.

(4) An investigator designated to do an investigation in terms

of this regulation must inform the person who referred the
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matter for investigation in writing of the progress made with

the investigation at least once per calendar month.

During 2011/2012, Mr Khuba was designated by the then Executive Director of31

IPID, Mr Francois Beukman, as an investigator to investigate the Rendition

case. The IPID Act came into operation on 1 April 2012. As such, Mr Khuba's

designation to investigate was made before the IPID Act came into operation.

Despite this, Mr Khuba conducted his investigation pursuant to the provisions

of section 28(1 )(f) and (h) of the IPID Act. Mr Khuba states this fact at paragraph

3, page 25 of his report dated 22 January 2014. At the time Mr Khuba was

designated to investigate the Rendition case his substantive position was that

of Director: Investigations. Mr Sesoko, on the other hand, at the time of Mr

Khuba's designation, also occupied the position of Director: Investigations. It

is important to emphasise that Mr Sesoko was under no circumstances or at

any stage in his IPID career, Mr Khuba's boss or supervisor.

Once appointed to investigate the Rendition case, Mr Khuba assembled a team32

of investigators from Limpopo to assist him with the investigation. In conducting

his investigation, Mr Khuba was assisted by Mr Sesoko, Col. Moukangwe and

Advocates Mosing and Billy Moeletsi {"Adv. Moeletsf).

33 Two reports were produced pursuant to the IPID investigation, both signed by

Mr Khuba and submitted to the NPA for a prosecutorial decision. The first report

was dated 22 January 2014 and was signed and submitted by Mr Khuba to the

NPA on or about 24 January 2014 for a prosecutorial decision. The second

report was dated 18 March 2014 and was signed by Messrs Khuba, Sesoko,
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and McBride. This report was submitted to the NPA in approximately April 2014.

The first report, amongst others, recommended criminal prosecution against

Generals Anwa Dramat {‘Dramaf) and Shadrack Sibiya {“Sibiya”). The

second report did not recommend criminal prosecution against either Generals

Dramat or Sibiya but recommended that only one person, being Maluleke be

prosecuted for the operations.

34 The Minister of Police at the time, Mr Nathi Nhleko { “the Minister' ) was faced

with glaring discrepancies between the reports emanating from the same
(

institution and the same person. He suspected tampering with the reports.

Consequently, on 23 February 2015, the Minister appointed Werksmans to

conduct an investigation into the reports submitted by IPID in relation to the

Rendition. The Minister prescribed the following terms of reference for the

investigation:

'[5.1] who and under what circumstances was the original report altered

or how the second report came about with both reports signed by

the same person; i.e Mr Khuba;

[5.2] whether any misconduct or offence has been committed and if so

by whom?;

[5.3] whether there is prima facie evidence of misconduct and criminal

liability bv Lieutenant-General Dramat: Maior-General Sibiva: and

any other officers mentioned in the original report:

Page 17 of 188 LS
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[5.4] the circumstances under which the report and the docket handed

in the NPA and what happened to docket whilst in the NPA

possession;

[6]...

m I require your report within two weeks from the date of vour

appointment an extension may however be granted at vour

request” [Emphasis added]

35 I attach marked “SJ3” a copy of the letter of instruction.

36 I was the lead lawyer in the investigation. Soon after my appointment as lead

investigator, I assembled a team of attorneys and a candidate attorney to assist

in conducting the investigation. The investigation team was made up of the

following professionals: MrSandile Tom (admitted attorney and associate at

the time of the investigation), Ms Kerry Badal (admitted attorney and associate

at the time of the investigation) and Mr Kwazi Buthelezi who was a candidate

attorney, and me. I supervised the finalisation of the report that was

subsequently submitted to the Minister. To ensure that the investigation was

sound in analysis and free from bias, I enlisted the services of my fellow director

at Werksmans, Mr Bradley Workman-Davies. His role was to independently

assess whether the conclusions reached by the investigation team were

rationally connected to the evidence.

37 The terms of reference are self-explanatory and I understood my mandate to 

be to independently assess the two IPID reports dated 22 January 2014 and 18
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March 2014, respectively. In particular, I was required to consider why the

authors of these reports came to different conclusions based on the same

information and/or facts. In so doing, I was required to investigate, based on

the available information, whether there was any misconduct or offence, and

whether there was a prima facie criminal case against Generals Dramat and

Sibiya, as mentioned in paragraph 5.3 of the terms of reference.

38 As previously stated, in conducting the investigation and compiling the

Werksmans report, we had copies of and considered the Rendition
{

investigation docket. It included the first and second reports. I attach marked

SJ4 a list of all the documents provided to Werksmans. The list of

documents (annexure “SJ4” hereto) was referred to as Annexure A to the

Werksmans report. Despite a diligent search, I could not find the actual

Annexure A to the Werksmans report, I believe that same is in archives. What

is marked "S4" is the word version of Annexure A. I will provide Annexure A as

soon I have obtained it from archives. I will, later in this affidavit, refer to and

attach copies of the first and second reports.

L-
I have previously spelt out the names of the people we interviewed.39

The first Report

The first report, dated 22 January 2014, was initially submitted by Mr Khuba to40

the NPA together with the docket and recommendations on 22 January 2014

pursuant to section 21(1)(d) of the Act read with Regulation 4(9) of the

Regulations published in terms of the Act. This report was approximately 26

pages in total and submitted for the purposes of a prosecutorial decision by the
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NPA. This report did not incorporate, the investigator's statement explaining the

manner in which the investigation was conducted. I attach marked “SJ5” a

copy of this report.

41 On 22 January 2014, Adv. Mosing advised Mr Khuba that in order to complete

the investigation report, he was required, as the investigator designated in

terms of the IPID Act, to inciude his statement explaining how he conducted his

investigation. Mr Khuba, in accordance with this advice, duly prepared a

statement and incorporated it into the report. Having done so, Mr Khuba signed

the report and submitted it to the NPA on or about 24 January 2014. He did not

amend the report to reflect the date on which his report was submitted to the

NPA. Nothing, however, turns on this. This document, submitted on 24 January

2014, but dated 22 January 2014, became what we understand today to be the

first report. I attach marked “SJ6” a copy of this report.

42 Mr Sesoko was involved in the preparation and the submission of the first report

to the NPA. His involvement was not as Mr Khuba's supervisor but, according

to Mr Khuba, as an advisor with a prosecutorial background. Mr Khuba received

and took counsel from Mr Sesoko on the procedure of submitting an

investigation report to the NPA.

43 Mr Sesoko aiieges in paragraph 17 of his affidavit dated 20 November 2019

that he had not seen the first report. This is not true; as a fact he knew of the

existence of the first report. I say this for the foilowing reasons:

43.1 He was guiding Mr Khuba on the process to be foliowed when submitting

the report to the NPA.
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43.2 On 23 January 2014, Mr Khuba sent an email to Mr Sesoko attaching an

unsigned and incomplete soft copy of a report; a day later, on 24 January

2014, Mr Khuba submitted the first report with his statement incorporated

therein. Three things are noteworthy about the report sent by Mr Khuba

to Mr Sesoko via email:

43.2.1 It recommended that no criminal charges be laid against General

Sibiya.

43.2.2 It was not submitted to the NPA; and

43.2.3 It did not contain Mr Khuba's statement as an investigator.

During February 2014, Mr Sesoko, Mr Khuba and Colonel Moukangwe43.3

attended at the offices of the NPA demanding that warrants of arrests be

issued against the Generals.

43.4 Mr Sesoko also confirmed his actual knowledge of the existence of the

first report in paragraph 19 of his supplementary affidavit to the

Commission by stating the following:

'Khuba had already sent me a report in January to facilitate

handing over to the Secretary of Police: I do not recall giving

McBride any report prior to the final report submitted to him for

consideration and signature. I also do not recall Khuba asking me

to pass a report on to McBride." [Emphasis added]
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In his settlement agreement with the IPID to conclude his disciplinary43.5

hearing, Mr Khuba admitted that when he submitted the first report

together with the docket to the NPA for decision, he was accompanied

by Mr Sesoko. A copy of Mr Khuba's settlement agreement is attached

marked "SJ7".

These events took place before Mr McBride joined IPID. Mr McBride joined44

IPID as its Executive Director on 3 March 2014.

Between January 2014 and 3 March 2014, there was no Executive Director at45

IPID, not even in an acting capacity. This, as I understand it, is what Messrs

Khuba and Sesoko have stated of which Mr McBride is aware. Ms Koeki Mbeki

who was the Executive Director at the time, was no longer at IPID during this

period. To the extent that there was a need to have reports "signed” or

approved' by Ms Mbeki, which I submit was not necessary, this, as a fact.

could not happen; she was not physically there to do so.

It should be emphasised that Mr Khuba, Col. Moukangwe and Mr Sesoko46

sought arrest warrants in February 2014, after the first report (dated 22 January

2014) had been submitted to the NPA. At that stage a warning statement had

not yet been obtained from either General Sibiya or Colonel Maluleka. Each of

them had at that point been invited to make a statement but had refused to do

so. Messrs Khuba and Sesoko and Col. Moukangwe could not have applied

for arrest warrants unless and until a report had been submitted. It follows that.

the fact that warning statements had not been received from General Sibiya

and Colonel Maluleka was not considered by Messrs Khuba and Sesoko and
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Col. Moukangwe to be relevant to the question of whether a report had been

finalised. A final report as defined in the SOP had indeed been submitted.

47 I must add that a warning statement is not material evidence. Further it is not a

requirement for a report or an investigation for that matter, to be final.

48 Furthermore, arrest warrants were sought with knowledge of the fact that an

analysis of General Sibiya's cell phone records had already been done but were

contradicted by the eye witnesses.

49 The submission of a docket together with a report with recommendations does

not prevent an investigator, in this case Mr Khuba, from placing additional

information on the docket which has already been submitted to the NPA. This

is precisely what Mr Khuba purported to do on 28 February 2014, he obtained

additional information (i.e. the warning statements from General Sibiya, who

had previously refused to provide statements) that he wished to place in the

docket that had already been submitted to the NPA for a prosecutorial decision.

Mr Khuba requested or instructed Adv. Mosing to place these additional

documents in the docket, and not to collect the docket as claimed by Messrs

McBride and Sesoko, subsequently, by Mr Khuba.

The second report

50 Mr McBride joined IPID on 3 March 2014 and within two days of having done

so requested an update on all the high profile cases that were being handled

by IPID. Mr McBride met with Mr Khuba on 5 March 2014. It was evident from

the discussions held between Messrs Khuba and McBride at this meeting, that

IS
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Mr McBride had considered the first report. Subsequently, Mr Khuba briefed Mr

Sesoko on the matter. The following day, 6 March 2014, Mr Khuba met with

Messrs McBride, Sesoko and Angus. Mr Angus alleged that Mr McBride

requested him (Mr Angus) to review the manner in which the investigation was

conducted to ensure that it had been conducted appropriately. Mr Angus,

however, advised Mr McBride that he did not believe that it was appropriate for

him to get involved at that stage of the Investigation. It was on this day that Mr

McBride requested Mr Khuba to collect the docket from the NPA and to provide

him with every document he (Mr Khuba) possessed regarding the Rendition(

investigation.

On 7 March 2014, Messrs Khuba and Angus visited Adv. Van Zyl at the offices51

of the Director of Public Prosecutions ("the DPP"). Adv. Van Zyl was in

possession of the docket at the time. According to Adv. Van Zyl, they requested

him to provide them with the docket and he did so. Messrs Khuba and Angus

state that Adv. Van Zyl requested them to sign for the removal of the docket.

Mr Khuba signed for the hand-over of the docket and Mr Angus affixed his

signature to confirm that he had witnessed the docket being handed over. After

removing and collecting the docket, they took it straight to Mr McBride and

briefed him.

From approximately 7 March 2014, Messrs Khuba, Sesoko and McBride began 

working on what has been described as “the second report’. It is this report

52

that was subsequently signed by the trio. I attach a copy of this report marked

SJ8”.
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In an undated Office Note prepared by Adv. Chauke, he provides an account53

of movement of the docket from his office to IPID and to the office of the NDPP.

A copy of this Office Note is attached marked "SJ9”.

Each of the trio subsequently claimed that the second report was the official54

report. In truth, however, it was no more than a rehashed version of the first

report with information that had implicated Generals Dramat and Sibiya deleted.

No fresh analysis was undertaken by the trio to arrive at the conclusion they

did. This was the nub of the conclusion we reached in the Werksmans report.

It should be emphasised that the Werksmans report was prepared in55

accordance with what was required by the Minister in his terms of reference.

When our investigation was complete and the report compiled, we handed it

over to the Minister on 24 April 2015. Werksmans recommended that the

Minister institute disciplinary action against the trio, and further that they be

criminaily charged for defeating the ends of justice or administration of justice.

I will deal with these recommendations later in this affidavit.

LJ

RESPONSE TO THE COMPLAINTS REGARDING THE REPORT

It is ciear from the affidavits and statements submitted by Messrs McBride,56

Khuba and Sesoko that they take exception to virtually everything contained in

the Werksmans report. There is a plethora of complaints raised by them about

the report. This report was issued in Aprii 2015. Notwithstanding this, none of

them has so far challenged the report or sought to have it set aside on any of
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the grounds advanced in their statements. I would have expected them to

challenge the report at an appropriate forum and fully ventilate their complaints.

Mr McBride would surely have appreciated that he had such remedy available

to him in law. In fact, Mr McBride challenged his suspension all the way to the

Constitutional Court. Yet, nowhere in that challenge did he seek to have the

report reviewed and set aside.

Although the report was prepared by my office, it was adopted by the Minister57

as his own report and he sought to act upon it. When an application was brought

against the Minister’s decision, the only challenge focussed on the powers of

the Minister, not the contents of the Werksmans report per se. As matters

currently stand, the contents of the Werksmans report have never been

challenged. As such, they remain final and binding. They can only be set aside

by a court order.

58 I now turn to deal with the specific issues that I understand the chairperson of

the Commission wishes me to deal with.

The alleged failure to caution the trio

I deny that the trio were given a misleading impression regarding the purpose59

of the interviews. I deny that Messrs McBride and Khuba ever enquired about

the status of the interviews with Werksmans. I invite them to direct the

Commission to the instances where they enquired about the status and nature

of the Werksmans investigation. The only person who made such inquiry about
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the 'status and nature' of the investigation was Mr Sesoko. He posed the

following question at the beginning of his interview:

'MR SESOKO: Whether I am here as a suspect in a criminal

investigation or a disciplinary investigation, because when I went

through the terms of reference, the Minister says you must investigate

whether there was misconduct or crime committed. So I need to

establish what is my status.

C' MR TOM: Yes your status, Mr Sesoko, you are not a suspect in criminal

proceedings or proceedings to be conducted, to be conducted either by

the Minister or IPID for that matter. This investigation is to understand as

what, why do we have these two reports which have conflicting

information in a way or which have recommendations that are different.

I have referred to Mr Tom previously. He was part of the Werksmans team. I60

deny that he misled Mr Sesoko when he told him that he (Mr Sesoko) was not

a suspect in a criminal or disciplinary investigation. As I will explain further in
Li

this affidavit, the Werksmans investigation was not a criminal investigation.

Secondly by the time Mr Sesoko was interviewed Werksmans did not suspect

him of any disciplinary misconduct. At the time of interviewing Mr Sesoko no

one in the Werksmans investigation team knew whether he committed

misconduct. At the time of the interview, there was no prime facie view held by

Werksmans to the effect that Mr Sesoko committed misconduct. Mr Sesoko

was just a person of interest given that he signed the second report.
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61 The Werksmans investigation was not conducted by a police officer performing

his functions in terms of section 35 of the Constitution or section 41 of the

Criminal Procedure Act, No.51 of 1977, as amended. These pieces of

legislation prescribe that any accused person who is arrested for allegedly

committing an offence has a right (a) to remain silent and (b) to be informed

promptly -

“(3j to remain silent;

(b) to be informed promptly -

(0 of the right to remain silent; and

00 of the consequences of not remaining silent.

These rights accrue to persons arrested for allegedly having committing a 

crime. These rights must be read to them, in other words they “are cautioned’

62

by a law enforcement officer performing functions in terms of the Constitution

and the Criminal Procedure Act. The trio were not being arrested or threatened

with arrest during the Werksmans investigation. Werksmans is a private law

firm. It simply does not have powers of arrest. There was no obligation upon

Werksmans to caution the trio of their alleged rights to "remain silenf and of

the “consequences of not remaining silent.

63 Although there was no obligation upon us to caution them, the trio was fully

aware of and were advised of the nature of the Werksmans investigation from

its inception; we had provided them with a copy of the terms of reference.
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64 Furthermore, the trio was consistently advised and represented by the law firm

Adams & Adams Attorneys {“Adams & Adams") around the time of the

interviews with Werksmans. Although a representative of Adams & Adams did

not attend any of the interviews held with the trio, from the facts below it is clear

that they had received counsel from Adams & Adams and were aware of the

nature and purpose of the investigation.

64.1 On 27 February 2014 my candidate attorney at the time, Mr

Thandukwazi Buthelezi, addressed an email to Mr McBride requesting

his permission to consult with Mr Khuba. The email was sent in my

name, as such I refer to it as my email. Attached to my email were two

documents: the Minister’s terms of reference and a letter requesting his

permission to consult with Mr Khuba. I attach marked “SJ10” and

‘SJ10(i)”, respectively, copies of my email and my letter requesting

permission from Mr McBride. The terms of reference have already been

attached to this affidavit. Unbeknown to me at the time Mr McBride's

email was not RMcBride@ipid.co.za (as indicated on my email and to

which I addressed the email) but RMcBride@ipid.qov.za. For obvious

reasons, I did not receive a response to this email.

I understand that Mr Buthelezi looked Mr McBride's email up from the64.2

IPID website and may have made a mistake when he put the address

down. Mr Buthelezi and I did not receive anything to show that the email

sent to the wrong email address had “bounced bactC or was not

delivered to the addressee.
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On 2 March 2015 the same email was forwarded to Mr Sesoko under64.3

cover of a separate email, requesting him to grant Mr Khuba permission

to consult with Werksmans for the purposes of the investigation. In the

said email, I also attached the Minister’s terms of reference and the

request to consult with Mr Khuba. I also attached a copy of the almost

identically worded letter I had addressed to Mr McBride (changed

mutatis mutandis for Mr Sesoko’s purpose) dated 27 February 2015. I

attach hereto a copy of this email as annexure “SJ11” and “SJ12'

respectively, copies of my email and the attached letter.

On 6 March 2015, I received a letter from Mr Jac Marais of Adams &64.4

Adams placing his firm on record and referring to my letter dated 27

February 2015. In his letter Mr Marais stated that Mr Khuba had not been

granted permission to consult with Werksmans. I attach marked “SJ13'

a copy of Mr Marais’ letter. For the sake of completeness, I quote the

content of this letter herein below.

We refer to your letter dated 27 February 2015 which has1.

been referred to us for reply to on behalf of the

Independent Police Investigative Directorate (“IPID").

We shall procure instructions from IPID as soon as2.

possible and furnish you with a substantive response to

your letter shortly.

We confirm that, in the interim, Mr. Khuba has not been3.

granted permission to consult with you. We furthermore LS
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request that you direct any further correspondence in

relation to vour Investiaation to the writer hereof.

Yours faithfully’

64.5 This letter from Mr Marias does not distinguish between the letter of 27

February 2015 sent to Mr McBride and the almost identically worded

letter of the same date sent to Mr Sesoko. Whatever the case, Adams

& Adams had been provided with a copy of the letter. It is, with respect.

r unlikely that Adams & Adams would not have discussed the content of

this letter with Mr McBride, as well. Mr Marais’s letter of 6 March 2015

is thus confirmation that Messrs McBride, Sesoko and Khuba had in fact

received my letter of 27 February 2015 and my email of 2 March 2015.

64.6 It follows from the aforesaid that as at 6 March 2015 the trio was aware

of the nature of the investigation that Werksmans was appointed to

conduct as they were not only in possession of the terms of reference

but were also being advised by Adams & Adams.
L

From 6 March 2015 until 26 March 2015, my office communicated with64.7

the trio through Adams & Adams. I attach copies of correspondence

exchanged between Werksmans and Adams & Adams during this period

as annexure “SJ14”.

64.8 Importantly, among this correspondence (annexure ‘'SJ14”), is a letter

from Adams & Adams received on 23 March 2015. I refer to pertinent

L)Page 31 of 188
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paragraphs of this letter below as it demonstrates my contention that the

trio was aware of the purpose of the investigation:

As previously indicated, we represent the Independent1.

Police Investigative Directorate (“IPID”). Your

correspondence below addressed to Mr. M. Sesoko has

been referred to us for consideration and reply.

Our instructions are to facilitate IPID’s cooperation with2.

your inquiry, as referred to in your letter under reply.

including in respect of interviews with Mr. McBride, Mr.

Sesoko and others. We request that you address all further

correspondence to us.

With regard to the aforesaid we draw your attention to the3.

judgement per Fabricius J in the matter of Independent

Police Investigative Directorate and Robert McBride v

Minister of Police and Minister of Public Service and

Administration under case number 6588/2015.

Our client is confident that your inquiry will not lead to anv4.

adverse findings against our client in relation to the

allegations contained in vour Terms of Reference (or at

all). We confirm that our client’s cooperation with vour

investigation is without prejudice to its rights in relation to

the unlawfulness of the Minister’s powers referred to above

and the pending litigation.
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We will consult with our client’s Mr. Sesoko as soon as5.

possible whereafter we will revert regarding suitable dates

and times for an interview. To assist you with planning we

confirm that our client’s Mr. M. Sesoko has indicated he

wiii probably be out of town tomorrow. We are, however

appreciative of the time pressures that you are under and

will therefore endeavour to revert as soon as possible.

[Emphasis added]

r
The highlighted portions of this letter demonstrate not only that Mr64.9

McBride’s allegation that we had given them a misleading impression of

the purpose of the interview (as expressed in his supplementary

affidavit) are false but reveals the lengths to which he is prepared to go

to mislead the Commission.

On 26 March 2015,1 received two telephone calls from Mr Marais. In the64.10

first telephone call, Mr Marais indicated to me that he was representing

IPID and not individuals. Later that same day he telephoned me a

second time to advise me that his mandate had been terminated by IPID.

64.11 On 31 March 2015, I received an email from Mr Marais informing me

inter alia that his mandate had been terminated by IPID and that the

contact person was a certain Mr Viceroy from IPID. I attach a copy of Mr

Marais’s email marked “SJ15”. This email was clearly sent to me in error

as it referred to a High Court application and the interaction between the

^5
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two firms had nothing to do with any High Court matter. I quote the

content of this letter hereunder.

We refer to the above matter (“the Application”) as well as'1.

your correspondence of 25 March 2015.

Please be advised that the First Applicant, per Mr.2.

Kgamanyane the Acting Head of IPID, has instructed us

that it will not proceed with the aforesaid Application, and.

we will, accordingly, shortly deliver:

2.1. a Notice of Withdrawal of Application by the First

Applicant. Please note that the Second Applicant is

proceeding with the Application; and

a Notice of Withdrawal of Attorneys of Record.2.2.

Any further correspondence to the First Applicant in3.

relation to the Application should, accordingly, be directed

to Mr. Viceroy Maoka, Acting Head of Legal Services, at

vmaokadSiiDid. aov. za.

Any correspondence in relation to the Application4.

addressed to the Second Applicant should be directed to

the writer hereof

With kind regards"

LS
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On 2 April 2015,1 addressed a letter to Mr McBride at his email address64.12

of RMcBride@ipid.qov.za requesting to consult with him on 7 April 2015.

I attach a copy of this letter together with the covering email as annexure

SJ16”.

I addressed this email to Mr McBride directly (as opposed to addressing64.13

it to Adams & Adams) because I understood from the information

received from Mr Marais that his mandate had been terminated. I later

learned from media reports that Mr McBride had been placed on

precautionary suspension by the Minister on 24 March 2015 and that Mr

Israel Kgamanyane was appointed as the Acting Executive Director of

the IPID. Unbeknown to me at that time Mr McBride did not have access

to his work emails as a result of his suspension. I was unaware of these

facts or details around Mr McBride's suspension conditions.

On 13 April 2015, still labouring under the impression that Mr McBride64.14

was deliberately not responding to my email, I addressed a letter to Mr

Kgamanyane, advising him of my difficultly in securing an interview with

Mr McBride and sought his intervention in the matter. I attach hereto a

copy of the said letter and covering email as annexure “SJ17”.

Between 13 and 15 April 2015, Mr Kgamanyane brought my letter of 1364.15

April 2015 to Mr McBride's attention and the latter responded to him by

way of a short message service ("SMS") stating the following:

“Hi there. You can pass on mv cellphone number to Werksmans.

Thanks.
LSPage 35 of 188
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64.16 On 15 April 2015 I received an email from Mr Marais informing me that

my letter of 13 April 2015 to Mr Kgamanyane was forwarded to Mr

McBride for his response. Mr Marais recorded that my email of 2 April

2015 was sent to an email address that Mr McBride did not have access

to and accused me of directing correspondence to Mr McBride directly

instead of him (Mr Marais). I attach a copy of this letter marked "SJ18".

64.17 Mr Marais’ suggestion that I had acted improperly in sending the email

directly to Mr McBride was without foundation. It will be recalled that he
I

had telephonically advised me that he did not act for any individuals but

for IPID itself and, later, that IPID had terminated his mandate.

64.18 On 16 April 2015 I addressed a letter to Mr Marais recording my

disagreement with his views expressed in his email of 15 April 2015. I

reminded him of what he had telephonically advised me on

26 March 2015 and explained that had I been aware that he continued

to act for Mr McBride I would have contacted him instead of his client. I

attach hereto a copy of this letter together with the covering email to

Mr Marais marked “SJ19” and “SJ20”, respectively. What is

noteworthy about this letter is that in paragraph 5 thereof, I recorded the

following;

“[5] Instead of advising us that he is represented by you, he

sent an SMS to Mr Gamanyane (sic) which was in turn

forwarded to us, which reads as follows:

45
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"Hi there. You can pass on mv cellphone number to

Werksmans. Thanks.”

64.19 I called Mr McBride on the 16 April 2015 about the meeting of the 17

April 2015 to his cellphone using my landline, his phone was

unanswered and I left a voice message to him.

64.20 Mr McBride himself did not advise Mr Kgamanyane that he was

represented by Adams & Adams. In my letter I invited Mr Marais to

r advise on whether the proposed interview with his client would proceed

on 17 April 2015.

64.21 On the same day (16 April 2015) Mr Marais responded to my letter of the 

same date. He adopted a more conciliatory tone;

”1. We refer to the above matter and your email below.

2. We confirm that the consultation with our client on Friday,

17 April 2015 at 12:00 pm at your offices.i

3. We request that any documentation in respect of which

you will rely on for the interview with our client be made

available to him in advance for consideration in order to

make the interview more constructive.

4. We look forward to receiving your response."

65 I attach a copy of this email marked as annexure “SJ21”.
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I do not recall providing Mr McBride with any documentation (other than the66

terms of reference) in advance. It was, to my mind, not necessary to do so

because Mr McBride had a copy of the docket and the reports (which was all I

had) and did not require any additional documents. We did, however, provide

him with copies of the two reports (i.e. the first report and the final report) during

the meeting and a copy of the transcript of the meeting aftenA/ards.

On 17 April 2015 my team and I interviewed Mr McBride. I attach hereto a copy67

of the interview transcript as annexure “SJ22” for ease of reference. To my

surprise Mr McBride arrived on his own for the interview, without his attorney,

Mr Marais. As is apparent from the transcript, Mr McBride from the outset

complained about not having received certain letters from my office. [“SJ22”

page 2] I explained to him the exchange in correspondence between me and

Mr Marais. I further expressed my surprise at not having Mr Marais as part of

the interview process to represent him. Mr McBride explained why Mr Marais

was not present. [“SJ22” page 4] For me, Mr Marais' absence in the interview

did not make sense at all considering the tone of the earlier correspondences

between us. I quote the relevant passages of the transcript:

"MR JULY: He came back to say today’s meeting is proceeding. We also

thought that you would be coming with him.

MR McBRIDE: No, I think initially, from the beginning, we. had indicated

that we do not require lawyers to be present. But since I am suspended.

and they [Adams & Adams) are acting on mv behalf. I obtained advice

and guidance from them. The most important issue was you were not in
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contact with me, either via the lawyer or anybody, because I was not

receiving this stuff. For me I was happy that at least you could make

contact and sort out the legal issues between the lawyers. That was the

most important thing.

MR JULY: At least that has been sorted out now, Mr McBride. The issue

is this, you started at IPID in March." (Emphasis added) [See annexure

‘SJ22'’ at page 4, lines 10 to 25]

For the reasons set out above, I reject the impression created by Mr McBride68

that I deliberately sent letters to an email address he had no access to or that I

maliciously addressed correspondence pertaining to him to persons other than

him in order to circumvent him. It is apparent from my explanation above that I

was not motivated by any malice at all.

In light of the above, I reiterate that Mr McBride came to the interview fully aware69

of the nature of the interview and the purpose of the interview. He had been

aware since 2 March 2015 when the terms of the reference were first sent to

Mr Sesoko and received by his attorneys, Adams & Adams.

At paragraph 19 of his supplementary affidavit Mr McBride goes so far as to70

state that they were given a misleading impression of the purpose of the

interviews. This statement is not only an inaccurate account of the investigation

process, but is not supported by the objective facts. Mr McBride received the

terms of reference through his attorneys and Mr Sesoko and they were

receiving counsel from Adams & Adams around the time of the interviews. Mr

McBride has made no effort to explain what this “misleading impression of the
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interviews" was, when regard is had to the terms of reference and the

transcripts.

My alleged refusal to testify in a criminal case involving the trio

I emphasise that my report was addressed to the Minister. I expressly recorded71

therein that:

“ 7 Benefit of report

The views expressed herein are given soieiv for the benefit7.1

and information of the Minister of Poiice, to whom it is

expressiy addressed.” [Emphasis added]

72 It was always open to the Minister to either accept or reject the

recommendations contained in the Werksmans report. As it so happened, the

Minister not only accepted the recommendations, he implemented them. Mr

McBride was charged with misconduct, as were Messrs Khuba and Sesoko.

The disciplinary action taken against Mr McBride was an employment issue

regulated by the employment contract, the Labour Relations Act No. 66 of 1995

as amended, and the Public Service Act, 1994. The Minister's power or

othenwise to discipline McBride was clarified by the Constitutional Court in

McBride v Minister of Police and Another 2016 (11) BCLR 1398 (CC) (6

September 2016). Insofar as Messrs Khuba and Sesoko are concerned, the

Executive Director of IPID has the power to discipline them. In their case the
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disciplinary action against them was taken by the then Acting Executive Head

of IPID, Mr Kgamanyane.

The disciplinary hearing would have afforded Mr McBride an opportunity to73

challenge and disagree with the Werksmans report, but instead he chose to

challenge the Minister's powers but not the report.

The Minister of Police had no power to criminally charge anybody and he74

certainly did not do so in this matter. The decision to charge the trio criminally

was that of the NPA and was taken by that institution after having applied its

mind to the matter. I elected not to testify at their criminal trial as my testimony

would largely be regarded as hearsay, as I relied on what people told me during

the interviews. I further elected not to testify as my report contains all my

findings. Any testimony on my part would have been a mere regurgitation of my

findings. For the record, I refused for the same reasons, when I was requested

by the initiator in the disciplinary hearings of Messrs Khuba and Sesoko.

The Werksmans report is hearsay and it is trite that hearsay evidence is75

generally inadmissible at criminal proceedings. Hearsay evidence can only be

admitted in the exceptions set out in section 3(1) of the Law of Evidence

Amendment Act. This trite principle was echoed in Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd v

Chipana and Others (JA161/17) [2019] ZALAC 52; [2019] 10 BLLR 991 (LAC)

were the court remarked as follows regarding hearsay evidence emanating

from investigations:
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719] It is accepted that this section essentially means that if there is no

agreement to receive hearsay evidence it is to be excluded unless the

interests of justice requires its admission. Hearsay evidence that is not

admitted in accordance with the provisions of this section is not evidence

at aii. This Court held: “Section 3(1) of the Act has ushered our approach

to the admissibility of hearsay evidence into a refreshing and practical

era. We have broken away from the assertion-orientated and rigid rule-

and-exception approach of the past. Courts may receive hearsay

evidence if the interests of justice require it to be admitted”. This section

still retains the “caution” concerning the receiving of hearsay evidence,

but changed the rules about when it is to be received and when not.

[23] In addition to referring to precautions to be taken by criminal trial

courts in applying the hearsay provisions of LEAA, the Supreme Court

of Appeal in S v Ndhiovu and Others referred to safeguards to ensure

respect for an accused’s fundamental right to a fair trial. Cameron JA

pointed out that safeguards, including the following, were important:
I

‘First a presiding judicial officer is generally under a duty to prevent a

witness heedlessly giving vent to hearsay evidence. More specifically

under the Act ‘it is the duty of a trial Judge to keep inadmissible evidence

out [and] not to listen passively as the record is turned into a papery

sump of “evidence”.’ Second, the Act cannot be applied against an

unrepresented accused to whom the significance of its provisions have

not been explained...
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76 As I have indicated elsewhere in this affidavit, the trio disagree sharply with the

Werksmans report, which is based on interviews with several individuals,

including them. They would never have consented to the admission of the

Werksmans report as it made adverse findings against them.

77 The Werksmans investigation was not a criminal investigation performed by

police officers or law enforcement officers. I seriously doubt whether absent of

consent, the Werksmans report would have been admitted in criminal

proceedings. In any event the persons who participated in the investigation and

gave evidence upon which the Werksmans report is based were all available at

the time.

78 The fact that the report recommended a criminal Investigation did not transform

the status of the report into a criminal investigation. In my own experience,

employers routinely refer the outcome of disciplinary enquiries and internal

investigations for criminal investigation. This does not mean that the disciplinary 

enquiry has been turned into a criminal enquiry.

L Whether the deletions were unlawful?

79 As a prelude to my response to the question posed by the chairperson of the

Commission regarding whether the deletions effected on the first report by the

trio were unlawful, I set out the recommendation made by Werksmans

regarding criminal liability of the trio herein below.

6.4.5 In the absence of any information as to which of the three co

signatories were responsible for the deletion of information from
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the First Report, we recommend that Khuba, McBride and Sesoko

be charged criminally for defeating the ends of justice or

obstructing the administration of justice, and that disciplinary

charges be brought against them in their capacity as employees.”

[Emphasis added]

80 IPID is estabiished in terms of section 3 of the Act. The objects of IPID are set

out in section 2 of the IPID Act. They are, Inter alia -

(a) to give effect to the provision of section 206 (6) of the Constitution

establishing and assigning functions to the Directorate on national

and provincial level:

(b) to ensure independent oversight of the South African Police

Service and Municipal Police Services:

(c) to align provincial strategic objectives with that of the national

office to enhance the functioning of the Directorate;

(d) to provide for independent and impartial investigation of identified

criminal offences allegedly committed by members of the South

African Police Service and Municipal Police Services:..

[Emphasis added]

It is important to note from the above provisions of the IPID Act that IPID is an81

institution established to give effect to section 206(6) of the Constitution: as

such, IPID performs a constitutionally mandated function. This constitutional

L5
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function is performed in the manner set out in the IPID Act. One of the functions

of IPID is to refer matters of a criminal nature investigated by it to the NPA or

Provincial Prosecutions Authority for further action. These matters are referred

to the prosecutions authority by the submission of a docket, together with

recommendations that are contained in an investigation report. Each of these

procedures is designed to give effect to section 206(6) of the Constitution.

With this understanding of the framework applicable to IPID, it follows that its82

reports must be beyond reproach, objective and free from dishonesty on the

part of those who prepare reports to be submitted and referred to the NPA.

Although the prosecutions authority is not bound by the recommendations

made by IPID in its reports, such reports are a useful tool in helping the NPA in

making a prosecutorial decision. Therefore, it is important that the NPA is not

misdirected or misled by IPID in its reports or recommendations. The

recommendations by IPID are not some insignificant recommendations which

can be rejected by the NPA without consideration. They are made for a reason

by an institution performing a very important constitutional function, i.e. to keep

police action in check.

Against this background, the question that arises is what is to happen when83

members of IPID, led by Mr McBride, delete crucial information from a report

submitted to the NPA for a prosecutorial decision and later claim that the very

report submitted for prosecutorial decision was not final. A secondary question.

allied to the first, is how one classifies the conduct of senior members of IPID

who instead of conducting an investigation to produce the so-called second

report, as they claim to have done, merely deleted Information implicating
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Generals Dramat and Sibiya in crimes from the first report and substituted the

recommendation contained in the first report to produce the second report.

84 The answer to these questions is that the conduct of the trio, viewed objectively,

involved gross dishonesty and deceit and amounted to defeating the ends of

justice or obstructing the administration of justice. The trio knew and was fully

aware that IPID reports and recommendations were not insignificant. They

matter. The deletions were effected in order to suit their ultimate

recommendations, viz. that no criminal charges should be levelled against
(

General Dramat and Sibiya. This was done with the objective of misleading the

NPA.

The deletions were both unlawful and constituted misconduct:85

Mr McBride knew that IPID had finalised its report and submitted it to the85.1

NPA for decision. Yet, an instruction was given to retrieve the docket.

This constitutes interference with the independent functioning of the

NPA in breach of section 179 of the Constitution, which guarantees the

independence of the NPA.

85.2 The amendment of the report was on its own unlawful. Investigators of

IPID must conduct their work independently. They cannot take sides in

an investigation, but must consider the facts objectively.

This also constitutes gross misconduct since IPID is established85.3

specifically to investigate the police. It is axiomatic that IPID must be

independent of the police. It has been to police the police.

Li
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To date not a single one of the trio has admitted to the deletion of the85.4

information nor provided justifiable reasons for doing so.

86 These are the considerations that influenced Werksmans' recommendation that

the trio be charged criminally for defeating or obstructing the ends of justice.

I would like to emphasize that Werksmans' role ended when it issued the report87

to the Minister. Furthermore, Werksmans never made recommendations to the

NPA for the prosecution of the trio and was not part of the decision taken by

the NPA to prosecute the trio.

Misrepresentation of the Werksmans Report

88 I listened to Mr McBride's testimony before the commission on 12 April 2019,

there is statement he made that is untrue and warrants a response. Mr McBride

claimed that there was a disclaimer in the Werksmans report “saying that it is

not to be used in litigation. So ultimately what was the purpose of the report if it

could not be used in litigation”. There is no such disclaimer in the Werksmans

report. What was in fact stated in the Werksmans’ report was the following:

8 Limitation of iiabiiity

This report is given strictly on the basis that ail and any claims of

whatsoever nature arising as a result of reliance on this report

shall only be capable of being brought and/or instituted (and may

only and exclusively be brought and / or instituted) against

Werksmans Inc. and its assets, including the proceeds of the
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professional insurance held by it (“PI Insurance”). The directors,

partners, professionals with similar status, consultants and other

employees of Werksmans Inc. or any of its affiliates shall not be

liable in their personal capacities for any claim whatsoever

arising, directly or indirectly, in connection with the opinions given

in this letter, and no such claims shall be enforceable against their

respective estates.

89 This is a iimitation of liabiiity and not a disciaimer. it also does not state that it

cannot be used for litigation.

90 The allegation by Mr McBride is untrue and demonstrates his desperation to

portray Werksmans in a bad light and unnecessarily vilify it.

Mr McBride's supplementary affidavit deals extensively with his powers as the91

then Executive Director of IPID and he seeks to demonstrate how he seemingly

acted within the confines of the IPID Act when the second report was produced.

In light of this, I deem it prudent to first deal with the legislative framework
(

applicable to IPID before I respond to the averments contained in the

supplementary affidavit.

THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK GOVERNING IPID

The IPID Act

LS
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I have already discussed some of the objects of the IPID Act above. The92

Directorate functions independently of the South African Police Service. Each

organ of state must assist the Directorate to maintain its impartiality and to 

perform its functions effectively.^

The Executive Director of IPID is appointed in terms of section 6 of the Act. The93

Minister must nominate a suitabiy qualified person for appointment to the office

of Executive Director to head the Directorate in accordance with a procedure to

be determined by the Minister.^

The relevant Parliamentary Committee must, within a period of 3094

parliamentary working days of the nomination in terms of subsection (1), 

confirm or reject such nomination.'^

In the event of an appointment being confirmed, the successful candidate is95

appointed to the office of Executive Director subject to the laws governing the

public service with effect from a date agreed upon by such person and the

Minister; and such appointment is for a term of five years, which is renewabie 

for one additional term only.®
u

2 Section 4 of the Act.
3 Section 6(1).

Section 6(2).
® Section 6(3)(a)-(b).
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96 The Minister is enjoined by section 6 to of the IPID Act, remove the Executive

Director from office on account of, misconduct; ill health; or inability to perform 

the duties of that office effectively.®

97 The roles and responsibilities of a director are set out in section 7 of the IPID

Act. The relevant aspects of section 7 read:

(1) The Executive Director is the accounting officer of the Directorate

and must ensure that -

(a) Proper records of ali financial transactions, assets and

liabilities of the Directorate are kept.

(4) The Executive Director must refer criminal offences revealed as

a result of an investigation, to the National Prosecuting Authority

for criminal prosecution and notify the Minister of such referral.

(5) The National Prosecuting Authority must notify the Executive

Director of its intention to prosecute, whereafter the Executive

Director must notify the Minister thereof and provide a copy to the

Secretary.

^5Section 6(6)(a)-(c).
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The Executive Director must ensure that complaints regarding(6)

disciplinary matters are referred to the National Commissioner

and where appropriate, to the relevant Provincial Commissioner.

(7)

All recommendations which are not of a criminal or disciplinary(8)

nature must be referred to the Minister and provide a copy thereof

to the Secretary.

The Executive Director may upon receipt of a complaint, cause to(9)

investigate any offence allegedly committed by any member of

the South African Police Service or Municipal Police Services,

and may, where appropriate, refer such investigation to the

National or Provincial Commissioner concerned.

(12) The Executive Director must at any time when requested to do so

by the Minister of Parliament, report on the activities of the

Directorate to the Minister or Parliament.

Section 8 deals with the composition of the National Office and lists the98

departments or units which should be part of the national office. Section 15

provides for the establishment of a Consultative forum and section 16 provides

for the composition of the consultative forum. The consultative forum consists
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of the Executive Director and Secretary and any person invited by the Executive

Director or the Secretary to a meeting of the forum.

99 The functions of the forum are set out in section 17 and are as follows-

(a) facilitate closer co-operation between the Secretary and the

Executive Director; and (b) discuss, amongst other, issues

relating to trends, recommendations and implementation of such

recommendations.

100 The responsibilities of a provincial head are set out in section 21 of the Act and

the provincial head's responsibilities are as follows -

"(a) the appointment and performance management of staff at

provincial level;

(b) to facilitate the investigation of cases and perform any other

function incidental to any such investigations;

I
(c) to control and monitor active cases;

(d) to refer matters investigated bv the provincial office under this Act

to the National or relevant provincial orosecutino authority for

criminal prosecution:

^ Section 17(a)-{b),
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to report to the Executive Director on matters investigated;(e)

to refer disciplinary matters to the Provincial Commissioner;(f)

to facilitate co-operation between the provincial head and(9)

provincial police secretariat;

to report to the Executive Director on recommendations and(h)

finalisation of cases;

(
(i)...;

(o) to manage the provincial office.

Section 22 of the IPID Act deals with the appointment of investigators. In terms101

of section 22(1) the Executive Director, in consultation with the relevant

provincial head, must appoint a fit and proper person as an investigator of the

Directorate, subject to subsections (2), (3) and (4).

In terms of subsection (4), the security screening investigation contemplated in102

subsection (3), must be done in conjunction with the National Intelligence

Agency, as referred to in section 3 of the Intelligence Services Act No. 65 of

2002.

Section 24 deals with the functions and investigative powers of an investigator.103

In terms of subsection (1) -103.1
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an investigator may, subject to the control and direction of the

Executive Director or relevant provincial head, exercise such

powers and perform such duties as are conferred or imposed

upon him or her by or under this Act or any other law, and must

obey all lawful directions which he or she may perform from time

to time receive from a person having authority to give such

directions under this Act.”^

An investigator has the powers provided for in the CPA, which are103.2

bestowed upon a peace officer or police official relating to: the

investigation of offences; the entry and search of premises; the seizure

and disposal of articles; arrest; execution of warrants; and the 

attendance of an accused person in court.®

104 The Minister may prescribe measures for integrity testing of members of the

Directorate, which may include random entrapment, testing for the abuse of

alcohol or drugs, or the use of a polygraph or similar instrument to ascertain.

confirm or examine in a scientific manner the truthfulness of statement made

by a person.The necessary samples required for any test referred to in

subsection (1) may be taken, but any sample taken from the body of a member

11may only be taken by a registered medical practitioner or a registered nurse.

The Minister shall prescribe measures to ensure the confidentiality of

® Section 24(1).
9 Section 24(2)(aHg).
10 Section 26(1). 
n Section 26(2).
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information obtained through integrity testing, if such measures are prescribed

12in terms of subsection (1).

Section 28 lists the type of matters to be investigated by the Directorate. The105

Directorate must investigate the foliowing-

(1) The Directorate must investigate -

(a) any deaths in police custody;

(b) deaths as a result of police actions;

(c) any complaint relating to the discharge of an official firearm

by any police officer;

(d) rape by a police officer, whether the police officer is on or

off duty;

(e) rape of any person while that person is in police custody;

(f) any complaint of torture or assault against a police officer

in the execution of his or her duties;

(9) corruption matters within the police initiated by the

Executive Director on his or her own, or after the receipt of

a complaint from a member of the public, or referred to the

US12 Section 26(3).
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Directorate by the Minister, an MEC or the Secretary, as

the case may be; and

(h) any other matter referred to it as a result of a decision by

the Executive Director, or if so requested by the Minister,

an MEC or the Secretary as the case may be, in the

prescribed manner.

(2) The Directorate may investigate matters relating to systemic

corruption involving the police.

The CSPSAct

106 The objects of this CSPS Act are set out in section 3. They are inter alia to:

(e) provide for the establishment, composition and functions of the

senior management forum;

provide for co-operation with the Independent Police Investigative(f)

Directorate and the South African Police Service”

107 Section 5 deais with objects of Civilian Secretariat and provides that the objects

of the Civilian Secretariat.

“The objects of the Civilian Secretariat are to -

(a) exercise civilian oversight over the police service;
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give strategic advice to the Minister in respect of deveioping and(b)

impiementing poiicies;

(c) provide administrative support services to the Minister to ensure

South Africa's engagement with relevant international obligations;

liaise and communicate with stakeholders;(d)

(e) implement a partnership strategy to mobilise roleplayers and

stakeholders to strengthen service delivery by the police service

to ensure the safety and security of communities;

implement, promote and align the operations of the Civilian(f)

Secretariat in the national and provincial spheres of government;

co-ordinate the functions and powers of the Civilian Secretariat in(9)

the national and provincial spheres of government;

promote co-operation between the Civilian Secretariat, the police(h)

service and the Directorate; and

provide guidance to community police fora and associated(i)

structures and facilitate their proper functioning.

The functions of the Civilian Secretariat are set out in section 6(1). To achieve108

its objects, the Civilian Secretariat must:

(a)...;
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(e) consider such recommendations, suggestions and requests

concerning police and policing matters as it may receive from any

source;

(f)...;

enter into either memoranda of understanding or agreements or(g)

both, in consultation with the Minister, with civilian oversight

groups and other parties and engage such groups and parties to

strengthen co-operation between the various roleplayers;

advise and support the Minister in the exercise of his or her(h)

powers and the performance of his or her functions;

0) provide the Minister with regular reports with regard to-

the performance of the police service; and(0

00 implementation of and compliance by the police service
I. J

with policy directives issued or instructions made by the

Minister;..

l/Vas the appointment of Werksmans to investigate the conduct of IPID employees

improper?

There was nothing improper in the Minister’s appointment of Werksmans to109

investigate whether there was any misconduct committed by the senior

employees of IPID. The Minister was empowered in terms of the section 6(6)

Li
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of the IPID Act to remove the Executive Director of the IPID on account of

misconduct. This provision does not authorise the Minister to act arbitrarily or

capriciously. The powers of the Minister are constrained by the requirements of

legality, reasonableness and procedural fairness which are contained in the

Constitution and other applicable legislation. Alive to his responsibilities not to

act unfairly and arbitrarily, the Minister appointed Werksmans to conduct an

investigation in relation to what appeared to be serious misconduct on the part

of senior employees. The Minister was empowered to appoint Werksmans to

conduct the investigation.

I am advised that during the High Court proceedings where Mr McBride sought110

to challenge the suspension and disciplinary proceedings instituted against

him, he withdrew his claims to the effect that his suspension by the Minister on

grounds of misconduct, was motivated by ulterior motives on the part of the

Minister.

Was there a report submitted by Mr Khuba of the IPID on 22 January 2014? If so, what

was the legal status of that report? Was Sesoko ever Khuba's supervisor at IPID?

I have dealt with the circumstances in which IPID began investigating the111

Rendition matter and how the investigation came to be handed to Mr Khuba. I

have also dealt with the nature of Mr Sesoko’s involvement in the investigation

and the nature of his relationship vis-a-vis Mr Khuba.

L5
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112 I am advised by Ms Mbeki that under the predecessor to IPID, the Independent

Complaints Directorate, both Messrs Khuba and Sesoko where provincial

heads. Mr Khuba was provincial head for Limpopo Province and Mr Sesoko for

the North West. When the IPID was established, these positions were at a level

of chief director. Both Messrs Khuba and Sesoko could not be automatically

placed into these chief director positions because they were senior positions 

and in terms of the Public Service Act, 1994, the positions had to be advertised.

I am further advised that the positions were advertised and the two applied but

r ■ did not meet the requirements. As such, they remained acting in these

positions. The provincial head positions that Messrs Sesoko and Khuba

occupied prior to the establishment of the IPID, were graded at Director level.

113 For these reasons Messrs Khuba and Sesoko could not be automatically

promoted to being chief directors at the IPID. They could only occupy their

positions in acting capacities respectively until the positions were filled, with Mr

Sesoko as Acting Chief Director: Investigations at IPID's national office and Mr

Khuba as Acting Provincial Head for Limpopo. It follows that Mr Sesoko was

never at any stage Mr Khuba's supervisor. Even as Head of Investigations he

was not a supervisor of the Chief Director: Investigation in terms of the Act,

Regulations and SOP. The ultimate supervisor of all investigators, in terms of

the SOP, is the Director: Investigations and the Director: Investigations

administratively reports to the Provincial Head. Having said that, in the context

of investigations, the provincial head is not a supervisor of the Director

Investigations.

L5
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Mr Khuba himself insisted during two interviews held with Werksmans that Mr114

Sesoko was not his supervisor or senior at the iPID. In the interview held with

Mr Khuba on 26 March 2015, he said the foilowing:

7 was worried, and I then phoned ADVOCATE MOSING, I then phoned

my partner and I then phoned MR SESOKO. MR SESOKO was not mv

supervisor or my superior, he was just acting in the post and during the

investigation KOEKiE MBEKi gave me a dear instruction to say: Don’t

invoive MR SESOKO in anything.

\ attach a copy of the transcript to the interview with Mr Khuba marked “SJ23”.115

The above extract appears on page 22, at lines 10 to 16.

Mr Khuba again emphasized that Mr Sesoko was not his supervisor in his116

interview with Werksmans on 13 Aprii 2015. i attached marked “SJ24” a copy

of that transcript. He said the foiiowing:

7 want to teii you that a report that has a recommendation can be

u regarded as a finai report on the basis that there is nothing else you need

to do. You need to understand the procedure which i outlined previously,

to say when you compile a report with recommendations it has to be

assessed by the senior person, who signs it. I was in the predicament

where firstly the Acting Head - SESOKO was a senior, but he was still at

the same rank as I was. He was acting in that position, but I was also

acting, so there was not much difference. We were all Acting Chief

Directors anyway.” [“SJ24” page 12 line 1 to 14]
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These statements by Mr Khuba make it clear that Mr Sesoko was not his117

supervisor.

I have also explained above that upon being handed the docket to investigate118

the Rendition matter, Mr Khuba assembled a team to assist with the

investigation. Among the members of the team were Advocates Mosing and

Moeletsi, both of whom were from the Special Projects Division of the NPA.

They had been requested by the then Minister of Justice and Constitutional

Development, Mr Jeff Radebe, to provide guidance to the investigation team.r
In a memorandum dated 12 November 2013 addressed to Mr Mxolisi Nxasana

and Adv. Nomgcobo Jiba, Adv. Mosing explained their appointment (at page

2):

The Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, the

Honourable Jeff Radebe is also on record, when he among other

occasions, addressed the conference of Senior Managers of the NPA

during 2012, calling for these allegations to be investigated and thereby

reflecting the Governments concern with the allegations.

The Special Projects Division was requested to provide the necessary

guidance to the investigating team whose investigations are not yet

complete as at the time of writing this memorandum.. .Adv. B Moeletsi

and writer were responsible for proving the guidance to the

investigators.

A copy of this memorandum is attached hereto marked “SJ25”.119
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On or about 22 October 2013, Mr Khuba sent a draft report to the NPA, for the120

attention of Adv. Mosing. I attach marked “SJ36” a copy of this report. In

paragraph 5.6 of the draft report he made it clear that there were certain

'outstanding matters”. He identified the outstanding matters and made it clear

that these needed to be dealt with before the investigation could be considered

complete.

Adv. Mosing considered the draft report and advised Mr Khuba that it was121

necessary to complete the further investigations. The further investigationsr
proposed included an analysis of cell phone records, vehicle-tracking data and

statements from Generals Dramat and Sibiya and Col. Maluleka. This was

confirmed by Adv. Mosing in an internal memorandum addressed to Mr

Nxasana and Adv. Jiba, dated 12 November 2013.

Mr Khuba went on to finalise his report. Before submitting his report, he had122

asked for the warning statements of Gen. Sibiya, but it was not furnished to

him. He then compiled his final report on 22 January 2014. This was the first

U report. It made final recommendations to the NPA. Nor did it contain a similar

reference to “outstanding matter" as was contained in paragraph 5.6 of the 22

October 2013 report.

123 Warning statements had previously been requested in 2013 from General 

Sibiya and Leonie Vester''^ but they had declined to provide such warning

statements.

SJ23 page 35 to page 37 ^^5
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Mr Khuba submitted a report to the NPA together with the docket and124

recommendations on 22 January 2014 pursuant to section 21(1)(d) of the Act

read with Regulation 4(9)(c) of the Regulations published in terms of the Act.

The report was approximately 26 pages in total and submitted for the purposes

of a prosecutorial decision by the NPA. The report did not, however,

incorporate, the investigator's statement regarding the manner in which the

investigation was conducted. Accordingly, when the report was submitted on

22 January 2014, Adv. Mosing advised Mr Khuba that in order to complete the

investigation, it was necessary that he, as investigator appointed in terms of the

IPiD Act to conduct the investigation, incorporate his statement explaining how

he conducted his investigation. As such, Adv. Mosing inscribed the word “draft’

on that report. Mr Khuba accepted the advice and duiy prepared and

incorporated his statement into the report. Having done so, Mr Khuba signed

the report and submitted it to the NPA on or about 24 January 2014. He did not

update the report to reflect the actual date on which his report was submitted

to the NPA. This then became what we understand today as the first report.

During the interview with Werksmans on 17 April 2015 Adv. Mosing stated theu
following:

MOSING: And I know his statement is supposed to be in that thing, in

the one we gave. Now I remember. That’s why on this copy that I have,

I wrote “draft”, because it lacked his statement. Once he did that - and

iike I said, in not making a copy I didn’t anticipate something iike this

happening. Because we thought in good faith KHUBA wouid stand by

that investigation and wouidn’t be made to change it. in other words the

originai report that he signed - aithough he had signed this one and i
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wrote “draft” on it - we said: This one is incompiete and you need to

summarise your statement. I think maybe if you look at the docket, when

was his statement commissioned? It was commissioned more or iess at

the same time, because it was the last thing he aiso did. Because he

said although he had a draft of what he had done, we said: Do an

investigating officer’s statement, so to speak, explaining, because in this

case he reaiiy needed to expiain how this case unfolded, because it

wouid help anyone reading the docket to understand what was going on.

They could be easily confused, because there is a version here which

we have to disprove. Now I remember. I think that’s why we didn’t even

have this. You see, he didn’t even change the date, he kept the date. It

took him a day or two basically to finalise that, i was a bit worried as to

that one.

I attach a copy of the transcript of the interview with Adv. Mosing marked125

SJ26”. The extract above appears at page 58 and line 16 to line 21 of page

59.

126 Contrary to what has been claimed by Mr McBride, it is apparent that Mr Khuba

submitted a report with recommendations and a docket to the NPA. To add, this

is in line with the SOP which states that a report with recommendations is final.

Furthermore, the first report included Dramat's warning statement (which is127

dealt with at page 29, paragraph 1 of the report). Mr Khuba identified Gen.

Dramat's statement as A94 of the docket. As such, it is not true that Gen.
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Dramat's warning statement was outstanding when the first report was

submitted to the NPA.

In any event, the suggestion by Mr McBride that a report is incomplete if it does128

not contain a warning statement, is, with respect, not only incorrect but is to the

knowledge of the trio untrue. For instance, the second report does not have

Col. Maluleka’s statement, yet, despite this, its authors (the trio) regarded that

report as final. In terms of the SOP, there are only two types of investigation

reports namely, an interim and a final investigative report. An interim
f

investigative report does not have or make recommendations to the NPA

whereas a final investigative report does.

Was an analysis of General Sibiva's cellphone records outstanding?

Neither General Sibiya's cell phone records nor the analysis thereof was129

outstanding at the time of the submission of the first report on or about 24

January 2014. Mr Khuba, Col Moukangwe and Adv Mosing were in possession

of the cell phone records of Gen. Sibiya and the analysis thereof. The analysis
L-

of Gen. Sibiya's cell phone records showed that he was not at the crime scene

(which was in Diepsloot, where suspects were assaulted), but was apparently

in a different location (in the area of Pretoria).

During an interview with Werksmans on 26 March 2015, Mr Khuba stated the130

following in relation to an analysis of Gen. Sibiya's cell phone records:

MR KHUBA: So we did everything: we did an investigation, but we were

letdown by the person who was doing the cellphone records. The person
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who was doing the cellphone records could not come to us in time with

a report. He sent a draft report, which M/as handwritten somewhere, and

I wanted the original report. That report could not tell us much. We

wanted information that would help us know whether SIBIYA was in

DIEPSLOOT on the dates and times which the witnesses were alluding

to. ADVOCATE MOSING said to me - and that ivas after I had done the

report - the report with which COLONEL MOUKANGWE was also in

agreement, this is the report, signed." [“SJ23” page 34 line 24 to page

35 line 13]r
131 From Mr Khuba's version he was in possession of an expert analysis of Gen.

Sibiya’s evidence at the time he submitted his first report. He may not have

been happy with the expert analysis given that there were eyewitnesses who,

under oath, had stated that Gen. Sibiya was at the crime scene. It should thus

be emphasised that the expert analysis was not new evidence, it was merely a

typed version of the handwritten analysis that had previously provided. (The

handwritten report was never provided to Werksmans but was referred to by

L Adv. Mosing in his memorandum of 13 February 2014.)

In paragraph 5.5 of the first report Mr Khuba dealt with an analysis of Gen.132

Sibiya's cell phone records and explained what was discovered after those

records were analysed. That analysis showed that Gen. Sibiya had been kept

updated on the progress of the three operations that formed part of the rendition

of the Zimbabwean Nationals.
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133 Furthermore, at page 32 of the first report, Mr Khuba incorporated the analysis

he received from the expert regarding Sibiya's cell phone records. Mr Khuba

stated:

There is evidence and witnesses corroborate each other that General

Sibiya was both at the scene and planning venue. The meeting held

between the IPID and General Dramat on 2013/03/07 confirmed that

General Sibiya was appointed to be the Head of TOMS which he created

to trace wanted suspects. The telephone records of both Captain

Maluleke and Major General Sibiya show interaction between them at

various milestones of the operation. Following suggest the involvement

of General Sibiya;

• * •

Witness stated that he was seen during the operation that took place on

22/11/2010 which led to the arrest of Pritchard Chuma

In other operations cellphone record of Warrant Officer Makoe, Captain

Maluleke and Col Neethling clearly show continuous contacts with

General Sibiya during and shortly after the operation. Col Neethling also

stated that he should have reported progress to General Sibiya during

the operation. However the cellphone records of General Sibiva does

(sic) not place him at the scenes and planning venues as claimed by

witnesses. It is also clear that some of the witness. It is also clear that
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some of the witness claim to have heard that General Sibiya was in the

car rather than seeing him personally.

The meeting held in Zimbabwe wherein General Sibiya was appointed

as coordinator on cooperation matters involving the two countries

suggests that the operation could not have been done without his

knowledge more so because his Gauteng Team was involved in the

r operation. However this inference cannot provide prime facie case that

he was involved." fEmphasis added]

134 In the memorandum prepared by Adv. Mosing on 13 February 2014 annexed

to Mr McBride's affidavit as RMB.W.8, Adv. Mosing confirms that they (i.e. Mr

Khuba, Col. Moukangwe and Adv. Mosing) were in possession of a hand written

expert report analysing Gen. Sibiya's cell phone records. At paragraph 4 of his

memorandum, Adv. Mosing records:

U 4. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

4.1 The above facts are supported by the following evidence:

Cell registers and occurrence books from the various poiice stations

where victims were detained;

Affidavits from witnesses:

Surviving victims
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Gauteng TOMS members

CIG members

TRT members

Home affairs officials

Wierdaburg police officers

Police officials based at Beit Bridge border post

Cellphone records

AVL of DPCI members vehicles

Success reports of the DPCI

Itinerary and travelling claims of Maluleke

Handwriting expert reports..[Emphasis added]

Adv. Mosing’s reference to “Handwriting expert reports” is to the handwritten135

expert report of the analysis of Gen. Sibiya’s cell phone records. It is the same

report Mr Khuba referred to in his interview held with us on 26 March 2015.

In his interview with Werksmans on 30 March 2015, Col. Moukangwe confirmed136

that when the first report was submitted to the NPA they were in possession of

and knew about the analysis of Gen. Sibiya's cell phone records, that the
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analysis placed Gen. Sibiya in Pretoria and that they (Col. Moukangwe and Mr

Khuba) had questioned the eye witnesses on this issue before submitting the

report. Col. Moukangwe vehemently disputed that the said analysis constituted

new evidence. A copy of the transcript of the interview conducted with him is

attached marked “SJ27”. The following appears on page 7 line 16 to page 8

line 12 of the transcript:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: In that one maybe he forgot something,

because we knew before that GENERAL SIBIYA’s cellphone shows he

was in PRETORIA, but the people who were operating with him said he

is not using one cellphone. So it might happen that the official cellphones

were at home, and maybe he used the other one, which is just recorded

here on the statement. That is according to what they said. But we knew

about the information before, because we questioned them: How can

you say SIBIYA was involved, the cellphone shows that...

MR JULY: And how did you know about this information that SIBIYA’s

cellphones were in SUNNYSIDE?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Because of the detailed billing that we did.

We did a detailed billing on the two cellphone numbers that we were

given, to show where the cellphones were at that time. They showed that

he was in PRETORIA at the time they mentioned in their statements.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: After the discussion with the prosecutors.

they made a suggestion whether we should do the mappings. Ceilphone
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mapping is where an analysis will show us that this was done at this, and

make some points in a chart form. That’s what we were requested to do.

In his memorandum of 13 February 2014 to Advocates Jiba and Chauke,137

Advocate Mosing confirmed at paragraph 6.3 that the cell phone evidence did

not provide corroboration that General Sibiya was present during the

operations. He stated that this could be more closely considered after an expert

witness had been procured to analyse the cell phone data.

I 138 In our interview with Adv. Baloyi and Adv. Mzinyathi on 17 April 2015, Advocate

Baloyi explained how the issue of General Sibiya's cell phone records would be

dealt with:

MR BALOYI: Actually you recall that the operation was on two

occasions, and on both occasions there are witnesses who say - there

are some contradictions, especially with TOMS. Some say no, he was

there on the first day, some say they are not sure. But the eye witnesses

are clear that he came out of his BMW, and they asked him, I think,u
where to detain them, or something to that effect.

MR MZINYATHI: Yes.

MR BALOYI: I mean the evidence is clear there. Then on the second

operation his name is also mentioned. We felt even if the cellphone

records place him elsewhere, we have real evidence. At a later staoe.

durino trial, we will pet a cellphone analyst who will probably give an
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explanation. I mean, it could be that someone else had his cellphone.

That is explainable.

I attach a copy of the transcript as annexure “SJ28”. The above extract139

appears at page 43, line 21 to page 44, line 14 of the transcript

140 Adv. Baloyi further stated (at page 37, lines 17 to 23 of the transcript):

'MR BALOYI: Anyway, I made it clear to them that for a prosecutorial

decision we could acquire the outstanding information at a later stage.

But I felt that those matters could not stand in the way of us taking a

decision. We then say those were loose ends that needed to be tied up

before we go to trial.

141 It is apparent from the aforesaid that there was no outstanding evidence at the

time the first report was submitted. If anything could be said to have been

outstanding, it was an alternative analysis or interpretation of the cell phone

records. To add, if there was anything outstanding this would have been

recorded and reflected in the first report. The investigation was a completed

investigation as defined in the SOP.

142 In our interview with Mr Khuba on 13 April 2015 he, in response to a question

raised by me, explained the status of a report with recommendations and what

happens when “new evidence” emerges:

MR JULY: In other words, what ANGUS says, is that what you believed

to be the factual situation at the time when you signed the report, even

Ls
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if it changes iater on, that report remains the final report. If things have

to change you will then have to deal with It, and how do you deal with

those issues that have cropped up?

MR KHUBA: What you are talking about I don’t think is an issue of only

departmental procedure. It’s an issue of common sense, that once vou

have made a recommendation you have done your investigation. If new

evidence surfaces to rebut that then vou are able to advance: Now I

have this and that and that.” [‘'SJ24” page 13 line 9 to 21]
f

143 Therefore, based on Mr Khuba's own version the emergence of “new

information” would not render the report submitted to the NPA interim or draft;

it remains a finai report. The submission of a docket together with a report with

recommendations would not prevent an investigator, in this case Mr Khuba,

from later placing additionai information in that docket. This is precisely what

Mr Khuba purported to do on 28 February 2014, he sought to file additional

information (warning statements from the Generais who had earlier refused) he

had obtained into the docket that had already been submitted to the NPA for a

prosecutoriai decision. Mr Khuba requested to file these additional documents

in the docket, and not to collect the docket as claimed by Mr McBride and now

also by Mr Khuba.

144 The Commission has been repeatedly told that the alleged analysis of Gen.

Sibiya's cell phone records was exculpatory. I disagree with this assertion. The

cell phone records only related to Gen. Sibiya's presence at the scene where

suspects were assaulted and tortured. Notably in the first report Mr Khuba
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never recommended that Gen. Sibiya be criminally charged for assault and

torture. Instead, the first report recommended criminal charges for kidnapping

and defeating the ends of justice because Gen. Sibiya was aware of the

activities carried out by the TOMS, had assembled the team and the team had

reported to him. The cell phone records proved that smses on the stages of the

operation were sent to Gen. Sibiya and he, in turn, forwarded these smses to

Gen. Dramat. who never responded to them.

IVas an expert analysis of Colonel Ndanduleni Madilonaa's (“Col. Madilonaa")

statement outstanding?

It has also been claimed that an expert analysis of Col. Madilonga's statement145

was also outstanding when the first report was submitted. This is not true.

During the interview with Werksmans on 26 March 2015, Mr Khuba told us that

Col. Madilonga's statement was taken to an expert for analysis in September

2013. Col. Madilonga's statement was consistent with the cell phone evidence

obtained through section 205 of the Criminal Procedure Act, as amended.

'MR KHUBA: It was done around September -1 think McBRIDE started

last year, in 2014. In September 2013 I sent a statement analysis to an

expert.

I took his [Col. Madilonga’s] statement for analysis by the expert, and

said: Can you check this statement, because I need to go and obtain a

second statement from him? I want a watertight case, so do a statement

analysis. They did a statement analysis, and they said: There is
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something that is problematic with the statement. I said: Why? They said

some of the things it seems in a way he will be telling the truth, but in

another way he is trying to protect himself. The truth will be put in such

a way that as long as I’m not pushing the blame. So it’s marked with red

lines, waddah-waddah, I know these type of things. I said: Okay, it’s fine.

I went back to him. When I went back to him. I clarified: Why did these

people not come back to you and request assistance in the second

instance? He said he did not know but he only helped them once. But

r his statement is corroborated bv 205’s - you know the material or

technical evidence, that this thing happened. You know, it’s

corroborated. [“SJ22” page 38 line 23 to page 39 line 16].

Therefore, the analysis of Col. Madilonga statement was not outstanding when146

the first report was submitted to the NPA.

The leoal status of the report

The SOP of 2013, defines a completed investigation to mean:147

'an investigation which involves a comprehensive effort to interview the

complainant, the victim, witnesses and suspect SAPS/MPS member, the

identification, location and acquiring of relevant physical evidence and

upon which the conclusion is based on evidence obtained, excluding

technical reports...”

A Final Case Investigative Report is defined in the SOP to mean:148
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an investigative report which documents the entire investigation and

contains the conciusion, summary of affidavits and technicai reports,

written recommendations to SAPS/DPP with regard to the actions of the

SAP/MPS member"

The investigation was complete when the first report was compiled and that149

report was final as contemplated in the above provisions of the SOP. From a

literal reading of the definition, there is no requirement to the effect that in order

for an investigation report to be final, it must have warning statements.

During his testimony, Mr McBride confirmed that the investigation in the150

Rendition matter was about the death of persons as a result of police action.

Therefore, the relevant section governing the investigation was section 28(1 )(a)

and (b) of the IPID Act.

As indicated above, the Rendition investigation was referred to IPID by the151

Secretariat. This was done pursuant to section 28(1 )(h) of the IPID Act, which

deals with matters referred to the IPID by the Secretariat. The Rendition

investigation also concerned deaths as a result of police action in envisaged in

section 28(1 )(a) and (b). In addition to that the matter was referred to the IPID

by the Secretariat are investigated in terms of Regulation 7 of the IPID

Regulations.

In terms of Reg. 7(2) the Executive Director or the relevant provincial head, as152

the case may be, must designate an investigator to investigate a matter

contemplated in section 28(1 )(h) of the IPID Act which had been referred to the
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Directorate for investigation. In this instance the investigator appointed was Mr

Khuba.

153 Reg. 7(3) provides that an investigator designated in terms of sub-regulation

(2) must as soon as is practicable, determine whether the referred matter

relates to (a) a matter contemplated in regulation 4, in which case the provisions

of that regulation apply with such changes as may be required by the context;

or (b) a criminal matter, in which case the provisions of regulation 5 apply with

such changes as may be required by the context.

In my view and indeed as the facts suggest, Mr Khuba's investigation was into154

the death of people as a result of police action or omission, as well as torture

of suspects in police custody. Death of people as a result of police action is

regulated by regulation 4 and torture of suspects by police falls under regulation

5.1 deal with the investigator's obligations stemming from these two regulations

below.

Reg. 4(8) provides that in the event of a late notification of a death as a result155
1

of police action or omission or both, the investigator must, within a reasonable

period, which may not exceed 30 days of his or her designation as investigator:

(e) submit a report containing recommendations to the Executive

Director or relevant provincial head.

156 Reg. 4(9) in turn provides that for purposes of sub-reguiation (8), the

investigator must do the following:
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O) peruse the police docket;

(b) take the police docket over for further investigation;

(c) finalise and submit the police docket to the relevant Director of

Public Prosecutions together with recommendations relating to

further actions by the National Prosecuting Authority; and

(d) submit a report on the investigation containing recommendations

to the Executive Director or relevant provincial head.r

157 When regard is had to the above provisions of Reg. 4, there is no doubt that Mr

Khuba complied with the IPID Act and regulations as an Investigator by

submitting the first report to the NPA for a prosecutorial decision. The only

thing Mr Khuba still needed to do in terms of the regulations after submitting his

report to the NPA was to notify the Executive Director and the provincial head.

This could not be accomplished as there was no Executive Director at the IPID

during the period on which the first report was submitted. Furthermore, and in

any event, Mr Khuba was the acting provincial head for Limpopo at the time.

As such, even though he could notionally prepare a report, he could not submit

it to himself. I will expand on this submission after having dealt with Reg. 5

below.

158 Messrs McBride and Sesoko, curiously, claim that Mr Khuba failed to comply

with his obligations as set out in Reg. 5(3)(i). I discuss the salient provisions of

Reg. 5 herein. Reg. 5(2) provides that an Executive Director or the relevant

U5
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provincial head as the case may be must designate an investigator to

investigate a complaint.

159 Sub-regulation 5(3)(i) provides that an investigator designated in terms of

sub-regulation (2) must as soon as is practicable but within 24 hours of

designation collect all evidence, statements, and technical or expert reports, if

applicable, submit a report on the investigation of the offence to the Executive

Director or the relevant provincial head, as the case may be, containing

recommendations regarding further action, which may include measures to be

taken against a member of the SAPS or the Municipal Police Service or the

criminal prosecution of such member.

160 Mr McBride claimed that the first report was improperly submitted to the NPA

by Mr Khuba because prior to its submission to the NPA, it had not been

submitted to the Executive Director at IPID for approval. He relied on Reg.

5(3)(i) for this contention. McBride's reliance on this regulation is misplaced.

Regulation 5(3)(i), properly interpreted, relates to notifying the Executive

Director of the report. The submission of the report to the Executive Director is

not for the purposes of him signing or approving the report prepared by the

Investigator. On a plain reading of the text of Reg. 5(3)(1), there are no signing

or approval powers conferred upon the Executive Director when he is furnished

with an Investigator's report with recommendations. As such, even if the

investigation conducted by Mr Khuba solely related to the crimes listed in Reg.

5, the Executive Director or provincial head still did not have powers to approve

or sign the investigation report submitted by the Investigator.
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161 In fact, on an holistic reading of the IPID Act, the IPID Regulations and the SOP,

no power to approve and sign are conferred upon the Executive Director. The

Executive Director may be empowered in terms of section 7(4) to refer criminal

offences revealed as a result of an investigation to the NPA, but this does not

mean that he is empowered to approve or reject an investigation report

prepared by an Investigator. Nor does it mean that the Executive Director is

empowered to sign off on investigations conducted by investigators designated

in terms of the IPID Act and the IPID Regulations. This was conceded by Mr

McBride in his interview with Werksmans on 17 April 2015.(

McBRIDE: Look, the specifics of what was discussed in a meeting more

than a year ago, where no minutes were taken - i think it wouid not be

safe to reiy on who said what and in which context. The key issue for

me, is normaiiy such a report, the wav I understand the law, wouid not

come to me. It would qo from the provinces. But because it concerned

two provinces this one had to come to me. and it was driven by National.

So that’s the issue. Normally I wouldn’t even have the report, because

u reports and dockets move in every day to the NPA, they don’t come oast

me- [“SJ22” page 10, lines 10 to 24]

It would be curious to know what happened to Mr McBride's understanding162

regarding reports not going to the NPA through his office but through provincial

offices. I do not agree that the report had to be submitted and signed by the

Executive Director because it concerned two provinces.

L-^
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Even if section 7(4) empowers the Executive Director to approve and sign a163

report prepared by an Investigator (which is not correct), it should be recalled

that Mr Khuba signed the first report, both as an Investigator and as a provincial

head. In terms of his obligations under section 21(1)(d). In terms of section

21(1)(d) a provincial head is equally empowered to refer matters investigated

by the provincial office to the NPA for criminal prosecution. Consequently, there

was no room for contending that Mr Khuba acted improperly in signing and

submitting the first report contrary to the law. It is obvious from the above that

he acted in terms of the law. This first report submitted by Mr Khuba made final

and definitive recommendations to the NPA for further action.

If it was the intention of the legislature that the Executive Director must sign, it164

would have said so.

The trio knew that between January 2014 and 3 March 2014 there was no165

Executive Director at IPID, not even in an acting capacity. Ms Koeki Mbeki was

no longer at the IPID during this time. To the extent that there was a need to

have reports “signed” or “approved' by Ms Mbeki (which I submit was none, thisU
could not happen as she was not there.

During his testimony before the commission on 11 April 2019, Mr McBride166

misled the commission when he claimed that he was empowered to “sign off’

the report for submission to the NPA in terms of Reg. 4(3)(i) of the IPID

Regulations and that he acted pursuant to this regulation when he signed the

second report. For the sake of completeness, I repeat Mr McBride’s testimony

before the Commission:

^5
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“ADV PAUL JOSEPH PRETORIUS SC: If you just deal with that please.

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: Thank you Chair and it reads as follows:

After collecting all evidence statements and technical or expert

reports, if applicable, submit a report on the investigation of the

death containing recommendations regarding further action,

which may include disciplinary measures to be taken against a

member of the South African Police Service or the Municipal

c Police Services or criminal prosecution of such member, to the

Executive Director or the relevant provincial head, as the case

may be. ’

ADV PAUL JOSEPH PRETORIUS SC: Now this specifically deals with

deaths, but in relation to other matters investigated by IPID do similar

provisions apply?

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: Absolutely.

ADV PAUL JOSEPH PRETORIUS SC: So if an investigator conducts an

investigation what is the reporting line and brief?

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: It Is to the - if It is within a province and

it is initiated in a province or delegated to a province to deal with it would

be to the Provincial Head who then signs it off for submission to the NPA.

If it is initiated at National of certain circumstances covers more than one
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Province it wouid come to the Executive Director ultimately signed off for

submission to the National Prosecution Authority.

Although I am in agreement with Mr McBride that the Rendition investigation167

involved the death of people as a result of police action, I dispute his contention

that Reg. 4(3)(i) was applicable in the Rendition investigation.

Reg. 4(3) provides that an investigator designated by the Executive Director168

must “as soon as is practicable, but within 24 hours of designation” inter alia -

(

(i) after collecting all evidence, statements and technical or expert

reports, if applicable, submit a report on the investigation of the

death containing recommendations regarding further action.

which may include disciplinary measures to be taken against a

member of the South African Police Service or the Municipal

Police Services or criminal prosecution of such member, to the

Executive Director or the relevant provincial head, as the case

may be.

Even if Reg. 4(3)(i) were found to be applicable, it does not confer powers to169

the Executive Director to sign and approve a report.

170 The regulatory provisions applicable to the Rendition investigation were Reg.

4(8) and (9), which deal with the “late notification of a death”. Some of the

Zimbabwean Nationals were murdered a year before Khuba commenced his

investigation. This is why the matter was to be dealt with pursuant to Reg. 4(8)

and (9). As such, it was misleading or incorrect for Mr McBride to tell the US
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Commission that the provisions of Reg. 4(3)(i) applied to the Rendition

investigation, as this investigation was conducted well after the crimes

investigated by Mr Khuba had been committed. The crimes were committed

between October 2010 and January 2011 and Mr Khuba was only designated

to investigate during October 2012.

Consequently, It cannot be correct to suggest that Reg. 4(3)(i) applied to the171

Rendition investigation. Mr Khuba did not act under Reg. 4(3)(i) but pursuant to

the provisions of Reg. 4(8) and (9) and was empowered to sign and submit the

first report as an investigator and Provincial Head.

Mr McBride's contention that the report had to be submitted to him because it172

concerned two provinces is not supported by the IPID Act, IPID Regulations or

the SOP. To date, Mr McBride has not produced evidence to support his

contention in that regard.

IPID adopted a SOP for the year 2013/2014. This SOP continued to operate173

beyond the year 2014. For the sake of convenience, I attach a copy of the SOP
L

marked “SJ29”. The stated purpose of the SOP was to establish policy and

methods by which cases should be received, registered, processed and

disposed of.^"* The SOP applies to all notifications and/or cases lodged with the

IPID or initiated by the IPID against members of the SAPS/MPS by any person

Clause 1 page 4 of SOP.
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or organisation, alieging that a member committed an act or an omission which 

constitutes an offence and/or misconduct."'®

Ciause 5.1 of the SOP deait with the duties of the Executive Director. The174

Executive Director, in addition to the duties and responsibiiities referred to in

section 7 of the iPID Act and those referred to in the iPiD Regulations, was

obiiged to:

Ensure that the were systems in place for the lodging, receiving, 

processing, recording and disposal of cases against members;^®

174.1

Provide for the development and enforcement of policies to enabie an174.2

environment that is conducive to lodge a case and receive cases

reported;"'^

Ensure compliance with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control 

Standard Operating Procedure."'®

174.3

The powers of a Provincial Head were set out in clause 5.3 of the SOP. Of175

importance in the present context are the provisions of clause 5.3.6, which

provides that a Provincial Head must- “Complete/Close cases on the Case

Management System (CMS)”.

Clause 4 of the IPID SOP page 11. 
■I® Clause 5.1.1 ibid.
17 Clause 5.1.2 ibid.
1® Clause 5.1.3 ibid.

$
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Clause 5.4 of the SOP dealt with the powers and responsibilities of a Director176

Investigations. He or she was obliged, in addition any duties imposed under

section 24 of the IPID Act and the IPID Regulations, to -

19Supervise the investigation conducted.176.1

Ensure that the Case Intake Committee (CIC) met daily to evaluate176.2

20cases.

Ensure that case were investigated and completed in terms of the176.3(

21Strategic objectives.

Review investigation reports, assess its quality, raise queries, if any176.4

endorse recommendations to the SAPS and DPP and sign off on the

recommendations.^^

Evaiuate a decision by the SAPS / DPP and decide on further action to176.5

be takenP

C.J
Approve / disapprove completion of an investigation.^^176.6

25Approve / disapprove ciosure of the file for archiving.176.7

Clause 5.4.1 of IPID SOP page 13.
20 Clause 5.4.2 ibid.
21 Clause 5.4.4 ibid.
22 Clause 5.4.6 ibid.
23 Clause 5.4.7 ibid.
24 Clause 5.4.8 ibid.
23 Clause 5.4.9 ibid.
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If he or she was acting in the position of Director Investigators, attach a176.8

copy of the letter appointing him or her in the acting position when

closing or completing an investigation (except where the investigation 

was undertaken by the acting appointee himself or herself).^®

Immediately upon being notified by the Case Worker of a high profile176.9

case, conviction or arrest, notify the Provincial Head, the National

Spokesperson, the Programme Manager Investigation and the

Executive Director of such case, conviction or arrest.^^

Ensure that the province conduct file audits on a quarterly basis and176.10

28compile a Report which is separate from Monthly Report.

Given that the investigation conducted by Mr Khuba involved the death of177

people as a result of police action or omission or both, the provisions of section

28(1 )(a) and (b) of the IPID Act applied to the investigation. Clause 6.2 of the

SOP prescribes a step-by-step process to the followed investigating such

cases. It provides inter alia:u
On step “13" a report is prepared and the supervisor reviews the report177.1

and then sends it to the Director Investigations / Provincial Head. If it's

an interim Case Investigative Report, continue to step 14 and if a final

Case Investigative Report, continue to step 17.

26 Clause 5.4.10 ibid.
27 Clause 5.4.14 ibid.
28 Clause 5.4.18 ibid ^5
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On step “14” the Director Investigations / Provincial Head reviews the177.2

interim Case Investigative Report and endorses recommendations or

raises queries, if the recommendations are endorsed, the compietion

Register must be utilised and the CMS be updated.

177.3 On step “15’ the Case Worker obtains the outstanding reports and

attends to queries if any.

On step “16" the Case Worker prepares the Final Case Investigative177.4

r Report to the DPP / SAPS and forwards the report to his or her

immediate supervisor and the completion register is updated.

On step “IT the Supervisor reviews the report for quality assurance, the177.5

Director Investigations / Provincial Head reviews / approves the DPP /

SAPS report and utilises the Recommendation, Decision, Conviction

and Acquittal Register.

178 Clause 7.3 of the SOP deals with the case management of an investigation of

a case in terms of section 28(1 )(a) and (b) read with Regulations 4 and 8.1 will

not burden this affidavit with the detail of clause 7.3. Suffice to state that clause

7.3.30 provides that a Case Worker “refers a Recommendation Report to the

Supervisor for review and recommendation of compietion or ciosure.

Clause 7.3.31 provides that the Case Worker refers [the report] to the Director179

Investigations / Provincial Head for completion and / or closure. If a case is

completed / closed, the Director Investigations / Provincial Head should still be

informed as per Reg. 4(3)(i). ^5
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Having outlined the above clauses of the SOP, it is apparent that the Executive180

Director’s responsibilities are limited to what is in clause 5.1 of the SOP. This

means that the Executive Director of IPID does not:

180.1 have the power to approve or review any report prepared by a

functionary of the IPID;

180.2 play a role in the opening and closing of investigations at IPID;

enjoy any signing powers in respect of reports prepared by Case180.3f

Workers, Directors of Investigation, Deputy Directors and, for that

matter, any employee of the IPID.

181 Simply put, Mr McBride, as the Executive Director, had no power or authority

to conduct an investigation or to sign and approve an investigation report.

182 Mr Khuba, on the other hand, whose substantive position at the time of

submitting the first report was that of Director: Investigations, not only enjoyed

the power to sign his report in terms of the IPID Act and Reg. 4(9)(c) to (d), he

was empowered in terms of the above provisions of the SOP to sign his

investigation report, refer it to SAPS / DPP and authorise closure of the file. Mr

Sesoko, with respect, had no role to play in the Rendition Investigation let alone

the power to sign and approve investigation reports. In the grand scheme of

things, it really does not matter whether Mr Khuba signed his report as Director:

Investigations or Provincial Head as he was empowered to sign the report in

any of the two capacities, as he had no supervisor.
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Was there a second report prepared by the IPID? If so, what was the status of the

second report? Were Messrs McBride and Sesoko aware of the first report when the

so called second and 'only report of the IPID' was prepared? Is there any justification

for the amendment of the first report?

Mr Sesoko claims that he had no knowledge of the existence of the first report.183

This is not true. I will demonstrate that he was fully aware of it and was involved

in its preparation and submission to the NPA.

( 184 I do not know in what capacity Mr Sesoko was apparently ‘‘advising’ Mr Khuba

nor why it was necessary for him to do so given that two NPA prosecutors,

Advocates Mosing and Moeletsi were advising Mr Khuba. Be that as it may,

Mr Khuba received and took counsel from Mr Sesoko regarding the procedure

for submitting an investigation report to the NPA. Importantly, at no stage did

Mr Sesoko say to Mr Khuba that he (Mr Sesoko) or the Executive Director had

to sign the first report.

Mr Khuba confirmed to Werksmans during an interview held on 13 April 2015185I
that during December of 2013 he sought advice from Mr Sesoko regarding how

to submit the report to the NPA.

'MR JULY: Let’s say you never gave him a copy, but he was aware -

because he said somewhere in December you sought his advice as to

how to submit the report to the NPA.

MR KHUBA: Yes." [“SJ24” page 2 line 5 to 9]

L5
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186 Mr Khuba further confirmed that Mr Sesoko was fully aware of the existence of

the report at line 10 to 20 of the same transcript.

‘MR JULY: So he was aware of the report.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: But he may not have seen the report. You also testified that

because he was your senior, sort of although the Acting Executive

Director gave you specific instructions not to involve him, you did inform

him about the report.

MR KHUBA: Yes, ves.

MR JUL Y: So he knew about the existence of the report.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

187 During the same interview Mr Khuba further confirmed that during February

L; 2014 he, Mr Sesoko and Col. Moukangwe attended at the NPA’s offices and

demanded that arrest warrants be issued against the suspects implicated in the

first report, because, so he said, the NPA was taking its time in making a 

decision to prosecute

29 Ibid page 1 line 21.
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“MR JULY: We are going to record this, i was saying to you that when

we interviewed MR MOUKANGWE, he said you, him and SESOKO went

to the NPA.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: And the reason you went to the NPA is you wanted a warrant

of arrest.

MR KHUBA: Yes.r

MR JULY: He said it vi^as taking time and you guys wanted to find out

why.

MR KHUBA: Yes.” [‘'SJ24” page 1 line 16 to 24]

188 Col. Moukangwe also confirmed that Mr Sesoko was aware of the first report.

In our interview with him, Col. Moukangwe stated:

I I won’t be abie to say it was submitted, but we went to the National

Director of Public Prosecutions, because we were given two advocates

to work with us on this issue. I was there with MR KHUBA and MR

SESOKO. MR SESOKO is a legal person, he was a former prosecutor

in BENONI. We went there, and when we were there the report was

already drafted. That is what I can say with certainty, because when we

were there the prosecutors who were dealing with us on this issue, knew

about it and had a copy of the report.” [“SJ27”, page 5]

Ls
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After I asked Col. Moukangwe whether the report submitted to the NPA was189

preliminary, incomplete or final, he said the following about the involvement of

Mr Sesoko:

It was a final [report], because we wanted warrants there, really, that’s

why we took our legal person, MR SESOKO. We were worried about

why it seemed they were dragging their feet in giving us warrants of

arrest for these people, because the people never wanted to cooperate.

[“SJ27” page 15]
f

I refer to these extracts from the transcripts to show that Mr Sesoko has not190

been honest with the Commission or Werksmans when he claimed to have had

no knowledge of the existence of the first report. This clearly was not true in

light of Mr Khuba’s version that he was aware of its existence. Both Mr Khuba

and Col. Moukangwe confirmed that he was with them when they requested

the NPA to act upon the recommendations contained in the first report.

Furthermore, on 23 January 2014 Mr Khuba sent an email to Mr Sesoko191

attaching an unsigned electronic copy of the report. This supports the

conclusion that Mr Sesoko was at all material times aware of the existence of

the first report. As already indicated, Mr Sesoko confirmed under oath to having

been provided the actual first report in January 2014 to facilitate handing it over

to the Secretary of Police. This all transpired before Mr McBride joined IPID as

its Executive Director.

I now turn to deal how the so-called second report came about and Mr192

McBride’s knowledge of the existence of the first report. -^5
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I have already explained above that after Mr McBride joined I PI D he requested193

an update on all high profile cases being bandied by IPID. In a meeting with

Mr Khuba on 5 March 2014 it was evident to Mr Khuba that Mr McBride had

already seen the first report. I have aiso explained that on 6 March 2014 Mr

Khuba met with Messrs McBride, Sesoko and Angus.

Werksmans interviewed Mr Angus on 31 March 2015. I attach marked “SJ30194

a transcript of that interview. Mr Angus informed us that Mr McBride requested

him to review the manner in which the investigation was conducted to ensure
r’

that it had been conducted appropriately. According to Mr Angus he advised

Mr McBride that he did not believe that it was appropriate for him to get involved

at that stage of the investigation.

MR ANGUS: At that stage the issue for me was, yes, McBRIDE wanted

me to see if these people had done everything correctly, or are they

doing the things correctly, if I understood him correctly.” [“SJ30” page 10

line 22 to 25]

L-
And later:

MR ANGUS: My view then was: What am I going to be doing now. I’ve

got a thousand other things to be doing, and I don’t think I should be

carrying on and getting involved here. After that we left, and I asked him

to drop me at the hotel, where my car was - in actual fact the rental car.

[“SJ30” page 11 line 10 to 16]

^5
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195 I have also explained that Mr McBride instructed Mr Khuba to collect the docket

from the NPA and to provide him with every document he (Mr Khuba)

possessed regarding the Rendition investigation. Messrs Khuba and Angus

attended at the offices of the DPP to meet with Adv. Van Zyl SC who was in

possession of the docket at the time. Mr Khuba and Angus collected the docket

from Advocate Van Zyl and signed for it, Mr Khuba as confirmation that he had

received the docket and Mr Angus as confirmation that he had witnessed him

doing so.

(
196 During his testimony before the Commission on 11 April 2019 Mr McBride

knowingly gave false evidence to the effect that the first report was not in the

docket collected by Mr Khuba and Angus on 7 March 2015. Upon being asked

whether the first report was part of the docket collected by Mr Khuba and Angus,

Mr McBride responded as follows:

'CHAIRPERSON: What had happened to the first report?

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: I'm not sure of it but at some stage soon

u after that it then, towards the end of December 2014 it then surfaces in

the media.

CHAIRPERSON: The first report?

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: Yes so when - mv understanding is

when Khuba retrieved the docket he did not have that preliminary report

with him, just the docket because that what's carrying the evidence and

the original evidence...

CHAIRPERSON: Yes but you say - you are not sure or are you sure

whether Mr Khuba had retrieved, from the NPA what we have been
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referring to as the first report and I don't [know] if that's accurate, whether

it was a report, you don't know or you do know that he retrieved it?

MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE: Chair mv understanding is that he

didn't.

CHAIRPERSON: he did not?" [page 107 of the transcript]

197 This version is contradicted by what Mr Khuba said during his interview with

Werksmans on 23 April 2015. Mr Khuba explained that after taking possession

of the docket he and Angus took it directly to Mr McBride. The docket they had
(

collected had the first report in it. A copy of the transcript of that interview is

attached hereto marked “SJ31”. In that interview Mr Khuba told us the

following:

'MR KHUBA: Yes, those statements and whatever was not there.

attaching them. At that time I had not yet made copies, and I decided to

make copies of another duplicate report, because he said to me:

Whatever you have I want in my office - this is McBRIDE. Copies - even

copies of the docket. So I said: Okay, that’s fine. I went and I gave himO
a copy, but my interpretation was that it was done mainly for security

reasons. But as an investigator I did not have a single thing, except I

had the external hard drive. That external hard drive only had the expert

report, so it was not part of the documents and I Just kept it. Then when

we collected the docket - the fact that he signed the docket as true - who

was carrying? I was the carrying boy that day. I was carrying the docket

all the time, and whatever, but I think he assisted me with other files...

[“SJ31”, page 13 lines 5 to 24]
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198 Mr Khuba also explained:

“MR KHUBA: He gave me everything, and then we packed it and we

went straight to McBRIDE. I think he wanted the one report. We went

and briefed him, while we were having this...

MR JULY: So you went to...

MR KHUBA: Yes. When we briefed him, i never opened my mouth, it

was ANGUS who was taiking.” [“SJ31” page 14, lines 10 to 17]

At page 22 of the transcript of the interview held with Mr Khuba on 23 April 2015199

he explained what was in the docket he had collected from the NPA’s offices.

'MR JULY:... Before VANZYL couid even read the documents, you and

ANGUS come and coliect them, and the report dated 22 January was

part of that docket?

MR KHUBA: Yes.
U

MR JULY: So the question is what did you do with that report which was

attached to the docket?

MR KHUBA: To teii you that as fact I cannot remember. I know that

when we send dockets the report is part of “B”. That docket. Section B

was a separate lever arch fiie. because it had a iot of things taiking about

the Extradition Act and what what, it was a thick thing, but it had that

part. When we did a review, the concentration on a (?), which is a

L5
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separate lever arch file. That file had another sub lever arch file, which I

think is seven or eight. Whether they removed that part or kept that part,

I do not know. But mv common sense is that they fSesoko and McBride]

would have removed it (the first report], because they wouldn’t send it

fthe first report] with it fthe docket]." f“SJ31 ” page 22, lines 3 to 23]

Mr Khuba's version that the first report was part of section B of the docket200

coilected on 7 March 2014 from Adv. Adv Van Zyi is further supported by an

internal memorandum from Adv. Mosing to Adv. Chauke dated 14 Februaryr'
2014. i attached a copy of same marked "SJ32". The memorandum reads as

follows:

1. Please find attached the case docket with accompanying files for your

attention and further action discussed with the Head of NPS. The files

included are as follows:

1x A- section of docket

Li 1x B-section of docket

1x forensic report of retrieved computer document and emails

1xAVL analysis

2x Cell phone data of various cell phones

1x Copies of Wierabrug case dockets.

2.1 trust you find the above in order...

LS
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201 When Mr Khuba and Angus collected the docket containing the information

referred to in paragraph 1 of the memorandum, Adv. Van Zyl requested that

they both sign for its removal and collection, which they did as appearing from

"SJ32", which he kept.

202 When regard is had to the evidence of Mr Khuba and "SJ32", the inescapable

conclusion is that Mr McBride knowingly gave false testimony before the

Commission because the very docket collected was brought straight him and it

r had the first report.

203 From about 7 March 2014 onwards, Messrs Khuba, Sesoko and McBride began

working on what became known as the second report. As previously stated

the second report was not a new report. It was the first report, altered to reflect

a different recommendation and with pertinent portions of the first report deleted

or amended to support the new recommendation.

204 Mr McBride was aware of the existence of the first report as matter of fact.

Although during his interview with Werksmans on 17 April 2015, Mr McBride
I

denied any knowledge of the first report, Mr Khuba contradicted this during his

interview with Werksmans on 13 April 2015. At page 7 line 14 to 22 of the

transcript Mr Khuba stated the following.

'MR KHUBA: Let me tell vou that the report which I had given to him.

which I emailed -1 don’t know whether he read it or did not read it - is

the report that I sent the NPA. I had already updated it, but I don’t think

I updated the recommendation, it was just to add those statements that

L-5
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had just arrived. Because there were things that i received after the

report had already been sent.

Mr Khuba further stated at page 14 line 15 to page 15 line 2:205

'MR KHUBA: My understanding, from my view, when I sat with SESOKO

I started to see it in another light, and I was very firm with my view. But

SESOKO with his prosecutorial background said: Mr Khuba, you can’t

r ■ take it this way. You need to know that when McBRIDE arrived and read

the report, we did a new report, he had an option to say: Guvs, let's leave

the prosecutors (indistinct). He had an option. And he also exercised the

other option to say: You will go and work on this report to reflect the

content. That’s why when this document was sent I was never part of it.

Mr Khuba finally told Werksmans in the interview of 23 April 2015, that during206

a briefing session on 6 March 2014 between himself, Messrs McBride, Sesoko

and Angus, Mr McBride asked him questions pertaining to his investigation fromL.
a position of knowledge and had a document in front of him. At page 5 line 22

to page 6 line 24, Mr Khuba said the following:

'MR JULY: Which was the previous day? MR KHUBA: Yes, and I felt as

if MR McBRIDE wanted other people to know, to be briefed. Most

especially on the issue of Crime Intelligence, he wanted me to walk on

that path and emphasise, and basically issues like those ones he raised.

I cannot remember whose evidence was discussed, but I remember very

L-5
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well on the 205 of LEBEYA, to say: How are you connecting this person?

Now, I indicated to him that I was connecting LEBEYA not because he

was a suspect. For me, if I find records of cellphones, and you have

called this person regularly, I need to go to that cellphone and do a 205

to check whether you are friends, or was there something that was 

happening, especially around that time. He was not quite fine with that.

but I explained to him, to say: These are the issues.

MR JULY: But it then means that he had had sight of the report when he

was asking those questions.
( ■

MR KHUBA: That’s why I say he might have, because even the previous

day he had something in front of him, and I did not really look at it.

Because you know, our boardroom table, if you sit there and somebody

is there - / never knew what he was looking at.

In addition to the foregoing, Mr Sesoko also confirmed during his interview with207

Werksmans on 1 April 2015, that he provided Mr McBride a hard copy of the

first report which had been emailed to him by Mr Khuba. A copy of the transcript
L

is attached marked "SJ33" and Mr Sesoko states the following at page 7 line

18 to page 8 line 9:

'MS BADAL: Okav. Mr Khuba savs he provided vou with a copy of the

report to provide to Mr McBride in order to brief him on high profile

matters.

MR SESOKO: Yes, I am saying the briefing on the rendition happened

before between Mr Khuba and Mr McBride.

LS
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MR SESOKO: To provide to Mr McBride, was provided to Mr McBride,

so there was...

MS BADAL: Or you provided him a copy?

MR SESOKO: Printed it out and provided it to him, ia.

This piece of detail provided by Mr Sesoko further supports the reasonable208

conclusion that Mr McBride was aware of the existence of the first report as a

hard copy thereof had been provided to him and he read it extensiveiy.

r
209 Mr McBride's knowledge of the first report is further evidenced by what he said

in his founding affidavit in his High Court application against IPID {McBride v

Minister of Police and Another {06588I20^5) [2015] ZAGPPHC 830; [2016]

1 All SA 811 (GP); 2016 (4) BCLR 539 (GP) (4 December 2015), wherein he

claimed that he regarded the first report as being ‘'preliminary draft' and

therefore subject to changes. He could not have regarded it as preliminary if

he was not aware of its existence in the first place. I attach hereto marked

‘SJ34” a copy of Mr McBride’s founding affidavit. The relevant portion appearsu
at page 9 para.24.1 of the affidavit. Below I catalogue additional paragraphs in

Mr McBride's High Court application to demonstrate that he was not only fully

aware of the first report but had considered it and the docket extensively. At

page 10 (paragraph 24.2) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated:

the provisional findings and recommendations were found to be

unsustainable on the evidence and were, accordingly, not included in the

final investigation Report (of 18 March 2014)”.
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209.1 At page 22 (paragraph 51.2) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated:

‘7 want to make it abundantly clear that the final report was the product

of a thorough investigation process which included taking into account

all the evidence gathered through the IPID investigation and making

reasonable recommendations on the basis thereof’.

209.2 This contradicts Mr McBride's version that he did not have regard to the

evidence contained in the docket, and that his involvement in the second

report was limited to grammatical changes and signature of the second

report.

209.3 On page 23 (at paragraph 51.3) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated:

"The preliminary draft of the IPID Investigation Report of 22 January

2014 - disingenuously referred to by the Minister as the "Original

Report"- contained and was based only on the evidence and findings

available to Mr Khuba at the time. The preliminary draft of the

Investigation Report was exactly that: a preliminary and draft report

prepared by Mr Khuba based on the evidence available to him at the

time. ”

209.4 On page 23 (at paragraph 51.5) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated:

"The preliminary draft of the IPID Investigation Report was also still

subject to consideration and review by Sesoko and myself. Notably, the

preliminary report did not have regard to warning statements
U
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subsequently obtained from Dramat and Sibiya, or , to the evidence

which emerged after the date of the Preliminary Report'.

210 It is obvious from the aforesaid passages extracted from his High Court

application that Mr McBride’s allegations stated under oath conflict with what

he said to Werksmans and this Commission regarding his knowledge of the first

report.

211 Mr McBride also alleged in his founding affidavit in the High Court application

r' that he actually considered and reviewed this so-called “preliminary" report prior

to concluding and signing the second report. This is not, however, what he told

Werksmans. In his interview with Werksmans, Mr McBride alleged that he only

made spelling and grammatical changes to the second report and thereafter

appended his signature to the corrected version. [“SJ22” page 11, lines 1 to

14]

In Werksmans’ interview with Khuba on 13 April 2015, Mr Khuba confirmed that212

Mr McBride had read the first report extensively. Mr Khuba’s statement to this
Lj

effect appears at page 8 line 21 to page 9 line 24 of the transcript (annexure

‘SJ24” of that interview:

MR JULY: And you know there is a reason why you would not have

deleted the information. For instance, what was said by the people - for

you to change it, you would have a reason, and you would put that

reason in your report. So that information was removed. But if it was not

you and it was not SESOKO, we have not yet been abie to talk to MR

LS
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McBRIDE, although we wrote him an email to come and talk to us, who

then would have deleted that information?

KHUBA: That is a very difficult question. But I need to say as the

investioating officer i was over-trusting with the report. Because when

SESOKO asked for the report, i never withheld the report. I emailed it to

him. When we were working on the report I used his computer. Whether

he showed McBRIDE - but I remember McBRIDE. if there is one person

who read that report extensiveiv it was McBRIDE. He read it extensively.r
Then the progress which i was doing on the report itself, I was only

adding stuff. He was sitting next to me. I was adding things, I was doing

things, but whether that part was cut out by him or by me, I will not say.

but I don’t remember removing it.

MR JULY: Deleting?

KHUBA: no, no, no..:

( Mr Khuba’s version corroborates what Mr McBride stated under oath in his High213

Court appiication and provides further support to the fact that Mr McBride was

fuily aware of the existence of the first report. I respectfuiiy submit that Mr

McBride simply did not like the conclusions and recommendations contained in

the first report.

This so called second and official IPID report was no more than a version of the214

first report with information implicating Dramat and Sibiya deliberately deleted.

No analysis was undertaken by the trio to arrive at the conclusion they arrived
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at. As stated elsewhere in the affidavit in terms of the SOP, neither Mr McBride

nor Mr Sesoko enjoy approval and signing powers in respect of IPID reports

prepared by Investigators. Nor do they enjoy any powers to close investigation

fiies.

215 During our interview with Mr Khuba on 23 April 2015 I asked him why Messrs

McBride and Sesoko had to sign the so called second report. He stated that

he did not know.

r “MR JUL Y:... MR McBRIDE said one of the reasons why he had to sign

- ordinarily he doesn’t sign the report, and it makes sense that he does

not sign, and the act makes no provision for him to sign. He says one of

the reasons why he signed is because it involved two provinces, so he

had to sign the report. IVas that what you understood was the reason

why he signed?

MR KHUBA: That reason was never raised with me. My understanding

was that he signed because he was the current head of the department.
Lj

Even though there was nothing previously that a person would sign, he

said he wanted to sign.MR JULY: But why did MR SESOKO sign?

MR KHUBA: MR SESOKO signed because he was appointed head of

investigation, he was the Acting Head of Investigation. The rendition was

about the investigation. As the Acting Head of Investigation - and I do

not know, but probably the fact that he participated in the issue of the

second report, that might be the one.” [“SJ31” page 1 line 20 to page 2

line 18]
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216 I submit that Mr Khuba did not know why Messrs McBride and Sesoko signed

the report because there is no such rule, law or requirement at IPID that the

Executive Director or Head of Investigations must sign investigation reports.

Simply put, Messrs McBride and Sesoko acted ultra vires the Act, Regulations

and the SOP.

Was there any justification for the amendment of the first reporf?

At the outset of the present discussion, I state that there was absolutely no217

r justification for the changing of the first report. The changes were effected by

deleting passages that they considered to be crucial information from the first

report in order to arrive at conclusion desired by McBride. The Commission has

not been advised of any justification for the changing of the first report other

than the warning statements of Gen. Sibiya, Col. Maluleke and Ms Irish-

Qhobosheane, and the analysis of Col. Madllonga's statement. The warning

statements provided no probative value to the actual recommendations made

in the second report. The expert report containing the cell phone analysis was

not outstanding and Col. Madllonga's statement had already been analysed.

As stated elsewhere in this affidavit, Gen. Dramat's warning statement was not218

outstanding. Gen. Sibiya denied any knowledge of the Rendition and all

allegations put to him. Captain Maluleke, on the other hand, exercised his right

to remain silent. Ms Irlsh-Qhobosheane explained how the matter was referred

to the IPID by the Secretariat. None of this information had any bearing on the

recommendations made in either the first or second report. I stili do not

L5
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understand how this information could lead to the deletion of material

information contained in the first report.

219 We dealt with the deletions effected to the second report in the Werksmans

report (paragraph 4, pages 34 to 41). In that section of the report, we compared

the information in the first report with that contained in the second report. We

tabulated those difference, with the left column itemising the information from

the first report and the right column the information from the second report. The

differences identified were the following:n
First, on page 9 of the first report, Mr Khuba extracted the following219.1

evidence of Col. Madilonga from his statement:

'He [Col. Madilonga] will state that he told Superintendent Ncube that

he has to verify with his seniors about the arrangements. He was given

a number of General Dramat by Superintendent Ncube. He called

Colonel Radzilani to verify the information but she requested that he

should call Brigadier Makushu who was a Provincial Head Protection

and Security Services. He then called him on his cell phone and

explained to him that there are police from Zimbabwe who are intending

to have a meeting with General Dramat. Brigadier Makushu told him that

he was not aware of the visit but if the people are saying that they are

going to meet the General, he should call General Dramat directly. He

phoned General Dramat on his cell phone and he responded by saying

that he is aware of the Zimbabwean police and he must let them come

219.2 This entire paragraph was removed from the second report.
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219.3 Second, at page 21, paragraph 5.2 of the first report Mr Khuba referred

to a “Success Report’ dated 4 February 2011 addressed to Generals

Dramat, Hlatshwayo and Toko. In the first report Mr Khuba then stated:

The report [i.e. the Success Report] bears reference 14/02/01 and was

signed by Col Leonie Verster. Paragraph "A1" of the report states that

on 05/11/2010, General Dramat held a meeting with Zimbabwean police

at DPCI offices about the Nationals who shot and killed one of their

senior officers. Paragraph "3" states that Captain Maluleke was tasked
(

to trace and arrest the said Nationals.’’

The second report also referred to the Success Report on page 20219.4

thereof. The above statement had however been deleted in its entirety.

Third, in paragraph 5.3, page 21 of the first report, Mr Khuba dealt with219.5

certain emails seized from the laptop of Cap. Maluleke. The first report

said the following regarding these emails:

u “He sent emails circulating more than 20 photos of both the suspects

arrested and the members involved in the operation. The emails were

sent to the PA of Dramat. Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and members of

Crime intellioence. He also sent email to Zimbabwean police trying to

find out how they travelled back home and that he is still tracing the

remaining suspects.
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The second report included the first sentence quote above followed219.6

immediately by the third; the underlined portion (the second sentence)

had been removed.

Fourth, on page 22 of the first report Mr Khuba dealt with a letter dated219.7

20 August 2012 addressed to stakeholders. He said the following

regarding this letter:

The letter was generated the same day indicating that in August 2010

n General Sibiva and General Dramat went to Zimbabwe to discuss

matters of cooperation on cross border crimes. General Sibiva was

appointed as the coordinator on the cooperation issue between two

countries. Other letters about the arrest of Zimbabwean national in

connection with the murder of Zimbabwean police refers to the

cooperation agreed during the same meeting.’’

This letter was dealt with in the second report, but any reference to219.8

Generals Dramat and Sibiya were deleted. The same sentence in the

second report read as follows:

“The letter was generated the same day indicating the trip to Zimbabwe

to discuss matters of cooperation on cross border crimes.

Fifth, on page 22 of the first report Mr Khuba dealt with documents219.9

relating to the case of a Mr Bongani Moyo, one of the Zimbabwe

Nationals who had been illegally deported to Zimbabwe. The first report

stated:
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In a letter routed to General Dramat he [Capt. Maluleke] stated that he

went to Zimbabwe and conducted an operation with Zimbabwean police

at Moyo's home village on 11/05/2011.

The second report contained this sentence but had removed the fact that219.10

the letter had been routed to Gen. Dramat; it excluded the underlined

portion. The same sentence in the second report read:

In a letter he [Capt. Maluleke] states that he went to Zimbabwe and

conducted an operation with Zimbabwean police at Moyo's home village

on 11/05/2011.

Sixth, the first report dealt at pages 23 and 24 with certain evidence that219.11

had been obtained pursuant to section 205 of the Criminal Procedure

Act, 51 of 1977. Among these were the cell phone records of Gen.

Sibiya, Capt. Maluleke, Col. Neethling and Col. Madilonga. It contained

an analysis of each of these individuals’ cell phone records.

u The second report dealt with the cell phone records of each of the219.12

aforesaid individuals and Gen. Dramat as well. But it dealt with their

records in a different manner to the first report. It analysed each

person’s cell phone records in a tabular form with two columns, a left

column under the heading "Reason for 205 application" and the right

column under the heading “Findings”.

The first report stated that Gen. Sibiya communicated with the officers219.13

who had conducted the operation and sent more than 20 text messages
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to Gen. Drannat during these operations. It contained an analysis of the

cell phone records of each of the different witnesses referred to above.

As regards the cell phone records of Gen. Sibiya, the first report stated:219.14

Cell phone record of Major General Sibiva (072-xxx-xxxx): Upon

perusal of the cell phone records it was discovered that Major General

Sibiya communicated with officers who were involved in the operation,

e.g. Captain Maluleke and sent more than 20 SMS to Major General

( Dramat (082-xxx-xxxx). However Major General Dramat never

responded to the SMS. The same automated SMSjs] were sent to Lt

General Lebeya at 082-xxx-xxxx. These SMSjs] were sent at various

milestone of the operation as deduced from witnesses’ statements and

documentary proofs.” [I have removed the cell phone numbers of the

different witnesses, but the full cell phone numbers appear in the

Werksmans report.]

The second report deal with Gen. Sibiya’s cell phone records by stating219.15

under the heading “Findings” that “Major General Sibiya was never at

the crime scenes or planning area as alleged by members of Crime

Intelligence.

The first report did not contain an analysis of Gen. Dramat’s cell phone219.16

records.

The second report under the heading “Findings” said the following219.17

regarding Gen. Dramat’s cell phone records:
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The entire cell phone record of Lt General Dramat does [not] show any

interaction with the Zimbabwean counterparts. However the fact that

Zimbabwean police might have entered the country is confirmed by

photographs but there is no evidence that they were with Lt. General

Dramat. The photos show them with members of the TRT, Captain

Maluleke and members of Crime Intelligence.

The first report dealt with the cell phone records of Capt. Maluleke by219.18

stating:r
Cell phone records of Captain "Cowboy" Maluleke (082-xxx-xxxx)

The interaction between Major General Sibiya and Captain Maluleke

was also found in a form of received and outgoing calls. Captain

Maluleke also communicated with General Dramat in terms of outgoing

SMS at a very important milestone of the operation. However General

Dramat never responded to the SMS which he received from Captain

Maluleke at 23:12:15 on 05/11/2010. He also called Zimbabwean

number twice between the 5^^ November 2010 and November 2010.

The number called on these two occasions is the same and was called

at times preceding critical milestones of the operation. Captain Maluleke

also called Colonel Madilonaa on 08/11/2010 at 19:10:47. when he was

approaching Masina. The information is also corroborated bv Colonel

Madilonaa." [In the Werksmans report we referred to this paragraph but

did not refer to the underlined portion.]
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219.19 The second report under the heading “Findings" states “There is a prima

facie case against Captain Maluieke.”

As regards the cell phone records of Col Neethling, the first report stated:219.20

Cell phone records of Lt Colonel Neethling (0827787624): He was

directly reporting to Major General Sibiya. He contacted General Sibiya

telephonically and in his statement he stated that he believed he

reported the operation to Major General Sibiya.

n
None of this appeared in the second report.219.21

The first report stated the following as regards the cell phone records of219.22

Col. Madilonga:

Cell Phone records of Lt Col Madilonaa: He is police officer who was

posted at the border during the operation. He assisted Captain Maluieke

to cross the border with the suspects. He contacted Lt General Dramat

when he well come (sic) the Zimbabwean police the first time. His cellu
phone records his interaction with Captain Maluieke in line with his

statement.

219.23 The second statement, under the heading “Findings" recorded only that

Their interaction confirms the version of Madilonga.” It does not contain

the aforesaid paragraph in the first report.

The second report referred to the cell phone records of Capt. Nkosi,219.24

L5Warrant Officer Makoe and Constable Radebe and under the heading
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"Findings" stated “The record confirms that they were at the scene even

though the allegation of theft is not corroborated.

The first report made no reference to the cell phone records of Capt.219.25

Nkosi, Warrant Officer Makoe or Const. Radebe.

Seventh, the first report included a statement by Mr Khuba to the219.26

following effect:

"On 28/01/2013 he was called by the former Executive Director whon
gave him the following documents stating that she received them from

the Secretary of Police, report on Illegal Renditions dated 25/06/2012

accompanied by Warrants of Detention (BI-1725) for the following

Dumisani witness Ndeya, Shepard Chuma, Nelson Ndlovu and three

Notification of the Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner (DNA-1689) for

Nelson Ndlovu, Shepherd Chuma and Maghwawe Sibanda. The

documents are filefd] In the docket as per A36. An enlarged copy of

death certificate was made from a copy of [the] Sunday Times
U

Newspaper he received from Brigadier Zangwa dated 23/10/2011 titled

“journey to death in an unmarked car" and is filed as per A35.

On page 29 of the first report Mr Khuba presented an analysis of the219.27

evidence and his findings. He concluded that there was “enough

evidence that shows that General Dramat did not only know about the

operation that led to renditions of Zimbabwean Nationals but sanctioned

Mr Khuba then itemised, over the next few pages, seven respectsif.

Lsin which the evidence supported this:
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The Zimbabwe police came into the country for the purpose of219.27.1

arresting the wanted Zimbabwean Nationals and Lt General

Dramat directed that they be allowed to proceed since they were

coming to see him. On page 30 of the first report Mr Khuba

analysed the evidence to support this and stated:

Evaluation of the above findings: In the entire cell phone

records ofLt General Dramat requested for the period 20/10/2010

to 28/02/2011, the number 0155346300 only appears once which
C'

rules out any form of communication before 04/11/2010 and after

the said date. This supports his version that he called Lt General

Dramat in connection with the Zimbabwean police.

He held a meeting on 5 November 2010 with Zimbabwean Police219.27.2

planning the operation. After analysing the evidence to support

this, the first report concluded:

‘Evaluation of the above findings: The success report signed by

Leonie Verster was traced to Lt Col Maluleka’s laptop as picked

from the retrieved deleted data. The report was amended on

26/01/2011 and 31/01/2011 before it could be emailed to a female

officer, Warrant Officer Thabiso Mafatia on 09/02/2011 at 14h32.

There is no material difference between the document retrieved

from the laptop and that found at the Hawks offices during

investigation. This proves that Leonie Verster did not generate

success report but only signed the report drafted by Captain

ts
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Maluleke. The date of the meeting between Zimbabwean Police

and General Dramat which took place on 05/11/2020 coincide[dJ

with the date of the 4^'’ of November 2010 which according to cell

phone records, General Dramat v/as called at 20h56 by Lt Col

Madilonga seeking permission to allow Zimbabwean Police to

enter into the country. Since the Zimbabwean Police where (sic)

at Beit Bridge between 20h00 and 21h00, it is logical that they

arrived in Gauteng late at night, leaving them with the opportunity 

to have the meeting with General Dramat in the morning of the( '

of November 2010 as stated in the Success Report.

He committed government resources into the operation. After219.27.3

analysis the evidence to support this, the first report concluded:

“Evaluation of the above findings: Despite the fact that General

Dramat as an Accounting Officer did not sign any claim of Captain

Maluleke, delegating responsibility to Major General Sibiya to

assist the Zimbabwean Police in tracing * wanted suspects

invariably commit government resources into an unlawful

operation that amount to a criminal offence.

He congratulated officers for arresting Johnson Nyoni and219.27,4

advised them to keep it a secret. After analysing the evidence to

support this, the first report concluded:

Evaluation of the above findings: Words of appreciation from

General Dramat show both interest in the arrest of the us
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Zimbabwean Nationals and his knowledge of the operation. If the

operation was lawful he would not have warned them not to tell

anyone about it.

219.27.5 “He received communication repardinp successes and

photos of the operation through his Personal Assistant

Phumla: According to the information retrieved from the seized

laptop, Captain Maluleke send emails circulating more than 20

photos of both the suspects arrested and the members involvedr
in the operation. The emails where [sic] sent to the PA of General

Dramat, Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and members of Crime

Intelligence.

219.27.6 He was kept informed of the developments in the operations

that led to the arrest of wanted Zimbabwean Nationals. The

cell phone records of General Sibiya shows 30 SMS sent to

General Dramat! at various milestones of the operation. He also

received an SMS from Captain Maluleke shortly after the arrestL-'
of Zimbabwean Nationals. He never responded to any of the SMS

which may suggest that they were only informing him of the

progress.

“Report to parliament in response to the allegation: A copy of219.27.7

the letter sent by Zimbabwean authority to Col Ntenteni clearly

mention the names of people whom General Dramat in his report

to parliament stated that they were deported for being illegal
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immigrants, the ietter clearly indicates that the suspects were

wanted for murdering Superintendent Chatikobo of Bulawayo on

18 September 2010. It goes further to state that there was Joined

operation between South African Police and Zimbabwean police

to trace and arrest the suspects.

219.28 These aspects were not dealt with in the second report. Instead, under

a separate paragraph headed “FINDINGS”, the second report stated

that:

The success report that claim that Lt General Dramat had a meeting

with the Zimbabwean police lacks detail about the meeting itself. There

is no indication of what was discussed and who was part of the meeting.

It is on that basis that a prima facie case cannot be premised on

speculation, but need corroborated facts.”

Eighth, the first report dealt with the evidence implicating Gen. Sibiya in219.29

the following manner:

There is evidence and witnesses corroborate each other that General

Sibiya was both at the scene and planning venue. The meeting held

between IPID and General Dramat on 2013/03/07 confirmed that

General Sibiya was appointed to be the Head of TOMS which he created

to trace wanted suspects. The telephone records of both Captain

Maluleke and Major General Sibiya show interaction between them at

various milestones of the operation. Following suggest the involvement

L5of General Sibiya:
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o Witness stated that he was seen during the operation that

took piace on 22/11/2010 which led to the arrest of

Prichard Chuma

o In other operations cell phone record of Warrant Officer

Makoe, Captain Maluleke and Col Neethling clearly show

continuous contacts with General Sibiya during and shortly

after the operation. Col Neethling also stated that he

should have reported progress to General Sibiya during
(

the operation. However the cell phone records of General

Sibiya does not place him at the scenes and planning

venues as claimed by witnesses. It is also clear that some

of the witness claim to have heard that General Sibiya was

in the car rather than seeing him personally.

o The meeting held in Zimbabwe wherein General Sibiya

was appointed as a coordinator on cooperation matters

involving the two countries suggests that the operation

could not have been done without his knowledge more so

because his Gauteng Team was involved in the operation.

However this inference cannot provide prime facie case

that he was involved.

None of this information was dealt with in the second report.219.30

In the first report the foilowing recommendation is made:219.31 Is
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“Based on the available evidence, the Independent Police Investigative

Directorate recommends that Lt General Dramat, Major General Sibiya,

Lt Col M Maluleke, Constable Radebe, Captain S E Nkosi and Warrant

Officer Makoe be charged criminally for:

Kidnapping

Defeating the ends of Justice

Assault and theft (only applicable to Captain M L Maluleke,

Warrant Officer Makoe, Constable P M Radebe and Captain S E

Nkosij

219.32 The second report, however, makes the following recommendation:

Based on the available evidence, the Independent Police Investigative

Directorate recommends that no charges should be brought against Lt

General Dramat and Major General Sibiya. The investigation established

that there is no prime facie case against them. However, with regard to

Lt Col M Maluleke, there is a prime facie case to sustain charges of

kidnapping and defeating the ends of justice.

220 When the two reports are considered, it is clear that there was a crude attempt

to exclude all references to Generals Sibiya and Dramat. Mr McBride

participated in this exercise.

221 There was thus no legal or factual justification for the creation of the second 

report at all. As explained above instead of adding the so-called “new
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information” Messrs McBide, Khuba and Sesoko, deleted information from a

report submitted to the NPA for prosecutorial decision.

Interference with a report prepared by an investigator

Investigators of IPiD must conduct their work independentiy. This includes222

independence from their seniors, iike Mr McBride. Mr McBride's invoivement in

the Rendition investigation was highiy irreguiar and constitutes interference

with work of the investigator.

Mr McBride’s unjustified interference with Mr Khuba's investigation report and223

the sense of fear he instiiied in Mr Khuba is apparent from Mr Khuba's sense of

reiief or “happiness” with the fact that Mr McBride was happy with the “work’

done on the second report. This was expiained by Mr Khuba in an interview

with Werksmans on 23 April 2015 where at page 18 iine 2 to page 19 iine 6, he

stated the following:

MR KHUBA: To tell you various facts, whether I was happy or not

happy, for me is a different thing, and I want to come to that point so that

I can clarify it for you, because when you find a situation where a

particular decision is taken by the person of authority, the issue of your

feelings disappears. Do you know what Tm saying? Because for me.

when i do an investigation I do not have vested interests. However. I

would want mv efforts to be put to pood use, but simply because

McBRIDE signed and owned to whatever. I was happy to say: Now I’m

fine. But that was not being haocv about the context. I was haoDV that
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he was taking responsibility for the report. I cannot express my view

about whether I was happy or not happy about the content.

MR JULY: You seem to be suggesting that by the time that you were

finalising the report you got a sense that a decision had already been

made as to how the report should look.

MR KHUBA: Yes, that one I’m going to correct, on the basis that if it was

a once-off, but this report was commuting, so it was like a work-in-

progress. You have this, you do this, you go back and you go back. I

was only happy when I heard that the boss is actually happy. The reason

why I was happy was because I v/as not going to sit behind the

computer.

By influencing Mr Khuba to make changes to his report which he (Mr McBride)224

was happy with, Mr McBride interfered with the independent functioning of

investigators of IPID. This constitutes gross misconduct and infringes the

provisions of the IPID Act read with IPID Regulations, which seeks to
I

exclusively make investigations the responsibility of the Director Investigations.

Also, it is clear that Mr McBride's true agenda was to protect members of the

police. This is also gross misconduct since IPID is established specifically to

investigate the police. It Is axiomatic that IPID must be independent of the

police, who it is created to police.

I say Mr McBride instilied fear in Mr Khuba, because Mr Khuba toid me during225

an off-the-record discussion that he was very scared of Mr McBride owing to 

the latter's struggle credentials. Mr Khuba went as far as suggesting that he ^
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was doubtful whether Mr McBride was suitable for the position. Mr Khuba

shared this with me on 26 March 2015, in the presence of Messrs Tom and

Buthelezi and Ms Kerry Badal. I attach hereto marked “SJ35” a confirmatory

affidavit by Mr Tom confirm this. The confirmatory affidavit for Mr Buthelezi and

Ms Badal will be provided later.

Whether the Minister acted improperly or interfered with the independence of IPID

when he requested the case information regarding the Rendition investigation

r Regulation 15 deals with the reporting that has to be undertaken by the226

Executive Director. In terms of Reg. 15(2) the Executive Director must submit

a report which must include an overview of -

The administration of the Directorate relating to its overall management226.1

■ 30and organisation:

The processing, monitoring and investigation of complaints lodged with 

the Directorate in terms of section 28(1) of the IPID Act;^"'

226.2

L
The management of information and research conducted during the 

financial year under review; and^^

226.3

30 Regulation 15(a). 
Regulation 15(b). 
Regulation 15(c).

31

C532
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Statistics of cases with by the Directorate on both national and provincial226.4

level, including information on the number of cases carried over to the 

next financial year.®^

Despite sub-regulation (1), the Executive Director must, in accordance226.5

with section 7(12) of the IPID Act, at any time when requested to do so

by the Minister and Parliament, report on the activities of the

Directorate.^"^

227 The Minister was legally empowered to demand accountability from Mr McBride

in relation to the manner in which the IPID handled the Rendition investigation.

Faced with parliamentary questions on the illegal rendition and media reports

that there had been an investigation report that made recommendations to the

effect that senior members of DPCI had to be criminally charged, the Minister

was entitled to demand answers in terms of the above Reg. 15. The Minister

was further entitled, in terms of section 6(6) of the IPID Act, to investigate

serious acts of misconduct allegedly committed by McBride as an employee of

IPID. The Minister's demand for information pertaining the Rendition

investigation does not transform his conduct to interference with the

independence of the IPID.

33 Regulation 15(d). 
Regulation 15(3).34
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Furthermore, it is abundantly clear from Reg. 15(3) that the Minister can at any228

time request to be updated by the Executive Director on the activities of IPID.

The Executive Director must comply with such a request from the Minister.

229 The Rendition investigation was prompted by the murder of Zimbabwean crime

suspects arrested by South African Police handed to Zimbabwe police and

murdered at that country. I now turn to deal with the allegations contained in

Mr McBride's affidavit herein below.

230 Ad paragraphs 1 to 5

Except to deny that the evidence contained in Mr McBride's affidavit is both true

and correct, the rest of the paragraphs are noted.

231 Ad paragraphs 6 to 8

I disagree with the allegations contained in Mr McBride's supplementary231.1

affidavit. Most of what he says is merely a repetition of what was stated

by him in his replying affidavit dated 19 June 2015 in the High Court

application under case number 6588/15.

In the paragraphs that follow I deal fully with the contents of Mr McBride's231.2

supplementary affidavit. I emphasise that everything contained in his

supplementary affidavit and in his testimony before this Commission

which is inconsistent with what I say in this affidavit is denied.

L3
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232 Ad paragraph 9

The contents of this paragraph are noted.

233 Ad paragraph 10 to 11

233.1 I deny that:

Werksmans was improperly appointed to investigate I PI D on acts233.1.1

of misconduct committed by any employee employed by IPID.
f)

The Werksmans investigation impugned or interfered with the233.1.2

independence of IPID.

The terms of reference given to Werksmans by the Minister are self-233.2

explanatory. Messrs McBride, Khuba and Sesoko were all employees of

IPID and therefore subject to the Minister’s discipline.

233.3 At the time the Minister appointed Werksmans to conduct the

u investigation he enjoyed powers to discipline and remove an Executive

Director from office on account of misconduct, ill-health or inability to 

perform the duties of that office.^^ Where misconduct was alleged to

have been committed, the Minister could only exercise such powers after

having conducted an investigation into whether misconduct had indeed

been committed. There was, with respect, nothing improper in the

35 Section 6(6) of the IPID Act.
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Minister appointing Werksmans to conduct an investigation prior to

exercising his powers in terms section 6(6) of the IPID Act.

Mr McBride surely appreciates that the Minister's powers to discipline233.4

and suspend the Executive Director existed and were in force prior to

the Constitutional Court's decision (2016 (11) BCLR 1398 (CC)). It is

therefore quite unhelpful for him to make the allegations he does when

at the time the Minister decided to discipline them he did, as a factual

state of the law, have the power to do so.r
As a matter of law, the position of Executive Director is accountable to233.5

the Minister of Police, as the political executive. Such accountability does

not undermine IPID's independence at all. This view was confirmed by

the Constitutional Court in McBride [2016 (11) BCLR 1398 (CC)] where

the court made the following remarks:

‘[27] This must be seen against section 7(7) of the iPiD Act

which requires the Executive Director to submit a summaryu
of discipiinary matters to the Minister, in addition, section

32 requires the Executive Director to prepare and submit

an annuai report in the form prescribed by the Minister

within five months of the end of the financiai year to the

Minister. Evidentiy, this is intended to ensure that the

Executive Director accounts to the Minister about the

activities within IPID. This is probably because the

i}
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Minister, as the political head of the police, bears political

responsibility for the police.

[28] But does this on its own undermine IPID’s independence

to a point where it offends section 206(6) of the

Constitution? No. The fact that IPID is required by both the

Constitution and the IP ID Act to be independent does not

mean that it cannot be held accountable. Like all other

organs of state, IPID must be accountable for its actions.
(

To be insulated from undue political interference or control

does not mean that IPID should be insulated from political

accountability. Accountability is one of the important

values enshrined in our Constitution - a basic tenet for

good governance. Hence the requirement that it must

submit reports about its activities to the Minister who in turn

will place them before Parliament." [Emphasis added]

233.6 I submit that it is apparent from the above passage that the

independence of IPID does not mean that it is not accountable. The

Executive Director as a matter of law is accountabie to the Minister of

Police. Insisting on accountability does not equate to interference.

234 Ad paragraphs 12 to 14

The Minister will come and explain or shed light on the issue raised by234.1

Mr McBride in these paragraphs.
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Suffice to say that at the time of Mr McBride's suspension, the Minister234.2

was empowered by the IPID Act to not only suspend but also discipline

the Executive Director in his capacity as an employee of IPID. The

Constitutional Court declared certain provisions of the IPID Act and the

IPID Regulations to be unconstitutional and invalid. That does not alter

that those provisions existed as a matter of fact.

the suggestion by Mr McBride in paragraph 14 that the Werksmans234.3

investigation was a criminal investigation is wrong. It was not. Ther
nature of the investigation was adequately set out in the terms of

reference. The fact that recommendations were made in the report that

McBride be charged criminally does not render the investigation

undertaken by Werksmans a criminal investigation. Werksmans, a law

firm in private practice, does not have such powers to conduct a criminal

investigation.

As I have indicated elsewhere in this affidavit, the Werksmans report234.4

made recommendations to the Minister, and not the NPA. The MinisterL
could either accept or reject the said recommendations. Even the NPA,

which subsequently charged Mr McBride, could only have done so upon

satisfying itself that Mr McBride had a criminal case to answer to.

235 Ad paragraph 15

For the reasons set out elsewhere in this affidavit, I deny that the Minister’s

involvement was unlawful.
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236 Ad paragraph 16

236.1 It should be emphasised that the decision of the NPA to withdraw the

charges against Generals Dramat and Sibiya had nothing do with our

investigation. Our investigation was to establish whether looking at the

two reports prepared by IPID and the docket, a prima facie case of

criminal liability existed against the Generals. In our view such case

existed. This is the same view taken by the NPA when the Generals were

originally charged. It was always open to the NPA to exercise its

prosecutorial discretion at any stage of the case even after the Generals

had been charged.

I should further emphasize that the decision to charge or prosecute the236.2

Generals was made by the NPA. Advocates George Baloyi and

Sibongile Mzinyathi on 13 March 2015 made a recommendation that the

Generals be charged criminally. They explained, however, that the

reason for making a “recommendation” instead of a “decision” was

because the case fell outside their jurisdiction.u
'MR JULY: inside that box were arch-iever fiies, inciuding a tetter

addressed to him dated 13 March 2015. in a nutshett what it said

was that the DPP of NORTHERN GAUTENG, which is ADV

MZINYATHi, has made a recommendation that DRAMAT and the

others shouid be prosecuted. But in the tetter he is requesting the

DPP of GAUTENG, which is MR CHAUKE, to make a decision.

after consulting with him as to whether prosecution should take
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place on that. That’s the summary of the letter, but there are other

issues contained in that." [“SJ28” page 2 line 18 to page 3 line 3]

The recommendation was made before the Werksmans report had even236.3

finalised. Importantly, the NPA took its decision to charge Generals

Dramat and Sibiya criminally after the so called second report having

been provided to it. In other words, the NPA arrived at a different

conclusion to the recommendation that had been expressed in the

second report.r
237 Ad paragraph 17

I have no personal knowledge of the discussions between Messrs McBride,

Sesoko and Nxasana and am accordingly not in a position to admit or deny

these allegations.

238 Ad paragraph 18

238.1 I have no knowledge of the “purpose” for which the Werksmans reportu
was used. Werksmans provided the report to the Minister in accordance

with its mandate.

238.2 The 'purpose' for which the Werksmans investigation was commissioned

has no effect on the facts that informed the findings expressed in the

Werksmans report, and the facts are:

Prior to the operations which led to the Rendition of Zimbabwean238.2.1

nationals, during August 2010, Generals Dramat and Sibiya met if
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with the Zimbabwean Police officers in Zimbabwe and entered

into a bilateral agreement;

238.2.2 On 5 November 2010, preceding the operations, a meeting was

held in Pretoria between General Dramat, Sibiya and the

Zimbabwean police.

238.2.3 On 5, 23 November 2010 and January 2011 operations were

undertaken to arrest the citizens of Zimbabwe in connection with

r the murder of a Police Superintendent in Zimbabwe.

The Zimbabwean police officers were part of the operations:238.2.4

The South African government and Zimbabwe have no extradition238.2.5

agreement:

Zimbabwean nationais were arrested and handed over to238.2.6

Zimbabwean police officers;

L 238.2.7 The deportation of the Zimbabwean nationals was unlawful and

irregular;

238.2.8 Four (4) Zimbabwean citizens were killed and a number of them

were tortured during the operations;

It is for these reasons that Werksmans made its recommendations, it238.3

does not matter for what 'purpose' the investigation was sought and the

purpose for which the report was used.
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239 Ad paragraph 19

239.1 The recording of the interviews was indeed done by Werksmans, but the

transcript was not compiled by it. The transcript was given to a

professional transcription company for transcription of the recording of

the interview.

The transcribed record and the actual recordings of the interviews was239.2

then sent to Adams & Adams.

r
It should be emphasised that the recording of Mr Sesoko’s interview was239.3

not made available to him by us. This is because during the interview

with him he had used his own Dictaphone machine to record the

interview. The consequence was that there were two machines

recording the same interview, his and ours. It subsequently transpired

thatSesoko had removed Werksmans’ machine (the two machines were

identical). We realised what had happened after Sesoko attached a

transcript of the interview, if my memory serves me correctly, in a High
(j

Court application.
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240 Ad paragraph 20

240.1 I have already pointed out that Mr McBride complains of the manner in

which I assessed or construed the evidence. I disagree that Werksmans

misconstrued the evidence provided during the interviews.

240.2 In any event, one would have expected Mr McBride to have taken the

Werksmans report on review so that his challenges could be properly

assessed and adjudicated upon.

It is clear from the provisions of the IPID Act that IPID reports are a240.3

legislative requirement. A report by an investigator is prescribed by the

IPID Act and IPID Regulations, it is not just something or a document

that is produced at the discretion of the investigator. It is a peremptory

requirement. I still maintain that Messrs McBride, Khuba and Sesoko, in

deleting certain information from the first report, did so with the intention

to exonerate Generals Dramat and Sibiya from criminal prosecution. In

so doing, their conduct was aimed at defeating the ends of justice. Mru
McBride should know that this is a criminal offence.

241 Ad paragraph 21

241.1 I respectfully submit that Mr McBride has been deliberately selective in

attaching extracts of the interviews to his supplementary affidavit.
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241.2 I will demonstrate later in this affidavit that there are additional passages

in the transcript of Mr McBride’s interview which should properly have

been disclosed.

242 Ad paragraph 22

242.1 I disagree with Mr McBride's claim that the first report was not a "final

report’. It was.

242.2 I deny that there was any evidence of a material nature that still had tor
be included in the report of 22 January 2014.

242.3 On 30 March 2015, Werksmans interviewed Colonel Moukangwe. In

this interview he informed Werksmans that before the first report was

submitted to the NPA he and Khuba had requested warning statements

from Generals Dramat, Sibiya and Colonel Maluleke and they all refused

to give statements. This was Col. Moukangwe's response to my

question whether they had requested warning statements from Generals

U Dramat and Sibiya prior to submitting the first report.

“COLONEL MOUKANGWE: In the report in which I was involved

I never saw them, but in the report in which I was involved there

were no warning statements of GENERAL SIBIYA. GENERAL

DRAMAT or COLONEL MALULEKE. As / said before, they didn’t

want to give a statement. GENERAL SIBIYA wanted questions to

be sent to him, GENERAL DRAMAT said he was stili going to

speak to his lawyer, and COLONEL MALULEKE refused. And

Ls
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they didn’t speak directly with me, he’s the one who spoke to me,

but I was with him when he spoke to them. So the issue of how

they now decided to bring statements - maybe it was just after I

was a far distance from the investigation.

MR JULY: Do you remember if you asked for those statements

from them before you finalised the report...

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, we did.

r
MR JULY:... which is dated 22 January?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: We did. I even went to the office of

GENERAL DRAMAT with MR KHUBA..[“SJ27” page 9]

I asked Col. Moukangwe about the allegedly outstanding cell records of242.4

General Sibiya. He said the following:

“COLONEL MOUKANGWE: In that one maybe he forgot

something, because we knew before that GENERAL SIBIYA’s

cellphone shows he was in PRETORIA, but the people who were

operating with him said he is not using one cellphone. So it might

happen that the official cellphones were at home, and maybe he

used the other one, which is just recorded here on the statement.

That is according to what they said. But we knew about the

information before, because we questioned them: How can vou

say SIBIYA was involved, the cellphone shows that...

L5
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MR JULY: And how did you know about this information that

SIBIYA’s ceiiphones were in SUNNYSiDE?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Because of the detailed biliina that

we did. We did a detailed billing on the two cellphone numbers

that we were given, to show where the cellphones were at that

time. They showed that he was in PRETORIA at the time they

mentioned in their statements.” [At pages 7 to 8 of the transcript,

annexure '‘SJ27”]n
And further:242.5

"COLONEL MOUKANGWE: After the discussion with the

prosecutors, they made a suggestion whether we should do the

mappings. Cellphone mapping is where an analysis will show us

that this was done at this, and make some points in a chart form.

That’s what we were requested to do.

u MR JULY: But that was for the purposes of leading evidence?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: For the purpose of leading evidence.

it was not for the purpose of the report. It \/yas for the purpose of

leading evidence, and it would be easier for the prosecutors to

Pinpoint and show on a chart.” [At page 31 of the transcript,

annexure “SJ27”]
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Col. Moukangwe also gave his view about the status of the report dated242.6

22 January 2014:

MR JULY: This was the final report?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: That I know about. It was the final

one.

MR JULY: You say you were involved in the actual drafting?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

MR JULY: Meaning that you ...” [At page 3 of the transcript,

annexure “SJ27”]

Elsewhere during the interview Col. Moukangwe stated:242.7

I won’t be able to say it was submitted, but we went to the

National Director of Public Prosecutions, because we were given

u two advocates to work with us on this issue. I was there with MR

KHUBA and MR SESOKO. MR SESOKO is a legal person, he

was a former prosecutor in BENONI. We went there, and when

we were there the report was already drafted. That is what I can

say with certainty, because when we were there the prosecutors

who were dealing with us on this issue, knew about it and had a

copy of the report.” [At page 5 of the transcript, annexure “SJ29”]
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242.8 When I asked Col. Moukangwe whether the report submitted to the NPA

was preliminary, incomplete or final, he stated:

“It was a final, because we wanted warrants there, really, that’s

why we took our legal person. MR SESOKO. We were worried

about why it seemed they were draagina their feet in aivina us

warrants of arrest for these people, because the people never

wanted to cooperate.” [At page 5 of the transcript, annexure

“SJ27”]o
Werksmans interviewed Mr Khuba on 13 April 2015. During that242.9

interview Mr Khuba confirmed that he. Col. Moukangwe and Mr Sesoko

attended at the NPA to request arrest warrants to be issued against the

Generals. [“SJ24” pages 1 line 16 to 25]

'MR JULY: We are going to record this. I was saying to you that

when we interviewed MR MOUKANGWE, he said you, him and

SESOKO went to the NPA.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: And the reason you went to the NPA is you wanted a

warrant of arrest.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: He said it was taking time and you guys wanted to find

out why.
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MR KHUBA: Yes.

Despite his recent claims that Werksmans did not conduct a balanced242.10

assessment of the evidence, in the interview Mr Khuba confirmed that

the report dated 22 January 2014 was a final report.

'Mr Khuba: I want to tell you that a report that has a

recommendation can be regarded as a final report on the basis

that there is nothing else you need to do.” [At page 12 of the

transcript of his interview (annexure “SJ24”)]

Khuba went on to state the following:242.11

MR KHUBA: What you are talking about I don’t think is an issue

of only departmental procedure. It’s an issue of common sense.

that once you have made a recommendation you have done vour

investigation. If new evidence surfaces to rebut that, then you are

able to advance: Now I have this and that and that. But you need

to understand that when I was requested to submit the report,

which I had already updated.” [Page 13 of the transcript, annexure

SJ24'’]

Nowhere in the first report does Mr Khuba state that there was any242.12

outstanding information to be collected or investigated, whereas he had

done so in his draft report of 22 October 2013.
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Moreover, and in any event, the IPID SOP of 2013 / 2014, defines a242.13

completed investigation to mean:

'an investigation which involves a comprehensive effort to

interview the complainant, the victim, witnesses and suspect

SAPS/MPS member, the identification, location and acquiring of

relevant physical evidence and upon which the conclusion is

based on evidence obtained, excludinp technical reports”.

[Emphasis added]r-
242.14 It is clear from the IPID SOP that outstanding technical reports, if any.

do not render an investigation report incomplete.

243 Adv. Mosing also confirmed during his interview with Werksmans that the report

dated 22 January 2014 was a final report as the investigation into the matter

was concluded. Advocate Mosing stated:

"ADVOCATE MOSING: Yes, they recommend. But I’m saying our

u role in the matter we made clear to them, that this report is not

given to me so that I can make a decision, we would submit it to

the relevant DPP office, who would take it, and we were merely

guiding that investigation and assisting them. As I said, we had

continuous discussions with the investigating team, so at no stage

did he disagree really as to what was happening. I think there was

a lot of pressure as well to terminate the investigation, to move

over to arrest. We basically had to say: Make your investigation

complete first, make sure you’ve got all the evidence, which at
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least indicates a prima facie case so that a prosecutor can take it

forward and at least is assured of getting a conviction. But really

there wasn’t any pressure from anybody to say: Arrest this person

and arrest that person, in a sense. But I’m saying of course this

matter happened some time ago already, and there was some

delay in really getting to the nitty-gritty, to the truth of the whole

event, until we started making progress. It was just to make sure:

Finish your investigation so that there is nothing extra to go and

n get. So by the time he then wrote the final report, which we then

had agreed in terms of who would be charged, and so on - as I

said, where we had agreed, and we mentioned names as well, as

was mentioned in this report dated 22 January 2014. Based on

this report, which we understood to be the final report, with the

investigation being final as far as we were concerned, the matter

was now ready to be submitted to a prosecutor to make a decision

on whether to prosecute anyone or not. BILLY MOELETSi and

myself drafted a memorandum to the Deputy National Director ofo
Public Prosecutions. ADVOCATE JIVA. attaching - let me just get

that report, first of all. [Page 23 line 19 to page 25 line 10 of

‘SJ26”]

In any event, I find it strange that Mr McBride is able to express an243.1

opinion on the status of a report he claimed in his interview with

Werksmans never to have seen. In fact, Mr McBride even insisted that i

should not ask him any questions about a report he had not seen. (Pages

23 to 25 of annexure “SJ22”). if he is to be believed, Mr McBride had no
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personal knowledge of the 22 January 2014 report. This appears to be

however, at paragraph 22, he seems to be commenting from a position

of knowledge and authority.

244 Ad paragraph 22.3 to 25

244.1 The contents of this paragraph are denied.

244.2 Mr Khuba as an investigator designated in terms of the IPID Act was

r empowered by Regulation 4(9)(c) of the IPID Regulations to submit the

report to the NPA. Mr McBride testified before the commission that the

Rendition investigation also pertained to murder of Zimbabwean

nationals as a result of police action or omission or both. That was

correct. An investigation of this kind falls under Regulation 4(8) and (9).

It is a matter of public record that a death certificate in respect of one of244.3

the Zimbabwean nationals was in the public domain through a story

published by the Sunday Times newspaper.

u
Even if Regulation 5 did apply to this type of case (which it did not), I244.4

disagree that the first report was not properly completed in accordance

with Regulation 5(3)(1). This contention is misleading. The first report

was submitted by Mr Khuba who during that period was the acting

Provincial Head of IPID. He was empowered by Regulation 5(3)(1) to

submit the report to the NPA.
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244.5 Mr McBride's reliance on section 7(4) of the IPID Act ignores the fact that

the Provincial Head also had powers in terms of section 21(d) to refer

matters investigated by his office to the NPA or the relevant provincial

prosecuting authority. Section 7(4) does not divest the Provincial Head

of those powers. Regulation 5(3)(i) can be equally read with section

21(d).

244.6 It bears mentioning that the Executive Director has a general

responsibility to refer all matters investigated by IPID to the Minister. Thisn
includes provincial investigations.

244.7 I should also mention that, according to my investigation and discussions

with Ms Koeki Mbeki and my interview with Mr Khuba, at the time the

first report was submitted to the NPA, there was no Executive Director

at IPID because Ms Mbeki had taken employment elsewhere. I had

several informal discussions with Ms Mbeki; according to her even if she

had still been in the employ of IPID at the time, her role would have been

C; limited to submitting the report to the Minister without any alteration. Her

only contribution would have been to prepare a covering letter as part of

her reporting and accountability responsibilities. She stated that

investigators ought to conduct their investigations independently and

free from interference, even from seniors.

244.8 There is no merit in the contention that Mr Khuba was not entitled to sign

off on investigation reports In respect of crimes committed in other

provinces. Mr Khuba was appointed as an investigator in the Rendition
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investigation. This covered all aspects of the Rendition matter, it was

not confined to crimes committed in the province in which he was

stationed. Who, after all, was to sign off on the report, if not him? My

stance is informed by the provisions of section 22 of the IPID Act read

with Regulation 4(9)(c) of the IPID Regulations. Khuba, as investigator.

was empowered to submit the investigation report with his

recommendations to the NPA and after having done so, submit the same

investigation report with recommendations to the Executive Director or

o Provincial Head. Nowhere in the regulation is the Executive Director or

Provincial Head for that matter, granted signing or approval powers of

an investigation report produced by an investigator. In this case Mr

Khuba was the Acting Provincial Head and there was a vacuum in the

national office as Ms Mbeki had taken up employment elsewhere. In

these circumstances, it could never be suggested that Mr Khuba acted

improperly in submitting the report.

245 Ad paragraphs 26 to 28

The reliance on the SOP is misplaced. The provisions relied upon by245.1

McBride relate to internal case management arrangements at IPID

relating to the completion of case files. This is an internal IPID

arrangement, it certainly does not have the force of rendering a report.

^5
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properly submitted to the NPA pursuant to the IPID Act and IPID

Regulations, incomplete.

I disagree with the contention that Khuba was not supposed to sign the245.2

report alone. I have already mentioned elsewhere in this affidavit that

there was no Executive Director at IPID at the time the first report was

submitted to the NPA. Secondly, Sesoko was not Khuba's supervisor

they were of equal rank at IPID. Mr Khuba informed us to this effect

during our interview of 26 March and 13 April 2015. In this regard, I referr
to the following extracted from the transcript of the interview on 26 March

2015:

/ was worried, and I then phoned ADVOCATE MOSING, I then

phoned my partner and I then phoned MR SESOKO. MR

SESOKO was not mv supervisor or mv superior, he was iust

acting in the post and during the investigation KOEKIE MBEKi

gave me a dear instruction to say: Don’t invoive MR SESOKO in

anything." [“SJ23” page 22 lines 10 to 16]

Khuba further emphasized that Sesoko was not his supervisor during his245.3

interview with Werksmans on 13 April 2015 when he said the following:

7 want to teii you that a report that has a recommendation can be

regarded as a finai report on the basis that there is nothing eise

you need to do. You need to understand the procedure which i

outiined previously, to say when you compile a report with

recommendations it has to be assessed by the senior person.
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who signs it. I was in the predicament where firstly the Acting

Head - SESOKO was a senior, but he was still at the same rank

as I was. He was actino in that position, but I was also acting so

there was not much difference. We were all Acting Chief Directors

anyway." [Page 12, line I to 14 of the transcript of the interview,

annexure “SJ24"]

Mr McBride was not in the employ of IPID during the period when the245.4

first report was submitted, he has no personai knowledge of whetherr
internal processes were followed or not. I am advised that Mr Khuba was

consulting with Mr Sesoko and Ms Mbeki during 2013 regarding certain

aspects of his investigation. Ms Mbeki informed me that Mr Khuba kept

her up to date on his investigation during 2013. This is confirmed by Mr

Khuba in his confirmatory affidavit to Mr McBride's replying affidavit in

the High Court application, wherein he states the following at page 5:

6.8 I was instructed by Mbeki to report directly to her in this

L matter and keep her abreast of the progress in the

investigation through regular report. I sent weekly progress

reports on the Investigation to Mbeki, and also periodically

sent her copies of working draft of the investigation report.”

As such, it is factually incorrect for Mr McBride to claim that internal245.5

processes were not followed, in circumstances where he was not even

in the employ of IPID during the period when the first report was drafted

and submitted.

4
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It is perhaps important to mention at this stage that, Mr Khuba was245.6

appointed as an investigator of the Rendition pursuant to the provisions

of section 22 of the IPID Act. The process contemplated in that section

demands that an investigator must receive a security clearance in the

manner prescribed by the Minister of Poiice. Even though this was not

the reason Mr Khuba signed the investigation report alone, I was advised

by Ms Mbeki that Mr Sesoko was not and could not be appointed as an

iPID investigator during his tenure at iPID because he had a criminai

r record, which IPID was in the process of assisting him to have expunged.

246 Ad paragraph 29 and 30

The contents of these paragraphs are denied.246.1

The provisions relied upon by McBride in paragraph [29] relate to internal246.2

case management arrangements at iPiD reiating to the completion of

case files. That section of the SOP does not even deai with submission

of an investigative report to the NPA.

In any event the SOP is an internal IPID arrangement, it certainly does246.3

not have the force of rendering a report, properiy submitted to the NPA

pursuant to the Act and Reguiations, incomplete.

In the very procedure discussed by McBride at paragraph [29] of his246.4

affidavit, there is no reference to the Executive Director having approvai

or signing powers in reiation to 'completion of files'. McBride has no role

whatsoever to play in the compietion of files at the IPID. That function is
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performed by the Director of Investigations and the Provincial Head.

Khuba had the authority to approve the completion of files as a Director

of Investigations as well as the Acting Provincial Head.

I disagree with the contention that Khuba was not supposed to sign the246.5

report alone. I have already mentioned elsewhere in this affidavit that

there was no Executive Director at IPID at the time the first report was

submitted to the NPA. Secondly, Sesoko was not Khuba's supervisor

they were of equal rank at IPID. Khuba informed us to this effect during
('

our interview of 13 April 2015. [“SJ24’' at page 12 line 10] It is perhaps

important to mention at this stage that Khuba was designated as an

investigator of the Rendition pursuant to the provisions of section 22 of

the Act. The process delineated detailed and demands that an

investigator must receive a security clearance in the manner prescribed

by the Minister of Police. Even though this was not the reason Khuba

signed the investigation report alone, I was advised by Ms Mbeki that

Sesoko was not and could not be appointed as an IPID investigator

during her stint at the IPID. The reason for this was that Sesoko had a

criminal record, which IPID was in the process of assisting him to get

expunged.

246.6 In fact, during his interview with Werksmans on 23 April 2015, Khuba

stated that he did know why McBride and Sesoko had to sign the second

report because this did not happen in the past. [“SJ31” page 1 line 20

to page 2 line 18], I refer to the following extracted from the transcript of

the interview on 23 April 2015: L5
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'MR JULY: MR McBRIDE said one of the reasons why he had to

sign - ordinarily he doesn’t sign the report, and it makes sense

that he does not sign, and the act makes no provision for him to

sign. He says one of the reasons why he signed is because it

involved two provinces, so he had to sign the report. Was that

what you understood was the reason why he signed?

MR KHUBA: That reason was never raised with me. Mv

understanding was that he signed because he was the currentr
head of the department. Even though there was nothing

previously that a person would sign, he said he wanted to sign.

MR JULY: But why did MR SESOKO sign?

MR KHUBA: MR SESOKO signed because he was appointed

head of investigation, he was the Acting Head of Investigation.

The rendition was about the investigation. As the Acting Head of

Investigation - and I do not know, but probably the fact that heu
participated in the issue of the second report, that might be the

one.” [“SJ31”, page 1 line 20 to page 2 line 18]

246.7 I submit that they couid not sign because they were neither investigators

in the case nor where they authorised in terms of the SOP.
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247 Ad paragraphs 31 to 32.3

In my interview with Adv. Mosing (referred to by Mr McBride at paragraph247.1

31 of his affidavit), he explained why he wrote the word “draft' on the

report submitted to him by Mr Khuba on 22 January 2014: the report did

not have Mr Khuba's statement explaining the manner in which he

conducted the investigation and for this reason he inscribed the word

draft’ in on it in manuscript. Adv. Mosing advised Mr Khuba to prepare

and include his statement in the report. This was done and Mr Khubar
submitted his report on or about 24 January 2014 together with his

statement and signed it. A copy of the interview with Adv. Mosing is

attached to Mr McBride's affidavit as annexure RMD.W.5 the pertinent

pages are pages 58 and 59.

I cannot respond to Mr McBride's allegation that Mr Khuba was247.2

pressurised into signing the first report. Only Mr Khuba and Adv. Mosing

can do so. Mr Khuba was a senior member of IPID and the lead

u Investigator in the Rendition investigation. I do not understand why he

would bow to “pressure” from professionals who were assisting him in

conducting his investigation as the iead investigator.

According to Mr McBride the so-cailed “materia!' evidence that was247.3

outstanding was the expert analysis of General Sibiya's cellphone

records and warning statements from Generals Dramat and Mr Sibiya.

This is obviously not true in light of what I have already stated elsewhere

in this affidavit. I emphasize that Mr Khuba, Adv. Mosing and Col.
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Moukangwe were in possession an analysis of General Sibiya's

cellphone records at the time the first report was submitted to the NPA.

In terms of that analysis it was established that the General Sibiya's

cellphone was (which was located in Pretoria) was not in the vicinity of

the crime. I have already explained the purpose of obtaining an expert

analysis of cellphone records previously. That is why the first report did

not make any reference to outstanding information. This is because

there was none, General Sibiya's cellphone records had already been

analysed. No warning statements were outstanding at the time the first

report was submitted. They had been requested and had been refused.

In any event a warning statement serves no more than to demonstrate

that a suspect to the criminal investigation had been warned.

Furthermore, nowhere in the first report does Khuba say that there was247.4

outstanding information still to be collected or investigated, whereas he

had done so in his draft report of 22 October 2013.

248 Ad paragraphs 32.4 to 32.7

248.1 Although this email was never brought to our attention during the

interviews, it demonstrates that Mr Sesoko was fully aware of the

existence of the first report. If what is contained in this email is true, an

unsigned report was sent to Mr Sesoko on that date recommending

something different from what had been marked “draff’ by Adv. Mosing,

then Mr Khuba must have been seriously confused. I say so for the

following reasons:

LS
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I have carefully read the unsigned report and note that it does not248.1.1

have Mr Khuba’s statement. This is entirely consistent with Adv.

Mosing’s version.

Mr Khuba subsequently incorporated his statement. At the same248.1.2

time, recommended that General Sibiya be charged. It was the

report containing this recommendation that was then submitted to

the NPA, not the unsigned and “incomplete” draft ailegedly

shared with Mr Sesoko.

If it is true that Mr Khuba sent a report to Mr Sesoko on 23 January248.1.3

2014 in which he recommended that Generai Sibiya should not

be charged, he clearly, with the assistance of Mr Sesoko,

changed his mind when he incorporated his statement.

While I agree with Mr McBride's statement that Adv. Mosing248.2

reconsidered the evidence and made recommendations, as explained in

RMB.W.8, I should clarify that Adv. Mosing made his recommendation

because he believed that the available evidence does not establish a

crime beyond reasonable doubt on the part of General Sibiya. The basis

of his recommendation was not because there was outstanding expert

analysis, it was because the available cellphone records placed General

Sibiya in Pretoria and not at the scene of the crime. It is disingenuous

on the part of the Mr McBride to claim that there was outstanding

evidence relation to General Sibiya's cellphone records. This, according

to Col. Moukangwe and Adv. Mosing, was not the case.
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The content of paragraph 2 of RMB.W.8 bears repetition.248.3

2. BACKGROUND

The investigation has now been finalised and a report from the

IPID has been submitted for the purooses of considering the

merits of the case. The case docket comprising of two lever arch

files, together of other files containing cellular phone data and

evidence obtained from a computer belonging to the DPCI, is also

enclosed." [Emphasis added]

Adv. Mosing's understanding of the status of the investigation (i.e.248.4

whether it was finalised or not) was consistent with the IPID's SOP as

referred to above.

249 Ad paragraphs 33 and 34

I have no knowledge of the allegations contained in these paragraph and can

O neither admit nor deny them.

250 Ad paragraphs 35 to 35.2

250.1 At page 25 of the first report Mr Khuba states that he assembled a team

comprising Messrs Kenneth Ratshitali, L Maphetho, N Mulaudzi and T

Mashaphu, all of whom were investigators from the Limpopo Provincial

Office. He stated (at paragraph 3 at page 25) that, he "took over the case

for further investigation in terms of section 206(6) of the Constitution".

Mr Khuba personally took all the statements that formed part of his
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investigation and did not include the very team of Limpopo investigators

he had assembled. This, he explained, was to ensure that he gathers

and interrogates the facts himself.

250.2 I do not agree with Mr McBride's contention that the involvement of

Crime Intelligence Gathering ("CIG") had undermined the independence

of IPID. I further do not believe that the involvement of CIG, in particular

Col. Moukangwe in the investigation compromised the integrity of the

investigation. It is common cause that prior to Mr Khuba conducting anyr
investigations into the Rendition, there were two investigations into the

Rendition that had already been undertaken by:

250.2.1 the DPCI; and

by the Civilian Secretariat.250.2.2

It is common knowledge that the Rendition docket was handed to IPID250.3

by the Secretary for the Police Service appointed in terms of section 7(1)

of the CSPSA, Ms Jennifer Irish-Qhobosheaana. The Rendition docket

contained statement prepared and obtained by Col. Moukangwe. In

terms of the Act and CSPSA there must be cooperation between IPID

and the Civilian Secretariat due to the mandate of these bodies. I do not

intend to burden this affidavit with the areas or issues on which these

bodies are required to co-operate: they are adequately set out in the IPID

Act and CSPS Act.
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Having said that, IPID is equally free to foster co-operation and conclude250.4

memoranda of agreement with other statutory bodies such as the NPA.

Section 15 of the IPID Act establishes a consultative forum comprising 

the Executive Director and the Secretary.^® In terms of section 16(2) the

250.5

Executive Director or Secretary, in consultation with one another, may

invite any person not mentioned in subsection (1) to a meeting of the

forum. My understanding of these provisions is that anyone including a

member of CIG may be invited to the meetings between the Executiver
Director and the Secretary. Of course if the said person will assist the

forum in achieving its objectives as set out in section 17 of the IPID Act.

250.6 Mr McBride has not been able to demonstrate to the Commission how

or in what way Coionel Moukangwe's involvement in the investigation

compromised the integrity of the investigation or the independence of

IPID. All he has done is to attack CIG and claim improper interference

without a shred of evidence. The very so called second report he signed

is a product of information obtained with the assistance of CIG.

The involvement and roie of Col. Moukangwe in the investigation was250.7

explained by Mr Khuba during an interview with Werksmans on 26 March

2015. Mr Khuba explained how supportive Col. Moukangwe was during

the investigation.

LS36 Section 16 of the Act.
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“KHUBA: She was an Acting Executive Director after FRANCOIS

BE UKM AN resigned. She indicated that I had to join hands with

COLONEL MOUKANGWE, but the instruction was when you Join

hands with COLONEL MOUKANGWE, MOUKANGWE had to

remain a dark figure, he must not be seen. The reason for that

was not explained much, but i pathered from him, when I met with

him, that was when he started to tell me the reason. Mv first

meeting with him was at EMPEROR’S PALACE. When I met him.

he explained how he conducted the investigation: that he had to

take statements at night go to the office, type them at night and

go back to the witnesses to get them to sign the statements. So

that part was explained to me precisely. He also gave me the

names of two advocates. One is ADVOCATE MOSING, the other

is ADVOCATE BILLYMOELETSI. I was also provided with these

advocates’ contact numbers - their cell numbers. I did contact

them, but at that time I had not vet started with the actual

investigation. I was also given the contact numbers of the0
girlfriend of one of the victims who was allegedly killed in

ZIMBABWE. I took the details. I was briefed on the entire

evidence available, as well as the information that MOUKANGWE

[Pages 3 to 4 of the transcript, annexureknew at that time.

'SJ23”]

250.8 And later:
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'Apart from that, I then started to map out the way in which i was

going to oppose the case, i did that alone. COLONEL

MOUKANGWE was very, very supportive. I would inform him of

what I was poina to do, I would inform him of what I was thinking,

and I need to indicate that I have never investigated a hard case

like the Rendition case. There was no cooperation from anyone.”

[Page 5 of the transcript, annexure “SJ23”]

In light of the above statements made by Khuba, it cannot be true that250.9r
the involvement of CIG undermined the independence of the IPID.

251 Ad paragraph 35.3

I deny the allegations contained in this paragraph.251.1

251.2 Mr McBride has given contradictory accounts regarding the

circumstances in which the two reports came into existence. In the

founding affidavit to his high court application, he claimed that he

regarded the first report as being “preliminary draft' and therefore subject

to changes.

At page 10 (paragraph 24.2) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated that:251.3

the provisional findings and recommendations were found to be

unsustainable on the evidence and were, accordingly, not

included in the final investigation Report (of 18 March 2014)",

At page 22 (paragraph 51.2) of his affidavit, Mr McBride stated:251.4
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I want to make it abundantly clear that the final report was the

product of a thorough investigation process which included taking

into account all the evidence gathered through the IPID

investigation and making reasonabie recommendations on the

basis thereof’.

252 On page 23, at paragraph 51.5 of his affidavit (annexure “SJSI”), Mr McBride

stated that:

The preliminary draft of the IPID Investigation Report was aiso

still subject to consideration and review by Sesoko and myself’.

Yet, from the transcript of his interview with Werksmans, he ciaimed he252.1

never knew of the January 2014 report at ali.

'MR JULY: The one which was submitted by KHUBA on 22

January.

U MR McBRIDE: The one that has KHUBA’s signature on it?

MR JULY: Yes.

MR McBRIDE: I had never seen that report until this hullabaloo

started here.

MR JULY: In the same breath then ...
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MR McBRIDE: No. I had never seen that report.” [“SJ22” page 21

line 22 to 25 and page 22 line 1 to 3]

As can be distilled from the above passages of the founding affidavit, it252.2

is apparent that Mr McBride misled Werksmans regarding his knowledge

of the first report. He continues to do in his testimony before the

commission.

Although there were progress reports submitted to the NPA from time to252.3

( time, with the last progress being submitted on or about on 22 October

2013, the first report was not a progress report. To suggest it was is

being untruthful to the commission as this is contradicted by Mr Khuba,

Col. Moukangwe and Adv. Mosing who were involved in the preparation

and submission of the first report. I attach a copy of the 22 October 2013

report as annexure “SJ36”. This in my view is amounts to a progress

report.

In paragraph 5.6 of the report of 22 October 2013 Mr Khuba made it252.4

clear that there were “outstanding matters", which he clearly identified

as such. Adv. Mosing considered the draft report and advised Mr Khuba

that there was a need to conduct further investigation on the case, which

included obtaining an expert analysis of their cell phones, vehicle

tracking information and warning statements of Generals Dramat and

Sibiya and Col. Maluleka. This was confirmed in an internal

memorandum prepared by Adv. Mosing and addressed to Advocates

Nxasana and Jiba dated 12 November 2013. Mr Nxasana was, at the
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time, the National Director of Public Prosecutions. Ms Jiba was the

Deputy National Director of Public Prosecutions. I have not been able to

determine whether or not there was a response to this memorandum of

Adv. Mosing.

Mr Khuba subsequently finalised his report before submitting it. The252.5

finalised report later became what is referred therein as the first report.

This was a final report. Importantly, it excluded the reference in

paragraph 5.6 of the earlier report to any “outstanding matters”.

There was no preliminary report submitted by Mr Khuba to the NPA,252.6

either with the assistance of Mr Sesoko or on his own and, as explained

above, Mr McBride is fully aware of this. To add, Mr McBride's careless

use of concepts, under oath, such as the first report being a 'preliminary

draft' is calculated to mislead. The first report submitted by Mr Khuba to

the NPA is far from being a preliminary report within the SOP.

The lies of Messrs Khuba, Sesoko and McBride are further exposed by252.7
Li

the fact that in February 2014, before Mr McBride joined IPID, Messrs

Khuba and Sesoko attended at the NPA demanding that warrants of

arrest be issued against Generals Dramat and Sibiya and sought to

understand why the NPA was dragging its feet in the matter. Mr Sesosk

also confirmed during his interview with Werksmans that he provided Mr

McBride a hard copy of the first report. I find it hard to believe that Mr

McBride was not informed or advised of this given his later instruction to

Messrs Khuba and Angus to collect the docket from the NPA offices.

L5
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253 Ad paragraph 35.4

I disagree with McBride's contention that Sesoko was Khuba's “case253.1

supervisor". In his interviews with Werksmans on 26 March and 13 April

2015 respectively, Mr Khuba informed us that Mr Sesoko was not his

supervisor and that they in fact occupied the same rank within IPID.

[Page 12, line 10 of the transcript, annexure “SJ23” (26/03/2015) or

“SJ24” if it is 13/04/2015 page 12 line 1 to 14.]

253.2 Mr Sesoko's alleged prosecutorial background did not make him Mr

Khuba's supervisor. I am advised that Ms Mbeki will come and testify

before this Commission that she never instructed Mr Khuba not to work

with Mr Sesoko in the investigation. She will state that she in fact advised

Mr Khuba to work with Mr Sesoko, but that he (Mr Sesoko) was not to

be at the forefront of the investigation as he had a criminal record, which

she believed might compromise the investigation. She wanted Mr Khuba

to use Mr Sesoko only as a sounding board. This notwithstanding, I

reiterate that according to the Werksmans investigation, Mr Sesoko was

never excluded from the investigation.

254 Ad paragraph 35.5

I do not have personal knowledge of what was discussed in the meeting254.1

between Messrs Khuba, McBride and Sesoko. However, what I do know

is that Mr McBride instructed Messrs Khuba and Angus to attend at the

NPA and collect the docket. The docket was thus collected from the NPA

at the behest and on the instruction of Mr McBride. Mr Angus indicated is
Page 164 of 188
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in his interview with Werksmans on 31 March 2015 that Mr McBride

instructed him to check whether Mr Khuba had conducted the

investigation correctly. (“SJ20” page 12)

It is, with respect, inconceivable that Mr Angus, who had nothing to do254.2

with the Rendition investigation, would of his own accord (and without

any instruction from Mr McBride) collect the docket from the NPA.

255 Ad paragraphs 36 to 37
(

The information note sent to the Minister was patently misleading as a255.1

final report (the first report) with recommendations had already been

submitted to the NPA together with the docket Mr McBride had instructed

Messrs Khuba and Angus to collect from the NPA. The entire narrative

now spread by Messrs McBride, Khuba and Sesoko that they were not

sure whether the first report was part of the docket they collected, is

false. Mr McBride knows that an IPID investigator would not submit

dockets without a report containing recommendations to the NPA.

Contrary to what Mr McBride wants the commission to believe, he knew

at the time and knows today that the docket went hand in hand with the

report with recommendations. I reiterate that this is a legislative

requirement.

During our interview with Mr Khuba on 13 April 2015 he mentioned that255.2

if there was one person who read the first report, it was McBride, who

had a number of questions. Mr Khuba stated the following:
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That is a very difficult question. But I need to say as the

investigating officer I was over-trusting with the report. Because

when SESOKO asked for the report, I never withheld the report, I

emailed it to him. When we were working on the report I used his

computer. Whether he showed McBRIDE - but I remember

McBRlDE, if there is one person who read that report extensively

it was McBRIDE. He read it extensively. Then the progress which

I was doing on the report itself, I was only adding stuff. He was

sitting next to me. I was adding things, I was doing things, but(

whether that part was cut out by him or by me, I will not say, but I

don’t remember removing it." [Page 9 of the transcript, annexure

'SJ24'’]

It was the view of Werksmans that Mr McBride knew of the report dated255.3

22 January 2014 submitted to the NPA and did not like the

recommendations made by Mr Khuba. He then sought the informal

views of professionals, such as Mr Angus, on whether Mr Khuba had

conducted the investigation correctly. This is the only reason McBride

decided to have the report "re-done".

256 Ad paragraphs 38.1 to 38.3

I deny that Mr McBride was unaware of the existence of the first report256.1

when he participated in the drafting of the second report.

I note the contents of paragraph 38.1 to 38.2.256.2

Cf
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I deny that Mr McBride was not advised of the fact that the first report256.3

had been submitted to the NPA. Mr McBride knew that the report was

submitted to the NPA as he instructed and authorised Mr Khuba and

Angus to attend to collect the docket from the NPA offices. It is

inconceivable that Mr McBride would not know that once an I PI D docket

is submitted the NPA it is submitted together with a report with

recommendations. On 23 April 2015, during his interview with us, Mr

Khuba stated the first report was part of the docket collected at the NPA

on 7 March 2014 and the it was common sense the first report had beenr
removed by Mr McBride when he submitted the docket together with the

second report. I refer to the relevant passages of the transcript herein

below.

“MR JULY: Before VAN ZYL could even read the documents, you

and ANGUS come and collect them, and the report dated 22

January was part of that docket?

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: So the question is what did you do with that report

which was attached to the docket?

MR KHUBA: To teii you that as fact, I cannot remember. I know

that when we send dockets the report is part of “B”. That docket,

Section B was a separate iever arch fiie, because it had a iot of 

things taiking about the Extradition Act, and what what. It was a 

thick thing, but it had that part. When we did a review, the
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concentration on a (?), which is a separate lever arch file. That

file had another sub lever arch file, which I think is seven or eight.

Whether they removed that part or kept that part, I do not know.

But my common sense is that they would have removed it.

because they wouldn’t send it with it.

MR JULY: So who took the docket to the NDPP then? [“SJ31”

page 22 line 1 to 24]

I submit that Mr McBride was aware of the fact that the first report had256.4

been submitted to the NPA. Mr McBride knows that a docket is submitted

to the NPA together with a report containing recommendations to the

NPA. Mr McBride had done so when he submitted the second report to

the NPA.

257 Ad paragraph 38.4

I deny that Mr McBride only became aware of the fact that the first report257.1

was submitted to the NPA during January 2015.

As stated above, the first report was part of the docket collected from the257.2

NPA and had been removed by Mr McBride and Sesoko when the

submitted the second report together with the docket. I have also

referred to relevant pages and paragraphs in Mr McBride's affidavit in

the High Court case wherein he admitted to have read the evidence in

the docket as well as the first report, which he considered preliminary.

^5
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258 Ad paragraph 38.5

258.1 I have no knowledge of whether Mr Khuba advised Mr McBride that he

did not consider the report submitted to the NPA to be a final report. Mr

McBride’s account of events is inconsistent with what he stated in his

affidavit in High Court regarding his knowledge of the first report. Mr

McBride was aware of the first report the moment he joined the IPID. In

the process of drafting the second report he found “the provisional

recommendations made in the first report unsustainable on the evidence

and accordingly were not included in the final investigation report (of 18

March 2014).” As such it is not true that Mr McBride “questioned’ Mr

Khuba about the first report in January 2015. As I have already pointed

out above, Mr Khuba informed Werksmans that the report submitted to

the NPA on 22 January 2014 was a final report with recommendations.

Between Mr McBride and Mr Khuba either or both are lying and in the

process making a mockery of the work this Commission was tasked to

investigate.

LI
258.2 Messrs Khuba’s and McBride’s opinions on what constitutes of a

completed investigation are inconsistent with the IPID Act,^^ the IPID 

Regulations^s and IPID's SOP.

3^ Section 21(d); 
Regulation 4(9). L538
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259 Ad paragraphs 38.6 and 38.7

I have no knowledge of the content of these paragraphs and therefore, I can

neither deny nor admit.

260 Ad paragraph 38.8

This update to the Minister was misleading. It was misleading to record260.1

that a thorough analysis of all the evidence had been conducted.

('
260.2 I have read the report prepared by the trio dated 18 March 2014. It was

from a thorough analysis. The exercise conducted by the trio consisted

of a deletion of material information relating to Generais Dramat and

Sibiya which was properly recorded in the report originaliy submitted to

the NPA. I stiil maintain that there was no such thorough analysis

conducted by the trio, instead of conducting an analysis they deleted

crucial information.

261 Ad paragraphs 38.9 to 40
I

261.1 The contents of these paragraphs are denied.

I deny that Adv. Mosing advised Mr Khuba to get the docket from the261.2

South Gauteng DPP's office. On a careful reading of RMBW15 it is

apparent that the email containing General Sibiya's response to

questions sent by IPID, was forwared to Mr Khuba by Mr Sesoko on 27

February 2014. The body of the email is blank. On 28 February 2014,

^5Mr Khuba forwarded the same email to Adv. Mosing with no message in
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the body of the email. Importantly, nowhere in this email did Mr Khuba

express a desire to “collect, remove or “get the docket from the NPA

offices.

Adv. Mosing responded to Khuba's email as follows:261.3

“Dear Mr Khuba in light of the fact the matter has been referred

to the DPP of South Gauteng for decision, you are requested to

file this evidence in the docket which is presently with the DPP

r SG and in future forward additional evidence or other matter

directly with him. Kind regards’

Nowhere in the aforesaid response did Adv. Mosing advise Mr Khuba to261.4

get or collect the docket from the DPP of South Gauteng. To the

contrary, Adv. Mosing advised Mr Khuba to file the evidence in the

docket and in future forward additional evidence directly to the DPP for

South Gauteng. On this basis alone Mr McBride's account of events

cannot be true.

261.5 In his interview with Werksmans on 26 March 2015 Mr Khuba stated that

he had contacted the NPA on 28 February 2014 and advised them that

he wished to attach further information to the docket. The information

that he needed to add, was inconsequential and, in any event, did not

require him to remove the docket. He could quite easily have placed

such information on the docket without having to remove it.
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"MR KHUBA: The important part was when all this new evidence

had been gathered I then sent an email, and the email is dated

28 February 2014. In that email I requested ADVOCATE

MOSENG, to sa^' There is statement that has been brought by

SIBIYA. and I would want to attach it. In other words. I wanted to

attach the evidence that I had, and everything, because he now

had the original docket..[“SJ23” page 42 line to 25]

Further, at his interview on 23 April 2015 Mr Khuba stated that:261.6
(

‘MR JULY: According to you was there any new evidence that

needed to be attached?

MR KHUBA: You know, I think that is subject to interpretation. To

tell you we needed the docket to be collected is another issue.

What I did, after we had collected the docket - / even talked to

McBRIDE and said: Listen, McBRIDE - no, in fact, the worst

situation was that I couldn’t talk to McBRIDE. I still remember

now, I spoke to SESOKO, and said: Why can’t I attach all these

things and return the docket?” [“SJ31” page 12 line 17 to page 13

line 3]

261.7 However, Mr McBride had subsequently, upon taking up employment

with IPiD, instructed Messrs Khuba and Angus to attend at the NPA to

collect the docket. The fact that Mr Khuba had initially enquired about

the docket, does not exclude the possibility that no instruction was 

issued to him and Mr Angus to attend to the collection of the docket.
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During our interview with Mr Khuba on 23 April 2015, he told us the261.8

following:

'MR KHUBA: Yes, those statements and whatever was not there,

attaching them. At that time I had not yet made copies, and I

decided to make copies of another duplicate report, because he

said to me: Whatever you have I want in my office - this is

McBRIDE. Copies - even copies of the docket. So I said: Okay,

that’s fine. I went and I gave him a copy, but my interpretation was
(

that it was done mainly for security reasons. But as an investigator

I did not have a single thing, except I had the external hard drive.

That external hard drive only had the expert report, so It was not

part of the documents and I just kept it. Then when we collected

the docket - the fact that he signed the docket as true - who was

carrying? I was the carrying boy that day. I was carrying the

docket all the time, and whatever, but I think he assisted me with

other files. We went back to the car and drove, and while we were
(.>

driving, I reminded...” [“SJ31” page number 13 lines 5 to 25]

261.9 Later, he stated:

He gave me everything, and then we packed it, and we went

straight to McBRIDE. I think he wanted the one report. We went

and briefed him, while we were having this...

Khuba: Yes. When we briefed him, I never opened my mouth. It

was ANGUS who was talking.” [“SJ31” page14 line 3 to 17] L3
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261.10 It is reasonable to infer from the above extract from the transcript and

the circumstances under which Mr Angus became involved in the

Rendition investigation {albeit on a very limited scaie), that Messrs

Khuba and Angus attended at the NPA to coiiect the docket on the

instructions of McBride. This is an objective conciusion.

Importantiy at paragraph 50.3 of his replying affidavit attached to the261.11

supplementary statement as annexure RMB.W.1, McBride says that

Khuba advised him that the docket was with the NPA and that her
intended to retrieve it and update the evidence, and sought McBride's

consent. He goes on to say that he authorised Khuba to do so. This goes

to show that McBride on his own version sanctioned the retrieval or

collection of the docket. As already stated elsewhere in this affidavit, a

docket submitted to the NPA is submitted in terms of the Act and

Reguiations, McBride must sureiy have appreciated this fundamental

principle at the IPID.

The above extract of the transcript shows a disturbing picture of how MrC- 261.12

Khuba was bullied by Mr McBride into obtaining the docket from the NPA

and how terrified he was of Mr McBride.

262 Ad paragraphs 41

The allegations contained in this paragraph are denied.262.1

262.2 Mr McBride is not telling the truth when he claims to have never been

given the docket on the Renditions investigation prior to signing the
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second report. This claim by Mr McBride is contradicted by Mr Khuba

during his interview with Werksmans on 23 April 2015 when he stated

the following:

“MR KHUBA: Yes, those statements and whatever was not there,

attaching them. At that time i had not yet made copies, and i

decided to make copies of another duplicate report, because he

said to me: Whatever you have I want in my office - this is

McBRiDE. Copies - even copies of the docket. So I said: Okay,r
that’s fine. I went and i gave him a copy, but my interpretation was

that it was done mainly for security reasons..[Emphasis added]

[“SJ31” page 13 line 5 to 14]

262.3 This extract shows the McBride was given all the information regarding

the Rendition investigation including the docket.

Furthermore, Mr McBride's recollection is further contradicted by his own262.4

evidence under oath contained in the affidavit filed in support of his case

before the High Court. Wherein he stated at page 22 (paragraph 51.2)

/ want to make it abundantly clear that the final report was the

product of a thorough investigation process which included taking

into account all the evidence gathered through the IPID

investigation and making reasonable recommendations on the

basis thereof’.

LS
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I submit that this statement could not have been made by a person who262.5

did not have regard to the evidence on the docket.

263 Ad paragraph 42

The contents of this paragraph are denied. Mr McBride participated in the so

called analysis of evidence and drafting of the second report.

Ad paragraph 43 to 45264

(
Inasmuch I do not have personal knowledge of what Mr McBride says in these

paragraphs, Mr McBride confirms that he was involved in the preparation of the

second report. He may not have personally affected his input into the second

report but he certainly made such input which was incorporated by Khuba and

Sesoko.

Ad paragraph 46265

I disagree with Mr McBride's claim that the only input he had into the265.1

report dated 18 March 2014 related to grammatical changes and that he

did not see the report submitted to the NPA on or about 22 January 2014.

This version is contradicted by Mr Khuba who stated that Mr McBride

had in fact seen the soft copy of the report of 22 January 2014. Being a

soft copy, it was unsigned. Mr Khuba stated that Mr McBride had

certainly read the first report which he (Mr Khuba) had shared with Mr

Sesoko. Mr Khuba stated that it was obvious to him from discussions

with Mr McBride that the latter had read the report.
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Werksmans considered and investigated the so-called grammatical265.2

changes allegedly made by Mr McBride manually on the report he was

working on (a copy of which was never shared with Werksmans). It is

clear that no grammatical changes that were present in the first report

were corrected in the second report. In fact, the only differences

between the two reports consisted of the deletion of information

implicating Generals Dramat and Sibiya and the alteration to reflect a

different recommendation. I invite McBride to take this Commission into

his confidence and share the hard copy on which he made the

grammatical changes or to demonstrate what grammatical changes

were made.

266 Ad paragraph 47

This is an admission on the part of Mr McBride that he knew of the first266.1

report.

On his own version Mr McBride discussed his concern about the leaking266.2
i I

of the January 2014 report with the NDPP. According to Mr McBride as

at 6 March 2014 he was aware of the existence of the report dated 22

January 2014 which, so he says, had been leaked by the offices of the

NPA.

267 Ad paragraph 48

I disagree with Mr McBride when he says that there was no prima facie267.1

case against the Generals, as concluded by Mr Khuba in the first report.
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The NPA, independently of Mr Khuba's recommendations, took its own267.2

prosecutorial decision and decided to charge the Generals Dramat and

Sibiya criminally.

268 Ad paragraph 49

I maintain that McBride is part of the IPID employees who changed the IPID to

change earlier recommendations regarding the criminal charges against

General Sibiya and Dramat.

269 Ad paragraph 50

I disagree with Mr McBride's contention.269.1

Firstly, all of the events that Mr McBride challenges occurred before he269.2

had commenced employment with IPID. He has repeatedly claimed that

he knows or knew nothing about reports and dockets submitted to the

NPA before 3 March 2014. The enduring question has always been how

could Mr McBride contradict evidence given by individuals who were

involved in the Rendition investigation prior to him joining IPID. For

example, other than bare denials and a baseless dismissal of the

evidence of Adv. Mosing, Mr Khuba and Col. Moukangwe, Mr McBride

has made no effort to explain why their evidence, considered together

with the IPID Act and IPID Regulations should be disbelieved. The most

disconcerting aspect of his bare denials is that they are made by a

person who was not even employed by IPID at the time the 22 January

2014 report was prepared. This person further accuses everyone who
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disagreed with him, having been captured or interfering with the

independence of IPID.

270 Ad paragraph 51

I deny that the first report was not part of the docket collected by Messrs270.1

Khuba and Angus. This is not what Mr Khuba said during the interview.

In fact, Mr Khuba agreed that the first report was included in the docket

collected by him and Mr Angus from Advocate Van Zyl.

(

Mr McBride's version that the first report was not part of the docket270.2

uplifted and collected from the NPA, in any event, defies logic. Why

would anybody within the NPA remove a report with recommendations

submitted with the docket in terms of the Act and Regulations? I reiterate

that a docket submitted by an investigator. Provincial Head or Executive

Director, is accompanied by a report with recommendations.

For the sake of completeness and to prevent Mr McBride from continuing270.3

to make misleading references to the transcript of the interview held with

Khuba on 13 April 2015, I quote from the interview:

MR JULY: Before VAN ZYL could even read the

documents, you and ANGUS come and collect them, and

the report dated 22 January was part of that docket?

MR KHUBA: Yes.
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MR JULY: So the question is what did you do with that

report which was attached to the docket?

MR KHUBA: To tell you that as fact, I cannot remember. I

know that when we send dockets the report is part of “B”.

That docket, Section B was a separate lever arch file.

because it had a lot of things talking about the Extradition

Act, and what, what. It was a thick thing, but it had that part.

When we did a review, the concentration on a (?), which is
(

a separate lever arch file. That file had another sub lever

arch file, which I think is seven or eight. Whether they fi.e.

Sesoko and McBride] removed that part fie, the first

report] or kept that part. I do not know. But mv common

sense is that they would have removed it fi.e. the first

report], because they wouldn’t send it fi.e. the first report]

with it fi.e. the docket].

MR JULY: So who took the docket to the NDPP then?

MR KHUBA: Mv role ended when I signed that report, in

the absence of McBRIDE but in the presence of SESOKO.

When they took that docket - in fact when it was handed

in, I was told that I must not keep anything, and it was

indicated precisely that nothing will be in SESOKO’s

office, but in McBRIDE’s office. In fact, when the Minister
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started this issue of referencing or requesting the copies of

the docket...” [Emphasis added]

It is clear from the above extract that Mr Khuba agreed that the first report270.4

was part of the docket collected from Advocate Van Zyl. When Mr Khuba

says it was common sense that the first report was removed, he refers

to Messrs McBride and Sesoko having removed the said first report

when they submitted the second report with the docket to the NDPP.

This is apparent from my next question regarding who took the docket
<

to the NDPP, and Mr Khuba's subsequent response.

It is clear from the transcript that Mr Khuba does not suggest that Adv.270.5

Van Zyl removed the first report from the docket he and Mr Angus

collected.

271 Ad paragraph 52

The allegations contained in this paragraph are denied.

272 Ad paragraphs 53 to 54

I disagree with Mr McBride's claim that there was material evidence still272.1

outstanding and other evidence which remained outstanding.

I have already dealt with the issue of the warning statements and the272.2

analysis of the cell phone records at elsewhere in this affidavit, I repeat

what is stated there.

L$
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272.3 Mr McBride deliberately misinterprets Adv. Mosing's email to Mr Khuba.

Adv. Mosing says nothing more in his email than that Mr Khuba should

file the said evidence in the docket. This with respect, does not and

cannot be interpreted to mean he should collect or uplift the docket from

the NPA. It simply means place the said evidence into the docket which

was with DPP Gauteng.

273 Ad paragraph 55

< 273.1 Mr McBride's obsession with the notion of material outstanding

information is disconcerting. He is so blinded by the narrative that there

was material information outstanding that he ignores un-contradicted

evidence that during February 2014, Mr Khuba, Col. Moukangwe and Mr

Sesoko went to the NPA offices demanding warrants of arrest to be

issued against Generals Dramat and Sibiya. Mr McBride obviously read

the transcripts of the interviews held with Mr Khuba and would be aware

of what Mr Khuba stated in his interview with Werksmans.

c.
273.2 It may be mentioned that in seeking such warrants of arrest, they must

have been satisfied that there was prima facie evidence of criminal

responsibility. Repeating this narrative will never elevate it to the truth.

274 Ad paragraphs 56 to 58

This, with respect, is an extremely reckless and unsubstantiated claim274.1

by Mr McBride.

Ls
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I have read media reports that General Dramat and Minister Nhleko274.2

settled their employment dispute on the basis that General Dramat

agreed to early retirement. If General Dramat was aggrieved by the

action taken by the Minister, he had legal remedies available to him. I

attach marked “SJ37” a copy of an article from the Mail & Guardian

newspaper to support this. I do not state that this was, necessarily, the

media report I read at the time. I simply do not recall.

274.3 Werksmans is a reputable law firm with a track record that speaks for

itself. None of the professionals who conducted the investigation owe

any allegiance to the Minister. We are all officers of the Court and we

all acted professionally at all times. The conclusions reached by

Werksmans in its report are based on the facts that were placed before

us at the time and the terms of reference given to Werksmans. This is

yet another unfortunate allegation made by McBride without providing

proof.

Mr McBride's understanding of interference is seriously concerning and274.4L
shocking. To him everything the Minister did at IPID amounts to

interference. Even requesting an employee of IPID to cooperate with an

investigation commissioned by the Minister apparently amounts to

interference. It bears mentioning that Mr McBride through his attorney,

Mr Jac Marais, refused Mr Khuba permission to consult with Werksmans

without any cogent reason. In fact, Mr McBride was engaging in conduct

aimed at deliberately frustrating the investigation commissioned by the

Minister to whom he was accountable.
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275 Ad paragraph 64

275.1 Mr McBride is again deliberately misleading the commission. He knows

very well that the report dated 22 October 2013, was a progress report

contained no recommendations, was not signed and was not submitted

with a docket.

275.2 On the other hand, the first report was submitted as a final report with

recommendations for action to be taken by the NPA.

r
The deletions were captured and explained in section B of the275.3

Werksmans report, I beg leave to incorporate same herein by reference.

276 Ad paragraph 70

I have elsewhere in this affidavit addressed the issue regarding my276.1

unwillingness to testify in the criminal matter.

I also addressed this issue in my letter attached to the supplementary276.2

statement marked as RMB.W.25. I stand by the views recorded and

expressed in the said letter and record that my refusal to testify has

nothing to do with state capture. I wish to state that it is not uncommon

for private investigative bodies or actors to, in the course of their

investigations, recommend criminal action where there is evidence of the

commission of a crime. Even this commission can and might at some

stage recommend criminal action against those it believes have

committed crime. It would be ridiculous to expect the chairperson or any

L$
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of the evidence leaders to become witnesses in those criminal

proceedings simply because of their role in establishing a prima facie

case of criminal conduct and referring such a case to law enforcement

agencies.

277 Ad paragraph 71

277.1 As lead investigator during the Werksmans investigation and as one of

the authors of the report, I still stand by the conclusions arrived at in the

r report.

It really does not concern me how the Minister utilised the Werksmans277.2

report.

277.3 What I can say is that the investigation was done and the report compiled

properly. We were dealing with extremely untruthful senior managers of

IPID. It is important to note that Mr Khuba simply lacks integrity his as

his version changes with conditions and circumstances. At least Messrs

L Sesoko and McBride have been consistent in their version, although they

are patently false. Messrs Khuba and Sesoko were dismissed because

they were found guilty in disciplinary hearings constituted by

independent chairpersons. To date Mr McBride has avoided and evaded

any disciplinary process against him. He never explained what the

constitutional court [2016 (11) BCLR 1398 (CC)] referred to as “the

glaring discrepancies in the two reports".
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277.4 At his disciplinary hearing, Mr Khuba pleaded guilty to a charge of

dishonesty and defeating the ends of justice. By pleading guilty he in fact

admitted that the first investigation report was the final report.

277.5 When Mr Khuba pleaded guilty to the charges preferred against him, he

was legally represented. He did so freely and voluntarily.

277.6 A settlement agreement in respect of sanction ONLY was entered into

between IPID and Mr Khuba. In terms of the settlement agreement, a

r lenient sanction of a final written warning was imposed despite the

seriousness of the charges that he pleaded guilty to.

277.7 Later on, about 25 September 2015, Mr Khuba deposed to an affidavit

that contradicted his guilty plea. Mr Khuba was confronted by the then

Acting Executive Director of IPID Mr Kgamanyane about his new

affidavit. He was given an opportunity to make written representations

as to why he should not dismissed in light of the perpetuation of his

untruthfulness. Mr Kgamanyane proceeded to summarily dismiss him on
I

the grounds of the employment relationship having irreparably broken

down, after considering his written representations.

277.8 Subsequent to his dismissal, Mr Khuba referred an unfair dismissal

dispute to the Bargaining Council and lost as his dismissal was found to

have been fair. I attach hereto the arbitration award by the bargaining

council as annexure "SJ38".
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277.9 Mr Sesoko also tried his utmost to avoid the disciplinary enquiry chaired

by Adv. Mxolisi Zondo. This enquiry provided Mr Sesoko with a golden

opportunity to deal with the adverse findings made about him in the

Werksmans report. I am advised that Mr Sesoko tried every trick in the 

book to delay and derail the disciplinary inquiry. He was eventually 

dismissed by the chairperson in his absence on the basis of evidence

led by Adv. Mosing. I attach hereto a copy of the chairperson's findings

as annexure “SJ39”.

r
277.10 I hasten to mention that the disciplinary proceedings against Messrs

McBride, Sesoko and Khuba were not handled by Werksmans and

neither was I a witness in those proceedings.

278 Ad paragraph 73

278.1 To the extent that McBride suggests that he was charged by

Werksmans, that is denied. Werksmans merely made recommendations

to the Minister and no one else.
c

278.2 Nowhere in the Werksmans report is the NPA directed to charge or

prosecute anybody. The prosecutorial decision was always and has

always been that of the NPA.
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7 EF^NENT

The deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this 

affidavit, he has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and that he regards the 

prescribed oath as binding upon his conscience, the deponent having sworn to this
^ay of MAY 2020.affidavit oi

I

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
Name:

Business Address:

Capacity:

( LWANDA JONGILANGA
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 

EX OFFICIO PRACTISING ATTORNEY 
BLOCK B, GROUND FLOOR 

KINGSLEY OFFICE PARK 
85 PROTEA ROAD, CHISLEHURSTON 

SANDTON 2196
TEL: 011 326 5439/37 1 FAX: 011 326 5463

(
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II1
IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Case No. CCT/3/94

In the matter of:

THE STATE

versus

T MAKWANYANE AND M MCHUNU

Heard on: 15 Februaiy to 17 February 1995

Delivered on: 6 June 1995o
JUDGMENT

[1] CHASKALSON P: The two accused in this matter were convicted in the 

Witwatersrand Local Division of the Supreme Court on four counts of murder, one 

count of attempted murder and one count of robbery with aggravating circumstances. 
They were sentenced to death on each of the counts of murder and to long terms of 

imprisonment on the other counts. They appealed to the Appellate Division of the 

Supreme Court against the convictions and sentences. The Appellate Division 

dismissed the appeals against the convictions and came to the conclusion that the 

circumstances of the murders were such that the accused should receive the heaviest 
sentence permissible according to law.

[2] Section 277(l)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977 prescribes that the 

death penalty is a competent sentence for murder. Counsel for the accused was 

invited by the Appellate Division to consider whether this provision was consistent 
with the Republic of South Africa Constitution, 1993, which had come into force 

subsequent to the conviction and sentence by the trial court. He argued that it was 

not, contending that it was in conflict with the provisions of sections 9 and 11(2) of
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the Constitution.

The Appellate Division dismissed the appeals against the sentences on the counts of 

attempted murder and robbery, but postponed the further hearing of the appeals 

against the death sentence until the constitutional issues are decided by this Court. 
See: S v Makwanyane en ‘n Ander 1994 (3) SA 868 (A). Two issues were raised: 
the constitutionality of section 277(l)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, and the 

implications of section 241(8) of the Constitution. Although there was no formal 
reference of these issues to this Court in terms of section 102(6) of the Constitution, 
that was implicit in the judgment of the Appellate Division, and was treated as such 

by the parties.

[3]

(

[4] The trial was concluded before the 1993 Constitution came into force, and so the 

question of the constitutionality of the death sentence did not arise at the trial.
Because evidence which might possibly be relevant to that issue would not have been 

led, we asked counsel appearing before this Court to consider whether evidence, other 
than undisputed information placed before us in argument, would be relevant to the 

determination of the question referred to us by the Appellate Division. Apart from 

the issue of public opinion, with which I will deal later in this judgment, counsel were 

not able to point to specific material that had not already been placed before us which 

might be relevant to the decision on the constitutional issues raised in this case. I am 

satisfied that no good purpose would be served by referring the case back to the trial 
court for the hearing of further evidence and that we should deal with the matter on 

the basis of the information and arguments that have been presented to us.

U

It would no doubt have been better if the framers of the Constitution had stated 

specifically, either that the death sentence is not a competent penalty, or that it is 

permissible in circumstances sanctioned by law. This, however, was not done and it 
has been left to this Court to decide whether the penalty is consistent with the 

provisions of the Constitution. That is the extent and limit of the Court's power in this 

case.

[5]

2
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No executions have taken place in South Africa since 1989.' There are apparently 

over 300 persons, and possibly as many as 400 if persons sentenced in the former 
Transkei, Bophuthatswana and Venda are taken into account, who have been 

sentenced to death by the Courts and who are on death row waiting for this issue to be 

resolved. Some of these convictions date back to 1988, and approximately half of the 

persons on death row were sentenced more than two years ago.^ This is an intolerable 

situation and it is essential that it be resolved one way or another without further 

delay.^

The Relevant Provisions of the Constitution

[6]

The Constitution[7]n

The last execution in South Africa occurred on 14 November 1989. See infra note 26.

^ This information was contained in the written argument filed on behalf of the South African Government 
and was not disputed.

^ The mental anguish suffered by convicted persons awaiting the death sentence is well documented. A 
prolonged delay in the execution of a death sentence may in itself be cause for the invalidation of a sentence of 
death that was lawfully imposed. In India, Zimbabwe and Jamaica, where the death sentence is not 
unconstitutional, sentences of death have been set aside on these grounds. The relevant authorities are collected 
and discussed by Gubbay CJ in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, 
Zimbabwe and Others 1993 (4) SA 239 (ZSC), and by Lord Griffiths in Pratt v Attorney-General for Jamaica 
[1993] 3 WLR 995 (JPC).
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... provides a historic bridge between the past of a deeply divided society 
characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future 
founded on the recognition of human rights, democracy and peaceful co-existence 
and development opportunities for all South Africans, irrespective of colour, race, 
class, belief or sex."*

It is a transitional constitution but one which itself establishes a new order in South 

Africa; an order in which human rights and democracy are entrenched and in which 

the Constitution:

... shall be the supreme law of the Republic and any law or act inconsistent with its 
provisions shall, unless otherwise provided expressly or by necessary implication in 
this Constitution, be of no force and effect to the extent of the inconsistency.^O

Chapter Three of the Constitution sets out the fundamental rights to which every 

person is entitled under the Constitution and also contains provisions dealing with the 

way in which the Chapter is to be interpreted by the Courts. It does not deal 
specifically with the death penalty, but in section 11(2), it prohibits "cruel, inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment." There is no definition of what is to be 

regarded as "cruel, inhuman or degrading" and we therefore have to give meaning to 

these words ourselves.

[8]

O

These words are taken from the first paragraph of the provision on National Unity and Reconciliation with 
which the Constitution concludes. Section 232(4) provides that for the purposes of interpreting the Constitution, 
this provision shall be deemed to be part of the substance of the Constitution, and shall not have a lesser status 
than any other provision of the Constitution.

^ Section 4(1) of the Constitution.
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In 5 V Zuma and Two Others,^ this Court dealt with the approach to be adopted in the 

interpretation of the fundamental rights enshrined in Chapter Three of the 

Constitution. It gave its approval to an approach which, whilst paying due regard to 

the language that has been used, is "generous" and "purposive" and gives expression 

to the underlying values of the Constitution. Kentridge AJ, who delivered the 

judgment of the Court, referred with approval’ to the following passage in the 

Canadian case of i? v Big M Drug Mart Ltd:

[9]

The meaning of a right or freedom guaranteed by the Charter was to be ascertained 
by an analysis of the purpose of such a guarantee; it was to be understood, in other 
words, in the light of the interests it was meant to protect.

O
In my view this analysis is to be undertaken, and the purpose of the right or 
freedom in question is to be sought by reference to the character and larger objects 
of the Charter itself, to the language chosen to articulate the specific right or 
freedom, to the historical origins of the concept enshrined, and where applicable, 
to the meaning and purpose of the other specific rights and freedoms with which it 
is associated within the text of the Charter. The interpretation should be...a 
generous rather than legalistic one, aimed at fulfilling the purpose of a guarantee 
and securing for individuals the full benefit of the Charter's protection.®

U
^ Constitutional Court Case No. CCT/5/94 (5 April 1995). 

^ Id. at para. 15.

® (1985) 13 CRR 64 at 103. As O'Regan J points out in her concurring judgment, there may possibly be 
instances where the "generous" and "purposive" interpretations do not coincide. That problem does not arise in 
the present case.

5
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[10] Without seeking in any way to qualify anything that was said in Zuma's case, I need 

say no more in this judgment than that section 11(2) of the Constitution must not be 

construed in isolation, but in its context, which includes the history and background to 

the adoption of the Constitution, other provisions of the Constitution itself and, in 

particular, the provisions of Chapter Three of which it is part.^ It must also be 

construed in a way which secures for "individuals the full measure" of its protection. 
Rights with which section 11(2) is associated in Chapter Three of the Constitution, 
and which are of particular importance to a decision on the constitutionality of the 

death penalty are included in section 9, "every person shall have the right to life", 
section 10, "every person shall have the right to respect for and protection of his or 
her dignity", and section 8, "every person shall have the right to equality before the 

law and to equal protection of the law." Punishment must meet the requirements of 

sections 8, 9 and 10; and this is so, whether these sections are treated as giving 

meaning to Section 11(2) or as prescribing separate and independent standards with 

which all punishments must comply.

10

O

11

[11] Mr. Bizos, who represented the South African government at the hearing of this 

matter, informed us that the government accepts that the death penalty is a cruel, 
inhuman and degrading punishment and that it should be declared unconstitutional. 
The Attorney General of the Witwatersrand, whose office is independent of the 

government, took a different view, and contended that the death penalty is a necessary 

and acceptable form of punishment and that it is not cruel, inhuman or degrading 

within the meaning of section 11(2). He argued that if the framers of the Constitution 

had wished to make the death penalty unconstitutional they would have said so, and
U

Jaga V Donges, N.O. and Another 1950 (4) SA 653 (A) at 662-663.

10 Minister of Home Affairs (Bermuda) v Fisher [1980] AC 319 (PC) at 328-329.

" In the analysis that follows sections 8, 9 and 10 are treated together as giving meaning to section 11(2), 
which is the provision of Chapter Three that deals specifically with punishment.
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that their failure to do so indicated an intention to leave the issue open to be dealt with 

by Parliament in the ordinary way. It was for Parliament, and not the government, to 

decide whether or not the death penalty should be repealed, and Parliament had not 
taken such a decision.

Legislative History

The written argument of the South African government deals with the debate whieh 

took plaee in regard to the death penalty before the commencement of the 

constitutional negotiations. The information that it placed before us was not disputed. 
It was argued that this background information forms part of the context within 

which the Constitution should be interpreted.

[12]

Our Courts have held that it is permissible in interpreting a statute to have regard to 

the purpose and background of the legislation in question.
[13]

Certainly no less important than the oft repeated statement that the words and 
expressions used in a statute must be interpreted according to their ordinary 
meaning is the statement that they must be interpreted in the light of their context. 
But it may be useful to stress two points in relation to the application of this 
principle. The first is that "the context", as here used, is not limited to the 
language of the rest of the statute regarded as throwing light of a dictionary kind 
on the part to be interpreted. Often of more importance is the matter of the statute, 
its apparent scope and purpose, and, within limits, its background.U 12

Debates in Parliament, including statements made by Ministers responsible for 

legislation, and explanatory memoranda providing reasons for new bills have not been 

admitted as background material. It is, however, permissible to take notice of the 

report of a judicial commission of enquiry for the limited purpose of ascertaining "the 

mischief aimed at [by] the statutory enactment in question.

[14]

13 These principles were

12 Per Schreiner JA in Jaga v Donges, N.O. and Another, supra note 9, at 662G-H.

13 Attorney-General, Eastern Cape v Blom and Others 1988 (4) SA 645 (A) at 668H-669F; Westinghouse 
Brake & Equipment (Pty) Ltd v Bilger Engineering (Pty) Ltd 1986(2) SA 555(A) at 562C-563A.
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derived in part from English law. In England, the courts have recently relaxed this 

exclusionary rule and have held, in Pepper (Inspector of Taxes) v Hart^^ that, subject 

to the privileges of the House of Commons:

...reference to Parliamentary material should be permitted as an aid to the 
construction of legislation which is ambiguous or obscure or the literal meaning of 
which leads to an absurdity. Even in such cases references in court to Parliamentary 
material should only be permitted where such material clearly discloses the mischief 
aimed at or the legislative intention lying behind the ambiguous or obscure words. 15

n

14 1993 AC 593 HL (E).

15 Per Lord Browne-Wilkinson at 634D-E, who went on to say that "as at present advised I cannot foresee 
that any statement other than the statement of the Minister or other promoter of the Bill is likely to meet these 
criteria".

8
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[15] As the judgment in Pepper's case shows, a similar relaxation of the exclusionary rule 

has apparently taken place in Australia and New Zealand.'® Whether our Courts 

should follow these examples and extend the scope of what is admissible as 

background material for the purpose of interpreting statutes does not arise in the 

present case. We are concerned with the interpretation of the Constitution, and not 
the interpretation of ordinary legislation. A constitution is no ordinary statute. It is 

the source of legislative and executive authority. It determines how the country is to 

be governed and how legislation is to be enacted. It defines the powers of the 

different organs of State, including Parliament, the executive, and the courts as well 
as the fundamental rights of every person which must be respected in exercising such 

powers.

U

16 Id. at 637 F.

9
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[16] In countries in which the constitution is similarly the supreme law, it is not unusual 
for the courts to have regard to the circumstances existing at the time the constitution 

was adopted, including the debates and writings which formed part of the process. 
The United States Supreme Court pays attention to such matters, and its judgments 

frequently contain reviews of the legislative history of the provision in question, 
including references to debates, and statements made, at the time the provision was 

adopted.'^ The German Constitutional Court also has regard to such evidence.'* The 

Canadian Supreme Court has held such evidence to be admissible, and has referred to 

the historical background including the pre-confederation debates for the purpose of 

interpreting provisions of the Canadian Constitution, although it attaches less weight 
to such information than the United States Supreme Court does.'^ It also has regard 

to ministerial statements in Parliament in regard to the purpose of particular 

legislation.^*' In India, whilst speeches of individual members of Parliament or the 

Convention are apparently not ordinarily admissible, the reports of drafting 

committees can, according to Seervai, "be a helpful extrinsic aid to construction. 
Seervai cites Kania CJ in A. K. Gopalan v The State^^ for the proposition that whilst 

not taking "...into consideration the individual opinions of Members of Parliament or 
Convention to construe the meaning of a particular clause, when a question is raised 

whether a certain phrase or expression was up for consideration at all or not, a 

reference to debates may be permitted." The European Court of Human Rights and 

the United Nations Committee on Human Rights all allow their deliberations to be

O

m21

U
17 ROTUNDA AND NOWAK, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE §23.6 (2d ed.

1992).

18 In the decision on the constitutionality of life imprisonment, [1977] 45 BVerfGE 187, the German Federal 
Constitutional Court took into account that life imprisonment was seen by the framers of the constitution as the 
alternative to the death sentence when they decided to abolish capital punishment. Kommers, The 
Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Republic of Germany 315 (1989).

19 Reference re s.94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (British Columbia) (1986) 18 CRR 30 at 47-50; United 
States V Cotroni (1990) 42 CRR lOl at 109; Mahe v Alberta (1990) 46 CRR 193 at 214.

20 Irwin Toy Ltd. v Quebec (AG) (1989) 39 CRR 193 at 241.

21 H M Seervai, Constitutional Law of India, 3rd ed. (1983) Vol. I, para. 2.35 et seq.

22 (1950) SCR 88 at 111, as cited in Seervai, id., Vol. H, para. 24.7, note 25.
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23informed by travaux preparatoires.
Our Constitution was the product of negotiations conducted at the Multi-Party 

Negotiating Process. The final draft adopted by the forum of the Multi-Party 

Negotiating Process was, with few changes, adopted by Parliament. The Multi-Party 

Negotiating Process was advised by technical committees, and the reports of these 

committees on the drafts are the equivalent of the travaux preparatoires, relied upon 

by the international tribunals. Such background material can provide a context for the 

interpretation of the Constitution and, where it serves that purpose, I can see no 

reason why such evidence should be excluded. The precise nature of the evidence, 
and the purpose for which it may be tendered, will determine the weight to be given 

to it.

[17]

It has been said in respect of the Canadian constitution that:[18]

23 Article 32 of the Vienna Convention of Treaties 1969, 8 ILM 679 (1969) permits the use of travaux 
preparatoires for the purpose of interpreting treaties. For examples of the application of this principle, see Keith 
Cox V Canada, United Nations Committee on Human Rights, Communication No. 539/1993, 3 November 1993, 
at 19, stating:

Nonetheless, when giving a broad interpretation to any human rights treaty, care must be 
taken not to frustrate or circumvent the ascertainable will of the drafters. Here the rules of 
interpretation set forth in article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties help 
us by allowing the use of the travaux preparatoires.

Ng V Canada, United Nations Committee on Human Rights, Communication No 469/1991, 5 November 1993, at 
9; Young, James and Webster v United Kingdom (1981) 3 EHRR 20, para. 166; Lithgow v United Kingdom 
(1986) 8 EHRR 329, para. 117; and more generally J.G. Starke, Introduction to International Law 481 
(10th ed., Butterworths)(1989).

O
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...the Charter is not the product of a few individual public servants, however 
distinguished, but of a multiplicity of individuals who played major roles in the 
negotiating, drafting and adoption of the Charter. How can one say with any 
confidence that within this enormous multiplicity of actors... the comments of a few 
federal civil servants can in any way be determinative.24

Our Constitution is also the product of a multiplicity of persons, some of whom took
part in the 

negotiations, and 

others who as 

members of 

Parliament 
enacted the final 
draft. The same 

caution is called 

for in respect of 

the comments of 

individual actors 

in the process, no 

matter how 

prominent a role 

they might have 

played.

n

u
[19] Background evidence may, however, be useful to show why particular provisions

were or were not included in the Constitution. It is neither necessary nor desirable at 
this stage in the development of our constitutional law to express any opinion on 

whether it might also be relevant for other purposes, nor to attempt to lay down 

general principles governing the admissibility of such evidence. It is sufficient to say 

that where the background material is clear, is not in dispute, and is relevant to

24 Reference re s.94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (British Columbia), supra note 19, at 49.
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showing why particular provisions were or were not included in the Constitution, it 
can be taken into account by a Court in interpreting the Constitution. These 

conditions are satisfied in the present case.

[20] Capital punishment was the subject of debate before and during the constitution
making process, and it is clear that the failure to deal specifically in the Constitution 

with this issue was not accidental.25

n

u

25 The brief account that follows is taken from the written submissions of the South African Government. 
These facts were not disputed at the hearing.
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[21] In February 1990, Mr F W de Klerk, then President of the Republic of South Africa, 
stated in Parliament that "the death penalty had been the subject of intensive 

discussion in recent months", which had led to concrete proposals for reform under 

which the death penalty should be retained as an option to be used in "extreme cases", 
the judicial discretion in regard to the imposition of the death sentence should be 

broadened, and an automatic right of appeal allowed to those under sentence of 

death.^® These proposals were later enacted into law by the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act No. 107 of 1990.

[22] In August 1991, the South African Law Commission in its Interim Report on Group 

and Human Rights described the imposition of the death penalty as "highly 

controversial".^^ A working paper of the Commission which preceded the Interim 

Report had proposed that the right to life be recognised in a bill of rights, subject to 

the proviso that the discretionary imposition of the sentence of death be allowed for 
the most serious crimes. As a result of the comments it received, the Law 

Commission decided to change the draft and to adopt a "Solomonic solution"^* under 

which a constitutional court would be required to decide whether a right to life 

expressed in unqualified terms could be circumscribed by a limitations clause

n

26 Address to Parliament on 2 February 1990. In this speech it was said that the last execution in South 
Africa had been on 14 November 1989.

27 South African Law Commission, Interim Report on Group and Human Rights, Project 58, August 1991,
para. 7.31.U

28 'The Commission ... considers that a Solomonic solution is necessary: a middle course between the 
retention of capital punishment and the abolition thereof must be chosen in the proposed bill of rights." Id. at 
7.33.
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29contained in a bill of rights. This proposed solution" it said "naturally imposes an 

onerous task on the Constitutional Court. But it is a task which this Court will in 

future have to carry out in respect of many other laws and executive and 

administrative acts. The Court must not shrink from this task, otherwise we shall be 

back to parliamentary sovereignty. .i30

[23] In March 1992, the then Minister of Justice issued a press statement in which he said:

n

(.)

29 Id. at para. 7.36.

30 Id. at para. 7.37.
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Opinions regarding the death penalty differ substantially. There are those who feel 

that the death penalty is a cruel and inhuman form of punishment. Others are of 
the opinion that it is in some extreme cases the community's only effective 
safeguard against violent crime and that it gives effect in such cases to the 
retributive and deterrent purposes of punishment. 31

He went on to say that policy in regard to the death penalty might be settled during 

negotiations on the terms of a Bill of Fundamental Rights, and that pending the 

outcome of such negotiations, execution of death sentences which had not been 

commuted, would be suspended. He concluded his statement by saying that:

The government wishes to see a speedy settlement of the future constitutionality of 
this form of punishment and urges interested parties to join in the discussions on a 
Bill of Fundamental Rights.

O
32

[24] The moratorium was in respect of the carrying out, and not the imposition, of the
death sentence. The death sentence remained a lawful punishment and although the 

courts may possibly have been influenced by the moratorium, they continued to 

impose it in cases in which it was considered to be the "only proper" sentence. 
According to the statistics provided to us by the Attorney General, 243 persons have 

been sentenced to death since the amendment to section 277 in 1990, and of these 

sentences, 143 have been confirmed by the Appellate Division.

U

31 South African Government Heads of Argument, Vol 1, authorities, 32-34.

32 Id.
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[25] In the constitutional negotiations which followed, the issue was not resolved. Instead, 
the "Solomonic solution" was adopted.^^ The death sentence was, in terms, neither 

sanctioned nor excluded, and it was left to the Constitutional Court to decide whether 

the provisions of the pre-constitutional law making the death penalty a competent 
sentence for murder and other crimes are consistent with Chapter Three of the 

Constitution. If they are, the death sentence remains a competent sentence for murder

33 This is apparent from the reports of the Technical Committee on Fundamental Rights and, in particular, the 
Fourth to the Seventh reports, which were brought to our attention by counsel. The reports show that the 
question whether the death penalty should be made an exception to the right to life was "up for debate" in the 
Negotiating Council. The Sixth Report contained the following references to the right to life:

Life: (1) Every person shall have the right to life. (2) A law in force at the commencement of subsection 
(1) relating to capital punishment or abortion shall remain in force until repealed or amended by the 
[legislature]. (3) No sentence of death shall be carried out until the [Constitutional Assembly] has 
pronounced finally on the abolition or retention of capital punishment.

[Comment: The Council still has to decide on the inclusion of this right and if so whether its 
formulation should admit of qualification of the type suggested above. The unqualified inclusion of the 
right will result in the [Constitutional Court] having to decide on the validity of any law relating to 
capital punishment or abortion.] Sixth Report, 15 July 1993 at 5.

n

I

In the Seventh Report the right to life was formulated in the terms in which it now appears in section 9 of the 
Constitution. The report contained the following comment:

[Comment: The Ad Hoc Committee appointed by the Planning Committee recommends the 
unqualified inclusion of this right in the Chapter. We support this proposal.] Seventh Report, 29 July 
1993 at 3.

O
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in cases in which those provisions are applicable, unless and until Parliament 
otherwise decides; if they are not, it is our duty to say so, and to declare such 

provisions to be unconstitutional.

Section 11(2) - Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Punishment

[26] Death is the most extreme form of punishment to which a convicted criminal can he 

subjected. Its execution is final and irrevocable. It puts an end not only to the right to 

life itself, but to all other personal rights which had vested in the deceased under 
Chapter Three of the Constitution. It leaves nothing except the memory in others of 

what has been and the property that passes to the deceased's heirs. In the ordinary 

meaning of the words, the death sentence is undoubtedly a cruel punishment. Once 

sentenced, the prisoner waits on death row in the company of other prisoners under 
sentence of death, for the processes of their appeals and the procedures for clemency 

to be carried out. Throughout this period, those who remain on death row are 

uncertain of their fate, not knowing whether they will ultimately be reprieved or taken 

to the gallows. Death is a cruel penalty and the legal processes which necessarily 

involve waiting in uncertainty for the sentence to be set aside or carried out, add to 

the cruelty. It is also an inhuman punishment for it "...involves, by its very nature, a 

denial of the executed person's humanity",^'* and it is degrading because it strips the 

convicted person of all dignity and treats him or her as an object to be eliminated by 

the state. The question is not, however, whether the death sentence is a cruel, 
inhuman or degrading punishment in the ordinary meaning of these words but

O

U

whether it is a cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment within the meaning of section
The accused, who rely on section 11(2) of the3511(2) of our Constitution.

34 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 290 (1972)(Brennan, J., concurring).

35 This has been the approach of certain of the justices of the United States Supreme Court. Thus, White, J., 
concurring, who said in Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 312, that "[T]he imposition and execution of the 
death penalty are obviously cruel in the dictionary sense", was one of the justices who held in Gregg v Georgia, 
infra note 60, that capital punishment was not per se cruel and unusual punishment within the meaning of the 
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. Burger, CJ., dissenting, refers in Furman's 
case at 379, 380, and 382 to a pimishment being cruel "in the constitutional sense". See also, comments by 
Justice Stewart, concurring in Furman's case at 309,"... the death sentences now before us are the product of a
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36Constitution, cany the initial onus of establishing this proposition.

The Contentions of the Parties

[27] The prineipal arguments advanced by counsel for the accused in support of their
contention that the imposition of the death penalty for murder is a "cruel, inhuman or 
degrading punishment," were that the death sentence is an affront to human dignity, is 

inconsistent with the unqualified right to life entrenehed in the Constitution, cannot be 

corrected in case of error or enforced in a manner that is not arbitrary, and that it 
negates the essential content of the right to life and the other rights that flow from it. 
The Attorney General argued that the death penalty is recognised as a legitimate form 

of punishment in many parts of the world, it is a deterrent to violent crime, it meets 

society's need for adequate retribution for heinous offences, and it is regarded by 

South African society as an acceptable form of punishment. He asserted that it is, 
therefore, not cruel, inhuman or degrading within the meaning of section 11(2) of the 

Constitution. These arguments for and against the death sentence are well known and 

have been considered in many of the foreign authorities and cases to which we were 

referred. We must deal with them now in the light of the provisions of our own 

Constitution.

O

The Effect of the Disparity in the Laws Governing Capital Punishment

legal system that brings them, I believe, within the very core of the... guarantee against cruel and unusual 
punishments...it is clear that these sentences are 'cruel' in the sense that they excessively go beyond, not in 
degree but in kind, the punishments that the legislatures have determined to be necessary [citing Weems v. 
United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910)]...death sentences [imposed arbitrarily] are cruel and unusual in the same 
way that being struck by lightning is cruel and unusual".

U

36 Matinkinca and Another v Council of State, Ciskei and Another 1994 (1) BCLR 17 (Ck) at 34B-D; 
Qozeleni v Minister of Law and Order and Another 1994 (1) BCLR 75(E) at 87D-E. Cf. Kindler v Canada 
(Minister of Justice) (1992) 6 CRR (2d) 193 at 214.
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[28] One of the anomalies of the transition initiated by the Constitution is that the Criminal 
Procedure Act does not apply throughout South Africa. This is a consequence of 

section 229 of the Constitution which provides:

Subject to this Constitution, all laws which immediately before the commencement 
of this Constitution were in force in any area which forms part of the national 
territory, shall continue in force in such area, subject to any repeal or amendment 
of such laws by a competent authority.

[29] Prior to the commencement of the Constitution, the Criminal Procedure Act was in 

force only in the old Republic of South Africa. Its operation did not extend to the 

former Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda or Ciskei, which were then treated by South 

African law as independent states and had their own legislation. Although their 

respective Criminal Procedure statutes were based on the South African legislation, 
there were differences, including differences in regard to the death penalty. The most 
striking difference in this regard was in Ciskei, where the death sentence was 

abolished on June 8, 1990 by the military regime,^’ the de facto government of the 

territory, and it ceased from that date to be a competent sentence.^* These differences 

still exist,^^ which means that the law governing the imposition of the death sentence 

in South Africa is not uniform. The greatest disparity is in the Eastern Cape Province.
A person who commits murder and is brought to trial in that part of the province 

which was formerly Ciskei, cannot be sentenced to death, whilst a person who 

commits murder and is brought to trial in another part of the same province, can be 

sentenced to death. There is no rational reason for this distinction, which is the result

O

U

37 The Criminal Procedure Second Amendment Decree, 1990, Decree No. 16 of 1990 of the Council of State 
of the Republic of Ciskei, 8 June 1990, as amended.

38 S v Qeqe and Another 1990 (2) SACK 654 (CkAD).

39 In the former Transkei, Bophuthatswana and Venda the death sentence was a competent verdict for murder 
but the provisions of the relevant statutes in Transkei and Bophuthatswana are not identical to section 211. For 
the purposes of this judgment it is not necessary to analyse the differences, which relate in the main to the 
procedure prescribed for appeals and the powers of the court on appeal, procedures that are now subject to the 
provisions of section 241(1) and (lA) of the Constitution, as amended by the Constitution of the Republic of 
South Africa Third Amendment Act No. 13 of 1994.
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of history, and we asked for argument to be addressed to us on the question whether 
this difference has a bearing on the constitutionality of section 277(l)(a) of the 

Criminal Procedure Act.

[30] Counsel for the accused argued that it did. They contended that in the circumstances 

section 111 was not a law of general application (which is a requirement under 
section 33(1) for the validity of any law which limits a Chapter Three right), and that 
the disparate application of the death sentence within South Africa discriminates 

unfairly between those prosecuted in the former Ciskei and those prosecuted 

elsewhere in South Africa, and offends against the right to "equality before the law 

and to equal protection of the law. 1.40n
[31] If the disparity had been the result of legislation enacted after the Constitution had

come into force the challenge to the validity of section 211 on these grounds may well 
have been tenable. Criminal law and procedure is a national competence and the 

national government could not without very convincing reasons have established a 

"safe haven" in part of one of the provinces in which the death penalty would not be 

enforced. The disparity is not, however, the result of the legislative policy of the new 

Parliament, but a consequenee of the Constitution which brings together again in one 

country the parts that had been separated under apartheid. The purpose of section 229 

was to ensure an orderly transition, and an inevitable consequence of its provisions is 

that there will be disparities in the law reflecting pre-existing regional variations, and 

that this will continue until a uniform system of law has been established by the 

national and provincial legislatures within their fields of competenee as contemplated 

by Chapter Fifteen of the Constitution.

U

40 See section 8 of the Constitution.
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[32] The requirement of section 229 that existing laws shall continue to be in force subject

to the Constitution, makes the Constitution applicable to existing laws within each of 

the geographic areas. These laws have to meet all the standards prescribed by 

Chapter Three, and this no doubt calls for consistency and parity of laws within the 

boundaries of each of the different geographic areas. It does not, however, mean that 
there has to be consistency and parity between the laws of the different geographic 

areas themselves.'*' Such a construction would defeat the apparent purpose of section 

229, which is to allow different legal orders to exist side by side until a process of 

rationalisation has been carried out, and would inappropriately expose a substantial 
part if not the entire body of our statutory law to challenges under section 8 of the 

Constitution. It follows that disparities between the legal orders in different parts of 

the country, consequent upon the provisions of section 229 of the Constitution, cannot 
for that reason alone be said to constitute a breach of the equal protection provisions 

of section 8, or render the laws such that they are not of general application.

(

International and Foreign Comparative Law

U

AK Entertainment CC v Minister of Safety and Security and Others 1995 (1) SACLR 130 (E) at 135-136.
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[33] The death sentence is a form of punishment which has been used throughout history 

by different societies. It has long been the subject of controversy.'^^ As societies 

became more enlightened, they restricted the offences for which this penalty could be 

imposed.'*^ The movement away from the death penalty gained momentum during the 

second half of the present century with the growth of the abolitionist movement. In 

some countries it is now prohibited in all circumstances, in some it is prohibited save 

in times of war, and in most countries that have retained it as a penalty for crime, its 

use has been restricted to extreme cases. According to Amnesty International, 1,831 

executions were carried out throughout the world in 1993 as a result of sentences of 

death, of which 1,419 were in China, which means that only 412 executions were 

carried out in the rest of the world in that year.'^'^ Today, capital punishment has been 

abolished as a penalty for murder either specifically or in practice by almost half the 

countries of the world including the democracies of Europe and our neighbouring 

countries, Namibia, Mozambique and Angola.'^^ In most of those countries where it is 

retained, as the Amnesty International statistics show, it is seldom used.

n

[34] In the course of the arguments addressed to us, we were referred to books and articles 

on the death sentence, and to judgments dealing with challenges made to capital 
punishment in the courts of other countries and in international tribunals. The 

international and foreign authorities are of value because they analyse arguments for 
and against the death sentence and show how courts of other jurisdictions have dealt 
with this vexed issue. For that reason alone they require our attention. They may also 

have to be considered because of their relevance to section 35(1) of the Constitution,U
42 An account of the history of the death sentence, the growth of the abolitionist movement, and the 

application of the death sentence by South African courts is given by Prof B. van Niekerk in Hanged by the 
Neck Until You Are Dead, (1969) 86 SALJ 457; Professor E. Kahn in The Death Penalty in South Africa, (1970) 
33 THRHR 108; and by Professor G. Devenish in The historical and jurisprudential evolution and background 
to the application of the death penalty in South Africa and its relationship with constitutional and political 
reform, SACJ (1992) 1. For analysis of trends in capital punishment internationally, see AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL, WHEN THE STATE KILLS...THE DEATH PENALTY V. HUMAN RIGHTS (1989).

43 See generally. Amnesty International, The Death Penalty: List of Abolitionist and Retentionist Countries 
(December 1, 1993), AI Index ACT 50/02/94.

44 Amnesty International, Update to Death Sentences and executions in 1993, AI Index ACT 51/02/94.

45 Supra note 43.
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which states:

In interpreting the provisions of this Chapter a court of law shall promote the 
values which underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and 
equality and shall, where applicable, have regard to public international law 
applicable to the protection of the rights entrenched in this Chapter, and may have 
regard to comparable foreign case law.

[35] Customary international law and the ratification and accession to international 
agreements is dealt with in section 231 of the Constitution which sets the 

requirements for such taw to be binding within South Africa. In the context of section 

35(1), public international law would include non-binding as well as binding law. 
They may both be used under the section as tools of interpretation. International 
agreements and customary international law accordingly provide a framework within 

which Chapter Three can be evaluated and understood, and for that purpose, decisions 

of tribunals dealing with comparable instruments, such as the United Nations 

Committee on Human Rights,"*^ the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,'^* 

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights,"^® the European Commission on Human 

Rights,^® and the European Court of Human Rights,^' and in appropriate cases, reports

46O

46 J. Dugard in RIGHTS AND CONSTITUTIONALISM: THE NEW SOUTH AFRICAN LEGAL ORDER 192-195 (Dawid 
van Wyk et al.eds., Juta & Co., Ltd., 1994). Professor Dugard suggests, at 193-194, that section 35 requires 
regard to be had to "all the sources of international law recognised by article 38(1) of the Statute of the 
International Court of Justice, ie:

international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly 
recognised by the contesting states;
international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; 
the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; [and]
... judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various 
nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law."

(a)U
(b)
(c)
(d)

47 Established under article 28 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR or 
International Covenant) 1966.

48 Established in terms of article 33 of the American Convention on Human Rights 1969.

49 Id.

50 Established in terms of article 19 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms, 1950 ("European Convention").

51 Id.
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of specialised agencies such as the International Labour Organisation may provide 

guidance as to the correct interpretation of particular provisions of Chapter Three.

[36] Capital punishment is not prohibited by public international law, and this is a factor 
that has to be taken into account in deciding whether it is cruel, inhuman or degrading 

punishment within the meaning of section 11(2). International human rights 

agreements differ, however, from our Constitution in that where the right to life is 

expressed in unqualified terms they either deal specifically with the death sentence, or 
authorise exceptions to be made to the right to life by law.^^ This has influenced the 

way international tribunals have dealt with issues relating to capital punishment, and 

is relevant to a proper understanding of such decisions.n

52 The pertinent part of article 6 of the ICCPR reads:

Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be 
protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life. 
...sentence of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes in 
accordance with the law in force at the time of the commission of the 
crime and not contrary to the provisions of the present covenant...

1.

2.

Article 4(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and article 2 of the European Convention 
of Human Rights contain similar provisions. Article 4 of the African Charter of Human an People's 
Rights provides:

Human beings are inviolable. Every human being shall be entitled to respect for his life and 
the integrity of his person. No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this right. (Emphasis 
supplied)

U
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[37] Comparative "bill of rights" jurisprudence will no doubt be of importance,
particularly in the early stages of the transition when there is no developed indigenous 

jurisprudence in this branch of the law on which to draw. Although we are told by 

section 35(1) that we "may" have regard to foreign case law, it is important to 

appreciate that this will not necessarily offer a safe guide to the interpretation of 

Chapter Three of our Constitution.^^ This has already been pointed out in a number 

of decisions of the Provincial and Local Divisions of the Supreme Court,and is 

implicit in the injunction given to the Courts in section 35(1), which in permissive 

terms allows the Courts to "have regard to" such law. There is no injunction to do 

more than this.

[38] When challenges to the death sentence in international or foreign courts and tribunals 

have failed, the constitution or the international instrument concerned has either 
directly sanctioned capital pimishment or has specifically provided that the right to 

life is subject to exceptions sanctioned by law. The only case to which we were 

referred in which there were not such express provisions in the Constitution, was the 

decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court. There the challenge succeeded and 

the death penalty was declared to be unconstitutional.55

u

53 See S V Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.

54 See, e.g., Qozeleni, supra note 36, at 80B-C; S v Botha and Others 1994 (3) BCLR 93 (W) at 1 lOF-G.

55 Decision No. 23/1990 (X.31.) AB of the (Hungarian) Constitutional Court (George Feher trans.).
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[39] Our Constitution expresses the right to life in an unqualified form, and prescribes the 

criteria that have to be met for the limitation of entrenched rights, including the 

prohibition of legislation that negates the essential content of an entrenched right. In 

dealing with comparative law, we must bear in mind that we are required to construe 

the South African Constitution, and not an international instrument or the constitution 

of some foreign country, and that this has to be done with due regard to our legal 
system, our history and circumstances, and the structure and language of our own 

Constitution.^® We can derive assistance from public international law and foreign 

case law, but we are in no way bound to follow it.

Capital Punishment in the United States of American

O

56 The judgment of Kentridge AJ in S v Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6, discusses the relevance of 
foreign case law in the context of the facts of that case, and demonstrates the use that can be made of such 
authorities in appropriate circumstances.
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The earliest litigation on the validity of the death sentence seems to have been 

pursued in the courts of the United States of America. It has been said there that the 

"Constitution itself poses the first obstacle to [the] argument that capital punishment
From the beginning, the United States Constitution 

recognised capital punishment as lawful. The Fifth Amendment (adopted in 1791) 
refers in specific terms to capital punishment and impliedly recognises its validity. 
The Fourteenth Amendment (adopted in 1868) obliges the states, not to "deprive any 

person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law" and it too impliedly 

recognises the right of the states to make taws for such purposes.^* The argument that 

capital punishment is unconstitutional was based on the Eighth Amendment, which 

prohibits cruel and unusual punishment.^® Although the Eighth Amendment "has not 
been regarded as a static concept"®^ and as drawing its meaning "from the evolving 

standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society",®' the fact that the 

Constitution recognises the lawfulness of capital punishment has proved to be an 

obstacle in the way of the acceptance of this argument, and this is stressed in some of 

the judgments of the United States Supreme Court.

[40]

is per se unconstitutional".®’

n

62

Although challenges under state constitutions to the validity of the death sentence 

have been successful,®® the federal constitutionality of the death sentence as a 

legitimate form of punishment for murder was affirmed by the United States Supreme

[41]

57 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 418 (Powell, J., joined by Burger, CJ., Blackmun, J. and Rehnquist, 
J., dissenting).U 58 See Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34.

59 Id.

60 Gregg V. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153,173 (1976)(Stewart, Powell and Stevens, JJ.).

61 Trop V. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86,101 (1958).

62 See Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 380-384, and at 417-420 (Burger, CJ., and Powell, J., 
respectively, dissenting). See also, Gregg v. Georgia, supra note 60, at 176-180; and Callins v Collins, 114 
S.Ct. 1127 (1994)(judgement denying cert.)(Scalia, J., concurring). Those who take the contrary view say that 
these provisions do no more than recognise the existence of the death penalty at the time of the adoption of the 
Constitution, but do not exempt it from the cruel and unusual punishment clause. Furman v Georgia at 283-284 
(Brennan, J., concurring); People v. Anderson, 493 P.2d 880, 886 (Cal. 1972)(Wright, CJ.).

63 See infra paras. 91-92.
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64 Both before and after Gregg's case, decisionsCourt in Gregg v. Georgia. 

upholding and rejecting challenges to death penalty statutes have divided the Supreme 

Court, and have led at times to sharply-worded judgments.®^ The decisions ultimately 

turned on the votes of those judges who considered the nature of the discretion given 

to the sentencing authority to be the crucial factor.

O

u

64 Supra note 60, at 187.

65 See, e.g., the concurring opinion of Scalia, J., in Callins v. Collins, supra note 62; the opinions of 
Rehnquist, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part, in Lockett v. Ohio, supra note 66, at 628 et seq., and 
dissenting in Woodson v. North Carolina, supra note 66, at 308 et seq.
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[42] Statutes providing for mandatory death sentences, or too little discretion in
sentencing, have been rejected by the Supreme Court because they do not allow for 
consideration of factors peculiar to the convicted person facing sentence, which may 

distinguish his or her case from other cases.®® For the same reason, statutes which 

allow too wide a discretion to judges or juries have also been struck down on the 

grounds that the exercise of such discretion leads to arbitrary results.®’ In sum, 

therefore, if there is no discretion, too little discretion, or an unbounded discretion, the 

provision authorising the death sentence has been struck down as being contrary to 

the Eighth Amendment; where the discretion has been "suitably directed and limited 

so as to minimise the risk of wholly arbitrary and capricious action",®* the challenge 

to the statute has failed. 69n
Arbitrariness and Inequality

Basing his argument on the reasons which found favour with the majority of the 

United States Supreme Court in Furman v. Georgia, Mr Trengove contended on 

behalf of the accused that the imprecise language of section 211, and the unbounded 

discretion vested by it in the Coiuts, make its provisions unconstitutional.

[43]

Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act provides:[44]

Sentence of deathu
The sentence of death may be passed by a superior court only and only in(1)

Woodson V. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325 
(1976), reh'g denied 429 U.S. 890 (1976); Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978)(system for imposing 
death sentences invalid to the extent it precludes consideration by sentencing jury or judge of potentially 
mitigating factors).

See Green v. Georgia 442 U.S. 95 (1979).

66

67

68 Gregg V. Georgia, supra note 60, at 189.

69 Id. See also, Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976). The nature of the offence for which the sentence is 
imposed is also relevant. Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977).
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the case of a conviction for-

murder;
treason committed when the Republic is 
in a state of war;
robbery or attempted robbery, if the
court finds aggravating circumstances to
have been present;
kidnapping;
child-stealing;

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f) rape.

The sentence of death shall be imposed-(2)n
after the presiding judge conjointly with 
the assessors (if any), subject to the 
provisions of s 145(4)(a), or, in the case 
of a trial by a special superior court, that 
court, with due regard to any evidence 
and argument on sentence in terms of 
section 274, has made a finding on the 
presence or absence of any mitigating or 
aggravating factors; and

(a)

if the presiding judge or court, as the 
case may he, with due regard to that 
finding, is satisfied that the sentence of 
death is the proper sentence.

(b)

U
The sentence of death shall not be 
imposed upon an accused who was 
under the age of 18 years at the time of 
the commission of the act which 
constituted the offence concerned.
If in the application of paragraph (a) the 
age of an accused is placed in issue, the 
onus shall be on the State to show 
beyond reasonable doubt that the

(3) (a)

(b)
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accused was 18 years of age or older at 
the relevant time.

[45] Under our court system questions of guilt and innocence, and the proper sentence to 

be imposed on those found guilty of crimes, are not decided by juries. In capital 
cases, where it is likely that the death sentence may be imposed, judges sit with two 

assessors who have an equal vote with the judge on the issue of guilt and on any 

mitigating or aggravating factors relevant to sentence; but sentencing is the 

prerogative of the judge alone. The Criminal Procedure Act allows a full right of 

appeal to persons sentenced to death, including a right to dispute the sentence without 
having to establish an irregularity or misdirection on the part of the trial judge. The 

Appellate Division is empowered to set the sentence aside if it would not have 

imposed such sentence itself, and it has laid down criteria for the exercise of this 

power by itself and other courts.™ If the person sentenced to death does not appeal, 

the Appellate Division is nevertheless required to review the case and to set aside the 

death sentence if it is of the opinion that it is not a proper sentence.71

u

70 Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977, section 322(2A)(as amended by section 13 of Act No. 107 of
1990).

71 Id. section 3l6A(4){eL).
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Mitigating and aggravating factors must be identified by the Court, bearing in mind 

that the onus is on the State to prove beyond reasonable doubt the existence of 

aggravating factors, and to negative beyond reasonable doubt the presence of any 

mitigating factors relied on by the accusedJ^ Due regard must be paid to the personal 

circumstances and subjective factors which might have influenced the accused 

person’s conduct,^^ and these factors must then be weighed up with the main objects 

of punishment, which have been held to be: deterrence, prevention, reformation, and 

In this process "[ejvery relevant consideration should receive the most 
scrupulous care and reasoned attention",and the death sentence should only be 

imposed in the most exceptional cases, where there is no reasonable prospect of 

reformation and the objects of punishment would not be properly achieved by any 

other sentence.

[46]

74retribution.

n 76

There seems to me to be little difference between the guided discretion required for 
the death sentence in the United States, and the criteria laid down by the Appellate

[47]

72 S V Nkwanyana and Others 1990 (4) SA 735 (A) at 743E-745A.

73 S V Masina and Others 1990 (4) SA 709 (A) at 718G-H,

74 S V J 1989 (1) SA 669 (A) at 682G. "Generally speaking, however, retribution has tended to yield ground 
to the aspeets of correction and prevention, and it is deterrence (including prevention) which has been described 
as the 'essential', 'all important', 'paramount' and 'universally admitted' object of punishment". Id. at 682I-J (cited 
with approval in S v P 1991 (1) SA 517 (A) at 523G-H). C/ R v Swanepoel 1945 AD 444 at 453-455.

75 Per Holmes JA in S v Letsolo 1970 (3) SA 476 (A) at 477B (cited with approval by Nicholas AJA in S v 
Dlamini 1992 (1) SA 18 (A) at 31I-32A in the context of the approach to sentencing under section 322(2A)(b) of 
the Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977).U

76 S v Senonohi 1990 (4) SA 727 (A) at 734F-G; S v Nkwanyana, supra note 72, at 749A-D.
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Division for the imposition of the death sentence. The fact that the Appellate 

Division, a court of experienced judges, takes the final decision in all cases is, in my 

view, more likely to result in consistency of sentencing, than will be the case where 

sentencing is in the hands of jurors who are offered statutory guidance as to how that 
discretion should be exercised.

[48] The argument that the imposition of the death sentence under section Til is arbitrary 

and capricious does not, however, end there. It also focuses on what is alleged to be 

the arbitrariness inherent in the application of section 111 in practice. Of the 

thousands of persons put on trial for murder, only a very small percentage are 

sentenced to death by a trial court, and of those, a large number escape the ultimate 

penalty on appeal.^^ At every stage of the process there is an element of chance. The 

outcome may be dependent upon factors such as the way the case is investigated by 

the police, the way the case is presented by the prosecutor, how effectively the 

accused is defended, the personality and particular attitude to capital punishment of 

the trial judge and, if the matter goes on appeal, the particular judges who are selected 

to hear the case. Race’^ and poverty are also alleged to be factors.

n

77 According to the statistics referred to in the amicus brief of the South African Police approximately 9 000 
murder cases are brought to trial each year. In the more than 40 000 cases that have been heard since the 
amendment to section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act, only 243 persons were sentenced to death, and of 
these sentences, only 143 were ultimately confirmed on appeal. See also, Devenish, supra note 42, at 8 and 13.

78 In the amicus brief of Lawyers for Human Rights, Centre for Applied Legal Studies and the Society for the 
Abolition of the Death Penalty in South Africa it is pointed out that the overwhelming majority of thoseU
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n

sentenced to death are poor and black. There is an enormous social and cultural divide between those sentenced 
to death and the judges before whom they appear, who are presently almost all white and middle class. This in 
itself gives rise to problems which even the most meticulous judge cannot avoid. The formal trial proceedings 
are recorded in English or Afrikaans, languages which the judges understand and speak, but which many of the 
accused may not understand, or of which they may have only an imperfect understanding. The evidence of 
witnesses and the discourse between the judge and the accused often has to be interpreted, and the way this is 
done influences the proceedings. The differences in the backgrounds and culture of the judges and the accused 
also comes into the picture, and is particularly relevant when the personal circumstances of the accused have to 
be evaluated for the purposes of deciding upon the sentence. All this is the result of our history, and with the 
demise of apartheid this will change. Race and class are, however, factors that run deep in our society and 
cannot simply be brushed aside as no longer being relevant.

U
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[49] Most accused facing a possible death sentence are unable to afford legal assistance, 
and are defended under the pro deo system. The defending counsel is more often than 

not young and inexperienced, frequently of a different race to his or her client, and if 

this is the case, usually has to consult through an interpreter. Pro deo counsel are 

paid only a nominal fee for the defence, and generally lack the financial resources and 

the infrastructural support to undertake the necessary investigations and research, to 

employ expert witnesses to give advice, including advice on matters relevant to 

sentence, to assemble witnesses, to bargain with the prosecution, and generally to 

conduct an effective defence. Accused persons who have the money to do so, are able 

to retain experienced attorneys and counsel, who are paid to undertake the necessary 

investigations and research, and as a result they are less likely to be sentenced to 

death than persons similarly placed who are unable to pay for such services.O 79

[50] It needs to be mentioned that there are occasions when senior members of the bar act 
pro deo in particularly difficult cases - indeed the present case affords an example of 

that, for Mr Trengove and his juniors have acted pro deo in the proceedings before us, 
and the Legal Resources Centre who have acted as their instructing attorneys, have 

done so without charge. An enormous amount of research has gone into the 

preparation of the argument and it is highly doubtful that even the wealthiest 
members of our society could have secured a better service than they have provided. 
But this is the exception and not the rule. This may possibly change as a result of the 

provisions of section 25(3)(e) of the Constitution, but there are limits to the available 

financial and human resources, limits which are likely to exist for the foreseeable 

future, and which will continue to place poor accused at a significant disadvantage in 

defending themselves in capital cases.

U

79 I do not want to be understood as being critical of the pro deo counsel who perform an invaluable service, 
often under extremely difficult conditions, and to whom the courts are much indebted. But the unpalatable truth 
is that most capital cases involve poor people who cannot afford and do not receive as good a defence as those 
who have means. In this process, the poor and the ignorant have proven to be the most vulnerable, and are the 
persons most likely to be sentenced to death.
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It cannot be gainsaid that poverty, race and chance play roles in the outcome of 

capital cases and in the final decision as to who should live and who should die. It is 

sometimes said that this is understood by the judges, and as far as possible, taken into 

account by them. But in itself this is no answer to the complaint of arbitrariness; on 

the contrary, it may introduce an additional factor of arbitrariness that would also 

have to be taken into account. Some, but not all accused persons may be acquitted 

because such allowances are made, and others who are convicted, but not all, may for 
the same reason escape the death sentence.

[51]

80

In holding that the imposition and the carrying out of the death penalty in the cases 

then under consideration constituted eruel and unusual punishment in the United 

States, Justice Douglas, concurring in Furman v. Georgia, said that "[a]ny law which 

is nondiscriminatory on its face may be applied in such a way as to violate the Equal 
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." Discretionary statutes are:

[52]n

u

80 See the comments of Curlewis, J in [1991] SAJHR, Vol. 7, p. 229, arguing that Judges who do not impose 
the death sentence when they should do so are not doing their duty. "Let me return to the point that troubles the 
authors: 'that a person's life may depend upon who sits in judgment.' Of coimse this happens. I do not know why 
the authors are so hesitant in saying so. Their own reasoning, let alone their tables, proves this". Id. at 230.

37
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...pregnant with discrimination and discrimination is an ingredient not compatible 
with the idea of equal protection of the laws that is implicit in the ban on "cruel and 
unusual" punishments. 81

[53] It was contended that we should follow this approach and hold that the factors to
which I have referred, make the application of section Til, in practice, arbitrary and 

capricious and, for that reason, any resulting death sentence is cruel, inhuman and 

degrading punishment.

O

81 Furman v, Georgia, supra note 34, at 257.
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[54] The differences that exist between rich and poor, between good and bad prosecutions, 
between good and bad defence, between severe and lenient judges, between judges 

who favour capital punishment and those who do not, and the subjective attitudes that 
might be brought into play by factors such as race and class, may in similar ways 

affect any case that comes before the courts, and is almost certainly present to some 

degree in all court systems. Such factors can be mitigated, but not totally avoided, by 

allowing convicted persons to appeal to a higher court. Appeals are decided on the 

record of the case and on findings made by the trial court. If the evidence on record 

and the findings made have been influenced by these factors, there may be nothing 

that can be done about that on appeal. Imperfection inherent in criminal trials means 

that error cannot be excluded; it also means that persons similarly placed may not 
necessarily receive similar punishment. This needs to be acknowledged. What also 

needs to be acknowledged is that the possibility of error will be present in any system 

of justice and that there cannot be perfect equality as between accused persons in the 

conduct and outcome of criminal trials. We have to accept these differences in the 

ordinary criminal cases that come before the courts, even to the extent that some may 

go to gaol when others similarly placed may be acquitted or receive non-custodial 
sentences. But death is different, and the question is, whether this is acceptable when 

the difference is between life and death. Unjust imprisonment is a great wrong, but if 

it is discovered, the prisoner can be released and compensated; but the killing of an 

innocent person is irremediable.

n

82

U
82 "While this court has the power to correct constitutional or other errors retroactively...it cannot, of course, 

raise the dead." Suffolk District v. Watson and Others, 381 Mass. 648,663 (1980)(Hennessy, CJ.)(plurality 
decision holding the death penalty unconstitutionally cruel under the Massachusetts State Constitution). "Death, 
in its finality, differs more from life imprisonment than a 100-year prison term differs from one of only a year or 
two. Because of the qualitative difference, there is a corresponding difference in the need for reliability in the 
determination that death is the appropriate punishment in a specific case". Woodson v. North Carolina, supra 
note 66, at 305 (Stewart, Powell and Stevens, JJ.).
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[55] In the United States, the Supreme Court has addressed itself primarily to the
requirement of due process. Statutes have to be clear and discretion curtailed without 
ignoring the peculiar circumstances of each accused person. Verdicts are set aside if 

the defence has not been adequate,®^ and persons sentenced to death are allowed wide 

rights of appeal and review. This attempt to ensure the utmost procedural fairness has 

itself led to problems. The most notorious is the "death row phenomenon" in which 

prisoners cling to life, exhausting every possible avenue of redress, and using every 

device to put off the date of execution, in the natural and understandable hope that 
there will be a reprieve from the Courts or the executive. It is common for prisoners 

in the United States to remain on death row for many years, and this dragging out of 

the process has been characterised as being cruel and degrading.*"^ The difficulty ofO
83 Voyles V. Watkins, 489 F.Supp 901 (D.D.C.: N.D.Miss. 1980). See also. People v. Frierson, 599 P.2d. 587 

(1979). Cf. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932).

84 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 288-289 (Brennan, J., concurring). Although in the United States 
prolonged delay extending even to more than ten years has not been held, in itself, a reason for setting aside a 
death sentence, Richmond v. Lewis, 948 F.2d 1473, 1491 (9th Cir. 1990)(rejecting a claim that execution after 
sixteen years on death row would constitute curel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth and 
Fourteenth Amendments), in other jurisdictions a different view is taken.

It is part of the human condition that a condemned man will take every opportunity to save his life 
through use of the appellate procedure. If the appellate procedure enables the prisoner to prolong the 
appellate hearings over a period of years, the fault is to attributed to the appellate system that permits 
such delay and not to the prisoner who takes advantage of it. Appellate procedures that echo dovra the 
years are not compatible with capital punishment. The death row phenomenon must not become 
established as a part of our jurisprudence.

Pratt V Attorney-General for Jamaica, supra note 3, at 1014.

U
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implementing a system of capital punishment which on the one hand avoids 

arbitrariness by insisting on a high standard of procedural fairness, and on the other 
hand avoids delays that in themselves are the cause of impermissible cruelty and 

inhumanity, is apparent. Justice Blackmun, who sided with the majority in Gregg's 

case, ultimately came to the conclusion that it is not possible to design a system that 
To design a system that avoids arbitrariness and delays in 

carrying out the sentence is even more difficult.

85avoids arbitrariness.

n

u

83 Callins v. Collins, supra note 62, (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
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[56] The United States jurisprudence has not resolved the dilemma arising from the fact 
that the Constitution prohibits cruel and unusual punishments, but also permits, and 

contemplates that there will be capital punishment. The acceptance by a majority of 

the United States Supreme Court of the proposition that capital punishment is not per 
se unconstitutional, but that in certain circumstances it may be arbitrary, and thus 

unconstitutional, has led to endless litigation. Considerable expense and interminable 

delays result from the exceptionally-high standard of procedural fairness set by the 

United States courts in attempting to avoid arbitrary decisions. The difficulties that 
have been experienced in following this path, to which Justice Blackmun and Justice 

Scalia have both referred,®^ but from which they have drawn different conclusions, 

persuade me that we should not follow this route.n
The Right to Dignity

[57] Although the United States Constitution does not contain a specific guarantee of 

human dignity, it has been accepted by the United States Supreme Court that the 

concept of human dignity is at the core of the prohibition of "cruel and unusual 
punishment" by the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.*^ For Brennan J this was 

decisive of the question in Gregg v. Georgia.

The fatal constitutional infirmity in the punishment of death is that it treats

U 86 Id. (compare Scalia, J., concurring, with Blackmun, J., dissenting).

87 Trop v. Dulles, supra note 61, at 100. See also, Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 270-281 (Brennan,
J., concurring); Gregg v Georgia, supra note 60, at 173; People v. Anderson, supra note 62, at 895 ("The dignity 
of man, the individual and the society as a whole, is today demeaned by our continued practice of capital 
punishment.").
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"members of the human race as nonhumans, as objects to be toyed with and 
discarded. [It is] thus inconsistent with the fundamental premise of the Clause that 
even the vilest criminal remains a human being possessed of common human 
dignity.kSS

[58] Under our constitutional order the right to human dignity is specifically guaranteed. 
It can only be limited by legislation which passes the stringent test of being 

'necessary'. The weight given to human dignity by Justice Brennan is wholly 

consistent with the values of our Constitution and the new order established by it. It 
is also consistent with the approach to extreme punishments followed by courts in 

other countries.

n
[59] In Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court has stressed this aspect of punishment.

U

88 Gregg V. Georgia, supra note 60, at 230 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (quoting his opinion in Furman v. 
Georgia, at 273). See also, Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 296, where Brennan, J., concurring, states: 
"The country has debated whether a society for which the dignity of the individual is the supreme value can, 
without a fundamental inconsistency, follow the practice of deliberately putting some of its members to death.
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Respect for human dignity especially requires the prohibition of cruel, inhuman, 
and degrading punishments. [The state] cannot turn the offender into an object of 
crime prevention to the detriment of his constitutionally protected right to social 
worth and respect. 89

[60] That capital punishment constitutes a serious impairment of human dignity has also 

been recognised by judgments of the Canadian Supreme Court. Kindler v Canada^^ 

was concerned with the extradition from Canada to the United States of two fugitives, 
Kindler, who had been convicted of murder and sentenced to death in the United 

States, and Ng who was facing a murder charge there and a possible death sentence. 
Three of the seven judges who heard the cases expressed the opinion that the death 

penalty was cruel and unusual:n
It is the supreme indignity to the individual, the ultimate corporal punishment, the 
final and complete lobotomy and the absolute and irrevocable castration. [It is] the 
ultimate desecration of human dignity...91

[61 ] Three other judges were of the opinion that:

89 [1977] 45 BVerfGE 187,228 (Life Imprisonment case){as translated in Kommers, supra note 18, at 316). 
The statement was made in the context of a discussion on punishment to be meted out in respect of murders of 
wanton cruelty. It was held that a life sentence was a competent sentence as long as it allowed the possibility of 
parole for a reformed prisoner rehabilitated during his or her time in prison.

U
90 (1992) 6 CRR (2d) 193 SC.

91 Id. at 241 (per Cory, J, dissenting with Lamer, CJC, concurring). See also, Sopinka, J, dissenting (with 
Lamer, CJC, concurring) at 220.
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[t]here is strong ground for believing, having regard to the limited extent to which 

the death penalty advances any valid penological objectives and the serious 
invasion of human dignity it engenders, that the death penalty cannot, except in 
exceptional circumstances, be justified in this country.'92

In the result, however, the majority of the Court held that the validity of the order for 
extradition did not depend upon the constitutionality of the death penalty in Canada, 
or the guarantee in its Charter of Rights against cruel and unusual punishment. The 

Charter was concerned with legislative and executive acts carried out in Canada, and 

an order for extradition neither imposed nor authorised any punishment within the 

borders of Canada.

O
[62] The issue in Kindler's case was whether the action of the Minister of Justice, who had 

authorised the extradition without any assurance that the death penalty would not he 

imposed, was constitutional. It was argued that this executive act was contrary to 

section 12 of the Charter which requires the executive to act in accordance with 

fundamental principles of justice. The Court decided hy a majority of four to three 

that in the particular circumstances of the case the decision of the Minister of Justice 

eould not be set aside on these grounds. In balancing the international obligations of 

Canada in respect of extradition, and another purpose of the extradition legislation - 
to prevent Canada from becoming a safe haven for criminals, against the likelihood 

that the fugitives would be executed if returned to the United States, the view of the 

majority was that the decision to return the fugitives to the United States could not be 

said to be contrary to the fundamental principles of justice. In their view, it would not 

shock the conscience of Canadians to permit this to be done.

U

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

[63] Ng and Kindler took their cases to the Human Rights Committee of the United
Nations, contending that Canada had breached its obligations under the International

92 Id. at 202 (per La Forest, IjlLHeureux-Dube and Gonthier, JJ concurring).
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Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Once again, there was a division of opinion 

within the tribunal. In Ng's case it was said:

The Committee is aware that, by definition, eveiy execution of a sentence of death 
may be considered to constitute cruel and inhuman treatment within the meaning 

of article 7 of the covenant.93

n

u

93 Ng V Canada, supra note 23, at 21.
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[64] There was no dissent from that statement. But the International Covenant contains 

provisions permitting, with some qualifications, the imposition of capital punishment 
for the most serious crimes. In view of these provisions, the majority of the 

Committee were of the opinion that the extradition of fugitives to a country which 

enforces the death sentence in accordance with the requirements of the International 
Covenant, should not be regarded as a breach of the obligations of the extraditing 

country. In Ng's case, the method of execution which he faced if extradited was 

asphyxiation in a gas chamber. This was found by a majority of the Committee to 

involve unnecessary physical and mental suffering and, notwithstanding the sanction 

given to capital punishment, to be cruel punishment within the meaning of article 7 of 

the International Covenant. In Kindler's case, in which the complaint was delivered at 
the same time as that in the A'g's case, but the decision was given earlier, it was held 

that the method of execution which was by lethal injection was not a cruel method of 

execution, and that the extradition did not in the circumstances constitute a breach of 

Canada's obligations under the International Covenant.

O

94

[65] The Committee also held in Kindler's case that prolonged judicial proceedings giving 

rise to the death row phenomenon does not per se constitute cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment. There were dissents in both cases. Some Commissioners in 

N^s case held that asphyxiation was not crueller than other forms of execution. Some 

in Kindler's case held that the provision of the International Covenant against the 

arbitrary deprivation of the right to life took priority over the provisions of the 

International Covenant which allow the death sentence, and that Canada ought not in 

the circumstances to have extradited Kindler without an assurance that he would not 

be executed.

U

[66] It should be mentioned here that although articles 6(2) to (5) of the International
Covenant specifically allow the imposition of the death sentence under strict controls

94 Joseph Kindler v Canada, United Nations Committee on Human Rights, Communication No 470/1991,30
July 1993.
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"for the most serious crimes" by those countries which have not abolished it, it 
provides in article 6(6) that "[n]othing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to 

prevent the abolition of capital punishment by any State Party to the present 
Covenant." The fact that the International Covenant sanctions capital punishment 
must be seen in this context. It tolerates but does not provide justification for the 

death penalty.

[67] Despite these differences of opinion, what is clear from the decisions of the Human 

Rights Committee of the United Nations is that the death penalty is regarded by it as 

cruel and inhuman punishment within the ordinary meaning of those words, and that 
it was because of the specific provisions of the International Covenant authorising the 

imposition of capital punishment by member States in certain circumstances, that the 

words had to be given a narrow meaning.

n

The European Convention on Human Rights

[68] Similar issues were debated by the European Court of Human Rights in Soering v 

United Kingdom.This case was also concerned with the extradition to the United 

States of a fugitive to face murder charges for which capital punishment was a 

competent sentence. It was argued that this would expose him to inhuman and 

degrading treatment or punishment in breach of article 3 of the European Convention 

on Human Rights. Article 2 of the European Convention protects the right to life but 
makes an exception in the case of "the execution of a sentence of a court following 

[the] conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law." The majority 

of the Court held that article 3 could not be construed as prohibiting all capital 
punishment, since to do so would nullify article 2. It was, however, competent to test 
the imposition of capital punishment in particular cases against the requirements of 

article 3 ~ the manner in which it is imposed or executed, the personal circumstances 

of the condemned person and the disproportionality to the gravity of the crime 

committed, as well as the conditions of detention awaiting execution, were capable of

<J

95 (1989) 11 EHRR439 at paras. 103,105 and 111.
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bringing the treatment or punishment received by the condemned person within the 

proscription.

[69] On the facts, it was held that extradition to the United States to face trial in Virginia 

would expose the fugitive to the risk of treatment going beyond the threshold set by 

article 3. The special factors taken into account were the youth of the fugitive (he 

was 18 at the time of the murders), an impaired mental capacity, and the suffering on 

death row which could endure for up to eight years if he were convicted.
Additionally, although the offence for which extradition was sought had been 

committed in the United States, the fugitive who was a German national was also 

liable to be tried for the same offence in Germany. Germany, which has abolished the 

death sentence, also sought his extradition for the murders. There was accordingly a 

choice in regard to the country to which the fugitive should be extradited, and that 
choice should have been exercised in a way which would not lead to a contravention 

of article 3. What weighed with the Court was the fact that the choice facing the 

United Kingdom was not a choice between extradition to face a possible death 

penalty and no punishment, but a choice between extradition to a country which 

allows the death penalty and one which does not. We are in a comparable position. A 

holding by us that the death penalty for murder is unconstitutional, does not involve a 

choice between freedom and death; it involves a choice between death in the very few 

cases which would otherwise attract that penalty under section 277(l)(a), and the 

severe penalty of life imprisonment.

n

u
Capital Punishment in India

In the amicus brief of the South African Police, reliance was placed on decisions of 

the Indian Supreme Court, and it is necessary to refer briefly to the way the law has 

developed in that country.

[70]

Section 302 of the Indian Penal Code authorises the imposition of the death sentence[71]

49
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as a penalty for murder. In Bachan Singh v State of Punjab,^^ the constitutionality of 

this provision was put in issue. Article 21 of the Indian Constitution provides that:

No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to 

procedure established by law.

[72] The wording of this article presented an obstacle to a challenge to the death sentence, 
because there was a "law" which made provision for the death sentence. Moreover, 
article 72 of the Constitution empowers the President and Governors to commute 

sentences of death, and article 134 refers to the Supreme Court's powers on appeal in 

cases where the death sentence has been imposed. It was clear, therefore, that capital 

punishment was specifically contemplated and sanctioned by the framers of the Indian 

Constitution, when it was adopted by them in November 1949.

n
97

[73] Counsel for the accused in Bachan Singh's case sought to overcome this difficulty by 

contending that article 21 had to be read with article 19(1), which guarantees the 

freedoms of speech, of assembly, of association, of movement, of residence, and the 

freedom to engage in any occupation. These fundamental freedoms can only be 

restricted under the Indian Constitution if the restrictions are reasonable for the 

attainment of a number of purposes defined in sections 19(2) to (6). It was contended 

that the right to life was basic to the enjoyment of these fundamental freedoms, and 

that the death sentence restricted them unreasonably in that it served no social 
purpose, its deterrent effect was unproven and it defiled the dignity of the individual.U

96 (1980) 2 see 684.

97 Id. at 730, para. 136.
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[74] The Supreme Court analysed the provisions of article 19(1) and came to the
conclusion, for reasons that are not material to the present case, that the provisions of 

section 302 of the Indiein Penal Code did "not have to stand the test of article 19(1) of 

the Constitution."^® It went on, however, to consider "arguendo" what the outcome 

would be if the test of reasonableness and public interest under article 19(1) had to be 

satisfied.

n

u

98 Id. at 709, para. 61.
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[75] The Supreme Court had recognised in a number of cases that the death sentence 

served as a deterrent, and the Law Commission of India, which had conducted an 

investigation into capital punishment in 1967, had recommended that capital 
punishment be retained. The court held that in the circumstances it was "for the 

petitioners to prove and establish that the death sentence for murder is so outmoded, 

unusual or excessive as to be devoid of any rational nexus with the purpose and object 
of the legislation. ii99

[76] The Court then dealt with international authorities for and against the death sentence, 
and with the arguments concerning deterrence and retribution.After reviewing the 

arguments for and against the death sentence, the court concluded that:O
...the question whether or not [the] death penalty serves any penological purpose is 
a difficult, complex and intractable issue [which] has evoked strong, divergent 
views. For the purpose of testing the constitutionality of the impugned provisions 
as to death penalty ... on the grounds of reasonableness in the light of Articles 19 
and 21 of the Constitution, it is not necessary for us to express any categorical 
opinion, one way or another, as to which of these antithetical views, held by the 
Abolitionists and the Retentionists, is correct. It is sufficient to say that the veiy 
fact that persons of reason, learning and light are rationally and deeply divided in 
their opinion on this issue, is ground among others, for rejecting the petitioners'

99 Id. at 712, para. 71.

100 I have not yet dealt specifically with the issues of deterrence, prevention and retribution, on which the 
Attorney General placed reliance in his argument. These are all factors relevant to the purpose of punishment 
and are present both in capital punishment, and in the alternative of imprisonment. Whether they serve to make 
capital punishment a more effective punishment than imprisonment is relevant to the argument on justification, 
and will be considered when that argument is dealt with. For the moment it is sufficient to say that they do not 
have a bearing on the nature of the punishment, and need not be taken into account at this stage of the enquiry.

U
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argument that retention of death penalty in the impugned provision, is totally 

devoid of reason and purpose. 101

It accordingly held that section 302 of the Indian Penal Code "violates neither the 

letter nor the ethos of Article 19.
[77] The Court then went on to deal with article 21. It said that if article 21 were to be 

expanded in accordance with the interpretative principle applicable to legislation 

limiting rights under Article 19(1), article 21 would have to be read as follows:

102

No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to fair, 
just and reasonable procedure established by a valid law.

O

u

101 Supra note 96, at 729, para. 132.

102 Id.
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And thus expanded, it was clear that the State could deprive a person of his or her life, 
by "fair, just and reasonable procedure." In the circumstances, and taking into 

account the indications that capital punishment was considered by the framers of the 

constitution in 1949 to be a valid penalty, it was asserted that "by no stretch of the 

imagination can it be said that death penalty...either per se or because of its execution 

by hanging constitutes an unreasonable, cruel or unusual punishment" prohibited by 

the Constitution.103

[78] The wording of the relevant provisions of our Constitution are different. The question 

we have to consider is not whether the imposition of the death sentence for murder is 

"totally devoid of reason and purpose", or whether the death sentence for murder "is 

devoid of any rational nexus" with the purpose and object of section 277(1 )(a) of the 

Criminal Procedure Act. It is whether in the context of our Constitution, the death 

penalty is cruel, inhuman or degrading, and if it is, whether it can be justified in terms 

of section 33.

O

U

103 Supra note 96, at 730-731, para. 136. For similar reasons, the death penalty was held not to be 
inconsistent with the Constitution of Botswana, or with the Constitution of the former Bophuthatswana. S v 
Ntesang 1995 (4) BCLR 426 (Botswana); S v Chabalala 1986 (3) SA 623 (B AD).
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[79] The Indian Penal Code leaves the imposition of the death sentence to the trial judge's 

discretion. In Bachan Singh's case there was also a challenge to the constitutionality 

of the legislation on the grounds of arbitrariness, along the lines of the challenges that 
have been successful in the United States. The majority of the Court rejected the 

argument that the imposition of the death sentence in such circumstances is arbitrary, 
holding that a discretion exercised judicially by persons of experience and standing, 
in accordance with principles crystallized by judicial decisions, is not an arbitrary 

discretion.'*^'* To complete the picture, it should be mentioned that long delays in 

carrying out the death sentence in particular cases have apparently been held in India 

to be unjust and unfair to the prisoner, and in such circumstances the death sentence is 

liable to be set aside. 105n

The Right to Life

[80] The unqualified right to life vested in every person by section 9 of our Constitution is 

another factor crucially relevant to the question whether the death sentence is cruel, 
inhuman or degrading punishment within the meaning of section 11(2) of our 
Constitution. In this respect our Constitution differs materially from the Constitutions 

of the United States and India. It also differs materially from the European 

Convention and the International Covenant. Yet in the cases decided under these 

constitutions and treaties there were judges who dissented and held that 
notwithstanding the specific language of the constitution or instrument concerned, 
capital punishment should not be permitted.

U

104 Id. at 740, para. 165. Bhagwati J dissented. The dissenting judgement is not available to me, but 
according to Amnesty International, When the State Kills, supra note 42, at 147, Bhagwati J asserted in 
his judgement that "[t]he prevailing standards of human decency are incompatible with [the] death penalty."

105 Triveniben v State of Gujarat [1992] LRC(Const.) 425 (Sup. Ct. of India); Daya Singh v Union of India 
[1992] LRC(Const.) 452 (Sup. Ct. of India).
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In some instances the dissent focused on the right to life. In Soering's case before the 

European Court of Human Rights, Judge de Meyer, in a concurring opinion, said that 
capital punishment is "not consistent with the present state of European

and for that reason alone, extradition to the United States would 

violate the fugitive's right to life.

[81]

106civilisation'

In a dissent in the United Nations Human Rights Committee in Kindler's case, 
Committee member B. Wennergren also stressed the importance of the right to life.

[82]

n

u

106 Supra note 95, at 484.
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The value of life is immeasurable for any human being, and the right to life 
enshrined in article 6 of the Covenant is the supreme human right. It is an 
obligation of States [P]arties to the Covenant to protect the lives of all human 
beings on their territory and under their jurisdiction. If issues arise in respect of 
the protection of the right to life, priority must not be accorded to the domestic 
laws of other countries or to (bilateral) treaty articles. Discretion of any nature 
permitted under an extradition treaty cannot apply, as there is no room for it under 
Covenant obligations. It is worth repeating that no derogation from a State's 
obligations under article 6, paragraph 1, is permitted. This is why Canada, in my 
view, violated article 6, paragraph 1, by consenting to extradite Mr. Kindler to the 
United States, without having secured assurances that Mr. Kindler would not be 

subjected to the execution of the death sentence. 107

n
[83] An individual's right to life has been described as "[t]he most fundamental of all

human rights",''^* and was dealt with in that way in the judgments of the Hungarian 

Constitutional Court declaring capital punishment to be unconstitutional. The 

challenge to the death sentence in Hungary was based on section 54 of its 

Constitution which provides:

(1) In the Republic of Hungary eveiyone has the inherent right to life and to 
human dignity, and no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of these rights.

(2) No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel or inhuman or degrading 

punishment

(J [84] Section 8, the counterpart of section 33 of our Constitution, provides that laws shall 
not impose any limitations on the essential content of fundamental rights. According 

to the finding of the Court, capital punishment imposed a limitation on the essential

107 Joseph Kindler v Canada, supra note 94, at 23.

108 Per Lord Bridge in R v Home Secretary, Ex parte Bugdaycay (1987) AC 514 at 531G.

109 Supra note 55.
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content of the fundamental rights to life and human dignity, eliminating them 

irretrievably. As such it was unconstitutional. Two factors are stressed in the 

judgment of the Court. First, the relationship between the rights of life and dignity, 
and the importance of these rights taken together. Secondly, the absolute nature of 

these two rights taken together. Together they are the source of all other rights. 
Other rights may be limited, and may even be withdrawn and then granted again, but 
their ultimate limit is to be found in the preservation of the twin rights of life and 

dignity. These twin rights are the essential content of all rights under the 

Constitution. Take them away, and all other rights cease. I will deal later with the 

requirement of our Constitution that a right shall not be limited in ways which negate 

its essential content. For the present purposes it is sufficient to point to the fact that 
the Hungarian Court held eapital punishment to be unconstitutional on the grounds 

that it is inconsistent with the right to life and the right to dignity.

O

[85] Our Constitution does not contain the qualification found in section 54(1) of the
Hungarian constitution, which prohibits only the arbitrary deprivation of life. To that 
extent, therefore, the right to life in section 9 of our Constitution is given greater 
protection than it is by the Hungarian Constitution.

[86] The fact that in both the United States and India, which sanction capital punishment, 
the highest courts have intervened on constitutional grounds in particular cases to 

prevent the carrying out of death sentences, because in the particular circumstances of 

such cases, it would have been cruel to do so, evidences the importance attached to 

the protection of life and the strict scrutiny to which the imposition and carrying out 
of death sentences are subjected when a constitutional challenge is raised. The same 

concern is apparent in the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights and the 

United Nations Committee on Human Rights. It led the Court in Soerings case to 

order that extradition to the United States, in the circumstances of that case, would 

result in inhuman or degrading punishment, and the Human Rights Committee to 

declare in Ng's case that he should not be extradited to face a possible death by 

asphyxiation in a gas chamber in California.

U
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Public Opinion

[87] The Attorney General argued that what is cruel, inhuman or degrading depends to a 

large extent upon contemporary attitudes within society, and that South African 

society does not regard the death sentence for extreme cases of murder as a cruel, 

inhuman or degrading form of punishment. It was disputed whether public opinion, 
properly informed of the different considerations, would in fact favour the death 

penalty. I am, however, prepared to assume that it does and that the majority of South 

Africans agree that the death sentence should be imposed in extreme cases of murder. 
The question before us, however, is not what the majority of South Africans believe a 

proper sentence for murder should be. It is whether the Constitution allows the 

sentence.
O

[88] Public opinion may have some relevance to the enquiry, but in itself, it is no
substitute for the duty vested in the Courts to interpret the Constitution and to uphold 

its provisions without fear or favour. If public opinion were to be decisive there 

would be no need for constitutional adjudication. The protection of rights could then 

be left to Parliament, which has a mandate from the public, and is answerable to the 

public for the way its mandate is exercised, but this would be a return to 

parliamentary sovereignty, and a retreat from the new legal order established by the 

1993 Constitution. By the same token the issue of the constitutionality of capital 
punishment cannot be referred to a referendum, in which a majority view would 

prevail over the wishes of any minority. The very reason for establishing the new 

legal order, and for vesting the power of judicial review of all legislation in the courts, 
was to protect the rights of minorities and others who cannot protect their rights 

adequately through the democratic process. Those who are entitled to claim this 

protection include the social outcasts and marginalised people of our society. It is 

only if there is a willingness to protect the worst and the weakest amongst us, that all 
of us can be secure that our own rights will be protected.

U

[89] This Court cannot allow itself to be diverted from its duty to act as an independent 
arbiter of the Constitution by making choices on the basis that they will find favour
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110 Justice Powell's comment in his dissent in Furman v Georgiawith the public, 
bears repetition:

...the weight of the evidence indicates that the public generally has not accepted 
either the morality or the social merit of the views so passionately advocated by the 
articulate spokesmen for abolition. But however one may assess amorphous ebb 
and flow of public opinion generally on this volatile issue, this type of inquiry lies 
at the periphery - not the core - of the judicial process in constitutional cases. The 
assessment of popular opinion is essentially a legislative, and not a judicial, 

function. in

So too does the comment of Justice Jackson in West Virginia State Board of 

Education v Barnette:n

"The cruel or unusual punishment clause of the California Constitution, like other provisions of the 
Declaration of Rights, operates to restrain legislative and executive action and to protect fundamental individual 
and minority rights against encroachment by the majority. It is the function of the court to examine legislative 
acts in the light of such constitutional mandates to ensure that the promise of the Declaration of Rights is a 
reality to the individual (citations omitted)...Were it otherwise, the Legislature would ever be the sole judge of 
the permissible means and extent of punishment and article I, section 6, of the Constitution would be 
superfluous." People v. Anderson, note 62, at 888. This was also the approach of the President of the 
Hungarian Constitutional Court in his concurring opinion on the constitutionality of capital punishment, where 
he said; "The Constitutional Court is not bound either by the will of the majority or by public sentiments." 
Supra note 55, at 12. See also, Gregg v. Georgia, supra note 60, at 880. In the decisive judgment of the Court, 
Justices Stewart, Powell and Stevens, accepted that "...the Eighth Amendment demands more than that a 
challenged punishment be acceptable to contemporaiy society. The Court also must ask whether it comports 
with the basic concept of human dignity at the core of the Amendment." (citation omitted)

Ji.
Ill Supra note 34, at 443.
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The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects from the 
vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities 
and officials and to establish them as legal principles to be applied by the courts. 
One's right to life, liberty, and property, to free speech, a free press, freedom of 
worship and assembly and other fundamental rights may not be submitted to vote; 
they depend on the outcome of no elections. 112

Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Punishment

[90] The United Nations Committee on Human Rights has held that the death sentence by 

definition is cruel and degrading punishment. So has the Hungarian Constitutional 
Court, and three judges of the Canadian Supreme Court. The death sentence has also 

been held to be cruel or unusual punishment and thus unconstitutional under the state 

constitutions of Massachusetts and California.

n
113

u

112 319U.S.624,638 (1943).

113 The Californian Constitution was subsequently amended to sanction capital punishment.
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114 Capital punishment was held by sixThe California decision is People v. Anderson. 

of the seven judges of the Californian Supreme Court to be "impermissibly cruel
[91]

t.115

under the California Constitution which prohibited cruel or unusual punishment. 

Also,

It degrades and dehumanizes all who participate in its processes. It is unnecessary 
to any legitimate goal of the state and is incompatible with the dignity of man and 
the judicial process.116

In the Massachusetts decision in District Attorney for the Suffolk District v. 

Watson}^^ where the Constitution of the State of Massachusetts prohibited cruel or 
unusual punishment, the death sentence was also held, by six of the seven judges, to 

be impermissibly cruel.

[92]

n
118

114 Supra note 62.

115 Id. at 899. The cruelty lay "...not only in the execution itself and the pain incident thereto, but also in the 
dehumanizing effects of the lengthy imprisonment prior to the execution during which the Judicial and 
administrative procedures essential to due process of law are carried out." Id. at 894 (citations omitted).

116 Id. at 899.

117 381 Mass. 648 (1980).

IIS n ...[T]he death penalty is unacceptable under contemporary standards of decency in its unique and 
inherent capacity to inflict pain. The mental agony is, simply and beyond question, a horror." Id. at 664. "All 
murderers are extreme offenders. Fine distinctions, designed to select a very few from the many, are 
inescapably capricious when applied to murders and murderers." Id. at 665. "...[AJrbitrariness and

U
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[93] In both cases the disjunctive effect of "or" was referred to as enabling the Courts to 

declare capital punishment unconstitutional even if it was not "unusual". Under our 

Constitution it will not meet the requirements of section 11(2) if it is cruel, or 

inhuman, or degrading.

O

discrimination...inevitably persist even under a statute which meets the demands oiFurman." Id. at 670. 
"...[T]he supreme punishment of death, inflicted as it is by chance and caprice, may not stand." Id. at 671. "The 
death sentence itself is a declaration that society deems the prisoner a nullity, less than human and unworthy to 
live. But that negation of his personality carries through the entire period between sentence and execution." Id. 
at 683 (Liacos, J., concurring).
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[94] Proportionality is an ingredient to be taken into account in deciding whether a penalty 

is cruel, inhuman or degrading.”^ No Court would today uphold the constitutionality 

of a statute that makes the death sentence a competent sentence for the cutting down 

of trees or the killing of deer, which were capital offences in England in the 18 

Century.’^® But murder is not to be equated with such "offences." The wilful taking 

of an innocent life calls for a severe penalty, and there are many countries which still 
retain the death penalty as a sentencing option for such cases. Disparity between the 

crime and the penalty is not the only ingredient of proportionality; factors such as the 

enormity and irredeemable character of the death sentence in circumstances where 

neither error nor arbitrariness can be excluded, the expense and difficulty of 

addressing the disparities which exist in practice between accused persons facing 

similar charges, and which are due to factors such as race, poverty, and ignorance, 
and the other subjective factors which have been mentioned, are also factors that can 

and should be taken into account in dealing with this issue. It may possibly be that 
none alone would be sufficient under our Constitution to justify a finding that the 

death sentence is cruel, inhuman or degrading. But these factors are not to be 

evaluated in isolation. They must be taken together, and in order to decide whether 

the threshold set by section 11(2) has been crossed’^* they must be evaluated with 

other relevant factors, including the two fundamental rights on which the accused 

rely, the right to dignity and the right to life.

th

n

o 119 E.g., Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 782 (1977)(imposition of the death penalty for rape violates due process 
guarantees because the sentence is grossly disproportionate punishment for a nonlethal offence). See also, 
Gregg V. Georgia, supra note 60, at 187 ("[W]e must consider whether the punishment of death is 
disproportionate in relation to the crime for which it is imposed."), and Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 273 
("...a punishment may be degrading simply by reason of its enormity.").

120 The Black Act: 9 George I. C.22, as cited in E.P. THOMPSON, Whigs AND Hunters, The Origin of THE 
Black Act 211 (Pantheon). The author notes that these provisions were described by Lord Chief Justice 
Hardwicke as "necessary for the present state and condition of things and to suppress mischiefs, which were 
growing frequent among us."

121 This was the approach of Brennan, J., in Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 282 ("The test, then, will 
ordinarily be a cumulative one: If a punishment is unusually severe, if there is a strong probability that it is 
inflicted arbitrarily, if it is substantially rejected by contemporaiy society [a determination he m^es based on 
the infrequency of use in relation to the number of offences for which such punishment may apply], and if there 
is no reason to believe that it serves any penal purpose more effectively than some less severe punishment, then 
the continued infliction of that punishment violates the [clause prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment].").
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[95] The carrying out of the death sentence destroys life, which is protected without
reservation under section 9 of our Constitution, it annihilates human dignity which is 

protected under section 10, elements of arbitrariness are present in its enforcement 
and it is irremediable. Taking these factors into account, as well as the assumption 

that I have made in regard to public opinion in South Africa, and giving the words of 

section 11(2) the broader meaning to which they are entitled at this stage of the 

enquiry, rather than a narrow meaning,1 am satisfied that in the context of our 
Constitution the death penalty is indeed a cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.

Is capital punishment for murder Justifiable?

O [96] The question that now has to be considered is whether the imposition of such
punishment is nonetheless justifiable as a penalty for murder in the circumstances 

contemplated by sections 277(l)(a), 316A and 322(2A) of the Criminal Procedure 

Act.

U

122 S V Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6, para. 21.
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It is difficult to conceive of any circumstances in which torture, which is specifically 

prohibited under section 11(2), could ever be justified. But that does not necessarily 

apply to capital punishment. Capital punishment, unlike torture, has not been 

absolutely prohibited by public international law. It is therefore not inappropriate to 

consider whether the death penalty is justifiable under our Constitution as a penalty 

for murder. This calls for an enquiry similar to that undertaken by Brennan J in
in dealing with the contention that "death is a necessary punishment 

because it prevents the commission of capital crimes more effectively than any less 

severe punishment.

[97]

123Furman'^ case

1.124 The same question is addressed and answered in the negative 

in the judgment of Wright CJ in People v Anderson.

Constitution and the Californian Constitution, which have no limitation clauses, this 

enquiry had to be conducted within the larger question of the definition of the right. 
With us, however, the question has to be dealt with under section 33(1).

125 Under the United States

O

Section 33(1) of the Constitution provides, in part, that:[98]

The rights entrenched in this Chapter may be limited by law of general application, 

provided that such limitation-
shall be permissible only to the extent that it is- 

reasonable; and
justifiable in an open and democratic society based on fi-eedom 
and equality; and

(a)

(i)
(ii)

123 Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 300. Brennan, J., was dealing here with the proposition that "an 
unusually severe and degrading punishment may not be excessive in view of the purposes for which it is 
inflicted."

U
124 Id.

"The People concede that capital punishment is cruel to the Individual involved. They argue, however, 
that only "unnecessary" cruelty is constitutionally proscribed, and that if a cruel punishment can be justified it is 
not forbidden by article I, section 6, of the California Constitution." Supra note 62, at 895.
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shall not negate the essential content of the right in question.(b)

[99] Section 33(1 )(b) goes on to provide that the limitation of certain rights, including the 

rights referred to in section 10 and section 11 "shall, in addition to being reasonable 

as required in paragraph (a)(1), also be necessary."

The Two-Stage Approach

[100] Our Constitution deals with the limitation of rights through a general limitations clause. As 

was pointed out by Kentridge AJ in Zuma's case, 

approach, in which a broad rather than a narrow interpretation is given to the 

fundamental rights enshrined in Chapter Three, and limitations have to be justified 

through the application of section 33. In this it differs from the Constitution of the 

United States, which does not contain a limitation clause, as a result of which courts 

in that country have been obliged to find limits to constitutional rights through a 

narrow interpretation of the rights themselves. Although the "two-stage" approach 

may often produce the same result as the "one-stage" approach,’^’ this will not always 

be the case.

126 this calls for a "two-stage'

[101] The practical consequences of this difference in approach are evident in the present case. In 

Gregg V. Georgia, the conclusion reached in the judgment of the plurality was 

summed up as follows:

U

126 S V Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.
127 Attorney-General of Hong Kong v Lee Kwong-Kut, (1993) AC 951 at 970-972 (PC).
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In sum, we cannot say that the judgment of the Georgia legislature that capital 
punishment may be necessary in some cases is clearly wrong. Considerations of 
federalism, as well as respect for the ability of a legislature to evaluate, in terms of its 
particular state the moral consensus concerning the death penalty and its social utility 
as a sanction, require us to conclude in the absence of more convincing evidence, that 
the infliction of death as a punishment for murder is not without justification, and is 

thus not unconstitutionally severe. 128

[102] Under our Constitution, the position is different. It is not whether the decision of the State 

has been shown to be clearly wrong; it is whether the decision of the State is 

justifiable according to the criteria prescribed by section 33. It is not whether the 

infliction of death as a punishment for murder "is not without justification", it is 

whether the infliction of death as a punishment for murder has been shown to be both 

reasonable and necessary, and to be consistent with the other requirements of section 

33. It is for the legislature, or the party relying on the legislation, to establish this 

justification, and not for the party challenging it to show that it was not justified.

O

129

The Application of Section 33

[103] The criteria prescribed by section 33(1) for any limitation of the rights contained in section 

11(2) are that the limitation must be justifiable in an open and democratic society 

based on freedom and equality, it must be both reasonable and necessary and it must 

not negate the essential content of the right.

U

128 5wprflrnote 60, at 186-187.

129 S V Zuma and Two Others, supra note 6.
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[104] The limitation of constitutional rights for a purpose that is reasonable and necessary in a
democratic society involves the weighing up of competing values, and ultimately an 

assessment based on proportionality.
33(1). The fact that different rights have different implications for democracy, and in 

the case of our Constitution, for "an open and democratic society based on freedom 

and equality", means that there is no absolute standard which can be laid down for 
determining reasonableness and necessity. Principles can be established, but the 

application of those principles to particular circumstances can only be done on a case 

by case basis. This is inherent in the requirement of proportionality, which calls for 
the balancing of different interests. In the balancing process, the relevant 
considerations will include the nature of the right that is limited, and its importance to 

an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality; the purpose for which 

the right is limited and the importance of that purpose to such a society; the extent of 

the limitation, its efficacy, and particularly where the limitation has to be necessary, 
whether the desired ends could reasonably be achieved through other means less 

damaging to the right in question. In the process regard must be had to the provisions 

of section 33(1), and the underlying values of the Constitution, bearing in mind that, 
as a Canadian Judge has said, "the role of the Court is not to second-guess the wisdom 

of policy choices made by legislators.

130 This is implicit in the provisions of section

O

.tl31

Limitation of Rights in Canada

U
130 A proportionality test is applied to the limitation of fundamental rights by the Canadian courts, the 

German Federal Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights. Although the approach of these 
Courts to proportionality is not identical, all recognise that proportionality is an essential requirement of any 
legitimate limitation of an entrenched right. Proportionality is also inherent in the different levels of scrutiny 
applied by United States courts to governmental action.

131 Reference re ss. 193 and 195(l)(c) of the Criminal Code of Manitoba, infra note 135.
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[105] In dealing with this aspect of the case, Mr Trengove placed considerable reliance on the 

decision of the Canadian Supreme Court in Rv Oakes.

Rights, as our Constitution does, makes provision for the limitation of rights through 

a general clause. Section 1 of the Charter permits such reasonable limitations of 

Charter rights "as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." In 

Oakes' case it was held that in order to meet this requirement a limitation of a Charter 

right had to be directed to the achievement of an objective of sufficient importance to 

warrant the limitation of the right in question, and that there had also to be 

proportionality between the limitation and such objective. In a frequently-cited 

passage, Dickson CJC described the components of proportionality as follows:

132 The Canadian Charter of

There are, in my view, three important components of a proportionality test. First, 
the measures adopted must be carefully designed to achieve the objective in question. 
They must not be arbitrary, unfair or based on irrational considerations. In short, they 
must be rationally connected to the objective. Second, the means, even if rationally 
connected to the objective in this first sense, should impair "as little as possible" the 
right or freedom in question: R v Big M Drug Mart Ltd. at p. 352. Third, there must 
be a proportionality between the effects of the measures which are responsible for 
limiting the Charter right or fi-eedom, and the objective which has been identified as 

of "sufficient importance". 133

[106] Although there is a rational connection between capital punishment and the purpose for
which it is prescribed, the elements of arbitrariness, unfairness and irrationality in the 

imposition of the penalty, are factors that would have to be taken into account in the 

application of the first component of this test. As far as the second component is 

concerned, the fact that a severe punishment in the form of life imprisonment is 

available as an alternative sentence, would be relevant to the question whether the 

death sentence impairs the right as little as possible. And as I will show later, if all 
relevant considerations are taken into account, it is at least doubtful whether a

U

132 (1986) 19 CRR 308.

133 Id. at 337.
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sentence of capital punishment for murder would satisfy the third component of the 

Oakes test.

[107] The second requirement of the Oakes test, that the limitation should impair the right "as little 

as possible" raises a fundamental problem of judicial review. Can, and should, an 

unelected court substitute its own opinion of what is reasonable or necessary for that 
of an elected legislature? Since the judgment in i? v Oakes, the Canadian Supreme 

Court has shown that it is sensitive to this tension, which is particularly acute where 

choices have to be made in respect of matters of policy. In Irwin Toy Ltd v Quebec 

Dickson CJ cautioned that courts, "must be mindful of the 

In Reference re ss. 193 and 195 (l)(c) of the 

it was said that "the role of the Court is not to second-

134 I(Attorney General), 

legislature's representative function.

Criminal Code (Manitoba),
guess the wisdom of policy choices made by ...legislators"; and in i? v Chaulk, that 
the means must impair the right "as little as is reasonably possible".’^® 

have to be made between "differing reasonable policy options", the courts will allow 

the government the deference due to legislators, but "[will] not give them an 

unrestricted licence to disregard an individual's Charter Rights. Where the 

government cannot show that it had a reasonable basis for concluding that it has 

complied with the requirement of minimal impairment in seeking to attain its 

objectives, the legislation will be sfruck down.

n 135

Where choices

137

Limitation of Rights in Germany
i, ./

134 (1989) 39 CRR 193 at 248.

135 (1990) 48 CRR 1 at 62.

136 (1991) 1 CRR (2d) 1 at 30.

137 Per La Forest J in Tetreault-Gadoury v Canada (Employment and Immigration Commission) (1991), 4 
CRR(2d) 12 at 26. See also, Rodriquez v British Columbia (AG) (1994) 17 CRR(2d) 192 at 222 and 247.
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[108] The German Constitution does not contain a general limitations clause but permits certain 

basic rights to be limited by law. According to Professor Grimm,
Constitutional Court allows such limitation "only in order to make conflicting rights 

compatible or to protect the rights of other persons or important community 

interests...any restriction of human rights not only needs constitutionally valid 

reasons but also has to be proportional to the rank and importance of the right at 
stake." Proportionality is central to the process followed by the Federal 
Constitutional Court in its adjudication upon the limitation of rights. The Court has 

regard to the purpose of the limiting legislation, whether the legislation is suitable for 
the achievement of such purpose, which brings into consideration whether it in fact 
achieves that purpose, is necessary therefor, and whether a proper balance has been 

achieved between the purpose enhanced by the limitation, and the fundamental right
The German Constitution also has a provision similar to 

section 33(l)(b) of our Constitution, but the Court apparently avoids making use of 

preferring to deal with extreme limitations of rights through the

138 the Federal

n
139that has been limited.

140this provision.

13S Dieter Grimm, Human Rights and Judicial Review in Germany, in HUMAN Rights and Judicial Review; 
A Comparative Perspective 267, 275 (David H. Beatty, ed., Martinus Nijhoff publ.)(1994). Prof. Grimm is 
presently a member of the German Federal Constitutional Court.

139 Id. For a discussion of the application of the principle of proportionality in German Constitutional 
jurisprudence, see CuRRiE, THE Constitution OF THE Federal Republic OF Germany 18-20,307-310 (Univ. 
of Chicago Press)(1994). Prof Currie outlines the genesis of proportionality, intimated in the Magna Carta and 
generally described by Blackstone, and notes that it was further developed by Carl Gottleib Svarez, a celebrated 
thinker of the German Enlightenment. "Svarez insisted on proportionality both between ends and means and 
between costs and benefits; both aspects of the principle are reflected in the jurisprudence of the Constitutional 
Court." Currie at 307.

u
140 Currie, id., at 178, note 15 and accompanying text. See also infranots 161.
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proportionality test.

Limitation of Rights Under the European Convention

[109] The European Convention also has no general limitations clause, but makes certain rights 

subject to limitation according to specified criteria. The proportionality test of the 

European Court of Human Rights calls for a balancing of ends and means. The end 

must be a "pressing social need" and the means used must be proportionate to the 

attainment of such an end. The limitation of certain rights is conditioned upon the 

limitation being "necessary in a democratic society" for purposes defined in the 

relevant provisions of the Convention. The national authorities are allowed a 

discretion by the European Court of Human Rights in regard to what is necessary - a 

margin of appreciation - but not unlimited power. The "margin of appreciation" that 
is allowed varies depending upon the nature of the right and the nature and ambit of 

the restriction. A balance has to be achieved between the general interest, and the 

interest of the individual.

O

141 Where the limitation is to a right fundamental to 

democratic society, a higher standard of justification is required; 
law interferes with the "intimate aspects of private life, 
areas such as morals or social policy greater scope is allowed to the national

The jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights provides 

some guidance as to what may be considered necessary in a democratic society, but 
the margin of appreciation allowed to national authorities by the European Court 
must be understood as finding its place in an international agreement which has to 

accommodate the sovereignty of the member states. It is not necessarily a safe guide 

as to what would be appropriate under section 33 of our Constitution.

.142 so too, where a 

On the other hand, inm143

144authorities.

U

141 R V France (1993) 16 EHRR 1, para. 63.

142 Handyside v United Kingdom (1979-80) 1 EHRR 737, para. 49.

143 Dudgeon v United Kingdom (1981) 4 EHRR 149, para. 52; Norris v Ireland (1988) 13 EHRR 186, para, 
46; Modinos v Cyprus (1993) 16 EHRR 485.

144 '...[T]he margin of appreciation available to the legislature in implementing social and economic policies 
should be a wide one..." James v United Kingdom (1986) 8 EHRR 123, para. 46. See also, Lithgow v United 
Kingdom (1986) 8 EHRR 329, para. 122.
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Is Capital Punishment for Murder Justifiable under the South African Constitution?

[110] In Zuma's case, Kentridge AJ pointed out that the criteria developed by the Canadian Courts 

for the interpretation of section 1 of the Canadian Charter of Rights may be of 

assistance to our Courts, but that there are differences between our Constitution and 

the Canadian Charter which have a bearing on the way in which section 33 should be 

dealt with. This is equally true of the criteria developed by other courts, such as the 

German Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights. Like 

Kentridge AJ, "I see no reason in this case... to attempt to fit our analysis into the
or for that matter to fit it into the pattern followed by any of the 

other courts to which reference has been made. Section 33 prescribes in specific 

terms the criteria to be applied for the limitation of different categories of rights and it 
is in the light of these criteria that the death sentence for murder has to be justified.

145Canadian pattern.n

[111] "Every person" is entitled to claim the protection of the rights enshrined in Chapter Three, 
and "no" person shall be denied the protection that they offer. Respect for life and 

dignity which are at the heart of section 11(2) are values of the highest order under 
our Constitution. The carrying out of the death penalty would destroy these and all 
other rights that the convicted person has, and a clear and convincing case must be 

made out to justify such action.

U

145 S V Zuma and Two Others, supra note 122, para. 35.
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[112] The Attorney General contended that the imposition of the death penalty for murder in the 

most serious cases could be justified according to the prescribed criteria. The 

argument went as follows. The death sentence meets the sentencing requirements for 
extreme cases of murder more effectively than any other sentence can do. It has a 

greater deterrent effect than life imprisonment; it ensures that the worst murderers 

will not endanger the lives of prisoners and warders who would be at risk if the 

"worst of the murderers" were to be imprisoned and not executed; and it also meets 

the need for retribution which is demanded by society as a response to the high level 
of crime. In the circumstances presently prevailing in the country, it is therefore a 

necessary component of the criminal justice system. This, he said, is recognised by 

the Appellate Division, which only confirms a death sentence if it is convinced that 

no other sentence would be a proper sentence.
n 146

The Judgements of the Appellate Division

[113] The decisions of the Appellate Division to which the Attorney General referred are only of 

limited relevance to the questions that have to be decided in the present ease. The 

law which the Appellate Division has applied prescribes that the death sentence is a 

competent sentence for murder in a proper case. The Appellate Division has reserved 

this sentence for extreme cases in which the maximum punishment would be the 

appropriate punishment. Were it to have done otherwise, and to have refused to pass 

death sentences, it would in effect have been saying that the death sentence is never a 

proper sentence, and that section 277(1 )(a) should not be enforced. This was not 
within its competence. The criteria set by the Appellate Division for the passing of a 

death sentence for murder are relevant to the argument on arbitrariness, and also 

provide a basis for testing the justifiability of such a penalty. They do not, however, 
do more than that.

U

The Judgement of the Tanzanian Court of Appeal

146 S V Senonohi, supra note 76, at 734F-G.
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[114] There is support for part of the Attorney General's argument in the judgment of the 

Tanzanian Court of Appeal in Mbushuu and Another v The Republic. 
in this case that the death sentence amounted to cruel and degrading punishment, 
which is prohibited under the Tanzanian Constitution, but that despite this finding, it 
was not unconstitutional. The Constitution authorised derogations to be made from 

basic rights for legitimate purposes, and a derogation was lawful if it was not 
arbitrary, and was reasonably necessary for such purpose. The legitimate purposes to 

which the death sentence was directed was a constitutional requirement that 
"everyone's right to life shall be protected by law." The death sentence was a 

mandatory penalty for murder, but it was not considered by the Court to be arbitrary 

because decisions as to guilt or innocence are taken by judges. There was no proof 

one way or the other that the death sentence was necessarily a more effective 

punishment than a long period of imprisonment. In the view of the Court, however, it 
was for society and not the courts to decide whether the death sentence was a 

necessary punishment. The Court was satisfied that society favoured the death 

sentence, and that in the circumstances "the reasonable and necessary" standard had 

been met. Accordingly, it held that the death sentence was a lawful derogation from 

the prohibition of cruel and degrading punishment, and thus valid.

147 It was held

n

u

147 Criminal Appeal No. 142 of 1994; 30 January 1995.
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[115] The approach of the Tanzanian Court of Appeal to issues concerning the limitation of basic 

rights seems to have been influenced by the language of the Tanzanian
and rules of interpretation developed by the Courts to deal with that 

language. The relevant provisions of our Constitution are different and the correct 
approach to the interpretation of the limitations clause must be found in the language 

of section 33 construed in the context of the Constitution as a whole. It is for the 

Court, and not society or Parliament, to decide whether the death sentence is 

justifiable under the provisions of section 33 of our Constitution, 
can have regard to societal attitudes in evaluating whether the legislation is 

reasonable and necessary, but ultimately the decision must be ours. If the decision of 

the Tanzanian Court of Appeal is inconsistent with this conclusion, I must express my 

disagreement with it.

148Constitution,

149 In doing so we

n
Deterrence

[116] The Attorney General attached considerable weight to the need for a deterrent to violent
crime. He argued that the countries which had abolished the death penalty were on 

the whole developed and peaceful countries in which other penalties might be 

sufficient deterrents. We had not reached that stage of development, he said. If in 

years to come we did so, we could do away with the death penalty. Parliament could 

decide when that time has come. At present, however, so the argument went, the 

death sentence is an indispensable weapon if we are serious about combatting violent 

crime.U
148 Id., wherein Ramadhani JA., highlights with respect to the Republic of Tanzania Constitution, that article 

30(2) provides that laws, and actions taken in accordance with such laws, shall not be invalidated under the 
Constitution if such laws (or actions) make provision, inter alia, for "ensuring that the rights and freedom of 
other or the public interest are not prejudiced by the misuse of the individual rights and freedom." Id. at p. 23. 
The judgment refers to "derogations" and not to "limitations".

149 See discussion on public opinion supra paras. 87 to 89.
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[117] The need for a strong deterrent to violent crime is an end the validity of which is not open to 

question. The state is clearly entitled, indeed obliged, to take action to protect human 

life against violation by others. In all societies there are laws which regulate the 

behaviour of people and which authorise the imposition of civil or criminal sanctions 

on those who act unlawfully. This is necessary for the preservation and protection of 

society. Without law, society cannot exist. Without law, individuals in society have 

no rights. The level of violent crime in our country has reached alarming proportions. 
It poses a threat to the transition to democracy, and the creation of development 
opportunities for all, which are primary goals of the Constitution. The high level of 

violent crime is a matter of common knowledge and is amply borne out by the 

statistics provided by the Commissioner of Police in his amicus brief. The power of 

the State to impose sanctions on those who break the law cannot be doubted. It is of 

fundamental importance to the future of our country that respect for the law should be 

restored, and that dangerous criminals should be apprehended and dealt with firmly. 
Nothing in this judgment should be understood as detracting in any way from that 
proposition. But the question is not whether criminals should go free and be allowed 

to escape the consequences of their anti-social behaviour. Clearly they should not; 
and equally clearly those who engage in violent crime should be met with the full 
rigour of the law. The question is whether the death sentence for murder can 

legitimately be made part of that law. And this depends on whether it meets the 

criteria prescribed by section 33(1).

O

(J [118] The Attorney General pointed to the substantial increase in the incidence of violent crime 

over the past five years during which the death sentence has not been enforced. He 

contended that this supported his argument that imprisonment is not a sufficient 
deterrent, and that we have not yet reached the stage of development where we can do 

without the death sentence. Throughout this period, however, the death sentence 

remained a lawful punishment, and was in fact imposed by the courts although the
The moratorium was only announced formally on150sentences were not carried out.

150 S V W 1993(2) SACK 74, at 76H-I.
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151 A decision could have been taken at any time to terminate the 

moratorium on executions, and none of the criminals had any assurance that the 

moratorium would still be in place if they were to be caught, brought to trial, 
convicted and sentenced to death.

27 March 1992.

n

I

u

151 In the Statement of Minister of Justice dated 27 March 1992, supra note 31, para. 22.
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[119] The cause of the high incidence of violent crime cannot simply be attributed to the failure to 

carry out the death sentences imposed by the courts. The upsurge in violent crime 

came at a time of great social change associated with political turmoil and conflict, 

particularly during the period 1990 to 1994. It is facile to attribute the increase in 

violent crime during this period to the moratorium on executions, 
progression that started before the moratorium was annoimced. There are many 

factors that have to be taken into account in looking for the cause of this 

phenomenon. It is a matter of common knowledge that the political conflict during 

this period, particularly in Natal and the Witwatersrand, resulted in violence and 

destruction of a kind not previously experienced. No-go areas, random killings on 

trains, attacks and counter attacks upon political opponents, created a violent and 

unstable environment, manipulated by political dissidents and criminal elements 

alike.

152 It was a

O

[120] Homelessness, unemployment, poverty and the frustration consequent upon such conditions 

are other causes of the crime wave. And there is also the important factor that the 

police and prosecuting authorities have been unable to cope with this. The statistics 

presented in the police amicus brief show that most violent crime is not solved, and 

the Attorney General confirmed that the risk of a criminal being apprehended and 

convicted for such offences is somewhere between 30 and 40 per cent. Throughout 
the period referred to by the Attorney General the death sentence remained on the 

statute book and was imposed on convicted murderers when the Courts considered it 

appropriate to do so.U

[121] We would be deluding ourselves if we were to believe that the execution of the few persons 

sentenced to death during this period, and of a comparatively few other people each 

year from now onwards will provide the solution to the unacceptably high rate of 

crime. There will always be unstable, desperate, and pathological people for whom

152 Indeed, such a hypothesis is not bom out by the statistics analysed by Justice Didcott in his eoncurring 
opinion at para 182.
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the risk of arrest and imprisonment provides no deterrent, but there is nothing to show 

that a decision to cany out the death sentence would have any impact on the 

behaviour of such people, or that there will be more of them if imprisonment is the 

only sanction. No information was placed before us by the Attorney General in 

regard to the rising crime rate other than the bare statistics, and they alone prove 

nothing, other than that we are living in a violent society in which most crime goes 

unpunished - something that we all know.

[122] The greatest deterrent to crime is the likelihood that offenders will be apprehended,
convicted and punished. It is that which is presently lacking in our criminal justice 

system; and it is at this level and through addressing the causes of crime that the State 

must seek to combat lawlessness.O

[123] In the debate as to the deterrent effect of the death sentence, the issue is sometimes dealt with
as if the choice to be made is between the death sentence and the murder going 

unpunished. That is of course not so. The choice to be made is between putting the 

criminal to death and subjecting the criminal to the severe punishment of a long term 

of imprisonment which, in an appropriate case, could be a sentence of life
Both are deterrents, and the question is whether the possibility of153imprisonment.

being sentenced to death, rather than being sentenced to life imprisonment, has a 

marginally greater deterrent effect, and whether the Constitution sanctions the
limitation of rights affected thereby.

U

153 Since 1991, section 64 of the Correctional Service Act 8 of 1959 has provided that a person sentenced to 
life imprisonment may only be released from prison in the following circumstances: (a) the advisory release 
board "with due regard to the interest of society", recommends that the prisoner be released and (b) the Minister 
of Correctional Services accepts that recommendation and authorizes the release of the prisoner. This means 
that the Minister of Correctional Services must accept responsibility for the release of the prisoner, and can only 
do so if the advisory release board is in favour of the prisoner being released.
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[124] In the course of his argument the Attorney General contended that if sentences imposed by 

the Courts on convicted criminals are too lenient, the law will be brought into 

disrepute, and members of society will then take the law into their own hands. Law is 

brought into disrepute if the justice system is ineffective and criminals are not 
punished. But if the justice system is effective and criminals are apprehended, 
brought to trial and in serious cases subjected to severe sentences, the law will not 
fall into disrepute. We have made the commitment to "a future founded on the 

recognition of human rights, democracy and peaceful co-existence...for all South
Respect for life and dignity lies at the heart of that commitment. One 

of the reasons for the prohibition of capital punishment is "that allowing the State to 

kill will cheapen the value of human life and thus [through not doing so] the State 

will serve in a sense as a role model for individuals in society, 
such role models.

m154Africans.

n 11155 Our country needs

[125] The Attorney General also contended that if even one innocent life should be saved by the 

execution of perpetrators of vile murders, this would provide sufficient justification
The hypothesis that innocent lives might be saved must be 

weighed against the values underlying the Constitution, and the ability of the State to 

serve "as a role model". In the long run more lives may be saved through the 

inculcation of a rights culture, than through the execution of murderers.

156for the death penalty.

[126] The death sentence has been reserved for the most extreme cases, and the overwhelming
majority of convicted murderers are not and, since extenuating circumstances became 

a relevant factor sixty years ago, have not been sentenced to death in South Africa. I

154 This statement is taken from the provision on National Reconciliation,

155 Sopinka J (La Forest, Gonthier, lacobucci and Major JJ, concurring) in Rodriquez v British Columbia 
(1994) 17 CRR(2d) 193 at 218.

156 This proposition is advanced in greater detail by J Price, (1995) "De Rebus" 89.
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referred earlier to the figures provided by the Attorney General which show that 
between the amendment of the Criminal Procedure Act in 1990, and January 1995, 
which is the date of his written argument in the present case, 243 death sentences 

were imposed, of which 143 were confirmed by the Appellate Division. Yet, 
according to statistics placed before us by the Commissioner of Police and the 

Attorney General, there were on average approximately 20 000 murders committed, 
and 9 000 murder cases brought to trial, each year during this period. Would the 

carrying out of the death sentence on these 143 persons have deterred the other 
murderers or saved any lives?

[127] It was accepted by the Attorney General that this is a much disputed issue in the literature on 

the death sentence. He contended that it is common sense that the most feared 

penalty will provide the greatest deterrent, but accepted that there is no proof that the 

death sentence is in fact a greater deterrent than life imprisonment for a long period.
It is, he said, a proposition that is not capable of proof, because one never knows 

about those who have been deterred; we know only about those who have not been 

deterred, and who have committed terrible crimes. This is no doubt true, and the fact 
that there is no proof that the death sentence is a greater deterrent than imprisonment 
does not necessarily mean that the requirements of section 33 cannot be met. It is, 
however, a major obstacle in the way of the Attorney General's argument, for he has 

to satisfy us that the penalty is reasonable and necessary, and the doubt which exists 

in regard to the deterrent effect of the sentence must weigh heavily against his 

argument. "A punishment as extreme and as irrevocable as death cannot be 

predicated upon speculation as to what the deterrent effect might be... 
add that this obstacle would not be removed by the implementation of a suggestion in 

one of the amicus briefs, that section 277(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act should be 

made more specific, and should identify the extreme categories of murder for which 

the death sentence would be a permissible punishment.

r

u
157 I should

Prevention

157 Wright, CJ., in People v. Anderson, supra note 62, at 897.
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[128] Prevention is another object of punishment. The death sentence ensures that the criminal 
will never again commit murders, but it is not the only way of doing so, and life 

imprisonment also serves this purpose. Although there are cases of gaol murders, 
imprisonment is regarded as sufficient for the purpose of prevention in the 

overwhelming number of cases in which there are murder convictions, and there is 

nothing to suggest that it is necessary for this purpose in the few cases in which death 

sentences are imposed.

Retribution

n 158[129] Retribution is one of the objects of punishment, but it carries less weight than deterrence.
The righteous anger of family and friends of the murder victim, reinforced by the 

public abhorrence of vile crimes, is easily translated into a call for vengeance. But 
capital punishment is not the only way that society has of expressing its moral 
outrage at the crime that has been committed. We have long outgrown the literal 
application of the biblical injunction of "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth". 
Punishment must to some extent be commensurate with the offence, but there is no 

requirement that it be equivalent or identical to it. The state does not put out the eyes 

of a person who has blinded another in a vicious assault, nor does it punish a rapist, 
by castrating him and submitting him to the utmost humiliation in gaol. The state 

does not need to engage in the cold and calculated killing of murderers in order to 

express moral outrage at their conduct. A very long prison sentence is also a way of 

expressing outrage and visiting retribution upon the criminal.
U

[130] Retribution ought not to be given undue weight in the balancing process. The Constitution is 

premised on the assumption that ours will be a constitutional state founded on the 

recognition of human rights. 159 The concluding provision on National Unity and

1S8 S V P 1991 (1) SA 517 (A) at 523D-F. See also supra note 74.

159 The Preamble to the Constitution records that the new order will be a "constitutional state in which...all 
citizens shall be able to enjoy and exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms." The commitment to 
recognition of human rights is reaffirmed in the concluding provision on National Unity and Reconciliation.
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Reconciliation contains the following commitment:

The adoption of this Constitution lays the secure foundation for the people of South 
Africa to transcend the divisions and strife of the past, which generated gross 
violations of human rights, the transgression of humanitarian principles in violent 
conflicts and a legacy of hatred, fear, guilt and revenge.

These can now be addressed on the basis that there is a need for understanding but 
not for vengeance, a need for reparation but not for retaliation, a need for ubuntu but 
not for victimisation. (Emphasis supplied)

[131] Although this commitment has its primary application in the field of political reconciliation, 
it is not without relevance to the enquiry we are called upon to undertake in the 

present case. To be consistent with the value of ubuntu ours should be a society that 
"wishes to prevent crime...[not] to kill criminals simply to get even with them.

r
..160

The Essential Content of the Right

U

160 Brennan, J., in Furman v. Georgia, supra note 34, at 305.
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[132] Section 33(l)(b) provides that a limitation shall not negate the essential content of the right.
There is uncertainty in the literature concerning the meaning of this provision. It 
seems to have entered constitutional law through the provisions of the German 

Constitution, and in addition to the South African constitution, appears, though not 
precisely in the same form, in the constitutions of Namibia, Hungary, and possibly 

other countries as well. The difficulty of interpretation arises from the uncertainty as 

to what the "essential content" of a right is, and how it is to be determined. Should 

this be determined subjectively from the point of view of the individual affected by 

the invasion of the right, or objectively, from the point of view of the nature of the 

right and its place in the constitutional order, or possibly in some other way? 

Professor Currie draws attention to the large number of theories which have been 

propounded by German scholars as to the how the "essence" of a right should be 

discerned and how the constitutional provision should be applied.
Federal Constitutional Court has apparently avoided to a large extent having to deal 
with this issue by subsuming the enquiry into the proportionality test that it applies 

and the precise scope and meaning of the provision is controversial.

O
161 The German

162

[133] If the essential content of the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading 

punishment is to be found in respect for life and dignity, the death sentence for 
murder, if viewed subjectively from the point of view of the convicted prisoner, 
clearly negates the essential content of the right. But if it is viewed objectively from

161 Currie, supra note 139, refers to an analysis of the 'remarkable variety of views' on the meaning of 
'essence'. Id. at 178 (citing 2 Maunz/Durig, Art. 19, Abs. H, Rdnr. 16).U

162 Grimm, supra note 138, at page 276 states, "operating at an earlier stage than the essential content limit in 
Article 19(2), the proportionality principle has rendered the former almost insignificant." Currie, supra note 
139, notes that the German Federal Constitutional Court has remarked in at least one case that dealt with the 
'essential content' question that the Court "state[d] an alternative ground that, because of its greater stringency 
[the proportionality test], has made it unnecessaiy in most cases to inquire whether a restriction invades the 
'essentid content' of a basic right." Currie, supra note 139, at 306-307 (citing 22 BVerfGE 180,220 (1967)).
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the point of view of a constitutional norm that requires life and dignity to be 

protected, the punishment does not necessarily negate the essential content of the 

right. It has been argued before this Court that one of the purposes of such 

punishment is to protect the life and hence the dignity of innocent members of the 

public, and if it in fact does so, the punishment will not negate the constitutional 
norm. On this analysis it would, however, have to be shown that the punishment 
serves its intended purpose. This would involve a consideration of the deterrent and 

preventative effects of the punishment and whether they add anything to the 

alternative of life imprisonment. If they do not, they cannot be said to serve a life 

protecting purpose. If the negation is viewed both objectively and subjectively, the 

ostensible purpose of the punishment would have to be weighed against the 

destruction of the individual's life. For the purpose of that analysis the element of 

retribution would have to be excluded and the "life saving" quality of the punishment 
would have to be established.

n

[134] It is, however, not necessary to solve this problem in the present case. At the very least the 

provision evinces concern that, under the guise of limitation, rights should not be 

taken away altogether. It was presumably the same concern that influenced Dickson 

CJC to say in i? v Oakes that rights should be limited "as little as possible",
German Constitutional Court to hold in the life imprisonment case that all possibility 

of parole ought not to be excluded.

163 and the

164

The Balancing Process

[135] In the balancing process, deterrence, prevention and retribution must be weighed against the 

alternative punishments available to the state, and the factors which taken together 
make capital punishment cruel, inhuman and degrading: the destruction of life, the

163 R v Oakes, supra note 132, at 337 (citing R v Big M Drug Mart Ltd., supra, at 352).

164 See Kommers supra note 18.
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annihilation of dignity, the elements of arbitrariness, inequality and the possibility of 

error in the enforcement of the penalty.

[136] The Attorney General argued that the right to life and the right to human dignity were not
absolute concepts. Like all rights they have their limits. One of those limits is that a 

person who murders in circumstances where the death penalty is permitted by section 

211, forfeits his or her right to claim protection of life and dignity. He sought to 

support this argument by reference to the principles of self-defence. If the law 

recognises the right to take the life of a wrongdoer in a situation in which self- 
defence is justified, then, in order to deter others, and to ensure that the wrongdoer 
does not again kill an innocent person, why should it not recognise the power of the 

state to take the life of a convicted murderer? Conversely, if the death sentence 

negates the essential content of the right to life, how can the taking of the life of 

another person in self-defence, or even to protect the State itself during war or 

rebellion, ever be justified.

[137] This argument is fallacious. The rights vested in every person by Chapter Three of the
Constitution are subject to limitation under section 33. In times of emergency, some 

may be suspended in accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the
But subject to this, the rights vest in every person, including 

criminals convicted of vile crimes. Such criminals do not forfeit their rights under the 

Constitution and are entitled, as all in our country now are, to assert these rights, 
including the right to life, the right to dignity and the right not to be subjected to 

cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment. Whether or not a particular punishment is 

inconsistent with these rights depends upon an interpretation of the relevant 
provisions of the Constitution, and not upon a moral judgment that a murderer should 

not be allowed to claim them.

165Constitution.

U

«(2), ?, 10 Bmp ?i(?) m- in P8c4 N0N-p6iWGagL.6 i4?0H4s Bnp Tn 4enMS of sec^ia^ 34(5)(c) caNNo4 ee stSPeNpep 
pphTnc 8n enenaencf.
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[138] Self-defence is recognised by all legal systems. Where a choice has to be made between the 

lives of two or more people, the life of the innocent is given preference over the life 

of the aggressor. This is consistent with section 33(1). To deny the innocent person 

the right to aet in self-defence would deny to that individual his or her right to life. 
The same is true where lethal force is used against a hostage taker who threatens the 

life of the hostage. It is permissible to kill the hostage taker to save the life of the 

innocent hostage. But only if the hostage is in real danger. The law solves problems 

such as these through the doctrine of proportionality, balancing the rights of the 

aggressor against the rights of the victim, and favouring the life or lives of innocents
But there are strict limits to the taking of life.166over the life or lives of the guilty, 

even in the circumstances that have been described, and the law insists upon theseO limits being adhered to. In any event, there are material respects in which killing in 

self-defence or necessity differ from the execution of a criminal by the State. Self- 
defence takes place at the time of the threat to the victim's life, at the moment of the 

emergency which gave rise to the necessity and, traditionally, under circumstances in 

which no less-severe alternative is readily available to the potential victim. Killing 

by the State takes place long after the crime was committed, at a time when there is 

no emergency and under circumstances which permit the careful consideration of 

alternative punishment.

U
166 Self-defence is treated in our law as a species of private defence. It is not necessary for the purposes of 

this judgement to examine the limits of private defence. Until now, our law has allowed killing in defence of 
life, but also has allowed killing in defence of property, or other legitimate interest, in circumstances where it is 
reasonable and necessary to do so. S v Van Wyk 1967 (1) SA 488 (A). Whether this is consistent with the 
values of our new legal order is not a matter which arises for consideration in the present case. What is material 
is that the law applies a proportionality test, weighing the interest protected against the interest of the 
wrongdoer. These interests must now be weighed in the light of the Constitution.
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[139] The examples of war and rebellion are also not true analogies. War and rebellion are special 
cases which must be dealt with in terms of the legal principles governing such 

situations. It is implicit in any constitutional order that the State can act to put down 

rebellion and to protect itself against external aggression. Where it is necessary in the 

pursuit of such ends to kill in the heat of battle the taking of life is sanctioned under 
the Constitution by necessary implication, and as such, is permissible in terms of

But here also there are limits. Thus prisoners of war who have been 

captured and who are no longer a threat to the State cannot be put to death; nor can 

lethal force be used against rebels when it is not necessary to do so for the purposes 

of putting down the rebellion.

167section 4(1).

[140] The case of a police officer shooting at an escaping criminal was also raised in argument.
This is permitted under section 49(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act as a last resort if 

it is not possible to arrest the criminal in the ordinary way. Once again, there are 

limits. It would not, for instance, be permissible to shoot at point blank range at a 

criminal who has turned his or her back upon a police officer in order to abscond, 
when other methods of subduing and arresting the criminal are possible. We are not 
concerned here with the validity of section 49(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act, and I 
specifically refrain from expressing any view thereon. Greater restriction on the use 

of lethal force may be one of the consequences of the establishment of a 

constitutional state which respects every person's right to life. Shooting at a fleeing 

criminal in the heat of the moment, is not necessarily to be equated with the execution 

of a captured criminal. But, if one of the consequences of this judgment might be toU
167 IIThe inherent right of the State to assume extraordinary powers and to use all means at its disposal in 

order to defend itself when its existence is at stake is recognized by our common law as an exceptional and 
extreme constitutional tool." Per Sellkowitz J in End Conscription Campaign v Minister of Defence 1989 (2)
SA 180(C) at 199H. Here too it is not necessary to examine the limits of this "inherent right", or the limitations 
(if any) imposed on it by the Constitution. All that need be said is that it is of an entirely different character than 
the alleged "right" of the State to execute murderers, and subject to different considerations.
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render the provisions of section 49(2) unconstitutional, the legislature will have to 

modify the provisions of the section in order to bring it into line with the 

Constitution. In any event, the constitutionality of the death sentence for murder does 

not depend upon whether it is permissible for life to be taken in other circumstances 

currently sanctioned by law. It depends upon whether it is justifiable as a penalty in 

terms of section 33 of the Constitution. In deciding this question, the fact that the 

person sentenced to death is denied his or her right to life is of the greatest 

importance.

The Attorney General argued that all punishment involves an impairment of dignity. 
Imprisonment, which is the alternative to the death sentence, severely limits a 

prisoner's fundamental rights and freedoms. There is only the barest freedom of 

movement or of residence in prison, and other basic rights such as freedom of 

expression and freedom of assembly are severely curtailed.

[141]

O

Dignity is inevitably impaired by imprisonment or any other punishment, and the undoubted 

power of the state to impose punishment as part of the criminal justice system, 
necessarily involves the power to encroach upon a prisoner's dignity. But a prisoner 
does not lose all his or her rights on entering prison.

[Prisoners retain] those absolute natural rights relating to personality, to which 
every man is entitled. True [their] freedom had been greatly impaired by the legal 
process of imprisonment but they were entitled to demand respect for what 
remained. The fact that their liberty had been legally curtailed could afford no 
excuse for a further legal encroachment upon it. [It was] contended that the 
[prisoners] once in prison could claim only such rights as the Ordinance and the 
regulations conferred. But the directly opposite view is surely the correct one.
They were entitled to all their personal rights and personal dignity not temporarily 
taken away by law, or necessarily inconsistent with the circumstances in which 
they had been placed.

[142]

u

168

168 Innes J in Whittaker v Roos and Bateman 1912 AD 92 at 122-123. See also, Goldberg and Others v 
Minister of Prisons and Others 1979 (1) SA 14 (A) at 39H-40C; Nestor and Others v Minister of Police and 
Others 1984 (4) SA 230 (SWA) at 250F-251D.
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[143] A prisoner is not stripped naked, bound, gagged and chained to his or her cell. The right of 

association with other prisoners, the right to exercise, to write and receive letters and 

the rights of personality referred to by Innes J are of vital importance to prisoners and 

highly valued by them precisely because they are confined, have only limited contact 
with the outside world, and are subject to prison discipline. Imprisonment is a severe 

punishment; but prisoners retain all the rights to which every person is entitled under 

Chapter Three subject only to limitations imposed by the prison regime that are
Of these, none are more important than the section 

11(2) right not to be subjected to "torture of any kind...nor to cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment." There is a difference between encroaching 

upon rights for the purpose of punishment and destroying them altogether. It is that 
difference with which we are concerned in the present case.

169justifiable under section 33.

n

Conclusion

[144] The rights to life and dignity are the most important of all human rights, and the source of all 
other personal rights in Chapter Three. By committing ourselves to a society founded 

on the recognition of human rights we are required to value these two rights above all 
others. And this must be demonstrated by the State in everything that it does, 
including the way it punishes criminals. This is not achieved by objectifying 

murderers and putting them to death to serve as an example to others in the 

expectation that they might possibly be deterred thereby.U

[145] In the balancing process the principal factors that have to be weighed are on the one hand the 

destruction of life and dignity that is a consequence of the implementation of the 

death sentence, the elements of arbitrariness and the possibility of error in the 

enforcement of capital punishment, and the existence of a severe alternative 

punishment (life imprisonment) and, on the other, the claim that the death sentence is

169 See also. Woods v Minister of Justice, Legal and Parliamentary Affairs and Others, 1995 BCLR 56(ZSC) 
at 58F-G; Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78, 84-85 (1987).
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a greater deterrent to murder, and will more effectively prevent its commission, than 

would a sentence of life imprisonment, and that there is a public demand for 
retributive justice to be imposed on murderers, which only the death sentence can 

meet.

[146] Retribution cannot be accorded the same weight under our Constitution as the rights to life 

and dignity, which are the most important of all the rights in Chapter Three. It has 

not been shown that the death sentence would be materially more effective to deter or 
prevent murder than the alternative sentence of life imprisonment would be. Taking 

these factors into account, as well as the elements of arbitrariness and the possibility 

of error in enforcing the death penalty, the clear and convincing case that is required 

to justify the death sentence as a penalty for murder, has not been made out. The 

requirements of section 33(1) have accordingly not been satisfied, and it follows that 
the provisions of section 277(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 must be held 

to be inconsistent with section 11(2) of the Constitution. In the circumstances, it is 

not necessary for me to consider whether the section would also be inconsistent with 

sections 8, 9 or 10 of the Constitution if they had been dealt with separately and not 
treated together as giving meaning to section 11(2).

n

Section 241(8) of the Constitution

[147] In the present case the trial had been completed but an appeal to the Appellate Division was 

pending, when the 1993 Constitution came into force. The validity of the trial, and 

the fact that the death sentences were competent sentences at the time they were 

imposed, are not in issue. What is in issue before the Appellate Division is whether 

the death sentences can and should be confirmed. It has postponed its judgment 
pending the determination of the issues referred to us for our decision.

L.'

[148] It is not necessary to deal with the provisions of section 241(8) in the present case. The 

Attorney General correctly conceded that if the death penalty for murder is 

unconstitutional, it would not be competent to carry out the death sentences that have 

been imposed on the accused. The prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading
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punishment is applicable to all punishments implemented after the 27* April, and can 

be invoked to prevent a punishment being carried out even if the punishment was 

lawful when it was imposed. 170

The Order to be made

[149] I have dealt in this judgment only with the provisions of section 277(l)(a) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act, but it is clear that if subsection (l)(a) is inconsistent with the 

Constitution, subsections (l)(c) to (l)(f) must also be unconstitutional, so too must 
provisions of legislation corresponding to sections 277(l)(a), (c), (d), (e) and (f) that 
are in force in parts of the national territory in terms of section 229 of the 

Constitution. Different considerations arising from section 33(1) might possibly 

apply to subsection (b) which makes provision for the imposition of the death 

sentence for treason committed when the republic is in a state of war. No argument 
was addressed to us on this issue, and I refrain from expressing any views thereon.

n

[150] The proper sentence to be imposed on the accused is a matter for the Appellate Division and 

not for us to decide. This, and other capital cases which have been postponed by the 

Appellate Division pending the decision of this Court on the constitutionality of the 

death sentence, can now be dealt with in accordance with the order made in this case. 
Lest there be any doubt on this score, one of the effects of our judgment is to prohibit 
the State, or any of its organs, from executing persons whose appeals against 
sentences of death have been disposed of. Such persons will remain in custody under 
the sentences imposed on them until such sentences have been set aside in accordance 

with law, and substituted by appropriate and lawful punishments. This will form part 

of the order made.

U

[151] The following order is made:

170 See Pratt v Attorney General for Jamaica; and Catholic Commission for Justice in Zimbabwe v The 
Attorney General, Zimbabwe, and Others, supra note 3.
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In terms of section 98(5) of the Constitution, and with effect from the date of this 

order, the provisions of paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of section 277(1) of the 

Criminal Procedure Act, and all corresponding provisions of other legislation 

sanctioning capital punishment which are in force in any part of the national territory 

in terms of section 229, are declared to be inconsistent with the Constitution and, 
accordingly, to be invalid.

1.

In terms of section 98(7) of the Constitution, and with effect from the date of this 

order:
2.

O the State is and all its organs are forbidden to execute any person already 

sentenced to death under any of the provisions thus declared to be invalid; and
(a)

(b) all such persons will remain in custody under the sentences imposed on them, 
until such sentences have been set aside in accordance with law and 

substituted by lawful punishments.

[152] ACKERMANN J: I concur fully in the judgment of the President, both regarding his
conclusions and his reasons therefor, save in the respects hereinafter set forth. I also 

agree with the order proposed by him.

U
[153] I place greater emphasis on the inevitably arbitrary nature of the decision involved in the

imposition of the death penalty as a form of punishment in supporting the conclusion 

that it constitutes "cruel", "inhuman” and "degrading punishment" within the meaning 

of section 11(2) of the Constitution, which cannot be saved by section 33(1).

[154] In paragraphs [43] to [56] of his judgment the President deals with the arbitrariness and 

inequality of the death penalty. He deals (more particularly in paragraphs [55] and 

[56]) with the difficulties faced by the US Supreme Court in trying to eliminate the 

dangers of arbitrariness by employing the due process provisions of the Fifth and
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Fourteenth Amendments. Such efforts cause considerable expense and interminable 

delays, and the President concludes by expressing the view that we should not follow 

the United States route. I agree, but that does not mean that we ought not to accord 

greater weight to considerations of arbitrariness and inequality. The US Supreme 

Court has been obliged to follow the route it did because, so it seems to me, their 
Constitution postulates (by implication) that it is possible to devise due process 

mechanisms which can deal with the arbitrary and unequal features of death sentence 

imposition. We are not so constrained. Our right to life is not qualified in the way it is 

qualified in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the US Constitution. We are not 
constitutionally constrained to accept the arbitrary consequences of the imposition of 

the death penalty.
O

[155] The preamble to the Constitution refers to the creation of a new order in a state, which,
amongst other things, is described as a "constitutional state." Section 4(1) declares the 

Constitution to be the "supreme law of the Republic" which by virtue of section 4(2) 
"binds all legislative, executive and judicial organs of state at all levels of 

government." Every person's right to equality before the law is entrenched in section 

8(1) and in section 8(2) a substantial number of different grounds of unfair 

discrimination are prohibited. The constitutional importance of equality is further 
underscored in section 35(1) which enjoins the courts to promote the values which 

underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality in 

interpreting the provisions of Chapter 3.U

[156] In reaction to our past, the concept and values of the constitutional state, of the "regstaat", 
and the constitutional right to equality before the law are deeply foundational to the 

creation of the "new order" referred to in the preamble. The detailed enumeration and 

description in section 33(1) of the criteria which must be met before the legislature 

can limit a right entrenched in Chapter 3 of the Constitution emphasises the 

importance, in our new constitutional state, of reason and justification when rights are 

sought to be curtailed. We have moved from a past eharacterised by much which was 

arbitrary and unequal in the operation of the law to a present and a future in a
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constitutional state where state aetion must be such that it is capable of being 

analysed and justified rationally. The idea of the constitutional state presupposes a 

system whose operation can be rationally tested against or in terms of the law. 
Arbitrariness, by its very nature, is dissonant with these core concepts of our new 

constitutional order. Neither arbitrary action nor laws or rules which are inherently 

arbitrary or must lead to arbitrary application can, in any real sense, be tested against 
the precepts or principles of the Constitution’’'. Arbitrariness must also inevitably, by

171 See in general Prof. E Mureinik 'A Bridge to Where? Introducing the Interim Bill of Rights' 10 (1994) 
SAJHR 31. At 32 the learned author points out that -

n "If the new Constitution is a bridge away from a culture of authority, it is clear what it must be 
a bridge to. It must lead to a culture of justification - a culture in which every exercise of 
power is expected to be justified;... If the Constitution is to be a bridge in this direction, it is 
plain that the Bill of Rights must be its chief strut".

At 38 he points out that Chapter 3 of the Constitution, and in particular section 24, the administrative justice 
clause -

"gives a lead which, properly followed, would put South Africa at the frontiers of the search 
for a culture of justification."

U
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its very nature, lead to the unequal treatment of persons. Arbitrary action, or decision 

making, is incapable of providing a rational explanation as to why similarly placed 

persons are treated in a substantially different way. Without such a rational justifying 

mechanism, unequal treatment must follow.

[157] It is in the context of our (textually) unqualified section 9 right to life that I find certain 

observations in the US decisions supportive on the issue and consequences of 

arbitrariness. We are free to look at the incidence and consequences of arbitrariness 

without being constrained by a constitutional authorization (whether explicit or 
implicit) of the death penalty. One must of course constantly bear in mind that the 

relevant criteria in the Eighth Amendment of the US Constituion also differ from 

those in section 11(2) of our Constitution. Whereas in the former they are "cruel and 

unusual" in the latter they are "cruel, inhuman or degrading".

O

[158] In Furman v. Georda*^^ the US Supreme Court had to consider a case where the

determination of whether the penalty for murder and rape should be death or another 
punishment was left by the State of Georgia to the discretion of the judge or of the 

jury. In the course of his judgment*’^ Douglas J referred with approval to the 

following comments in a journal article:

U "A penalty ... should be considered 'unusually' imposed if it is administered 
arbitrarily or discriminatingly... [tjhe extreme rarity with which applicable death 
penalty provisions are put to use raises a strong inference of arbitrariness."

He further expressed the view'’'^ that -

''[t]he high service rendered by the 'cruel and unusual' punishment clause of the 
Eighth Amendment is to require legislatures to write penal laws that are evenhanded,

172408 US 238 (1972).

173Id. at 249.

174Id. at 256.
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non-selective, and nonarbitrary

[159] On the issue of arbitrariness Brennan J observed in Furman^^^ that -

"In determining whether a punishment comports with human dignity, we are aided 
also by a second principle inherent in the [Cruel and Unusual Punishments] Clause - 
that the State must not arbitrarily inflict a severe punishment. This principle derives 
from the notion that the State does not respect human dignity when, without reason, 
it inflicts upon some people a severe punishment that it does not inflict upon others."

n

u

175Id. at 274.
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He also stated’^® (in a context not dissimilar to ours where a vast number of murders 

are committed, a large number of accused charged and convicted but relatively few 

ultimately executed) that -

"No one has yet suggested a rational basis that could differentiate in those terms the 
few who die from the many who go to prison. Crimes and criminals simply do not 
admit of a distinction that can be drawn so finely as to explain, on that ground, the 
execution of such a tiny sample of those eligible 
in fact."

Nor is the distinction credible

[160] Stewart J founded his judgment on the fact that the imposition of so extreme a penalty in 

pursuance of the Georgia statute was inevitably arbitrary. After referring to the fact 
that "the petitioners are among a capriciously selected random handful upon whom 

the sentence of death has in fact been imposed" he concludes simply by holding that -

n

"the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments cannot tolerate the infliction of a sentence 
of death under legal systems that permit this unique penalty to be so wantonly and so 
freakishly imposed"'’’

U

’’'"Id. at 294.

177Id. at 309-310.
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[161] In Callins v. Collins, cert, denied, 114 S.Ct. 1127, 127 L.Ed 435 (1994) Blackmun J filed a 

dissenting opinion. In it he observed that 178

"[e]xperience has taught us that the constitutional goal of eliminating arbitrariness 
and discrimination from the administration of death, see Furman v. Georgia, supra. 
can never be achieved without compromising an equally essential component of 
fundamental fairness - individualized sentencing. See Lockett v. Ohio. 438 U.S. 586 
(1978)."

179and, commenting upon its unavoidable arbitrariness, that

"[i]t is virtually self-evident to me now that no combination of procedural rules or 
substantive regulations ever can save the death penalty from its inherent 
constitutional deficiencies. The basic question - does the system accurately and 
consistently determine which defendants 'deserve' to die? - cannot be answered in the 
affirmative."

n

180He further expressed the view that

"[ajlthough most of the public seems to desire, and the Constitution appears to 
permit, the penalty of death, it surely is beyond dispute that if the death penalty 
cannot be administered consistently and rationally, it must not be administered at 
all." (emphasis added)

178Callins v. Collins, supra, at 1129.

'’®Id.at 1130.

180U Id. at 1131.
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and that’®\ in the aftermath of the Fimnan judgment -

"[i]t soon became apparent that discretion could not be eliminated from capital 
sentencing without threatening the fundamental fairness due a defendant when life is 
at stake. Just as contemporary society was no longer tolerant of the random or 
discriminatory infliction of the penalty of death ... evolving standards of decency 
required due consideration of the uniqueness of each individual defendant when 
imposing society’s ultimate penalty... [T]he consistency and rationality promised in 
Furman are Inversely related to the fairness owed the individual when considering a 
sentence of death. A step toward consistency is a step away from fairness".

[162] In considering a constitutional right to life unfettered by the restraints or interpretative
problems of the right in the US Constitution, I am of the view that the above dicta are 

appropriate to the issue of the constitutionality of the death sentence in South Africa. 
As general propositions, which can be applied in the context of our Constitution, I 
would accept and endorse the views of Blackmun J.

(

[163] As to the more general prineiple that arbitrariness eonfliets with the idea of a right to equality 

and equality before the law I am fortified in my view by the following remarks of 

Bhagwati, J in Gandhi v. Union of India 1978 SC 597 at 624:

"We must reiterate here what was pointed out by the majority in E.P. Rovaopa v. 
State of Tamil Nadu (1974) 2 SCR 348: (AIR 1974 SC 555) namely, that 'from a 
positivistic point of view, equality is antithetic to arbitrariness. In fact equalily and 
arbitrariness are sworn enemies; one belongs to the rule of law in a republic, while 
the other, to the whim and caprice of an absolute monarch. Where an act is arbitrary, 
it is implicit in it that it is unequal both according to political logic and constitutional 
law and is, therefore violative of Article 14.

U

[164] I am mindful of the fact that it is virtually impossible (save in the case of rigidly
circumscribed mandatory sentences - which present other dangers) to avoid elements 

of arbitrariness in the imposition of any punishment. Arbitrary elements are present in

181 Id. at 1132.
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the difficult decision to send an offender to prison for the first time, or in deciding 

what the appropriate length of the prison sentence should be in any case where it is 

imposed. However, the consequences of the death sentence, as a form of punishment, 
differ so radically from any other sentence that the death sentence differs not only in 

degree but also

in substance from any other form of punishment. A sentence which preserves life 

differs incomparably from one which obliterates life. The executed person has, in
In this sense the death sentence is unique and

O iil82fact, "lost the right to have rights.

’^^Trop V. Dulles 356 US 84 (1958) at 102 quoted with approval by Brennan J in Furman, supra note 2, at 
289. See also Stewart J in Furman at 306:

"The penalty of death differs from all other forms of criminal punishment, not in degree but in 
kind. It is unique in its total irrevocability. It is unique in its rejection of rehabilitation of the 
convict as a basic purpose of criminal justice. And it is unique, finally, in its absolute 
renunciation of all that is embodied in our concept of humanity."

U
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the dimension and consequences of arbitrariness in its imposition differ 
fundamentally from the dimension and consequences of arbitrariness in the 

imposition of any other punishment .

O

U
183In Callins v. Collins, supra, at 1132, Blackmun J, quoting from the opinion of Stewart, Powell and Stevens 

JJ in Woodson v. North Carolina 428 US 280 (1976) at 305, pointed out that because of the qualitative 
difference of the death penalty, "there is a corresponding difference in the need for reliability in the 
determination that death is the appropriate punishment in a specific case."
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[165] In paragraphs [44] to [46] of his judgment the President has referred to the relevant statutory 

provisions prescribing the tests to be applied for the imposition of the death sentence 

and the guidelines laid down for their application by the Appellate Division of the 

Supreme Court. In the end, whatever guidelines are employed, a process of weighing 

up has to take place between "mitigating factors" (if any) and "aggravating factors" 

and thereafter a value judgment made as to whether "the sentence of death is the 

proper sentence." I am not suggesting that the statutory provisions could have been 

better formulated or that the Appellate Division guidelines could be improved upon. 
The fact of the matter is that they leave such a wide latitude for differences of 

individual assessment, evaluation and normative judgment, that they are inescapably 

arbitrary to a marked degree. There must be many borderline cases where two courts, 
with the identical accused and identical facts, would undoubtedly come to different 
conclusions. I have no doubt that even on a court composed of members of the genus 

Hercules’®"^ and Athena there would in many cases be differences of opinion, 

incapable of rational elucidation, on whether to impose the death penalty in a 

particular case, where its imposition was, as in the case of section 277(1) of the 

Criminal Procedure Act, dependant on the application of widely formulated criteria 

and the exercise of difficult value judgments.

n

[166] The conclusion which I reach is that the imposition of the death penalty is inevitably 

arbitrary and unequal. Whatever the scope of the right to life in section 9 of the 

Constitution may be, it unquestionably encompasses the right not to be deliberately 

put to death by the state in a way which is arbitrary and unequal. I would therefore 

hold that section 277(1 )(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act is inconsistent with the 

section 9 right to life. I would moreover also hold that it is inconsistent with section

u

'®^Prof. Dworkin's lawyer "of superhuman skill, learning, patience and acumen"; see Taking Rights Seriously 
(1978) 105.
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11(2). Where the arbitrary and unequal infliction of punishment occurs at the level of 

a punishment so unique as the death penalty, it strikes me as being cruel and 

inhuman. For one person to receive the death sentence, where a similarly placed 

person does not, is, in my assessment of values, cruel to the person receiving it. To 

allow chance, in this way, to determine the life or death of a person, is to reduce the 

person to a cypher in a sophisticated judicial lottery. This is to treat the sentenced 

person as inhuman. When these considerations are taken in conjunction with those set 
forth by the President in his judgment, they render the death penalty a cruel, inhuman 

and degrading punishment. For the reasons expounded by the President in his 

judgment, and with which I fully agree, neither the infringement of section 9 nor of 

section 11(2) by section 277(l)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act, can be saved by the 

provisions of section 33(1) of the Constitution. Accordingly the provisions of section 

277(1 )(a) must be held to be inconsistent with sections 9 and 11(2) of the 

Constitution.

n

[167] In paragraphs [132] to [134] of his judgment the President alludes to the provision in section 

33(l)(b) of the Constitution that a limitation "shall not negate the essential content of 

the right in question" but, after referring to uncertainties concerning its meaning, 
finds it unnecessary to resolve the issue in the present case. In paragraph [133] he 

postulates, however, a subjective and an objective approach to the problem. I do not 
necessarily agree with his formulation of the objective approach. In my view it is 

unnecessary in the present case to say anything at all about the meaning to be 

attached to this provision. It is one which the framers of our Constitution borrowed in 

part from article 19(2) of the German Basic Law ("Grundgesetz") which provides that

U

"In keinem Falle darf ein Grundrecht in seinem Wesensgehalt angetastet 
werden"
("In no case may the essence of a basic right be encroached upon"'^)

15From the official translation published by the Press and Information Office of the Federal Government, 
Bonn (1994).
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There are obvious differences in the wording of the qualification. Nevertheless there 

is a wealth of German case law and scholarship on the topic’^. Without the fullest

16Decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court: 2 BVerfGE 266 at 285; 6 BVerfGE 32 at 41; 7 BVerfGE 377 
at 411; 13 BVerfGE 97 at 122; 15 BVerfGE 126 at 144; 16 BVerfGE 194 at 201; 21 BVerfGE 92 at 93; 22 
BVerfGE 180 at 218; 27 BVerfGE 344 at 350; 30 BVerfGE 1 at 24; 30 BVerfGE 47 at 53; 31 BVerfGE 58 at 
61; 32 BVerfGE 373 at 379; 34 BVerfGE 238 at 245; 58 BVerfGE 300 at 348; 61 BVerfGE 82 at 113; 80 
BVerfGE 367 at 373.

Decisions of the Federal Administrative Court: 1 BVerwGE 92 at 93; 1 BVerwGE 269 at 270; 2 
BVerwGE 85 at 87; BVerwGE reported in 90 Deutsches Verwaltunnsblatt at 709.

Decisions of the Federal Court of Justice: 4 BGHSt 375 at 377 (also reported in 1955 Die Offentliche 
Verwaltung at 176); 4 BGHSt 385; 5 BGHSt 375; 6 BGHZ 270 at 275; 22 BGHZ 168 at 176.

General academic works: Von Mtinch/Kunig Grundeesetz Kommentar (1992) 997-1004; Leibholz- 
Rinck-Hesselberger Grundeesetz Kommentar an Hand der Rechtsnrechung des Bundesverfassunasaerichts 
(1994)(commentary on art.l9) 16-18; Maunz-Durig-Herzog Grundeesetz Kommentar (1991) (commentary on 
art.l91I) 1-14; Jarass/Pieroth Grundeesetz fur die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (1992) 336-8; J Isensee & P 
Kirchhof (eds) Handbuch des Staatsrechts vol 5 (1992) 795; E Denninger in Reihe Altemativkommentare 
Kommentar zum Grundeesetz fur die Bundesrenublik Deutschland (1984) 1179; Schmidt-Bleibtreu-Klein 
Kommentar zum Grundsesetz (1990) 397-9; K Hesse GrundzUee des Verfassunesrechts der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland (1991) 140; Von Maneoldt/Klein Das Bonner Grundeesetz (19661551; K Doehring Alleemeine

n
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exposition of, and argument on, inter alia, the German jurisprudence in this regard, I 
consider it undesirable to express any view on the subject.

n
Staatslehre (1991) 222; Maunz-Zippelius Deutsches Staatsrecht (1991) 161.

Specialist literature on art.l9(21 GG: P Haberle Die Wesenseehaltgarantie des Artikels 19 Abs. 2 
Grundgesetz (1983); E von Hippel Grenzen und Wesensuehalt der Grundrechte (1965); H Kruger ‘Der 
Wesensgehalt der Grundrechte des Art. 19 GG’ (1955) Die Offentliche Verwaltung 597; L Scheider Der Schutz 
des Wesenseehalts von Grundrechten nach Art.l9 Abs.2 GG (1983); G Herbert ‘Der Wesensgehalt der 
Grundrechte’ 12 (1985) Europaische Grundrechte Zeitschrift 321; Zivier Der Wesensgehalt der Grundrechte 
Diss. Berlin (1960); J Chlosta Der Wesensgehalt der Eiuentumseewahrleistung (1975): P Lerche Ubennass und 
Verfassunasrecht (1961); Kaufinann ‘Uber den ‘Wesensgehalt’ der Grund- und Menschenrechte’ (1984) Archiv 
fur Rechts- und Sozialphilosonhie 384; E Denninger ‘Zum Begriff des ‘Wesensgehaltes’ in der Rechtsprechung 
(Art.l9.Abs.n GG)’ (1960) Die Offentliche Verwaltung 812.

U
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[168] Members of the public are understandably concerned, often frightened, for their life and 

safety in a society where the incidence of violent crime is high and the rate of 

apprehension and conviction of the perpetrators low. This is a pressing public 

concern. However important it undoubtedly is to emphasise the constitutional 
importance of individual rights, there is a danger that the other leg of the 

constitutional state compact may not enjoy the recognition it deserves. I refer to the 

fact that in a constitutional state individuals agree (in principle at least) to abandon 

their right to self-help in the protection of their rights only because the state, in the 

constitutional state compact, assumes the obligation to protect these rights. If the state 

fails to discharge this duty adequately, there is a danger that individuals might feel 
justified in using self-help to protect their rights. This is not a fanciful possibility in 

South Africa. "The need for a strong deterrent to violent crime" is underscored by the 

President in his judgment as is the duty of the state, through the criminal justice 

system, to ensure that offenders will be apprehended and convicted, for these steps 

are conditions precedent to punishment.

O

17

[ 169] Apart fi-om deterring others, one of the goals of punishment is to prevent the convicted 

prisoner from committing crimes again. Both the preventative and reformative 

components of punishment are directed towards this end, although reformation 

obviously has the further commendable aim of the betterment of the prisoner. Society 

as a whole is justifiably concerned that this aim of punishment should be achieved 

and society fears the possibility that the violent criminal, upon release from prison, 
will once again harm society. Society is particularly concerned with the possibility of 

this happening in the case of an unreformed recidivist murderer or rapist if the death 

penalty is abolished.

U

Para. 117.
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[170] The President has rightly pointed out in his judgment that in considering the deterrent effect 
of the death sentence the evaluation is not to be conducted by contrasting the death 

penalty with no punishment at all but between the death sentence and "severe 

punishment of a long term of imprisonment which, in an appropriate case, could be a
I agree with this approach. With the abolition of 

the death penalty society needs the firm assurance that the unreformed recidivist 
murderer or rapist will not be released from prison, however long the sentence served 

by the prisoner may have been, if there is a reasonable possibility that the prisoner 
will repeat the crime. Society needs to be assured that in such cases the state will see 

to it that such a recidivist will remain in prison permanently.

sentence of life imprisonment";'*

n
[171] I appreciate the concern of not wishing to anticipate the issue as to whether life

imprisonment, however executed and administered, is constitutional or not. At the 

same time I do not believe that the two issues can be kept in watertight separate 

juristic compartments. If the death penalty is to be abolished, as I believe it must, 
society is entitled to the assurance that the state will protect it from further harm from 

the convicted unreformed recidivist killer or rapist. If there is an individual right not 
to be put to death by the criminal justice system there is a correlative obligation on 

the state, through the criminal justice system, to protect society from once again 

being harmed by the unreformed recidivist killer or rapist. The right and the 

obligation are inseparably part of the same constitutional state compact.u

Tara. 123.
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[172] Article 102 of the German Basic Law declares that capital punishment is abolished. The 

German Federal Constitutional Court considered the constitutionality of life 

imprisonment in 197?'^. The provision in the criminal code which prescribes life 

imprisonment for murder was challenged on the basis that it conflicted with the 

protection afforded to human dignity (art 1.1) and personal freedom (art 2.2) in the 

German Basic Law. The Court upheld the law on the basis that it was not shown that 
the serving of a sentence of life imprisonment leads to irreparable physical or 
psychological damage to the prisoner's health. The Court did however find that the 

right to human dignity demands a humane execution of the sentence. This meant that 
the existing law, which made provision for executive pardon, had to be replaced by a 

law laying down objective criteria for the release of prisoners serving life sentences. 
In the course of its Judgment, the Court made clear that there is nothing 

constitutionally objectionable to executing a life sentence in full in cases where the 

prisoner does not meet the criteria. At page 242 of the judgment the Court said:

O

"Die Menschenwurde wird auch dann nicht verletzt, wenn der Vollzug der Strafe 
wegen fortdauemder Gefahrlichkeit des Gefangenen notwendig ist und sich aus 
diesem Grunde eine Begnadigung verbietet. Es ist der staatlichen Gemeinschaft nicht 
verwehrt, sich gegen einen gemeingefahrlichen Straftater durch Freiheitsentzug zu 
sichem."

("Human dignity is not infringed when the execution of the sentence remains 
necessary due to the continuing danger posed by the prisoner and clemency is for this 
reason precluded. The state is not prevented from protecting the community from 
dangerous criminals by keeping them incarcerated".)U

[173] DIDCOTT J: I agree with Chaskalson P that our new Constitution (Act 200 of 1993)

1945 BVerfGE 187.
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outlaws capital punishment in South Africa for the crimes covered by his judgment, 
and I concur in the order giving effect to that conclusion which he proposes to make.

[174] My grounds for believing the death penalty to be unconstitutional for the crimes in question 

are these. Capital punishment violates the right to life of every person that is 

protected by section 9 of the Constitution and contravenes the prohibition pronounced 

in section 11 (2) against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment, both of which bind 

the state and its organs in terms of section 7(1). The provisions of the Criminal 
Procedure Act ( 51 of 1977) that sanction sentences of death for such crimes are not 
saved from nullification in their consequent clash with sections 9 and 11 (2). For 
they fail to satisfy the conditions which paragraph (a) of section 33(1) prescribes for 
their survival as exceptions to the general rule, the conditions requiring that they must 
be reasonable in the first place and, in a society of the sort described there, justifiable 

in the second. Nor do they pass the further test of necessity set by paragraph (aa) for 
any permissible invasion of section 11(2).

O

[175] Perhaps the essential content of the right to life is negated in addition, an effect not
countenanced by paragraph (b) of section 33(1) which subjects the legitimacy of any 

encroachment on the right to the extra requirement that no such result may ever 
ensue. That point may be put aside, however, once the requirements of paragraphs 

(a) and (aa) are not met. Negating the essential content of a constitutional right is a 

concept less simple and clear than it may appear at first to be. Any definitive ruling 

on its import that was made now would have a profound bearing on other issues 

likely to confront us in the future, with implications for them which are difficult to 

foresee at so early a stage in the development of our jurisprudence. It is better, I 
therefore feel, not to go into the question on this occasion, but to leave that open for 
consideration and decision on a different one when it has to be answered.

U

[176] Nor, for much the same reasons, do I think it wise to venture at present a comprehensive and 

exact definition of what is encompassed by the constitutional right to life. It suffices 

for the purposes of this case to say that the proclamation of the right and the respect
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for it demanded from the state must surely entitle one, at the very least, not to be put 
to death by the state deliberately, systematically and as an act of policy that denies in 

principle the value of the victim's life. Those are hardly features of deaths which the 

state may happen to cause in the course of waging defensive warfare, quelling an 

insurrection or rescuing hostages, to cite some situations debated before us in which a 

constitutional protection of life was said to be inconceivable. Such hallmarks do, 
however, characterise every execution by the state of a criminal.

[177] Whether execution ranks also as a cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment is a question 

that lends itself to no precise measurement. It calls for a value judgment in an area 

where personal opinions are prone to differ, a value judgment that can easily become 

entangled with or be influenced by one's own moral attitude and feelings.
Judgments of that order must often be made by courts of law, however, whose 

training and experience warns them against the trap of undue subjectivity. Such a 

judgment is now required from us, at all events, and would have been Inescapable 

whichever way the question was answered. Nor do we lack guidance on it. A 

provision of the Zimbabwean Constitution which banned inhuman or degrading 

punishment was considered by their Supreme Court in Catholic Commission for 

Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, and Others 1993(4) 
SA 239 (ZSC). Gubbay CJ had this to say about it (at 247 I - 248 B):

r I

u "It is a provision that embodies broad and idealistic notions of dignity, humanity
and decency. It guarantees that punishment....of the individual be exercised within
the ambit of civilised standards. Any punishment....incompatible with the evolving
standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society, or which involve 
the infliction of unnecessary suffering, is repulsive. What might not have been 
regarded as inhuman decades ago may be revolting to the new sensitivities which 
emerge as civilisation advances".

The same goes, I firmly believe, for our section 11(2). Gubbay CJ continued thus (at 

248 B-C):
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"(A)n application of this approach to whether a form of... punishment... is inhuman 
or degrading is dependent upon the exercise of a value judgment...; one that must 
not only take account of the emerging consensus of values in the civilised 
international community (of which this country is a part).... but of contemporary 
norms operative in Zimbabwe and the sensitivities of its people".

I take that view here too, where such norms and sensitivities are demonstrated, 
above all else, by the altruistic and humanitarian philosophy which animates the 

Constitution enjoyed by us nowadays.

n
[178] Capital punishment was discussed at length in Furman v State of Georgia{\912) 408 US

238, a case handled by the Supreme Court of the United States of America in which 

a comparably liberal philosophy was expounded by a number of the judges hearing 

it. Stewart J described that sentence (at 306) as -

“....unique ...in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in our
concept of humanity.”

Brennan J agreed, declaring in the same case (at 290 and 291) that:

“Death is truly an awesome punishment. The calculated killing of a human being 
by the state involves, by its very nature, a denial of the executed person’s humanity. 
The contrast with the plight of a person punished by imprisonment is evident....A 
prisoner remains a member of the human family...In comparison to all other 
punishments...the deliberate extinguishment of human life by the state is uniquely 
degrading to human dignity”.

U

The distinctive features of the penalty were emphasised by Brennan J elsewhere in 

his judgment, when he wrote (at 287 and 288) that:

“Death is today an unusually severe punishment, unusual in its pain, in its finality, 
and in its enormity. No other existing punishment is comparable to death in terms of 
physical and mental suffering... Since the discontinuance of flogging as a 
constitutionally permissible punishment..., death remains the only punishment that 
may involve the conscious infliction of physical pain. In addition, we know that
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mental pain is an inseparable part of our practice of punishing criminals by death, 
for the prospect of pending execution exacts a frightfiil toll during the inevitable 
long wait between the imposition of sentence and the actual infliction of death...
The unusual severity of death is manifested most clearly in its finality and enormity. 
Death, in these respects, is in a class by itself.”

In a Californian case, the one of The People v Anderson (1972) 493 P 2d 880, 
Wright CJ observed (at 894) that:

“The cruelty of capital punishment lies not only in the execution itself and the pain 
incident thereto, but also in the dehumanising effects of the lengthy imprisonment 
prior to execution during which the judicial and administrative procedures essential 
to due process of law are carried out. Penologists and medical experts agree that the 
process of carrying out a verdict of death is often so degrading and brutalising to the 
human spirit as to constitute psychological torture.”

n

Liacos J elaborated on that aspect of the matter in the judgment which he delivered 

when District Attorney for the Suffolk District v Watson and Others (1980) 381 Mass
648

was decided in Massachusetts. The passages that I shall quote (at 678 - 9, 681 and 

683) are vivid. They went thus:U
“The ordeals of the condemned are inherent and inevitable in any system that 
informs the condemned person of his sentence and provides for a gap between 
sentence and execution. Whatever one believes about the cruelty of the death 
penalty itself, this violence done the prisoner’s mind must afflict the conscience of 
enlightened government and give the civilised heart no rest... The condemned must 
confront this primal terror directly, and in the most demeaning circumstances. A 
condemned man knows, subject to the possibility of successful appeal or 
commutation, the time and manner of his death. His thoughts about death must 
necessarily be focussed more precisely than other people’s. He must wait for a 
specific death, not merely expect death in the abstract. Apart from cases of suicide 
or terminal illness, this certainty is unique to those who are sentenced to death. The 
state puts the question of death to the condemned person, and he must grapple with 
it without the consolation that he will die naturally or with his humanity intact. A 
condemned person experiences an extreme form of debasement.... The death 
sentence itself is a declaration that society deems the prisoner a nullity, less than
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human and unworthy to live. But that negation of his personality carries through the 
entire period between sentence and execution.”

A similar account was furnished by Gubbay CJ in the Catholic Commission case 

when he said (at 268 E-H):

“From the moment he enters the condemned cell, the prisoner is enmeshed in a 
dehumanising enviromnent of near hopelessness. He is in a plaee where the sole 
object is to preserve his life so that he may be executed. The condemned prisoner is
‘the living dead’.... He is kept only with other death sentence prisoners - with those
whose appeals have been dismissed and who await death or reprieve; or those 
whose appeals are still to be heard or are pending judgment. While the right to an 
appeal may raise the prospect of being allowed to live, the intensity of the trauma is 
much increased by knowledge of its dismissal. The hope of a reprieve is all that is 
left. Throughout all this time the condemned prisoner constantly broods over his 
fate. The horrifying spectre of being hanged by the neck and the apprehension of 
being made to suffer a painful....death is ....never far from mind.”

[179] The Constitutions of California and Massachusetts forbade cruel punishments. Sentences of
death were held in each state to be contraventions of the prohibition which could not 
stand. The decision reached in the case of the District Attorney for Suffolk was 

announced by Hennessey CJ, who said (at 664 and 665):

O

“(T)he death penalty is unacceptable under contemporary standards of decency in its 
unique and inherent capacity to inflict pain. The mental agony is, simply and
beyond question, a horror.... We conclude....that the death penalty, with its full
panoply of concomitant physical and mental tortures, is impermissibly cruel....when
judged by contemporary standards of decency.”

Executions were not outlawed altogether, on the other hand, in either Furman v State 

of Georgia or the case of the Catholic Commission, despite the castigation that they 

then underwent. The reason lay in the special provisions of the governing charters, 
the Constitutions of the United States and Zimbabwe, each of which impliedly 

authorised the punishment, or appeared at least to do so, by protecting the right to 

life in terms that specifically excluded deaths thus caused. So, while executions 

could be and were banned in the particular circumstances of the two cases, 
insufficient room was visible for the total embargo which Brennan J and Gubbay CJ 

would no doubt have preferred to impose on them. No such obstacle was presented 

by the Constitution of Massachusetts or found to be raised at that time by the 

Californian one. None of this detracts, however, from my purpose in repeating the

U
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harrowing descriptions given on all four occasions of the ordeal suffered by 

criminals awaiting and experiencing execution. I am unaware of any criticism ever 
levelled at those descriptions, which were not disputed before us when reliance was 

placed on them in argument, and I have no reason to believe that they may have been 

inaccurate or exaggerated in any material respect. They suffice on the whole to 

convince me that every sentence of death must be stamped, for the purposes of 

section 11(2), as an intrinsically cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.

[180] I pass to the question whether capital punishment is nevertheless allowed by section 33(1) 
for the crimes that concern us now. I am not sure that a sentence with a sequel of 

such cruelty, inhumanity and degradation can ever be rightly regarded in a civilised 

society as a reasonable or justifiable measure, let alone a necessary one. But I shall 
assume that the penalty is not innately incapable of meeting those requirements.

O

[181] The most familiar argument advanced in support of capital punishment, and the main
contention we have to consider under the heading of its suggested permissibility, is 

that executions operate as a unique deterrent against the future comrnission of the 

crimes visited with them. That proposition, if sound indeed, deserves to be taken 

seriously. It then provides the strongest reason, in cases of murder at all events, for 
rating the sentence of death as an expedient which, though regrettable, passes 

constitutional muster. For section 9 protects likewise the lives of the innocent, the 

lives of potential victims. And that is a factor which must enter the reckoning, 
especially at present when the crimes of violence perpetrated here have become so 

prevalent and reached a level so appalling that acute anxiety is felt everywhere about 
the danger to life lurking around the comer. Such a time was said to be hardly 

propitious for, such a state of affairs to be scarcely conducive to, any relaxation in 

the rigour of the law. We dared not exacerbate the danger, we were warned, by 

reducing the force of deterrence in the combat with it. I agree that the nation cannot 
afford our doing so, and we would not wish it anyhow. Sight must never be lost, 
however, of this. The question is not whether capital punishment has a deterrent 
effect, but whether its deterrent effect happens to be significantly greater than that of
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the alternative sentence available, a suitably severe sentence of imprisonment which 

not only gets passed but may also be expected to run its course.

[182] The debate surrounding that question, an old one both here and elsewhere, has often been 

marked by the production of statistical evidence tendered to show that the death penalty 

either does not or does serve a uniquely deterrent purpose, as the case may be. The rate 

of capital crimes committed in a state performing executions is compared with that of 

the selfsame crimes experienced contemporaneously in some place or another where 

none occurs. The records of countries that executed convicts formerly, but have ceased 

doing so, are also examined. Comparisons are then drawn between the rates of those 

crimes found there before the punishment was abandoned and the ones encountered 

afterwards. Such statistics, when analysed, have always turned out to be inconclusive in 

the end. The pictures that they purport to present differ in the first place. The clarity of 

the sketching is impaired, in the second, by all sorts of variable factors for which no 

allowance is or can be made. One thinks, for instance, of differences and fluctuations in 

moral codes and values, in the efficiency and success of police forces in preventing and 

investigating crimes, in the climate for the collaboration and assistance that they need to 

obtain from the public and the extent of it which they manage to gain, in the 

organisation and skills of criminal conspirators and, above all perhaps, in the social and 

economic conditions that have so profound a bearing everywhere on the incidence of 

crimes. It therefore did not surprise me to hear that no great store was set in argument 
by figures of that kind. Others were drawn to our attention, which related to South 

Africa alone. They recorded the number of alleged murders that were reported here 

during every year from 1988 until 1993, inclusive of both. A globular increase 

emerged, the rate of which over the whole period of six years amounted approximately 

to 35% and accordingly to an annual average of almost 6%, calculated for convenience 

by means of a straight division that inflates the rate slightly, to be sure, since it 
disregards the effect on the percentage of the change from year to year in the figure on 

which it ought actually to be based. Interesting to notice, however, is this. The number 
of alleged murders rose by a mere 1% or thereabouts during 1993, in contrast with the
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average rate of 6% postulated, and by 9% during the time from the beginning of 1992 

until the end of 1993, which remained lower than the corresponding average of 12% for 
that period of two years. The significance of the arithmetic lies in the fact that the 

moratorium on executions was announced, formally and firmly, in March 1992. What 
the exercise appears to illustrate, if statistics prove anything in such an area, is the 

irrelevance of the announcement to the rate of murders alleged, which had grown 

steadily while executions were carried out and was not accelerated by the halt in 

hangings. The results of my analysis, for what they are worth, may be added to the 

cogent and stronger reasons which Chaskalson P has supplied in paragraphs [119] and 

[120] for rejecting the contention addressed to us that the moratorium had contributed 

materially to the increase.n
[183] Without empirical proof of the extent to which capital punishment worked as a deterrent, 

neither side could present any argument on the point better than the appeal to common 

sense that tends to be lodged whenever the debate is conducted. That the extreme 

penalty must inevitably be more terrifying than anything else was said, on the one hand, 
to speak for itself. It spoke superficially, we were told on the other, and unrealistically 

too. What stood to reason was this instead. A very large proportion of murderers were 

in no mood or state of mind at the time to contemplate or care about the consequences 

of their killings which they might personally suffer. Those rational enough to take 

account of them gambled by and large on their escape fi'om detection and arrest, where 

the odds in their favour were often rather high. The prospect of conviction and 

punishment was much less immediate and seldom entered their thinking. It was 

fanciful, should that happen on relatively rare occasions, to imagine their being daunted 

by the possibility of a journey to the gallows, a journey taken by only a small 
percentage of convicted murderers even at the height of executions in this country, but 
not by the probability of incarceration in a jail for many years and perhaps for the rest 
of their lives. The second school of thought is the one which gets to grips with the 

realities of the matter, in my opinion, appraising them with a lot more plausibility and 

persuasiveness than any that attaches to the stark proposition of the first school.
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[ 184] It is unnecessary, however, to go so far. The protagonists of capital punishment bear the burden 

of satisfying us that it is permissible under section 33(1). To the extent that their case 

depends upon the uniquely deterrent effect attributed to it, they must therefore convince 

us that it indeed serves such a purpose. Nothing less is expected from them in any event 
when human lives are at stake, lives which may not continue to be destroyed on the 

mere possibility that some good will come of it. In that task they have failed and, as far 
as one can see, could never have succeeded.

[185] In his judgment Chaskalson P has discussed retribution as another goal of punishment, and the 

arbitrariness and inequality contaminating our processes that culminate in executions. 
His treatment of the first subject will be found in paragraphs [129] to [131] and of the 

second one in paragraphs [48] to [54]. I share the view taken by him that retribution 

smacks too much of vengeance to be accepted, either on its own or in combination with 

other aims, as a worthy purpose of punishment in the enlightened society to which we 

South Africans have now committed ourselves, and that the expression of moral outrage 

which is its further and more defensible object can be communicated effectively by 

severe sentences of imprisonment. The inequality of which he has written may be 

curable in the long run, once it is not the result of the arbitrariness described by him. 
The same does not go, however, for the arbitrariness itself, a flaw in the edifice which 

Ackermann J has examined as well in paragraphs [158] to [165]. The problem of that is 

quite as intractable here as it has proved to be in the United States of America, where 

the courts have wrestled with it constantly and by no means to their satisfaction. For 
such arbitrariness is largely inherent in the nature of the proceedings from start to finish. 
Similar trouble may be inescapable, to be sure, in cases that are not capital ones. But in 

those producing sentences of death the arbitrariness is intolerable because of the 

irreversibility of the punishment once that gets put into force and the consequent 
irremediability of mistakes discovered afterwards, mistakes which do occur now and 

then notwithstanding the myth to the contrary. The defect then militates forcefully, I 
believe, against the reasonableness and justifiability of capital punishment.

n

o

[186] The conclusion to which I have thus come, echoing the one reached by Chaskalson P, is that the
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death penalty cannot survive our constitutional scrunity of it. The line I have taken in 

arriving there differs in some parts from that preferred by him, occasionally approaching 

a topic from another angle and sometimes placing the emphasis elsewhere. It has also 

called for less elaboration in the light of his meticulous research into a mountain of 

material and his erudite exposition of the themes developed from that. In general, 
however, I agree with his judgment, a profound and monumental work with which I feel 
proud to associate myself.

I wish before ending this judgment to add my voice to that of Chaskalson P in dealing with a 

eouple of points raised in argument on which he has commented already but which I 

have not yet mentioned.
Whether capital punishment ought to be abolished or retained amounted, so it was said, to a 

question of policy which Parliament should decide, representing as it did the citizens of 

the country and expressing their general will. The issue is also, however, a constitutional 
one. It has been put before us squarely and properly. We cannot delegate to Parliament 
the duty that we bear to determine it, or evade that duty otherwise, but must perform it 
ourselves. In doing so, we were counselled in the alternative, we had to pay great 
attention to public opinion, which was said to favour the retention of the death penalty. 
We have no means of ascertaining whether that is indeed so, but I shall assume it to be 

the case. One may also assume, with a fair measure of confidence, that most members of 

the public who support capital punishment do so primarily in the belief that, owing to its 

uniquely deterrent force, they and their families are safer with than without its 

protection. The feeling is quite understandable, given its basis. But it deserves no 

further homage if the premise underlying and accounting for it is fallacious or 
unfounded, as I consider that one to be. To allow ourselves to be influenced unduly by 

public opinion would, in any event, be wrong. Powell J disparaged such external 
pressures on constitutional adjudication when he said in Furman v State of Georgia (at 

443):

[187]

O
[188]

I

o

“(T)he weight of the evidence indicates that the public generally has not accepted either 
the morality or the social merit of the views so passionately advocated hy the articulate 
spokesmen for aholition. But however one may assess (the) amorphous ebb and flow of
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public opinion generally on this volatile issue, this type of enquiry lies at the periphery - 
not the core - of the judicial process in constitutional cases. The assessment of popular 
opinion is essentially a legislative, not a judicial, function.”

In similar vein were these remarks passed by Jackson J on the earlier occasion of JVesf 
Virginia State Board of Education v Barnette and Others (1942) 319 U5 624 (at 638):

“The very purpose of a bill of rights was to withdraw certain subjects from the 
vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities... and 
to establish them as legal principles to be applied by the courts. One’s right to life.... 
and other fundamental rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the outcome 
of no elections.”

("') [189] The other point was not so much a contention as a complaint, one registered against the 

sympathy with murderers, and the lack of any felt for the victims and their families, 
which some proponents of capital punishment have seen as the motivation behind every 

attack on it. It is unnecessary, I hope, for this court to answer that canard. In rebuttal of 

the criticism, lest it be levelled at us all the same, one can do no better than to repeat the 

following excerpts from the judgment which Wright CJ wrote in The People v Anderson 

(at 896 and 899):

“We are fully aware that many condemned prisoners have committed crimes of the 
utmost cruelty and depravity and that such persons are not entitled to the slightest 
sympathy from society in the administration of justice or otherwise.... Our conclusion 
that the death penalty may no longer be exacted in California.... is not grounded in 
sympathy for those who would commit crimes of violence, but in concern for the society 
that diminishes itself whenever it takes the life of one of its members. Lord Chancellor 
Gardiner reminded the House of Lords, debating abolition of capital punishment in 
England: ‘When we abolished the punishment for treason that you should be hanged, 
and then cut down while still alive, and then disembowelled while still alive, and then 
quartered, we did not abolish that punishment because we sympathised with traitors, but 
because we took the view that it was a punishment no longer consistent with our self- 
respect’.”

U

[190] South Africa has experienced too much savagery. The wanton killing must stop before it makes 

a mockery of the civilised, humane and compassionate society to which the nation 

aspires and has constitutionally pledged itself. And the state must set the example by 

demonstrating the priceless value it places on the lives of all its subjects, even the worst.
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[191] KENTRIDGE AJ: I agree with the order proposed by Chaskalson P and with the reasons for it 
eontained in his judgment and in the judgment of Didcott J In view of the importance of 

the issue and in deference to the forceful submissions of Mr von Lieres SC, the Attorney- 
General of the Witwatersrand, I add some remarks of my own.

[192] Capital punishment is an issue on which many members of the public hold strong and 

conflicting views. To many of them it may seem strange that so difficult and important a 

public issue should be decided by the eleven appointed judges of this court. It must be 

understood that we undertake this task not because we claim a superior wisdom for 
ourselves but, as Chaskalson P has explained in his judgment, because the framers of the 

Constitution have imposed on us the inescapable duty of deciding whether the death 

penalty for murder is consistent with Chapter Three of the Constitution. It should not be 

overlooked that a decision holding the death penalty to be constitutional would have 

been just as far-reaching an exercise of judicial power as the decision to strike it down.

n

[193] Some public commentators on the question before this court have supposed that any doubt as to 

the unconstitutionality of the death penalty was foreclosed by section 9 of the 

Constitution, which proclaims in unqualified terms that every person shall have the right 
of life, read with section 33(l)(b), which provides that no statutory limitation on that or 
any other constitutional right shall "negate the essential content of the right in question." 

The execution of a condemned prisoner, it is suggested, must negate entirely his right to 

life and must therefore ipso facto be in conflict with the constitution. For my part, I do 

not believe that this supposedly simple solution bears examination. Although the right to 

life is stated in unqualified terms its full scope and implications remain to be worked out 
in future cases. Certainly, as the President of the Court has pointed out, the right to life 

must accommodate the right to kill in lawful self-defence of one's own life or the lives of 

others, as well as the right of the State to defend itself against insurrection. The right to 

life may also be seen as entailing a duty on the State to protect the lives of its citizens by 

ensuring, as far as it is able, that unlawful killing is visited with condign punishment. 
That punishment like any other, must fall within the limits imposed by section 11(2) of 

the Constitution. As to section 33(l)(b), I agree with Chaskalson P that our decision in
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this case can be reached without requiring the Court to give an authoritative 

interpretation of that clause. We did, however, hear argument on the clause and I should 

like to state briefly why I do not think that it provides the short answer to the problem of 

the constitutionality of the death penalty.

[194] The source of section 33(1 )(b) is presumably the similar provision in the Constitution of the 

Federal Republic of Germany. As far as I am aware the German Constitutional Court 
has never given any definite interpretation to that clause. Varying constructions of it 
have been suggested by the authors cited by Chaskalson P in the footnotes to paragraphs 

108 and 132 of his Judgment; see also the discussion by Rautenbach in 1991 TSAR 403. 
For present purposes it is sufficient to mention two possible interpretations of section 

33(1 )(b). The first is that it requires one to consider the effect of any State action on the 

individual concerned - sometimes called the subjective approach. On this basis the 

infliction of the death penalty must conflict with section 33(1 )(b) because in destroying 

life it must negate the essence of the right to life. 1 do not find this so-called subjective 

interpretation convincing. It cannot accommodate the many State measures which must 
be necessary and justifiable in any society, such as long-term imprisonment for serious 

crimes. It is true that a prisoner, even one held under secure conditions, retains some 

residual rights. See Whittaker v Roos 1912 A.D. 92, 122-3, per Innes J. But 1 find it 
difficult to comprehend how, on any rational use of language, it could be denied that 
while he is in prison the essence of the prisoner's right to freedom (section 11), of his or 
her right to leave the Republic (section 20) or to pursue a livelihood anywhere in the 

national territory (section 26) is not negated. Many other examples could be given 

which in my view rule out the subjective approach of the sub-section.

O

O

[195] The other approach (sometimes, not altogether appropriately, called the objective approach) is to 

examine the law which is sought to be justified under section 33. That section states 

that rights entrenched in Chapter Three may be limited by laws of general application 

provided that sueh limitation complies with the requirements of paragraph (a) of sub
section 1 and provided further that it does not negate the essential content of the right in 

question. What must pass scrutiny under section 33 is the limitation contained in the law
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of general application. This means in my opinion that it is the law itself which must pass 

the test. On this basis a law providing for imprisonment for defined criminal conduct, 
cannot be said to negate the essential content of the right to freedom, whatever the effect 
on the individual prisoner serving a sentence under that law. Similarly such a law would 

not negate the essential content of the right of free movement. Those are general rights 

entrenched in the Constitution, and a law which preserves those rights for most people at 
most times does not negate the essential content of those rights. An example of a law 

which might negate the essence of the right to freedom of movement would be a law 

(such as the Departure from the Republic Act, 1955) under which no person may leave 

the Republic without the express or implied consent of the Government. Another 
possible example could relate to the right of Ifeedom of speech. A law providing for 
general censorship of all publications would on the face of it negate the essence of the 

right to freedom of speech. On the other hand a law providing penalties for what is 

colloquially referred to as "hate speech" would not, I think, negate the essence of that 
right. (Whether or not it would meet the other criteria of section 33 is a different 
question.)

O

[196] It follows that in my opinion that the true issue for decision is whether or not the death penalty 

for murder is a "cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment", although the entrenched right 
to life, like the right to dignity and to equality of treatment, does illuminate the issue. As 

both Chaskalson P and Didcott J have emphasised, capital punishment is qualitatively 

something quite apart from even the longest term of imprisonment. It entails the 

calculated destruction of a human life. Inequalities in its incidence are probably 

unavoidable. In the infliction of capital punishment judicial and executive error can 

never be wholly excluded nor, of course, repaired. With regard to the uniquely cruel and 

inhuman nature of the death penalty I would refer to the ample citation of American 

authority by Didcott J in paragraphs 6 and 7 of his Judgment and to the various decisions 

of international tribunals cited by Chaskalson P. I would add to these the judgment of 

Blackmun J in Callins v Collins 114 S. Ct. 1127 (1994). The statement of Stewart J in 

Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 306 cited by Scalia J in Harmelin v Michigan 501 US 

957 (1991), also deserves repetition:
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"The penalty of death differs from all other forms of criminal punishment, not 
in degree but in kind. It is unique in its total irrevocability. It is unique in its 
rejection of rehabilitation of the convict as a basic purpose of criminal justice. 
And it is unique, finally, in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in 
our concept of humanity."

The "death row" phenomenon as a factor in the cruelty of capital punishment has been 

eloquently described by Lord Griffiths in Pratt vJo/trooM [1994] 2 AC 1 andbyGubbay 

CJ in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney General 

Zimbabwe 1994 (4) SA 329. Those were cases of inordinately extended delay in the 

carrying out of the death sentence, but the mental agony of the criminal, in its alternation 

of fear, hope and despair must be present even when the time between sentence and 

execution is measured in months or weeks rather than years.

[197] It may be said that if the punishment is cruel so was the act of the murderer. That cannot and 

should not be denied. In the present case the Appellants committed murders of 

horrifying callousness motivated by nothing but greed. In some of the cases summarised 

in the Attorney-General's written submissions, all of them cases in which the Appellate 

Division had confirmed the sentence of death, the accused had, if that were possible, 
committed even more revolting acts of cruelty against their victims. I agree with 

Chaskalson P that proportionality is an ingredient to be taken into account in deciding 

whether a penalty is cruel, inhuman or degrading. But that does not mean that the State 

should respond to the murderer's cruelty with a deliberate and matching cruelty of its 

own. As Simon Jenkins said in a recent article on the death penalty in "The Times" 

(London), that would imply that punishment must not merely fit the crime, but repeat the 

crime.

U

[198] Section 35 of the Constitution requires us to "promote the values which underlie an open and 

democratic society based on freedom and equality." We are thus entitled and obliged to 

consider the practices of such societies. That exercise shows us that most of the 

countries which we would naturally include in that category have abolished capital 
punishment as a penalty for murder, either by legislation or by disuse. These countries
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include the neighbouring States of Namibia, Angola and Mozambique. The principal 
exceptions are the great democracies of India and the United States. In each of those 

countries the written constitution expressly contemplates the legitimacy, subject to 

safeguards, of the death penalty. Thus the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States begins with the words, "No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or 
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury..." 

There are similar express indications of the acceptability of the death sentence in Article 

21 of the Constitution of India. It is therefore understandable that the Supreme Courts of 

those two countries have found themselves unable to hold that the death penalty is per se 

unconstitutional. Nonetheless, in our attempt to identify objectively the values of an 

open and democratic society what I find impressive is that individual judges of great 
distinction such as Brennan J in the United States and Bhagwati J in India have held, 
notwithstanding those constitutional provisions, that the death penalty is impermissible 

when measured against the standards of humanity and decency which have evolved since 

the date of their respective constitutions. Similarly, courts to which considerable respect 
is due, such as the Supreme Court of California in People v Anderson 493 P.2d 880 

(1972) and the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in District Attorney for the 

Suffolk District v Watson 381 Mass 648 (1980) have held the death penalty to be a "cruel 
and inhuman punishment" and therefore in conflict with their respective State 

constitutions. In the California case that decision was arrived at notwithstanding clauses 

in the State Constitution which, like the United States Constitution, recognised the 

existence of capital punishment. (See Anderson'^ case at 886-7).

n

u
[199] The reference to "evolving standards of decency" is taken from the judgment of Warren CJ in

Prop V Dulles 356 US 86 at 101 (1958) where, speaking for the Court, he adopted as the

measure of permissible punishment under the Eighth Amendment of the United States
Constitution "the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing

Commenting on this dictum in Thomson v Oklahoma 487 US 815 (1988)
Scalia J (dissenting) said at 865:

"Of course, the risk of assessing evolving standards is that it is all too easy to 
believe that evolution has culminated in one's own views."

society.
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This is a pertinent warning whieh I have, I hope, kept in mind. I believe, nonetheless, 

that there is ample objective evidence that evolving standards of civilisation demonstrate 

the unacceptability of the death penalty in countries which are or aspire to be free and 

democratic societies. Most democratic countries have abandoned the death penalty for 
murder. Even in countries which have the death penalty on the statute books there is a 

decline in its use. Although one cannot say that the death penalty is as yet contrary to 

international law, Chaskalson P has demonstrated that that is the direction in which 

international law is developing. I shall come later to the question of public opinion and 

the guidance to be obtained from it, but what is clear to my mind is that in general in 

civilised democratic societies the imposition of the death penalty has been found to be 

unacceptably cruel, inhuman and degrading, not only to those subjected to it but also to 

the society which inflicts it. Simon Jenkins, in the article which I have already quoted, 
says that the State is (or should be) "institutionalised civilisation." I would agree, and 

add that this is especially true of the State created by our new Constitution. The 

deliberate execution of a human, however depraved and criminal his conduct, must 
degrade the new society which is coming into being.

O

[200] In the course of argument before us much was said about public opinion on the death penalty in 

South Africa. Both Chaskalson P and Didcott J have shown that public opinion, even if 

expressed in acts of Parliament, cannot be decisive. If we were simply to defer to public 

opinion we would be abdicating from our constitutional function. Yet, were public 

opinion on the question clear it could not be entirely ignored. The accepted mores of 

one's own society must have some relevance to the assessment whether a punishment is 

impermissibly cruel and inhuman. In Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 (1972) Brennan J 

at 277 said that one of the principles inherent in the constitutional prohibition of cruel 
and unusual punishments was that "a severe punishment must not be unacceptable to 

contemporary society." Much earlier, in Weems v United States 2\1 US 349,378 (1910) 
the United States Supreme Court had held that that provision of the Constitution was 

"not fastened to the obsolete", but might "acquire meaning as public opinion becomes 

enlightened by a human justice." I would, with all respect, suggest that the principle 

propounded by Brennan J may give too much weight to prevailing opinion - an opinion
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which may swing with public moods and varying public concerns. But in any event, 
whether or not a punishment is acceptable to contemporary society is not to be judged by 

the results of informal public opinion polls, still less by letters to the press. In People v 

Anderson (supra) Wright CJ speaking for the Supreme Court of California said at 893-4:
"Public acceptance of capital punishment is a relevant but not controlling factor 
in assessing whether it is consonant with contemporary standards of decency.
But public acceptance cannot be measured by the existence of death penalty 
statutes or by the fact that some juries impose death on criminal defendants.
Nor are public opinion polls about a process which is far removed from the 
experience of those responding helpful in determining whether capital 
punishment would be acceptable to an informed public were it even-handedly 
applied to a substantial proportion of the persons potentially subject to 
execution."

O In Gregg v Georgia 428 US 153 (1976) a judgment given four years after Furman v 

Georgia, supra, Stewart J at 179-180 found that developments during that period had 

shown that "a large proportion of American society continues to regard it (capital 
punishment) as an appropriate and necessary criminal sanction." The principal evidence 

on which Stewart J based this finding was that since the Furman case the legislatures of 

35 of the United States had enacted new death penalty statutes. Further, the Congress of 

the United States had enacted a statute providing the death penalty for aircraft piracy. In 

addition, he referred to an official State-wide referendum in the State of California 

adopting a constitutional amendment that authorised capital punishment.

[201 ] Needless to say, there was no similar evidence before us. Public opinion has not expressed itself 
in a referendum, nor in any recent legislation. Certainly, there is no evidence of a 

general social acceptance of the death penalty for murderers sueh as might conceivably 

have influenced our conclusions. On the contrary, developments in South Africa point in 

the opposite direction. It is to be noted that even at the time, during the previous decade, 

when South Africa had the unenviable reputation for carrying out more executions than 

any other country in the western world, only a proportion of those convicted of murder 
were sentenced to death, and of those many were reprieved. The amendment to the 

Criminal Procedure Act introduced by Act No 107 of 1990 drastically reduced the 

number of convicted murderers sentenced to death. The subsequent developments 

described by Chaskalson P including the official executive moratorium on the death
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penalty announced in March 1992, while not evidence of general opinion, do cast serious 

douht on the acceptability of capital punishment in South Africa. In fact, we are 

informed, since 1989 there has been no judicial execution in South Africa. Thus there 

has been in this country no indication whatsoever of what Stewart J in Gregg's case 

referred to as "society's endorsement of the death penalty for murder. 
Constitution itself such endorsement is markedly absent. Consequently, in all the 

circumstances, the appeal to public opinion could not affect our decision.

In the

[202] There is little I wish to add to what has been said by other members of the Court on the
application of section 33. On the question whether a death penalty can be justified by its 

deterrent effect the statistical and other evidence is inconclusive, as it was bound to be. 
As the analysis of Chaskalson P shows the statistical evidence comes nowhere near 
establishing that the death penalty is an effective deterrent against murder. Nor on the 

other hand can it be shown that it is not a deterrent. As Mr von Lieres pointed out, only 

those who were not deterred enter the statistics; the number who were deterred cannot 
be known. In Bums' well-known lines, "What's done we often may compute/But know 

not what's resisted." The most impressive argument of Mr von Lieres on this aspect of 

the case was that, statistics aside, the awfulness of the death penalty must in its nature 

deter some would-be murderers. In the face of the appalling murder rates in this country, 
he said, we cannot afford to relinquish any possible weapon in the fight against violent 
crime. That is a powerful argument but, given the cruelty and inhumanity of the death 

penalty, it is an argument which cannot in the end prevail. It relies essentially on the 

mere possibility that the death sentence may deter some murderers. That is not a 

sufficient justification for the continued existence of such an extreme punishment.
[203] I have little to add, too, to what Chaskalson P has said on the element of retribution as an

element in punishment. The Attorney-General's argument was that the criminal law 

including the modes of punishment must adequately reflect the moral outrage felt by 

society when a vicious and cold-blooded murder is committed. This too I regard as an 

argument of weight. One can understand in particular the reaction of the families of 

victims of murderers and the feeling that the culprits "deserve to die". But the choice, as 

Chaskalson P has pointed out, is not between death penalty on the one hand and the
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condonation of the murderer's act on the other. The choice is between the death penalty 

and a long term of imprisonment which might in appropriate cases include life 

imprisonment in the fullest sense of the term. As a civilised society it is not open to us, 
in my opinion, to express our moral outrage by executing even the worst of murderers 

any more than we could do so by the public hangings or mutilations of a bygone time.

[204] In conclusion I would endorse what Didcott J has cogently stated; the striking down of the 

death penalty entails no sympathy whatsoever for the murderer, nor any condonation of 

his crime. What our decision does entail is a recognition that even the worst and most 
vicious criminals are not excluded from the protections of the Constitution. In 1910 Mr 
Winston Churchill speaking in the House of Commons said this:

"The mood and temper of the public in regard to the treatment of crime and 
criminals is one of the most unfailing tests of the civilisation of any country. A 
calm dispassionate recognition of the rights of the accused, and even of the 
convicted criminal, against the State - a constant heart-searching by all charged 
with the duty of punishment - a desire and eagerness to rehabilitate in the 
world of Industry those who have paid their due in the hard coinage of 
punishment: tireless efforts towards discovery of curative and regenerative 
proeesses: unfailing faith that there is a treasure, if you can only find it, in the 
heart of every man. These are the symbols, which, in the treatment of crime 
and criminal, mark and measure the stored-up strength of a nation, and are sign 
and proof of the living virtue in it."

[205] KRIEGLER J: I agree with the conclusions reached by Chaskalson P, endorse the bulk of his 

reasoning and concur in the order he has formulated. There are just two points that I 
wish to add though: the first by way of additional emphasis and the second to indicate a 

somewhat different line of reasoning.

(J

[206] The basic issue, as Chaskalson P points out in the opening and concluding paragraphs of the 

main judgment, is whether the Constitution’ has outlawed capital punishment in South 

Africa.^ The issue is not whether I favour the retention or the abolition of the death

'Constitution of The Republic of South Africa, Act No. 200 of 1993, as amended.

^As sanctioned by section 277(1) of tbe Criminal Procedure Act, 1977, as amended and the corresponding
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penalty, nor whether this Court, Parliament or even overwhelming public opinion 

supports the one or the other view. The question is what the Constitution says about it.

n

u

provisions of the former Transkei, Bophuthatswana and Venda.

I
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[207] In answering that question the methods to be used are essentially legal, not moral or 

philosophical. To be true the judicial process cannot operate in an ethical vacuum. After 
all, concepts like "good faith", "unconscionable" or "reasonable" import value judgments 

into the daily grind of courts of law. And it would be foolish to deny that the judicial 
process, especially in the field of constitutional adjudication, calls for value judgments in 

which extra-legal considerations may loom large. Nevertheless, the starting point, the 

framework and the outcome of the exercise must be legal. The foundation of our state 

and all its organs, the rules which govern their interaction and the entrenchment of the 

rights of its people are to be found in an Act of Parliament, albeit a unique one.^ That 
Act entrusts the enforcement of its provisions to courts of law."^ The "court of final 

instance over all matters relating to the interpretation, protection and enforcement" of 

those provisions is this Court,^ appointment to which is reserved for lawyers.^ The

n

’Section 4 of the Constitution describes it as "the supreme law of the Republic ... [which] shall bind all 
legislative, executive and judicial organs of state at all levels of government." Section 7 makes Chapter 3, 
containing fundamental rights, binding on "all legislative and executive organs of state at all levels of 
government" and provides that it "shall apply to all law in force and all administrative decisions taken and acts 
performed during the period of operation of this Constitution."

'^See Chapter 7 of the Constitution.

’Section 98(2) of the Constitution.

®See section 99(2)(c) of the Constitution which requires on appointee to be a person who "(i) is a judge of the 
Supreme Court or is qualified to be admitted as an advocate or attorney and has, for a cumulative period of at 
least 10 years after having so qualified, practised as an advocate or an attorney or lectured in law at a university; 
or (ii) is a person who, by reason of his or her training and experience, has expertise in the field of constitutional

U
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incumbents are judges, not sages; their discipline is the law, not ethics or philosophy and 

certainly not politics.

[208] The exercise is to establish whether there is an invalid infringement of a right protected by 

Chapter Three. This

"calls for a 'two-stage' approach. First, has there been a contravention of a guaranteed 
right? If so, is it justified under the limitation clause?"’

For the first step, one need go no further than section 9 of the Constitution, which could 

not possibly be plainer:

"Every person shall have the right to life.

Whatever else section 9 may mean in other contexts, with regard to which I express no 

view, at the very least it indicates that the State may not deliberately deprive any person 

of his or her life. As against that general prohibition section 277(1) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act sanctions a judicial order for the deprivation of a person's life. The two 

provisions are clearly not reconcilable. Therefore, the latter provision is liable to be 

struck down under section 4(1) of the Constitution, unless it is saved by the second step 

of the analysis -application of the limitations clause.

U
law relevant to the application of this Constitution and the law of the Republic."

’Per Kentridge AJ, in S v Zuma and Others 1995 (4) BCLR 401, 414 (SA). The "limitation clause" he refers 
to is section 33(1) of the Constitution.
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[209] During the second step of the exercise one must ask whether that infringement of the right to life 

is reasonable and also whether it is justifiable in an open and democratic society based 

on freedom and equality (sections 33(l)(a)(i) & (ii)).® As I am satisfied that section 

277(1 )(a) does not meet the threshold test of reasonableness, I find it unnecessary to ask 

whether it is justifiable in the kind of society postulated. Nor do I consider the meaning 

of section 33(l)(b), which is discussed in paragraphs 132, 133 and 134 of the main 

judgment and paragraphs 193,194 and 195 ofthejudgmentofKentridge AJ.^ In respect 

thereof I express no opinion.

®The questions may well be asked what the distinction is between reasonable and justifiable and whether one 
test can be met and not the other. Be that as it may, this case is so clear that the distinction, if any, between the 
two criteria need not be considered.

U ^Relating to the meaning and effect of the prohibition in section 33(l)(b) against a limitation which "negate[s] 
the essential content of the right in question."
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[210] I also find it unnecessary to probe the outer limits of what is reasonable. At the very least the 

reasonableness of a provision which flies directly in the face of an entrenched right 
would have to be cogently established. Furthermore a provision relating to so basic and 

so precious a right as the right to life itself (without which all other rights are nought), 
would have to be manifestly reasonable. 10

[211] We were favoured with literally thousands of pages of material in support of and opposed to the 

death penalty, ranging from the religious, ethical, philosophical and ideological to the 

mathematical and statistical. Mr Von Lieres, SC, who argued the retentionist cause with 

great skill, in essence sought to bring the death sentence within the protection of section 

33(1) on the strength of its deterrent and retributive value. The main judgment deals 

with these two considerations'' and I merely wish to make a few additional observations 

regarding deterrence. 12

10The reasonableness of other limitations on the right to life does not arise here. Suffice it to say that there 
must always be a proportionality between any right and the limitation thereof sought to be saved under section 
33(1).

11 Paragraphs 116 to 127 on deterrence and 129 to 131 on retribution.

12No more need be said about retribution than has been said by my colleagues. See also paragraph 203 of the 
judgment of Kentrldge AJ and paragraph 185 of the judgment of Didcott J.

U
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[212] Nearly a quarter of a century ago the US Supreme Court decided the watershed case of Furman 

V Georgia. In the course of a compendiously researched opinion, Marshall J reviewed 

virtually every scrap of Anglo-American evidence for and against capital punishment. In 

the course of his "long and tedious journey" (his own description) he made the crucial 

finding that 200 years of research had established

"that capital punishment serves no purpose that life imprisonment could not serve 
equally well. 1.14

A decade later the Indian Supreme Court surveyed the international authorities for and 

against the death penalty in Bachan Singh's case, 
been written in support of both the abolitionist and the retentionist schools. But when all 
is said and done the answer is still what it was to Marshall J in Furman’s case: the death 

penalty has no demonstrable penological value over and above that of long-term 

imprisonment. No empirical study, no statistical exercise and no theoretical analysis has 

been able to demonstrate that capital punishment has any deterrent force greater than that 
of a really heavy sentence of imprisonment. That is the ineluctable conclusion to be 

drawn from the mass of data so thoroughly canvassed in the written and oral arguments 

presented to us.

15 Since then a great deal more hasn

[213] Another equally ineluctable conclusion then is that capital punishment cannot be vindicated by 

the provisions of section 33(1) of the Constitution.'^ It simply cannot be reasonable to
U

'408 US 238 (1972).

14Id. at 359.

15Bachan Sinah v State of Punjab (1980) 2 SCC 684, quoted in paragraph 76 of the main judgment.

16The provisions of section 277(l)(b), which sanction the death penalty for treason committed at a time when
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sanction judicial killing without knowing whether it has any marginal deterrent value.

Having concluded that capital punishment is ineonsistent with section 9 of the Constitution and 

cannot be saved by section 33(1), I find it unnecessary to consider its possible 

inconsistency with any other fundamental rights protected by Chapter Three. Vigilant 
protection of the right to human dignity (section 10) and of the immunity from cruel, 
inhuman or degrading punishment (section 11(2)) is undoubtedly essential. So too 

arbitrariness in the imposition of any sentence is fatally inconsistent with the demand for 

equality so emphatically mandated in sections 8(1) and (2). I do not want to be 

understood as disagreeing with the views expressed by any of my colleagues in regard to 

those rights and their importance; but in the hierarchy of values and fundamental rights 

guaranteed under chapter 3,1 see them as ranking below the right to life. Indeed, they 

are subsumed by that most basic of rights. Inasmuch as capital punishment, by 

definition, strikes at the heart of the right to life, the debate need go no further.

[214]

(

LANG A J: I agree with the conclusions reached by Chaskalson P and generally with the 

reasons he advances in his exhaustive and erudite judgment. I concur in the order he has 

proposed. I wish to put additional emphasis on some of the aspects he has dealt with.

[215]

The death sentence, in terms of the provisions of section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act, No. 
51 of 1977, is unconstitutional, violating as it does:

[216]

U
the right to life which is guaranteed to every person by section 9 of the 

Constitution;
(a)

the Republic is in a state of war, do not arise for consideration in this case. That is a wholly different situation 
which requires independent evaluation.
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(b) the right to respect for human dignity guaranteed in section 10;
the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment as set
out in section 11(2).

(c)

[217] For the reasons set out in Didcott J's judgment, 1 place more emphasis on the right to life.
Section 9 of the Constitution proclaims it in unqualified terms. It is the most 
fundamental of all rights,^ the supreme human right.^ I do not consider it necessary or 

desirable to define the exact scope of the right, save to make two points, namely:

It does mean that every person has the right not to be deliberately put to death by 

the State as punishment, as envisaged in section 277 of the Criminal Procedure 

Act.

(a)

I do not exclude the application of the limitations clause to the right to life. Any 

law which seeks to limit the right will have to comply with the requirements of 

section 33(1) of the Constitution, 
judgment, the requirements have not been met; the State has been unable to 

justify the limitation which is imposed on the right to life by section 277 of the 

Criminal Procedure Act. I cannot accept that it is "reasonable," as required by 

section 33(1) of the Constitution, to override what is the most fundamental of all 
rights, without clear proof that the deterrence value of the penalty is substantially 

higher than that which the imposition of a suitably long period of imprisonment 
has. This has not been proved. Because of the view I take, I find it unnecessary

(b)

For the reasons set out in Chaskalson P's

U

' See the remarks of Lord Bridge in Bugdaycay v Secretary of State 1987(1) All ER 940 at 952b. 

^ See paragraph 82 of Chaskalson P’s judgment.
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to deal with the other requirements of section 33(1) of the Constitution.

[218] The emphasis I place on the right to life is, in part, influenced by the recent experiences of our 
people in this country. The history of the past decades has been such that the value of 

life and human dignity have been demeaned. Political, social and other factors created a 

climate of violence resulting in a culture of retaliation and vengeance. In the process, 
respect for life and for the inherent dignity of every person became the main casualties. 
The State has been part of this degeneration, not only because of its role in the conflicts 

of the past, but also by retaining punishments which did not testify to a high regard for 
the dignity of the person and the value of every human life.O

[219] The primacy of the right to life and its relationship to punishment needs to be emphasized also in 

view of our constitutional history. The doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty meant, 
virtually, that the State could do anything, enact any law, subject only to procedural 
correctness.^

[220] When the Constitution was enacted, it signalled a dramatic change in the system of governance 

from one based on rule by parliament to a constitutional state in which the rights of 

individuals are guaranteed by the Constitution. It also signalled a new dispensation, as it 
were,. where rule by force would be replaced by democratic principles and a 

governmental system based on the precepts of equality and freedom.

U
[221] It may well be that for millions in this country, the effect of the change has yet to be felt in a 

material sense. For all of us though, a framework has been created in which a new 

culture must take root and develop.

^ S V Tuhadeleni and Others 1969(1) SA 153 (A) at 172D - 173F; Baxter, Administrative Law, page 30 
(1984).
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[222] Implicit in the provisions and tone of the Constitution are values of a more mature society, 
which relies on moral persuasion rather than force; on example rather than coercion. In 

this new context, then, the role of the State becomes clear. For good or for worse, the 

State is a role model for our society."^ A culture of respect for human life and dignity, 

based on the values reflected in the Constitution, has to be engendered, and the State 

must take the lead. In acting out this role, the State not only preaches respect for the law 

and that the killing must stop, but it demonstrates in the best way possible, by example, 
society’s own regard for human life and dignity by refusing to destroy that of the 

criminal. Those who are inclined to kill need to be told why it is wrong. The reason 

surely must be the principle that the value of human life is inestimable, and it is a value 

which the State must uphold by example as well. As pointed out by Mr Justice Schaefer 
of the Supreme Court of Illinois:^

n

"The methods we employ in the enforcement of our criminal law have aptly been called 
the measures by which the quality of our civilisation may be judged."

'' Brandeis J in his dissenting opinion in Olmstead v United States, 277 US 438, 485 (1928) put it succinctly: 
"Our Government is the potent, the omni-present teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole of our people 
by its example."

^ In his Oliver Wendell Holmes lecture at the Harvard Law School, reprinted under the heading Federalism 
and State Criminal Procedure, 70 Harv. L. Rev. 1,26 (1956). The passage was referred to with approval in 
Coppedge v United States, 369 US 438, 449 (1962).U
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[223] The ethos of the new culture is expressed in the much-quoted provision on National Unity and 

Reconciliation which forms part of the Constitution. Chaskalson P quotes the various 

components of it in paragraphs 7 and 130 of his judgment. It describes the Constitution 

as a "bridge" between the past and the future; from "the past of a deeply divided society 

characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future founded on 

the recognition of human rights,... for all South Africans and finally, it suggests a 

change in mental attitude from vengeance to an appreciation of the need for 
understanding, from retaliation to reparation and from victimisation to ubuntu. The 

Constitution does not define this last-mentioned concept.

f
[224] The concept is of some relevance to the values we need to uphold. It is a culture which places 

some emphasis on communality and on the interdependence of the members of a 

community. It recognises a person's status as a human being, entitled to unconditional 
respect, dignity, value and acceptance from the members of the community such person 

happens to be part of. It also entails the converse, however. The person has a 

corresponding duty to give the same respect, dignity, value and acceptance to each 

member of that community. More importantly, it regulates the exercise of rights by the 

emphasis it lays on sharing and co-responsibility and the mutual enjoyment of rights by 

all. It is perhaps best illustrated in the following remarks in the judgment of the Court of 

Appeal of the Republic of Tanzania in DPP v Pete^

"The second important principle or characteristic to be borne in mind when interpreting 
our Constitution is a corollary of the reality of co-existence of the individual and society, 
and also the reality of co-existence of rights and duties of the individual on the one hand, 
and the collective of communitarian rights and duties of society on the other. In effect 
this co-existence means that the rights and duties of the individual are limited by the 
rights and duties of society, and vice versa."

U

[225] An outstanding feature of ubuntu in a community sense is the value it puts on life and human 

dignity. The dominant theme of the culture is that the life of another person is at least as 

valuable as one's own. Respect for the dignity of every person is integral to this concept. 
During violent conflicts and times when violent crime is rife, distraught members of

® [1991] LRC (Const) 553 at 566b-d, per Nyalali CJ, Makame and Ramadhani JJA.
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society decry the loss of ubuntu. Thus heinous crimes are the antithesis of ubuntu. 

Treatment that is cruel, inhuman or degrading is bereft of ubuntu.

[226] We have all been affected, in some way or other, by the "strife, conflict, untold suffering and 

injustice" of the recent past. Some communities have been ravaged much more than 

others. In some, there is hardly anyone who has not been a victim in some way or who 

has not lost a close relative in senseless violence. Some of the violence has been 

perpetrated through the machinery of the State, in order to ensure the perpetuation of a 

status quo that was fast running out of time. But all this was violence on human beings 

by human beings. Life became cheap, almost worthless.n
[227] It was against a background of the loss of respect for human life and the inherent dignity with 

attaches to every person that a spontaneous call has arisen among sections of the 

community for a return to ubuntu. A number of references to ubuntu have already been 

made in various texts but largely without explanation of the concept.’ It has however 
always been mentioned in the context of it being something to be desired, a 

commendable attribute which the nation should strive for.

[228] At first blush, it may sound odd that the issue of the right to life is being decided on the basis of 

persons condemned to death for killing other human beings. In this regard, it is relevant 
to note that there are some 400 people presently under sentence of death for acts of 

violence. That in itself means that there are probably an equivalent number of victims 

whose lives have been prematurely, violently, terminated. They died without having had 

any recourse to law. For them there was no "due process."

U

[229] That is why, during argument, a tentative proposition was made that a person who has killed 

another has forfeited the right to life. Although the precise implications of this 

suggestion were not thoroughly canvassed, this cannot be so. The test of our

’’ See paragraphs 130 and 131 of Chaskalson P's judgment. The concept has been referred to also by Madala 
J, Mahomed J and Mokgoro J in their separate concurring judgments in this matter.
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commitment to a culture of rights lies in our ability to respect the rights not only of the 

weakest, but also of the worst among us. A person does not become "fair game" to be 

killed at the behest of the State, because he has killed.

[230] The protection afforded by the Constitution is applicable to every person. That includes the 

weak, the poor and the vulnerable. It includes others as well who might appear not to 

need special protection; it includes criminals and all those who have placed themselves 

on the wrong side of the law. The Constitution guarantees them their right, as persons, to 

life, to dignity and to protection against torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading 

punishment or treatment.n
[231 ] The violent acts of those who destroy life cannot be condoned, neither should anyone think that 

the abolition of the sentence of death means that the crime is regarded as anything but 
one of extreme seriousness. The sentence itself was an indication of society's abhorrence 

for the cruel and inhuman treatment of others. That moral outrage has been expressed in 

the strongest terms that society could muster.

[232] Severe punishments must be meted out where deserved, but they should never be excessive. As 

Brennan J observed in his concurring judgment in Furman v Georgia, 8

"... a severe punishment must not be excessive. A punishment is excessive under this 
principle if it is unnecessary . . . [i]f there is a significantly less severe punishment 
adequate to achieve the purposes for which the punishment is inflicted, the punishment 
inflicted is unnecessary and therefore excessive."

U

408 US 238, 279 (1972).
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Righteous anger against those who destroy the human life and dignity of others must be 

appropriately expressed by the Courts;^ but in doing so, the State must not send the 

wrong message, namely, that the value of human life is variable.'*^ Society cannot now 

succumb to the doctrine of “an eye for an eye.” Its actions must be informed by the high 

values which reflect the quality of this nation's civilization.

[233] The Constitution constrains society to express its condemnation and its justifiable anger in a 

manner which preserves society's own morality. The State should not make itself guilty 

of conduct which violates that which it is in the community's interests to nurture. The 

Constitution, in deference to our humanity and sense of dignity, does not allow us to kill 
in cold blood in order to deter others from killing. Nor does it allow us to “kill criminals

We are not to stoop to the level of the criminal.
n

nilsimply to get even with them.

It follows from the remarks above that as a ‘punishment’ the death penalty is a violation of the 

right to life. It is cruel, inhuman and degrading. It is also a severe affront to human 

dignity. The ‘death row phenomenon’ merely aggravates the position. Section 277 of 

the Criminal Procedure Act cannot be saved by the provisions of section 33(1) of the 

Constitution in respect of any of the rights affected. The punishment is not reasonable 

In view of the available alternative sentence of a long term of

[234]

on any basis.

See R V Karg 1961(1) SA 231(A) at 236A.

10 Brennan J in Furman v Georgia, supra, at 273 expressed himself thus: "... even the vilest criminal 
remains a human being possessed of common human dignity."U

Per Brennan J in Furman v Georgia, supra, at 305.
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imprisonment, it is also unnecessary.

[235] MAD ALA J: I am in agreement with the views expressed in the judgment of Chaskalson P and 

with his decision on the unconstitutionality of the death penalty. The punishment, is in 

my view, clearly offensive to the cardinal principles for which our Constitution stands.

However, while I concur, as aforesaid, I believe that there are some additional matters 

that need to be mentioned and aspects that should be emphasised, and I proceed to do so 

briefly.

r
[236] The death penalty is unique. As stated by Stewart J in Furman v Georgia 408 US at 306:

"The penalty of death differs from all other forms of criminal punishment, not in degree 
but in kind. It is unique in its total irrevocability. It is unique in its rejection of 
rehabilitation of the convict as a basic purpose of criminal justice. And it is unique, 
finally, in its absolute renunciation of all that is embodied in our concept of humanity."

This statement was more recently (1991) re-affirmed by Scalia J, who delivered the 

judgment of the court in Harmelinv Michigan 501 US 957, and noted that even the most 
severe sentence of life imprisonment cannot compare with death.

[237] The Constitution in its post-amble declares:

u
"... there is a need for understanding but not vengeance, and for reparation but not for 
retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not victimisation."

The concept "ubuntu" appears for the first time in the post-amble, but it is a concept that 
permeates the Constitution generally and more particularly Chapter Three which 

embodies the entrenched fundamental human rights. The concept carries in it the ideas 

of humaneness, social justice and fairness.

[23 8] It was argued by Mr Bizos, on behalf of the Government, that the post-amble enjoins the people 

of South Africa to open a new chapter which envisages the country playing a leading role
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in the upholding of human rights. He submitted further, that the Government favoured 

the abolition of the death penalty because it believed that such punishment could not be 

reconciled with the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution, and that its 

application diminished the dignity of our society as a whole.

[239] In my rejection of the death penalty as a form of punishment, I do not intend, nor do my 

colleagues, to condone murder, rape, armed robbery with aggravating circumstances and 

those other crimes which are punishable by a sentence of death in terms of Section 277 

of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. These criminal acts are, and remain, as 

heinous, vicious and as reprehensible as they ever were, and do not belong in civilised 

society. The death penalty is a punishment which involves so much pain and suffering 

that civilised society ought not to tolerate it even in spite of the present high rate of 

crime. And society ought to tolerate the death penalty even less when considering that it 
has not been proved that it has any greater deterrent effect on would-be murderers than 

life imprisonment.

O

[240] The aspect of irrevocability of the death penalty has been canvassed adequately in the judgment 
of Chaskalson P and I propose to say no more on that score (See paragraphs 26 and 54).

[241] As observed before, the death penalty rejects the possibility of rehabilitation of the convicted 

persons, condemning them as "no good", once and for all, and drafting them to the death 

row and the gallows. One must then ask whether such rejection of rehabilitation as a 

possibility accords with the concept of ubuntu.
U

[242] One of the relative theories of punishment (the so-called purposive theories) is the reformative 

theory, which considers punishment to be a means to an end, and not an end in itself - 
that end being the reformation of the criminal as a person, so that the person may, at a 

certain stage, become a normal law-abiding and useful member of the community once 

again. The person and the personality of the offender are the point of focus rather than 

the crime, although the crime is, however, not forgotten. And in terms of this theory of 

punishment and as a necessary consequence of its application, the offender has to be
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imprisoned for a long period for the purpose of rehabilitation. By treatment and training 

the offender is rehabilitated, or, at the very least, ceases to be a danger to society.

This, in my view, accords fully with the concept of ubuntu which is so well enunciated in the 

Constitution.
[243]

Our courts have found room for the exercise of ubuntu, as appears from the many cases where 

they have found that despite the heinousness of the offence and the brutality with which 

it was perpetrated, there were factors in the offenders' favour, indicating that they were, 
in spite of the criminal conduct of which they were convicted, responsible members of 

society, and were worthy and capable of rehabilitation. (See S v Mbotshwa 1993(2) 
SACK 468(A) at 468J-469F; S v Ramba 1990(2) SACK 334(A) at 335H-336E; S v 

Ngcobo 1992(2) SACK 515(A) at 515H-516A; Contra: S v Bosnian 1992(1) SACR 

115(A) at 116G-117F)

[244]

O

[245] Against ubuntu must be seen the other side, the inhuman side of mankind, in terms of which the 

death penalty violates Section 11(2) of the Constitution in that it is "cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment".

[246] In Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe 

1993(4) SA 239(ZSC) at268E-H, Gubbay CJ, observed:

U
"From the moment he enters the condemned cell, the prisoner is enmeshed in a 
dehumanising environment of near hopelessness. He is in a place where the sole ohjeet 
is to preserve his life so that he may be executed. The condemned prisoner is 'the living 
dead'... He is kept only with other death sentenced prisoners - with those whose appeals 
have been dismissed and who await death or reprieve; or those whose appeals are still to 
be heard or are pending judgment. While the right to an appeal may raise the prospect 
of being allowed to live, the intensity of the trauma is much increased by knowledge of 
its dismissal. The hope of a reprieve is all that is left. Throughout all this time the 
condemned prisoner constantly broods over his fate. The horrifying spectre of being 
hanged by the neck and the apprehension of being made to suffer a painful and lingering 
death is, if at all, never far from mind. Grim accounts exist of hangings not properly 
performed."

[247] Convicted persons in death row invariably find themselves there for a long time as they make
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every effort to exhaust all possible review avenues open to them. All this time they are 

subjected to a fate of ever increasing fear and distress. They know not what their future 

is and whether their efforts will come to nought; they live under the sword of Damocles - 
they will be advised any day about their appointment with the hangman. It is true that 
they might have shown no mercy at all to their victims, but we do not and should not 
take our standards and values from the murderer. We must, on the other hand, impose 

our standards and values on the murderer.

[248] In the aforementioned Zimbabwe case, the court concluded that the incarceration of the 

condemned person under those conditions was in conflict with the provisions of Section 

15(1) of the Zimbabwe Constitution, which like our Constitution, has entrenched 

guarantees against torture or inhuman and degrading punishment.

[249] The so-called "death row phenomenon" also came under attack in the case of Soering v United 

Kingdom (1989) 11 EHRR 439.

From the statistics supplied by the Attorney-General and from what one gleans daily 

from the newspapers and other media, we live at a time when the high crime rate is 

unprecedented, when the streets of our cities and towns rouse fear and despair in the 

heart, rather than pride and hope, and this in turn, robs us of objectivity and personal 
concern for our brethren. But, as Marshall J put it in Furman v Georgia {supra) at 371:

U
"The measure of a country's greatness is its ability to retain compassion in time of
crisis.

[250] This, in my view, also accords with uhuntu - and calls for a balancing of the interest of society 

against those of the individual, for the maintenance of law and order, but not for 
dehumanising and degrading the individual.

[251] We must stand tallest in these troubled times and realise that every accused person who is sent 
to jail is not beyond being rehabilitated - properly counselled - or, at the very least.
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beyond losing the will and capacity to do evil.
A further aspect which I wish to mention is the question of traditional African jurisprudence, 

and the degree to which such values have not been researched for the purposes of the 

determination of the issue of capital punishment.

[252]

Ms Davids, who appeared on behalf of the Black Advocates Forum, in its capacity as amicus 

curiae, touched on but did not fully argue this matter.
[253]

She submitted that we could not determine the question of the constitutionality or otherwise of 

the death sentence without reference to further evidence which would include the views, 
aspirations and opinions of the historically disadvantaged and previously oppressed 

people of South Africa, who also constitute the majority of our society.

[254]

O

As I understood her argument, the issue of capital punishment could not be determined in an 

open and democratic society without the active participation of the black majority. This, 
in my view, would be tantamount to canvassing public opinion among the black 

population for the decisions of our courts. 1 do not agree with this submission, if it 
implies that this Court or any other court must function according to public opinion.

[255]

In order to arrive at an answer as to the constitutionality or otherwise of the death penalty or any 

enactment, we do not have to canvass the opinions and attitudes of the public. Ours is to 

interpret the provisions of the Constitution as they stand and if any matter is in conflict 
with the Constitution, we have to strike it down.

[256]

O

We, as judges, are oath bound to defend the Constitution. This obligation, in turn, requires that 
any enactment of Parliament should be judged by standards laid down by the 

Constitution. The judiciary has the duty of implementing the constitutional safeguards 

that protect individual rights. When the State seeks to take away the individual 
fundamental right to life, the safeguards of the Constitution should be examined with 

special diligence. When it appears that an act of Parliament conflicts with the provisions 

of the Constitution, we have no choice but to enforce the paramount commands of the

[257]
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Constitution. We are sworn to do no less.

I agree with Ms Davids' submission about the need to bring in the traditional African 

jurisprudence to these matters, to the extent that such is applicable, and would not 
confine such research to South Africa only, but to Africa in general.

[258]

For purposes of the determination of the question of the constitutionality of the death penalty, 
however, it is, in my view, not necessary or even desirable that public opinion should be 

sought on the matter in the manner she suggests.

[259]

C \ [260] In my view, the death penalty does not belong to the society envisaged in the Constitution, is 

clearly in conflict with the Constitution generally and runs counter to the concept of 

ubuntu; additionally and just as importantly, it violates the provisions of Section 11 (2) of 

the Constitution and, for those reasons, should be declared unconstitutional and of no 

force and effect.

MAHOMED J: I have had the privilege of reading the full and erudite judgment of 

Chaskalson P in this matter. I agree with the order proposed by him and in general with 

the reasons given by him for that order. Regard being had, however, to the crucial 
consequences of the debate on capital punishment, and the multiplicity of potential 
constitutional factors and nuances which impact on its resolution, I think it is desirable 

for me to set out briefly some of my responses to this debate in order to explain why I 
have come to the conclusion that capital punishment is prohibited by the Constitution.

[261]

U

All Constitutions seek to articulate, with differing degrees of intensity and detail, the shared 

aspirations of a nation; the values which bind its people, and which discipline its 

government and its national institutions; the basic premises upon which judicial, 
legislative and executive power is to be wielded; the constitutional limits and the 

conditions upon which that power is to be exercised; the national ethos which defines 

and regulates that exercise; and the moral and ethical direction which that nation has 

identified for its future. In some countries, the Constitution only formalizes, in a legal

[262]
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instrument, a historical consensus of values and aspirations evolved incrementally from a 

stable and unbroken past to accommodate the needs of the future. The South African 

Constitution is different: it retains from the past only what is defensible and represents a 

decisive break from, and a ringing rejection of, that part of the past which is 

disgracefully racist, authoritarian, insular, and repressive and a vigorous identification of 

and commitment to a democratic, universalistic, caring and aspirationally egalitarian 

ethos, expressly articulated in the Constitution. The contrast between the past which it 
repudiates and the future to which it seeks to commit the nation is stark and dramatic. 
The past institutionalized and legitimized racism. The Constitution expresses in its 

preamble the need for a "new order.. in which there is equality between ... people of all 
races". Chapter 3 of the Constitution extends the contrast, in every relevant area of 

endeavour (subject only to the obvious limitations of section 33). The past was redolent 
with statutes which assaulted the human dignity of persons on the grounds of race and 

colour alone; section 10 constitutionally protects that dignity. The past accepted, 
permitted, perpetuated and institutionalized pervasive and manifestly unfair 
discrimination against women and persons of colour; the preamble, section 8 and the 

postamble seek to articulate an ethos which not only rejects its rationale but 
unmistakenly recognizes the clear justification for the reversal of the accumulated legacy 

of such discrimination. The past permitted detention without trial; section 11(1) 
prohibits it. The past permitted degrading treatment of persons; section 11 (2) renders it 
unconstitutional. The past arbitrarily repressed the freedoms of expression, assembly, 
association and movement; sections 15, 16, 17 and 18 accord to these freedoms the 

status of "fundamental rights". The past limited the right to vote to a minority; section 

21 extends it to every citizen. The past arbitrarily denied to citizens on the grounds of 

race and colour, the right to hold and acquire property; section 26 expressly secures it. 
Such a jurisprudential past created what the postamble to the Constitution recognizes as 

a society "characterized by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice". What the 

Constitution expressly aspires to do is to provide a transition from these grossly 

unacceptable features of the past to a conspicuously contrasting

n

u

'future founded on the recognition of human rights, democracy and
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peaceful co-existence and development opportunities for all South 
Africans, irrespective of colour, race, class, belief or sex".

[263] The postamble to the Constitution gives expression to the new ethos of the nation by a 

commitment to "open a new chapter in the history of our country", by lamenting the 

transgressions of "human rights" and "humanitarian principles" in the past, and 

articulating a

"need for understanding, but not for vengeance, a need for reparation but not retaliation, a need 
for ubuntu but not for victimization".

n
"The need for ubuntu” expresses the ethos of an instinctive capacity for and enjoyment of 

love towards our fellow men and women; the joy and the fulfilment involved in 

recognizing their innate humanity; the reciprocity this generates in interaction within the 

collective community; the richness of the creative emotions which it engenders and the 

moral energies which it releases both in the givers and the society which they serve and 

are served by.

[264] It is against this historical background and ethos that the constitutionality of capital punishment 
must be determined.

O [265] The death penalty sanctions the deliberate annihilation of life. As I have previously said it

"is the ultimate and the most incomparably extreme form of 
punishment... It is the last, the most devastating and the most 
irreversible recourse of the criminal law, involving as it necessarily 
does, the planned and calculated termination of life itself; the 
destruction of the greatest and most precious gift which is bestowed 
on all humankind" (5 v Mhlongo 1994 (I) SACK 584(A) at 587 e-g).

This "planned and calculated termination of life itself was permitted in the past which 

preceded the Constitution. Is it now permissible? Those responsible for the enactment
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of the Constitution, could, if they had so wished, have treated the issue as a substantially 

political and moral issue justifying a political choice, clearly expressed in the 

Constitution, either retaining or prohibiting the death sentence. They elected not to do 

so, leaving it to this Court to resolve the issue, as a constitutional issue.

The difference between a political election made by a legislative organ and decisions reached by 

a judicial organ, like the Constitutional Court, is crucial. The legislative organ exercises 

a political discretion, taking into account the political preferences of the electorate which 

votes political decision-makers into office. Public opinion therefore legitimately plays a 

significant, sometimes even decisive, role in the resolution of a public issue such as the 

death penalty. The judicial process is entirely different. What the Constitutional Court 
is required to do in order to resolve an issue, is to examine the relevant provisions of the 

Constitution, their text and their context; the interplay between the different provisions; 
legal precedent relevant to the resolution of the problem both in South Africa and 

abroad; the domestic common law and public international law impacting on its possible 

solution; factual and historical considerations bearing on the problem; the significance 

and meaning of the language used in the relevant provisions; the content and the sweep 

of the ethos expressed in the structure of the Constitution; the balance to be struck 

between different and sometimes potentially conflicting considerations reflected in its 

text; and by a judicious interpretation and assessment of all these factors to determine 

what the Constitution permits and what it prohibits.

[266]

O

u
Adopting that approach, I am satisfied that the death penalty as a form of punishment violates 

crucial sections of the Constitution and that it is not saved by the limitations permitted in 

terms of section 33. I wish briefly to set out my reasons for that conclusion.

[267]

In the first place, it offends section 9 of the Constitution which prescribes in peremptory terms 

that "every person shall have the right to life". What does that mean? What is a 

"person"? When does "personhood" and "life" begin? Can there be a conflict between 

the "right to life" in section 9 and the right of a mother to "personal privacy" in terms of 

section 13 and her possible right to the freedom and control of her body? Does the "right

[268]
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to life", within the meaning of section 9, preclude the practitioner of scientific medicine 

from withdrawing the modem mechanisms which mechanically and artificially enable 

physical breathing in a terminal patient to continue, long beyond the point, when the 

"brain is dead" and beyond the point when a human being ceases to be "human" although 

some unfocussed claim to qualify as a "being" is still retained? If not, can such a 

practitioner go beyond the point of passive withdrawal into the area of active 

intervention? When? Under what circumstances?

It is, for the purposes of the present case, unnecessary to give to the word "life" in section 9 a 

comprehensive legal definition, which will accommodate the answer to these and other 
complex questions. Whatever be the proper resolution of such issues, should they arise 

in the future, it is possible to approach the constitutionality of the death sentence by a 

question with a sharper and narrower focus, thus:

[269]

O

"Does the right to life guaranteed by section 9, include the right of every person, not to 
be deliberately killed by the State, through a systematically planned act of execution 
sanctioned by the State as a mode of punishment and performed by an executioner 
remunerated for this purpose from public funds?"

The answer to that question, is in my view: 
immediately distinguishes that right from some other obvious rights referred to in 

argument, such as for example the right of a person in life-threatening circumstances to 

take the life of the aggressor in self-defence or even the acts of the State, in confronting 

an insurrection or in the course of War.

'Yes, every person has that right". It

U

The deliberate annihilation of the life of a person, systematically planned by the State, as a mode 

of punishment, is wholly and qualitatively different. It is not like the act of killing in 

self-defence, an act justifiable in the defence of the clear right of the victim to the 

preservation of his life. It is not performed in a state of sudden emergency, or under the 

extraordinary pressures which operate when insurrections are confronted or when the 

State defends itself during War. It is systematically planned long after - sometimes years 

after - the offender has committed the offence for which he is to be punished, and whilst

[270]
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he waits impotently in custody, for his date with the hangman. In its obvious and 

awesome finality, it makes every other right, so vigorously and eloquently guaranteed by 

Chapter 3 of the Constitution, permanently impossible to enjoy. Its inherently 

irreversible consequence, makes any reparation or correction impossible, if subsequent 
events establish, as they have sometimes done, the innocence of the executed or 
circumstances which demonstrate manifestly that he did not deserve the sentence of 

death.

[271] The death sentence must, in some measure, manifest a philosophy of indefensible despair in its 

execution, accepting as it must do, that the offender it seeks to punish is so beyond the 

pale of humanity as to permit of no rehabilitation, no reform, no repentance, no inherent 
spectre of hope or spirituality; nor the slightest possibility that he might one day, 
successfully and deservedly be able to pursue and to enjoy the great rights of dignity and 

security and the fundamental freedoms protected in Chapter 3 of the Constitution, the 

exercise of which is possible only if the "right to life" is not destroyed. The finality of 

the death penalty allows for none of these redeeming possibilities. It annihilates the 

potential for their emergence. Moreover, it cannot accomplish its objective without 
invading in a very deep and distressing way, the guarantee of human dignity afforded by 

section 10 of the Constitution, as the person sought to be executed spends long periods in 

custody, anguished by the prospect of being "hanged by the neck until he is dead" in the 

language of section 279(4) of Act 51 of 1977. The invasion of his dignity is inherent. 
He is effectively told: "You are beyond the pale of humanity. You are not fit to live 

among humankind. You are not entitled to life. You are not entitled to dignity. You are 

not human. We will therefore annihilate your life". (See the observations of Brennan J 

in Trap v Dulles 356 US 84 at 100).

O

U

[272] It is not necessarily only the dignity of the person to be executed which is invaded. Very 

arguably the dignity of all of us, in a caring civilization, must be compromised, by the act 
of repeating, systematically and deliberately, albeit for a wholly different objective, what 
we find to be so repugnant in the conduct of the offender in the first place (see Furman v 

Georgia 408 US 238 at 273 (1972)(Brennan J, concurring)).
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[273] I also have very considerable difficulty in reconciling the guarantee of the right to equality 

which is protected by section 8 of the Constitution, with the death penalty. I have no 

doubt whatever that Judges seek conscientiously and sedulously to avoid, any 

impermissibly unequal treatment between different accused whom they are required to 

sentence, but there is an inherent risk of arbitrariness in the process, which makes it 
impossible to determine and predict which accused person guilty of a capital offence will 
escape the death penalty and which will not. The fault is not of the sentencing Court, 
but in the process itself. The ultimate result depends not on the predictable application 

of objective criteria, but on a vast network of variable factors which include, the poverty 

or affluence of the accused and his ability to afford experienced and skillful counsel and 

expert testimony; his resources in pursuing potential avenues of investigation, tracing 

and procuring witnesses and establishing facts relevant to his defence and credibility; 
the temperament and sometimes unarticulated but perfectly bona fide values of the 

sentencing officer and their impact on the weight to be attached to mitigating and 

aggravating factors; the inadequacy of resources which compels the pro - deo system to 

depend substantially on the services of mostly very conscientious but inexperienced and 

relatively junior counsel; the levels of literacy and communication skills of the different 
accused in effectively transmitting to counsel the nuances of fact and inference often 

vital to the probabilities; the level of training and linguistic facilities of busy 

interpreters; the environmental milieu of the accused and the difference between that 
and the comparative environment of those who defend, prosecute and judge him; class, 
race, gender and age differences which influence bona fide perceptions, relevant to the 

determination of the ultimate sentence; the energy, skill and intensity of police 

investigations in a particular case; and the forensic skills and experience of counsel for 

the prosecution. There are many other such factors which influence the result and which 

determine who gets executed and who survives. The result is not susceptible to objective 

prediction. Some measure of arbitrariness seems inherent in the process. This truth has 

caused Blackmun J, one of the most experienced Judges of the United States Supreme 

Court, finally to conclude that it

n

u
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"is virtually self-evident to me now that no combination of procedural rules or 
substantive regulations ever can save the death penalty from its inherent constitutional 
deficiencies. The basic question - does the system accurately and consistently determine 
which defendants 'deserve' to die? - caimot be answered in the affirmative" (Callins v 
Collins 114 S. a. 1127; 127 L.Ed.2d435 (1994)(BlackmunJ, dissenting)).

[274] It must, of course, be conceded that the factors which ensure arbitrariness in the judicial 

application of the death sentence, must in some considerable measure also influence a 

sentence of imprisonment, but there is an enormous difference between the death 

sentence and imprisonment or any other sentence. It is a qualitative and not just a 

quantitative difference. The unfair consequences of a wrong sentence of imprisonment 
can be reversed. Death, however, is final and irreversible. The accused, who is 

imprisoned, is still able to exercise, within the discipline of the prison, in varying 

degrees, some of the other rights which the Constitution guarantees to every person. The 

executed prisoner loses the right to pursue any other right. He simply dies.

n

[275] For substantially the reasons given by Chaskalson P, I am further of the view that the death 

penalty is also inconsistent with section 11(2) of the Constitution which provides that:

"No person shall be subject to torture of any kind, whether physical, mental or 
emotional, nor shall any person be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment."

[276] The different parts of section 11(2) must be read disjunctively. The death sentence would 

(subject to section 33) offend section 11(2) if it constitutes 

torture; or 
cruel treatment; or 
cruel punishment; or 
inhuman treatment; or 
inhuman punishment; or 
degrading treatment; or 
degrading punishment.

(See Ex Parte Attorney-General, Namibia: In re Corporal Punishment 1991 (3) SA 76 

(NmSC) at 86B-D)

u
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
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[277] In my view, the death sentence does indeed constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment 
within the meaning of those expressions in section 11(2).

[278] Undoubtedly, this conclusion does involve in some measure a value judgment, but it is a value 

judgment which requires objectively to be formulated, having regard to the ordinary 

meaning of the words used in section 11(2); its consistency with the other rights 

protected by the Constitution and the constitutional philosophy and humanism expressed 

both in the preamble and the postamble to the Constitution; its harmony with the 

national ethos which the Constitution identifies; the historical background to the 

struetures and objectives of the Constitution; the discipline of proportionality to which it 
must legitimately be subjeet; the effect of the death sentence on the right to life 

protected by the Constitution; its inherent arbitrariness in applieation; its impaet on 

human dignity; and its eonsistency with constitutional perceptions evolving both within 

South Africa and the world outside with which our country shares emerging values 

central to the permissible limits and objectives of punishment in the eivilized 

community.

O

[279] I have dealt with some of these issues, in analysing the proper approach to the interpretation of 

the Constitution, and in focusing on the rights protected by seetions 8, 9 and 10 of the 

Constitution. Some of the other issues relevant to the exercise, have been dealt with in 

the comprehensive judgment of the President and the persuasive comments of some of 

my colleagues.
U

[280] Applying the relevant considerations which emerge from the proper approach in assessing 

whether capital punishment is "cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment", I share the 

conclusions arrived at by the United Nations Committee on Human Rights, and the 

Hungarian Constitutional Court, {Decision 23/1990 (X31)AB) that the death sentence is 

cruel and degrading punishment and the conclusion of the Californian Supreme Court 
that it is "impermissibly cruel" {People v Anderson 493 P.2d 880 (1972)).
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[281] In my view, it also constitutes inhuman punishment. It invades irreversibly the humanity of the 

offender by annihilating the minimum content of the right to life protected by section 9; 
by degrading impermissibly the humanity inherent in his right to dignity; by the 

inevitable arbitrariness with which its objective is implemented; by the continuing and 

corrosive denigration of his humanity in the long periods preceding his formal execution; 
by the inescapable denial of his humanity inherently involved in a sentence which 

directs his elimination from society.

[282] 1 am accordingly of the view that the death penalty does prima facie invade the right to life; the 

right to equality; the right to dignity; and the right not to be subject to cruel inhuman or 
degrading punishment, respectively protected by sections 9, 8, 10 and 11(2) of the 

Constitution.

n

[283] Notwithstanding that conclusion however, it would be our duty to uphold the constitutionality of 

the death penalty if it was saved by section 33 of the Constitution, which provides that 
the rights entrenched by Chapter 3 may be limited by a law of general application, 
provided that such limitation

shall be permissible only to the extent that it is 
reasonable; and
justifiable in an open and democratic society based on freedom and 
equality; and

shall not negate the essential content of the right in question,

'(a)
(i)
(ii)

(b)

U and provided that any limitation to
a right entrenched in section 10,11,12,14(1), 21,25 or 30(l)(d) or (e) or (2);(aa)
or

(bb) ........
shall in addition to being reasonable as required in paragraph (a)(i) also be necessary".

On a proper construction of section 33, a "law of general application" which invades a 

right entrenched in Chapter 3, will be declared imconstitutional unless the party relying 

on such law is able to establish that it fulfils each of the conditions prescribed by this 

section, for its justification.

[284] In order to qualify as a permissible limitation in terms of section 33 the State must therefore
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establish that the invasions on the right to life, the right to be protected from unfair 
discrimination, the right to dignity and the right to be protected from cruel, inhuman or 
degrading punishment, which the application of the death penalty causes, satisfy at least 
the three separate elements specified in sections 33(l)(a)(i), (ii) and 33(l)(b). In the case 

of a limitation on the right to dignity and the right to be protected from cruel, inhuman or 

degrading punishment, the fourth element of "necessity" contained in section 33(l)(aa) 

must further be satisfied.

[285] The most plausible argument in support of the submission that the death penalty does satisfy 

these onerous conditions prescribed by section 33 is the submission that it acts as a 

deterrent. That argument has dominated perceptions in support of the death penalty, both 

in South Africa and abroad.

r

[286] It must readily be conceded that if it could be established that the death sentence does indeed 

deter the commission of serious offences in respect of which the death penalty is a 

competent sentence, it would indeed be a very relevant and at least a potentially 

persuasive consideration in support of its justification in terms of section 33. There are, 
however, some serious difficulties involved in the acceptance of the proposition that the 

death penalty is, or ever has been, a demonstrable deterrence.

[287] The legitimacy of the argument must to a substantial degree be premised on an assumption 

which appears to me to be fallacious and at the least, highly speculative and rationally 

unconvincing. That assumption is that a criminal, contemplating the commission of a 

serious offence, weighs the risk that he might be sentenced to death against the risk that 
he might not be sentenced to death but only to a long term of imprisonment of twenty 

years or more. The assumption is that he would decide to commit the offence even at the 

risk of receiving a long term of imprisonment but that if the death sentence was the risk, 
he would refrain from committing the offence at all. I have serious difficulties with 

these assumptions. In the first place they are not supported by any empirical evidence or 
research in this country or abroad. Secondly, this argument attributes to the offender a 

capacity for reflection and contemplation and a maturity of analysis which appears to me

U
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to be unrealistic. Thirdly, and more fundamentally, it ignores what is possibly the real 
factor in any risk assessment which might activate a potentially serious offender: the 

risk which he considers is that he will not be caught. If he believed that there was a real 
risk of being apprehended, charged and convicted he would not willingly assume the 

prospect of many years of quite punishing imprisonment.

[288] If, as I believe, sueh offenders commit the crimes contemplated because of a belief that they 

will probably not be apprehended at all, it is a belief which is regrettably justified. On 

the information that was common cause in argument before us, sixty or seventy percent 
of offenders who commit serious crimes are not apprehended at all and a substantial 
proportion of those who are, are never convicted. The risk is therefore worth taking, not 
because the death penalty would, in the perception of the offender, not be imposed but 
because no punishment is likely to result at all. The levels of serious erimes committed 

in South Africa are indeed disturbing. For many in the community, life has become 

dangerous and intolerable. Criminals do need vigorously to be deterred from conduct 
which endangers the seeurity and freedom of citizens to a very distressing degree but, on 

the available evidenee, it is facile to assume that the retention of the death penalty will 
provide the deterrence which is clearly needed. I have analysed such statistics as were 

debated in argument. In comparisons between States in the United States of America 

which retained the death penalty and those which did not, there is no manifest proof that 
the rate of serious crime was greater in the States which did not sanction capital 
punishment. In the case of those which did abolish capital punishment, there was no 

eonvincing proof that the rate of serious crime was greater after such act of abolition 

{Peterson and Bailey, "Murder and Capital Punishment in the context of the Post- 

Furman Era (1988)66 Social Forces 774; Thorsten Sellin, The Death Penalty, 1982).

n

u

[289] Following a survey of research findings the United Nations concluded that -

"this research has failed to provide scientific proof that executions have a greater 
deterrent effect than life imprisonment - such proof is unlikely to be following. The 
evidence as a whole still gives no possible support to the deterrent hypothesis". {United 
Nations: The Question of the Death Penalty and the New Contributions of Criminal 
Science to the Matter (1988) at 110).
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[290] We were not furnished with any reliable research dealing with the relationship between the rate
of serious offences and the proportion of successful apprehensions and convictions 

following on the commission of serious offences. This would have been a significant 
enquiry. It appears to me to be an inherent probability that the more successful the 

police are in solving serious crimes and the more successful they are in apprehending the 

criminals concerned and securing their convictions, the greater will be the perception of 

risk for those contemplating such offences. That increase in the perception of risk, 
contemplated by the offender, would bear a relationship to the rate at which serious 

offences are committed. Successful arrest and conviction must operate as a deterrent and 

the State should, within the limits of its undoubtedly constrained resources, seek to deter 
serious crime by adequate remuneration for the police force; by incentives to improve 

their training and skill; by augmenting their numbers in key areas; and by facilitating 

their legitimacy in the perception of the communities in which they work.

[291] Successful deterrence of serious crime also involves the need for substantial redress in the socio
economic conditions of those ravaged by poverty, debilitated by disease and malnutrition 

and disempowered by illiteracy. Rapid amelioration in these areas must have some 

concomitant effect on the levels of crime. There has to be a corresponding campaign 

among the communities affected by serious crime to harness their own legitimacy and 

their own infrastructures, in interaction with the security agencies of the State. The 

power and influence of agencies of moral authority such as teachers, school principals 

and religious leaders must rapidly be restored. Crime is a multi-faceted phenomenon. It 
has to be assaulted on a multi-dimensional level to faeilitate effeetive deterrence.

n

u

[292] The moratorium on the execution of the death penalty, which has been effectively in operation 

since 1990, is also relevant in offering some insight into the veracity of the proposition 

that executions for capital crimes operate as a deterrent. That proposition, as Didcott J 

has eorreetly analysed, is not cogently supported by the statistics made available to us for 
the period following upon the moratorium; nor is it supported by the rate at which crime 

levels increased during periods in our history when executions were administered with
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Vigour.

[293] Bringing to bear upon the issue, therefore, a rational and judicial judgment, I have not been 

persuaded that the fear of the death penalty rationally or practically operates as a 

demonstrable deterrent for offenders seeking to perpetrate serious crimes. It remains, for 
the reasons I have previously discussed, an impermissibly cruel invasion of rights, the 

sustenance of which is fundamental to a defensible civilization, protected in South Africa 

by the ethos of a Constitution, which is manifestly humanistic and caring in its content.

[294] Even if the fallacious and speculative assumptions which motivate the argument in support of 

the proposition that the death sentence does act as a deterrent against serious crime were 

to be accepted, rationally the fear of the death penalty would only operate on the mind of 

the potential offender if there was a serious risk that he could be so punished. On the 

information made available to us, however, that risk is in any event so minimal, as to 

constitute a remote statistical possibility, which, as Mr Trengove argued, might be no 

more significant than the risk of dying in a motor aceident. It is difficult to appreciate 

how such a remote statistical possibility acts as a deterrent on the minds of potential 

offenders.

[295] On a judieial application of all the relevant considerations and the facts made available to us, I
therefore eannot conclude that the State has successfully established that the death 

penalty per se has any deterrent effect on the potential perpetrators of serious offences.
[296] Is there any other basis on which the death penalty can be justified? The only serious alternative

basis suggested in argument was that it is justifiable as an act of retribution. Retribution 

has indeed constituted one of the permissible objects of criminal punishment because 

there is an inherent legitimacy about the claim that the individual victims and society 

generally should, and are entitled to, enforce punishment as an expression of their moral 
outrage and sense of grievance. I have, however, some serious difficulties with the 

justification of the death sentence as a form of retribution. The proper approach is not to 

contrast the legitimacy of the death sentence as a form of retribution against no 

retribution at all. That is plainly untenable and manifestly indefensible. The relevant

U
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contrast is between the death sentence and the alternative of a very lengthy period of 

imprisonment, in appropriate cases. It is difficult to appreciate why a sentence which 

compels the offender to spend years and years in prison, away from his family, in 

conditions of deliberate austerity and rigid discipline, substantially and continuously 

impeding his enjoyment of the elementary riches and gifts of civilized living, is not an 

effective and adequate expression of moral outrage. The unarticulated fallacy in the 

argument that it is not, is the proposition that it must indeed be equivalent in form to the 

offence committed. That is an impermissible argument. The burning of the house of the 

offender is not a permissible punishment for arson. The rape of the offender is not a 

permissible punishment of a rapist. Why should murder be a permissible punishment for 
murder? Indeed, there are good reasons why it should not, because its execution might 
desensitize respect for life per se. More crucially, within the context of the South 

African Constitution, it appears to be at variance with its basic premise and ethos which I 
analysed earlier in this judgment. On these considerations, I find it difficult to hold that 
the death sentence has been demonstrated by the State to be "justifiable in an open and 

democratic society based on freedom and equality".

n

[297] That conclusion should make it unnecessary for me to deal with the other elements of 

justification set out in section 33, but I am in any event of the view that the State has not 
established that the limitations the death penalty imposes on the relevant rights in 

Chapter 3, which I have discussed, can be said to be "necessary". That is a material 
element for justification in terms of section 33 where what is limited is the right to 

human dignity in section 10 or the right to be protected from cruel, inhuman or 
degrading punishment in terms of section 11(2). The failure to satisfy that element is 

fatal to the attempt to establish justification in terms of section 33. Section 277(l)(a) of 

Act 51 of 1977 must therefore be the constitutional casualty of this conclusion and 

therefore be struck down. The reasons which have prompted that conclusion are 

substantially also of application to sub-paragraphs (c) (d) (e) and (f) of section 277(1) 
and must therefore endure the same fate. For the reasons given by Chaskalson P, I agree 

that the issue as to whether section 277(1 )(b) is unconstitutional should be left open.

U
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[298] It also follows from my approach and the conclusions to which I have arrived, that it is 

unnecessary to decide whether or not the death penalty does "negate the essential content 
of the right in question" within the meaning of section 33(l)(b). I also prefer to leave 

this question open. In the absence of full argument, I do not consider it desirable to 

determine what the meaning of the reference to the "essential content of the right" is. 
Chaskalson P, in paragraph 132 of his judgment, has, without deciding, referred to two 

approaches which he describes as the "objective" and "subjective" determination of the 

essential content. Arguably, it is possible to consider a third angle which focuses on the 

distinction between the "essential content" of a right and some other content. This 

distinction might justify a relative approach to the determination of what is the essential 
content of a right by distinguishing the central core of the right from its peripheral 
outgrowth and subjecting "a law of general application" limiting an entrenched right, to 

the discipline of not invading the core, as distinct from the peripheral Outgrowth. In this 

regard, there may conceivably be a difference between rights which are inherently 

capable of incremental invasion and those that are not. We have not heard proper 

argument on any of these distinctions which justify debate in the future in a proper case. 

I say no more.

O

[299] Consistent with my approach to the judicial process involved in the determination of the 

constitutionality of the death sentence, I am accordingly privileged to concur in the order 

supported by all my colleagues.

U
[300] MOKGORO J: I am in agreement with the judgement of Chaskalson P, its reasoning, and its 

conclusions, and I concur in the order that gives effect to those conclusions. I give this 

brief concurring opinion to highlight what I regard as important: namely that, when our 
courts promote the underlying values of an open and democratic society in terms of 

Section 35 when considering the constitutionality of laws, they should recognise that 
indigenous South African values are not always irrelevant nor unrelated to this task. In 

my view, these values are embodied in the Constitution and they impact directly on the 

death penalty as a form of punishment.
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[301] Now that constitutionalism has become central to the new emerging South African 

jurisprudence, legislative interpretation will be radically different from what it used to be 

in the past legal order. In that legal order, due to the sovereignty of parliament, the 

supremacy of legislation and the absence of judicial review of parliamentary statutes, 
courts engaged in simple statutory interpretation, giving effect to the clear and 

unambiguous language of the legislative text - no matter how unjust the legislative 

provision. The view of the court in Bongopi v Council of the State, Ciskei 1992(3) SA 

250 (CK) at 265 H -1, as per Pickard CJ is instructive in this regard:

n
‘This court has always stated openly that it is not the maker of laws. It will 
enforce the law as it finds it. To attempt to promote policies that are not to be 
found in the law itself or to prescribe what it believes to be the current public 
attitudes or standards in regard to these policies is not its function’.

[302] With the entrenchment of a Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms in a supreme constitution, 
however, the interpretive task frequently involves making constitutional choices by 

balancing competing fundamental rights and freedoms. This can often only be done by 

reference to a system of values extraneous to the constitutional text itself, where these 

principles constitute the historical context in which the text was adopted and which help 

to explain the meaning of the text. The constitution makes it particularly imperative for 
courts to develop the entrenched fundamental rights in terms of a cohesive set of values, 
ideal to an open and democratic society. To this end common values of human rights 

protection the world over and foreign precedent may be instructive.

U

[303] While it is important to appreciate that in the matter before us the court had been called upon to 

decide an issue of constitutionality and not to engage in debate on the desirability of 

abolition or retention, it is equally important to appreciate that the nature of the court’s 

role in constitutional interpretation, and the duty placed on courts by Section 35, will of 

necessity draw them into the realm of making necessary value choices.
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[304] The application of the limitation clause embodied in Section 33(1) to any law of general 
application which competes with a Chapter 3 right is essentially also an exercise in 

balancing opposing rights. To achieve the required balance will of necessity involve 

value judgements. This is the nature of constitutional interpretation. Indeed Section 

11(2) which is the counterpart of Section 15(1) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe', and 

provides protection against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment, embodies broad 

idealistic notions of dignity and humanity. If applied to determine whether the death 

penalty was a form of torture, treatment or punishment which is cruel, inhuman or 
degrading it also involves making value choices, as was held per Gubbay C J in Catholic 

Commision for Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe, 1993(4) 
SA 239(ZS) at 241. In order to guard against what Didcott J, in his concurring 

judgement terms the trap of undue subjectivity, the interpretation clause prescribes that 
courts seek guidance in international norms and foreign judicial precedent, reflective of 

the values which underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and 

equality. By articulating rather than suppressing values which underlie our decisions, we 

are not being subjective. On the contrary, we set out in a transparent and objective way 

the foundations of our interpretive choice and make them available for eriticism. Section 

35 seems to acknowledge the paucity of home-grown judicial precedent upholding 

human rights, which is not surprising considering the repressive nature of the past legal 
order. It requires coiufs to proceed to public international law and foreign case law for 
guidance in constitutional interpretation, thereby promoting the ideal and internationally 

accepted values in the cultivation of a human rights jurisprudence for South Africa. 
However, I am of the view that our own (ideal) indigenous value systems are a premise 

from which we need to proceed and are not wholly unrelated to our goal of a society 

based on freedom and equality. This, in my view too, is the relevanee of the submissions 

of Adv. Davids, appearing as amicus curiae on behalf of the Black Advocates’ Forum, 
albeit that these submissions were inappropriately presented.

n

U

[305] In Dudgeon v United Kingdom (1982) 4 EHRR 149, the European Court of Human Rights, per

Act No 12 of1979.
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Walsh J, expressed the view that:

in a democracy the law cannot afford to ignore the moral consensus of the 
community. If the law is out of touch with the moral consensus of the 
community, whether by being either too far below it or too far above it, the law 
is brought into contempt” (at 184).

Although this view was expressed in relation to the legislative process, in as far as courts 

have to comply with the requirements of Section 35 of the Constitution the approach it 
embodies is not wholly inapplicable in constitutional adjudication. Enduring values, 
however, are not the same as fluctuating public opinion. In his argument before the 

court, the Attorney General submitted that:n
"... the overwhelming public opinion in favour of the retention of the death 
sentence is sufficiently well-known to be accepted as the true voice of the 
South African society. This opinion of the South African public is evidenced 
by newspaper articles, letters to newspapers, debates in the media and 
representations to the authorities...”

The described sources of public opinion can hardly be regarded as scientific. Yet even if 

they were, constitutional adjudication is quite different from the legislative process, 
because “the court is not a politically responsible institution” to be seized every five 

years by majoritarian opinion. The values intended to be promoted by Section 35 are not 
founded on what may well be uninformed or indeed prejudiced public opinion. One of 

the functions of the court is precisely to ensure that vulnerable minorities are not 
deprived of their constitutional rights.U

^ See Jesse Choper quoted in Rights and Constitutionalism; The New South African Legal Order; Van Wyk 
D. et al, Juta, 1994 p. 9. The suggestion is that the judiciary is not wholly removed from the political process, 
where it plays a supervisory role, restraining the majority will through judicial review.
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[306] In support of her main contention, Adv. Davids quite appropriately expressed concern for the 

need to consider the value systems of the formerly marginalised sectors of society in 

creating a South African jurisprudenee. However, for reasons outlined in the concurring 

opinion of Sachs J, the issue was regrettably not argued. Indeed even if her submissions 

might not have influenced the final decision of the court, the opportunity to present and 

argue properly adduced evidence of those undistorted values historically disregarded in 

South African judicial law-making would have created an opportunity of important 
historical value, injecting such values into the mainstream of South African 

jurisprudence. The experience would, in my view, also have served to emphasise that 
the need to develop an all-inclusive South African jurisprudence is not only incumbent 
upon the judiciary, let alone the Constitutional Court. The broad legal profession, 
academia and those sectors of organised civil society particularly concerned with public 

interest law, have an equally important responsibility and role to play by combining 

efforts and resources to place the required evidence in argument before the courts. It is 

not as if these resources are lacking; what has been absent has been the will, and the 

acknowledgment of the importance of the material concerned.

O

[307] In interpreting the Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, as already mentioned, an all- 
inclusive value system, or common values in South Africa, can form a basis upon which 

to develop a South African human rights jurisprudence. Although South Africans have a 

history of deep divisions characterised by strife and conflict, one shared value and ideal 
that runs like a golden thread across cultural lines, is the value of ubuntu - a notion now 

coming to be generally articulated in this country. It is well accepted that the transitional 
Constitution is a culmination of a negotiated political settlement. It is a bridge between a 

history of gross violations of human rights and humanitarian principles, and a future of 

reconstruction and reconciliation. The post-amble of the Constitution expressly 

provides,

U I

there is a need for understanding but not for vengeance, a need for 
reparation but not for retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not for victimisation...”
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Not only is the notion of ubuntu expressly provided for in the epilogue of the 

Constitution, the underlying idea and its accompanying values are also expressed in the 

preamble. These values underlie, first and foremost, the whole idea of adopting a Bill of 

Fundamental Rights and Freedoms in a new legal order. They are central to the 

coherence of all the rights entrenched in Chapter 3 - where the right to life and the right 
to respect for and protection of human dignity are embodied in Sections 9 and 10 

respectively.

[308] Generally, ubuntu translates as humaneness. In its most fundamental sense, it translates as 

personhood and morality. Metaphorically, it expresses itself in umuntu ngumuntu 

ngabantu, describing the significance of group solidarity on survival issues so central to 

the survival of communities. While it envelops the key values of group solidarity, 
compassion, respect, human dignity, conformity to basic norms and collective unity, in 

its fundamental sense it denotes humanity and morality. Its spirit emphasises respect for 
human dignity, marking a shift from confrontation to conciliation.^ In South Africa 

ubuntu has become a notion with particular resonance in Ihe building of a democracy. It 
is part of our “rainbow” heritage, though it might have operated and still operates 

differently in diverse community settings. In the Western cultural heritage, respect and 

the value for life, manifested in the all-embracing concepts of humanity and 

menswaardigheid are also highly priced. It is values like these that Section 35 requires 

to be promoted. They give meaning and texture to the principles of a society based on 

freedom and equality.

n

u
[309] In American jurisprudence, courts have recognised that the dignity of the individual in American 

society is the supreme value. Even the most evil offender, it has been held, “remains a 

human being possessed of a common human dignity” {Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 
273 (1972)), thereby making the calculated process of the death penalty inconsistent with 

this basic, fundamental value. In Hungarian jurisprudence, the right to life and the right

^ Mbigi, L., with J. Maree, UBUNTU - The Spirit of African Transformation Management, Knowledge 
Resources, 1995, pp. 1-16.
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to human dignity are protected as twin rights in Section 54(1) of that Constitution"^. They 

are viewed as an inseparable unity of rights. Not only are they regarded as a unity of 

indivisible rights, but they also have been held to be the genesis of all rights. In 

international law, on the other hand, human dignity is generally considered the fountain 

of all rights. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) G.A. Res 

2200 (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR, SUPP. (No, 16) at 52, U.N. DOC. A/6316(1966), in its 

preamble, makes references to “the inherent dignity of all members of the human family” 

and concludes that “human rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person”. 
This, in my view, is not different from what the spirit of ubuntu embraces.

r 1
[310] It is common cause, however, that the legal system in South Africa, and the socio-political 

system within which it operated, has for decades traumatised the human spirit. In many 

ways, it trampled on the basic humanity of citizens. We cannot in all conscience declare, 
as did a United States Supreme Court justice in Furman v Georgia 408 US 238, at 296 

(1972) with reference to the American context, that respect for and protection of human 

dignity has been a central value in South African jurisprudence. We cannot view the 

death penalty as fundamentally inconsistent with our harsh legal heritage. Indeed, it was 

an integral part of a system of law enforcement that imposed severe penalties on those 

who aspired to achieve the values enshrined in our Constitution today.

[311] South Africa now has a new constitution however, which creates a constitutional state. This 

state is in turn founded on the recognition and protection of basic human rights, and 

although this constitutes a revolutionary change in legal terms, the idea is consistent with 

the inherited traditional value systems of South Africans in general - traditional values 

which hardly found the chance to bring South Africa on par with the rest of the world.

u

* See analysis in the English translation of Decision No 23/1990 (X31) AB of the Hungarian Constitutional
Court.
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As this constitution evolves to overcome the culture of gross human rights violations of 

the past, jurisprudence in South Africa will simultaneously develop a culture of respect 
for and protection of basic human rights. Central to this commitment is the need to 

revive the value of human dignity in South Africa, and in turn re-define and recognise 

the right to and protection of human dignity as a right concomitant to life itself and 

inherent in all human beings, so that South Africans may also appreciate that “even the 

vilest criminal remains a human h^m^XFurman v Georgia, supra). In my view, life and 

dignity are like two sides of the same coin. The concept of ubuntu embodies them both.
In the past legal order, basic human rights in South Africa, including the right to life and human 

dignity, were not protected in a Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, in a supreme 

constitution, as is the case today. Parliament then was sovereign, and could pass any law 

it deemed fit. Legislation was supreme, and due to the absence of judicial review, no 

court of law could set aside any statute or its provision on grounds of violating 

fundamental rights. Hence, Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 1977, 
could survive untested to this day.

[312]

n

Our new Constitution, unlike its dictatorial predecessor, is value-based. Among other things, it 
guarantees the protection of basic human rights, including the right to life and human 

dignity, two basic values supported by the spirit of ubuntu and protected in Sections 9 

and 10 respectively. In terms of Section 35, this Constitution now commits the state to 

base the worth of human beings on the ideal values espoused by open democratic 

societies the world over and not on race colour, political, economic and social class. 
Although it has been argued that the currently high level of crime in the country is 

indicative of the breakdown of the moral fabric of society, it has not been conclusively 

shown that the death penalty, which is an affront to these basic values, is the best 
available practical form of punishment to reconstruct that moral fabric. In the second 

place, even if the end was desirable, that would not justify the means. The death penalty 

violates the essential content of the right to life embodied in Section 9, in that it 
extinguishes life itself. It instrumentalises the offender for the objectives of state policy.
That is dehumanising. It is degrading and it violates the rights to respect for and 

protection of human dignity embodied in Section 10 of the Constitution.

[313]

O
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[314] Once the life of a human being is taken in the deliberate and calculated fashion that characterises 

the described methods of execution the world over, it constitutes the ultimate cruelty 

with which any living creature could ever be treated. This extreme level of cruel 
treatment of a human being, however despicably such person might have treated another 
human being, is still inherently cruel. It is inhuman and degrading to the humanity of the 

individual, as well as to the humanity of those who carry it out.

[315] Taking the life of a human being will always be reprehensible. Those citizens who kill deserve 

the most severe punishment, if it deters and rehabilitates and therefore effectively 

addresses deviance of this nature. Punishment by death cannot achieve these objectives.
The high rate of crime in this country is indeed disturbing and the state has a duty to 

protect the lives of all citizens - including those who kill. However, it should find more 

humane and effective integrated approaches to manage its penal system, and to 

rehabilitate offenders.

O

[316] The state is representative of its people and in many ways sets the standard for moral values 

within society. If it sanctions by law punishment for killing by killing, it sanctions 

vengeance by law. If it does so with a view to deterring others, it dehumanises the 

person and objectifies him or her as a tool for crime control. This objectification through 

the calculated killing of a human being, to serve state objectives, strips the offender of 

his or her human dignity and dehumanises, such a person constituting a violation of 

Section 10 of the Constitution.

I

U

[317] Although the Attorney General placed great reliance on the deterrent nature of the death penalty 

in his argument, it was conceded that this has not been conclusively proven. It has also 

not been shown that this form of punishment was the best available option for the 

rehabilitation of the offender. Retaining the death penalty for this purpose is therefore 

Section 277(1) which authorises the death penalty under these 

unnecessarily inhuman and degrading circumstances is inconsistent with the right to life 

and human dignity embodied in Sections 9 and 10 of the Constitution, respectively, and

unnecessary.
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is in direct conflict with the values that Section 35 aims to promote in the interpretation 

of these sections. Taking the life of a person under such deliberate and calculated 

circumstances, with the methods already described in the judgement of Chaskalson P, is 

cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. It is inconsistent with Section 

11(2) of the Constitution. In my view, therefore, the death penalty is unconstitutional. 
Not only does it violate the right not be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment, it also violates the right to life and human dignity.

[318] O'REGAN J: I have read the judgment of Chaskalson P and I agree with the order that he 

proposes. However, although I agree that the death sentence constitutes a breach of 

section 11(2) of the Constitution that is not justified in terms of section 33, it is my view 

that it also constitutes a breach of section 9 (the right to life) and section 10 (the right to 

dignity) for the reasons that are given in this judgment.

O

[319] The crimes of which the two prisoners whose case has been referred to this court have been 

convicted were committed during a robbery from a bank security vehicle which was 

delivering monthly wages to the Coronation Hospital in Johannesburg. It appears from 

the judgment of the Appellate Division that the two prisoners were part of a group of 

robbers who had cold-bloodedly planned the robbery. All the robbers had been armed 

with AK-47s and had opened fire on the security vehicle and the accompanying vehicle 

when they had driven into the hospital parking area. As a result of the shooting, two 

policemen and two bank security officials were shot dead.U
[320] There is no doubt that the crimes committed by the two prisoners were abhorrent. Our society 

cannot and does not condone brutal murder or robbery. Perpetrators of crimes such as 

these must be punished severely according to our system of criminal justice. In this case, 
the prisoners have been tried, convicted and sentenced. The question that this court must 

answer is not whether the prisoners committed these crimes, nor whether they should be 

punished. It has been established by the proper courts that they did commit crimes, and 

for that they must be punished. What this court must consider is whether the form of 

punishment that has been imposed is constitutional. Does our constitution permit any
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convicted criminal, however heinous the crime, to be put to death by the government as 

punishment for that crime?

[321] The Constitution entrenches certain fundamental rights. Included amongst these are the right to 

life (section 9), the right to the respect for and protection of dignity (section 10) and the 

right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment (section 11 (2)). The 

prisoners allege that the death penalty is in conflict with each of these. The language of 

each of these rights is broad and capable of different interpretations. How is this court to 

determine the content and scope of these rights? This question is at least partially 

answered by section 35(1) of the constitution which enjoins this court in interpreting the 

rights contained in the Constitution to 'promote the values which underlie an open and 

democratic society based on freedom and equality'.

[322] No-one could miss the significance of the hermeneutic standard set. The values urged upon the 

court are not those that have informed our past. Our history is one of repression not 
freedom, oligarchy not democracy, apartheid and prejudice not equality, clandestine not 
open government. As the epilogue to the constitution states:

'This constitution provides a historic bridge between the past of a deeply divided society 
characterised by strife, conflict, untold suffering and injustice, and a future founded on 
the recognition of human rights, democracy and peaceful co-existence and development 
opportunities for all South Africans, irrespective of colour, race, class, belief or sex.'

U [323] In interpreting the rights enshrined in chapter 3, therefore, the eourt is directed to the future: to 

the ideal of a new society which is to be built on the common values which made a 

political transition possible in our country and which are the foundation of its new 

constitution. This is not to say that there is nothing from our past which should be 

retained. Of course this is not so. As Kentridge AJ described in the first judgment of 

this court(5' v Zuma unreported judgment of this court, 5 April 1995), many of the rights 

entrenched in section 25 of the constitution concerning criminal justice are longstanding 

principles of our law, although eroded by statute and judicial decision. In interpreting 

the rights contained in section 25, those common law principles will be useful guides.
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But generally section 35(1) instructs us, in interpreting the constitution, to look forward 

not backward, to recognise the evils and injustices of the past and to avoid their 
repetition.

[324] Section 9 of the Constitution provides that:

'Every person shall have the right to life.'

This formulation of the right to life is not one which has been used in the constitutions of 

other countries or in international human rights conventions. In choosing this 

formulation, the drafters have specifically avoided either expressly preserving the death 

penalty, or expressly outlawing it. In addition, they have not used the language so 

common in other constitutions, which provides that no-one may be deprived of life 

arbitrarily or without due process of law.* To the extent that the formulation of the right 

is different from that adopted in other jurisdictions, their jurisprudence will be of less 

value. The question is thus left for us to determine whether this right, or any of the others 

enshrined in chapter 3, would prima facie prohibit the death penalty.

(■■■■■■

[325] In giving meaning to section 9, we must seek the purpose for which it was included in the

^ The Universal Declaration of Human Rights contains an unconditional form of the right: article 3 provides 
that 'Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person.' On the other hand, many other 
international rights instruments contain qualified protections of the right to life. Article 6(1) of the International 
Convention on Civil and Political Rights stipulates that 'Every human being has the inherent right to life. This 
right shall be protected by law. No-one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.' Subsections 2 - 5 of article 6 then 
provide for minimum standards for countries which have not abolished the death penalty, and article 6(6) 
provides that: 'Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or prevent the abolition of capital punishment by 
any state party to the present covenant.' In addition in 1989 an optional protocol was adopted by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, article 1 of which provides that 'No-one within the jurisdiction of state parties 
to the present optional protocol shall be executed'.

Article 4 of the Banjul Charter on Human and People's Rights (African Charter) provides that 'Human 
beings are inviolable. Every human being shall be entitled to respect for his life and the Integrity of the person. 
No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this right.'

Article 2(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights provides that' Everyone's right to life shall 
be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a 
court following his conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law.' But in 1983 a protocol to the 
Convention was adopted which provided that capital punishment should be abolished. The protocol has been 
widely ratified. See Van Dijk and Van Hoof Theory and Practice of the European Convention on Human Rights 
2nded(1990)pp 502 -3.

I
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Constitution? This purposive or teleological approach to the interpretation of rights may 

at times require a generous meaning to be given to provisions of chapter 3 of the 

Constitution, and at other times a narrower or specific meaning. It is the responsibility 

of the courts, and ultimately this court, to develop fully the rights entrenched in the 

Constitution. But that will take time. Consequently any minimum content which is 

attributed to a right may in subsequent cases be expanded and developed.

[326] The right to life is, in one sense, antecedent to all the other rights in the Constitution. Without 
life in the sense of existence, it would not be possible to exercise rights or to be the 

bearer of them. But the right to life was included in the Constitution not simply to 

enshrine the right to existence. It is not life as mere organic matter that the Constitution 

cherishes, but the right to human life: the right to live as a human being, to be part of a 

broader community, to share in the experience of humanity. This concept of human life 

is at the centre of our constitutional values. The constitution seeks to establish a society 

where the individual value of each member of the community is recognised and 

treasured. The right to life is central to such a society.

O

[327] The right to life, thus understood, incorporates the right to dignity. So the rights to human 

dignity and life are entwined. The right to life is more than existence, it is a right to be 

treated as a human being with dignity: without dignity, human life is substantially 

diminished. Without life, there cannot be dignity. This was recognised by the Hungarian 

constitutional court in the case in which it considered the constitutionality of the deathO
^ See S V Zuma (unreported judgment of the Constitutional Court, 5 April 1995) para 15 in which Kentridge 

AJ referred to thejudgmentofDicksonJ inf? vffigMOrwg Mart Z-tJ (1985) 18 DLR (4th) 321 at 395 - 6with 
approval. See zXso Law Society of British Columbia and another v Andrews and another {\9%9) 36 CRR 193 
(SCC) at 224 - 225.
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penalty:

'It is the untouchability and equality contained in the right to human dignity that results 
in man's right to life being a specific right to human life (over and above animals' and 
artificial subjects' right to being); on the other hand, dignity as a fundamental right does 
not have meaning for the individual if he or she is dead.... Human dignity is a naturally 
accompanying quality of human life.' (Decision No 23/1990, (X.31.) AB, George Feher 
translation)

[328] The right to dignity is enshrined in our Constitution in section 10:

'Every person shall have the right to respect for and protection of his 
or her dignity'.n

The importance of dignity as a founding value of the new Constitution cannot be 

overemphasised. Recognising a right to dignity is an acknowledgement of the intrinsic 

worth of human beings: human beings are entitled to be treated as worthy of respect and 

concern.^ This right therefore is the foundation of many of the other rights that are 

specifically entrenched in chapter 3. As Brennan J held when speaking of forms of cruel 
and unusual punishments in the context of the American constitution:

'The true significance of these punishments is that they treat members of the human race 
as non-humans, as objects to be toyed with and discarded. They are thus inconsistent 
with the fundamental premise of the Clause that even the vilest criminal remains a 
human being possessed of common human dignity.' {Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 
272,3 (1972))

u [329] Respect for the dignity of all human beings is particularly important in South Africa. For 
apartheid was a denial of a common humanity. Black people were refused respect and 

dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Africans was diminished. The new 

constitution rejects this past and affirms the equal worth of all South Africans. Thus 

recognition and protection of human dignity is the touchstone of the new political order 
and is fundamental to the new constitution.

^See, for discussion of the right to dignity and the death penalty, the judgment of Solyom J in the Hungarian 
case concerning the constitutionality of the death penalty (Decision no 23/1990 (X.31.) AB, George Feher 
translation).
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[330] But human dignity is important to all democracies. In an aphorism coined by Ronald Dworkin 

'Because we honour dignity, we demand democracy'.'* Its importance was recognised 

too by Coiy J in Kindler v Canada (1992) 6 CRR (2nd) 193 (SCC) at 237 in which he 

held that' [i]t is the dignity and importance of the individual which is the essence and the 

cornerstone of democratic government'.^

[331] The Attorney-General argued that the prisoners, and others like them, who are convicted of 

crimes for which the death penalty is currently competent, have forfeited their right to 

life and dignity. This cannot be correct. It is a fundamental premise of our constitution 

that the rights in chapter 3 are available to all South Africans no matter how atrocious 

their conduct. As Gubbay CJ held in Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, 
Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe 1993 (4) SA 239 (ZS) at 247 g -h:

O

'It cannot be doubted that prison walls do not keep out fundamental rights and 
protections. Prisoners are not, by mere reason of a conviction, denuded of all the rights 
they otherwise possess. No matter the magnitude of the crime, they are not reduced to 
non-persons. They retain all basic rights, save those inevitably removed from them by 
law, expressly or by implication.'

[332] It must be emphasised that the entrenchment of a Bill of Rights, enforceable by a judiciary, is 

designed, in part, to protect those who are the marginalised, the dispossessed and the 

outcasts of our society. They are the test of our commitment to a common humanity and 

cannot be excluded from it.

U

"*866 Ronald Dworkin Life's Dominion: An argument about abortion and euthanasia (1993) at 239.

^ See also S v Ncube 1988 (2) SA 702 (ZS) at 717 B - D.
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[333] Are the rights to life and dignity breached by the death penalty? The death sentence has been 

part of South African law since the colonial era. Not only has the law permitted the death 

sentence, but it has been regularly imposed by courts and carried out by the government.
For many years, South Africa had the doubtful honour of being a world leader in the 

number of judicial executions carried out. Although there is some uncertainty about the 

statistics, it appears that between 1981 and 1990 approximately 1100 people were 

executed in South Africa, including the Transkei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana and Venda.® 

The death sentence was imposed sometimes for crimes that were motivated by political 
ideals. In this way the death penalty came to be seen by some as part of the repressive 

machinery of the former government. Towards the end of the 1980s there were several 
major public campaigns to halt the execution of people who were perceived to be 

political opponents of the government. There is no doubt that these campaigns to 

prevent the execution of amongst others, the 'Sharpeville Six' and the 'Upington 26' were 

partly responsible for the government's decision in 1990 to suspend the implementation 

of sentences of death.

O

[334] The purpose of the death penalty is to kill convicted criminals. Its very purpose lies in the 

deprivation of existence. Its inevitable result is the denial of human life. It is hard to see 

how this methodical and deliberate destruction of life by the government can be an34hing 

other than a breach of the right to life.

[335] The implementation of the death penalty is also a denial of the individual's right to dignity. The 

execution of the death penalty was described by Professor Chris Barnard as follows:

'The man's spinal cord will rupture at the point where it enters the skull, electrochemical 
discharges will send his limbs flailing in a grotesque dance, eyes and tongue will start 
from the facial apertures under the assault of the rope and his bowels and bladder may 
simultaneously void themselves to soil the legs and drip on the floor....' {RandDaily 
Mail 12 June 1978, cited in Appellants' heads)

® See Murray 'Hangings in Southern Africa: The last ten years' (1990) 6 SAJHR 439 - 441; Keightley 
'Hangings in Southern Africa: the last ten years' (1991) 7 SAJHR 347 - 349; 'The Death Penalty in SA: 
Statistics' (1989) 2 SACJ251; Amnesty International 'When the State Kills... The Death Penalty vs Human 
Rights' (1989) 204 - 207.
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This frank description of the execution process leaves little doubt that it is one which is 

destructive of human dignity. As Cory J held in Kindler v Canada (1992) 6 CRR (2nd) 
193 (SCC)at241:

The death penalty not only deprives the prisoner of all vestiges of human dignity, it is 
the ultimate desecration of the individual as a human being. It is the annihilation of the 
very essence of human dignity.'

[336] But it is not only the manner of execution which is destructive of dignity, the circumstances in 

which convicted criminals await the execution of their sentence also constitutes a breach 

of dignity. These circumstances have been amply and aptly described by Gubbay C J in 

Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, Zimbabwe v Attorney-General, Zimbabwe 

1993(4) SA 239 (ZS) at 268-9. Although little evidence has been placed before us to 

describe the experience of condemned prisoners in South Africa, it seems all too 

probable that it resembles the conditions described by Gubbay CJ. Indeed, the 

moratorium on the implementation of the death sentence described by Chaskalson P has 

probably aggravated the conditions of condemned prisoners considerably.

n

[337] Section 277 of the Criminal Procedure Act is therefore not only a breach of section 11 (2) of the 

Constitution as held by Chaskalson P, but it is also a breach of section 9 (the right to life) 
and section 10 (the right to dignity). It is unnecessary and would be inappropriate to 

consider the further scope of these rights.

[338] The Constitution does recognise in section 33 that the rights it entrenches may be limited by law 

of general application if a law is reasonable and justifiable (and in some circumstances, 
necessary) in an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality. The 

infringement of the rights to life and dignity occasioned by section 277 of the Criminal 
Procedure Act needs to be measured against this test. In this regard, it should be noted 

that a law which infringes the right to dignity must be shown to be a reasonable, 
justifiable and necessary limitation, whereas a law which contains a limitation upon the 

right to life need only be shown to be reasonable and justifiable.
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[339] The purpose of the bifurcated levels of justification need not detain us here. What is clear is that 
section 33 introduces different levels of scrutiny for laws which cause an infringement of 

rights. The requirement of reasonableness and justifiability which attaches to some of 

the section 33 rights clearly envisages a less stringent constitutional standard than does 

the requirement of necessity. In both cases, the enquiry concerns proportionality: to 

measure the purpose, effects and importance of the infringing legislation against the 

infringement caused. In addition, it will need to be shown that the ends sought by the 

legislation cannot be achieved sufficiently and realistically by other means which would 

be less destructive of entrenched rights. Where the constitutional standard is necessity, 
the considerations are similar, but the standard is more stringent.O

[340] In determining whether the breaches of sections 9 and 10 are justified in terms of section 33, the 

relevant considerations are the same as those traversed by Chaskalson P at paragraphs 

116 - 131 of his judgment albeit only in the context of a breach of section 11(2). The 

Attorney-General argued that the purpose of section 277 was the deterrence and 

prevention of crime, and retribution. Although deterrence is an important goal, as 

Chaskalson P has described, the deterrent effect of the death penalty remains unproven, 
perhaps unprovable.

[341] The question of retribution is a more complex one. I agree with Chaskalson P that in a 

democratic society retribution as a goal of punishment should not be given undue weight. 
Indeed, I am unconvinced that, where the pimishment is held to constitute a breach of a 

fundamental right, retribution would ever, on its own, be a sufficient ground for 
justification. As Marshall J noted in Furman v Georgia 408 US 238 at 344-5 (1972):

U

'To preserve the integrity of the Eighth Amendment, the Court has consistently 
denigrated retribution as a permissible goal of punishment. It is undoubtedly correct that 
there is a demand for vengeance on the part of many persons in a community against one 
who is convicted of a particularly offensive act. At times a cry is heard that morality 
requires vengeance to evidence society's abhorrence of the act. But the Eighth 
Amendment is our insulation from our baser selves. The 'cruel and unusual' language 
limits the avenues through which vengeance can be channelled. Were this not so, the 
language would be empty and a return to the rack and other tortures would be possible in 
a given case.'
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[342] It remains then to balance the purposes of section 277 with the infringement of sections 9 and 10
it causes. In this exercise, it is undeniable that sections 9 and 10 are rights which lie at 
the heart of our constitutional framework and that section 277 grievously infringes the 

ambit of these rights. They weigh very heavily in the scales of proportionality. On the 

other hand, while the goals of deterrence and prevention which are the purpose of section 

277 are important legislative purposes, it has not been satisfactorily demonstrated that 
they could not be sufficiently and realistically achieved by other means. After a careful 
consideration of the nature of the rights, the extent of the infringement of those rights, 
and the purposes of section 277, I remain unpersuaded that section 277 is a 

constitutionally acceptable limitation upon the rights to life and dignity.
[343] Section 33(l)(b) provides that, in addition to being reasonable and justifiable (and where

appropriate, necessary) a limitation upon a right should not negate the essential contents 

of the right in question.

n

As section 277 does not meet the requirements of 

reasonableness, justifiability and necessity, it is not necessary and it would be 

inadvisable to consider whether it negates the essential contents of the rights in question.

[344] In conclusion, then, the death penalty is unconstitutional. It is a breach of the rights to life and 

dignity that are entrenched in sections 9 and 10 of our Constitution, as well as a breach 

of the prohibition of cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment contained in section 

11(2). The new Constitution stands as a monument to this society's commitment to a 

future in which all human beings will be accorded equal dignity and respect. We cannot 
postpone giving effect to that commitment.

[345] SACHS J: I agree fully with the judgment of the President of the court, and wish merely to 

elaborate on two matters, both of emphasis rather than substance, which I feel merit 
further treatment.

[346] The first relates to the balance between the right to life and the right to dignity. The judgment 
appropriately regards the two rights as mutually re-enforcing, but places greater reliance 

on the prohibition against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment than it does on the
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right to life. For reasons which I will outline, I think the starting-off point for an analysis 

of capital punishment should be the right to life.

Secondly, I think it important to say something about the source of values which, in terms of 

section 35 of the Constitution, our interpretation is required to promote.
[347]

The Ritzht to Life and Proportionality

O [348] Decent people throughout the world are divided over which arouses the greatest horror: the 

thought of the State deliberately killing its citizens, or the idea of allowing cruel killers 

to co-exist with honest citizens. For some, the fact that we cold-bloodedly kill our own 

kind, taints the whole of our society and makes us all accomplices to the premeditated 

and solemn extinction of human life. For others, on the contrary, the disgrace is that we 

place a higher value on the life and dignity of the killer than on that of the victim. A third 

group prefer a purely pragmatic approach which emphasises not the moral issues, but the 

inordinate stress that capital punishment puts on the judicial process and, ultimately, on 

the Presidency, as well as the morbid passions it arouses in the public; from a purely 

practical point of view, they argue, capital punishment appears to offer an illusory 

solution to crime, and as such actually detracts from really effective measures to protect 
the public.U

We are not called upon to decide between these positions. They are essentially emotional, moral 
and pragmatic in character and will no doubt occupy the attention of the Constitutional 
Assembly. Our function is to interpret the text of the Constitution as it stands. 
Accordingly, whatever our personal views on this fraught subject might be, our response 

must be a purely legal one.
This court is unlikely to get another case which is emotionally and philosophically more elusive, 

and textually more direct. Section 9 states: "Every person shall have the right to life." 

These unqualified and unadorned words are binding on the State (sections 4 and 7) and.

[349]

[350]
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on the face of it, outlaw capital punishment. Section 33 does allow for limitations on 

fundamental rights; yet, in my view, executing someone is not limiting that person's life, 
but extinguishing it.

[351] Life is different. In the vivid phrase used by Mahomed J in the course of argument, the right to 

life is not subject to incremental invasion. Life cannot be diminished for an hour, or a 

day, or 'for life'. While its enjoyment can be qualified, its existence cannot. Similarly, 
death is different. It is total and irreversible. Just, as there are no degrees of life, so 

there are no degrees of death (though, as we shall see, there were once degrees of 

severity in relation to how the sentence of death should be carried out). A level of 

arbitrariness and the possibilities of mistake that might be inescapable and therefore 

tolerable in relation to other forms of punishment, burst the parameters of 

constitutionality when they impact on the deliberate taking of life. The life of any 

human being is inevitably subject to the ultimate vagaries of the due processes of nature; 
our Constitution does not permit it to be qualified by the unavoidable caprices of the due 

processes of law.

O

1

[352] In the case of other constitutional rights, proportionate balances can be struck between the 

exercise of the right and permissible derogations from it. In matters such as torture, 
where no derogations are allowed, thresholds of permissible and impermissible conduct 
can be established. When it comes to execution, however, there is no scope for 
proportionality, while the only relevant threshold is, tragically, that to eternity.U

[353] Even if one applies an objective approach in relation to the enjoyment of the right to life, 
namely, that the State is under a duty to create conditions to enable all persons to enjoy

'The issue, of course, is whether inescapable caprice prevents the process from being 'due' when the 
consequences are so drastic.
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the right, in my view this cannot mean that the State's function can be extended to 

encompass complete, intentional and avoidable obliteration of any person's subjective 

right. Subject to further argument on the matter, my initial view is that the objective 

approach can be used to qualify the subjective enjoyment of the right, but not to 

eliminate it completely, and certainly not to eliminate the subject. It can provide the 

basis for limiting enjoyment of other subjective rights - to dignity, personal freedom, 
movement - for a period, or in relation to a concrete situation, or in respect of a physical 
space, if the requirements of section 33 are met. Yet, life by its very nature cannot be 

restricted, qualified, abridged, limited or derogated from in the same way. You are either 
alive or dead.n

[354] In my view, section 33 permits limitations on rights, not their extinction. Our Constitution in 

this sense is different from those that expressly authorise deprivation of life if due 

process of law is followed, or those that prohibit the arbitrary taking of life. The 

unqualified statement that 'every person has the right to life', in effect outlaws capital 
punishment. Instead of establishing a constitutional framework within which the State 

may deprive citizens of their lives, as it could have done, our Constitution commits the 

State to affirming and protecting life. Because section 33 is not concerned with creating 

circumstances in which the right of any person may be disregarded altogether, nor with 

establishing exceptions which qualify the nature of the right itself, or exclude its 

operation, it cannot be invoked as an authorization for capital punishment.

U
[355] A full conceptualization of the right to life will have to await examination of a multitude of 

complex issues, each of which has its own contextual setting and particularities. In 

contrast to capital punishment, there are circumstances relating to the right to life where 

proportionality could well play an important role in balancing out competing interests. 
Whether or not section 33 would be applicable in each case, or whether proportionality 

will enter into the definition of the ambit of the right itself, or whether it relates simply to 

competition between two or more people to exercise the right when it is under immediate 

threat, need not be decided here. Thus, the German Constitutional Court has relied 

heavily on the principle of proportionality in relation to the question of when person-
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hood and legally protected life begin and, in particular of how to balance foetal rights as 

against the rights of the woman concerned? 

defence or dealing with hostage-takers or mutineers, must be proportionate to the danger 
apprehended; the issue arises because two or more persons compete for the right to life; 
for the one to live, the other must die. The imminence of danger is fundamental: to kill 
an assailant or hostage-taker or prisoner of war after he or she has been disarmed, is 

regarded as murder.

Force used by the State in cases of self-

[356] Executing a trussed human being long after the violence has ended, totally lacks proportionality 

in relation to the use of force, and does not fall within the principles of self-defence. 
From one point of view capital punishment, unless cruelly performed, is a contradiction 

in terms. The 'capital' part ends rather than expresses the 'punishment', in the sense that 
the condemned person is eliminated, not punished. A living being held for years in 

prison is punished; a corpse cannot be punished, only mutilated. Thus, execution ceases 

to be a punishment of a human being in terms of the Constitution, and becomes instead 

the obliteration of a sub-human from the purview of the Constitution.

n

[357] At its core, constitutionalism is about the protection and development of rights, not their 
extinction. In the absence of the clearest contextual indications that the framers of the 

Constitution intended that the State's sovereignty should be so extended as to allow it 
deliberately to take of the life of its citizens, Seetion 9 should be read to mean exactly 

what it says: Every person shall have the right to life. If not, the killer unwittingly 

achieves a final and perverse moral victory by making the state a killer too, thus reducing 

social abhorrence at the conscious extinction of human beings.

U

The Source of Values

^88 BVerfGE 203 (2nd Abortion Case).
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[358] The second issue that caused me special concern was the source of the values that we are to 

apply in assessing whether or not capital punishment is a cruel, inhuman or degrading 

punishment as constitutionally understood. The matter was raised in an amicus brief and 

argued orally before us by Ms. Davids on behalf of the Black Advocates Forum.

[359] Her main contention vyas that we should not pronounce on the subject of capital punishment 
until we had been apprised by sociological analysis of the relevant expectations, 
sensitivities and interests of society as a whole. In the past, she stated, the all-white 

minority had imposed Eurocentric values on the majority, and an all-white judiciary had 

taken cognisance merely of the interests of white society. Now, for the first time, she 

added, we had the opportunity to nurture an open and democratic society and to have due 

regard to an emerging national consensus on values to be upheld in relation to 

punishment.

n

[360] Many of the points she made had a political rather than a legal character, and as such should 

have been directed to the Constitutional Assembly rather than to the Constitutional 
Court. Nevertheless, much of her argument has a bearing on the way this court sees its 

functions, and deserves the courtesy of a reply.

[361] To begin with, I wish firmly to express my agreement with the need to take account of the 

traditions, beliefs and values of all sectors of South African society when developing our 
jurisprudence.u

[362] In broad terms, the function given to this court by the Constitution is to articulate the 

fundamental sense of justice and right shared by the whole nation as expressed in the text 
of the Constitution. The Constitution was the first public document of legal force in 

South African history to emerge from an inclusive process in which the overwhelming 

majority were represented. Reference in the Constitution to the role of public 

international law [sections 35(1) and 231] underlines our common adherence to 

internationally accepted principles. Whatever the status of earlier legislation and 

jurisprudence may be, the Constitution speaks for the whole of society and not just one
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section.

[363] The preamble, postamble and the principles of freedom and equality espoused in sections 8,33 

and 35 of the Constitution, require such an amplitude of vision, 
inclusivity shines through the language provisions in section 3, and underlies the 

provisions which led to the adoption of the new flag and anthem, and the selection of 

public holidays.

The principle of

[364] The secure and progressive development of our legal system demands that it draw the best from 

all the streams of justice in our country. This would include benefiting from the learning 

of those judges who in the previous era managed to articulate a sense of justice that 
transcended the limits of race, as well as acknowledging the challenging writings of 

academics such as the late Dr. Barend van Niekerk, who bravely broke the taboos on 

criticism of the legal system.^

O

[365] Above all, however, it means giving long overdue recognition to African law and legal thinking 

as a source of legal ideas, values and practice. We cannot, unfortunately, extend the 

equality principle backwards in time to remove the humiliations and indignities suffered 

by past generations, but we can restore dignity to ideas and values that have long been 

suppressed or marginalized.

' [366] Redressing the balance in a conceptually sound, methodologically secure and functionally 

efficient way, will be far from easy. Extensive research and public debate will be 

required. Legislation will play a key role; indeed, the Constitution expressly 

acknowledges situations where legal pluralism based on religion can be recognised 

[14(3)], and where indigenous law can be applied (s.l81). Constitutional Principle XIII 
Indigenous law, like common law, shall be recognised and applied bydeclares that

^Cf. 1969 SALJ 455 and 1970 SALJ 60; S v Van Niekerk 1970 (3) SA 655.
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the courts, subject to the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution and to 

legislation dealing specifically therewith".

[367] Yet the issue raised by Ms Davids goes beyond the question of achieving recognition of 

different systems of personal law.

[368] In interpreting Chapter 3 of the Constitution, which deals with fundamental rights, all courts 

must promote the values of an open and democratic society based on freedom and 

equality [s.35(l)]. One of the values of an open and democratic society is precisely that 

the values of all sections of society must be taken into account and given due weight 

when matters of public import are being decided. Ms. David's concern is that when it 

comes to interpreting Chapter 3, and in particular, the concept of punishment, the values 

of only one section of the community are taken into account.

Paul Sieghart points out that "the hallmarks of a democratic society are pluralism, tolerance and 

broad-mindedness. Although individual interests must on occasion be subordinated to 

those of a group, democracy does not mean that the views of a majority must always 

prevail: a balance must be achieved which ensures the fair and proper treatment of 

minorities and avoids any abuse ofa dominant position".^ The principle that cognisance 

must be taken of minority opinions should apply with at least equal force to majority 

opinions; if one of the functions of the Constitution is to protect unpopular minorities 

from abuse, another must surely be to rescue the majority from marginalization.

O

[369]

u
[370] In a democratic society such as we are trying to establish, this is primarily the task of 

Parliament, where the will of the majority can be directly expressed within the 

framework of a system of fundamental rights. Our function as members of this court - as 

I see it - is, when interpreting the Constitution, to pay due regard to the values of all 

sections of society, and not to confine ourselves to the values of one portion only.

'^The International Law of Human Rights, Oxford 1983, reprinted 1992, at p. 93 referring to James. Young 
and Webster vU.K. Judgment of the European Court of Human Rights on 13/08/81.
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however, exalted or subordinate it might have been in the past.

[371] It is a distressing fact that our law reports and legal textbooks contain few references to African 

sources as part of the general law of the country. That is no reason for this court to 

continue to ignore the legal institutions and values of a very large part of the population, 
moreover, of that section that suffered the most violations of fundamental rights under 
previous legal regimes, and that perhaps has the most to hope for from the new 

constitutional order.

[372] Appropriate source material is limited and any conclusions that individual members of this court 
might wish to offer would inevitably have to be tentative rather than definitive. We 

would certainly require much fuller research and argument than we had in the present 
case. The paucity of materials, however, is a reason for putting the issue on the agenda, 
not a justification for postponing it.

n

[373] The evolution of core values in all sections of the community is particularly relevant to the 

characterization of what at any moment are regarded as cruel, inhuman and degrading 

punishments [s. 11 (2)]. In my view, s.35(l) requires this court not only to have regard to 

public international law and foreign case law, but also to all the dimensions of the 

evolution of South African law which may help us in our task of promoting freedom and 

equality. This would require reference not only to what in legal discourse is referred to 

as 'our common law’ but also to traditional African jurisprudence.U

[374] I must stress that what follows relates to matters not properly canvassed in argument. The 

statements I make should not be regarded as an attempt on my part to 'lay down the law' 
on subjects that might well be controversial. Rather, the materials are presented for their 
possible relevance to the search for core and enduring values consistent with the text and 

spirit of the Constitution. It is unfortunate they were not placed before us to enable their 
reliability and their merits to be debated; they are intended to indicate that, speaking for 
myself, these are the kinds of scholarly sources which I would have regarded as helpful 
in determining questions such as the present one, if Ms. Davids had presented them to us
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rather than complain about their absence. I might add that there is nothing to indicate 

that had these sources been properly presented and subjected to the rigorous analysis 

which our judicial procedure calls for, the decision of this Court would have been 

different. There does not appear to be any foundation for her plea that we postpone the 

matter. On the contrary, the materials that I will refer to point to a source of values 

entirely consistent with the overall thrust of the President's judgment, and, in particular, 
with his reference to the constitutionally acknowledged principle of ubuntu?

[375] Our libraries contain a large number of studies by African and other scholars of repute, which 

delineate in considerable detail how disputes were resolved and punishments meted out in 

traditional African society. There are a number of references to capital punishment and I can 

only repeat that it is unfortunate that their import was never canvassed in the present matter.

O

u

^See the postamble, also referred to as the epilogue or afterword, where reference is made to the "need for 
ubuntu".
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[376] In the first place, the sources indicate that it is necessary to acknowledge that systems of law 

enforcement based on rational procedures were well entrenched in traditional society. In his 

classic study of the T songa-speaking people, Henri Junod observes that .. the Bantus possess a 

strong sense of justice. They believe in social order and in the observance of the laws, and, 
although these laws were not written, they are universal andperfectly well known ^ The Cape 

Law Journal, in a long and admiring report on what it refers to as a Kafir Law Suit, declares that 
in a typical trial 'the Socratic method of debate appears in all its perfection.'^ John Henderson 

Soga points out that offences were considered to be against the community or tribe rather than 

the individual, and punishment of a constructive or corrective nature was administered for 

disturbing the balance of tribal life.8o
[377] More directly for our purposes, the materials suggest that amongst the Cape Nguni, the death 

penalty was practically confined to cases of suspected witchcraft, and was normally 

spontaneously carried out after accusation by the diviners.^ Soga says that the death penalty was 

never imposed, the reasoning being as follows: 'Why sacrifice a second life for one already 

lost?'^° Professor Z.K. Mathews is in broad agreement, 

summary executions were usually inflicted for assault on the wives of chiefs or aggravated cases 

of witchcraft, but otherwise the death sentence 'seldom followed even murder, when committed 

without the aid of supernatural powers; and as banishment, imprisonment and corporal 
punishment are all unknown in (African) jurisprudence, the property of the people constitutes the 

great fund out of which debts of justice are paid'.

n The Cape Law Journal notes that

12

U
®Junod, Henri A - The Life of a South African Tribe 2nd Edition published Macmillan 1927 at p. 436. 

^1889 CLJ 87 - Extracts from Maclean's Handbook.

'John Henderson Soga - The Ama-Xosa: Life and Customs, published Lovedale Press , South Africa; 
London, Kegan Paul, at p. 46.

®Hammond-Tooke D; The 'other side' of frontier history: a model of Cape Nguni political process, in African 
Societies in Southern Africa ed. Leonard Thompson, London 1969, at p. 255.

10Soga supra at p. 46.

'Bantu Law and Western Civilisation in South Africa - a study in the clash of cultures (1934 Yale University 
MA Thesis).

12 1889 CLJ 89, 1890 CLJ 23 at 34.
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[378] Similar approaches were apparently followed in other African communities. The Sotho King 

Moshoeshoe was said to be well known for his opposition to capital punishment, even for 
supposed witchcraft,*^ as was Montshiwa during his long reign as King of the Barolong.*'* The 

absence of capital punishment among the Zulu people apparently angered Shepstone, Lieutenant 
Governor of Natal. Donald Morris writes as follows:

[379] 'Hearken to Shepstone on November 25, 1850, substituting capital punishment for the 
native system of cattle fines in the case of murder:

O

13JM Orpen: History of the Basutus of South Africa, Cape Argus 1857, Reprinted UCT 1955. 

“^Molema SM: Montshiwa (1815 - 1896) Barolong Chief and Patriot (published C. Struik 1966).
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[380] "... Knowye all.... a man's life has no price: no cattle can pay for it. 
He who intentionally kills another, whether for Witchcrctft or 
otherwise, Shall die himself otIS

[381] Thus, if these sources are reliable, it would appear that the relatively well-developed judicial 
processes of indigenous societies did not in general encompass capital punishment for murder. 
Such executions as took place were the frenzied, extra-judicial killings of supposed witches, a 

spontaneous and irrational form of crowd behaviour that has unfortunately continued to this day 

in the form of necklacing and witch-burning. In addition, punishments by military leaders in 

terms of military discipline were frequently of the harshest kind and accounted for the lives of 

many persons. Yet, the sources referred to above indicate that, where judicial procedures were 

followed, capital punishment was in general not applied as a punishment for murder.

[382] In seeking the kind of values which should inform our broad approach to interpreting the 

Constitution, I have little doubt as to which of these three contrasted aspects of tradition we 

should follow and which we should reject. The rational and humane adjudicatory approach is 

entirely consistent with and re-enforcing of the fundamental rights enshrined in our Constitution; 
the exorcist and militarist concepts are not.

[383] We do not automatically invoke each and every aspect of traditional law as a source of values, 
just as we do not rely on all features of the common law. Thus, we reject the once powerful 
common law traditions associated with patriarchy and the subordination of servants to masters, 
which are inconsistent with freedom and equality, and we uphold and develop those many 

aspects of the common law which feed into and enrich the fundamental rights enshrined in the 

Constitution. I am sure that there are many aspects and values of traditional African law which 

will also have to be discarded or developed in order to ensure compatibility with the principles

U

^Donald R Morris: The washing of the Spears - A History of the Rise of the Zulu Nation under Shaka and its 
Fall in the Zulu war of 1879. Jonathan Cape 1965, Random House 1995, p. 174-5.
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of the new constitutional order.
[3 84] It is instructive to look at the evolution of values in the colonial settlement as well as in African 

society. In the Dutch settlement, as yet unaffected by the changes sweeping Europe, torture was 

used until the end of the 18th century as an integral part of the judicial process. Persons were 

not only condemned to death, the judges specified in detail gruesome modes of execution 

designed to produce maximum pain and greatest indignity over the longest period of time. The 

concept of a dignified execution was seen as a contradiction in terms. The public was invited to 

witness the lingering death, the mutilation and the turning of human beings into carrion for the 

birds. This is logical. If executions are to deter, they should receive the maximum publicity, and 

the killers should undergo an agony equal to that to which they subjected their victims.

[385] Yet the British colonial administration that took over at the time of the Napoleonic wars, adopted 

a different position. Torture was abolished. The multiple degrees of severity of capital 
punishment were replaced by the single relatively swift mode of hanging. The reason for this 

was that torture and cruel modes of execution were regarded as barbaric in themselves and 

degrading to the society which practised them. The incumbent judges protested that whatever 

might have been appropriate in Britain, in the conditions of the Cape to rely merely on hangings, 
corporal punishment and prison was to invite slave uprisings and mayhem. The public 

executioner was so distressed that he hanged himself All this is a matter of record. 17

16C. Graham Botha 1915 SALJ 319. More generally, see footnote 15. These matters were referred to but not 
developed in Applicants' written argument.U

17Sir John Barrow, FRS: Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa Volume 2 p. 138-9. London 1806 
quoted in C. Graham Botha 1915 SALJ 322, also by E. Kahn, the Death Penalty 1970 THRHR, p. 110. Letter 
by British Commander to Cape Court of Justice quoted by C. Graham Botha 1913 SALJ 294; reply by Court 
quoted in 1915 SALJ 327; see also, V. de Kock - Those in Bondage, an account of the life of the slave at the 
Cape, George Allen and Unwin, London 1950 p 158-60. For punishments generally see de V Roos 1897 CLJ 
11-23, C.H. van Zyl 1907 SALJ 352,370; 1908 SALJ 4,264.
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[386] Two centuries have passed since then, and it would not be surprising if the framers of the 

Constitution felt that a further qualitative evolution had taken place. Current practices in the 

Southern African region as a whole with regard to capital punishment, testify to such an 

evolution. Information placed before this court’* showed that of six countries sharing a frontier 

with South Africa, only one has carried out executions in recent years (Zimbabwe). The last 
judicial execution in Lesotho was in 1984, in Swaziland in 1983 and in Botswana in 1986, 
although capital punishment still remains on the statute books and people have in fact been 

sentenced to death in these countries. Mozambique and Namibia both expressly outlaw capital 
punishment in their constitutions.

[387] The positions adopted by the framers of the Mozambican and Namibian constitutions were not 
apparently based on bending the knee to foreign ideas, as was implicit in Ms. David's contention, 
but rather on memories of massacres and martyrdom in their own countries. As Churchill is 

reputed to have said, the grass never grows green under the gallows.’^ Germany after Nazism, 

Italy after fascism, and Portugal, Peru, Nicaragua, Brazil, Argentina, the Philippines and Spain 

all abolished capital punishment for peacetime offences after emerging from periods of severe 

repression. They did so mostly through constitutional provisions.20

[388] It is not unreasonable to think that similar considerations influenced the framers of our 
Constitution as well. In avoiding any direct or indirect reference to the death sentence, they 

were able to pay due regard to the fact that one of this country's greatest assets was the passion 

for freedom, democracy and human rights amongst the generation of persons who fought hardest 
against injustice in the past. Included in this was a deep respect, amounting to veneration, for 
life. The emerging nation could squander this precious asset at its peril. The framers could not

U

Applicants' heads of argument, taken from When the State Kills - The Death Penalty v. Human Rights, 
Amnesty International, London 1989.

’^This is confirmed by South African experience ranging from Slachters Nek to the Cape Rebels to the 1922 
Strike leaders to Vuylsile Mini and Solomon Mahlangu in recent times.

20Amnesty International op cit. There has also been a marked move away from capital punishment in the 
countries of Eastern Europe after the ending of authoritarian one-party rule there.
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have been unaware of the fact that the time to guard against future repression was when 

memories of past injustice and pain were still fresh. If they chose sweeping language in favour 
of life, this could well in part have been because of a realisation that this was the moment to 

remove any temptation in coming years to attempt to solve grave social and political problems 

by means of executing opponents.

[389] Historically, constitutionalism was a product of the age of enlightenment. It was associated with 

the overthrow of arbitraiy power and the attempt to ensure that government functioned according 

to established principles and processes and in the light of enduring values. It came together with 

the abolition of torture and the opening up of dungeons. It based itself on the twin propositions 

that all persons had certain inherent rights that came with their humanity, and that no one had a 

God-given right to rule over others.

O

[390] The second great wave of constitutionalism after World War II, was also a reaction to gross 

abuse of power, institutionalised inhumanity and organised disrespect for life. Human rights 

were not merely declared to exist: against the background of genocide and crimes against 
humanity committed in the name of a racial ideology linked to state sovereignty, firm 

constitutional limits were placed on state power. In particular, the more that life had been 

cheapened and the human personality disregarded, the greater the entrenchment of the rights to 

life and dignity.

O [391] Constitutionalism in our country also arrives simultaneously with the achievement of equality 

and freedom, and of openness, accommodation and tolerance. When reviewing the past, the 

framers of our Constitution rejected not only the laws and practices that imposed domination and 

kept people apart, but those that prevented free discourse and rational debate, and those that 
brutalised us as people and diminished our respect for life.

[392] Accordingly, the idealism that we uphold with this judgment is to be found not in the minds of 

the judges, but in both the explicit text of the Constitution itself, and the values it enshrines. I 
have no doubt that even if, as the President's judgment suggests, the framers subjectively 

intended to keep the issue open for determination by this court, they effectively closed the door
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by the language they used and the values they required us to uphold. It is difficult to see how 

they could have done otherwise. In a founding document dealing with fundamental rights, you 

either authorize the death sentence or you do not. In my view, the values expressed by section 9 

are conclusive of the matter. Everyone, including the most abominable of human beings, has the 

right to life, and capital punishment is therefore unconstitutional.
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JUDGMENT

ZONDO AJ (Mogoeng CJ, Cameron J (except for [55], [56] and [60] to [62]), Froneman 
J (except for [55], [56] and [60] to [62]), Jafta J, Khampepe J, Maya AJ, Nkabinde J, 
Skweyiya J (except for [55], [56] and [60] to [62]) and Van der Westhuizen J (except for 
[55], [56] and [60] to [62]) concurring):

U
Introduction

[1] The applicants* for leave to appeal are the Minister of Justice and Constitutional

Development (Justice Minister), the Minister of Home Affairs (Home Affairs Minister),

1 In this Court, although the Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development and the Minister of Home Affairs 
and officials under the latter’s control brought separate applications, this is one matter. There seems to be confusion 
in the Notice of Motion and the Founding Affidavit of the Minister of Home Affairs’ application to this Court as to 
whether it was direct access or direct appeal under Rule 19, but it will be treated as an application for direct appeal 
under Rule 19.
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the Government of the Republic of South Africa (Government), the Director-General of

the Department of Home Affairs and various officials of that Department, 

respondents include Mr Emmanuel Tsebe and Mr Jerry Ofense Pitsoe (Phale).^ The

The

applieants were some of the respondents in two applications that were brought separately

by Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale in the South Gauteng High Court (High Court) but were later 

consolidated into one matter.^

n
[2] The primary purpose"^ of Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s applications was to obtain an

order restraining the Government, the Home Affairs Minister, certain officials of the

Department of Home Affairs, as well as the Justice Minister and others from extraditing

or deporting the applicant in each case to the Republie of Botswana (Botswana) in the

absence of a written assurance from Botswana that, if convicted of murder, the death

penalty would not be imposed, or, if imposed, it would not be exeeuted (requisite

assuranee). Mr Tsebe also sought an order declaring that, in the absence of tbe requisite

assurance, his extradition or deportation would be unlawful and unconstitutional.

U
[3] The Justice Minister and the Government brought a eounter-application in the

High Court in which they sought an order declaring in effect that, where the Government

^ At some stage in Mr Pitsoe’s life he used the surname Phale and later used the surname Pitsoe. Phale is the 
surname of his stepfather and Pitsoe is his mother’s cousin’s surname which he used from the time when he lived 
with his mother’s cousin in former Bophuthatswana.
^ In the High Court, Lamont J granted an order consolidating the Tsebe and Phale matters.

This refers to the purpose of the two applications as at the hearing of the applications before the High Court where 
some orders that had been asked for in the Notices of Motion were abandoned.
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has been requested to extradite a person to a foreign State to face a criminal charge which

could lead to the imposition and execution of a death sentence and the Government has

asked that State to give the requisite assurance but that State has refused, the Government

is then entitled to extradite or deport the person eoncemed to that State.

[4] The applieations were heard by a Full Court. ^ The High Court granted Mr Tsebe’s

and Mr Phale’s applications and dismissed the Justice Minister’s and the Government’s 

counter-application. ^
n

[5] The applicants now apply for leave to appeal directly to this Court against the Full

Court’s judgment and order. Before the applications can be considered, it is necessary to

set out the factual background to the matter.

^ The Full Court consisted of Mojapelo DJP, Claassen J and Bizos AJ.

^ The order that was made by the High Court in both cases 27682/10 and 51010/10 was in the following terms:

Declaring the deportation and/or extradition and/or removal of the applicant to the 
Republic of Botswana unlawful and unconstitutional, to the extent that such deportation 
and/or extradition and/or removal be carried out without the written assurance from the 
Government of Botswana that the applicant will not face the death penalty there under 
any circumstance.

Prohibiting the respondents from taking any action whatsoever to cause the applicant to 
be deported, extradited or removed from South Africa to Botswana until and unless the 
Government of the Republic of Botswana provides a written assurance to the respondents 
that the applicant will not be subject to the death penalty in Botswana under any 
circumstances.

Directing the first and second respondent and any other party who opposed the relief 
sought herein to pay the applicants’ costs inclusive of the cost of two counsel.

The counter-applications are dismissed with costs which are to include the costs of two 
counsel.”

The judgment of the Full Court has been reported as Tsebe and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; 
Pitsoe V Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (1) BCLR 77 (GSJ) (The High Court judgment).

U 1.

2.

3.

4.
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Background

[6] In July 2008 Mr Tsebe, a national of Botswana, was accused of murdering his wife

or romantic partner in Botswana. A similar accusation was made against Mr Phale in

relation to his girlfriend or wife in October 2009. It is not necessary to give details of

how they are alleged to have murdered their partners but it suffices to say that, if the

allegations about how they killed their partners are true, the killings were brutal. When

the police in Botswana tried to arrest Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale in separate incidents and atn
separate times, they fled to South Africa.

[7] It is common cause that Mr Tsebe’s entry into South Africa was illegal. Mr Phale

disputes the contention that his entry into South Africa was illegal. He says that he is a

South African citizen and was issued a South African identity document. The

Department of Home Affairs says that he is not a South African citizen and that he

obtained the South African identity document fraudulently. After Mr Tsebe’s and

Mr Phale’s flight from Botswana, the authorities in Botswana issued warrants of arrest

u against them. Botswana also requested South Africa to extradite the men to Botswana to

face murder charges.

[8] On or about 27 July 2008 Mr Tsebe was arrested. He was initially detained at

Tomberg Poliee Station and Polokwane Prison from 28 July 2008 to 25 August 2009, and

later at Lindela Holding Facility from 26 August 2009 onwards. The detention at

Tomberg Police Station was effected pending the outcome of extradition proceedings.

6
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The detention at Lindela Holding Facility was effected pending a final decision whether

he would be extradited to Botswana to face the murder charge. He appeared in the

Mokopane Magistrate’s Court a number of times in connection with his extradition

proceedings.

[9] An extradition inquiry was initiated in the Mokopane Magistrate’s Court, in terms 

of the Extradition Act’ (EA), to establish whether Mr Tsebe was liable for extradition.O
The then Justice Minister, Mr Surty, wrote to his counterpart in Botswana and informed

him that South Afi'ica would not extradite Mr Tsebe unless Botswana gave South Africa

the requisite assurance. Botswana’s response was that it would not give the requisite

assurance because there was no provision for it in its domestic law and in its extradition

treaty with South Africa.

[10] A meeting between the current Justice Minister and his counterpart from Botswana

was held without success on 14 July 2009 to try and resolve the impasse between the two

U coxmtries. Botswana’s Justice Minister then suggested that South Africa should put

Mr Tsebe on trial in South Africa for the murder. The Justice Minister subsequently

wrote to the Justice Minister of Botswana and informed him that South Africa had not

passed legislation that would give the South African courts jurisdiction to try people for

crimes committed outside its borders. On 11 March 2009 the extradition inquiry in the

’Act 67 of 1962.

7
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Mokopane Magistrate’s Court was completed. The Magistrate found that Mr Tsebe was

liable for extradition.

[11] On 25 August 2009 the Justice Minister issued an order in terms of section 

1 l(b)(iii) of the EA® to the effect that Mr Tsebe should not be surrendered to Botswana to

face the charge of murder. The Justice Minister’s order in this regard was based on

internal legal advice given to him in the light of the provisions of section 1 l(b)(iii) of then
EA and the decision of this Court in Mohamed and Another v President of the RSA and 

Others^ {Mohamed).

[12] Mr Tsebe was subsequently transferred to the Lindela Holding Facility pending

deportation to Botswana despite the Justice Minister’s order that he should not be

surrendered to Botswana. Mr Tsebe was transferred because certain officials of the

Department of Home Affairs, despite the Justice Minister’s order, took the view that

U In so far as it is relevant, section 11 of the EA reads as follows: 
“The Minister may—

(b) order that a person shall not be surrendered:

at all, or before the expiration of a period fixed by the Minister, if he or 
she is satisfied that by reason of the trivial nature of the offence or by 
reason of the surrender not being required in good faith or in the interest 
of justice, or that for any other reason it would, having regard to the 
distance, the facilities for communication and to all the circumstances of 
the case, be unjust or unreasonable or too severe a punishment to 
surrender the person concerned.”

® [2001] ZACC 18; 2001 (3) SA 893 (CC); 2001 (7) BCLR 685 (CC). As to what was decided in Mohamed, see 
below at [25].

(iii)
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MrTsebe should be deported sinee he was an illegal foreigner and in terms of the 

Immigration Act'® (lA) he was required to be deported. For quite some time officials of

the Department of Justice and officials of the Department of Home Affairs took

contradictory positions on whether Mr Tsebe should be deported, with officials of the

Department of Justice saying he should not and officials of the Department of Home

Affairs saying he should be deported.

n
[13] Although the Justice Minister had issued a non-extradition order in respect of

Mr Tsebe, he subsequently deposed to an affidavit opposing Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s

applications. He made an about-turn saying that he had not applied his mind to all the

issues when he took the decision to issue the non-extradition order. He contended that,

since Botswana had refused to give the requisite assurance, the Government was entitled

to extradite Mr Tsebe to Botswana. He said this despite the fact that the extradition may

have posed a risk for the imposition of the death penalty if Mr Tsebe was convicted. The

Justice Minister said that South Africa would use other forums under the auspices of the

U Southern African Development Community (SADC) to try and get Botswana not to

execute the death penalty. The Justice Minister did not say what would prevent

Botswana from executing the death penalty if South Africa’s efforts in the SADC failed.

since Mr Tsebe would have already been extradited by the time those efforts failed.

Act 13 of 2002. Section 32(2) of the lA reads: “Any illegal foreigner shall be deported.'

9
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[14] Ultimately, the Home Affairs Minister took the decision that Mr Tsebe should be

deported. It would appear that she based her decision, at least in part, on the legal

opinions given to her by certain internal legal advisors in the Department of Home

Affairs. One reason for the Home Affairs Minister’s decision to deport Mr Tsebe to

Botswana, despite the fact that Botswana had refused to give the requisite assurance, was

that, even after Mr Tsebe’s deportation. South Africa could still continue to put pressure

on Botswana not to execute the death penalty if Mr Tsebe was convicted of the murder

and sentenced to death. The Home Affairs Minister also did not say what would happen

if Botswana did not give in to the pressure at a time when Mr Tsebe was already in

Botswana. Another reason was that Mr Tsebe remained an illegal foreigner and the lA

required that he be deported.

[15] To prevent his imminent deportation, Mr Tsebe brought an urgent application in

the High Court for an interim interdict to restrain the Home Affairs Minister, certain

officials of the Department of Home Affairs, the Justice Minister and the Government

U from extraditing or deporting him to Botswana in the absence of the requisite assurance.

Victor J granted an interim interdict pending the outcome of an application by Mr Tsebe

for the review and setting aside of the decision of the Home Affairs Minister that he be

deported. After Mr Tsebe had launched his application in the High Court, he was

charged with contraventions of the lA and taken to Krugersdorp Prison where he was

detained as an awaiting trial prisoner. Mr Tsebe passed away on 27 November 2010

before the High Court could hear his application.

10
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[16] After his arrest in Limpopo, Mr Phale was detained by the South African Police

Service. He subsequently appeared in the Mankweng Magistrate’s Court. His last

appearance there was on 2 March 2010. On that day he was told that the criminal case

against him had been withdrawn.

[17] The withdrawal of the case against Mr Phale occurred because an official of then
Department of Justice had advised the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) that, in the

light of the non-extradition order in Mr Tsebe’s matter, the Justice Minister would not

order the extradition of Mr Phale in the absence of the requisite assurance and the NPA

had then shared this information with the Director of Public Prosecutions in Botswana.

After consultation with the Executive in Botswana, the Director of Public Prosecutions in

Botswana advised the NPA that Botswana would not give the requisite assurance in

Mr Phale’s case either. It seems that, as a result of these communications, the NPA

decided not to pursue extradition proceedings in regard to Mr Phale and that is why the
U criminal case” was withdrawn against him. All this happened without the Justice

Minister having taken any decision with regard to extradition proceedings concerning

Mr Phale and Botswana’s request for Mr Phale’s extradition.

[18] Mr Phale was informed that he was to be deported to Botswana. In

December 2010 he launched his application in the High Court. After this, the

Department of Home Affairs had criminal charges initiated against him in the Rustenburg

11
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Magistrate’s Court. One of the charges was a charge of fraud. It was alleged that he had

fraudulently obtained a South African identity document. Other charges related to

contraventions of the lA.

The decision of the High Court

[19] There was only one issue for determination by the High Court. That was whether

or not the Government had the power to extradite or deport Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale ton
Botswana to face their respective murder charges even though Botswana had refused to

11give the requisite assurance. If the answer to this question was in the affirmative, that

would be the end of the matter and Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s applications would fall to

be dismissed. If the answer was in the negative, Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale would be

entitled to the declaratory order and interdict they sought.

[20] In a very thorough judgment the Full Court considered the issue and concluded

that it was bound by the decision of this Court in Mohamed and that there was no basis on
O 12which the present case could be distinguished from Mohamed. In the light of this the

Court concluded that, if the Government extradited, deported or removed Mr Tsebe and

Mr Phale to Botswana, the extradition or deportation would subject them to the risk of the

13imposition of the death penalty and would be unlawful. The Full Court held that the

High Court judgment above n 6 at para 3. 
Id at para 98.
Id at paras 99-100.
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respondents before it would also be in breach of their constitutional obligations under 

section 7(2) of the Constitution^'' if they extradited or deported or in any way removed

Mr Phale to Botswana without the requisite assurance.

Jurisdiction of this Court

[21] There can be no doubt that this Court has jurisdiction over this matter because the

matter concerns the constitutionality of the deportation or extradition by the State of aO
person to a country in which the death penalty is a competent sentence for the offence for

which he will stand trial in circumstances where that country has refused to give the

requisite assurance. The questions are whether in effecting an extradition or deportation

of a person in such a case the State will be acting in breach of its obligations provided for

in section 7(2) of the Constitution and whether such an extradition or deportation would

violate Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s right to life, right to human dignity and right not to be

15treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.

U Condonation

[22] The applicants were late in lodging their applications. They have applied for

condonation. Having regard to the explanation that they have given and the importance

of the issues raised, there can be no doubt that it is in the interests of justice that

condonation be granted.

See below at [28]. 
See below at [30].
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Is it in the interests of justice to grant leave to appeal to this Court?

[23] It is clear that there is much uncertainty within the Executive as to the effect of the

Constitution and this Court’s decision in Mohamed. Between the parties there are no

substantive disagreements on the facts. There is no reason why this Court should first

have the views of the Supreme Court of Appeal before it can entertain this matter. The

matter raises important constitutional issues. There is also some urgency in the need tor'
ensure that the Executive knows exaetly what is expected of it in cases of extradition and

deportation involving persons in the position of Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale. Furthermore,

the Justice Minister and the Home Affairs Minister are faced with, on the one hand, the

decision of this Court in Mohamed, which, if applicable to this case, would preclude the

extradition or deportation of Mr Phale in the absence of the requisite assurance and, on

the other, the provisions of the lA which require that an illegal foreigner be deported. In

my view it is in the interests of justice that this Court should grant the applicants leave to

appeal directly to it.

U
The merits of the appeal

[24] The issue for determination is whether or not the Government has the power to

extradite or deport or in any way surrender a person, including an illegal foreigner, to

another country to stand trial on capital charges if the death penalty is a competent

sentence in that country and that country is not prepared to give the requisite assurance.

Within the context of an appeal the question is whether the High Court’s decision that the
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Government had no power to extradite, deport or surrender Mr Tsebe or Mr Phale to

Botswana in the absenee of the requisite assurance and interdicting the Government from

extraditing or deporting them and the decision dismissing the Justice Minister’s and

Government’s counter-application were correct.

[25] The approach taken by this Court in Mohamed was that, when South African

authorities hand someone over to another country to stand trial on a charge which, to then
knowledge of the South African authorities, could lead to the imposition and execution of

the death penalty on such person if he is found guilty, they facilitate the imposition of the

death penalty and that is a breach of their obligations contained in section 7(2) of the

16 In Mohamed this Court held that the conduct of the South AfricanConstitution.

authorities in handing Mr Mohamed over to the authorities of the United States of 

America (US) to stand trial in that country, in the full knowledge'^ that, if convicted, he

could be sentenced to death, without obtaining the requisite assurance from the US

government, violated Mr Mohamed’s constitutional right to life, right to human dignity

U 18and right not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.

[26] If the correctness of Mohamed is not challenged, the answer to this question before

us will depend on two further questions. One will be whether the present case is

Mohamed above n 9 at paras 58 and 60. 
Id at para 60.
Id at paras 37, 58 and 60.
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distinguishable from Mohamed. If it is, the Court will then deal with the matter in the

light of that distinction. If it is not, the next question will be whether or not, if extradited

or deported, Mr Phale would face a sufficient risk of the imposition and execution of the

death penalty to justify this Court holding that his extradition or deportation would

constitute a violation of the Constitution or a facilitation by South Africa of the

imposition of the death penalty on him in Botswana if he is convicted.

O
The Constitution

.19[27] This country is founded on, among others, the following values:

(a) Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human

rights and freedoms.

(b) Supremacy of the Constitution and the rule of law.

Our Constitution is the supreme law of the Republic. Law or conduct inconsistent with it

20is invalid and the obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled.

U

Section 1 of the Constitution.
20 Section 2 of the Constitution.
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[28] Section 7(1) of the Constitution provides that our Bill of Rights, which covers

sections 7 to 39, is a cornerstone of our democracy. It enshrines the rights of all people in

our country and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom.

Section 7(2) reads:

The state must respect, protect, promote and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights.

n [29] Section 7(3) provides that the rights in the Bill of Rights are subject to the

limitations contained or referred to in section 36 or elsewhere in the Bill of Rights.

Section 8(1) of the Constitution provides that the Bill of Rights “applies to all law, and

binds the legislature, the executive, the judiciary and all organs of state. 95 Section 9(1)

provides that everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and

benefit of the law.

[30] Sections 10, 11 and 12 of the Constitution deal, respectively, with the right to

human dignity, the right to life and the right to freedom and security of the person.U
Section 10 reads:

“Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and 

protected.”

Section 11 reads:

Everyone has the right to life.'

17
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Section 12(1) reads:

'Everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, which includes the right—
(a) not to be deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without just cause;
(b) not to be detained without trial;
(c) to be free from all forms of violence from either public or private sources;
(d) not to be tortured in any way; and
(e) not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.”

n
The provisions which this matter directly raises for consideration are those relating to the

values upon which the democratic South Africa is founded, sections 2, 7(1) and (2), 10,

11 and 12 of the Constitution.

International law

[31] It is necessary also to refer to some instruments or treaties relating to extradition

and the fight against crime to which both South Africa and Botswana are parties. In 1969

South Africa and Botswana concluded a treaty on extradition (Extradition Treaty). In

U terms of that treaty Botswana and South Africa agreed that they may refuse to extradite a

person for a crime punishable by death. That treaty is still in operation. Article 6 reads:

“Capital Punishment
Extradition may be refused if imder the law of the requesting Party the offence for which 

extradition is requested is pimishahle by death and if the death penalty is not provided for 
such offence by the law of the requested Party.”

18
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[32] Furthermore, South Africa and Botswana and certain other SADC countries are

also parties to the Protocol on Extradition concluded under the auspices of the SADC

(SADC Extradition Protocol). Article 5(c) of the Protocol allows a State which is being

requested to extradite a person to refuse to do so-

“if the offence for which extradition is requested carries a death penalty imder the law of 

the Requesting State, unless that State gives such assurance, as the Requested State 

considers sufficient that the death penalty will not he imposed or, if imposed, will not be 

carried out.”n
This article goes on to say:

“Where extradition is refused on this ground, the Requested State shall, if the other State 

so requests, submit the case to its competent authorities with a view to taking appropriate 

action against the person for the offence for which extradition had been requested”.

[33] This is the second instrument, to which both South Africa and Botswana are

parties, that allows one of them to refuse extradition of a suspect charged with a capital

offence in the absence of the requisite assurance. From this it is clear that South AfricaU
has acted in accordanee with the Extradition Treaty between itself and Botswana and in

accordance with the SADC Extradition Protocol in insisting on the requisite assuranee

before it could extradite Mr Tsebe.

[34] Article 5(c) of the SADC Extradition Protocol goes even further beeause it obliges

the requested State (South Africa in the present case), if the requesting State (Botswana
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in the present case) so requests, to take steps to have the person whom it refuses to

extradite put on trial before its own courts for the crime for which extradition was sought.

Under the SADC Extradition Protocol South Africa has agreed that, if so requested by.

for example Botswana, to do so, it will put persons in the position of Mr Phale on trial

before the South African courts. South Africa and Botswana are also signatories to other

SADC treaties and protocols in terms of which they have bound themselves to work

21together and with other SADC countries to combat crime in the SADC region.n
The death penalty in Botswana

[35] It is also necessary to have regard to the statutory provisions governing the

imposition of the death penalty for murder in Botswana. Section 203 of the Penal Code

of Botswana reads as follows:

Subject to the provisions of subsection (2), any person convicted of murder shall 

be sentenced to death.

Where a court in convicting a person of murder is of the opinion that there are 

extenuating circumstances, the court may impose any sentence other than death.

In deciding whether or not there are any extenuating circumstances the court 

shall take into consideration the standards of behaviour of an ordinary person of 

the class of the commimity to which the convicted person belongs.”

(Emphasis added.)

U)

(2)

U
(3)

21 For example, the Protocol on Combating Illicit Drugs which came into operation on 20 March 1999; the Protocol 
on Politics, Defence and Security Co-operation which came into force on 2 March 2004; the Protocol on the Control 
of Firearms, Ammunition and Other Related Materials, which came into force on 8 November 2004; the Protocol on 
Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters which came into force on 1 March 2007; and the SADC Mutual 
Defence Pact which came into force on 17 August 2008.
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This provision makes the imposition of the death sentence on those convicted of murder

in Botswana mandatory where there are no extenuating circumstances. The Penal Code

of Botswana also provides that, where a person has been sentenced to death, he shall be

22hanged by the neck until he dies.

Statutory framework

[36] It is also necessary to refer to provisions of the EA and the lA which may have a 

bearing on the dispute between the parties. In part, section ll(b)(iii) of the EA^^ gives
n

the Justice Minister the power to order that a person should not be surrendered to another

State if the offence for which he is wanted is of a trivial nature or if his surrender is not

required in the interests of justice or if, for any other reason and having regard to all the

circumstances of the case, it would be imjust, unreasonable or if the punishment would be

too severe. In other words, the EA recognises that there are circumstances in which

South Africa should refuse to extradite a person and sets out those situations in section

ll(b)(iii). Such situations include a situation where the Justice Minister considers the

punishment or sentence that the person will or may face, if he is extradited, to be sqvere.

The Justice Minister has stated in his affidavit that it was on the basis of the provisions of

section ll(b)(iii), read with Mohamed, that he issued the non-extradition order in

Mr Tsebe’s case. There are also provisions of the lA which need to be referred to but

these will be referred to later in this judgment.

22 Section 26(1) of the Penal Code of Botswana. 
See above n 8.23
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[37] Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s cases were based on the provisions of the Constitution 

as interpreted and given effect to by this Court in both Makwanyane^^ and Mohamed.

The decision of the High Court in the present matter also sought to give effect to the

decision of this Court in Mohamed. In the light of this a word or two on these two

deeisions is neeessary.

n
Makwanyane

[38] In Makwanyane^^ this Court held that the death penalty was ineonsistent with

26provisions of the interim Constitution and deelared it unconstitutional. In his judgment,

whieh enjoyed the broad support of a number of the other Justiees, Chaskalson P pointed

Iout that, by eommitting ourselves to a soeiety founded on the reeognition of human

rights, we were required to give partieular value to the rights to life and dignity and that

27this must be demonstrated by the State in everything it does”.

U

24 Sv Makwanyane and Another [1995] ZACC 3; 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC); 1995 (6) BCLR 665 (CC) {Makwanyane).

The position adopted by the first democratically elected South African government towards the death penalty at 
the hearing of the Makwanyane case was that the death penalty was unconstitutional and should be declared invalid. 
See para 11 of Chaskalson P’s judgment in Makwanyane.

Section 9 of the interim Constitution provided: “Every person shall have the right to life.” Section 10 of the 
interim Constitution provided: “Every person shall have the right to respect for and protection of his or her dignity.” 
Section 11(2) of the interim Constitution read thus: “No person shall be subject to torture of any kind, whether 
physical, mental or emotional, nor shall any person be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment.”

Makwanyane above n 24 at para 144.
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Mohamed

[39] Mr Mohamed was a Tanzanian national who, after allegedly taking part in the

bombing of two US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, entered South Africa

illegally. In the full knowledge that, if taken to the US, Mr Mohamed would stand trial

for multiple murders arising from the bombings and that, if convicted, he could be

sentenced to death, the South African authorities handed him over to US officials without

making any acceptable arrangement to ensure either that the death penalty would not ben
imposed on him if he was convicted or that, if imposed, it would not be executed.

[40] One of the questions in Mohamed was whether the South African authorities were

in the above circumstances entitled to hand Mohamed over to the US authorities. This

Court found that Mr Mohamed’s deportation from South Africa to the US was unlawful.

This finding must be understood within the context of the fact that in Makwanyane this

Court had already held that the death penalty was unconstitutional because it violated the

right to life, the right to human dignity and constituted cruel, inhuman and degrading

U 28punishment. In Mohamed this Court held that the provisions of section 7(2) of the

Constitution oblige the State to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of

Rights. This includes the right to life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be

subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment or treatment.

Id at para 95.
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[41] This Court’s conclusion that Mr Mohamed’s deportation was unlawful was based

in part on Makwanyane, section 7(2) of the Constitution, the knowledge of the South

African authorities of the risk of the imposition of the death penalty that Mr Mohamed

would face in the US if he was removed from South Africa and taken to the US and the

fact that the removal or deportation in the cireumstances in whieh it happened violated

Mr Mohamed’s right to life, right to human dignity and right not to be subjected to eruel.

29inhuman or degrading punishment.n
[42] In Mohamed this Court stated that under our Constitution there are no exceptions

to the protection of the right to life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be

30treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way. However, the Court said that

it must be remembered that, like all the rights in the Bill of Rights, these rights are

31subject to limitation as provided for in section 36 of the Constitution. This Court also

said:

U “Where the removal of a person to another country is effected by the State in 

circumstances that threaten the life or human dignity of such person, sections 10 

and 11 of the Bill of Rights are implicated.5,32

The Court went on to say in the next sentence that there was no doubt that “the removal

of Mohamed to the United States of America posed such a threat. It found that “[t]he

29 Mohamed above n 9 at paras 48, 54, and 58-60. 
Id at para 52.
Id at para 48.
Id at para 52.
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fact that Mohamed is now facing the possibility of a death sentence is the direct result of

the failure by the South African authorities to secure” an undertaking from the US that

33the death penalty would not be imposed or, if imposed, would not be executed.

[43] The question that arises is: What is the principle that Mohamed established? The

principle is that the Government has no power to extradite or deport or in any way 

remove from South Africa to a retentionist State^"* any person who, to its knowledge, if 

deported or extradited to such a State, will face the real risk of the imposition and
n

35execution of the death penalty. This Court’s decision in Mohamed means that if any

official in the employ of the State, without the requisite assurance, hands over anyone

from within South Africa, or under the control of South African officials, to another

country to stand trial knowing that such person runs the real risk of a violation of his right

to life, right to human dignity and right not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman

or degrading way in that country, he or she acts in breach of the duty provided for in

section 7(2) of the Constitution.

U

33 Id at para 53.

A retentionist State is a State that has retained the death penalty.

The proposition that the test is a real risk is supported by the fact that, after quoting fi-om Soaring v United 
Kingdom (1989) 11 EHRR 439 (Soering)-, Hilal v United Kingdom (2001) 33 EHRR 31 {HilaP,-, and Chahal v 
United Kingdom (1996) 23 EHRR 413 {Chahal), all of which referred to “a real risk”, this Court in Mohamed went 
on to say at para 58:

34

35

“These cases are consistent with the weight that our Constitution gives to the spirit, purport and 
objects of the Bill of Rights and the positive obligation that it imposes on the State to ‘protect, 
promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights’.” (Footnotes omitted.)

See Mohamed above n 9 at paras 55-9.
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[44] In Mohamed this Court discussed a number of foreign cases^® dealing with how

various courts and other tribunals have dealt with the question under consideration in this

case. It is not necessary to repeat that discussion in this judgment even though parties

have referred to such cases in their argument. We are not called upon to reconsider the

correctness of this Court’s decision in Mohamed. Accordingly, unless the present case is

distinguishable from Mohamed we are bound to decide it in accordance with the principle

established in that case.

[45] The principle established in Mohamed has a direct connection with the provisions

of sections 7(2), 10, 11 and 12 of the Constitution and the values upon which our new

constitutional democracy is based. When the first democratically elected Parliament

adopted our Constitution we, as a nation, turned our back on a very ugly past which had

caused untold suffering to many in our society. We committed ourselves to the building

of a new society founded on the values of human dignity, the achievement of equality and

the advancement of human rights and freedoms, non-racialism, non-sexism and the

U supremacy of the Constitution and the rule of law. We sought to create a society whose 

cornerstone^^ is our Bill of Rights which enshrines the rights of all people in our country

and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom.

36 The foreign cases included United States v Bums [2001] 1 RCS 283; Kindler v Canada (Minister of Justice) 
[1991] 2 RCS 779; Reference re Ng Extradition (Canada) (1991) 6 CRR (2d) 252; Halm v Canada (Minister of 
Employment and Immigration) (TD) 1996 1 F.C. 547; R v Brixton Prison (Governor), ex parte 
Soblen (1962) 3 All ER 641 (CA); Soering above n 35; Hilal above n 35; and Chahal above n 35.
37 Section 7 of the Constitution.
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[46] One of the values of our Constitution on which our new society is based is the

advancement of human rights. The effect of our commitment to a society based on.

among others, this value is that, as a nation, we have committed ourselves to advancing

human rights in all that we do. Furthermore, the State is enjoined by section 7(2) of the

Constitution not only to respect, protect and fulfil all the rights in the Bill of Rights but,

very importantly in the context of this case, also to promote all rights in the Bill of

Rights. Accordingly, it is in this context that the principle established in Mohamed must 

be seen. In Kaunda and Others v President of the Republic of South Africa^^ this Court
n

also emphasised in effect the centrality of the advancement of human rights and freedoms

in our society. It said:

“The advancement of human rights and freedoms is central to the Constitution itself. It is 

a thread that runs throughout the Constitution and informs the manner in which 

government is required to exercise its powers. To this extent the provisions of section 

7(2) are relevant, not as giving our Constitution extraterritorial effect, but as showing that 

our Constitution contemplates that government will act positively to protect its citizens 

against human rights abuses.«39

u
This passage applies also when the Government deals with foreigners who are within the

borders of this country who face the real risk of the abuse of their human rights if they

were to be extradited, deported or in any way surrendered to another country in which

they would be exposed to sueh violations.

38 [2004] ZACC 5; 2005 (4) SA 235 (CC); 2004 (10) BCLR 1009 (CC). 
Id at para 66.39
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Is Mohamed distinguishable?

[47] It is important to record that at the hearing of this matter neither counsel for the

Justice Minister nor counsel for the Home Affairs Minister argued that Mohamed was

wrongly decided and should be revisited. On the contrary counsel for the Justice 

Minister informed the Court that he embraced'^'’ this Court’s decision in Mohamed. For

his part, counsel for the Home Affairs Minister indicated that, on the facts of the

Mohamed case and on the correct application of the relevant legal principles to the factsn
in Mohamed, no court could have reached any conclusion other than the conclusion that

was reached by this Court.

[48] Although coimsel for the Justice Minister initially announced that he would not

seek to distinguish the present case from Mohamed, he later sought to do so. He pointed

out that in Mohamed there was no possibility of Mr Mohamed going free whereas in the

present case there was a possibility that Mr Phale could go free if he could not be

extradited or deported. What counsel was referring to was that, if Mr Phale cannot be

O deported, he will have to be freed from detention because he cannot be detained

indefinitely. The fact that there was no possibility of Mr Mohamed going free is not a

basis to distinguish the present case from Mohamed. One need only go back to the

principle established in Mohamed to appreciate this because the decision was not

dependent upon whether Mr Mohamed could or could not go free.

40 That was the term used by counsel in argument.
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[49] The Justice Minister also submitted in his affidavit that the present case was

distinguishable from Mohamed because in that case the Court did not have to consider the

provisions of the EA whereas in this case the Court has to consider the provisions of the

EA. We do not agree. The submission ignores the fact that in Mohamed this Court made

it clear that the obligation of the Government to secure the requisite assurance could not

depend on whether the removal is by extradition or deportation. This Court said that the

constitutional obligation depends on the facts of the particular case and the provisions of

the Constitution, not on the provisions of the empowering legislation or extradition treaty

41under which the deportation or extradition is carried out.

[50] Counsel for the Justice Minister also submitted that, when the Justice Minister

performs his statutory extradition duties, he performs an act of State. This submission

seems to suggest that in such a case the Justice Minister is not obliged to respect, protect.

promote, or fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights as required by section 7(2) of the

Constitution. I am unable to agree with this submission. Section 7(2) is not qualified in

U any way. Accordingly, the obligations it places upon the State apply to everything that

the State does. This Court has already made it clear in Mohamed that there are no

exceptions to the right to life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be subjected

Mohamed above n 9 at para 42.
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42to treatment or punishment that is cruel, inhuman or degrading. These are the rights

that the State must respect, protect, promote and fulfil in a case such as the present one.

[51] Counsel for the Justice Minister also submitted that the Court should find that to

require that the Government should ask Botswana to give the requisite assurance would

constitute interference with the prosecutorial independence of the prosecuting authority

of Botswana and with the independence of the Judiciary of Botswana. One answer to this

is that it is not an essential requirement of the assurance that the death penalty will not be

asked for by the prosecutorial authorities of Botswana nor is it an essential requirement

that the trial Judge in Botswana will not impose the death penalty. What is of critical

importance is the giving of the assurance that, if the death penalty is imposed, it will not

be executed. Accordingly, this does not in any way affect the independence of the courts

of Botswana or the prosecutorial independence of the Director of Public Prosecutions in

Botswana. The execution of the death penalty falls within the authority of the Executive.

It is up to the Executive whether it is prepared to provide the requisite assurance. The
U

Constitution of Botswana gives the President of that country power to intervene and

43substitute a term of imprisonment for the death penalty. Another answer is that in

terms of the SADC Extradition Protocol, to which both Botswana and South Africa are

parties, Botswana has agreed that South Africa may request it to provide the requisite

assurance in a case such as Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s.

42 Id at para 52. It was accepted in Mohamed (at paras 47 and 52) that, like all rights in the Bill of Rights, these 
rights are also subject to the limitation contained in section 36 of the Constitution.

Section 53 of the Constitution of Botswana.43
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[52] Counsel for the Justice Minister also submitted that the Executive must be given an

opportunity to resolve the dispute between South Africa and Botswana politically through

the Organ of Politics, Defence and Security under the auspices of the SADC. This is

correct and a resolution in that forum is desirable. Although one has some understanding

of the Justice Minister’s concern in this regard, the fact of the matter is that Mr Phale has

a dispute with the Government that can be resolved by the application of law and he has aO
right in terms of section 34 of the Constitution to have that dispute resolved through the

44application of law by the courts. Once he has brought the dispute to the courts, the

courts must decide the dispute. If this Court comes to the conclusion that the

Government cannot extradite or deport Mr Phale to Botswana in the absence of the

requisite assurance without being in breach of the Constitution, this will not mean that the

Executive may not pursue a political solution to the problem through some or other

structures of the SADC. That may be done and, indeed, is to be encouraged. However,

to avoid a breach of the Constitution, it is necessary to protect the rights of Mr Phale

U pending the exhaustion of those avenues. Accordingly, this Court cannot uphold the

Justice Minister’s contention.

44 Section 34 of the Constitution reads:
“Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law decided 
in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and impartial 
tribunal or forum.”
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[53] In the affidavits delivered by the Department of Home Affairs one of the bases

upon which the judgment of the High Court was criticised was that it approached the

Mohamed case as if it laid down an absolute rule that precluded the consideration of each

case on its merits. It seems that this criticism may have been based on the statement in

Mohamed that the Government’s obligation to secure the requisite assurance depended 

“on the facts of the particular case and the provisions of the Constitution”, 

reference to the facts of the particular case in Mohamecf^ was nothing more than a

45 The

r
reference to the facts relating to whether or not it could be said that there was a real risk

that, if the person concerned was extradited or deported, he would face the imposition

and execution of a death penalty or he would face treatment or punishment that would be

cruel, inhuman or degrading. What was meant was that, once it was accepted that the

facts established such a risk, the principle in Mohamed applies. That statement did not

mean that there were exceptions to the principle established. The position is, therefore.

that, if the extradition or deportation of a person will expose him to a real risk of the

imposition and execution of the death penalty, the State may not extradite or deport that

U person. There is no exception to this principle. If the requisite assurance is given, there

is, as a general proposition, no such real risk and the person may be deported or

extradited.

45 Mohamed above n 9 at para 42.
46 Id.
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[54] The Justice Minister also suggested in his affidavit that the decision of the High

Court was based upon an excessive concern about the rights of Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale

and a complete disregard for the rights of the rest of the people of South Africa who are

also entitled to the protection of their rights contained in the Bill of Rights and the

obligation which the Government has of protecting the rest of the population against

people who may have committed violent crimes. The implication of the Justice

Minister’s suggestion was that, if the Court below had also paid attention to the rights ofn
people other than Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale, it would have concluded that the Government

was entitled to extradite or deport Mr Phale. In support of this contention reference was

47made to Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security.

[55] Part of the answer to this is that neither Mr Tsebe nor Mr Phale had been convicted

of murder. In terms of our law anyone who is charged with a crime or who is suspected

of the commission of a crime is presumed to be innocent until proven guilty. That

principle applies to persons in the position of Mr Phale as well. In any event there are

many citizens of our own country who are not in jail or detention and who are out in

society even though they face serious charges like murder. We do not say that they must

never get bail merely because they are charged with serious crimes. After all, the

obligation to protect the population, which the Government has, requires nothing more

than that the Government must put in place reasonable measures to discharge that

obligation. The decision of this Court in Carmichele is not necessarily inconsistent with

47 [2001] ZACC 22; 2001 (4) SA 938 (CC); 2001 (10) BCLR 995 (CC) {Carmichele).
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the non-extradition or non-deportation of a person in Mr Phale’s position. Finally, as

Carmichele was relied upon without any elaboration, no further consideration thereof is

warranted.

[56] In any event the approach taken by this Court in Mohamed in consequence of

sections 7(2), 10, 11 and 12(1) of the Constitution is one that many progressive societies

in the world adopt. As indicated earlier, section ll(b)(iii) of the EA also contemplatesr
that the Justice Minister may order that someone wanted for a crime in another country

shall not be surrendered to that country. In this regard it needs to be pointed out that

section 1 l(b)(iii) is not a pre-democracy provision. Although the EA was enacted before

481994, section ll(b)(iii) was introduced into the EA after 1994. Furthermore, the SADC

Extradition Protocol contemplates that a State that is party to that Protocol may refuse to

extradite a person in Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s position.

[57] The allegations against Mr Phale are very serious. He should, indeed, face justice.

U The question is how to reconcile the need to bring him to justice with the protection the

Constitution affords him against the death penalty. The reconciliation, as I have

suggested elsewhere, lies in the sphere of inter-governmental relations because it is clear

that, under international law, Botswana is able to give the requisite assurance and South

Africa is entitled to decline to surrender Mr Phale until that has happened.

48 Section 9 of the Extradition Amendment Act 77 of 1996.
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[58] All the complaints which the Justice Minister, the Home Affairs Minister, the

Director-General of Home Affairs and various officials of the Department of Home

Affairs have articulated about the implications or difficulties which they perceive will

arise if the legal position is that Mr Phale may not be surrendered, extradited or deported

to Botswana are implications that would arise in any event if the Justice Minister were to

decide, as he decided in the case of Mr Tsebe, that he would use his powers under section

ll(b)(iii) of the EA to order that Mr Phale or anybody in Mr Phale’s or Mr Tsebe’sn
position for that matter, should not be extradited despite the fact that he is wanted for a

serious crime in another country. That is a power which the Justice Minister already had

before this Court’s decision in Mohamed. The Justice Minister has had the power since

the coming into effect of section 9 of the Extradition Amendment Act 77 of 1996. This

Court’s decision in Mohamed was handed down in 2001.

[59] The concerns which both the Home Affairs Minister as well as the Director-

General of Home Affairs raise concerning the obligations that they have under the lA to

U ensure the deportation of illegal foreigners and the question of what such a person’s

status in the country would be if he was not deported or extradited are concerns which

would also arise if the Justice Minister were to use his powers under section ll(b)(iii) of

the EA even if this Court’s decision in Mohamed had not been made. This does not

detract from the fact that these are legitimate concerns. However, the provision of the
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lA'*^ relating to the obligation to deport an illegal foreigner must be read consistently with 

the Constitution. It carmot be read to require the deportation of a person in circumstances

in which the deportation would be a breach of the Constitution. It is true that the

continued presence of Mr Phale in the country, an alleged illegal foreigner who is wanted

by another country for a crime as serious as murder, would be a continuing concern for

the Government and the people of South Africa in general. However, it needs to be

pointed out that the lA defines “deport” in wide terms which include the Director-r-
General ordering an illegal foreigner to leave South Africa, but if such foreigner

thereafter remains in the country, he is guilty of an offence punishable by imprisonment 

in terms of the lA.^** Having said this, I am of the view that the preferable solution to the

problem lies, as already pointed out, in inter-govemmental interaction and an acceptance

by Botswana that South Africa’s conduct is not in breach of but is in accordance with the

Extradition Treaty between and in accordance with the SADC Extradition Protocol.

[60] The Justice Minister also referred in his affidavit to the fact that his department is
U

working on revised draft extradition legislation. The purpose of that draft legislation is to

give the South African courts jurisdiction to try crimes that have been committed outside

the borders of this country in cases such as Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s because ordinarily

the South African courts do not have jurisdiction to try such cases. The Justice Minister

49 Section 32(2) of the lA. See above n 10.

Section 1 of the lA defines “deport” or “deportation” as “the action or procedure aimed at causing an illegal 
foreigner to leave the Republic” in terms of the I A. Section 49(1 )(b) of the IA provides that:

“Any illegal foreigner who fails to depart when so ordered by the Director-General, shall be guilty 
of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment not exceeding nine months.”

50
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revealed that there are instanees where South Afriea has already put in place legislation

that gives the South African courts jurisdiction to try certain specified offences despite

the fact that they were committed outside South Africa. He gave two examples of pieces

of legislation that have been passed in this regard, namely, the Prevention and Combating

51of Corrupt Activities Act and the Implementation of the Rome Statute of the

52International Criminal Court Act.

n
[61] It seems that, if South Africa could pass legislation to give its courts jurisdiction to

try crimes which have been committed outside South Africa, there is no reason why

similar legislation cannot or should not be put in place to ensure that persons in

MrTsebe’s and Mr Phale’s position can be tried by the South African courts when

countries in which they allegedly committed the crimes are not prepared to give the

requisite assurance. Such legislation would prevent persons in the position of Mr Tsebe

or Mr Phale not being put to trial at all because South Africa will not extradite or deport

them in the absence of the requisite assurance and cannot also put them on trial and the
(J other State cannot try them because they are not there and will also not give South Africa

the requisite assurance. In doing so, South Africa would also be discharging its

obligations under the SADC Extradition Protocol to put on trial before its courts persons

in Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s position where the SADC country requesting extradition

Act 12 of 2004.
52 Act 27 of 2002.
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refuses to give South Afriea the requisite assuranee and requests it to put such person on

trial before its own courts.

[62] The Justice Minister has indicated that there will be difficulties in bringing foreign

witnesses to South Africa to testify in trials relating to crimes committed outside South

Africa. We do not see this as an insurmountable difficulty. Obviously, such trials will

need the co-operation of the country which would have sought the extradition of then
person concerned. It is unlikely that such countries would prefer that such persons

should not be put on trial at all if they cannot be put on trial in those countries. It is likely

that they would rather have them tried in South Africa and hope that they will get long

terms of imprisonment instead of not being punished at all. For that reason it is likely

that such countries will co-operate with South Africa to put such persons on trial in South

Africa. In this case Botswana did suggest to the Justice Minister that Mr Tsebe be put on

trial in South Africa but South Africa could not accede to the request because it had not

passed the necessary legislation to give the South African courts jurisdiction. It seems to
U

me that Botswana would have taken whatever steps were necessary to ensure that the

state witnesses who would have been used in Botswana are brought to South Africa at the

time of the trial to give evidence.

[63] The Justice Minister has also expressed the concern that the Government does not

want our country to be perceived as a safe haven for illegal foreigners and fugitives from

justice wanted for serious crimes in other countries. This concern was discussed by the
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High Court.^^ Although it is a legitimate eoncern, it will not arise if countries seeking an 

extradition of someone in Mr Phale’s position would be prepared to give the requisite

assurance. Furthermore, our concern about that perception cannot override the need for

us as a nation to stay on course on the path we have chosen for ourselves to respect,

protect, promote and fulfil human rights, to observe our Constitution and deepen the

values upon which we have chosen to create our new society. Those values include

human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights andn
freedoms.

[64] It also seems implied in the Justice Minister’s statements in the affidavit that he or

the Government may also be concerned that, if the Government cannot deport or extradite

persons in Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s position, this may be seen as undermining its

obligations under treaties concluded with other states in terms of which they must co

operate to fight crime, particularly in the SADC region. This Court regards these

concerns as legitimate because it is true that the Government must not only fight crime
U but it must also be seen to be sparing no effort in fighting crime. However, it must be

remembered that our Constitution is our supreme law and in section 7(2) it places on the

State the obligation to respect, protect, promote and fulfil, among others, the right to life.

the right to human dignity and the right not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman

or degrading way. In addition the SADC Extradition Protocol entitles the signatories to it

to refuse to extradite suspects if the requesting State does not furnish the requisite

High Court judgment above n 6 at paras 102-9.
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assurance. Accordingly, among the SADC countries South Africa’s conduct will not be

perceived negatively because the SADC Extradition Protoeol contemplates South

Africa’s conduct. So, the Government will not be doing anything wrong if it refuses to

extradite or deport Mr Phale. In terms of the SADC Extradition Protocol it will be within

its rights to do so. In any event, the obligations South Africa incurs in terms of treaties

concluded with other countries are required to be consistent with its constitutional

obligations.r
[65] The human rights provided for in seetions 10, 11 and 12 of our Constitution are not

reserved for only the citizens of South Africa. Every foreigner who enters our country -

whether legally or illegally - enjoys these rights and the State’s obligations contained in

section 7(2) are not qualified in any way. Therefore, it cannot be said that they do not

extend to a person who enters our country illegally. In the light of this the question then

would be: How does the Government discharge its seetion 7(2) obligations in respect of

such a person if it extradites, deports or surrenders him to a State where, to its

knowledge, he runs the real risk of the imposition and exeeution of the death penalty if he

is convicted of the crime for which he is wanted?

[66] The question in the preceding paragraph leads one to the counter-application for an

order that would allow the Government to extradite, deport or surrender persons in

Mr Tsebe’s and Mr Phale’s position after the Government has asked the State concerned

to give the requisite assurance and that State has refused. That applieation was correetly
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dismissed by the High Court. What would be the value of South Africa’s request for the

requisite assurance if its rejection would have no consequences for the other State? The

other side of every legal obligation is a legal right. In this context the State has section

7(2) obligations and the person who has the legal right to the State’s protection,

promotion and fulfilment of his right to life, right to human dignity and right not to be

subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment is the person sought by the other

State for extradition. If the position was that, after South Africa has asked such a Staten
for the requisite assurance and such State has refused. South Africa may extradite, deport

or surrender such person to such State, that person would be entitled to say: The right to

life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or

degrading pimishment and the State’s obligations under section 7(2) are not worth

anything. That would be untenable.

[67] We as a nation have chosen to walk the path of the advancement of human rights.

By adopting the Constitution we committed ourselves not to do certain things. One of

U those things is that no matter who the person is and no matter what the crime is that he is

alleged to have committed, we shall not in any way be party to his killing as a

punishment and we will not hand such person over to another country where to do so will

expose him to the real risk of the imposition and execution of the death penalty upon him.

This path that we, as a country, have chosen for ourselves is not an easy one. Some of

the consequences that may result from our choice are part of the price that we must be

prepared to pay as a nation for the advancement of human rights and the creation of the

41
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kind of society and world that we may ultimately achieve if we abide by the

constitutional values that now underpin our new soeiety since the end of apartheid.

[68] If we as a soeiety or the State hand somebody over to another State where he will

face the real risk of the death penalty, we fail to protect, respect and promote the right to

life, the right to human dignity and the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment of that person, all of which are rights our Constitutionn
confers on everyone. This Court’s decision in Mohamed said that what the South African

authorities did in that case was not consistent with the kind of society that we have

eommitted ourselves to creating. It said in effect that we will not be party to the killing

of any human being as a punishment - no matter who they are and no matter what they

54are alleged to have done.

[69] Counsel for the Home Affairs Minister also submitted at some stage during

argument that the matter should be remitted to the High Court for that Court to assess

whether the risk to which Mr Phale would be exposed if he was deported to Botswana

was real. Later counsel submitted that the Home Affairs Minister must be given an

opportunity to assess that risk. In my view there is no need to do so because there is

enough before this Court to make the assessment of the risk.

54 This does not necessarily include a war situation: see Makwanyane above n 24 at para 149
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[70] In their affidavits, the Justice Minister and Mr Modiri Matthews of the Department

of Home Affairs advanced various other bases upon which they contended that the

present case should be distinguished from Mohamed. In our view those bases were not

material and carmot be relied upon to distinguish the present case from Mohamed.

Application of the Mohamed principle to the facts

[71] The dispute between the parties is whether the Government has the power ton
deport or extradite Mr Phale to Botswana to face a trial for murder in that country in the

absence of the requisite assurance. In the light of the fact that in oral argument no party

argued that Mohamed was wrongly decided, and no basis exists to distinguish the present

case from Mohamed, the only question that requires determination in order to decide

whether the decision of the High Court was right is whether it can be said that, if

Mr Phale was to be extradited or deported to Botswana, he would, if convicted of the

alleged murder, face a real risk of the imposition and execution of the death penalty.

U Would Mr Phale face the real risk of a death penalty if extradited or deported?

[72] Counsel for the Home Affairs Minister submitted that there was only a possibility

and not a real risk or likelihood of the imposition and execution of the death penalty on

Mr Phale if he was deported. He submitted that a mere possibility of the imposition and

execution of the death penalty was not enough. We do not agree that in this case there is

only a mere possibility of the imposition and execution of the death penalty on Mr Phale

if he is extradited or deported to Botswana and is thereafter convicted of murder. First,
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the alleged killing was brutal. Second, the law in Botswana is that for murder the death

penalty is mandatory if there are no extenuating circumstances. Third, none of the parties

placed before the Court any extenuating circumstances. Accordingly, this Court must

assess the risk of the imposition of the death sentence on Mr Phale, if he is convicted, on

the basis that he will have been found guilty of murder without any extenuating

circumstances. In such a case the imposition of the death penalty will be mandatory.

Accordingly, there can be no doubt that, if Mr Phale were deported or extradited to

Botswana, he would face a real risk of the imposition of the death penalty if he were to be

found guilty.

[73] Once the death penalty is imposed, there will be nothing to prevent the State of

Botswana from executing the death penalty. Indeed, a study of the execution of the death

penalty in Botswana conducted by the International Federation for Human Rights reveals

that there has only been one case in which the death penalty was not executed. The

evidence put before this Court showed that there were 32 executions between 1966 and

O 1998. According to my calculations, that amounts to an average of at least one execution

per year. In any event, if Botswana did not intend to execute the death penalty on

Mr Phale if one was imposed, there is no reason why it would not have given South

Africa the requisite assurance. In the light of this, the conclusion is that, if Mr Phale were

extradited or deported to Botswana, he will face a real risk of the imposition and

execution of the death penalty if he is found guilty of the murder.

44
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[74] Accordingly, in terms of section 7(2) of the Constitution the Government is under

an obligation not to deport or extradite Mr Phale or in any way to transfer him from

South Afriea to Botswana to stand trial for the alleged murder in the absenee of the

requisite assuranee. Should the Government deport or extradite Mr Phale without the

requisite assuranee, it would be acting in breach of its obligations in terms of section

7(2), the values of the Constitution and Mr Phale’s right to life, right to human dignity

and right not to be subjeeted to treatment or punishment that is eruel, inhuman orO
degrading. In my view no grounds exist upon which the judgment of the High Court can

be faulted.

[75] The appeals fall to be dismissed. With regard to eosts there is no reason why the

applieants should not be ordered to pay the costs of the Society for the Abolition of the

Death Penalty in South Africa and Mr Phale, including the costs consequent upon the

employment of two eounsel. As indicated earlier, Mr Tsebe died before his applieation

eould be heard by the High Court. I note that an attorney from Lawyers for Human

U Rights deposed to an affidavit in opposition of the applicants’ application before this

Court and indicated in that affidavit that she was doing so “on behalf of’ Mr Tsebe. She

indieated that she was doing so because all the parties were of the view that it was in the

public interest that Mr Tsebe’s matter should also be heard. It seems to me that there is

no basis for making an order of eosts in respeet of Mr Tsebe’s matter in the proeeedings

before this Court since Mr Tsebe died prior to the hearing in the High Court. In any

event, the issues raised in respect of Mr Phale’s matter were in substance the same issues
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as those raised in respect of Mr Tsebe. That being the case, I am of the view that if only

Mr Phale’s matter was proceeded with, it would not have been necessary also to oppose

the applicants’ application “on behalf of’ the late Mr Tsebe. Accordingly, I propose to

confine the order of costs to Mr Phale and the Society for the Abolition of the Death

Penalty in South Africa.

[76] In the result the following order is made:n
1. Condonation is granted.

2. Leave to appeal is granted.

The appeals are dismissed.3.

4. The applicants are ordered to pay the costs of Mr Phale, and the Society for the

Abolition of the Death Penalty in South Africa, including the costs consequent

upon the employment of two counsel.

U

CAMERON J (Froneman J, Skweyiya J and Van der Westhuizen J concurring);

[77] I concur in the judgment of Zondo AJ, except for [55], [56] and [60] to [62], which

in my view are not necessary for the decision.
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YACOOB ADCJ:

[78] I have read the judgment of Zondo AJ and cannot agree that leave to appeal should

be granted. I would refuse leave to appeal.

[79] This is an application for leave to appeal against a decision of the Full Court of the 

South Gauteng High Court^^ (High Court) in effect holding that the extradition or 

deportation of Mr Jerry Ofense Phale^® (second respondent), a Botswana national, to 

Botswana to face capital charges in that country was unconstitutional. The High Court 

reached its decision on the basis of the judgment of this Court in Mohamed^^ which held

n

that our Constitution did not allow a Tanzanian national to be deported or extradited to

the United States of America to face capital charges there without first receiving an

assurance that the death penalty would not be imposed, or, if imposed, that it would not

be executed.

U
[80] The High Court had two applications before it, which were consolidated and heard 

together. The one was by Mr Emmanuel Tsebe^® (first respondent) and the Society for

55 Tsebe and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Phale v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2012 (1) 
BCLR 77 (GSJ).

Mr Phale apparently used the surname Pitsoe after he came to South Africa.

Mohamed and Another v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others (Society for the Abolition of the 
Death Penalty in South Africa and Another Intervening) [2001] ZACC 18; 2001 (3) SA 893 (CC); 2001 (7) BCLR 
685 (CC) {Mohamed).

Regrettably, Mr Tsebe died before the application was heard but Lawyers for Human Rights who were Mr 
Tsebe’s attorneys, along with the Society for the Abolition of the Death Penalty in South Africa decided to proceed

56
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the Abolition of the Death Penalty in South Africa and the other by Mr Phale against the 

Minister of Home Affairs (Home Affairs Minister) and the Minister of Justice and 

Constitutional Development (Justice Minister). They both sought the following order:

Declaring the deportation and/or extradition and/or removal of the applicant to 

the Republic of Botswana unlawful and unconstitutional, to the extent that such 

deportation and/or extradition and/or removal be carried out without the written 

assurance from the Government of Botswana that the applicant will not face the 

death penalty there under any circumstance;

Prohibiting the respondents from taking any action whatsoever to cause the 

applicant to be deported, extradited or removed from South Africa to Botswana 

until and unless the Government of the Republic of Botswana provides a written 

assurance to the respondents that the applicant will not be subject to the death 

penalty in Botswana under any circumstances;

Directing the first and second respondent and any other party who opposes the 

relief sought herein to pay the applicants’ costs inclusive of the cost of two 

counsel.”

1.

2.O

3.

[81] The Justice Minister, in a counter-application, asked for an order declaring that:

“[T]he Minister for Justice and Constitutional Development is authorised by the 

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996, read with the provisions of the 

Extradition Act 67 of 1962 (more particularly section 11 thereof) to order any person, 

accused of an offence included in an extradition agreement and committed within the 

jurisdiction of a foreign State party to such agreement, and who has been committed to 

prison under section 10 of the said Act, to be surrendered to any person authorised by 

such foreign State to receive him or her, notwithstanding that the extraditable offence for 

which extradition has been requested carries a death penalty under the law of that State, 

in circumstances where:

U

because of the public importance of the issues raised in this case and its relevance for people like Mr Tsebe and 
Mr Phale.
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(a) the Republic of South Africa has sought an assurance from the foreign 

State that the death penalty will not be imposed, or if imposed, would not 

be carried out; and

the foreign State has refused to provide such an assurance by virtue of 

provisions contained in its domestic law.”
(b)

[82] The High Court granted the order sought in both applications with costs and

dismissed the Justice Minister’s counter-application, also with costs.

n
[83] The High Court handed down only one judgment. The application for leave to

appeal by the Home Affairs Minister, Justice Minister and other government entities is

against the whole of the judgment of the High Court. The submissions by the applicants

for leave to appeal in both cases overlap considerably. I will therefore refer to the

applicants jointly as the government and to the submissions as government submissions.

The relevant facts

[84] The relevant facts are common cause and it is not necessary to set them out in greatU
detail. In brief:

Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale fled to South Africa and were both charged witha.

murder in Botswana in that they intentionally killed their partners.

Botswana sought separately to have Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale extradited.b.

Capital punishment remains alive in Botswana.c.
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The Justice Minister requested an assurance from Botswana that, upond.

extradition, the death sentence would not be imposed on Mr Tsebe and that

if it was, it would not be executed. This request was refused.

With respect to Phale, it appears that Botswana refused to give thee.

assurance that the death penalty would not be imposed and that it would not

be executed if imposed.

f. The Extradition Agreement between South Africa and Botswana provides,.o
in effect, that South Africa is not obliged to extradite any person to

Botswana in respect of an offence for which the death penalty is competent.

Application for leave to appeal

[85] This case is concerned with the lawfulness and eonstitutionality of the intended

deportation of Mr Phale. The only issue that needs our attention is whether it is in the

interests of justice to grant leave to appeal.

U [86] It is true that there was initially a difference between the Home Affairs Minister

and the Justice Minister on whether or not Mr Tsebe should be removed from the

59 The Justice Minister took the view, on the authority of Mohamed, thatcountry.

extradition was not competent without the requisite assurance while the Home Affairs

Minister came to the conclusion that deportation was competent despite the decision in

59 The initial positions of the Ministers with regard to Mr Phale are unclear. See High Court judgment above n 53 at 
paras 46-8.
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Mohamed and the threat of the death penalty. Indeed, the Home Affairs Minister would

have deported Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale in the faee of the reasoning in Mohamed without

approaching any court! The Justice Minister’s opinion has now changed as is apparent

from the declarator applied for by him and by the fact that he did not request any

60assurance in relation to Mr Phale. I do not think there is any uncertainty. Both the

Justice Minister and the Home Affairs Minister are of the view that it is not

unconstitutional or unlawful to extradite or deport Mr Phale to Botswana absent ann
assurance that the death penalty will not be imposed. It was on the basis of this

conviction that the Home Affairs Minister opposed the application in the High Court and

the Justice Minister sought the declarator there.

[87] It is worth re-emphasising that the Home Affairs Minister sought to remove

61Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale without approaching a Court despite the judgment in Mohamed.

Having applied her mind to Mohamed, the Minister should have realised, that at best the

deportation or extradition of Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale was far from straightforward and.

potentially contrary to a judgment of this Court. Government should indeed be more

careful and sensitive, especially where a decision to be taken is likely to have an impact

on fundamental rights. In this case Mr Phale would have faced the likelihood of a death

60 The request for the assurance in the case of Mr Tsebe was made at the time when Mr E Surty was the Justice 
Minister, whereas extradition issues in relation to Mr Phale were dealt with by the present Justice Minister, Mr JT 
Radebe. It would seem that the two Justice Ministers differed on the meaning and impact of Mohamed.

The .Justice Ministry’s stance on Mr Tsebe and Mr Phales’s deportation was hardly positive either. Initially, at a 
time when the former Justice Minister was in office extradition was opposed. Later, in the face of the complaint of 
Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale’s lawyers about their imminent deportation, the Justice Minister, currently in office took the 
stance that the matter was “out of his hands”.

61
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sentence if the plans of the Home Affairs Minister were not rendered awry by the actions

of Lawyers for Human Rights and the Society for the Abolition of the Death Penalty. We

cannot expect that third parties will come to the aid of vulnerable people in the position

of Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale at the last minute. One would have thought that at the very

least, government would have approached the High Court for clarification before

attempting to proceed with their removal in these circumstances. All the more so, since

the relevant Ministries were not initially wholly in agreement as to the approach to ben
followed.

[88] If indeed there was any uncertainty, it was resolved by the detailed High Court

judgment, which deals extensively and persuasively with many of the arguments re

advanced in this Court by reference to the provisions of our Constitution, international

law, South Afi'ican extradition law, and in particular Mohamed.

[89] I accept that the matter is of some importance but where, in a matter of public
U

importance, the judgment of a High Court is detailed and convincing it will ordinarily be

in the interests of justice to grant leave to appeal only if there is a reasonable prospect 

that the High Court was wrong. We cannot ordinarily grant leave to appeal where the 

criticisms of a High Court judgment do not amount to prospects of success.There may

62 See generally De Lacy and Another v SA Post Office [2011] ZACC 17; 2011 (9) BCLR 905 (CC) at para 50; 
Lufuno Mphaphuli & Associates (Pty) Ltd v Andrews and Another [2009] ZACC 6; 2009 (4) SA 529 (CC); 2009 (6) 
BCLR 527 (CC) at para 22; 5' v Boesak [2000] ZACC 25; 2001 (1) SA 912 (CC); 2001 (1) BCLR 36 (CC) at para 
12; Member of the Executive Council for Development Planning and Local Government, Gauteng v Democratic 
Party and Others [1998] ZACC 9; 1998 (4) SA 1157 (CC); 1998 (7) BCLR 855 (CC) at para 32; Bruce and
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be cases in which a High Court’s reasoning is questionable even though the decision

might be correct. I now turn to the contentions advanced by the government in order to

determine whether it establishes reasonable prospects of success or whether there is any

respect in which the reasoning of the High Court might be said to be wrong.

[90] The government accepted the correctness of Mohamed and that it remains valid

law in our country. The contentions advanced were that the cases before us aren
distinguishable from Mohamed in certain respects. I deal with each of these separately.

[91] The first distinguishing feature relied upon by government is that Mr Mohamed

was a Tanzanian national who had been deported to the United States of America, while

Mr Phale was to be deported to his own country. This proposition is unarguable. How

can it make any difference whether the person is sentenced to death in his own country

rather than in some other country? The fact is that he will, if extradited or deported, be

sent tfom this country and that creates a causal link between his extradition or deportation
U and the imposition of the death penalty. The notion that this difference is sufficiently

material to distinguish these cases fi'om Mohamed falls to be rejected. There is no

prospect that this argument will succeed.

Another v Fleecytex Johannesburg CC and Others [1998] ZACC 3; 1998 (2) SA 1143 (CC); 1998 (4) BCLR 415 
(CC) at paras 6-7; and S v Pennington and Another [1997] ZACC 10; 1997 (4) SA 1076 (CC); 1997 (10) BCLR 
1413 (CC) at paras 44 and 51.
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[92] The second purported distinction is that there is not a real risk, as was the case in

Mohamed, that Mr Phale would be sentenced to death. This proposition too is untenable

for two reasons. First, if the state’s allegations are correct, Mr Phale committed a murder

which may well attract the death sentence. Second, it is destroyed by the insistence of the

Botswana government to not give the necessary assurance. Why refuse if there is no

possibility that the death penalty would be imposed anyway?

n
[93] The third equally untenable distinguishing feature contended for was that there was

a possibility that Mr Phale would go free in this case if not extradited while there was no

such possibility in Mohamed. This implies that the Constitutional Court in Mohamed

would, if Mr Mohamed had still been inside South Africa at the time the application was

made, have allowed his deportation or extradition to go ahead even if there had been a

real risk that the death penalty would have been imposed. In other words, this Court’s

decision on the unlawfulness of Mr Mohamed’s removal was based on the fact that he

was no longer in this country. This is an unacceptable contortion of Mohamed and has no
U 63prospect of acceptance by this Court.

[94] The final distinguishing feature relied upon was that Mohamed was not concerned

64with the Extradition Act. This submission ignores the whole thrust of the decision to

the effect that it did not matter whether Mr Mohamed was extradited or deported. An

63 See Mohamed above n 53 at paras 60,70-1 and 73. 
Act 67 of 1962.64
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extradition occurs in terms of the Extradition Act. Again, the proposition is not worthy

of consideration.

[95] Other arguments advanced before this Court were that:

a. The Justice Minister performed his extradition function as an act of state

and it should not be impinged upon;

b. requiring the assurance impacted negatively on prosecutorial and judicialn
independence in Botswana;

c. the Executive must be given the opportunity to negotiate delicate instances

of this kind;

d. the decision of the High Court precluded a consideration of the case before

it on its particular facts and circumstances; and

e. the High Court judgment showed excessive concern for people like

Mr Tsebe and Mr Phale.

U
[96] These submissions have nothing to do with the contention that the cases before us

are distinguishable from Mohamed. Rather, they are an attempt at criticisms of Mohamed

and to seek its modification. This attempt cannot be entertained. Mohamed requires no

modification.

[97] As is apparent from the judgment of the High Court, Mohamed is simply not

capable of the construction that it is permissible to extradite someone if a request for the
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necessary assurance is refused. Nor is it capable of meaning that a deportation would be

competent absent an assurance. The High Court was undoubtedly right and it is

unnecessary, in my view, to cover the terrain so well traversed by the High Court in

relation to the legal issues and their resolution all over again.

[98] In the circumstances it is not in the interests of justice to grant leave to appeal.

Accordingly, I would refuse leave to appeal with costs.n
[99] To the extent that uncertainty is the pivot for granting leave to appeal, I must point

out in conclusion that this judgment leaves the government in no doubt that deportation.

extradition or any form of removal under these circumstances is wholly unacceptable.

U
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MINISTRY OF POLICE 
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

'Private Bag X463 PRETORIA 0001, Tel: {012) 393 2800, Fax: (012) 393 2819/20 • Private Bag X9080 CAPE TOWN 8000, Tel: (021) 467 7021, Fax: (021) 467 7033

To : Mr Sandile July 

Werksmans Attorneys 

Sandtonn
From : The Minister of Police

Date : 23 February 2015

Ref : INV/1/02/2015

Dear Mr July

I

Re: YOUR APPOINTMENT TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION ON THEu POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT- MAJOR
GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA: AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE
DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCr’l IN THE
ILLEGAL RENDITION OF THE ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

1. Serious allegations of misconduct and possible criminal acts have been made 

against the Head of the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigations (“DPCI”), 
Lieutenant-General Dramat; the Provincial Head of DPCI, Gauteng, Major- 
General Shadrack Sibiya, and other members of the DPCI. It has been reported

Lf
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in the media and elsewhere that these members of the DPCI have authorised, 
and participated in the illegal rendition of Zimbabwean nationals, i.e. Shepard . 
Chuma; MaqhaWe Sibanda; Prichard Chuma; Johnson Ndoni; Gugu Dube and ‘ 
Bongani Moyo.

2. Mr I H Khuba, who was the Provincial Head of Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate, Limpopo at the time, led a task team that was commissioned to 

conduct an investigation into these allegations. Mr Khuba and his team 

conducted an extensive investigation and produced a report which was signed 

by Mr Khuba on page 35 of the report with the following recommendations:

Based on the available evidence the Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate recommends that Lieutenant-General Dramat, Major- 

General Sibiya, Lieutenant Colonel M Maluleke, constable Radebe, 

Captain S E Nkosi and Warrant Officer Makoe be charged criminally for

n •1)

1.1 kidnapping;

1.2 defeating the end of Justice;

1.3 assault and theft (only applicable to Captain M L Maluleke, 

Warrant Officer Makoe, Constable P M Radebe and Captain S E 

Nkosi). ”

3. The above mentioned report was submitted to the National Prosecuting 

Authority {“NPA”) for a decision to prosecute. No decision was taken by the 

NPA to date. After Mr Khuba had submitted his report, another report surfaced, 
also signed by Mr Khuba. The said report is dated at the bottom by Mr M Sesoko 

and Mr R J McBride 9 April 2014. In this report the recommendation had been 

changed to the following:

O

"Based on the available evidence, the Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate recommends that no charges should be brought against Lieutenant- 

General Dramat and Major-General Sibiya. The investigation established that 

there is no prima facie case against them. However with regard to Lieutenant

ss
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Colonel M Maluleke, there Is a prima facie case to sustain charges of kidnaping 

and defeating the ends of justice. ”
\

In the report which purports to exonerate Lieutenant-General Dramat and 

Major-General Sibiya, there is also no longer any mention of Constable 

Radebe; Captain Nkosi and Warrant Officer Makoe and whether they have 

been exonerated as well or not.

4.

5. Your terms of reference in the investigation are the following:

5.1 who and under what circumstances was the original report altered or 
how the second report came about with both reports signed by the same 

person; i.e. Mr Khuba;
n

5.2 whether any misconduct or offence has been committed and if so by 

whom?;

5.3 whether there is prima facie evidence of misconduct and criminal liability 

by Lieutenant-General Dramat; Major-General Sibiya; and any other 
officers mentioned in the originai report

5.4 the circumstances under which the report and the docket handed in the 

NPA and what happened to the docket whilst in the NPA’s possession;

O 5.5 Any other matter that might come to your attention during the 

investigation which is relevant to your conclusions and findings.

6. In your investigation, you will interview the relevant witnesses at your own 

discretion and have access to all relevant documentation including the two 

reports, the docket and witness statements made so far.

i
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I require your report within two weeks from the date of your appointment, an 

extension may however be granted at your request.

7.

\

Yours faithfuiiy,

Minister of Police ^

Date;2S jj
n ^

o

I
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We were provided with the foiiowing copies of the case docket:

A1 Statement by Shepard Tshuma dated 4 April 2012.

Additional Statement by Shepard Tshuma dated 2012/07/20.

A2 Statement by Maqhawe Sibanda dated 2012/05/04.

Additional Statement by Maqhawe Sibanda dated 2010/07/20.

A3 Statement by Nelson Ndlovu dated 2012/08/02.

A4 Statement by Bongani Yende dated 2012/05/02.

AS Statement by Petros Jawuke dated 2012/02/02.

A6 Statement by Desmond Campbell dated 2012/05/02.

A6 Additional statement by Desmond Campbell dated 2012/07/18,

A6 Additional statement by Desmond Campbell dated 2012/07/18.

A7 Statement Alfred Ndobe dated 2012/05/02.

A7 Additional statement from Alfred Ndobe dated 2012/07/19.

Unnumbered statement from Bongani Moyo 02 December 2013.

A12 Statement by Andrew Mark Sampson 2012/07/18.

A20 Statement by Reason Mhlawumbe Sibanda dated 2012/08/07.

A21 Statement by Rachel Ncube dated 2012/08/06.

A22 Statement by Brightness Nka Ncube dated 2012/08/08.

A23 Statement by Mandia Bhekisisa NyonI dated 2012/08/22.

A24 Statement by Sibongile Mpofu dated 2012/08/23.

A25 Statement by Mthokozelwa Welcome Zangwa dated 10 January 2013,

A26 Statement by Thomas Pixane Setagane dated 10 January 2013.

A27 Statement by Padile Abrina Papo dated 10 January 2013.

A28 Statement by Peter Ndwandwe dated 15 February 2013.

A29 Statement by Nolwandle Qaba 15 February 2013,

A30 Statement by Johannes Lodewickus dated 31 February 2013.

A31 Statement by Patiswa Skosana dated 31 February 2013.

List of Zimbabwean inmates repatriated from Lindela Center: Date released 

Between 08 Dec 2010 to 08 Dec 2010.

Death Certificate of Witness Ndeya dated 23 October 2011.

Warrant of Detention of an Illegal Foreigner: Nelson Ndlovu dated 7 November 

2010.

Warrant of Detention of an Illegal Foreigner: Shepard Tshuma dated 7 November 

2010.

Warrant of Detention of an Illegal Foreigner: Dumisani Witness Ndeya dated 7 

November 2010.

1
1.1
2

2.1
3

4

5
6

7n 8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27

28

29
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Notification of the deportation of an illegal Foreigner: Shepard Tshuma dated 8 

November 2010.

Notification of the deportation of an illegal Foreigner: Maqhawe Sibanda dated 8 

November 2010.

Notification of the deportation of an illegal Foreigner: Nelson Ndlovu dated 8 

November 2010.

A37 Statement by Richard Peter Eiberg dated 25 February 2013.

Notification of the deportation of an illegal Foreigner: Mduiuli Shiela Nokuthula 

dated 8 February 2013.

Statement by Major General Siblya dated 22 November 2015.

Handwritten statement by Mdanduleni Richard Madilonga dated 30 November 

2011.

A39 Statement by Margaret Mohiahio dated 26 February 2013.

Statement by Masocha Rodgers Ntihamu dated 5 November 2011.

Statement by Jacob Makoe 22 November 2011.

Search results from Interpol in relation to Shepard Chuma.

Search results from Interpol in relation to Sibanda Maqhawe.

Search results from Interpol in relation to Nelson Ndlovu.

Search results from Interpol In relation to Dumisani Witness Ndeya.

A51 Statement from Ndanduleni Richard Madilonga dated 8 April 2013.

A52 Statement by Llot Nelson Marule dated 15 April 2013.

ASS Statement by Joseph Makushu dated 16 April 2013.

A54 Statement by Dovhani Sheron Radzilani dated 17 April 2013.

Handwritten Statement by Andre Neethlingl December 2011.

ASS Statement by Andre Neethling 27 June 2013.

AS6 Undated handwritten statement by Petros Selepe.

Copies of Extracts from Occurrence Book from the Alexander SAPS dated 22 

November 2010, 30 November 2010, 23 November 2010 and 24 November 2010. 

A59 Undated statement from Giyani John Sambo.
A60 Statement by Arnold Boonstra dated 28 June 2013.

A61 Statement by Johannes Mpeki Moatshi dated 16 July 2013.

A62 Statement by Desmond Takalani date 16 July 2013.

Photographs dated 26 January 2011.

A63 Statement from Jacob Seletela dated 16 July 2013.

A64 Statement by John Phaswana dated 16 July 2013.

AGS Statement by Andrie Nxumalo dated 16 April 2013.

Copies of Extracts from Occurrence Book from the SAPS dated 26 November 

2011 and 28 November 2011.

30

31

32

33
34

35
36

n, 37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44)
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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A67 Statement by Masingita Rikhotso dated 24 July 2013.

A68 statement by DInIzulu Mkasibe dated 24 July 2013.

A69 Statement by Plantinah Mokgobu dated 27 July 2013.

A70 statement by Isaal DIamini dated 26 July 2013.

Copies of Extracts from Occurrence Book from the SAPS dated 14 January 2011 

and 12 January 2011.

A72 Statement by Witness Rambuda dated 26 July 2013.

A73 Undated and uncommissioned statement by Leon Meyer.

A74 Statement by Dorcus Sombhane dated 31 July 2013.

A75 Statement by Fortune Ngwenya dated 1 August 2013.

A76 Statement by McIntosh Poiela dated 2 August 2013.

A77 Statement by Ernest NkosI dated 29 August 2013.

A78 Statement by Silas Mokoatio dated 30 August 2013.

A79 Statement by Albertus Gerhardus Brits dated 20 August 2013

Annexure A: Letter from the Zimbabwe Republic Police addressed to Colonel

Ntenteni dated 14 March 2011.

Annexure B Letter by Major General Toka: Crime Intelligence dated 6 April 2011, 

attaching the letter from Zimbabwe Republic Police.

Annexure C: letter from Lietenant General M Petros dated 15 July 2011 regarding 

Appreciation of Employees of Pretoria Central CIG: Constable Rikhotso.

Annexure D: letter from Lietenant General M Petros dated 15 July 2011 regarding 

Appreciation of Employees of Pretoria Central CIG: Constable PF Mgwenya. 

Annexure E: letter from Lietenant Generai M Petros dated 15 July 2011 regarding 

Appreciation of Employees of Pretoria Central CIG: Constable PR Mokgobu. 

Annexure E: letter from Lietenant General M Petros dated 15 July 2011 regarding 

Appreciation of Employees of Pretoria Central CIG: Constable ED Mkasibe.

Report by Forensic Science Laboratory Questioned Document Unit of SAPS 

addressed to Mr Khuba edited 3 September 2013.

Consolidated success report addressed to Maj General Sibiya, Lt Gen Dramat and 

Lt Gen Toka dated 4 February 2011.
A97 Statement from Godfrey Lebeya dated 5 November 2013.

Undated Request for warning statement by Major General SIblya from Mr Khuba 

Response from Major General Sibiya.

Letter from BDK attorneys addressed to Mr Khuba dated 21 February 2014 

Statement from Maluieke dated 15 November 2011.
Statement by Paul Makhere Radebe dated 1 December 2011.

Statement by Willem Carel Stephanus Vorster dated 25 November 2011 

A33 Statement by Job Jackson dated 24 February 2013.

61
62
63
64
65

i66
67
68
69
70
71n 72
73
74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
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Statement by Nhlanhla Sibusiso Mkhwanazi dated 21 December 2013,

Cell phone records in the matter.

Letter to Interpol: request for assistance on establishment whether the people 

are not wanted by another country: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation. 

Information note on the success by Tactical Operations Management Section 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, dated 24 November 2010.

Information note on the success by Tactical Operations Management Section 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, dated 18 November 2010.

90
91
92

93
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icrapdndent Polioe investlsattva piraetomla 

PUBLIC or SOUTH AFRICA
In
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m66AltaABlS(iAAI^BiA*«,SndFI»r,PiE^^TiBli (011)2918«IOMe(ll«I}!8l! S4U

&U|!lHKhni>a
Date:201«»1/225

I

o
Enq: IHKhubq 
Date; 2014/01/$

Gaae investtgattvs Report

( -

I
I

1. COMPLAINT IDENnFlCATt0|l

1.1 CCN
!

1.2 Incident DescrlpOon Code 1
2013030375

312 .

Criminal Prosecution1.3 Type of Report

1.4 Report Date

1.5 Date of Last Report

1.6 Complaint Category

1.7 Complainant 

1.8DateofCoinplsdnt

1.9 SAPS CR/0A8 Number

22.fonuary2014
09 November 2012

Cr-;'. Section 2B(1)(f) and 2S(1)(h) 

Shepard Chuma and others 

10 October 2012

I

DIepalooiCAS 390/07/2012 

Lt Gen. Dramatahdothem1.10 Suspect Identtflcatlon

1.11 Investigator

1.12 Assignment

1.13 Reporting Staff Member .

Task Team
tInvestigatlone 

Innocent Khuba I

e
Secret I
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1. pAQKQROlitfp,

The Independent Pelic» Investigative Dliecterata received a complaint of aOegad 
renditions metpbere of die OPOl headed tff General SIbiya. The case was

enfary question tv Cope Member of Parilament and an 
The case was referred to the Independent Police

1.1

reported ae result of
arHcle by Sunday
lnve^ative[%

2. SWAIOE

Ttmfofowfegaii^fatfen^ were made:

04/11/2010 and 31/01/2011 Captain M L Maluleke, Warrant2.1
D Radebe, through the dlieoSon of General Giblya end LtOiUcer Makoe end I 

Gfflieral.DtBmat coi
Nationals. The suspect were 'wailed In connection with the murder of a Smbabwean

\
*

(
i

aitratod in Dlapsloof and detuned at vadous staBorw as 
IQegal Irmn^raits and Others for ficfldots crtmee. They were edegedly assaulted by 
SAPS membaa and ZMabwean Police and banspaisd to Balt Bridge where they 
were handed over to , he Zfinbebwean Aufiioiltles. Four of Oiem were repated 
muiderad In tl« hands o andmbwean Police.

Five Zkib^weans ;

ftLAN^.S,TAXUT3BY.MANaAT.fi
SectiDn 206(6} of fee C onsMon of the Republic of South Afeice proidde feat, on 
receipt of a complaint h dged by a Provlm^ Execufea. an Independent Ckxnpl^nts 
body Mtabilshed by fee lattona! legislation must Invesfigate miy slleged misconduct or 
offences allegedly comrh (ted by members of MPS.
Section 28 (a) (h) of the ind^dmt Pdce investigative Olreclorate Act 1 of 2011 
provides feat the DirecMrafe must Invesdgafe.any mt^er referred to as a result of a 
decision of fee Executive Director, or If so requested by fee Mfelsfer, an MEC or the 
Secretary as the case majfee, In the pres<x1bed manner.

3. COM

3.1

Uk 3.2

4, available

4.1 STATEMENTS OBTAIN^ FROM INDEPENDENT VWTWEaSES

file IbMt^ wftne^i rere intoidewed aidatafemaits obtained.

. Shsoarof Chuma: He w|l etate (hat on Friday OSN1/2010 at 20h00 he was at ^
)t together with Nelson, Maqhawe and Witness standhig 
by two . unknown Black males, One of them produced an 

ap]»)!nlmBnt card and lh4 other produced a firearm and ordered feem lo He dowi.
He wifl further stale featjone of the Polloe Officer then took out a paper and started 

] Sibanda, Godi Dube, Prichard Chuma aid Joim. He ^ked

I
i

John MalaQie Street
when they were app
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BUdi people bul nono of such names were known to them.them whether they 

'Hie officer wee wei
Cowboy. Few mtnutei later, Cou^y asked the oQier PolI(» Oflioers about where 
detain them. WhAe they atgued about the place to detain them, the olher offit
suggested fliat Gener il .A short
while later General S bfya aH^ited iipm a Black BMW. He will state that they were

leburu* took his R3(i) vdilch was In a waHetln his back pockeL They were detained 
and on »)1(V11/D6 aj 12h00 the offloer called "Cowboy* came and took the fingw 

but his flngeipilnts vm not yon. He was Informed that hisprints of his

On Monday 2010/1at 12H00 CdWboy came to oollsct them. They were ttdcen into 
a marked vehicle of priando GAPS driven by the officer In uniform. They followed 
Oowfcoy who was drivkig a white Nissan D/C. They were taken to a ceryn, ...
Brcmkhorepruit whoa: they were moved Into a. Toyota being handcuffed.’They were 

. ffren takmi to Mudna i nd they arrlvad at 17h00. They took one officer at MusIna whom 
Cowboy he will i^ake matters easy tor them to cross the border. He vrill further 
state lhat at the bolder, Cowboy went to Home Affairs office and tew minutes later 
came back. They we e franspoited In a Nissan D/C and crossed the border with 
Cowboy using a wrerp lane but teey were never sto]:^. When they were on the 
ofhm* side Zimbsbweai police came and placed handcuffs on tc^ of other handcuffs 
and Cowboy came end removed his handeufte. They wm teksn te a ^mbabwean
police oar. He will stafi......
about'a Zindiabw8wi|x)Dce Colonel who ma killed. They wers placed In separate 
ceils and afiw 1.16m he was released. Whmi he enqutr^ about his ffiend he was 
teld ffiat he was killed by the 2}mbabwean police.

n
( :

MMhawBSIbanda: Ite vdll stete that on 06/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at hie residentia] 
wlm he wae appmadted by two Black Males who Identified 

themselves as Police pfflcm. They inslnided teem to lie down and they cor^erated 
wite them. Few minuter later there were many cars Police Officers in dvlilan cfotees

place in Direct

I ' wtekte was te his pocket. There was another police officerpolice also took
wearing- Cowboy hat reading names on the paper and asking teem whether they knew 

He win state furteer te.al eaw General SIblya coming out 
of a black BMW and g4ve Instruction teat they should be taken to Orlando SAPS.

Bonaat^J Hsiitv Yamfy: He will state that he Is a member of tee Soute African P<^ 
Services atteched to C 
a member of Task Ti 
which was led by Gen 
of DPCl In Gauteng vi

[me Intoillgenoe, During Ootober 2010 he was nominated to be 
Eim called Tactical C^ati(»is Mant^emenf Seotkm (TOMS) 
ral SIbiya, On 2010/1:1/05 he received a can from W/0 Makoe 
)o viBB also part of TOMS Informing him teat Gensral 

wanted teem to meet te order te look ter four su^}ecte who are wanted In conneotton 
with the murder of poltcs Colonel in Zimbabwe. He teen wmit to Fairways Shopping 
Center with Constable] Desmond Campbell Who was dso part of TOMS to meet vM 
W/0 Makoe. On teeir tedvel at tee Shopping Center W/0 Mateie also tetroduced two 
Zimbabwean police to jihem. He will further state teat he was Informed by W/0 Makoe 
that tee two officers came through the office of General Dremat. At teal time General 
Sfolya was seated In einavy blue BMW and he could not go and greet ffim. They went
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?

to DIepsloot together with Captain Maluleke (also known as Cowboy}, W/0 Jawuke 
and COTistable lebunj Radeba to Idonllfy (ho house of the suspecfs.

the movements of th \ suspect at Ihetr msidenoe. On th^r arrival at Bte suspecfs 
place of residence, Oaptain MaKileke eeamhed the suspects end confiscated fiielr 
passports, There vm four men who were lying on (he ground and (he two 
Ztmtebvrean poitoe said that the four men are wanted In connection with tmutier of a 
Zimbabwe potice (folonel In Bulawa^ The suspecfo were (alren to Orlando and 
detained as tBega! Im^ nigrenis. On 23/11/2010' he was briefod by W/0 Makoe that (he

wfil further state thaijcaplaln M^leke was repoi% directly to Genarai Giblyan ( K
( ^

Nslson Ndhnt. He M sMe that on (^11^10 at 20h00 he was at hie youngs 
brother's residential ji^ In Oi^ioot when he vres approadt^ two Black 
who klenliilsi (hemseves as PofloeOfficers. Theyoirisred thmifo lie dovm and then
staled to assault the...............................
After their wrest the 
one of them auggosi
be delalnad at C^dc SAP8. they were then tal^ to Orlando GAPS but Gh^rwd

1\

loe Officers ariguBd;about where foey should detain them and

of a Task Team Calte^ TOMS* in Gau^ Provinoe end that foe team operated under 
foe commend of General Sbtya. On 2010/1i/05 In foe evening he received e call from
W/OMakoethatthr - - - -.............. -.........................
Fourways because \m a Colonel who was murdered. He ^11 state tiiW ha

i_ IJ Makoe Inslrucfed him to jdn Captain Cowboy 
rire to idenShr foe . suspects address. On foetr

He win state that Maluleke and 
arrival at foeConstable Leburu R 

klentifled house theyL.r') a
came to foe. veMcIs and that they arrested them and 

do PoBce Station as Illegal Immigrants but not foe ^mbabwe
He vrill state that
detained foon at

He will further steto foat on 2010/11/23 foe second operation was arranged and that ha 
got a call from W/0 Mpkoe that their Commander General SIbhre wanted them to meet
at DIepsioot Shoprite. {General SlUya was preeent in foe second operafom. Bey went 

Aidoan Mete Pritchard Chuma was found and arrested forto Dtopsfoot where

Caambs/fiHe vifll slate that on 2010/11/05 General SIbIjra arranged with 
W/D Makoe to call 0^ for operafkm at DIepsloot for (radng wanted suspect In a 
murder case where elOokmel was tdllad. He received a call from Constable Radebe
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not take In the assdult of fiie euspede, The suspecb were arrested In cwinection 
with a murder of the poHce Cdonel In Zimbabwe. He wHI state that the four suspects 
were teen detained at priando PoUoe Station as Illegal Immfgrsnts and not on the

of the Cdonel. On 22/11/^10 tmill the early hours of 
ne was eirested and detained In Alexandra. He never saw

Zimbabwe Murder 
23^11/2010 Prichard 
General Siblye being
edvreiys seated In the bl^ck tinted BMW and W/0 Makoe ndsned to (he person as 
General SIblya. :

Ived In the operaOon but that there was a person who was

A/frsdWdobe; He will 
Task Team called *T(
2010/11/05 Gen. Sibly 
Dlepsloolforbacliigwa 
was not aware that the eu^te that they were (racing were needed In a Zimbabwe 
case. He received a

ate Slat during October 2010 he was nominated to be part of 
18" In Gauteng Province headed by General Siblya. On 
arranged with W/0 Makoe to call them for operation at

O
from Constable Radelite that they have already arrested the4 •

The suspects were ^^Ited General Siblya, Captain Coutoy and W/D Makoe. He 
vdil state that the tour sitepecte were then detained at Oiando Police Statbn as illegal 
bnmigrents but noton the Zimbabwe murder case of the murdered Colonel.

Andrew Mark Samaso^i He v^l state that he Is a V\flilte Mate self employed as a 
Project Manager of House Constructions. He knew Maqhawe SIbanda as a sub
contractor on his bulldlnc^sltes. He will state that .Mr. SIbanda vanished for a week and 
resurfaced again. He Intormed by Mr. SIbanda that hts dte^earance was as 
result of his arrest In ccn^«!8on with toe aDeg^ murder of a Zimbabwean Colonel. He 
was taken to Bell Biidge.]but released along the 
because he did not have 
will state that he was red
cell phone. He called todpoDoe Captain and he oonflnned that (he cell phone will be 
returned. He does not kn^ whether sudr phone was finally returned to Mr, Stoanda.

1
state ihaf she te a! neighbor of Ihe deceased Jctonson 
r wilnessed a group of unknown Policemen assaulting the 
m on the kurew of running water as It was raining. She will

Slbonalla Moofu\ She \ 
‘ NyonI, She will state that 

deceased who was lying I
IS

will slate that she canhot:fecall the exact date but K was during January 2011,She wlli 
state (hat toe deceased vfas dso pepper sprayed on his face and that he was having 
bloodied mucous coming but of his nosftlls. 1

4s standing at the dkfanoe of about 20 meters when she 
i]l that it was sliil in toe morning around lOrCK). She wlli stele 
hai^ned inside the shack. She will state toat she learnt toat 
i murdered after a monto front his younger brother. She wBI

She will slate that she r 
witnessed the incident ar 
that she never saw vtoal

saitewcfg He ViriH sate to^ on November 2010, (m toe date In 
le cannot remember toe late he visited his ex-gldfriend Brininess Nka Ncube 

who was stajlng with his Distant sister Rachel Ncube. He slept ovm- and In toe middle 
of toe night he was woketi up by toe police looking for John toe boyfriend of Rachel. He
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was assaultec! by a po^ whom he bannot iden% since It was In the darit. Them was 
another Police Officer T 
them, He wHI fuillier et that John was not. there and they were heed when they

I

jgjcfifi/wmm

polloeman in Zimbabwe. Thw were five poljoe and her hueband was
received a call from Blk|sl8 NyonI, the brother of the deceased that Jbhnson Nyonl has
died.

In BriahiMss Nks NctM she slats M aha Is die slster-tn -Imv of the late JrHmm
Nyonl. On the &* or 6>< jcf November while she turns as^ she was woken up by Oie 
police who pretended tci[ be Jenson Nyonl and later changed lo indicate that htey r 
In fact PoUce Oflkm ^he wfll further state that she was assaulted by the police who 
were looking for Johnsoft Nyofi The police treed them after they 
was not amongst themi! She learned later that Johnson Nyonl i 
poilcelnZimb^.

?

iWadflfs flftBftfefes Mw^l: He vrtfl slate that he (e foe brother of late Johnson Nyonl 
and on 01 Mar^^1l|he te^onlcatly contacted hfo brofoer In taw Orb^ Ndkmi

• I
are

realized that Johnson 
was murdersd by the

from
Bulawayo In Zbnbabto and at the mortuary he found the body of his brother 

body of Johnson Nyontjhad a bullet wound oti foe collar (neck) Just above the <
There was an Information note attached to the body stsdlng 
fovchred In the mossihe at Gvrenda In Zimbabwe. He wSI 
led Johnson Nyonraifuneral which was held at Tsholotsho 'in

to .The

and it exited at foe j 
that Johnson Nyonl 
furtherstatefoathe 
Smbabwe.

■i ■u ^ MTS OF MEMBERS AT ORLANDO POLtCE STATION4,2 sis:EMu
Tire fotlowfng statenrer^ ware obtained from members of SAPS based at Orlando 
police stafion who are witnesses fo foe case.

e Zsiwm He wilt state foat he ts a Station Commander ofBiitadl^r ISihoki
Odando Police Station, He bsoame aware of foa allegation of d^rerlation of 
ambabwsen for^ Nation^ In 2012. He will state that as pari of his own

foe leglslare fo chock if there were indeed Zimbabwean 
nationals detained at C^ando Pofice Station. According to OB 27S/11^2010 the said 
Foreign Natlrmals were arrested by Caplin M L Maluleke. He also discovered foat foe 
Foreign Naflonals wend detained untU 08/11/2010. The procedure ts that when a 
person is arrested andjls suspected fo be Rlegal Immigrant, Home Affair offtefal Is
called to veiliy foe status of foe persm before he (»' she Is taken to LIndela for 
deportation. He does na|t know why foe procure was not followed by foe pofice In this

m
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case. He w9l further 
Foreign Nationals to Be^ Bridge.

TfiQm P/xejjgJi
06/11/2010 Capiam

i
m’ He Is a tnamber of SAPS stationed at Oriando. On 
luleke came to the traldlng cetia wHh four foreign' nattonal

nameV Dumtsani WIneSB Ndeya, Naiaon Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sftianda and Shepard 
Chiuna. The four Foreigii National mo registered cm flte OB and ceil leglster. He vi^ 
state that It was for (he first time for him to erqreitsnoe a situation v4)ere a member of
DPCl arrest and detein e person for being an Illegal immlgranl

incident she was sfill a tfalnee. On 20lCV11fD8 at05h46 she reported on duty and she 
was posted at the cells,pn tee same day she was laired by W/0 Marula to write tee
Oocurrence Book, reads enirles as directed and not as she observed because she 
was a Trainee,n 1

's i( ■

STATEMENTS OF HPH|E AFFAIRS OFFiCIAia
.1

4,3

I*wIB tiirfher state that thelncMent (hat fook place in 2010 occurred bef(»e she Joined tea 
department but upon informal of tee.facte of tee case by her juniors, 
re^zed teat members pi tee SAPS did not: comply with tee proiredure when they 

man Fmi^n Nation^. She stated teal a metrfoerrtf SAPS 
any person without tee involvement of Home Afteirs. The

deported tee fourZI 
is not allowed fo 4

tee High Commlssioneri^ tee Emb^ must conllim teat such person is their citizen.
I

peter WdWandwe: He ^ state teat he is an Aseistart Director wlte tee Department of 
Home affoirs In Sowep. He started knowing about the incident Involving four

Idle In 2012 when.he was contaotod by Mr. M Malteews 
who Is a Chief Directot at thek Head Offfoe. He will further state that tee four 
Zimbabwean nationals 
31/12/2010 teere was 
tee Minister (0 allow all 
90 days in order fo a

Zimbabwean Foreign N
not supposed fo be deported becoise fomn 20/09/2010 to

}Bbweans without legel documents fo stay In tee country for 
for legal documents. There is no Zimbabwean who was1, .

He will also forther state teal In 2012, few days after receMng a oali from Mr. M
Matthews a PoDca Offloeir by tee name of Maluieke visited his oflioe and showed him 
Home Alhdre documents'with signature and asked him whether he couid Identic any 
signature on the documents. He fold Mr. Maluieke that tee signature does not bek^ fo 
any of hts people. The dcjcumenfo were oopfos and Mr. Maluieke left In a hurry without

!

He will further state teat no polioe officer 15 allowed fo deport any person and any 
person suspected fo be ah Dl^d foreign^ must be screen by Immigration Officer.
JobJ90l(8om He wili st^ tee! he is an Acting Depu^ Direct responsible for tee day 
fo day running of Undeli Holding feclitty. In his slatement he outlined the process
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(bn Of a parson bom Undala. He \^l[ further state that the 
« he was transferred to Undela.

involvad tn the de 
Incident toc^ place

3^!mm ,
She will further state ^ the form Warrant of. Detention of Illegal Foreigner (BM72{0 
was discontinued in 2|)0B and Siet (he Ucaflon of D^rtetlbn Form must be

Johsnaw Lodewfcto^ He w^ll elate that he Is a 
Hms AffelrsatSowaffi. Me cotrflrmed teat fee n

Dapufy Dirsclor In (he Department of 
umber on tee Detention Warrant and

Importation fam |»ovfcled by the police does not belong to any Home 
nSoweliAffairs official In

n.
He will further state th tt when 8APS bring an W^al foreigner at Port of Entry they 

. must hand In a Body teoetpt form and not' the D^ntlon WarranL The Warrant of 
Detention Is not a d^cftatlon document and must not ba produced m* stamped at Port 
of Entry.
He wlil dismiss the 
HomeAffebsdocun

lation that fee stamp used on fee docummrts claimed to be 
by the poDoe is a d^rortetion sten^.

Kobefa Manaref Wofl/dft/o: She wID state that she ts an immigration Officer besed at 
Belt Bridge and ^e1r^ i^n a cu^odten of Stamp 20 afece 2010, She had been in 
control of stamp 20 ancj when ahe is not In fee office the stamp would be tooted In the 
8afo.8hel8(heontyp(
8*’ of November 2010
does not know how et^np 20 appears on the documents which the police claim to be .

»on fee day in which the documents were stamped she was 
loctedltifeeeafe.

4.4 STATEMENTS OF MBiillBeiS OF SAP^ INHJMPQPQ

was off duly and the stamp was locked In the safe. She

a! Ndanduknl Rfd^ard ^d/fonoa: He wlfl state feat Ire te a Police Officer In the South
a rank of Lieutenant Colonel stationed at ‘RiohoyerKlou

}')
Affioan P(tf ce Service
SAPS as a Command# of Crime Prev«itl«i.
He wm further state
member of fee Hawks from Pretoria. He wante to clarify certain Issues pertaining to his

Before he was transferred to Thohoyandou SAPS, he wae woiMng at Beit Bridge 
Police Station as a Commander. His duties Included Crime Prevention, llafson with the
Immigration Offidals arid other poHce officials from other stations.

the 8th November, there was a convoy of vehicles bomIn 2010, two weeks 
Zimbabwe entering b South Africa As he- was suspicious, he approached them. The

gthe Immigration Ofllces.lMien he approached feem, one of 
to him as fee leader of the group and he told him that he is 

Superintendent Noub^om fee Homicide Unit tn Harare. He then requested him If they 
could not And a place Ip sit down and dlscires.
Superintendent 
He s^d to him

Ncub^tcrid him that he wete going te Pretoria te meet General Oramat, 
feat n{a^ he knew about the Chief Superintendent who had been

!
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tnuFdeFed. He said that the suspeda were In Gauteng end he had organized with

He vii state that he told Superintendent Ncube that he has to verl^ with hie seniors
infs. He was given a nwnber of General Dramat by 
I He oafled (kilond RadsdianI to verify the biforniation but she 
It can Brigadier Makushu who was a Provindai Head Protection 

and Security Sendees, -ie then calted him on his cell phone and expidned to him Oiat 
there are police from 2 Imbabwe who ere Intending to have a meeting with General 

Brigadin’ Mala shu told hbn that he was not aware of the visit but If the peo^ 
BUB s^ng toat they a) > going to meet the Generaij he should call General Dramat 
dlrecQy. He phoned 6e leral Dramat on his cell phone and he responded by ss^ 
that he is aware of the Mabwean police and he must let them come.
For the period of two 
his group. After two V 
that he was In town

about the air 
Superintendent

I he raedved a call fmm Superintendent Ncube vriio told him 
he wanted to say goodbye. He went to town and met withn

i to the bcHtler end crossed to Zimbabwe, They did not 
discuss mythlng about toe opnaHon toey had in Gauteng with General Dramat 
The following day alter he depaiturs of Zimbabwean polioe, he received a call from 
Captain Maluleka who fs aleo known as "Coafoo/. It was on 08 November 2010 
between 16 and 17:00, 
astowholsCovfooy. 1

not esooit th^; to^

said that he Is a Captain Maluleke and was with him at Paatl
in Cape Town In 2005. jWhen he said toat he is Captain Maluleke, he remembered

Mahileke asked him where he was, and he said he had
___ . .................., . It He was told to atop and wall for Wm. After toWy
minutes he arrived and ^ driving a Sedan which he thinks Is a BMW. He was with a

very well who he was.

mate person who was
vehicle after the passendsr had moved to the back seat.
WIdle he was on the fro^ passenger seat heading to the border gate, he told trim toat 
the Zimbabwean police 
In connection with toe 
toem. He toki hbn toat ^ was sent by his bto bosses to assist In deporting them 
because the country doeb not have extradition agrsement with Zimbabwe. He said toat

of ponce dilef In Zimbabwe, and now they have found

( ^
WhBe Ih^ were drivlngjhe toat there were other BMW cars whkto were 
following them {Bid he fotew that It was a convoy. Captain Malul^e told him that 
suspects are In the vehlcje behbid them. He said that that toere are two suspects aid 
the third one !s si not ycjt found. He will forther state toat he never stopped anywhere 
at the border and nod

!

nts was stamped for the purpose of deportation, 
ibabwean side toe vehicle stopped and Immediately an the 

vehicles wre surrounded by Smbabwean polioe. They toen pulled the suspects from 
the back seat of the vellde behind toem. He knew toat they were Police Officers 
because he had been wriridng at the border for a lor^ rime end he knew them. He 
even saw the vehicles ^ crossed two weeks ago when Supofotendenf Ncube 
entered the country.
Thereafter one of the; 
must not use the otoer

A

foabwean police came and thanked toem and said toat they
»but use (he one they u^ Mien toey entered, 
toatutoat happened Is top secret and people must not know )

: iabout It. I
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In 2012 of which ho ca inof lomombBr the month and date, Obtain MaRiIoks phoned 
and told hbn that the PB Is a person tbm Head Ofhoe who will be comity for

Uter a poraon cone M Thohoyandou and ha.had a draff sfatemont. He was told fiiat 
there Is a problem witlj the operation vi^loh was once done the HawKs end th^ 
would Hire his etelemedt to be m a parficuiar foimat He told him th^ the statommil is 
for cowing up and fhopartiananl has smne Issues about the operaflon. He ydli torfher 
elate that he read toe 
reflscOonotwhaihapi

Bilasdlsr Jos$Dh ¥i^$hir. He wll state tftet'In 2010 he was toe Head of Se<ajttty 
and Protecdon Servtoeb responsible tor eight Borders of whiob one of them Is Belt 
Bridge. He will torther|stete that Cotonel Mddilonga was one of his team members 
posted at Beit Bridge rsporUr^ under Colonel Radzllanl. He remembers rerrelrdng a ceil 
from Colonel Madifon^ to 2010 requeefing permission to allow Ztoibabwean P{^ 
who were going to seeiMalor Genera! Dramat He then Instnicted him to call Genera! 
Bramat dtrectiy becaueh he did not want to be Involved In the operadon which he'was

o ,
5

Intofnot
Cdonel Ml

Co/onef Dovhenl Sharon f^dzHant She v^l state that In 2010 she was the (Rrecl 
supervfeor of Colone] Madllonga at the Belt Bridge Port of entry. She vrfll further state 
that In 2010 Colonef Mwllkmga Informad steout the Zimbabwean Police who were 
about to enter the copnby to see Major General DremaL She cannot remeirtoer 
whetoer he Informed y^^lcsfiy or he came to her ofRce. She will further state 
that she fold Colonel ..................... ....

I

i

’4.B STA-ffiMENTS OP Tob ftEMBERS IN GAUTENG WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE 
OPH^TLOji j

Lt Col Weethitnar He stated that he Is a member of South Afocan Po8ce Services
of Priortty Odmes, Provincial OHtce in Gauteng, in 

November 2010 of whl^h he carmot remember toe exact date^ be received a revest 
bom Captmn Maluleke to in arresting a suspect In the Fourv^ area, Ha met 
with Captain Maluteke k Dlepsloot who ihen led him to toe spot where the suspect 
was. Captain Mahjteke jwalked towards htor and brtetod him. Informing him that he Is 
Inves^altogacaseof
He did not ask any qi^tton because he knew Oaptt 
"Cross Border Desk” at toe Head Office of toe Havdrs 
because he knew to4 Captedn Malideke was represmrtlng toe Head Offlca He 
considers himself to bb less knowladgeabie to Cress Border crlmee than Citato 
Maluleke. He discussed the tar^ fqpoacto of the operaBon with his team sinoe ha 
constder^t toe operation to be high dsk. He posIBoned himself at toe back of the 
vehicle convoy down a {very narrow ell^ leading to an tntormal structure. There were 
three PoBoe OfRoers w^cm later he discovered that they were Zimbabwean police,

i stationed at theL L>>

tain Malui^e to be working for

After 16 minutes his members came out mrd Infonned him toal they found the Intended 
forget and that Captsdn; Maluleke had arrested him. They drove out of toe settlement
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stopped at ttie sftopping center. C^tain Mduleke infonned him that they also 
hava to artast other sup^cts in Soweto. He was Informed the next day that other two
end

!

he had to hand teem over to Ztoibahwean AutooHOas. He did

I

[

Gaotain Arnold Boonetra; He will elate that In November 2010 (a date and time of 
which he cannot temei^bei) he was requested by Lt Col Neethling to assist In tracins

want^ by Captain Malulelte. He went to DIepsloot shopping 
Centre and vi^ted for (fie members tovolved In the operation to come aid telch him, 
They came In a
exact Ume. He ^roao&ed U Col Maluleke knbvim as Cowboy to provide hhn wfto ihe 
case number or
was holding. He also to$ him that the sinpects were wanted In oonnedlon wito murder 
of a Police Colonel ki

{

and he followed. It was at n^ht and he cannot remember then
number. He gave him a reference number from the file he

i

(
operation moved toiSoweto but he did not sea people who were arrested.
Adtness anv assaultlbecause he was not near the operation. He just heard It Col

He didThe

Warrant Offloer PJD Selepe; He will state that he Is employed by DPCI In Gauteng 
a rank of a Warrant Ofll&r. In November 2010 of vdiich he Cannot remonb^the ex 
date he received a call ^m his Commander Lt Col Neethling requesting him to assist

on

V..; Of BMW 330 with r^istr^on number TJH586 GP. He cannot 
lemomber ^ details of ihe tifo but he rsmembers arranging with Captain M^uleke to 
meet atAlexandraPollcoStation oti 23/11/2010.as recorded In ihe Occurrence Boc^to

He vras in

book out the said suspepf. Captain Maluleke ardved and was driving a Nissan Hard
body Double Cab.

suspect by the name ^ Prichard Chuma was brought to him. Captain Maluleke 
handcuRed Ihe suspected took him to the BMW. He then drove the v^icte bdng 
escorted by Caj^n Mafiileke. He did not know what foe suspect was wanted for and 
that he was Just cairyln^ out foe request of his commander. He was told by Captain 
Maluleke that the suspe^ed should be taken to Sllverton Police station. He drove foe 
suspect to Silverton vfoei^ he was booked In foe cells. He does not remember whether 

i Himself or Captain Maluleke did It After booking the suspect 
ht^ that on 24/11^10 he must assist In escorting foe suspect

he booked the suspect 
Captain Maluleke told! 
toMusIna. f
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Maluleke. When he
^ ms m longer In ^ celie In 8iive/ton Pdloe StaOon but 

Ceptein Malutek^ He was thai btou^t b his vehicle and after he eat down, 
d iron lege on him. They then dmve to Mudna wMb Capt^ 
I escort. Captain Maluleke was In be comply of a female

Cppialn Maluleke pla^ 
Maluleke was provkfln 
person not Icnovsi to hq

i

proceed etraight b t)a|»ider. He then proceeded to the border end when they anivsd, 
they found the entry g^
Ihe police stopped^ 
light of his vehicle

before (hey proceeded any forti^ but when he put the blue 
gave way. He stopped in ttont ctf the police stefton at Belt 

Bridge and CapM Mffluleke came over to his car, rsleesed ir(m l^s from foe suqwct 
C^tmHinlty Service Centre. He Ihen went back and slept over In

t

o .
Pblokwane.

4

4.8 SMlMIHlOLisL
^qhnspnnM ! JMO(TOL.mQLAg$l IN THE ARREST OFiaig*.

Avhashoi^ Dsamonth T&lmknl'. He is employed by the South Afifoan Police Swvlces 
in Qautorqi atatkmed ^t Johannesburg Central Police station under the TRT unit On 
2011A)1/12 at 11h00.|ln the morning he was on duty in a full uniform posted at 
DIepsloot for Crime 
of TRT unit from Jo

tlon purpose. While busy wib hts duties vrith other mambers 
btnig Central, they recdved a request from members of be 

Hawks (DPCI) TOMS^ho were at DIepsloot SAPS to provide backup In the arrest of 
they arrived at DIepM SAPS, ha decided to remain outside 

inside be station; FoMn be stafton be vehiclee proceeded to
wanted suspect. Whsiti

ibriejadwhile others were
be Squaft^ Camp, ^ng be his ccMWorkers Informed him bat there was a

j

U ^ because it was robing and he did not have a rrdn coat He saw be suspect vben they 
brought him to the v^ble. After members of be Hawks and Crbie Intej^enoe who 
were unknown to him ' “
to Sllvertwi DPCI olfk

LM
s. They escorted be eusped and at SUverlon OPCI offices he 
who was weming a Cowboy hat wfth two unknown African 
Bng in a white BMW wKh Zbrbabwean i^istratlon numbers. imales who were I

Captab Maluleke
be suspect he told firem bat some weeks bade he was In 

Zimbabwe attending d funeral of some oftlB perqole he committed crime vrib end also 
knew bey were aflk hbn. He was tellbg bem vben Captain Mrriuleka and 

h^beofftoM.

While they were

polloew|reZimbabwean
!They were requested jo take be suspect to Protoite Moot SAPS for datenticm. Before 

bey went to Pretoria Moot SAPS, photra of all members Involved b be oparaftin were
taken. Whenftiey

knocked off.
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Johannes HBpail SBo&tlhl; He will etate that In January 2011 he was on duty posted 
DIepsloot as a result ctf xenophobfo violence prevalent at Ore time. At IShOO mi ih 

red^tvsd a caA via two ways radb from his commander to go 
'ViAien he arrived wl&ihtscoReagues he loimdAie command^ '

at

males persons and a f^ale, The two male persons and a female were Introdticed as 
members of Crime It
who has committed seHbus cases in 21mbabvtm and he Is ^mry dangerous. Captain 
Mahtleke further said the suspect wWi the htformer end had to be arrested. He

pdnted out After arrest of the suspect they went to a certain shack where 
igenoe conducted a search but nothlrrg was found. They were 
to to trwisport the suspect to DPCi ofRcss In Sllverton. At

members of Crime l! 
tc^ by Captain Ma
Sllverton Captain Mafu^ requested Orem to book the suspect at Moot Police with the 
tostrucOon that no vfslk|r is allowed tor the suspect He cannot remember the name ofo

I
Sdflo John Pfiasrt^sn^ Hb statement comAorates that of Avhashwrl Desmond 
Takalanl In aB material «pects.
Tabatoa Jacob Sefefsfa: His statement coiroborates toat of AvhashonI Desmcmd 
TakaiaiYl end that of S^o John Phaswana in en material aspects.
ftfafeetone Slka Hb statement corroborates teat of AvhashonI Desmond
Takalanl and that of Se|o John Phaswsna as well that of Tshatoa JaocAr Seletela.

4.7. STATEMENTS OF cjRWE ItffELUGENCE MEMBERS^ WHO J'RACED AND 
ARRESTED GQRDONjpUgE AND JOHNSON NYONt

i
Mokaobut ^e will state that ^ is employed by the Souih African 

Sendees stationed at prime Int^ence In Pretoria with a raiik of Constable, On 
12/D1/2011 while In the|offlce they received Inibrma&cn from their Contect/Infoimer arid 
he lipped them about a
They then proceeded tjters with a backup of members horn IV07 Park Pedfoe StaSon 

jst of Gordon Dube at DIepsloot
(n Jamtary 2011 they heoeivect toformatlon horn ClAC at Wierdebutg regarding toe 
wanted suspect John jfyonl. The person they liaised with at ClAC was Constable 
Sombhane wtoo also g^e them toe number cf Captato Maluleke, She also spoke to 
Maluleke over the photje while they weio (here. They toen drove to toe Hawks offices 
to meet wito Captain 
officer In ZImfaatwe.
They then tasked thelf Oonteci/ltiformer to look for toe suspect who did and toe 
suspect was arrested, toe arrest of John Nyoni, toey dl proceeded to the Hawks

Police'simtimiL

who told them that toe suspect has murdered a pcdloe
!

toe Zimbabwean polloe. The photo of the suspect was ^0 I
taken and toe exhibit vtolch b a firearm was also photo{ 
she went to toe shop, t|ut vtoen she came back she was 
with Colonel Mclnto^ and \t& had just addressed toe

d toat Genered Dramat was 
peo^j^ her absence. She telt
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he was Just Gongratulailhg them for a job viqH done.
Superintendent N<»Jbe|fi^ Zimbabwe who was wearing black shirt and epectactes 
idd us that he vM be fsendtr^ us letters of congratulation ttom Zimbabwe. She sfili

olHce. and he showed ta an appredaUon letter ffom Zimbabwean govemmenl He 
told them that they vikM be called by Pimrinciai Ckffnmlseloner Mzwandlle Petros to 
meetwlthfliemasar^
Mn NyonI theieafter. {

BmmsBU9lOlnl!Xiiu

of tltelr good work, ^e does not know what ha^^ened to

aafoe: Hte stetemei^ (XHtoborales that of Pla&i^ Mokgtfou fo 
wfll stete further that shortly after the i^otos were takeui he 

saw General brwnat olj the Hawto. Genera Dtamat was with the spokesperson of the 
Hawks know) to him is Colonel McIntosh Pdelo. They than gathered together and 
Captain Maluleke introduced Gmerai Dramat and the epokespei^n, General Dramat 
addressed and thi
not tell anyone about tti^ operadim we had Just dme.

o
■i

After he said that he M and Captain Matoteke totd us that he was organizing a 
cetebrotloh braat. While they were busy enjo^ themselves, a lady worl^ at the 
Hawte otfloes with Oadtain Maluleke oame and Joined them. She wotted foe meat to 
t^ home because th^ vies too much meat She was requested to download the

■He wW Bfato furlber (jrat he then decided to follow her to foe olflce, When she 
downloaded foe photos he requested her to print foe photos for him. She agreed and 
printed many photos wijkfo he took home and si have them even now.
Consfeb/e iffnaiimnv^ wHI state under oath foat on foe 28/01/2011 he was called by 
Ids cotegues after foe .arrested Johnson NyonI to Join foe at DPCI offices In Sllverton 
for a braal. He w8l fuirft|sr state foat when he arrived he found Zimbabwean police and 
some of his colleques parfiolpsdtog In a photo shoot. Shortly after foe photo shoot Lf 
General Dramat came |nd thanked them for foe Job well done.
STATEMENTS OF DI^SLjOOT SAPS MEMBERS REGARDING GORDON DUBE

g

CP* >
I

foe shooilhg incident with the police, They lecovemd firearm which vms 
I SAPS 13 and received exhIWI number SAPS 13^1/2011, He was

Involved In
booked Info ,
Involved In the charging of foe suspecte and they were attending court at AtfridgevHle, 
Alter some few days hi received a cal! bomCaptaln Maluleke of foe Hawte asidng him 
to go to Ballistic Pretot|a and collect foe firearm as he had already made anangemmt }

told him foat he has case he Is Investigadon against one of foe suspects, He 
informed hbn foat foe ^earm belongs to Zimbabwe. He hl>ed a letter a tetter cm his 
computer acknowledging foe firearm but he does not remenfoer where he put the 
letter. ■
He will furfosr slate that Captain Maluleke told him that Ire had made an anangement 
with foe prosecutor at Attridgevllle to withdrew foe case so that he could be able to 
transport foe su^ct and the iireann to Zfoibabwe. I
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1faaac Dlamlnli He wliijstete that in January 2011 dodcef DIepaloot Cas 83/01/2011 
was assigned to him fcff further bivwtigaSon. The docket had three suspect arreeted 
for posse^on of unlice^d flrearm and ammunition. The names of the euspects were 
Mend Dube, God Dube and SidIngumunzI Dumanl. He reoehiad a call horn 'Cowboy*' 
Maluleke of the Hawkei to hand the Case dockets DIepsloot Cas 83/01/2011 to his 
office In GDverion. HejsskI As dodcat had Jo be Investigated togefl^ with other 
dodwis wherein God C 
exhibit In hl8 docket wl 
took the dod(et^0av 
He will further state tha 
him that he will Matt 
Proseculor to withdraw case. After sometimes seeing that ihe docket was under his

le is a suspeoi. He further said that firearm which is an 
used to kill a senior officer In Zimbabwe. Maluleke

n name, a

(
Lean fltevar He vdll state that he was Investlgallng several oases wherein GodI Dube 
was a suspect The catte were as fbliows, Wlerdabnig CAS 631/12/2010, Wterd^vug 
CAS 220/02/2010, Wli 
Wteidabrug GAS 310/1

rug CAS 147/11/2010. WIerdabrug CAS 1022/12/2010, 
0 and DIepsloot 83/01/1^11. He was teformed by Ca^^n 
(hat suspect Atfmd GodI Dube was dso wanted InMaluleke from the H

Zimbabwe. According taMalirieke he was alse wanted tor murder ee per Bulaw^o
438^)0/2010. He win
him to Captain Maiutek^. C^)(ain Maluleke informed him fiiat euspect Ootdmi Dube 
win be handed over to ttto Zimbabwean government through Immtorattoif chmmels,

i
3/ndv Delsv Porous Sbmbhane: She will state that during 2010 aid 2011 she 
based at Wlerd^rug Attached to Crime Intelligence unit. During 2010 she gave 
Conet^ Rtkhotso a ^t of wanted suspects In Wlerdebrug. She dso met G^fain 
MaUdre at Wleidebn^ who told her that he Is lookli^ for a su^rect known ts GodI 
Dube. She contacted Rikotso end lnf(»Tned him that Cpatedn Maluksle was
at WIerdabrug Inquiring etoout Qodl Dube. She gave him the contact numbers ofIO-f'-( i.! iShe will fUrlher state that on toe 11/01/2011 she saw toe name of GodI Dube on the 
cell Register and decide] 
he arrested GodI Oitoejtoe prevtous night (11/01/13)11}. She want to the cells and

r

him.

IICE ACQUIRED FROM VARIOUS POUCE STATIOMSm.mm6. I

6.1.1. EXTRACTS FRQiill.QCqUBEtE!)ICEPP.01tS:AMPSJAJlEgiSTSBS

/ftsfo//OWtefl!.afl lt}V6s^aaSBnMQMtloBoJl£aJitftt!s!i g iimmiai

• (
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SpBciflc referenes to OB 276 to 276; The enbies made from 0^10 of 06/11/2010 to 
12h00 of the 08/11/20f0 confltms that CapieiR M L Maluleke of the DPCI with force 
number 0622728618 Dumleanl Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndiovu, Maqhabane'

la.

SAPai4;Thecen
^d detained, Dumlsmil Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndiovu.

regtetsr is slated as "IM Invnigranfs'. The entiy was made by Seiigeanf Hiomas 
FixaneSetagewhoalsc laleroonflnneddilerriaswDmelalemenL

fra Polina Staffon imcovered the fo!lQw!nai
tL entry made on 22/11/2010 shows the booking of Prichard 

k^i. hka^ver NkoN wrote Vie name and contact numbers of

ThelnvBsttaaOotiatA

n OB entry 22/11/10;
Chuma by CefttateV

. J
OB entry 23/11/2010: lie entry dated 23/0^10 shows fte booWng out of Prichard 
Chuma by Warrant ORk^r Belepe.

: I
j

OB entry 23/11/12; W: rranf Officer 8e1epe-booked bi Prichard Chuma at Sllverfam 
Police station with BuMayo case number.
OB enby 24/11/2012; j Warrant officer 8elepe booked out Chuma to Balt Bridge. 
However Captain MaluteJ 
Into his h^s/ouatody. j

I

i

*1

OB entry 26/D1/11: Wailent Officer Johannes MpaO Moatehl booked In Johnson NyonI 
by the Inshucdcm of Capfski Maluleke ter Fraud.

I

OB entry 28/01/11; Ca^ Maluleke booked out Johnson NyonI to Balt Bridge fm- 
Fraud. 1

appended hie slgnt^ure oh the entry and It shows that the

)

I

8AP814: Obtain Mali

17/19 In wst/oetfonaf
OB entry 12/01/12; C 

murdered Ztababwean

a Potloa Station mcomarna folhvlnai
n Dube, Andrew Pube, DumanI Sfimusy were detained for 
ttrearm. Hie same firearm vwis found to belong te Ihe 
Ice Officer.

msmm

Body Receipts SAPS 2^6: They show that Gordon Dube, Andrew Dube and Duman) 
Sltmuey were received ' court on 14/01/2011 tegether but on 28/01/2011 Gordon 

other au^cte. Pretoria Prteon records show that Dube J' Dube was not amongst
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wae roleasB on ih& 2^ January 2013 b Constable Meysr of Wlerdabrug PoSoe
ataOon,
Copies of dockets linking Gordon Dgbe: Wlerdabnig CAS 631/12/2010, 
Wieidabrug CAS 22^^10, Wlaidabnig CAS 147/11/2010. Wieidebrug CAS 
1022/12/2010. Wierda^g CAS 310/10/2010 and DIepsloof 03/01/2011. One of these 
cases is Murder,

ir Is having a challenge In explaining b Ccurt Officials what

bm handed the suspe.^ b the Zimbabwean poBce. The 
not be closed in the sy^ because of nonprocedural ca 1.

6.2 popUMgTAia^m^ASftWJjSSM^^
Success report dated 04/62/2011; The report was addressed b Gmteral Drarnat. 
Genera! Hlatshwayo and G^rel Toka wlih a hearing bat reads. ‘CONSOLIDATED 
SUCCESS REPORTIoST WANTED FUGITIVE:WANTS) FOR MURDER AND 
ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF: 3/12ffi010: AND ZIMBABWE (BUUWAYO CR 
348/09/2010): WITNE^ DUMISANl NKOSI@NDEYA: ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS 
AND OTHERS. !
The report beats tefetejice 14/02/01 and was signed by Co) Leonie Vsrster. Paragraph 
*A1' of the report stal^ that on 06/11/2010. General Dramat held a meeting with 

11 offices about ihe.Natlonals who shot and Idlied one of beir 
senbr officers. Paragraph ‘3* stabs bat Captain Maluleke was tasked b trace and 

the report also covets be arrest of Gordon Dtbe and 
appieclaffon of TRT tneinbers and members of Crime InblUgence.

n
{

arrest be sab Naffo

Success report dated 11/11/2013; The report beats reference number 26/02/1 md 
again addressed b I eputy National Commissioner OPCI. The person b whom 
enquiries must be dkr obd is Captain Maluleke vbeieas be signatory is Cd P J 
Selundu. Paragraph ‘v of be report stabs bat be Zimbabwean Police visited be 
office of be Dlvlsicmal^atlonel Crmnissbner regadtng Zimbabwean Nationals who 
were hiding In Boub The r^rt further sbted be arrest of DumleanI Vlflbesa

idChuma.u ( »
iof Captain Malubke: On 08/116010 went to Bs^t Bibge 

n and dalmed overtims. On 21/11/2018 he went b Belt 
overOme. 28/01/2011 he went b Bdt Bridge and also 

claliried overtime. Alt bis dabs corresponds wHh cellphone records emd OB enbes 
Indicating the dates in which be suspects were booked out fiem be sbtbns.

Overffme and Itinei 
(Urnpopo) for Invesi

I

I
\

EVIPENCR A0AUIRe|> from CAPT41N..MALM|.fiKgs CSgRP UPTOP.
Success report ref: 2^/2/1 and 14/02/01; They were generabd In Captain Maluleke's 
laptop before bdng signed by Col L Veisbr and forwarded to General Dramat. The 
report recovered from! tire compubr has a different reference number but same 
content Rapwl 14/02/Dil has reference 0627239-8/6

55

«
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Which wffi found In Go|ilon Dube^ possession end handed (o Captain Maluleke aRer 
Wlaffc exanitBto

Emails by Captain
the suspects airmled ^ the tnembers fnvolvad hi the operaUm. The emalle where 
sent b fhe PA of Genenl Dramat Phumia. TAnbabwotti Police and memb^ of Gifme 

email to Zimbabwean poRoe tiying to find out how 
travelled bade home ar^ that he Is effii tradi^ the remaining suspecta,.

Photoe; More thmi 70 photos were found, the irailoiity of foem refofo to the <^ratlbn 
Involving ZlmbabwBanijNatlonals. Zimbabwean police appear on Ihe photos and the

r^lstration number.
•i

Letter to Home Alfalrh dated 08/11/2010: The letter was addressed to home aft^ 
requesting assistance Ip the Deportation of the Zimbabwean nationals involved in (he 
murder of Zlmb^weaii police. Even though foe letter Is dated 08/11/^10, It was 
generated In November 2011, shodly after the news about Vagal deportation of

white BMW v^th dear
n
r x

!
Letter to etakeholderiii dated 20/08/2012: ‘Die letter wae generated the same day 
indicating foat In Auginit 2010 G^era! Sbtya and General Dramat went to Zimbabwe 

cor^maOon on cross bordsr crimes. General Siblya was 
pater on the cooperatlMi Issue between two countries. Other 
ii of 2mbabwean n^al In connecRon with foe muidar of

to discuss matters

letters about fhe
Zimbabwean polica raf^ to foe coqieraficn agreed duifog foe same meefing.

Documente regarding Bor^nl Moyo's case; This case Is separate from foe evente 
foat led to foe arrest
Zimbabwean authorlty.lKowever It IS a dear case of relum of fovor by Zimbabwean 
aufoorltlM to South ^fifca. In terms of foa documents letrieved, BonganI Moyo 
est^ped from Bokabuilg prison on 2011/03^8, a month md half after South Afrtra 
deported iltegally the j Zimbabwean nationals who ware wanted by Zimbabwean 
authorises. An amountlof 1^0 000 lewarcte was also provided for any information foat

deportation of the Zitnbabwean Nationals Into fha hands of

( iju could lead to (he arrest 
Moyo was on his wa|f to cross the bmdsr In South Afdoa after being shot by 
Zimbabwean polioe. i^rding to the fomial statement of Cqptalh Maluleke, he 
arrested Moyo on the )3/l^11 aftm* he was found In ihe vehlete that moped foe 
border Inio South Afrtrp The ofoer Information rebfowd provides conlrary account of 
what h^pened. In a jteM routed to General Dramat he stated that he went to

an cation wlfo Zbnbabwean police at Moyote homeZimbabwe and condi
village on 11/06/2011. ^oyo was subsequ^tiy shot at transported to fhe border wlfo
the help of Zimbabwean poSce.

Sfatemeri/ of Sooflsrjf Mom he will 
Zimbabwe Bulawayo {busy speaking

state under oath foat In May 2011 he was in 
over foe cellphone when Zimbabwemi police 

arrived at his house. Alter Identifying him foey assaulted him and handcuffed him. The
put him In foe bakkie ahd (hove to foe bueh where foey ordered him to lie down. They 
foen shot hfoi on boHij knees. He was then tatcen to Central Hospital In Mabm 
where he was treated before r^ased to the hands of the Zimbabwean P(^. After
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further elate that th^ were Mihg in a vi^ite fbriuner and he wae handed to the 
South AlHcan Police ajtolt bridge.

!
I

64 P0CUMENTAI?Y.MgNPE Bm HQMP AFFAIRS
Warrant of DetenQon if Illegal Foreigners P'1726} - This document was produced 
by ihe SAPS as a prcq] fiial Shepard Chuma, WHnese Ndeya and Nelson Ndkmt were 
detatoed for being IW foreignets aid th^ were seen by an Immigration OlHcm-. 
However the 8lgnatur9|hat on flie dodmt does not belong to any men^r of 
HomeAffalrs in Oautain and theappolntmentnumber0371S2doeanotext8t.
K was also uncovered: hat ^ BM7;^ used vme dteoontinued in 2006 accordii^ to 
Home Mfehn and In 2 HO It was no longer part of the ofilolai documents of Home 
Affairs. The stamp on ^ x)th documents shows that whosoever completed the 
document used the old otm already con^tad and deleted afIDIated information to put 
the Information of the foreign nationals. The tiandwrtfing eicpert in ha findings 
has fodicated that fh$-s^naiure In each dbeument does not resonble the samided 
signature provided by members of Home AMs.

n
Vr '

. H

raportatlon of an lllegai Foreigner (DHA4688) documents 
Are as proof that the Nelson Ndfovu, Shepard Chuma and 
iri d^orted forough Balt Brlc^e Border. However the form has 

been wrongly stomped does not have finger prints of the deportee as required.
The stomp number 20 
purpose. .The stomp if individualized 
Margret Mohlahio who on the day In which ^e stomp was used was off duty and the

Noflfloaflon of The 
were produced by S

Bridge was used end sudi stamp Is not for teat 
and beior^s to Immigration OfRoer ftobeio

to Baft

stamp was locked (n
sale.

Balt Bridge Duty Rostfr - This Is a duty regi^ used by immigration Officers at Balt 
Bridge. The register coit imts that immip^n oiBoer Kobeio Maigret Mohlahio was olf 
duty on T* and B** of November 2010.
Balt Bridge Movement dsta; The date entoRs (nformetlon pertaining to tee entry and 
exit of people who mn Identified by Oolone! Madilonga as members of Smbabweai 
police who ai^roached |lm with a request to see Lf General Drama!

EVIDENCE IN TERMS j)F SECTION 205 OF THE CRIMINALPROCEDURE ACT.

Cellphone record of iilator General Slbh/a (07258531681: Upon perusal of tee 
cellphone records It discovered teat Mafor General Btetya ocmmuntcated wfte 
offlwre who were InvdviM In the operation^ e.g. Captete Maiuteke end sent 80 SMB to 
M^or Generei Drama! (0826516311). However Mafor Qenerd Dram^ neva 

SMS. These SMS were sent at various mtleetone of tee operation as 
esseejstotemente and documentary proofs.

5.6

deduced from witn
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!
Cellphona records of toaptahi "Cowboy^ Walulelw f0827“/29518); ThD Interaotbn 
between Major Ganer^ and Obtain Maiulete was also ^nd In a foiwj of 
recdved and outgolW ctdis. CapMn Melulete also communicated with General 
Dramaf b) tenne of oubobig SMS at a very hr^ttanl milestone of toe opereBon. 
However General Drarpat never lasponded to the SMS vtok^ he received fiem 
Captoln Maluleke at 2^:12:15 cm 0Gf11/2010. He also called Zimbabwean number 
twice between the 5^ fBrveniber 2010 and November 2010. Ihe number called on 
toese two occasions is toe same

!

II

Maiuleke also called Cokmel Madllonga on 08/11/2010 at 
18:10;47, whmi ha vradapproaching Musina. The Infbnnatlon Is also corroborate by 
Colonel Madllonga.

12^: He was dlreclly reporing 
to Major General Slbfa. He contscded General Siblya telephonicaiiy and In his 

he believed be reported the operaion to Major General
Mtetofw
slatement he statedIr > Siblya
Cell Phone records oflt Col Madllonga; He is poliim officer who was posted at the 
bolder during toe c^reratom. Ha assi^ C^idain Maiuleke tocross the border wito toe

records his Intendlon Mto Captain Maiuleke In One withthe fimt time. KIs 
hlsstetem^t

6.6 STATEMENTS OF S MEMBERS QEMPSiiriE I
i

UGenorairnhwanazH He wl stela thatin late 2011 when he was an acting National 
Commisisoner of Souitt|Aflrican Police Services, he heard on the news when Minister
of being hmrded to (hejZImbabwean Autmlttes by Souih African Poice Siv^s. He

confbmed that members of hts imit did transport (heIssue. Lt General Drr 
Zimbabwean Citizens bdf as Regal Imrr^rante. He then summoned Lt General Oramat 
to hla office, Lt Genenil Dramatcame with an ofiloer who was introduced to him as 
'Co'wboy’.HewasIr 
(he Zimbabwean Ci 
bombing which led

)

that Cowboy was to charge of the group that transported
Covd)oy said that he was Investteatlng a case of ATM

to toe Zimbabwean Cilizens, After he reafized they ware not
Knked to the case he

further said that he got valid d^rbllon dooumentehave valid documents, 
from Home Affairs befdie he could iransport them. He will further state toet he coidd 

toy did not hand over the Immigrants to Home Affake. Vltoen 
notessary to transport Regal tinmigrante, Lt General Dramal

not understand why 
he asked whetoar It 
could not offer any expl^aion.

i

LI Q&nefal Lobeve: will state that when he commented on the success report 
regarding the Zimbabwe Naionals arrested, he only did it as a prac^. He will 
further state that Major General Siblya has an.automated messagir^ vAM) Include his 
number wherein autoiiated success report or totbimalion are sent. He ^ot 
remember whet was ihejmessage all about which was sent on 05/11/2010

i

i
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ANAlvaS OF EVIDENCE AND FliroiM8S,6.

I

operallon (»r^d out by TOMS to EHTOSt atnbabWGan foreign nation^ In 
DIopsloot in connexion with tbe mtflxler of 29mbabwdan polioe Colcme! waa led by 
Captain M L Maluibke also known as Cowboy, Accoidir^ to ^ letter retried 
from Captain Malufike'e lapiop, them was a meeling !n August 2010 held between 
Zimbabwean Aulhdrilles, General Dramat and General Siblya wherein General 
SIbiya waa appointed as a cooidlnaior regarding cooperation between two. 
Gounfrtes, The obll^atton to assist Zlmbsd^we In tracing wanted suspects emanate

• The

n
■ N Gmierti Dramat anf other ssnkM' offtclBia.

Thera Is enough evktence that shows that General Dramat did not only know abmjt 
the operation fitat sd to rendiihms of Zimbabwean Natlonale but sanctioned It 
through the followlnj ways; 

o Tbe Zftwbi
amsdna S>e wanted Zfmbobwoaa Naflonab and U General Dramat
dimted jgat fftei^ba eZ/owetf to p/oceecf etoceftey were oomko to
see Mm. The etatement of Lt Colonel Madllonga clearly srielt out that fte

\ 0

ffce came Into f/recotmf/v for ftejotfffloae of

iUimii'. I

n Zimbabwe were received by him and he contacted
Dramat
version Is <^}rrobora(sd by Brigadlm* Midoi^u and Colonet Rad2llanl. Ibe

connrmed that (hey were coming to him. Colonel Madilonga’s

Madllonga'd extmislon) ^w that General Dramat received a call from 
016B34 8^ at 20h56 on 04/11/2010. This corroborates toe version of 
MadHonga. U RacIzKanl and Brigadier Makushu about toe call made In

i

u )

General Dramat requested tor toe period 20/10/2010 to 
28to2011, toe number. 01Ki346300 only appear once which 
rul® out any form of communtoatton before 04/11/2010 and after

o He hald e matlna ott OmmiO with ZImbabvmn poJfod Pfannfna 
fhe operafton. Success report dated 04/D2/2011 addressed to General 
Dramat, Ge leral Hlalshwayo and Genera) Toka with a heading toat reads, 
"CONSOLIDATED SUCCESS REPORTlMOST WANTH) 
FUGITIVEfll/ANTED FOR MURDER AND ROBBERY; DPCI TOMS REF; 
3/12/2010; AND ZIRffiABWE {BULAWAYO CR 348/00/2010): WITNESS 
DUMISANI NKOSl@NDEYA; ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS AND OTHERS, 
The report bears reference 14/02/DI and was signed by Col Leonie 
Verstor. Par^raph "Al* of fhe report stotos that on 05/11/2010, Gmieral 
Dramat held a meeting with Zimbabwean police at DPCI oflloes about toe
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shot end lied one ^ their senior ofQcem, He appointed
........................Ir^ the operation.

[; The success napotf signed by
Nationals

>m the retrieved delete data. The report was amended on 
^1/2011 and 31/01/2011 before It could be emaled to a femde 

Wairant Ofllcer Thablso MafaSa on 09/02/2011 at 14}i32. 
ere Is no material diiforance between the document retrieved

the laptop and that found at the Kawhs offices during
This proves foat Lewifo Veister did not generate

svQcess report but only signed the report drafted by Captain 
MduleKe. The date of the meeting totween Zimbabwean Police 
end General Dramat which look pl^ on OS/11/20i0oolnclcle with 
thejdata of Sie 4»> of Novbiinber2010 which according to cellphone 
rec^t Getreral Drama! was called at 20hS6 by U C(ri 
MffiUonga seeking permission to allow Zimbabwean Police to 
en$r Into the coutriry. Slnc» the Zimbabwean PoOcs v^ere at Belt 
Brifge:
Ga itong lata at night, toavlng them with, the opportunity to have 
1hs| meetlt^ with General Dramat In the morning of the 50> of

t
(

•4

fed fte aamment momM Into tfie oaeratlon: Apert 
esoumes used, on 09/11/2010 Captain Malutoke wrnit to Bfdt 

Bridge (Limpopo) for Transporting Zbnbabwaan Nationals and cfotmed 
oimrUme, 
ovsitlma,

o ife
from ofoer

24/11/2010 he went to Balt Bridge and also claimed 
28/01/2011 he went to Balt Bridge and edso claimed

overHme. this dates corresponds with ceOphone records and OB entries
dates In which the suspects were booked out ffom the

stations. ' \Ev^uatlon of (he above. f}ndtna$: D88|rfte the fact that General 
Ch'^mat as an Acooundng Oflfoer did not s(^ any drdm of C^rteln 
Mauleke, delegating responslbllliy to M^or General Silriya to 
assist toe 23tnbabwsan Pdice In tredng wanted euspscla 
invAriab^ commit government resources Into an unlawM 
opH ration that amount to a orftninai offanee.

i

o

o He eonar^uhto^ offlcm tor armUaa JM I
i
1toe i^tos were taken, they saw General Drama! of toe 

ig towards them ftom house number 1. General Dramat 
am and thanked them for arresting toe suspect He wmtied

iHawks w^
{Kfdtossed
them not fc$ anyone toe qieralton toey had just done.

I

I

Dramat show both interest to the arrest of toe 
Nationals, and his knowledge of the unlawfutoess ofZli

thd PperaOcm. If toe operation was lawfai he would not have
toem not to tell anyone about R.

I
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o- ImmMcrnn gfiofo& of ftp
oomtiot) jt/irot/gft hla Pmonsl AasIsteoQO Phumfn: Aooordka to flie
Infomidtloiij retileved from thd seized laptop, Captain Maluleke eeni e> 
malls chtiu ating more than 20 photos of both the suspects arrested end
the memt^ Involved In .the operalion. The emails where sent to (he PA of
General Dtomal, Phumla, Zimbabwean Poflce and members of Crime

o He was k^t Informed of the cfove/opwenfs In ihd opemUoiiB that hd
to (he srrd$( of wanted Zf/rtb^bweati f/af/ojwif&; The cellphone rwords 
of Gen8rB( Clblya shows 30 SMC sent to General Dramat at various 
milestoneslof toe (ipBratton. He also received an CMS fi^om Captain 
Maluleke shortly alter the arrest of Zimbabwean Nafionals. He never
responded to any of the SMS vtolch may suggest that they were onlyn Informing h m of toe progress,

o ffgporf to partlment In moome io the 9llmUom A copy of the letter
( •

of people jvhom General Dramat In h!s report to parliament slated (hat 
they were
that toe sir^cts were wanted tor murdering Superintendent Chadkobo of 
Bulawayo ^n 18^ September 2010. It goes liiiiher to stete toat (here was
Joined opeitefion betwem South Aftlcan Polloe and Zimbabwean {tolica to
traoeand

t)d wllness^ corroborate each otoer that General Slbiya was 
and plarmtog value. Hie meellng held between IPID and

« Thera is evidence 
both at the sceni
General Dramat oni2013/D3/07 confirmed that General Slbiya was appointed to be 
the Head of TOM$ which he oeated to trace wanted suspects. The telephone 
records (rf both
between them at]various mKestone of toe operator. Foilomdng suggest the 
Invdvament of Geiiral Slbiya; 

o Witness
22/1i;201C( whksh led to the arrest of Prichard Chuma

cellphone record of Warrant Officer Makoe, Captain 
Metuteke ahd Col Nsetoling otearty show ooniinuous oontacte wito Gena^ 
Slbiya durl rg and shortly aftor the operation. Col Neethltng also stated 
that he have r^ted progress to General Slbiya during toe 
opeiBtlon. However the phone records of General Slbiya does not

Malideke and Major Genoa! Siblya show Interaction

(hat he was se^i during the opsraOcn that took place on
''v JU I o In other

place him tlie scenes ivid planning venues as clamed by wiinesses, It
Is also otear (hat some of the witness claim to have heard that General 
Slbiya was In toe car rather than seeing him person^ly.

meehM held In Smbabwe wherein General Slbiya wee ai^lnfed as 
a coordinaw on coopeiahon maUeis involving the two oounbtee suggests 
that the ojferatkai couW not have been done without hb knovdedge more 
so be(»us^ hb Gauteng Team was involved in toe operation. However 

be cannot provide prtma fade case toat he was Involved,

o The

this

6 There Is Insufflctem evidence for toe tovolvement of Former Genem! MzwandUe 
Petros. However he addressed a letter dated 31/06/2011 to Provinolal Head of 
Crime intelligence fn Gauteng appredating toe good work that members of Crime
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ten tfiey airestad Zimbabwean Nationals Involved In the 
Officer In ZiiMwe. The letter was as a result of amurder of Senior

request made by Normer General Tote of Crime Mlgenoe requesting General 
Mzwandife Petros ^ ^)pra(!iate menttrersof Crtine InteiH^enoe.

» The Involvement ^ Captain Malulete as a toot sokXer In the operation has 
oveiwheiming evir&noe. The folfowhig evidence against Obtain Meluleke where 
uncov^ed; t

o The doonhents which the police dsAned to be valid Home Affate 
document^ used in the deportation of the four ambabweans are forged 
end have-jsmpkqrae number that does not exist In the Home Af^rs 
Departmen. The Warrant of Detention of IBegal Foreigner (BM726} 
document jvas produced by the SAPS as a prod that Shepard Chuma,
Witness h deya and Nelson Ndlovu were detained for being illegal 
fore^nera md ttiey were mi by an bnmfo'ratlon Officer. However the 
signature mat app^ on ffie doeumenis does not belong to any member 
of Home Ateirs In Gauteng and the appointment number 037152 does not

J

o ) i!
exIsL
It alsq uncovered that the 6M726 used was disccmtinued In 2008 
axxniing Home Afters and h.2010n was no longer p«t of the officid 
documenh^of Home Affaire. The ^amp on three document abo clearty
shows

n nationals. The Notlficalion of the Deportation of an tllegalthe three I 
Foreigner 
Nelson N( 
through Br

iHA-ieSB) documents were produced by SAPS as proof that 
<VU| Shepard Chuma and Maqhawe Sffianda were deported 
Bridge border. However the forma were wrongly stamped tvtd

i
I

imirdgratloii Offteer Kotteo Margret Mohlahio who on the day In which the 
stemp wasjpurported to be used was otf duty and the stamp was looted In 
ttie 8£de ojd she Is the only perscm In possession of the tey. The stamp 

/elbem easily duplloatod.
a jduty roster used by ImmigraM Officers at Balt Bridge, whidi 

Immigratton Officer Kobelo Matgref Mohlahio was off duty on

could(y. IThere Is 
confirms
the 7lh andSfo of Novmnbw'2010.

o The celph^e record also dlow Captain Malulete crmtaoffogZImbabweBn 
number in^e momli^ of the Q8<i* November 2010 shorfiy before booking

to to Balt Bridge.
plO on the request of Captain Malulete, Warrant Officer 
bted out Ptlchanl Chuma from Alexander Police etatkm, He 
I him to Beit Bridge border on 24/11^10, to be handed to (he 
in PoUoe. C^Mi Malulete provided escort, handed him over 
^ Authorities and Prldrard Chuma was never seen again.

the
o On 23/11,

to
o The Zimbabwean Nationals ware.arrested and deterred during DZP period 

which gav^ the Zimbabwean grace period of 90 days to apply for vaffd 
During the DZP which b Dl^nsaSon for Zimbabwean 

Projeeb, {|l Zlirdteiweana were given 90 days to stay In the country in 
ty for i^al dotximents and surrender libgaffy 
i^ttiout consequence. The project aocordbg

!
d

obtafoed South 
to Home AffaireAttfoan ID'
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started or 20 September 2010 and ended in 31 Oecemb^ 2010 vvith
extenslonjWhlch ulllmafely ended In July 2011. The teller retrieved from
Ceptdn llaMe'e iaplop address^ to home affalrB recjueedno 
as^tancd in Ore D^vtaHon of the Zimbabwean nationals Involved In the
murder oi Zimbabwean police ( dated 08111/2010) was generated br 
Novembei 2011, shortly aflff: the news about Illegal dep^-fadon of 
ambabwffin nationals hit the media 1his shows that the letter was not 
meant to requite as8!s(mu» or approval If generated aHer the fact, in
addion Wi stated that the DZP as a challenge In the deportatten of
Zimbabw^n Nationals and he wanted assistance from Home AMe, TNs
ctearly shews that he was aware of the Di^nsaiion for Zimbabwean

o Sialemente of Constable Rammbuda and Meyer provide valuabte 
evidence jhat Captain Maluteke tocA Gordon Dube to ^babwe evoi 
fhor^h hwwas facing serious (barges {dva cases including murder) In 
South Aldca, Statemenls provided to Constable Meyer by Captain

n
r-''

was
refaleved I om the laptop that he handed back the firearm permanently to 
29mbabwamauttiorIty.

o The oa erfry dated 28/01/11 shows (hat Captain Maluleke booked out 
Johnson Hyonl to Ball Bridge tar fraud. However at Sllvertm, fire

Dube vraeijpened on 28/01/2011, the same day When Jrrfmson Nyoni and 
Gordon Dgbe were transported to Balt BHdga The warning atatemort of 
MB® D
stated thaShlB cousin was communicafit^ wfih the police te a deal In which
he was t) collBct jewelry. After the depotaiion of fire suspect ta .
Zimbabwe the c»e against Mn Nyoni and Mike Dube was Mthdiawn 
and never continued. This case was used es a decoy far investigatesa to 
follow the wrong leads. Both suspects were persuaded Id be Ihvoirmd far 
the collection of jewelry because one of them has a name similar to the 
Zimbttawe^ Nafioned wanted tar niurder, Johnson Nyoni. 

o The e^Bs retrieved froni Captata MalufMre'e
;u laptop also show 

communio|tion with Zimbabwean pollcs wh^ he asked them ebout the 
tdp going, back hemre and that he would continue to trace remaning

( J

the team !i volved In the qseratlon. I

on
05/11/2010 ^d 20-22/11/2010; Constable Radebe, Captain 8 E Nkoal and Warrant Officer 
Makoe. They were Involved in tpe assault ofZhnbabvrean Naiionata during arrest.

i

i
RECOMMENDATION

i
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«

Based on the avsUable a|dence, the Independent PoUce Invsdtigative tMorate 
reammends that Lt General praihat; General SIbiya, Lt Cd M Mduleke, Constable 
Radebe, ^

*

f

Kidnapping :Ice, I

• Assault and theft (<
Constable P M Ra^e and Captdn S E Nkoel

4

!
I:
I
1I !

Mr.HIKHUBA
ACTING PROVINCIAL HEAD 
IPIDaiflUPOPOn.
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Dep^irtment:
Independent Pofics Investtgalive Directorate 
REPUBUC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Private Bag XS525, Polokwane. 0700.66 A Market Street, Fenm'ic Building, 2nd Floor, Potalavane 
Tel.; (015] ?919800 Fax; (015)295 3409

EnqilHKhuba 
Date; 2014/01/22

Case Investigative, Report(

COMPLAINT IDENTIFICATION

CCN 2013030375

Incident Description Code 312

Type of Report Criminal Prosecution

22 January 2014Report Date

09 November 2012Date of Last Report

Complaint Category Section 28(1)(f) and 28(1 )(h)

Shepard Chuma and othersComplainant
U

Date of Complaint 10 October 2012

SAPS CR/CAS Number Dtepsloot Cas 390/07/2012

Suspect Identification Lt Oen. Dramat and others

TasIfTeaminvestigator

InvestigationsAssignment

Reporting Staff Member Innocent Khuba

BACKGROUND

The independent Police Investigative Directorate received a complaint of alleged 
renditions involving members of the DPCI headed by General Sibiya. The case was 
reported as result of parliamentary question by Cope Member of Parliamenl and an

1.

1.1
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article by Sunday Times. The case was referred to the Independent Police 
investigative Directorate by Civilian Secretariat for further investigation.

SUMIVIARY OF ALLEGATIONS2.

The following allegations were made;

It is alleged that between 04/11/2010 and 31/01/201 TCaptain M L Maluleke, Warrant 
Officer Makoe and Constable Radebe, through the direction of General Sibiya and Lt 
General Dramat, conducted operations in Soweto and Diepslodt to trace Zimbabwean 
Nationals. The suspects were wanted in connection with the murder of a Zimbabwean 
police Colonel in Bulawayo. The 'members were accompanied by Zlmbabvi/ean Police. 
Five Zimbabweans were arrested in Diepsloot and detain'ecf at various stations as 
illegal Immigrants and others for fictitious crimes. They were allegedly assaulted fay 
SAPS members and Zimbabwean Police and transported to Beit Bridge where they 
were handed over to the Zimbabwean Authorities. Four of them were reported 
murdered in the hands of Zimbabwean Police.

2.1

According to the allegation, Major General Sibiya was also part of the operation.2.2

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY MANDATE

Section 206(6} of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa provide that, on 
receipt of a complaint lodged by a Provincial Executive, an independent Complaints 
body established by file national legislation must investigate any alleged.misconduct or 
offences allegedly committed by members of SAPS.
Section 28 (a) (h) of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act 1 of 2011 
provides that the Directorate must investigate any matter referred to as. a. result of a 
decision of the Executive Director, or if so requested fay the Minister, an MEC or the 
Secretary as the case maybe, in the prescribed manner.

3.

3.1

3.2

u
AVAILABLE.EVIDENCE4.

■STATEMENTS OBTAINED FROM INDEPENDENT WITNESSES4.1

The following witnesses were interviewed and statements obtained.

Shepard ChumaAl: He wflil state that on Friday 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at 6954 
John Malatjie Street Diepsloot together with Nelson, Maqhawe and Witness standing 
when they were approached by two unknown Blad? males. One of them produced an 
appointment card and the other produced a firearm.and ordered them to lie down.
He will further state that one of the Police Officer theri took out a paper and started 
reading names like Mttielisi Sibanda, Godi Dube. Prichard Chuma and John. He asked 
them whether they know such people but none of such names were known lo them. 
The officer was wearing a cowboy hat and they heard other police officers calling him 
Cowboy. Few minutes later, Cowboy asked the other Police Officers about where to 
detain them. While they argued about the place to detain them, the other officer 
suggested that General Sibiya be consulted to provide direction in the matter. A short 5
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white later General Sibiya alighted from a Black BMW. He will state that they 
assaulted and when they arrived at Orlando Police Station one of the Officers called 

■ Tefauru" took his R300 which was in a wallet in his back pocket. They were detained 
and on 2010/11/06 at 12ll00 the officer called “Cowboy" came and took the finger 
prints of his co-accused but his fingerprints were not taken. He was informed that his 
finger prints will be taken at Musina.

On Monday 2010/11/08 at 12H00 Cowboy came to collect them. They were taken into 
a marked vehicle of Oriando SAPS driven by the officer in uniform. They followed 
Cowboy who was driving a white Nissan D/C. They were'taken to a certain place called 
Bronkhorspruit where they were moved into a Toyota being handcuffed. They were 
then taken to Musina and they arrived at 17h00. they took one officer at Musina whom 
Cowboy said he will make matters easy for them to cross the border. He will further 
state that at the border, Cowboy went to Home Affairs office and few minutes later 
came back. They were transported in a Nissan D/C and crossed the border with 
Cowboy using a wrong lane but they were never stopped. When they were on the 
other side Zimbabwean police came and placed handcuffs on top of other handcuffs 
and Cowboy came and removed his handcuffs. They were taken to a Zimbabwean 
police car. He will state that they were interrogated by the Zimbabwean Police Officers 
about a Zimbabwean police Colonel who was kilted. They were placed in separate 
cells and after 11 days he was released. When he enquired about his friend he was 
told that he was killed by the Zimbabwean police.

Maahawe Sibanda A2: He will state that on 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at his 
residential place in Diepsloot when he was approached by two Black Males who 
identified themselves as Police Officers. They instructed them to lie down and they 
cooperated with them. Few minutes later there were many cars of Police Officers in 
civilian clothes and they started searching them. He will further state that they were 
assaulted and the police also took R500-00 which was in his pocket, There was 
another police officer wearing Cowboy hat reading names on toe paper and asking 
them whether they knew the names of such people. He will state further that he saw 
General Sibiya coming out of a black BMW and gave instruction that they should be 
taken to Oriando SAPS.

were

u
Nelson Ndlovu A3: He will slate that on 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at hte younger 
brother's residential place in Diepsloot when he was approached by two Black Mates 
who identified themselves as Police Officers. They ordered them to lie down and toen 
started to assault them. He idenfified one of the Police Officer by the nickname Leburu. 
After (heir arrest the Police Officers argued about where they should detain them and 
one of them suggested Randburg. General Sibiya gave toe Instruction that they must 
be detained at Orlando SAPS. They were toen taken to Orlando SAPS but Shepard 
Cbuma and Witness went with the police to show them where John stays.

BonQani Henry Yende A4: He will state that he is a member of the South African 
Police Services attached to Crime Intelligence. During October 2010 he was nominated 
to be a member of Task Team called Tactical Operations Management Section 
(TOMS) which was ted by General Sibiya. On 2010/11/05 he received a call from W/0 
Makoe of DPGI in Gauteng who was also part of TOMS Informing him that General 
Sibiya wanted them to meet in order to look for four suspects who are wanted in
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connection with the murder of police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He then went to Fourways 
Shopping Center with Constable Desmond Campbell who was also part of TOMS to 
meet with W/0 Makoe. On their anriva! at the Shopping Center W/0 Makoe also 
introduced two Zimbabwean police to them. He will further state that he was informed 
fay W/0 Makoe that the two officers came through the office of Genera! Dramat. At that 
time General Sibiya was seated in a navy blue BMW and he could not go and greet 
him. They went to Diepsloot together with Captain Maluieke (also known as Cowboy), 
W/0 Jawuke and Constable Leburu Radebe to identify the house of the suspects.

Captain Maluieke came back and informed them that he left the two officers observing 
the movements of the suspects at their residence. On their arrival at the. suspect's 
place of residence. Captain Maluieke searched ttie suspects and confiscated their 
passports. There were four men who- were lying on the ground and the two 
Zimbabwean police said that the four men are wanted in connection with murder of a 
Zimbabwean police Colonel in Bulawayo. The suspects were taken to Orlando and 
detained as illegal immigrants. On 23/11/2010 he was briefed by W/0 Mal^oe that the 
two suspects who were arrested were subsequently killed in Zimbabwe, He will further 
state that fee suspect Prichard Chuma was detained in Alexandra Police station. He 
will further state feat Captain Maluieke was reporting directly to Genera! Sibiya and 
whenever torture of fee suspecte was to be carried out, he condoned it.

Petros Jawuke A5: He will state that during October 2010 he was nominated to be 
part of a Task Team Called "TOMS" in Gauteng Province and feat the team operated 
under the command of General Sibiya. On 2010/11/05 in the evening he received a call 
from W/0 Makoe that their Commander Gen. Sibiya wanted all TOMS, members to 
meet in Fourways because, there was a Colonel who was murdered. He will state that 
he collected W/0 Ndobe and rushed to Fourways where they met .with other members.

He will state that W/0 Makoe Instructed him to join Captain Cowboy Maluieke and 
Const^le Leburu Radebe to identity the suspects address. On their arrival at fee 
identified house feey found a car standing outside but there was no one inside the car. 
He will state that four men came to fee vehicle and feat feey arrested them and 
detained them at Orlando Police Station as illegal immigrants but not the Zimbabwe 
murder case as indicated at the beginning of the tracing process.

U

He will further state that on 2010/11/23 the second operation was arranged and that he 
got a call from W/0 Makoe feat their Commander General Sibiya wanted them to meet 
at Diepsloot Shoprite. General Sibiya was present In the second operation. They went, 
to Diepsloot where an African Male Prit^ard Chuma was found and arrested for 
murder of the Colonel in Zimbabwe.

Desmoncf Campbell A6: He will state feat on 2010/11/05 General Sibiya arranged 
with W/0 Makoe to call them for operation at Diepsloot for tracing wanted suspects in a 
murder case where a Colonel was killed. He received a call from Constable Radebe 
that they have already arrested fee suspects.

He will further state that fee suspects were assaulted since he heard screams but did 
not take part in the assault of the suspects. The suspects were arrested in connection 
with a murder of the police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He will state that fee four suspects
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She will stale that she was standing at the distance of about 20 meters when she 
witnessed the incident and that it was still in the morning around 10:00, She will state 
that she never saw what happened inside the shack. She will state that she learnt that 
the deceased was indeed murdered after a month from his younger brother. She will 
slate that she may not be able to identify them if she can see them again.

Reasons Mhlamimbe Sibanda A20: He will sate that on November 2010, on the date 
in which he cannot remember the date he visited his ex-girffriend Brightness Nka 
Ncube who was staying with his distant sister Rachel Ncube. He slept over and in the 
middle of the night he was woken up by the police looking for John the boyfriend of 
Rachel. He was assaulted by a police whom he cannot identify, since it was in the 
dark. There was another Police Officer who was flashing a cellphone on their faces 
trying to identify them. He will further state ftiat John was not •there'and lhey were freed 
when they indicated to the police that none of them was John.

Rachel Ncube A21: She will state that she is the wife of the deceased John Nyoni. It 
was on 26/11/2011 at 10h00 when she was in her shack with her husband Johnson 
Nyoni when police arrived and started assaulting him. The police entered the shack 
and said that they were looking for a firearm which they alleged that her husband used 
to kill a policeman in Zimbabwe. There were five (5) police vehicles, and her husband 
was taken away by the police and that was the last time she saw him. In February 
2011 she received a call from Bikinis Nyoni, the brother of the deceased that Johnson 
Nyoni has died.

Bmhhiess Nka Ncube <A22: she will state teat she is tee sister-in -law of the late 
Johnson Nyoni. On the Sih or of November while she was asieep she was woken up 
by the police who pretended to be Johnson Nyoni and later changed to indicate that 
they are in fact Police Officers, She will further state that she was assaulted by the 
police who were looking for Johnson Nyoni. The police freed them after they realized 
that Johnson was not amongst them. She learned later teat Johnson Nyoni was 
murdered by tee police in Zimbabwe.

Madala Bhekisisa Nyoni 
Johnson' Nyoni and on 01 March 2011 he telephonically contacted his brother in law 
Orbed Ndlovu from Bulawayo in Zimbabwe who informed him that his brother Johnson 
Nyoni is late and was found at Central Mortuary in Bulawayo. He win further state teat 
he teen went to Bulawayo in Zimbabwe and at the mortuary he found tee body of his 
brother. The body of Johnson Nyoni had a bullet wound on the coffar (heck) just above 
the chest and it exited at tee back. There was an information note attached to the body 
stating that Johnson Nyoni was involved in the crossfire at Gwanda in Zimbabwe. He 
will further state (hat he attended Johnson Nyoni’s funeral which was held at 
Tsholotsho in Zimbabwe.

L'
A23: He wii! state that he is the brother of late

4.2 STATEMENTS OF.WIEMBERS AT ORLANDO POLICE STATION

The following statements were obtained from members of SAPS based at Cfriando 
police station who are witnesses in tee case.
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Brigadier Mthokozelwa Zanam A25: He will state that he is a Station Commander of 
Orlando Poiice Station. He became aware of the allegation of deportation of 
Zimbabwean foreign Nationals in 2012. He will state that as part of his 
invesfigation he perused the registers to check if there were indeed Zimbabwean 
nationals detained at Orlando Police Station. According to OB 279/11/2010 the said 
Foreign Nationals were arrested by Captain M L Maluleke. He also discovered that the 
Foreign Nationals were, detained , until-08/1'1/2010. The procedure is that when a 
person is arrested and is suspected to be illegal Immigrant, Home Affair official is 
called to verify the status of the person before he or she is. taken to Lindela for 
deportation. He does not know why the procedure was not followed by the police in this 
case. He will further state that Captain Maluleke confiitned that he indeed took the said 
Foreign Nationals to Beit Bridge.

Thomas Pixane Setaaane A26: He is a member of SAPS stationed at Orlando. On 
06/11/2010 Captain Maluleke came to the holding cells with four foreign national 
namely Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sibanda and Shepard 
Chuma. The four Foreign Nationals were registered on the OB and cell register. He will 
state that it was for the first time for him to experience a situation where, a member of 
DPCI arrest and detain a person for being an illegal immigrant.

Padile Abrina Papo A27\ She. will state that she is a Constable and that during the 
time of incident she was still a trainee. On 2010/11/08 at 05h45 she reported on duty 
and she was posted at the ceils. On the same day she was tasked by W/0 Marule to 
write the Occurrence Book. She made entries as directed and not as she observed 

■because she was a Trainee.

own

4.3 STATEMENTS OF HOME AFFAIRS OFFICIALS

Nolwandle Qaba 29: She will state that she is a Director responsible for Deportation. 
She will further state that the incident that took place in 2010 occurred before she 
joined the department but upon being informed of the facts of the case by her juniors, 
she realized that members of the SAPS did not comply with the procedure when they 
deported the four Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals. She stated that a member of SAPS 
is not allowed to deport any person vwthout the involvement of Home Affairs. The 
person suspected to be illegal foreigner must be verified by toe Immigration Officer and 
the High Commissioner or the Embassy must confirm that such person is their citizen.

Peter Ndwandwe A28: He will state that he is an Assistant Director with toe 
Department of Home affairs in Soweto. He started knowing about the incident involving 
four Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals in 2012 when he was contacted by Mr, M 
Matthews who is a Chief Director at their Head Office. He will further state that the four 
Zimbabwean nationals were not supposed to be deported because from 20/09/2010 to 
31/12/2010 there was DZP which is Dispensation for Zimbabwean Project initiated by- 
the Minister to allow all Zimbabweans without legal documents to stay in the country for 
90 days in order to apply for legal documente. There is no Zimbabwean who v/as 
supposed to be deported on the basis of illegal documents during that period.

He will also further state that in 2012, few days after receiving a call frorri Mr, M 
Matthews a Police Officer by toe name of Maluleke visited his office and showed him 
Home Affairs documents with signature and asked him whether he could identify any 45
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signature on the documenfe. He told Mr. Maluleke that the signature does not belong to 
any of his people. The documents were copies and Mr. Maluleke left in a hurry without 
showing him the documents in hjli.

He will further state that no police officer is allowed to deport any person and any 
person suspected to be an illegal foreigner must be screen by Immigration Officer.

Job Jackson A33: He will state that he is an Acting Deputy Direct responsible for the 
day to day running of Lindela Holding facility. In his statement he outlined the process 
involved in the deportation of a person from Lindela, He will further state that the 
incident took place before he was transferred to Lindela.

Potiswa Skosana A3i: She will state that she is an Immigration Officer Station at 
Soweto. She will further state that the form Warrant of Detention of Illegal Foreigner 
{Bl-1725) was discontinued in 2008 and that the Notification of Deportation Form must 
be accompanied by the fingerprints. She will further state that In all cases police cal! 
them to screen the Illegal foreigners before such persons are taken to Lindela.

Johannes Lodswickus A30: He will state that he is a Deputy Director in the 
Department of Home Affairs at Soweto. He confirmed that the number on the 
Detention Warrant and Notification of Deportation form provided by the police does not 
belong to any Home Affairs official in Soweto.

Richard Peter Eiberg A37: He state that he is an Immigration Officer based at Beit 
Bridge. He will further state that when SAPS bring an illegal foreigner at Port of Entry 
they must hand in a Body Receipt form and not the Detention Warrant. The Warrant of 
Detention is not a deportation document and must not be produced or stamped at Port 
of Entry.
He wiil dismiss the allegation that the stamp used on the documents- claimed to be 
Home Affairs documents by the police is a deportation stamp.

Kobeia Marciret Mohlahio A39: She will state that she is an Immigration Officer based 
at Beit Bridge and she had been a custodian of Stamp 20 since 2010. She had been in 
control of stamp 20 and when she is not in the office the stamp would be locked in the 
safe. She is the only person in possession of the key. She will state that on the 7^ and 
8**’ of November 2010 she was off duty and the stamp was locked in the safe. She 
does not know how stamp 20 appears on the documenfe which the police claim to be 
deportafcn papers because on the day in which the documents were stamped she was 
off duty and the stamp was locked in the safe.

U

4.4 STATEMENTS OF MEMBERS OF SAPS IN LIMPOPO

Ndanduleni Richard MadihnQa A51: He will state that he is a Police Officer in the 
South African Police Service holding a rank of Lieutenant Colonel stationed at 
Thohoyandou SAPS as a Commander of Crime Prevention.
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He will further state that the statement is additional to the statement he signed with a 
member of the Hawks from Pretoria. He wants to clarify certain issues pertaining to his 
previous statement.
Before he was transferred to Thohoyandou SAPS, he was working at Beit Bridge 
Police Station as a Commander. His duties included Crime Prevention, liaison with the 
Immigration Officials and other police officials from other stations, 
in 2010, two weeks before, the-8th November, there waS a convoy of vehicles from 
Zimbabwe entering into South Africa. As he was suspicious, he approached them. The 
convoy was approaching the Immigration Offices. When he approached them, one of 
them introduced himself to him as the leader of the group and he told him that he is 
Superintendent Ncube from frie Homicide Unit in Harare. He then requested him if they 
could not find a place to sit down and discuss.
Superintendent Ncube told him that he was going to Pretoria to meet General Dramat. 
He said to him that maybe he knew about the Chief Superintendent who had been 
murdered, He said that the suspects were in Gauteng and he had organized with 
General Dramat to assist them in tracing the suspects.
He will state that he told Superintendent Ncube that he has to verify with his seniors 
about the arrangements. He was given a number of General Dramat by 
Superintendent Ncube. He called Colonel Radzilani to verify the information but she 
requested that he should call Brigadier Makushu who was a Provincial Head Protection 
and Security Sen/ioes. He then called him on his cell phone and explained to him that 
there are police from Zimbabwe who are intending to have a meeting with General 
Dramat. Brigadier Makushu told him that he was not aware of frie visit but if the people 
are saying that they are going to meet the General, he should call Genera! Dramat 
directly. He phoned General Dramat on his cell phone and he responded by saying 
that he is aware of the Zimbabwean police and he must let them come.
For the period of two weeks, he never heard anything from Superintendent Ncube and 
his group. After two weeks he received a call from Superintendent Ncube who told him 
that he was in town and he wanted to say goodbye. He .wenWo-town and met with 
them in front of Tops bottle store. They bought liquor and they left to the border. He did 
not escort them; friey went to the border and crossed to Zimbabwe. They did not 
discuss anything about the operafion they had in Gauteng with General Dramat.
The following day after the departure of Zimbabwean police, he received a call from 
Captain Maluleke who is also known as "Cowboy". It was on 08 Novemt>er 2010 
between 16 and 17:00, when he called and introduced himself as Cowboy and I asked 
as to who is Cowboy. He said that he is a Captain Maluleke and was with him at Paarl 
in Cape Town in 2005, When he said that he is Captain Maluleke,. he remembered 
very well who he was. Captain Maluleke asked him where he was, and he said he had 
already crossed frie checkpoint. He was told to stop and wait for him. After thirty 
minutes he arrived and was driving a Sedan which he thinks is a BMW. He was with a 
male person who was seated on the front passenger seat. He then entered into the 
vehicle after the passenger had moved to the back seat.
While he was on the front passenger seat heading to the border gale, he tdd fiim'that 
the Zimbabwean police whom he assisted some weeks back were looking for suspects 
in connection with the death of police chief in Zimbabwe, and now they have found 
them. He toid him that he was sent by his big bosses to assist in deporting them 
because the country does not have extradiSon agreement with Zimbabwe. He said fh^ 
since the Zimbabwe police entered the country there had been busy trying to trace the 
suspect.

U
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While they were driving he realized that there were other BMW cars which were 
followng them and he knew that it was a convoy. Captain Maiuleke told him that 
suspects are in the vehicle behind them. He said that that there are two suspects and 
the third one is still not yet found. He will further state that he never stopped anywhere 
at the border and no documents were stamped for the purpose of deportation.
When they arrived at the Zimbabwean side the vehicle stopped and immediately all the 
vehicles were surrounded by Zimbabwean police. They then pulled ttie suspects from 
the back seat of the vehicte behind them. He knew that they were Poi/ce Officers 
because he had been working at the border for a long fme and he knew them. He 
even saw the vehicles that crossed two weeks ago when Superintendent Ncube 
entered the country.
Thereafter one of the Zimbabwean police came and thanked them'and said that they 
must not use the other gate but use the one ttiey used when they entered.
Captain Maiuleke told him that what happened is top secret and people must not know 
about it.
In 2012 of which he cannot remember the month and date, Captain Maiuleke phoned 
and told him that there is a person from Head Office who will be c»ming for 
investigation and that he must cooperate with him.
Later a person came to Thohoyandou and he had a draft statement. He was told that 
there is a problem with the operation which was once done by the Hawks and they 
would like his statement to be in a particular format. He told him that the statement is 
for covering up and the parliament has some issues about the operation. He will further 
state that he read the statement and realize that it was to dose the gaps and not a true 
reflection of what happened.

Brigadier Joseph Makushu AS3: He wl! state that in 2010 he. was the Head of 
Security and Protection Services responsible for eight Borders of which one of them is 
Beit Bridge! He will further state that Colonel Madilonga was one of his team members 
posted at Beit Bridge reporSng under Colonel Radzilani. He cetnembers-recmving a call 
from Colonel Madilonga in 2010 requesting permission to allow Zimbabwean Police 
who were going to see Major General Dramat. He then instructed him to call General 
Dramat directly because he did not want to be involved in the operation which he was 
not previously informed about. He will further state that it was the last time he spoke to 
Colonel Madilonga about the Zimbabwean Police.

Colonei Dovhani Sharon Radzilani A54: She will state that in 2010 she was the 
direct supervisor of Colonel Madilonga at the Beit Bridge Pori of entry. She will further 
state that in 2010 Colonel Madilonga informed her about the Zimbabwean Police who 
were about to enter the country to see Major General Dramat. She cannot remember 
whether he infoimed her teiephonicaily or he came to her office. She will further state 
that she told Colonel Madilonga to speak with Brigadier Makushu about the issue.

n
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STATEMEMTS OF TOMS MEMBERS'ft^G/^UTENG AND PRETORIA

Lt Col Neeihlincf A55: He stated that he is a member of South African Police Services 
stationed at the Directorate of Priority Crimes, Provincial Office in Gauteng. In 
November 2010 of which he cannot remember the exact date, he received a request 
from Captain Maiuleke to assist in arresting a suspect in the Fourways area. He met 
with Captain Maiuleke at DIepsloot who then led him to the spot where the stjspecl
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was. Captain Maluleke walked towards him and briefed him, informing him that he is 
investigating a case of murder of a Zimbabwean police officer,
He did not ask any question because he knew Captain Maluleke to be working for 
"Cross Border Desk" at the Head Office of the Hawks. He also did not ask question 
because he knew that Captain Maluleke was representing the Head Office. He 
considers himself to be less knowledgeable in Cross Border crimes tlian Captain 
Maluleke, He discussed the tactical approach of the operation wifo his team since he 
considered the operation to be high risk. He positioned himself at the. back of the 
vehicle convoy down a very narrow alley leading to an inforrhal structure. There were 
three Police Officers whom later he discovered that they were Zimbabwean police. 
They were dressed in neat trousers, collar shirts and suits jackets.

After 15 minutes his members came out and informed him that they found the intended 
target and that Captain Maluleke had arrested him. They drove out of the settlement 
and stopped at the shopping center. Captain Maluleke infomied him that they also 
have to arrest other suspects in Soweto. He was informed the next day that other two 
suspects were also arrested.

He also remember receiving a call from Captain Maluleke requesting escort of high risk 
suspects to Musina since he had to hand them over to Zimbabwean Authorities. He did 
provide a team to escort, the suspects. He believes he must have reported such arrests 
to Major General Sibiya. .

Captain Arnold Boonstra A60: He will state that in November 2010 (a date and time 
of which he cannot remember) he was requested by Lt Col Neethling to assist in 
tracing the suspects who were wanted by Captain Maluleke... He. went to Diepsloot 
shopping Centre and waited for the members involved in the operation to wme and 
fetch him, They came in a convoy and he followed. It was at night and lie cannot 
remember the exact time. He approached Lt Col Maluleke, known, as Cowboy to 
provide him with the case number or reference number. He gave him a reference , 
number from the file he was holding. He also told him that the suspects were wanted in 
connection with murder of a Police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He also mentioned that the 
police Colonel was killed during the Shoprite robbery. He does not remember precisely 
whether he said Shoprite robbery took place in Zimbabwe or South Africa.

The operation moved to Soweto but he did not see people who were arrested. He did 
not witness any assault because he was not near the operation. He just heard Lt Col 
Maluleke saying that he will detairr the suspects In Soweto..

Captain Ernest Nkosi KIT, He wrill state that on 22/11/2013 after the operation which 
was carried out at Diepsloot he was requested by Lt Col Maluleke ftpm DPCI Head 
office to take suspect Prichard Chuma to Alexandra Police station for detention but 
without the case number. He detained the suspect at Alexandra Police Station, free of 
any injuries. He will further state that he wrote the cell number of Lt Col Maluleke in the 
Occurrence Book.

r\
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Warrant Officer PJD Se/er e A5B: He will state that he is employed by DPCI in 
Gauteng on a rank of a Warrant Officer. In November 2010 of which he cannot 
remember the exact date he received a call from his Commander Lt Co! Neethling
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requesting him to assist Captain Maluleke In escorting a suspect. He told him that 
Captain Maluleke will provide details of the trip.

He then called Captain Maluleke who confirmed that he needed assistance to transport 
a suspect to Musina. He requested him to use his vehicle because It had a blue light. 
He was in possession of BMW 330 with registration number TJH588 GP. He cannot 
remember the details of the trip but he remembers arranging with Captan Maluleke to 
meet at Alexandra Police Station on 23/11/2010 as recorded in the Occurrence Book to 
book out the said suspect. Captain Maluleke arrived and was driving a Nissan Hard 
body Double Cab.
Captain Maluleke told the officer at the Service Centre the name of the suspect and the 
suspect by the name of Prichard Chuma was brought to him. Captain Maluleke 
handcuffed the suspect and took him to the BMW. He then drove the vehicle being 
escorted by Captain Maluleke. He did not know what the suspect was wanted for and 
that he was just carrying out the request of his commander; He was told by Captain 
Maluleke that the suspected should be taken to Silverton Police station. He drove the 
suspect to Silverton where he was booked in the cells. He does not remember whether 
he booked the suspect himself or Captain Maluleke did it. After booking the suspect 
Captain Maluleke told him that on 24/11/2010 he must assist in escorting the suspect 
to Musina.

On 24/11/2010 he went to Silverton DPCI’s office as directed telephonically by Captain 
Maluleke. When he arrived the following day, he discovered that the suspect he 
transported the previous day was no longer in the cells in Silverton Police.. Station but 
with Captain Maluleke. He was then brought to his vehicle and after he sat down, 
Captain Maluleke placed iron tegs on him. They.then drove.to Musina while Captain 
Maluleke was providing escort. Captain Maluleke was in the company of a female 
person not known to him.

On arrival at Musina Captain Maluleke signaled using the head lights that they have to 
proceed straight to the border. He then proceeded to the border and when they arrived, 
they found the entry gate having a long queue. He used the exit gate as entrance gate. 
The police stopped them before they proceeded any further but when he put the blue 
light of his vehicle on, they gave way. He stopped in front of the police station at Beit 
Bridge and Captain Maluleke came over to his car, released iron legs from the suspect 
and headed to the Community Service Centre, He then went back and slept over in 
Polokwane.

Warrant officer G/t an/ John Sambo A59: He will state that on 23/11/2010 he was 
officially on duty at Silverton Police station when Detective Warrant Officer Selepe 
brought a black male Prichard Chuma. The prisoner was booked in as a transit without 
body receipt. He will further state that W/0 Selepe was with an unknown African male. 
On 24/11/2010 W/0 Selepe came and book out the prisoner Prichard Chuma from 
Silverton Police station to Beit Bridge under Bulawayo Case number 1337/11/2010. 
The same prisoner was received by the African mate who was with W/0 Seiepe the 
previous day and he signed the Occurrence Book as a Captain.

McIntosh Pole/a A76: He will state that in December 2010 to May 2013 he was 
employed by South African Police Services as a spokesperson for the DPCl. He was 
reporting directly to Lt General Dramat and Brigadier Mashigo. He will further state that

U
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he remember one time being introduced to the Zimbabwean Police who were having a 
meeting with General Dramat. He cannot remember when and how the meeting was 
conducted since he was not part of the meeting. In 2011 he received an inquiry from 
Mziiikazi wa Africa who wanted to be clarified of renditions of Zimbabwean nationals. A 
meeting was held betvreen him and Lt General Dramat. Co! Basi and Captain Maiuleke 
to discuss the issue. During the meeting Captain Maiuleke denied to have handed any 
person to Zimbabwean Authorities-without the involvement of Home Affairs. lt General 
Dramat also denied having known any renditions of the Zimbabwean nationals. He will 
further state that he telephonically contacted Major General Sibiya to find out whether 
he knew about the renditions of Zimbabwean nationals and he denied having 
knowledge of such. He will further state that he does not remember an incident in 
which he moved from house number to house number three at the DPCl office and Lt 
General Dramat addressing the people about the arrest of ttie Zimbabwean nationals.

o Masocha Rodgers Nthlamu A80: he will state that on 11/11/2011 he received an 
investigation from his commander Colonel Basi by giving him a copy of a newspaper 
article that reads’ "HAWKS AND SA POLICE ARRESTING SUSPECTS AND 
SENDING THEM OVER THE BORDER TO BE MURDERED". He will further state that 
he investigated the case by interviewng members of the Hawks Lt Col Maiuleke who 
also gave him copies of warrants of detentions of the following individuals, Dumisai 
Witness Ndeya bom 1987/05/10, Nelson Ndlovu bom 1985/11/14, Maqhawe Sibanda 
born 1988/07/13 and Shepard Chuma born 1988/07/15. He also approached Interpol 
and checked whether the above, suspects were on the list of wanted suspects. He 
obtained the statement of Lt Col Neethling, Major General Sibiya, and Mr WCR Voster. 
He will further state that during the investigation he was unable to find the person who 
leaked the documents to the media.

STATEMENTS OF TRT MEMBERS WHO ASSISTED IN THE ARREST OF 
JOHNSOKLNYONL

Avhashoni Desmond Takalani A62: He is employed by the South African Police 
Services in Gauteng stationed at Johannesburg Central Police station under the TRT 
unit. On 2011/01/12 at 11hOO in the morning he was on duty in a full uniform posted at 
Diepsloot for Crime Prevention purpose. While busy with his duties with other members 
of TRT unit from Johannesburg Central, they received a request from members of the 
Hawks (DPCl) TOMS who were at Diepsloot SAPS to provide backup in the arrest of 
wanted suspect. When they arrived at Diepsloot SAPS, he decided to remain outside 
while others were briefed inside the station. From the stafion the vehicles proceeded to 
the Squatter Camp. Along the way his co-workers informed him that there was a 
suspect who was being traced at the Squatter Camp.

When they arrived at the place where the suspect was, he remained inside the vehicle 
because it was raining and he did not have a rain coat. He saw the suspect when they 
brought him to the vehicle. After members of the Hawks and Crime Intelligence who 
were unknown to him arrested the suspect, they were requested to escort the suspect 
to Silverton DPCi offices. They escorted the suspect and at Siiverton DPCl offices he 
saw Captain Maiuleke who was wearing a Cowboy hat with two unknown African 
males who were travelling in a white BMW with Zimbabwean registration numbers.

4.6
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Captain Maluleke further said that they were Zimbabwean police who came to take the 
suspect, referring to the suspect whom they had just arrested at DiepslooL 
While they were with the suspect, he told them that some weeks back he was In 
Zimbabwe attending a funeral of some of the people he committed crime with and also 
knew they were after him. He was telling them when Captain Maluleke and 
Zimbabwean police were inside the offices.
They were requested to take the suspect to Pretoria Moot SAPS-for-detenrion. Before 
they went to Pretoria Moot SAPS, photos of all members involved in the operation were 
taken. When they arrived at Pretoria Moot Polices station, Captain Maluleke detained 
the suspect and they then knocked off.

Johannes Mpatl Moatshi A61: He will state that in January 2011 he was on duty 
posted at Diepsloot as. a result of xenophobic violence prevalent afthe time. At 13h00 
on that particular day, he received a call via two ways radio from his commander to go 
Diepsloot police station. When he arrived with his colleagues he found the commander 
of Diepsloot Police station who introduced them to Captain Maluleke vrfio was with two 
males persons and a female. The two male persons and a female were intioduced as 
members of Crime Intelligence. Captain Maluleke informed them that there is a person 
who has committed serious cases in Zimbabwe and he is very dangerous. Captain 
Maluleke forther said that the suspect was with the Informer and had to be arrested. He 
will further state that they went into Diepsloot where the suspect and the informer were 
pointed out. After the arrest of the suspect they went to a certain shack where 
members of Crime Intelligence conducted a search but nothing was found. They were 
told by Captain Maluleke to transport the suspect to DPCl offices In Silverton. At 
Silverlon Captain Maluleke requested them to book the suspect at Moot Police with the 
instruction that no visitor is allowed for the suspect. He cannot remember the name of 
the suspect but he remembers taking photos with the officers from Zimbabwe.

Sello John Phasmna A64: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalani in all material aspects.

Tshaioa Jacob Sebtela A63: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalani and that of Seilo John Phaswana in all material aspecte.

U
Matsobane Silas USokoatlo A78: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni 
Desmond Takaiani and that of Sello John Phaswana as well that of Tshatoa Jacob 
Seletela.

Andries Nxumalo A65\ will state that around 11 or 26 January 2011 he was working in 
Diepsloot as a result of xenophobic violence at that time. He heard over the radio that 
they were wanted at Diepsloot Police station. When he arrived at the station he found 
Captain Maluleke, two male officers and one female who were introduced to him as 
members of Crime Intelligence; He will further state that Captain Maluleke requested 
them to assist in the arrest of Zimbabwean Natbnal who committed serious crimes in 
Zimbabwe. Together with his colleagues they went to a section in Diepsloot where the 
suspect was said to reside. The suspect was arrested and taken to DPCl offices in 
Silverton; he participated in a photo shoot with members of Zimbabwean Police. After 
the photo shoot, they took the suspect to Moot Police station for detention.
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Constable Hosea Tshabalala A83: He will state that on 26/11/2011 he was officially on 
duty posted at Diepsloot. White stiti on duty was requested together with his colleagues 
to assist them in tracing a suspect who was involved in the murder of Zimbabiwean 
Colonel in Zimbabwe. Constable Rikhotso and his female co-worker briefed them that 
the suspect was with the informer. When they arrived at the exact place, they found the 
suspect standing in front of the tuck-shop. They arrested him and took him to his room 
where they found a woman with a small baby. Constable Rikhotso and his female 
colleague search the room. The suspect was taken to Sitverton at the DPCI offices 
were they found two Zimbabwean police officers. He will further state that the suspect 
informed him that some few weeks while he was in Zimbabwe he attended the feneral 
of his colleague who was killed by the Zimbabwean police and the same Zimbabwean 
police will kill him when he arrive in Zimbabwe. He was requested to detain the suspect 
at Moot police but he cannot remember the person who made fee request.

STATEMENTS OF CRIME INTELLIGENCE MEMBERS WHO TRACED AND 
ARRESTED GORDON DUBE AND JOHNSON NYONI.

4.7.

Masmita Rikhotso A67: He will state feat in January 2011 of which he cannot 
remember the exact date he went to Wierdabrug police station at fee CIAC office which 
is responsible for profiling and identification of crime hot spots. When he arrived he 
found Constable Sombhane who was working at fee CIAC office. Constable Sombhane 
gave him a list of wanted suspects and on top of the list was Gordon Dube who was 
wanted in connection wife murder in Zimbabwe and robberies in South Africa. He came 
back to his office and organkes with his contact to look for Gordon Dube.it took two 
week to find a wanted suspect. He will further state that his contact informed him that 
he found Gordon Dube and together with his colleagues they went to Thembisa in 
order to apprehend the suspect. He was informed that the suspect will be coming since 
he wanted to buy bullets from someone. He will further state that while they were in 
Thembisa they managed to see the suspect and when he moved fee pursued until they 
arrested his in Diepsloot. They found the suspect in possession unlicensed firearm, He 
saw the same firearm wife captain Maiuleke at the Hawks offices after it was returned 
from baiiistic testing. The suspect was taken to Wierdabrug to detention. Again in 
January 2011 lie received information from Captain Maluleke who requested him to 
look for John Nyoni. He then tasked his informer again to assist in the arrest of Nyoni. 
On 26/11/2011 he went to Diepsloot having organized with his Contact to arrest Johri 
Nyoni. When he arrived fee Contact pointed out the suspect and he was arrested. After 
they arrested John Nyoni, his house was search but nothing was found. They took the 
suspect to Silverton DPCI offices. They were assisted by members of TRT. He will 
further state that he participated in the photo shoot wife fee Zimbabwean police. He 
also heard Captain Maluleke requesting members of the TRT to take the suspect to 
Moot Police station.

u

PianVnah Mokoobu A69: She will state that she is employed by the Soufri African 
Police Services stationed at Crime Intelligence in Pretoria with a rank of Constable. On 
12/01/2011 while in fee office they received information from their Contact/Informer and 
he tipped them off about a crime feat was going to take place at Diepsloot. Tliey then 
proceeded there wife a backup of members from Ivory Park Police Station where tilfey 
effected the arrest of Gordon Dube at Diepsloot.
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In January 2011 they received information from CIAC at Wierdeburg regarding the 
wanted suspect John Nyoni. The person they liaised with at CIAC was Constable 
Sombhane who also gave them the number of Captain Maluleke. She also spoke to 
Maluleke over the phone while they were there. They then drove to the Hawks offices 
to meet with Captain Maluleke who told them that the suspect has murdered a police 
officer in Zimbabwe^

They then tasked their Contact/informer to look for the suspect, who did and the 
suspect was arrested. After the arrest of John Nyoni, they all proceeded to the Hawks 
offices where they gathered together for a photo shoot. Captain Maluleke exchanged 
the taking of photos with the Zimbabwean police. The photo of the suspect was also 
taken and the exhibit which-is a firearm was'also photographed. After the photo shoot 
she went to the shop, but when she came back she was told that General Dramat was 
with Colonel McIntosh and he had just addressed the people in her absence. She felt 
that she missed out on the speech of General Dramat but her colleagues told her that 
he was just congratulating them for a job well done.
Superintendent Ncube from Zimbabwe who was wearing black shirt and spectacles 
told us that he will be sending us letters of congratulation from Zimbabwe. She still 
recalls that later they were called by Brigadier Blitz from Crime Intelligence Provincial 
office, and he showed them an appreciation letter from Zimbabwean government He 
told them that they would be called by Provincial Commissioner Mzwandile Petros to 
meet with them as a result of their good work. She does not know what happened to 
John Nyoni thereafter.

Emmanuel Dinizulu H/Ikasibe A68: His statement corroborates that of Platinah 
Mokgobu in all.material aspects. He will state further ffiat shortly after the photos were 
taken, he saw General Dramat of the Hawks. General Dramat was with the 
spokesperson of the Hawks known to him as Colonel Mcintosh Polelo. They then 
gathered together and Captain' Maluleke introduced General Dramat and the 
spokesperson. General Dramat addressed and thanked them for arresting the suspect. 
General Dramat warned them not tell anyone about the operation we had just done.

After he said that he left and Captain Maluleke told us that he was organizing a 
celebration braai. While they were busy enjoying themselves, a lady working at the 
Hawks offices with Captain Maluleke came and joined them. She wanted the meat to 
take home because there was too much meal. She was requested to download the 
photos from the camera by Captain Maluleke,

He will state further that he then decided to follow her to the office. When she 
downloaded the photos he requested her to print the photos for him. She agreed and 
printed many photos which he took home and still have toem even now.

Constable Polelo Fortune Mnomnva A75: He will state under oath that on the 
26/01/2011 he was called by his colleagues alter the arrest of Johnson Nyoni to join 
them at DPCI offices in Silverton for a braai. He will further state that when he arrived 
he found Zimbabwean police and some of his colleagues participating In a photo shoot. 
Shortly after the photo shoot Lt General Dramat came and thanked them for the job 
well done. He will further state that Lt General Dramat was wearing a white shirt and a 
red tie.
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statement of Brigadier A G Britz of Crime Intelligence A79: He wiil state that 
During January and February 2011, Constable Rikhotso and his female colleague 
visited, his office and informed him that they arrested two Zimbabweans who were 
involved in a spate of arm robberies and recovered a firearm. He congratulated them 
without enquiring, the. details of the case. In March^2011' he received a tetter iiirfiich was 
addressed to Col Ntenteni from CID Provincial Headquarters in Zimbabwe Buiawayo- 
Zimbabwe. A copy of the letter is attached to his statement. He then arranged with Col 
Ntenteni to send the officers to the next Crime Intelligence Provincial Management 
meeting in order for them to be congratulated, After the management meeting he also 
wrote a letter to Lt General Toka’s signature to the Provincial Commissioner in order 
for him t& congratulate the members. On 15/07/2011' he received four letters from the 
Provincial Commissioner thanking members for good work. He will further state that he 
had no prior knowledge that the suspects arrested were wanted in connection with the 
murder of Zimbabwean police.

STATEMENTS OF DIEPSLOOT SAPS MEMBERS REGARDING GORDON DUBE

Avhasel Witness Rambuda All. He will state that in January 2011 he was worte'ng 
Diepsloot as a Detective. There were three suspects who were arrested aftei they were 
involved in the shooting incident with the police. They recovered a firearm which was 
booked into SAPS 13 and received exhibit number SAPS 13/31/2011, He was involved 
in (he charging of the suspects and they were attending court at Attridge\rtile.
After some few days he received a call from Captain Maluleke of .the Hawks asking him 
to go to Ballistic Pretoria and collect the firearm as he had already made arr angement 
with them. He collected the firearm and handed it Captain Maluleke. Captain Maluleke 
told him that he h^ a case he is investigation. against..Qna of..tha suspects. He 
informed him that the firearm belongs to Zimbabwe. He typed a tetter a letter on his 
computer acknowledging the firearm but he does not remember where he put the 
letter.U
He will further state that Captain Maluleke told him that he had made an arrangement 
with the prosecutor at Atteridgeville to withdraw the case so that he could be able to 
transport the suspect and the firearm to Zimbabwe.

Warrant Officer Isaac Dfamini A70: He will state that in January 2011 docket 
Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 was assigned to him for further investigation, The docket 
had three suspect arrested for possession of unlicensed firearm and ammunition. The 
names of the suspects were Menzf Dube, God Dube and Sidingumunzi Dumani. He 
received a call from "Cowboy" Maluleke of the Hawks to hand the Case dockets 
Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 to his olfice in Silverion, He said the docket had to be 
investigated together with other dockets wherein God Dube is a suspect He further 
said that the firearm which is an exhibit in his' docket was used b kill a senior officer in 
Zimbabwe. Captain Maluleke took the docket and gave them acknowledgoment of 
receipt.

He will furftier slate that Captain Cowboy in the presence of Constable Rambuda told 
him that he will facilitate the release of the suspect from prison and he will talk to the
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Prosecutor to withdraw the case. After sometimes seeing that the docket was .under his 
name, he opened a duplicate and sent it to the prosecutor. The prosecutor decided to 
decline to prosecute and the duplicate docket was filed.

Lean Me/er A73: He will state that he was investigating several cases wherein Godi 
Dube was a suspect. The cases were as follows, Wierdabrog Cas 531/12/2010, 
Wierdabmg Cas 22O/G-2/204G, WIerdabrug Cas 147/11/2010, Wierdabrug Cas 
1022/12/2010, Wierdabrug Cas 310/10/2010 and Diepsloot ,93/01/2011. -He 
informed by Captain Maluleke from the Hawks that suspect Alfred Godi Dube was also 
wanted In Zimbabwe. According to Maluleke he was also wanted for rriurder as per 
Bulawayo CR 438/09/2010. He will further state that he booked out suspect Godi Dube 
and handed him to Captain Maluleke. Captain Maluleke informed him that suspect 
Gordon Dube will be handed over to the Zimbabwean government through Immigration 
channels.

was

o
Sindv Daisy Porous Sombhane A74: She will state that during 2010 and 2011 she 
was based at Wierdabrug attached to Crime Intelligence unit. During 2010 she gave 
Constable Rikhotso a list of wanted suspects in Wierdabrug. She also met Captain 
Maluleke at Wierdabrug who told her that he is looWng for a suspect known as Godi 
Dube. She contacted Constable Rikhotso and informed him that Captain Maluleke was 
at Wierdabrug inquiring about Godi Dube. She gave him the contact numbers of 
Captain Maluleke.

She will further state that on the 11/01/2011 she saw the name of Godi Dube on the 
cell Register and decided to call Constable Rikhotso. Constabla.Rikhotso confirmed 
that he arrested Godi Dube the previous night (11/01/2011). She went to the cells and 
interviewed Godi Dube who said he would get a lawyer because the police assaulted
him.

u POCUMENTARY EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM VARIOUS POLICE STATIONS5.

5,11. EXTRACTS FROM OCCURRENCE BOOKS & SAPS 14 REGISTERS

The investkiation at Orlando Police Station uncoverMth^oLlowJnjj:

Specific reference to OB 276 to 279 lAS): The entries made from 04h10 of 
06/11/2010 to 12h00 of the 08/11/2010 confirm that Captain M L Maluleke of the DPCI 
with force number 0622729518 arrested Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, 
Maqhabane Sibanda and Shepard Chuma,

gr erfffn Reference to OB 429 (Ad): Entry made at 11h00 of 08/11/2010 confirm that 
that Captain M L Maluleke of the DPCI with cell number 0827729518 booked out 
Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sibanda and Shepard Chuma 
to Beit Bridge.
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SAPS 14 (A10) : The cell register dated 2010/11/05 to 2010/11/08 Indicates that the 
following suspects were charged and detained, Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson 
Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sibanda, Shepard Chuma. The reason for detention of the 
suspects as per register is stated as “illegal Immigrants’. The entry was made by 
Sergeant Thomas Pixane Setage who also later confirmed this in a sworn siatement.

The^ittvestioation at Alexandra-Pofice Sf^fJon uncovered the fdllowina:

OB entry 22f11l10 (A57/1}: The entry made on 22/11/2010 shows the booking of 
Prichard Chuma by Captain Nkosi. However Nkosi wrote Ore name end contact 
numbers of Captain Maluleke as the person who is the Investigating Officer of the 
case.

OB entry 23/1H2010 iA57/2)): The entry dated 23A38/2010 shows the booking out of 
Prichard Chuma by Warrant Officer Selepe.

The Jnvesti iation atSilverton Police Station uncovered the foUowinQ:

OB entn,.' 23/11/12 A58/1: Warrant Officer Selepe booked in Prichard Chuma at 
Silverton Police station with Bulawayo case number.

05 entry 24111/2012 A58/2: Warrant officer Selepe booked out Chuma to Beit Bridge. 
However Captain Maluleke also signed, acknowledging.the release of Prichard Chuma 
into his hands/custody.

The investhation at Pretoria Moot Police station unco)^red the fellownna:

OB entry 28/01111 IA66/1I: Warrant Officer Johannes Mpati Moatshi booked in 
Johnson Nyoni by the instruction of Captain Maluleke.for Fraud-

OB entry 28101111 tA6S/2): Captain Maiuleke booked out Johnson Nyoni to Beit 
Bridge for Fraud.

SAPS 14: Captain Maluleke appended his signature on ffie entry and it shov^ that the 
release of Johnson Nyoni to Captain Maluleke was for extradition purpose.

The investJaation at l/Wenfabn/cr Police Station uncovered tfie following:

u

OB entry 12/01/12 (A71/1}: Gordon Dube, Andrew Dube, Dumani Stimusy were 
detained for possession of unlicensed firearm. The same firearm was found to belong 
to the murdered Zimbabv»«an Police Officer.

Body Receipts SAPS 216 (A71/2): They show that Gordon Dube,, Andrew Dube and 
Dumani Stimusy were received from court on 14/01/2011 together but on 28/01/2011 
Gordon Dube was not amongst the other suspects. Pretoria Prison records show that 
Dube was release on the 28*'' January 2013 to Constable Meyer of Wierdabrug Police 
station.

Copies of case dockets imkinij Gordon Dube_ which were discontinued after 
Gordon Dube’s deportation (6201.
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Diepsioot Cas 93/01/2011:

The case docket was opened after Gordon Dube was found in possession of an 
unlicensed firearm. The original docket was handed to Captain Maluleke and a 
duplicatadoGket-had to be constructed Mnthout'sonne ofthe sfafements in the original 
docket The suspect Gordon Dube was attending court in terms of admission detail 
report of Pretoria Central Correctional Senrices and the body receipt form both filed as 
per A84/1 and A84/2 respectively.

Wierdabruo Cas 531/12/2010:

The case docket was opened after Gordon Dube allegedly robbed a certain business 
at Olievenhoutbosch where a shot was fired. An empty cartridge was successfully 
linked with a firearm which Gordon Dube was found in possession off in Diepsioot Cas 
93/01/2011. There is also a copy of a statement made by Captain Maluleke indicating 
that because of the seriousness of the cases committed by Gordon Dube in Zimbabwe, 
Dube was handed over to Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life 
imprisonment.

WierdabruQ Cas 220/02/2010:

The case docket was opened after Gordon Dube allegedly murdered a person at 
Serebefi area. The projectile found in the body of the deceased was linked to the 
firearm recovered from Gordon Dube during his arrest as per Diepsioot Cas 
93/01/2011. Gordon Dube was still attending court wito the next court date set for 
30/03/2011. Captain Maluleke also submitted a statement in which he indicated that 
because of the seriousness of the cases committed by Gordon Dube in-^Smbabwe, 
Dube was handed over to Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life 
imprisonment.

u
Wierdabm:] Cas 43/10/2010:

This murder case docket links Gordon Dube through cell records and ballistic result. 
Captain Maluleke also submitted a statement in which he indicated that because of the 
seriousness of the cases committed by Goidon Dube in Zimbabwe, Dube was handed 
over to Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life imprisonment.

Wierdabruo Cas 147/10/2010

This attempted murder docket links through ballistic result Captain Maluleke also 
submitted a statemerifiri which he indicated that because of the seriousness of the 
cases committed by Gordon Dube in Zimbabwe, Dube was handed over to 
Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life imprisonment

Wierdabm Cas 1022/12/2010:
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No docket or copies could be found regarding this case.

Wierdabnji Cas 310/10/2010:

This is house robbery case linked to Gordon.

5.2 DOCUMETARY EVtOENGE ACQUIRED FROM DPCI OFFICES'.

Success report dated 04/02/2011 (A82/3): The report was addressed to General 
Dramat General Hlatshwayo and General Toka with a heading that reads, 
“CONSOLIDATED SUCCESS REPORT.MOST WANTED FUGITIVE:WANTED FOR 
MURDER AND ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF; 3/12/2010: AND IliMBABWE 
(BULAWAYO CR 348/09/2010): WITNESS DUMISANf NKOSl@NDEYA: 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS AND OTHERS.
The report bears reference 14/02/01 and was signed by Col Leonie Verster. Paragraph 
“AT of the report states that on 05/11/2010, General Dramat held a meeting with 
Zimbabwean police at DPCI offices about the Nationals who shot and killed one of their 
senior officers. Paragraph “3" states that Captain Maluleke was tasked to trace and 
arrest the said Nationals. The report also covers the arrest of Gordon Dube and 
appreciation of TRT members and members of Crime Intelligence.

Success report dated 11/11/2013 (A82/1-82/2): The report bears reference number 
26/02/1 and again addressed to Deputy National Commissioner DPCI. The person to 
whom enquiries must be directed is Captain Maluleke whereas the signatory is Col P J 
Selundu. Paragraph "T of the report states that the Zimbabwean Police visited the 

,_office of !heT3)VisionalJ^oiiarCuiiiiiilssiuiiei leyaidiiig ZimeaDwean Nationalsj|^o_ 
were hiding in South Africa. 'H're”repolTu^her staTsrt'irre" arr^srof TiDrnlStlnrWitness 

■"■"VDndlT^Naeyaafia'Sfre^rd Chuma.

Overtime and Itineraries of Captain Maluleke (B18): On 08/11/2010 went to Beit 
Bridge (Limpopo) for investigation and claimed overtime. On 24/11/2010 he went to 
Beit Bridge and also claimed overtime. On 28/01/2011 he went to Beit Bridge and also 
claimed overtime. All this dates corresponds with cellphone records and OB entries 
indicating the dates in which the suspects were booked out from the stations.

r’l

I

cj

EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM CAPTAIN MALULEKE’S SEIZED LAPTOP (A89).

Success report ref; 26/2/1 and 14/02/01: They were generated in Captain Maluleke's 
laptop before being signed by Coi L Verster and forwarded to General Diamat. The 
report, recovered from the computer has a different reference number but same 
content. Report 14/02/01 has reference 0627239-8/5

Letter to Dfepsioot Station Commander: The recovered letter states that the firearm 
which was found in Gordon Dube's possession and handed to Captain Maluleke after 
ballistic examination was taken to Zimbabwe permanently.

5.3

Emails by Captain Maluleke: He sent e-mails circulating more than 20 photos of both 
the suspects arrested and the members involved in the operation. The emails where 
sent to the PA of General Dramat, Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and membeia of Crime
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Intelligence. He also sent email to Zimbabwean police trying to find out how they 
travelled back home and that he is still tracing the remaining suspects..

Photos: More than 70 photos were found, the majority of them relate to the operation 
involving Zimbabwean Nationals. Zimbabwean police appear on the photos and the 
white BMW with clear Zimbabwean regisfration number.

Letter to Home Affairs dated 08/11/2010: The letter was addressed to home affairs 
requesting assistance in the Deportation of the Zimbabwean nationals involved in the 
murder of Zimbabwean police. Even though the letter is dated 08/11/2010, it was 
generated in November 2011, shortly after the news about illegal deportation of 
Zimbabwean nationals hit the media.

Letter to stakeholders dated 20/08/2012: The letter was generated the. same day 
indicating that in August 2010 Caeneral Sibiya and General Dramat went to Zimbabwe 
to discuss matters of cooperation on cross border crimes. General Sibiya was 
appointed as the coordinator on the cooperation issue between two countries. Other 
letters about the arrest of Zimbabwean national in connection with the murder of 
Zimbabwean police refers to the cooperation agreed during the same meeting.

Documents regarding BonganI Moyo’s case: This case is separate from the events 
that led to the arrest and deportation of the Zimbabwean Nationals into the hands of 
Zimbabwean authority. However it is a dear case of return of favor by Zimbabwean 
authorities to South Africa, in terms of the documents retrieved, Bongani Moyo 
escaped from Boksburg prison on 2011/03/28, a monto and half after South Africa 
deported illegally the Zimbabwean nationals who were wanted by Zimbabwean 
authorities. An amount of R50 000 rewards was also provided for any infonnatiori that 
could lead to the arrest of Moyo. Captain Maiuleke stated that his informer told him that 
Moyo was on his way to cross the border in South Africa after being shot by 
Zimbabwean police. According to the formal statement of Captain Maiuleke, he 
arrested Moyo on the 13/05/2011 after he, was found in the vehicle that crossed the 
border into South Africa. The other information retrieved provides contrary account of 
v^at happened. In a letter routed to General Dramat he stated that he went to 
Zimbabwe and conducted an operation with Zimbabwean police at Moyo’s home 
village on 11/05/2011. Moyo was subsequently shot at transported to the border with 
the help of Zimbabwean police.

n

u ■

statement of Bonaani Mov&. he .will state under oath that in May 2011 he was in 
Zimbabwe Bulawayo busy speaking over the cellphone when Zimbabwean police 
arrived at his house. After identifying him they assaulted him and handcuffed him. They 
put him in the bakkie and drove to the bush, where they ordered him to lie down. They 
then shot him on both knees. He was then taken to Central Hospital in Zimbabwe 
where he was treated before released to the hands of the Zimbabwean Police. After 
being release he was transported to Beit Bridge by seven Zimbabwean police. He will 
further state that they were travelling in a white Toyota Fortuner and he was handed to 
the South African Police at Beit Bridge.

5.4 DOCUMENTARXEVIDENC.E FROM HOME AFFAIRS
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Warrant of Detention of Illegal Foreigners (81-1725) - This document was produced 
by the SAPS as a proof that Shepard Chuma, Witness Ndeya and Nelson Ndlovu were 
detained for being illegal foreigners and Ihey were seen by an Immigration Officer, 
However the signature that appears on the docket does not belong to any member of 
Home Affairs In Gauteng and the appointment number 037152 does not exist.
It was also uncovered that the BI-1725 used was discontinued in 2008 according to 
Home Affairs and in 2010 It was no longer part of the official documents of Home 
Affairs. The stamp on both documents clearly shows that whosoever completed the 
document used the oid form already completed and deleted affiliated information to put 
the information of the three foreign nationals. The handwriting expert in her findings 
has indicated that the signature in each document does not resemble the sampled 
signature provided by members of Home Affairs.

Notification of The Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner (DHA-168S) documents 
were produced by SAPS as proof that the Nelson Ndlovu, Shepard Chuma and 
Maqhawe Sibanda were deported through Beit Bridge Border. However the form has 
been wrongly stamped and does not have finger prints of the deportee as required.
The stamp number 20 belonging to Beit Bridge was used and such stamp is not for that 
purpose. The stamp is individualized and belongs to Immigration Officer Kobelo 
Margret Mohlahio who on the day in which the stamp was used was off duty and the 
stamp was locked in the safe, she is the only person in possession of the key to the 
safe,

n

Beit Bridge Dufy Roster-This is a duty register used by Immigration Officers at Beit 
Bridge. The register confirms (hat Immigration Officer Kobelo Margret Mohlahio was off 
duty on 7**’ and 8*'' of November 2010.

Beit Bridge Movement data: The data entails information pertaining to tha entry and 
exit of people who were identified by Colonel Madilonga as members of Zimbabwean 
police who approached him with a request to see Lt General Dramat.

Expert report on the Home Affairs Documents _A81/1 andJ\81/2: The documents 
which were handed by Col Basi which are Notification of the deportation of the Illegal 
Foreigner and Warrant of Detention were sent to the forensic laboratory for analysis.

u

EVIDENCE IN TERMS OF SECTION 205 OF THE CRIMINALPROCEDURE ACT.5.5

Cellphone record of Major General Sibiva (0725953168): Upon perusal of the 
cellphone records it was discovered that Major General Sibiya communicated with 
officers who were involved in the operation, e.g. Captain Maluleke and sent more than 
20 SMS to Major General Dramat (0825515311). However Major General Dramat 
never responded to the SMS. The same automated SMS were sent to l.t General 
Lebeya at 0825751899. These SMS were sent at various milestone of the operation as 
deduced from witnesses’ statements and documentary proofs.

Cellphone records of Captain "Cowboy” Maluleke i0B27729518): The interaction 
between Major General Sibiya and Captain Maluieke was also found in a form of
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received and outgoing cails. Captain Maluleke also communicated .with General 
Dramat in terms of outgoing SMS at a very important milestone of the operation. 
However General Dramat never responded to the SMS which he received from 
C^tain Maluleke at 23:12:15 on 05/11/2010. He also called Zimbabwean number 
twice between the 5'*' November 2010 and November 2010. The number called on 
these two occasions is the same and was called at times preceding critical milestones 
of the operation. Captain Maluleke- also called Colonel Madilonga on 08/11/2010 at 
19:10:47, when he was approaching Musina. The information is also corroborated by 
Colonel Madilonga.

Celljjhone records of It Colonel Neethlino [0827787624;: He was directly reporting 
to Major General Sibiya. He contacted General Sibiya telephonically and in his 
statement he stated that he believed he reported the operation to Major General 
Sibiya.

Ceil Phone records of Lt Col Madllonna: He is police officer who was posted at the 
border during the operation. He assisted Captain Maluleke to cross the bolder with the 
suspects. He contacted Lt General Dramat when he well come the Zimbabwean police 
the first time. His cellphone records his interaction with Captain Maluleke in line with 
his statement.

t

5.6 STATEMENTS OF SENIOR MEMBERS OF SAPS

Lt General Mkbwanazi: He will state that in late 2011 when he was an acting National 
Commissioner of South African Police Services, he heard on the.news.when Minister 
Hadebe was commenting about the alleged death of Zimbabwean Citizens as a result 
of being handed to the Zimbabwean Authorities by South African Police Services. He 
immediately contacted the Head of the DPCI Lt General Dcaraatand inquired about the 
issue. Lt General Dramat confirmed that members of his unit did transport the 
Zimbabwean Citizens but as illegal immigrants. He then summoned Lt General Dramat 
to his office. Lt General Dramat came with an officer who was introduced to him as 
“Cowboy". He was informed that Cowboy was in charge of the group that transported 
the Zimbabwean Citizens. Cowboy said that he was investigating a case of ATM 
bombing which led him to the Zimbabwean Citizens. After he realized they were not 
linked to the case he dedded to transport them to Beit Bridge because they did not 
have valid documents. Cowboy further said that he got valid deportation documents 
from Home Affairs before he could transport them, He will further state that he could 
not understand why Cowboy did not hand over the immigrants to Home Affairs. When 
he asked whether it was necessary to transport illegal immigrants, Lt General Dramat 
could not offer any explanation.

Lt Gensral Lobeva: He will state that when he commented on the success report 
regarding the Zimbabwean Nationals arrested, he only did it as a practice. He will 
further state that Major General Sibiya has an automated messaging which includes 
his number wherein automated success report or information is sent. He cannot 
remember what all the messages were about, which he received on 05/11/2010.

U

5.7 SIATEMENT ON HOW DIEPSLQOT Cas 390/07/2011 WAS INVESTIGATED
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Innocent HumbulanI KhubaAWO: He will state vi^t’he is a member of Independent 
Police Investigative Directorate base in Limpopo. On 23 October 2012 he received a 
case docket from Mr. Sesoko and appointment letter to conduct investigation in all 
cases of alleged assault against Major General Sibiya. The docket received is 
Diepsioot Gas 390/07/2012. He also received a copy of the letter which was sent to Mr 
Sesoko by Major General' Sibiya eompfainlng* about the conduct of Nortf i West Task 
Team which was tasked to investigate cases against him including Diepsioot Gas 
390/07/2012. He was informed by Mr Sesoko who was the National head of IPID of 
investigation that the reason he was appointed to be the new Task Team Leader was 
that Major General Sibiya complained against the North West Task Team. He was 
advised to assemble a team that would assist me in the investigation of these cases. 
The team assembled comprised of the following individuals, Mr Kenneth Ratshitali. Mr. 
L MapheBio, Mrjliyayd^-@nd Mr T Mashaohu who are all investigators from 
LimpopoT^vincial office. They wcHl^"unatii Ills guidance and took Instructions 
directly from him as the team leader.

Upon his perusal of Diepsioot Cas 390/07/2012 and other accompanying documents, 
he discovered that the Independent Police Investigative Directorate received a 
complaint of alleged renditions involving members of the DPCl headed by Lt General 
Dramat from Civilian Secretariat. The case Was reported as result of parliamentary 
question by Cope Member of Parliament and an article by Sunday Times. The docket 
had following statements obtained by meniibers of South African Police Services, the 
statement of Shepard Chuma, Maqhawe Sibanda, Nelson Ndlovu, Bongani Henry 
Yende, Petros Jawuke, Desmond Campbell, Alfred Ndobe. Andrew Marl< Sampson, 
Reason Mhlawumbe Sibatida. Rachael Ncube, Brightness Nka Ncul^e, Madala 
Bhekisisa Nyoni and Sifaongiie Mpofu. There were also copies of Occurrence Book and 
cell Registers from Orlando police station regarding the detention and booking out of 
the following individuals. Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhawe Sibanda 
and Shepard Chuma.

He took over the case for further investigation in terms of Section 206{6) of the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa which provides that, on receipt of a 
complaint lodged by a Provinciai Executive, an Independent Complaints body 
established by the national legislation must investigate any alleged misconduct or 
offences allegedly committed by members of SAPS. It v/as also in terms of Section 28 
(1) (f) and (h) of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act 1 of 2011 that the 
decision to investigate the case was made.

On 13 November 2012, a letter requesting an interview with Home Affairs officials and 
documents regarding the movement of people at Musina Beit Bridge port of entry was 
e-mailed to Mr, Ndlovu of the Deportation section at Home Affairs Head Office in 
Pretoria. On 08/02/2013 the permission was granted after he had a meeting with Mr. M 
Mathews, the Chief Director responsible for deportation and mending of Por: of Entries, 
Prior to the intenriew with Home Affairs officials, he visited Orlando Police station on 
10/01/2013 and inten/iewed Brigadier Zangwa and other members stationed at 
Orlando. He received copies of the Occurrence Book and cell registers include a color 
copy of the Sunday Newspaper regarding the incident. On 28/01/2013Jre was ■called- 
by the former Executive Director who gave him the following documents stating that 
she receivedlRefn froffTfie" SecretafyoTPdlice, report on illeTarR^iiions dated

yvt*

n
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25/06/2012 accompanied by Warrants of Detention {BH725) for the following 
individuals, Dumisani Witness Ndeya; Shepard Chuma, Nelson Ndlovu and three 
Notification of the Deportation of an illegal Foreigner (DHA-1689) for Nelson Ndlovu, - 
Shepherd Chuma and Maghwawe Sibanda. The documents are file in the docket as 
per A36. An enlarged copy of death certificate was made from a copy of Sunday ^ 

Times Newspaper he received from Brigadier Zangwa dated'23/10/201 l-fifltKl "-journ'ey'- 
to death in= an unmarked-car" and is filed as per A35. - •

,r.
On 15/02/2013 he went to Home Affairs Department in Pretoria and interview Peter 
Ndwandwe and Nolwandle Qaba about the incident and process involved in the 
deportation of undocumented persons or illegal immigrants. He received a copy of DZP 
policy from Mr Ndwandwe and the Immigration Act. On 21/02/2013 he went to Soweto 
and obtained- the statements' of the following individuals, Johannes L. Broodryk, 
Patiswa Skosana and Job Jackson. Job Jackson who is the Manager of Lindela 
Holding facility for illegal immigrants gave him a printout of all people who were 
deported during the DZP period which covers the time of the alleged deportation of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals. The list is filed as A34 in the docket.

n
On 25/02/2013 he went to Beit Bridge and obtained a statement of Peter Eiberg. He 
also gave him an example used copy of Notice of Deportation which is filed as A38 and 
Duty Rooster for the period 5 November 2010 to 13 November 2010 which is filed as 
per A40. On 26/02/2013 he went to Turflodp and obtained statement of Magret 
Mohlahto, an immigration officer whose stamp was allegedly used in the documents 
that resulted in deportation of Zimbabwean Nationals.

During the investigation of the case he visited the office of Lt General Dramat on 
07/03/2013 and a meeting was held between Lt General Dramat and him. He will 
further state that at that stage the investigation had not uncovered any evidence 
relating to the involvement of Lt General Dramat or any other senior officer of DPCI. 
The meeting was held at Lt General Dramat’s office which is located at Silverton. 
During the meeting, Lt General Dramat was informed about the allegation of 
kidnapping and assault leveled against members of DCPCI most especially Captain 
Maluteke who is now a Lt Colonel. He said that he had sanctioned internal 
investigation in the matter and the outcome of the investigation cleared Lt Colonel 
Maluleke of any wrong doing. When I asked him whether they were any Zimbabwean 
police who visited the DPCI offices, he said that there were no Zimbabwean police who 
came into the country regarding the alleged matter and that all Zimbabwean Nationals 
were deported through Home Affairs for being Illegal immigrants. Lt General Dramat 
was requested to provide statement with regard to the formation of TOMS, his 
knowledge about the DZP, source documents that informed the internal investigation, 
his report to parliament and knowledge about the involvement of Zimbabwean police in 
the operation of TOMS. He Informed me that the request should be forwarded to Col 
Basj and he would hand all the necessary^ documents including his sworn statement to

U

him.

On 07/03/2013, shortly after the meeting he generated and emailed a letter to Col Basi. 
On 19/04/2013 he met with Col Basi in front of the Interpol building on Pret)rius Street 
in Pretoria. He handed to him a brown envelope containing following documents, ceil 
phone records of Captain Maluleke, Lt Col Neethling and Major General Sibiya. There 
were also copies of sworn statements of, Willem Garel Stephenus Vorsier, Andree
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Neethiing, Captain Maluleke, Vincent Selotole, Major General Sibiya, Warrant Officer 
Makoe, Ndanduleni Madilonga and Warrant Officer Rodgers Nthlamu. Attached to the 
copy of the statement of Warrant Officer Nthlamu were copies of the following 
documents, Warrant of Detention (Bi-1725) for the following individuals, Dumisani 
Witness Ndeya, Shepard Chuma and Nelson Ndlovu. There were also three

--------- NdificafroinDHhei3eportationnohan'^lllegahFoTeigneT'"(DltA^689)“fDniH~fgilowing
individuals, Nelson Ndlovu, Shepherd Chuma and Maqhawe Sibanda. The Warrant of 
Detention and Notification of the Deportation forms attached to Warrant Officer 
Nthlamu statement appeared to be similar to the one received from Secretariat via the 
former Acting Executive Director Ms. K Mbeki on 28/01/2013. The Warrants of 
Detention and Notifications of Deportation received from Warrant Officer Nfilamu were 
the one sent to the Forensic Lab for analysis on 10/06/2013 and 21/08/2013. The 
documents given to him by Col Basi also include search result report from' Interpol 
indicating that Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhawe Sibanda and 
Shepard Chuma were not in the wanted list. However there was no statement of Lt 
General Dramat in the envelope handed to him. The documents handed to him are 
filed in the docket as per A41-A50.

In April 2013 he called Constable Radebe and Warrant Officer Makoe for the purpose 
of obtaining their warning statements. He never compelled anyone to implicate Senior 
Members of the DPCI. However, he informed them that they can arrange a service of a 
lawyer in order for them to be guided during the process. Shortly after speaking with 
them he received a call from Lt Col Maluleke who told me that he was not supposed to 
request warning statements from his people because on the day he arrested 
Zimbabwean Nationals he was the lead man and Constable Radebe and Warrant 
Officer Makoe were taking instructions from him. He informed him that he cannot 
answer on their behalf and that when his turn comes he will be informed accoidingly. 
He will further state that on the day set for interview none of the above members came 
for the interview.

On 08/04/2013 he interviewed Ndanduleni Madilonga and obtained his statement. On 
15/04/2012 he went to Beit Bridge and interview Col Radzilani and obtained her 
statement. The following day he interviewed Brigadier Makushu in Polokwane and 
obtained his statement.
On 27/06/2013 he- interviewed Lt Col Neethiing in his office and obtained his 
statement. On 29/06/2013 he met with Warrant Officer Selepe at East gate in 
Johannesburg and obtained his statement. After being provided with information 
regarding the arrest and the transportation of Prichard Chuma to the boarder, Silverton 
and Alexander original SAPS 10 {occurrence books) were uplifted. Copies of the SAPS 
10 are filled in the docket as per A57 and A58.

On 10/07/2013 he met with Ms. L Verster at Prolea-Coin for the interview. She gave 
infonmation regarding the success reports resulting from the arrest of Witness Ndeya 
and other Zimbabwean Nationals. She also assisted him by phoning Supply Chain of 
DPCI and obtained the serial number of Captain Maluleke’s laptop which he used 
during 2010 and 2011. On the same day he generated a letter to Col Mabuyela who 
was assigned by Brigadier Kadwa to assist him with documents or items needed from 
the DPCI offices for the purpose of investigation. He hand-delivered the letter to Col 
Mabuyela on 11/07/2013, requesting the following filings, Dell Laptop with serial 
number CNOJF242486436BL3424 which was assigned to Lt Col Maluleke, approved
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overtime claims for Lt Co) Maluleke for the following period 01/11/2010-31/01/2011, 
approved trip itineraries’ for Lt Col Maluleke for the period 01/11/2010-31/01/2011,’ 
Telkom call record for Lt Col Maluleke for the period 01/11/2010-31/03/2011, record 
regarding the disposal and if not yet disposed, the handset used by Lt Col Maluleke, 
record of successes of operations conducted between 01/11/2010-31/03/2011 and 
logbooks-of-vehides-used-by-tt-eol-MaluIeke-for-the-period-Olffh^OtO^^S/OIS^Otl. 
On 1'2/07/2O13' he went to meet with-CoLMabuyela and he received success reports 
which are filed as per A82/1-A83/3.

The success report filed as per A82/3 contains names of officials who assisted in the 
arrest of Gordon Dube who are members of TRT and Crime Intelligence, On 
16/07/2013 he went to Johannesburg Central Police Station and obtained the 
statements of-members of TRT. One'of the members by the name of Avhashoni 
Desmond Takalani (A62/2) had photos at home of Johnson Nyoni and Zimbabwean 
Police. He went to his house on the same day and collected the two photos which are 
filed as per A62/1. On 18/07/2013, he emaijed a letter to the Commander of Crime 
Intelligent Pretoria Central, Col Ntenteni requesting interview with his membere who 
are mentioned is success report dated 04/02/2011 (A82/3). On 25/07/2013 he went to 
Crime Intelligence offices in Pretoria and obtain the statements of the members. The 
interview with the members also revealed that the arrest of Gordon Dube and Johnson 
Nyoni was also known by Brigadier Britz, On 16/07/2013 a letter was generated and 
emailed to Brigadier Britz requesting a meeting for the purpose of interview and 
obtaining statement. He intenriew Brigadier Britz on 26/07/2013 and after tbie interview 
Brigadier Britz promised to write his own statement. He collected Brigadier Britz 
statement from his office on 22/08/2013 which is situated at Old Stock Exchange 
building in Johannesburg. He also received Report number GO-D-004-0 which is 
admission details of Gordon Dube from Correctional Services which is filed as per 
A84/3 and SAPS 206 (body receipts) filed as per A81-A82.
He also discovered that Gordon Dube was facing number of charges in South Africa 
including murder. Statements of Isaac DIamini and Avhashoni Rambau were obtained 
in connection with Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 which they were Investigating {A70 and 
A72). Original SAP 10 (Occurrence Book) was uplifted fom Wieidabrug Police Station 
and copies are filed as per A71. Statement of Constable Meyer from Wierdabrug was 
obtained in relation to cases he was investigating against Gordon Dube and how he 
booked him out of prison and handed him to Captain Maluleke to be transported to Beit 
Bridge. He also obtained copies of the following dockets which are cases against 
Gordon Dube Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011, Wierdabrug Cas 147/11/2010, '/yierdabmg 
Cas 310/10/2010, Wierdabrug Cas 431/10/2010 and WIercfabrug Cas 531/12/2010. All 
the copies of the docket are filed under B22 Arch file.

o

u

On 16/07/2013, he received a Laptop Dell Col Mabuyela and Warrant Officer Danie 
bearing serial number CNJF24286436BL3424. The Laptop was handed to Precision 
Forensics on 31/07/2013 at 18h00, The report from Precision Forensic was received 
on 22/08/2013 and is filed as per A89'arch file. '
In October 2011 he approached the Head of DPCI accompanied by Mr. Sesoko who 
was an Acting Head of investigation for IPID requested his warning statement. He was 
advised to seek an assistance of a lawyer for the purpose of guiding him before the 
warning statements is obtained. He agreed and informed them that he will 
telephonically contact Mr. Khuba regarding the suitable date. He will further state that 
he received a call from a person who introduced himself to him as Adv. P Seleka
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representing Lt Genera! Dramal. He requested questions in writing and summary of the~ 
allegation which was e-mailed to him. After he received the questions, he was infoimed 
via e-mail that Lt General Dramat is represented by a new company and they will 
continue to liaise with him. He emailed the questions and after two weeks he received 
a copy of his statement and is file as per A94.

On. 22/l.Q/20.1.a he called. Lt General Lebeya and requestedan-interview wiih regarding 
Renditions as his name appears on one of the success reports. On 23/10/2013 he met 
with Lt General Lebeya and interviewed him about the deportation of Zimbabwean 
Nationals in connection with the death of senior officer In Zimbabwe. After the interview 
he requested that he send questions in writing and that he would be able to respond to 
them. The questions were drafted and emailed to him the same day. On 07/11/2013 he 
received-' a cait' from his. office to collect his statement including accompanying 
documents. The following documents were attached on his statement, copy of e-mail 
regarding documents requested from DPCI, mandate of TOMS, unsigned success 
report regarding Witness Ndeya and other success reports not related to the Diepsloot 
Cas 390/07/2012.
in November 2013 he, engaged Captain Boonstra to arrange for a meeting between 
him and the two officers, Constable Radebe and Warrant Officer Makoe. Captain 
Boonstra Informed him telephonically that he informed Warrant Officer Makoe and that 
Constable Radeba was attending training at Hamanskraal. He tried to contact him on 
0737313808 for a warning statement but he was not reachable. In late November 
2013, he again requested Captain Boonstra to assist but he informed him that the 
members were informed and they do not want to cooperate.
During the investigation of the case no one was either intimidated or assaulted. He 
never requested or forced any witness to implicate any person.

6. ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND FINDINGS.

The following findings were made;

e The operation carried out by TOMS to arrest Zimbabwean foreign nationals in 
Diepsloot in connection with the murder of Zimbabwean police Golonei was led by 
Captain M L Maluleke also known as Cowboy. According to the letter retrieved 
from Captain Maluleke's laptop, there was a meeting in August 2010 held between 
Zimbabwean Authorities, General Dramat and General Sibiya where.in General 
Sibiya was appointed as a coordinator regarding cooperation between two 
countries. The obligatfon to assist Zimbabwe irr tracing wanted'suspects should 
have emanated from the agreement of the same meeting as cited in success 
reports addressed to General Dramat and other senior officials. The letter dated 
2010/07/29 addressed to Commissioner Chibage of Zimbabwe by Lt General 
Dramat request a meeting on 05/08/2010 to discuss operational matter but limited 
to fugitive of serious crime like robberies, cash in transit and extradition. 

e There is enough evidence that'shows that General Dramat did not only know about 
the operation that led to renditions of Zimbabwean Nationals but sanctioned it 
through the following ways;

o The Zimbabw&an police came into the country for the imrpose of
arresting the wanted Zimbabwean Nationals and Lt General Dramat
directed that they be allowed to proceed since they were coming to

u
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see him. The statement of Lt Colonel Madilonga clearly spell out that the 
police from Zimbabwe were received by him and he contacted General 
Dramaf who confirmed that they were coming to him. Colonel Wadiionga’s 
version is corroborated by Brigadier Makushu and Colonel Radzilani. The 
cellphone records of Lt General Dramat and Beit bridge Telekom records 
(Coj-MadiIonga^-extensiQn)-show-thatr6eneral-Bramat-Teceived-an:'all 
from 015534 6300 at 20h56 on 04/11/2010. This corroborates the version 
of Madilonga, Lt Col Radzilani and Brigadier Makushu about the call made 
in connection with the Zimbabwean police. According to Lt Col Madilonga 
he was informed that the purpose of the Zimbabwean police to enter into 
the country was to arrest Zimbabwean Nationals wanted in connection 
with the murder of Senior Police Officer in Zimbabwe.

- EvaluaSon of the above Undines: In the entire cellphone records of 
Lt General Dramat requested for the period 20/10/2010 to 
28/02/2011, the number 0165346300 only appear once which 
rules out any form of communication before 04/11/2010 and after 
the said date. This supports his version that he called It Genera! 
Dranat in connection with the Zimbabwean police.

o He held a meeting on 05/11/2010 with Zimbabwean police planning 
&ie operation. Success report dated 04/02/2011 addressed to General 
Dramat, General Hiatshwayo and General Toka with a heading that reads, 
"CONSOLIDATED
FUGITIVE:WANTED FOR MURDER AND ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF: 
3/12/2010: AND ZIMBABWE (BUUWAYO CR 348/09/2010): WITNESS 
DUMISANI NKOSI@NDEYA: ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS AND OTHERS. 
The report bears reference 14/02/01 and was signed by Col Leonie 
Versier. Paragraph “AT' of the report states that on 05/11/2010, General 
Dramat held a meeting with Zimbabwean police at DPCI offices about the 
Nationals \nrfio shot and killed one of their senior officers. He appointed 
Captain Maluleke to be a lead person during the operaBon.

- Evaluation of the above flndin:.s: The success report signed by 
Leonie Verster was traced to Lt Col Maluleke's laptop as picked 
from the retrieved deleted data. The report was amended on 
26/01/2011 and 31/01/2011 before it could be emailed to a female 
officer, Warrant Officer Thabiso Mafatia on 09/02/2011 at 14h32. 
There is no material difference between the document retrieved 
from the laptop- and' that found at’ the Hawks offii^es during 
investigation. This proves that Leonie Verster. did not generate 
success report but only signed the report drafted by Captain 
Maluleke. Tiie, date of the meeting between Zimbabwean Police 
and General Dramat which took place on 05/11/2010 coincide with 
the date of the 4“' of November 2010 which according to cellphone 
records, General Dramat was caffed at 20h56' by Lt Col 
Madilonga seeking permission to allow Zimbabwean Police to 
enter into the country. Since the Zimbabwean Police where at Beit 
Bridge between 20h00 and 21h00, it is logical that they arrived in 
Gauteng late at night,- leaving them with ffie opportunity to have 
the meeting with General Dramat in the morning of the 5“' of 
November 2010 as stated in the Success Report,

SUCCESS REPORT:MOST WANTED

U
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o He committed the cjovernment resources into the operaiion: Apart 
from other resources used, on 08/11/2010 Captain Maluleke went to Beit 
Bridge (Limpopo) for Transporting Zimbabwean Nationals arid claimed 
overtime. On 24/11/2010 he went to Beit Bridge and also claimed 
overtime—6n-28/0T/20t1-he'“wenhtcrBeirBridgg“^~"§lso^lairfiea 
overtime. All this dates corresponds with-cellphone records and 0B entries 
indicating the dates in which the suspects were booked out from the 
stations.

Evalua^n of the above findings-. Despite the fact that General 
Dramat as an Accounting Officer did not sign any claim of Captain 
Maluleke, delegating responsibility to Major General Sibiya to 
assist the Zimbabwean Police in tracing- wanted suspects 
invariably commit government resources into ar- unlawful 
operation that amount to a criminal offense.C'

o He congratulated ofTicers for arrestinQ Johnson Nvoni and advised
them to keep it a secret According to Constable Mkasibe and Mgwenya, 
shortly after the photos were taken, they saw General Drama! of the 
Hawks walking towards them from house number 1. General Dramat 
addressed them and thanked them for arresting tee suspecL He warned 
them not tell anyone about the operation they had just done.

- Evaluation of the above findinps: Words of appreciation from 
General Dramat show both interest in the arrest of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals and his knowledge of the unlawfulness of 
the operation. If the operation was lawful he would not have 
warned them not to tell anyone about it.

o He received communication repardinu successes and photos of the
operahon through his Personal Assistance Phumla: According to the 
information retrieved from the seized laptop, Captain Maluleire sent e- 
mails circulating more than 20 photos of both the suspects arrested and 
the members involved in the operation. The emails where sent to tee PA of 
General Dramat, Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and members of Crime 
Intelligence.

o He was kept infomed of the developments in the operations that led 
to the arrest of wanted Zimbabwean Nationals: The cellphone records 
of General Sibiya shows 30 SMS sent to General Dramat at -various 
milestones of tee operation. He also received an SMS froin Captain 
Maluleke shortly after the arrest of Zimbabwean Nationals. He never 
responded to any of the SMS which may suggest that they were only 
informing him of the progress.

o Report to pariiament In response to the alienation: A copy of the letter 
sent by Zimbabwean authority to Co! Ntenteni clearly mention the names 
of people whom General Dramat in his report to parliament stated that 
they were deported for being illegal immigrants. The letter clearly indicates 
that the suspects were wanted for murdering Superintendent Cliatikobo of 
Bulawayo on IB*** September 2010. It goes further to state that there was

(j
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joined operation between South African Police and Zimbabwean police to 
trace and arrest the suspects.

e There is evidence and v/itnesses corroborate each other that General Sibiya was 
both-artlTe~scene aficTpl^ing venue. The meeting held between IPID and 
General'Dramat on 2f>1'3/03/G7 confirmed that*6eneral Sibiya" was appointed to be 
the Head of TOMS which he created to trace wanted suspects. The teiephone 
records of both Captain Maluleke and Major General Sibiya show interaction 
between them at various milestones of the operation. Following suggest the 
involvement of General Sibiya;

o Witness stated that he was seen during the operation that look place on 
22I"\ I'/ZOtO which led to the arrest of Prichard Chuma 

o In other operations cellphone record of Warrant Officer Makoe, Captain 
Maluleke and Col Neethling clearly show continuous contacts with General 
Sibiya during and shortly after the operation. Col Neethling also stated 
that he should have reported progress to GeneraF Sibiya during the 
operation. However the cell phone records of General Sibiya does not 
place him at the scenes and planning venues as claimed by witnesses. It 
is also clear that some of the witness claim to have heard that General 
Sibiya was in the car rather than seeing him personally, 

o The meeting held in Zimbabwe wherein General Sibiya was appointed as 
a coordinator on cooperation-matters involving ftie two countries suggests 
that the operation could not have been done without his knowledge more 
so because his Gauteng Team was involved in the operation. However 
this inference cannot provide prima facie case that he was involved.

n

* There is no evidence for the involvement of Former General Mzwandile Petros. 
However he addressed a letter dated 31/05/2011 to Provincial. Head of Crime 
Intelligence in Gauteng appreciating the good woric that members of Crime 
Intelligence have done when they arrested Zimbabwean Nationals involved in the 
murder of Senior Police Officer in 2mbabwe. The letter was as a result of a 
request made by Former General Toka of Crime Intelligence requesting General 
Mzwandile Petros to appreciate members of Crime inteBigence.

9 There is also no evidence that suggest that Lt General Toka, Lt General Lebeya 
and Major General Hlatshwayo was involved except that they received 
communication regarding this matter.

9 The involvement of Captain Maluleke as a foot soldier In the operation has 
overwhelming evidence. The following evidence against Captain Maluleke where 
uncovered;

o The documents which the police claimed to be valid Heme Affairs 
documents used in the deportation of the four Zimbabweans are forged 
and have employee number that does not exist in the Home Affairs 
Department The Wairant of Detention of illegal Foreignei' (BI-1725) 
document was produced by the SAPS as a proof that Shepard Chutria, 
Witness Ndeya and Nelson Ndlovu were detained for being illegal 
foreigners and they were seen by an Immigration Officer; However the 

—signature thatreppears-DiTihe docurTjinis"obes7ibl belong to any member 
of Home Affairs in Gauteng and the appointment number 037152 does not 
exist.

U
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It was also uncovered that the BI-1725 used was discontinued in 2008 
according to Home Affairs and in 2010 it was ho longer part oi the official 
documents of Home Affairs. The stamp on three documents also clearly 
shows that whosoever completed the documents used an old form already 
completed and deleted alTiliated information to put the new information of 
the_thiHe_foteign.nationalsJTie-Notlfieat!on0f-the-Beportatiom)fan-|llep(
Foreigner (DHA-1689] documents were produced by SAPS as proof that 
Nelson Ndipvu, Shepard Chuma and Maqhawe Sibanda were deported 
through Beit Bridge border. However the forms were wrongly stamped and 
do not have fingerprints of the deportees as required.
The stamp number 20 belonging to Beit Bridge was used and iuch stamp 
is not for deportation purpose. The stamp is individualized and belongs to 
Immigration Officer Kobelo Margret Mohiahio who on the day in which the 
stamp was purported to be used was off duty and the stamp was locked in 
the safe and she is the only person in possession of the key, The stamp 
could have been easily duplicated.
There is a duty roster used by Immigration Officers at Beit Bndge, which 
confirms that Imniigration Officer Kobelo Margret Mohiahio was off duty on 
the 7th and 8th of November 2010.

o The cellphone record also show Captain Maluleke contocting Zimbabwean 
number in the morning of the 08<f‘ November 2010 shortly before booking 
the suspects to Beit Bridge.

o On 23/11/2010 on the request of Captain Maluleke, Warrant Officer 
Selepe booked out Prichard Chuma from Alexander Police station. He 
transported him to Beit Bridge border on 24/11/2010, to be handed to the 
Zimbabwean Police. Captain Maluleke provided escort, handed him over 
to Zimbabwean Authorities and Prichard Chuma was never seen again.

o The Zimbabwean Nationals were arrested and detained during OZP period 
which gave the Zimbabwean grace period of 90 days to apply for valid 
documents. During the DZP which is Dispensation for Zimbabwean 
Projecte, all Zimbabweans were given 90 days to stay in the country in 
order to apply for legal documents and surrender illeg^iy obtained South 
African ID’s without consequence. The project according to Home Affairs 
started on 20 September 2010 and ended in 31 December 2010 with 
extension which ultimately ended in July 2011. The letter retrieved from 
Captain Maluleke’s laptop addressed to home affairs requesting 
assistance in the Deportation of the Zimbabwean nationals involved in the 
murder of Zimbabwean police (dated 08/11/2010) was generated in 08 
November 2010 shortly before he booked out the Zimbabwean Nationals 
out of Orlando Police station. It is doubtful that Hie permission was 
acquired given the time at which the Zimbabwean Nationals were booked 
out. In addition, he cited the DZP as a challenge in the deportation of 
Zimbabwean Nationals and he wanted assistance from Home Affairs. This 
does not only show that he was aware of the Dispensation for 
Zimbabwean Projects which gave Zimbabwean Nationals grace period, 
but also that there was ulterior motive way above deportation on the basis 
of being illegal immigrants.

o The request that Captain Maluleke made to Constable Meyer. Detective 
Constable Rambuda, Warrant Officer Diamini in connectior! with the 
Gordon Dube demonstrate the extent to which he was ready to go in order

O
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to handover the suspect to the Zimbabwean police. The suspects was 
awaiting trial prisoner who was connected in five cases Including murder. 
Statements of Constable Rambuda and Meyer provide valuable evidence 
that Captain Maiuleke took Gordon Dube to Zimbabvire even though he 
was facing serious charges (five cases including murder) in South Africa. 
Statements provided to Constable Meyer by Captain Maiuleke statesLthat 
GdraorTDude was handed to. Zimbabwean police and was sentenced ta 
life imprisonment. He also acknowledges in a letter retrieved from the 
laptop that he handed back the firearm permanently to Zimbabwean 
authority.

o The OB entry dated 28/01/11 shows that Captain Maiuleke booked out 
Johnson Nyoni to Beit Bridge for fraud. However at Silverion, the 
investigation uncovered thata.caseof Fraud against John Nyoni and Mike 
Dube was opened on 28/01/2011 (Silverton Cas 566/01/2011), the same 
day in which Johnson Nyoni and Gordon Dube were transposed to Beit 
Bridge. The warning statement of Mike Dube, whom it was discovered that 
his real name is Shadrack Wisley Kebini, stated that his cousin was 
communicating with the police in a deal in which he was to collect jewelry. 
After the deportation of the suspect to Zimbabwe, the case against John 
Nyoni and Mike Dube was withdrawn and never continued. This case was 
used as a decoy for to go on wild chase, following the wrong leads. Both 
suspects were persuaded to be involved in the collection of jewelry 
because one of them has a name similar to the Zimbabwean National 
wanted for murder, Johnson Nyoni.

o The e-mails retrieved from Captain Maluleke's laptop also show 
communication with Zimbabwean police where he asked them about the 
trip going back home and that he would continue to trace remaining 
suspects. He also exchanged photographs with them of the suspects and 
the team involved in the operation.

o The overtime claim of Captain Maiuleke corresponds with the dates on 
SAP 10's from various stations regarding the booking out of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals. On 08/11/2010 he transported Zimbabwean 
Nationals to Beit Bridge. The Itinerary shows that on 08/11/2010 he went 
to Beit Bridge and came back on 10/11/2010 and claimed a total of R1845- 
00. On 24/11/2010 he went to Beit Bridge and came back 26/' 1/2010 and 
claimed a total of R1845-00. On 28/01/2011 he went to Beit Bridge and 
claimed a total of R552-00. The records also correspond \4th his cell 
record towers recordings.

The following members’ involvements were found limited to two incidents which took place on
05/11/2010 and 20-22/11/2010; Constable Radebe, Captain S E Nkosi and Warrant Officer
Makoe. They were involved in the assault of Zimbabwean Nationals during arrest.

n

u
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Based on tiie available evidence, the Independent Police Investigative Directorate 
recommends that Lt General Dramat, Major General Sibiya, Lt Col M Maluleke, Constable 
Radebe, Captain S E Nkosl and Warrant Officer Makoe be charged criminally for;

- Kidnapping
• Defeating the ends of justice,

*—Assauibandifieft-joTily^licaBleldDapfain M L Maluleke. Warrant Office Makoe. 
Constable P M Radebe and Captain S E Nkosi)

Mr. HI KHUBA 
ACTING PROVINCIAL HEAD 
IPID: LIMPOPOo

u
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DISC1PUNARY ENQUIRYi I
In the matter between

INDEPENDENT POUCE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE Employer

and

First emptoyeeINNOCENT KHUBA

Second ^nployeeMATTHEW SESOKOr

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE EMPLOYER AND INNOCENT KHUBA

INTRODUCTION
The First En^ioyee. Innocent Khuba fKhuba"), was charged witii dishonesty 

end defeating the ends of justice as more ftjlly set out in the charge sheet 
attached hereto marked ''A^

1.

Pursuaitt to the institution of disotpllnary action against Mr IQuiba, the parties 

have reached agreement on 23 Sep^ber 2015.
2.

U The Parties wish to record in writing the terms of the agreement, which terms 
they record below,

3.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT

Mr Khuba being legally represented, freely and voluntarily pleads guilty to the 
charges proffered against him as set out in ann^re A

The Employer wiH impose a sanction of a final written warning valid for 6 
months against Mr Khuba.

Mr Khuba suspension Wlii be uplifted and he vrill report for duty on Monday, 28 

S^rtembBr2015.

4.

5.

e.
V
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Signature

Name of Signatory

Dee^nafbon of Signatory

r
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JN THE DISCIPLINARY HEARING 
(HELD AT PRETORIA)

In the disciplinary enquiry between:

t
EmployerINDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

and

1®^ Employee 

2^ Employee

INNOCENT KHUBA

r MATTHEWS SESOKO

CHARGE SHEET

CHARGE 1

You, Mr Khuba (“first employee") are currently the Provincial Head of IPID in 

Limpopo. During 2012. you were appointment as the Lead investigator in the 

matter relating to the illegal rendition of Zimbabwean nationals by certain 

members of the Directorate for Priority Crimes Investigation ("DPCI") which 

occurred during November 2010 and January 2011. The investigation was 

concluded on or about January 2014 and you submitted a final investigation 

report to the National Prosecuting Authority ("NPA") for a decision. In

1,

u

submitting the said report to the National Prosecuting Authority, you were

accompanied among others by Matthews Sesoko, Head of Investigations at 

IPID, who provided legal assistance to you and your team during the 

investigation. In submitting your January 2014 report to the NPA, you met wi&i
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If (he enquiry holds that you are guilty of misconduct, you may present any relevant 
circumstances in determining the disciplinary sanction.

7.

Attached hereto is a copy of the charge sheet.8.

Yours faithfully

MR Kl KGAMANYAf^
ACTING EXECUTIVBiDlRECTOR

r

SIGNATURE OF MEMBER 
DATE:_____________

fagel?

NOTtCETO ATTEND DISCIPLINARY ENQUIRY UURM SE5QK0
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5^lOSPSUIOT CAS 280/07/20(21■R.BMtiiriCt'fS.

ipid
Police InvesHoaUve Dlredorete 

REPUBUC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Nnfefiag ms, Potakinnt.OIW, «AMaii«t9lrsetFeiwi)eBuMg.ZndFiaar,niliitonni 
Tel.;{0>S}291 SSHIFni |Viq2SS34a9

Case fnvestigatfve Report

COMPUiNT IDENTIFICATION

CCN 2013030375riN
ineident Description Code 

Type of Report 

Report Date 

Date of Last Report 

Compleint Category 

Complainant 

Date of Complaint 

SAPS CR/CAS Number 

Suspect Identlficaflon 

Investigator 

Assignment 

Reporting Staff Member

312

Criminal RecommendatlQn to NOPP

18 March 2014

18 March 2014

Section 28(1} (0 and 28(1) (h) 

Shepard Tshume and others 

10 October 2012

Dfepsloot CAS 390/07/2012 

Lt Col M Melulehe

Task Team

Investigations

Innocent Khuba

1, BACKGROUND

t.1 The Independent Pokes Invesligathre Directorate received a complaint of alleged 
renditions involving members of Ihs DPCI headed by General SIblya. The case was 
reported as result of parilamentary questton by Cope Member of Parframent and an 
article by Sunday Tunes. The case was referred to Ihe Independent Police 
Investigative Directorate by Civilian Secretarial for further invesligalion.

PagelSecret
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2. SUMEgARYOFALLEOmOlilS

2.t It Is alleged that between 04/11/2010 and 3t/Q1/20tt Captatn MI Maiuieke, Watrant 
Officer Makoe and Con^bie Radebe, dirough (he diraclion of General Sibiya and U 
General Drama!, conducted operations In Soweto and Olepsfoot to trace Zimbabwean 
Natton^s. The suspe^ were wanted ki connection with die murder of a Zimbabwean 
police Colonel in Bulswayo. The members were accompanied by Zlndiabwean Police. 
Five Zimbabweans were anested in Oiepsloot and detained at wrfous stations as 
Illegal Imndgrants and odieis for Mous crimes. They ware allegedly assaulted by 
SAPS members and Zimbabwean Police and banspoited to Belt Bridge where they 
were handed over to the ambebwean Authorities. Four of them were reported 
murdered in the hands of Zimbabwean Pr^icm,

2.2 According to the aSegation. Major General SIblya was also pari of the operatior}.
(

3. g.Qlj4TmJTIotj»tr.frMAI»roBY.M/\NPAI^
3.1 Section 206(6} of toe Consdiutlon of the Republic of Souto Africa provide that, on 

receipt of a complaint lodged by a Provincial Executive, an independent Conptalnls 
body established by the naUon^ lef^slation musi Invasllgate any aibged misconduct or 
offences all^edfy committed by membeis of SAPS,

3.2 Section 28 (a) {h} of Ihe Inde^ndent Police InvestIgaGve ^rectorale Act 1 of 2011 
provides that the Directorate must Investigate any matter referred to as a result of a 
decision of (he Executive Director, or If so requested by the Minister, an MEC or die 
Secretary as toe case mayto, in Ihe prescribed manner,

4. Ayj»i!4gt.E.gaDgijfiB
4.1 STATEMENTS QBTAIWED FROM INDEPENDENT WITNESSES

The following witnesses were interviewed and statements obtained.

S/ienardChumaAi: He will stats that on Friday <^t 1/Z010 at 20h00 ha wss at 6954 
John Malaljte Street Diapsloot together with N^cn, Maqhawe and Vyiiness standing 
when they were approached by (wo unknown Black males. One of (hem produced an 
appointment card and toe other produced a fireatm and ordered them to &e down.
Ha vj further state that one of toe Police Officer then took out a paper and started 
reading names tike MIheltel Sibanda, GodI Dube, Prichard Chuma and John,He asked 
them whether they know such people but none of such names were Imowm to them. 
Ihe officer was wearing a cowboy hat and they heard other police officers calling him 
Cowboy. Pew minutes later, Cowboy asked toe other PoRce Officers about where to 
detain them. While they argued aboul (he place to delate them, the other officer 
suggested (hat General Sibiya be consulted to provide dIrecRon In toe mailer. A short 
while later General Sibiya alighted from a Black BMW. He will state that they were 
assaulted and when they arrived at Orlando Police Station one of the Officers called 
Teburu* took his R300 which was In a wallet tn his back pocket. They were detained

u
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and on 201Q/11/{£ al 12h00 the ofRoer called 'Cowboy* came and look the finger 
printa of his co-accused but his flng^rinls were not taken. He was lidmned that his 
finger prints win be taken al Muslna.

On Monday 3)10/11/08 at 13^00 Covrfay came to coltecl them. They were token Into ^ 
a marked vehicle of Orlando SAPS driven by the offteer In unifomi. They followed 
Cowboy who was driving a wNto Nissan D/C, They were taken to a certain place called 
Bronkhorsprult where they were mov«l Into a Toyota being handcuffed. They were 
then taken to Muslna and they anived at 17h00, They took one oBlcer al Muslna whom 
Cowboy said he w9l make malt^ easy for them to cross the border. He wfil forthar 
state that al the border, Cowboy went to Home Affairs ofUce and few minutes later 
came bade. They ware
Cowboy using a wrong lane but toey were never shaped. When toey were on the 
other side Zimbabwean poH(» came and placed handcuffs on top of other handcuffs 
and Cowboy came and removed his handcuffs. They were token to a Ztrnbabwean 
police car, He will slate that they were interrogated by ihe Snfoabwean Police Officers 
about a Zimbabwean police Colonel who was killed. They were placed In separate 
cells mid after 11 days he was relee^. When he enquired about his friend to was 
told that he was killed by the Srnbabwean police.

Msahawe Slbaada AZ: He will stale that on OS/11/2010 at 20h00 ha was at his 
lesidenllal place in Oiepslooi when he was e^^pmached by two Black Males who 
fdenlifled themselves as Police Officers. They Instrucled toem to lie down and they 
cooperaied with them. Few minutes later there were many cars of Police Offloem in 
civilian clothes and they started searching them. He will further state that they were 
assaulted and the police also took RSOO-OO which was to his pocket. There was 
another police officer wearing Cowboy hat readtog names on the paper and asking 
(hem whether (hey knew (he names of such people. He wilt slate further that he saw 
General Slbiya coming out of a black BMW and gave toslructlon teat (hey should be 
taken to Oriando SAPS.

to a Nissan DIC and crossed the border with

Nelson Ndtovu A3\ He vrill state that on 05/11/2010 at 20hQ0 he was at his younger 
brother's resldenli^ place In DIepsloot when he was approached by two Black Males 
vbo Ideniifled themselves as Police Officers. They ordered them to lie down and then 
started to assault them. He Idenlllied one of (he Police Officer by the nickname Leburu. 
After their arrest the Pofice Officers argued about where (hey should detain them and 
one of them suggested Rendburg. General Siblya gave the instruclton lhaf toey must 
be detained at Orlando SAPS. They were then laken to Orfando SAPS but Shepard 
Chuma and Witness wentwllh Ihe pdice to show them where John slays,

Bonaanl Henry Yende A4: He wflil state that to is a member of the South African 
Police Services attached to Crime Intelligence. During Oeteber 2010 he vvas nominated 
to be a member of Task Team called Tactical Operations Management Seclion 
(TOMS) which was fed by General Sitiya. On 2010/t1/Cffi he received a call from W/0 
Makoe of DPCI In Gauteng who was also part of TOMS infbnming hfm (hat General 
Slbiya wanted them to meet In order to look tor four suspects vi/ho are wanted In 
connection with the murder of police Colonel In Zimbabwe, He then went to Founvaj® 
Shopping Center v^ih Conslable Desmond Carripbell who was also part of TOMS to 
meet with W/0 Makoe. On their arrival at the Shopping Center W/0 Makoe also

L-.'
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Introduced two ambabwean police to them. He Will further stele that he was Informed 
b/ W/0 Makoe that Ihe two officers came through the office of Genera Drmai At that 
Ifme General Sfblya was seated In a nav/ blue BMW and he could not go and greet
Mm. They went to Dlepsloot togethar v^ih Captein MMMeke (also known as CoiKtoy), 
W/0 Jawuke and Constable Lebum Radete to lden% Ihe house of the suspects.

Captain Maluleke came back and informed them that he left the two officers observing 
the movements of the suspects at their residence. On their arrival at the suspect’s 
place of residence, Captain Maluleke searched the suspects and confiscated their 
passports. There were four men who were tying on the ground and Ihe two 
Zimbabwean i»lica said that ^ four men are wanted in connection with murder of a 
Zimbabwean police Colonel In Bulawayo. The suspects were taken to Orlando and 
detained as illegal Immigranls. On 23/11/2010 he was briefed by W/0 Makoe that the 
two suspects who mo anesled were subsequently kiHed in Zimbabwe. He wili further 
state that Ihe su^ecl Pitchard Chuma was detained In Almcandra Police station. He 
will further stale that Cr^taln Maluleke was repordng dtrei^y to General Slblya and 
whenever torture of the suspects was to be carded out, he condoned It

Petros Jiwuko Ad; He wiB stale that during October 2010 he was nominaled to be 
part of a Task Team Called TOMS' In Gauteng Province and that the team operated 
under the command of General Slblya, On 2010/11/05 In the e^mning he received a calf 
from W/0 Makoe that their Commander Gen. Slblya wanted alt TOMS members to 
meet in Fourwa]^ because there was a Colonel who was murdered. He wlQ slate (hat 
he collected W/0 Ndobe and mshed to Fourways whme they met with other members.

He will state that W/0 Makoe Instructed him to join Captain Cowboy Maluleke and 
Constabte Leburu Radebs to IdenflV suspects address. On their arriva! at the 
Identified house they found a car standing outoide but there was no one Inside toe car, 
He will stale that four men came to the vehicle and that they arrested them and 
detained them at Orlando Police Staitori as illegat immigrants but not the Zimbabwe 
murder case as Indicaled at toe beginning of the fracing process.

He wilt further slate toal on 2010/11/23 the second operation was arranged and that he 
got a call from W/0 Makoe that their Commander General Sibiya wanted them to meet 
at Diepstoot Shoprite. General Sibiya was present in Ihe second operation. They went 
to Diepstoot where an African Mala Pritchard Chuma was found and armsted for 
murder of the Colonel in Zimbabwe.

Dasmend CBtnDbea A6'. He will state (hat on 2010/11/05 General Slblya arranged 
with W/0 Makoe to call them for operaUon at Diepstoot for lractr)g wanted suspects In a 
murder rase where a Cdonei was killed. He recMved a call from Constable Radebe 
that they have already arrested (he suspects.

He will further stale that toe suspects were assaulted since he heard screams but did 
not take part in (he assault of toe suspects. The suspects were arrested in connection 
with a murder of (he police Colonel In Zimbabwe. He will state (hat toe four suspects 
were (hen detained at Orlando Poltce Station as iltegal Immigranls and not on the 
Zimbabwe Murder case of toe Cobnel. On 22/11/2010 until the early hours of 
23/11/2010 Prichard Chuma was arrested and detained In Alexandra. He never saw 
General Sibiya being involved In the operation but that there was a person who was

(
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always seated In the Uad( tinted BMW and W/0 Makoe referred to the person as 
General SIbiya,

AtfredNdob9A7: He will state tfrat during October 2010 he was nominated to be part 
of Task Team called TOMS* In Gauteng ProWnce headed by General Sftlya. On 
2010/11/05 Gen. Sbiya arranged with W/0 Makoe to call Ihem for operation at 
DIepsloot for tracing wanted suspects In a murder case where a Colonel was kitted. He 
was not aware that the suspects that they were traidng were needed In a Zlmb^we 
case. He received a call from Constable Rslebe that they have already arrested the 
suspects.
The suspects were assaulted by General Siblya, C^taln Cowboy and W/0 Makoe. He 
will state that the four suspects were thei rtet^ed at Oriando Police Station as Illegal 
Immigrents but not on the Zimbabwe murder case of the murdered Colonel.

_________ ite// Ail-AddlBoaaf statement He will stale that he was based at
Johannesburg Central Crime Inteigence before receiving a call up instrucfion from 
Gauteng Provinctat DPCI Head, M^or General ^biya (o report at Gauteng TOMS 
ofiica. On 22/11/2010 of vriilch he cannot remember the exact fime they detained 
Prichard C^uma whom he does not know whether Is related to Shepard Chuma. He 
wSl further slate that he witnessed an assault on 2010/11/05 on Zimbabwean Nadonals 
carried out by Captain Matuleke, W/O Makoe and Constable Lebuni, He will ftirther 
slate that on 2010/11/05 and 22 to 23/11/2010 When they carried out the operailon, 
there would be a figure seated In a black BMW whom Warrant Officer Matos referred 
as Mpfor General Sltiya.

•ES7IL

Andvw Mark Smnson A12: He wIB state that he Is a VWilte Male s^f employed as a
Project Manager of House Constructions. He knew Maqhawe Sibanda as a sub> 
contractor on his building sites. He vrill slate that Mr. Sibanda vanished for a week and 
resurfaced agdrt. Ha was intermed by Mr. Sibanda that his dlsai^earance was as 
result of his arrest In cotmecllon with the allied murder of a Zimbabwean ColimeL He 
was taken to Belt Bridge but released along the way and he had to find his way back 
because he did not have money and his cell phone was confiscated by the poRce. He 
will state that he was requested by Mr. Sibanda (o call the said police Captain for his 
ceil phone. He called the police Captain and he confirmed that the cell phone will be 
returned, He does not know whether such phone was finally returned to Mr. Sibanda.

Sfbenalle MooUi A24: She will stele (hat she Is a neighbor of fire deceased Johnson 
Nyonl, She WttI state that she vritnessed a group of unknown Policemen assauitteg the 
deceased who was lying down on (he furrow of running water as It was raining. She vrifi 
stale that the deceased was assaulted by means of beli^ lucked vrilh booled feet She 
will stale that she cannot recall the exact date but It was during January 2011.She will 
state that fire deceased was atso pepper sprayed on hie face and that he was having 
bloodied mucous coming out of his nostrils.

She will slate that she was standing at the distarxre of about 20 meters when she 
witnessed the Incident and that it was still in the morning around 10:00. She will stale 
that she never saw what happened Inside the shack. She wifi slate that she learnt that 
the deceased was indeed murdered after a month from hIs younger brother. She will 
state that she may not be able to Identify them if she can see (hem again.

L.'
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Reasons MMawumbe S&anda A20: He wHI sale that on November 2010, on the date 
in which he cannot remember (he dale he vislled hts ex-girllhend Brightness Nka 
Ncube vmo was staying with his dislant sfsler Rachel Ncube. He stept over and in (he 
middle or (he night he was woken up by (he p<riioe looking for John (he boyfriend of 
Fiachei. He was assautled by a police whom he cannot Identity, since It was in the 
dark. There was another PoHce OHicer who was flashing a cellphone on ihelr faces 
trying to identity them. He will further stale th^ John was not there and they 
when they Indicated to the police (hat none of them was Joha

RaohelNGubo AZ1: She will slats that she Is the virtfe of the deceased John Nyoni. it 
was on 26/01/2011 at lOhOO when she was in her shack with her husband Johnson 
Nyoni when police arrivKl and started assauiflng him. Hre police entered the shack 
mrd ^td that they were laoldng ior a ttearm wtdch they alleged tfial her husband used 
to kill a policemen in ^babwe. There were five (5) pcrilce vehicles, and her husband 
was taken away by (he police and that was the last time she saw him. in February 
2011 she received a can from Bikinis Nyord, the brother of the deceased that Johnson 
Nyoni has died.

Brfohfaess Atta Neubo A22: she will state (h^ she Is the sister-ln 4aw of the lata 
Johnsffli Nyoni. On the S"* or 6"' of November while She was asleep was woken up 
by the police who pretended to be Johnson Nyoni and later changed to indicate that 
they are In fact Pottce Officers. She will further state that she was assaulted by the 
police who were Icokfng for Johnson Nyoni. The police freed them after they reaSzed 
(hat Johnson was not amongst them. She teamed (ater that Johnson f^ni was 
murdered by the police In Zimbabwe.

Madata Bhektsba NvonI______
Johnson Nyoni and on 01 March 2011 he letephontcaily contacted his broker Itt law 
Orbed Ndlovu from Bulawayo in Zimbabwe who informed him that his brother Jc^nson 
Nyoni Is late and was found at Central Mortuary in Butawayo. He wil further state that 
he then went to Bulawayo In Zimbabwe and at the mortuary he found the body of his 
brother. The body of John^ Nyoni had a bullet wound on (he collar (neck) Just above 
(he chest and it exited at the back. There was an informatton note attached to the body 
stat^g (hat Johnson Nyoni was involved in (he crossfire at Gwanda in Zimbabwe. He 
wilt further slale that he atlended Johnson NyonI's funeral which was h^d at 
TsholotsholnZfmbaiHii«i

were freed

(

A23i He will state that he is (he brother of late

4^ STATEMENTS OF MEMBERS AT ORLANDO POLICE CTATIOW

The foflowlng statements were obtained from members of SAPS based at Otiaiulo 
police sialion who are witnesses in (he case.

BHaadler fflftofroze/wa Zanowa AiS: He will slale (hat he is a Station Commander of 
Orlando Police Station. He became aware of the aflegation of deportation of 
Zimbabwean foreign Nationals in 2012. He m'll stale (hat as part of his own 
investigation he penised the registers to check if there were indeed Zimbabwean 
nationals detained at Orlando Police Station. According to OB 279/11/2010 the said 
Foreign Nationals were arrested by Captain M L Matuteke. He also discovered that tha
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Foreign Natlonais were detained until OB/11/2010, The procedure is that when a 
person is arrested and is suspected to be iilegal Immlgranl, Home Aflair officlai Is 
called to veril/ the status of Die peisot) before he or she is taken to Lindela for 
deporiaHon, He does not know the procedure was not foitowed by the police In Ihis 
case. He wilt further stale that Captain Maluleke ccmlirmed (hat he Indeed took Ihe said 
Foreign Nationals to Belt Bridge.

TTrowas Phane Sefegane A26: He Is a member of SAPS stationed at Orlando. On 
08/11/2010 Captain Maluleke came to the holdii^ cells wllh four foreign national 
namely Dumisanl Witness Ndeya, Netson Ndtovu, Maqhabane Slbanda and Shepard 
Chuma, The four Foreign Nationals were registered on the OB and cell reglsler. He vrill 
state that it was for the firsl time for him to experience a situation where a member of 
DPCI arrest and delain a person for being an Uegal ImmlgrenL

Parf/fe Abrina gageJg; She w1l stale foal she is a Constable and foal during Ihe 
lime of Incident she was sOII a trainee. On 2010/11/08 at 05h48 she reported on duty 
and she was posted at foe cells. On the same day she was tasked by W/0 Matule to 
write the Occurrence Book. She made enities as directed and not as she observed 
because she was a Trainee.

4.3 STATEMENTS OP HOME AFFAIRS OFFICIALS

__ ffl Qaba 2fl: She wH! state that she Is a Director responsible for D^oriallon.
She wm further state that the Incident that look place in 2010 occurred before she 
Joined the department but upon being informed of the facts of foe case by her ^nlors, 
she realized that msndrers of the SAPS dfd not comply with ihe procedure when they 
deported Ihe four Smbabwean Foreign Nationals, She stated that a member of SAPS 
Is rmt allowed to d^ort any person without foe Involvement of Home Affairs. The 
person suspected to be Illegal foreigner must be verified by the Immigration Officer and 
foe High Cmnmfssloner or Ihe Embassy must confirm (hat such person is fo^r dtl^n.

Fetor NdmndW9 A28; He will slate ttiat he is an Assistant Director with foe 
Department of Home affairs in Soweto, He started knowing about the incident involving 
four Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals In 2012 when he was contacted by Mr. M 
Matfoews who is a Chief Director at foeir Head Office. He will forfoer stole foal Ihe four 
Zimbabwean natlonais were not supposed to be deported because from 20/09/2010 to 
31/12/2010 there was DZP which is DIspensaiion for Zimbabwean Project inillated by 
Ihe Minister tp allow all Zimbabweans wifooul legal documents to stay in the country for 
90 days In order to apply for legal documents. There is no Zimbabwean who was 
supposed to be deported on the basis of Illegal documenls during that period.

He will also further state foal fn 2012, few days after receiving a call from Mr. M 
Matthews a Police Officer by the name of Maluleke visited his office end showed him 
Home Affairs documente with signature and asked him whether he could Identify any 
signature on foe documents. He told Mr, Maluleke that foe signature does not belong to 
any of his people. The documenls were copies and Mr. Maluleke lell in a hurry iMIhout 
showing him the documerrts in full.

He will further slate that no police officer is allowed to deport any person and any 
person suspected to be an illegal foreigner must be screen by Immigralion Officer.

(
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Job Jackson Ke will stale that he Is an Acting Deputy Direct responsible for the 
day to day running of Llnd^a Holding facility. In his statement he outlined the process 
Involved bi the deportation of a person from Llndela. He w1l hirther slate that the 
Incident took place before he was transferred to Llndela.

PoSswa Skosana A3t She w9l state that she Is an ImmlgraOon ^Icer Station at 
Soweto, She will further slate that the form Warrant of Detention of lllegd Foreigner 
(81-1725} was disconflnued in 2008 and that the NoUlicatlon of Deportation Form mist 
be acoompaided by the fingerprints. She will further state that In all cases police call 
them to screen the iliegai foreignms before such p»sons ate taken to Undela.

Johannes Lodawfckus A30: He w9l slate that he Is a Depu^ Director In the 
Department ol Home Affairs at Soweto. He oonflimed that the number on the 
Oelanllon Warrant and NotCicatlon of Oeportatton form prodded by the police does not 
b^ng to any Home Affatta official in Smveto.

gfcftard Peter e/bem A37: He state that he Is an Immigration Officer based at Bell 
Bridge. Ks will further state that when SAPS bring an iliegai foreigner at Port of Entry 
they must hand In a Body Receipt form mrd not tte Detention Warrant. The Warrant of 
Detention Is not a deportation document and must not be froduced or stamped at Port 
of Entry.
He will dismiss the allegation that the stamp used on the documents claimed to be 
Homs Affairs documents by the police is a deportaUon stamp.

Kobela Mararat Mohtahio AS9: She will state that she Is an Immigradon Officer based 
at Belt Bridge and she had been a custodian of Stisnp 20 skrce 20ia She had been in 
control of stamp 20 and when she is not in die office die stamp would be locked In the 
safe, She is the only person In possession of die key. She will state that on the 7^ and 
Bfii of November 2010 she was off du^ and the stamp was locked In the safe. She 
does not know how stamp 20 appears on the documents which the police claim to be 
deportadrm papers because on the day in which the documents were stamped she was 
off duty and die stamp was locked In the safe.

4.4 STATEMENTS OF MEMBERS OF SAPS IN LIMPOPO

Ndandulenl Rhberd /tfatf/onaa A51: He wUi state that he is a Police Officer In the 
South African Police Sendee holding a rank of Lieutenant Colonel slaOoned at 
thohoyandou SAPS as a Commander of Crime Prevention.
He hirther stale that the statement is addiltonal to the statement he signed with a 
member of the Hawks from Pretoria. Ke wants to clal^ certain issues perfainlng to hfs 
previous slalement.
Befme he was transferred to Thohoyandou SAPS, he was working at Belt Bridge 
Police Station as a Commander. His duties Included Crime Prevention, liaison iMth die 
Immigration Officials and other police officials from other stations.
In 2010. two weeks before the 8di November, there was a convoy of vehides from 
Zimbabwe entering Into South Africa. As he was suspicious, he approached them, The 
convoy was approaching (he Immigration Offices. When he approadied Ihem, one of 
them introduced himseff to him as the leader of the group and he told him that he is

u
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Supeifntendent Ncube from the Homlclda Unit In Harare. He then requested him if they 
could not find a place Id sitdovm and discuss.
Superintendent Ncube told film that he was going to Pretoria to meet General Dramal 
He said to him that maybe ha knew about the Chief Superintendent who had been 
murdered. Ha said that the suspects were In Gauteng and he had organized with 
General Oramat to assist them In tracing the suspects.
For the period of two weeks, he never heard anything from Superintendent Ncube and 
his group. After two weeks he received a call from Si^erintendent Ncube who told him 
that he was In town and he wanted to say goodbye. He went to town and met with 
them in front of Tops bottle store. They bought liquor and they left to the border. He did 
not escort them; they went to the bonier and crossed to Zimbabwe. They did not 
discuss anytldng about the operation they had In Gauteng with General DramaL 
The following day after the d^ariure of Zfmbabwean poSce, he received a call from 
Captain Maluleke who is also known as 'Cowboy*. It was on 08 November 2010 
between 1@ and 17d)0, when he called and introduced himself as Cowboy and I asked 
as to who Is Cowboy. He said that he is a Captain Maluleke and was with htm at Pearl 
bi Cape Town In When he said Oral he Is Captain Maluleke, he remembered 
very well who he was, Captain Maluleke asked him where he was, and he said he had 
already crossed the checkpoint. He was told to stop and wall for him. After thirty 
minutes he arrived and vras driving a Sedan which hs thinks is a BMW, He was with a 
male person who was seated on the front passenger seal He then entered Into the 
vehicle after the passenger had moved to the back seal 
While (hey were driving he realized that ftiere were other BMW cars which were 
foibwing them and he knew that It was a convoy. Captain Maluleke told him that 
suspects are In the vehicle them. He said that that there are two suspects and 
the third one Is still not yet found. He will further slate that he never slopped anywhere 
at the border and no documents were stamped for the purpose of deirortatbn.
When they arrived at the Zimbabwean side (he vehicle stopped and Immediately all the 
vehicles were surrounded by Zimbabwean police. They then pulled the suspects from 
the back seat of the chicle behind them. He knew that they were Police Officers 
because he had been working at (he border for a long time and he knew them. He 
even saw the vehicbs that crossed two weeks ago when Superintendent Ncube 
entered the country.
Thereafter one of the Zimbabwean police came and lhanked them and said that they 
must not use (he other gate but use the one they used when they entered.
Captain Maluleke told him that what happened is lop secret end people must not know 
about It,
in 2012 of which he cannot remember the month and dale, C^lafn Maluteke phoned 
and (bid hkn (hat there is a person from Head Office who will be coming for 
InvesligSlon and (hat he must cooperala with him.
Later a parson came b Thohoyandou and he had a dielt statement. He was told that 
there Is a problem vrilh the operalbn which was once done by the Hawks and they 
would like his statement to be fn a particular format. He told him that the statement is 
for covering up and the parliament has some Issues about the qreration. He will briber 
state that he read (he statement and realize that it was to dose.(he gaps and not a true 
reflection of vriial happened.

Brigadier Joseph fi/lakushu AS3: He will state that in 2010 he was the Head of 
Security and Protection Servlrros responsible for eight Borders of which one of them is 
Beil Bridge: He wll further state that Colonel Madilonga was one of his team members
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posled at Beit Bridge reporting under Colonel Radzilanl. He remembers receiving a call 
from Colonel Madilonga h 2010 requesting permission to allow Zimbabwean Police 
who were going to see Malor General DraroaL He then (nstiucted him to call General 
Dramat dIrectI/ because he did not want to be Involved In Ore operation which he was 
not previously informed about. He will further stale that it was the last lime he spoke to 
Colonel Madilonga about the Zimbabwean Police,

Co/onef Dovhattt Sharon fisdzllan! AS4\ She will stale that In 2010 she was the 
direct supervisor of Cobnel Madilonga at the Beil Bridge Port of entry. She w|l) further 
slate that In 2010 Colonel Madilonga informed her about the Zimbabwean Police who 

about to enter the country to see Major General Dramal She cannot ratrrember 
whether he Informed her lelephonicaity or he came to her office. She win Ibrther state 
that she told Colonel Madilonga to speak with Brigadier Makushu about the Issue.

4.5 STATEMENTS OF TOMS MEMBERS tN GAUTENG AND PftETORlA

Lt Col NBetMInp ASS: He staled lhal he is a member of South African Police Services 
slatianed at the Dlractorab of Priority Crimes, Provinclai Office in Gauteng. In 
November 2010 of which he cannot remember Ihe exact date, he received a request 
from Captain Maluleke to assist in arresting a suspect in tha Foiirways area, He met 
with Captain Maluleke at Dlepsloot who than led him to Ihe spot where the suspect 
was, Captain Maluleke walked towards him and briefed him, informing him (hat he is 
Investigating a case cri murder of a Zimbabwean police officer.
He did not ask any question because he knew Captain Maluleke to be working for 
"Cross Border Desk* at the Head Office of the Hawks. He also did not ask question 
because he knew that Captain Matut^ was repfasetrtlng the Head Office, He 
considers himself to be less knowledgeable In Cross Border crimes than Captain 
Maluleke. He discussed the tactical approach of the operation with hto team sini^ he 
considered the operation to be h^h dsk. He positioned himsell at Ihe back of the 
vehicle convoy down a very narrow alley leading to an informal structure. There were 
three Police Officers whom later he discovered (hat ihey were Zimbabwean police, 
They were dressed in neat trousers, collar shirts and suilsjackets.

After 15 minutes his members came out and informed him that Ihey found the intended 
target and that Captain Maluleke had arrested him. They drove out of the settlement 
and slopped at the shopping center. Captain Maluleke Informed him that they also 
have to arrest other suspects fn Soweto. He was Infoimed the next day that other two 
suspects were also arrested.

He also remember receiving a call from Captain Maluleke requesting escort of high risk 
suspects to Musina since he had to hand them over to Zimbabwean AulhoriUes, He did 
provide a team to escort the suspects. He believes he must have reportml such arrests 
to Major General SIblya,

Caotain Arnold Boonatra A60: He will slate (hat in November 2010 {a dale and time 
of which he cannot remember) he was requested by U Col Neelhling to assist In 
tracing the suspects who were wanted by Captain Maluleke. He went to Diepstool 
shopping Centre arrd wailed for the members involved in the operation to come and 
fetch hkn. They came in a convoy and he followed. II was at night and he cannot

{
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remember the exact l^e, He approached Lt Col Maluleke known as Cowboy to 
provide him vt4tb the case number or reference number. He gave him a referent 
number from the I9e he was holding. Ha also told him lhat the suspects were wanted In 
connection wtBi murder a Police Colons In Zimbabwe. He also mentioned that the 
police Colonel was killed during tire Shoprite roUreiy, He does not remember precisely 
whether he said Shoprite robbery took place in Zimbabwe or South Africa.

The operation moved to Soweto but he did not see people who were arrested. He did 
not witness any assairit because he was not near the operation. He Just heard Lt Col 
Maluteke saying that he will detain the suspects bi Soweto.

Capfafn Emesf NkaslATT: He vrill slate that on 22/t1f2013 after the operaSon which 
was carried out at Ofepsloot he was requested by U Col M^uleke from DPCI Head 
ofRcs to take s^ped Prtbhard Chuma to Aldcandra Police station ibr detention but 
without the case number. He detafned Ihe suspect at Alexandra Police Station free of 
any Injuries. He vrill further stete that he wrote the cdl number of Lt Cot Miriuleke in the 
Occurrence ^ok.

Warrant Officer PJD Sehoa ASS; He will stale that he is employed by DPCI in 
Gauteng on a rank of a Warrant Officer. In November 2010 of whfch he cannot 
remerrdrer the exact dde he recdved a call from hts Commander It Cot Neethlbig 
requesting him lo assist Captain Malufeke in escorting a suspeci. He told him lhat

He then called Captdn Maluleke who confirmed that he needed assistance lo tran^ort 
a suspect to Musina. He requested him to use his vehicle because it had a blue %ht 
He was In possession of BMW 330 with i^lration numbm*- TJHS88 GP, He cannot 
remember the details of Ihe trip but he remembers arranging with Captain Maluleke to 
meet at Alexandra Police Station on 23/11/2010 as recorded Irt Ihe Occurrence Book to 
book out the said suspecL Captain Maluleke arrived and was dri^^^g a Nissan Hard 
body Double Cab.
Captain Maluleke told ihe officer at the Sendee Centre the name of the suspeci artd the 
suspect by the name of Prichard Chuma was brought lo him. Captain Maluleke 
handcuffed the suspect and took him to (he BMW. He then drove the vehicle being 
escorted by Captain Maluleke. He did no! know whal Ihe suspeci was wanted for and 
that he wBs ^st carrying out the request of his commander. He was told by Captain 
Malideke thal Ihe su^recled should be taken lo SHverton PoRce Nation, He drove the 
suspect lo Silverton where he was booked In the celts. He does not remember whether 
he booked the suspect himself or Captain Maluteke did it. After booking Ihe suspect 
Captain Maluleke told him that on 24/11/2010 he must assist in escorting the suspect 
to Musina,

On 24/11/2010 he weni lo Silverton DPCI's office as directed lelephontcaHy by Captain 
Maluleke. When he arrived the foUoun'ng day, he ffiscovered that Ihe suspeci he 
transported the previous day was no longer In Ihe cells in Silverton Police Station but 
v^lh Captain M^ufeke, He was then brought to his vehicle and after he sat down, 
Captain Maluteke placed Iron legs on him. They then drove to Musina while Captain 
Maluleke was providing escort. Captain Maluleke was In the company of a female 
person not known [0 him.
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KeNDITION,

On anlvat at Musina Captain Malulske signaled using the head lights that they have to 
proceed straight to the border, He then proceeded to the border and when they arrived, 
they found the entry gate having a tong queue, He used the exit gate as errtrairrs gate. 
The police stopped therrt before they proceeded any further but when ha put the blue 
light of his vehtete on, they gave way. He stopped In front of the police station at Belt 
Bridge and Captain Malulske came over to his car, released Iron fegs from the suspect 
and headed to the Community Service Centre. He than wmt beck and slept over In 
Polokwane.

Hfbffanf offfeer gfvan/ John Sambo ^59: He will stale that on 23/11/2010 ha was 
ofilcfally on duty at Silverton Police station when Detective Warrant Officer Setepe 
brought a black mala Prichard Chuma. The prisoner was booked in as a transit u^thout 
body receipt He wlH further state Orel W/0 S^pe was Kith an unknown African male. 
On 24/11/2010 W/0 Setepe came and book out the prisoner Prichard Chuma from 
Silverton Pottos stalton to Beit Bridge under Bulawayo Case nunrbe'r 1337/11/2010. 
The same prisoner was received try toe African m^e who was with W/0 Selepe the 
I»evtou9 day and he signed the Occurrence Book as a Captain.

Metnfesh Po/e/a ATS: He w^l state that In December 2010 to May 2013 he v/as 
employed by South African Pofce Services as a spokesperson for the OPGI. He was 
reporting directly to Li General Dramat and Brigadier MasMgo. He will furtoer stale that 
he remember one lime being introduced to the Zimbabwean PoHce who were having a 
meeting with General Dramat. He cannot remember when and how the meebng was 
conducted since he was not part of the meeting. In 2011 he received an inquiry from 
MzilikazI wa Africa who wanted to be dariiied of renditions of Zimbabwean nationals. A 
meeting was held between him and LI General Dramat, Col Bast and Capt^n Maluleke 
to discuss the Issue. Outing the meeting Captain M^uleks denied to have handed any 
person to Zimbabwean Autoorlties withal the involvement of Home Affairs. Lt General 
Dramat also (tenied having known any rendidons of toe Zimbabwean nationals. He vdll 
further stats that he teleitoonlcally contacted Major General Sibiya to find orrt whether 
he knew about the renditions of Zbnbabwean nationals and ha denied having 
knowledge of such. He will furlhm- state that he does not remember an inddent In 
Which he moved from house number to house number three at the DPCI office and Lt 
General Dramat addressing the people about the arrest of the Zimbabwean nationals.

Masoeha Rodgars NOilamu A80: he will stale that on 11/1t/2011 he rec^ved an 
InvestIgaSon from his commander Colonel Basi by giving him a copy of a newspaper 
article that reads' •HAWKS AND SA POLICE ARRESTING SUSPECTS AND 
SENDING THEM OVER THE BORDER TO BE MURDERED*. He wilt further stole that 
he Inve^gated the case by interviewing members of the Hawks Lt Col Maluleke who* 
also gave him copies of warrants of detentions of the fottowing indlvlduats, Dumisai 
Witness Ndeya bom 1967/OS/10, Nelson Ndiovu bom 1985/11/14, Maqhawe Sibanda 
bom 1988/07/13 and Shepard Chuma bom 1988/07/15, He also approached toterpol 
and checked whether the above su^ls were on toe list of wanted su^ls. He 
obtained the statement of Lt Col Neethling, M^or General Sibiya, and Mr WCR Vosler. 
He will further stole that duKng toe investigation he was unable to find the person who 
leaked the documents to the media.
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4.6 STAIEMEWTS QF tRT MEMBERS_WHO ASSISTED IW_ THE ARREST OF 
imsgNNyoNir

Avhaalmf Besmoncl Takalanl A62; Ha (s employed by tha South African Police 
Services In Gauteng stationed at Johannesburg Central PoUee station under Ihe TRT 
unit On 2011/01/12 at 11hOO In ihe morning he was on duty in a full uniform posted at 
DIepslool for Crime Prevention purpose. While busy vi^ his duties with other members 
of TRT unit from Johannesburg Ceniral, (hey mcefved a request from members of Ihe 
Hawks (OPCI) TOMS who were at Diepsloot SAPS to provide backup in (he arrest of 
wanted suspect When they arrived at Diepsloot SAPS, he decided to remain outside 
white others were briefed Inskfe (he station. From Uie station the vehicles proceeded to 
the Squatter Camp. Aior^ the way his co-woikers biformed him that (here was a 
suspect who was being traced ^ Ihe Squatter Camp.

When they ertived ei the place where the suspect was, he remained In^e the vehide 
because It was raining he did not have a coal. He saw the suspect when they 
brought him to the v^lide. After members of the Hav^ and Crime InleWgence who 
were unknown to him arrested Ihe suspect, they were requested to escort the suspect 
to Silverton DPCI ofRces. They escorted Ihe suspect and at Silverton OPCI oices he 
saw Cap^n Matuteks vrtio was wearing a CovidJoy hat with two unknown African 
males who were travelling In a white BMW with ambabvirean registration numbers. 
Capl^ Matuleke further sdd that they mte Smbabman police who came te take the 
suspect, referring to tim suspect whom they had just arrested at Diepsloot.
While they were with the suspect, he told ihmn that some weeks back he was in 
Zimbabwe attending a fiiner^ of some of Ihe people he committed crime with and also 
knew they were after him. He was'telling them whmi Captain Maluleke and 
Zimbabwean police were Inside lha offices.
They were requested to take Ihe suspect to Pretoria Moot SAPS for detention. Before 
they went to Pretoria Moot SAPS, photos of all members involved In (he oparallon ware 
taken. When they arrived at Pretoria Moot Polices station, Captain Maluleke detained 
the suspect and they then blocked off.

Jahaiwies Aftratf MoatsM A61: He will state that In January 2011 he was on didy 
posted at Diepsloot as a result of xenophobic violence prevalent at the time. At 13h00 
on (hat particular day, he received a call via two ways radio from his commander to go 
Diepsloot police station. When he anived virith his colleagues he found the commander 
of Diepsloot Police staticm who introduced them to Captain Maluleke who was with two 
males persons and a female. The two male persons and a female were Introduced as 
memb^ of Crime Intelligence. Capla'm Maluleke Infoimed them that there Is a person 
who has committed serious cases in Zimbabwe and he is very dangerous. Captain 
Maluleke further said that the suspect was with the Informer and had to be arrested. He 
will further state'that they went Into Ofepstoot where (he suspect and the Informer were 
pointed out. After Ihe arrest erf the suspect they went to a certrrfn shack where 
members of Crime Intelligence conducted a search but nothing was found, They were 
told by Captain Maluleke to transport the suspect to DPCI offices in Silverton. At 
Silverton Caplafn Maluleke requested (hem to book the suspect at Moot Pofice wffh Ihe 
instruction that no visitor (s allowed for the suspect. He cminol remember (he name of 
the aspect but he remembers taking photos wilh the officers from Zimbabwe.

1. J
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Seffo John Phaswana A6^. Ms slatemenl conobofates that of Avtia^rt Desmond 
Tafcalani in all material aspects.

Tshatoa Jacob Selstela ABt His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalanl mtd that of Sello John Phaswana in all material aspects.,

Ufateobane Stias IWotoatfo A7ft His statement conobotates that of AvhasftoRi 
Desmond Tahalanl and that of Selh John Phaswana as well Urat .of Tshatoa Jacob 
Seletela,

AnarhsNxmaioABSi vrill state (hat around 11 mze January 2011 he was woilcing in 
Oiepsiool as a result of xerrophoblc violence at that time. He heard over (he radio that 
(hey were wanted at Oiepsiool PoSca station. When be aiived at the station he found 
Caplalri Malutehe, two male officers ^ one femste who were introduq^ to him as 
tnem^ of Crime Irrteltigence. He w^ll forlher state foat Captain Maluteke requested 
them to assist in Ihe an^t of Zlmbabwemi National vdio committed serious crimes in 
2mb3bwe. Togethm'wlfo his colleagues they went to a sectfort in Drepsloot where the 
suspect was said to reside. The suspect was arrested and taken to DPCI offices in 
Sflverfon; he participated In a photo shoot with members of Zmbabwean Police, After

Constable Kosea Tshabatela A83; He will state (hat on 26f11/2011 he was officially on

lo assist them in iradng a suspect who was involved te the murder of Zimbabwean 
Colonel In Zimbabwe. Constable Rlidwlso and his female co-worker briefed them that 
the suspect was with the informer. When they arrived atlhe exact place, they found the 
suspect standing in f(on\ of Ihe tuck-shop. They arrested him and took him to his room 
where they found a woman with a smaU baby. Constebla RIkhotso and his femde 
colleague search the room. The suspect was taken to Silverton at foe DPCI offices 

! they found two Zimbabwean police officers. He will further slats that (he suspect 
informed him that some few weeks wfoile he was fo Zimb^nve he attended (he fonerat 
of his colleague who was kilted by foe Ztmbdrwean polica and foe same Zimbabwean 
police wfli him when he arrive In Qnbabwe. He was requested to detain foe su^ct 
at Moot police but he cannot remerrfoer (he person who made foe request.

were

4.7. STATEMEfffS OF CRIME IWTeUlGENCE MEMBERS WHO TRACgP AND 
ARREST6D GORDON DUBE AND JOHNSONJIYONI.

Afaafooffa ff/kfiofso A67t He will state (hat In January 2011 of which he cannot 
remember ihe exact date he went to IMerdabnig police stalion a( the CIAC office which 
is responsible for profiling and identifica&m of crime hot ^ts. When he arrived he 
found Constable Sombhane who was working at the CIAC office. Constable Sombhane 
gave trim a list of wanted suspects end on (op of foe list was Gordon Dube who was 
wanted it! connecllon with murder in Zimbabwe and rcfoberies in South Africa, He came 
back to his office and organized with his contacts to took for Gordon Dube, It took (wo 
weeks for foe contact to (race the suspect He will further state that his contact 
Informed him (hat he found Gordorr Dube and together wifo his colleagues they werrl to 
Thembisa fo order to apprehend foe suspect He was itrformed that foe suspect will be
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coming since he wanted to buy bullets (torn someone. He wilt further state that while 
they were in ThembIsB and they managed to spot the suspect, When he moved they

unlicensed ffream. He saw the same firearm with captain Melulelw at the Hawks 
olflees after It was relumed from the balllslics. The suspect was taken to Wlerdebrug to 
for detenKon, Again In Janua7 2011 he received fnfomialfon from Captain Matufeke 
who requested him to look tor John Nyoni, He then tasked hts infwmer again to assist 
in the arrest of Nyoni. On 26/11/2011 he went to DIepsIoot having organized With his 
Contact to arrest John Nyoni. When he arrived toe Contact pointed out the su^cl and 
he was arrested After they anesled John Nyoni, his house was search but nothing 
was found. They took toe suspect to SBveiton DPCI ofTices. They were assisted by . 
members of TRT. He wTi further state that he parttotoated in toe photo shoot with the 
Zlmb^wean police. He also heard Captain M^uleke raquesttog members of toe TRT 
to take toe suspect to Moot Police station.

Planilnah Mokaobu 463; She will slate that ^e is empk^ed by toe South AMcan 
Police Services slaltoned at Cnme Intelligence in Pretoria With a rank of Constable. On 
12/01/2011 while In toe ofTtra toey received information from (heir Conteei/Inbrmer and 
he tipped them off about a crime that was going to take place at DIepslooL They then 
proceeded toere wtth a backup of members from Ivo^ Park Police siadon where toey 
effected art arrest on Gordon Dube at DIepslooL

In Janua7 2011 they received information from CIAC at Wierdeburg regarding toe 
wanted suspect John Nyoni. The person toey liaised wilh el CIAC was Constable 
Sombhane who also gave toem the nuntoer of Captain Maluleke. She also spoke to 
Matuleke over lha phone while th^ were there, They then drove to toe Hawks oflices 
to meet wlto Captain Mahil^e who tdtd toem that toe suspect has murdered a polios 
officer In Zimbabwe.

They then tasked their Conlacl/fntormer to look for toe suspeci, who did and toe 
suspect was arrested. After toe arrest of John Nyoni, toey all proceeded to toe Hawks 
offices where they gathered tc^etoer for a photo shoot, ^ptain Maluleke exchanged 
toe taktog of photos w[to toe Zimbabwean police. The photo of toe suspect was elso 
taken and toe exhiWl which Is a lirearm was also photographed. After toe photo shoot 
she went to toe shop, but when she came back she was told that General Oramat was 
with Colonel McIntosh and he had just addressed toe people In her absence. She felt 
that she missed out on toe speech of General Dramat but her colleagues told her that 
he was just congratulating them tor a job well done.

• Superintendent Ncube from Zimbabwe who was wearing black shirt and speetades 
told us that he will be sending us letters of cmgratulation from Zimbabwe, She still 
recalls that later toey were called by Biigedier Btilz from Crime totelilgenire Provincial 
office, and he showed them an appredailon letter from 23mbabweart government. He 
lold toem that they would be called by Provindal Commissioner Mzwandlie Petros to 
meet with them as a result of toeir good work. She does not know what happened to 
Jolm Nyoni thereafter.

Emmanuel Dfntiulu masfte ABB: His statement corroborates that of Platinah 
Mokgobu in all material aspects. He will state further that shortly alter the photos were 
taken, he saw General Dramat of ihe Hawks. General Dramal was with ihe 
sp^esperson of the Hawks known to him as (lionet McIntosh Poteto, They then
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gattwred together and Captain Maluleke introduced Cendrei Oramat and the 
spokaspeison. General Oramat addressed and thanked them for arresfing the suspect. 
After he said that he left and Captain Matulske told us that he was organl;^ a 
celebratton braal. Wtdle they were busy enjoying themselves, a lady wort^ at the 
Hawks office with Capte^ Maluleke came and jokred them. She wanted the meet to 
take home because there was loo much meat. She was raquested to download the 
photos Irom Bie camera by Captain Maluleke.

He win slate iuriher that he then decided to follbw her to the r^ce. When she 
downloaded the photos he requested her to print the photos for him. She agreed and 
printed many photos which he took home and ^11 have them even now.

#Mwwya At& He \riil state under oath that on theft
26/01/2011 he was called by his cotle^ues after the arrest of Johnson Nyon) lo join 
them at DPCl offices In Sliverlon fora biaal, He will further stale that when he arrived

Shortly after the photo shoot U General Dramat came and thanked them for the job 
well done.I r 'm
Stafwnont of Brtaedler A G flrffr of Crftne InMIoence A7S: He will state that 
During January and February 2011, Constable Rikholso and his female cttfeagra 
visited his office and informed him thal toey arrested two Zimbabweans who were 
involved in a spate of arm robberies and recovered a lirearm. He congratulated Ihem 
v^thoul enr^ng the det^ of the case. In March 2011 he received a letter wffich was 
addressed to COt NtentenI torn CID Pro^dncla{ Headquarters in Zimbabwe Btdawayo- 
Zlmbabvtie, A copy of Ihe letter is attached to bis statement. He than arranged vdlh Col 
NtentenI to send the officers to the next Cikne Inlell^ence Pro\Mal Management
meeting In order for them to be (XHigratulated. After the management meeting he also
wrote a letter lo Lt General Toka's signalure to the Provincial Commissioner Ih order 
for him to congratulate the members. On 15/07/2011 he received four letters from the 
Provincial Commissioner thantdng members (or good work. He will further state that he 
had no prior knowledge Ihffi ihe suspacls afrested were wanted In connection vdth the 
murder of Zimbabwean police.

■8 OP D1EP5LOOT SAPS MEMB^S REGARDING GORDON,DUBE
U Avhaae! iWfnees Rambuda A7Z. He vi4ll slate that in January 2011 he was worldng 

Diepsloot as a Detective. There were three suspects who were arrested ^er they were 
Inv^d In the shoottog Inddent with the police. They recovered a firearm which was 
booked Into SAPS 13 and received exhibit number SAPS 13/31/2011. He vms involved 
to the charging of the suspecis and ffiey were attending court at AHridgevHls.
After some few days he received a cbH from Captain Maluleke of Ihe Hawks asking him 
to go to Baffisifc Pretoria and collect (he firearm as he had ^ready made arrangement 
with Ihem. He coilacled (he firearm and handed It Caplin Maluleke. Captain Maluleke
told him fiiat he has a case he Is tnvesttgalian against one of the suspects. He
Informed him that the firemm beiongs to Zimbabwe. Ha typed a letter a tetter on his 
computer acknowledging the fireann but he does not remember vvhers he pul the
letter.
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with the prosecutor at Atterid^vIHe to withdraw the case so that he couhi be able to
transport the suspect end the firearm to Ztmbabwe,

H^rairf Officer feaac OhmM A70: He will state that in Janu®y 2011 docket 
Olepskiot Cas 93/Q1/2011 was assigned to him for further Invesiigafion. The docket 
had three suspect arrested for possession of unlicensed firearm and ammunition, the 
names of the suspects were MenzI Dube, God Dube and Sidlngumumd Oumarfi. He 
received a call from 'Cowboy* Maluieke of the Hawks to har^ the Case dockets 
Oiepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 to his office to Silvetton, He said the docket had to be 
tovasfigated together with other dodcels whereto God Dube Is a suspect. He (iiither 
said that the firearm H^ifch Is an exhbit to his docket was used to kill a senior officer to 
Zimbabwe. Captain Maluiehe took the docket and gave them acknowtedgement of 
receipt

He will further slate that Captain Cowboy In the presence of Constable Rambuda told 
htoi that he will fadliiate the release of the suspect from prison and ha wdB talk to the 

-Rrosecuim' to withdraw the case. After sometimes se^ng that the dodret wss under hto 
narhe, he opened a duplicate and sent it to the prosecutor, The prosecutor dedded to

r

Leanll/loverA73: He wilt state that he was tovestigating several cases wherein Godi 
Dube was a suspect The cases were as follows, WIetdabrug Cas 531/12/2010, 
WIerdsbrug Cas 220/02/2010, Wierdabrug Cas 147/11/2010, Wlerdabrug Cas 
1022/12/2010, Wierdabrug Cas 310/10/2010 and Dtepsloot 93fi}1/2011. He was 
informed by Captain Maluieke from the Hawks that suspect Alfred GodI Dube was also 
wanted In Zimbabwe. According to Maluieke he was also wanted for murder as per 
Bulawayo CR 436/09/2010. He vdit further state that he booked out suspect Godi IXibe 
and handed him to C^ain MalUldte. Capidn Maluieke informed him that suspect 
Gordon Dube wfil be handed over to the 2mbabwean government through Immigration 
channels.

$lnd</ Daisy Bonus Sombhans A74: She will stale that during 2010 and 2011 she 
was based at Vtfierdabrug attadied to Crime Intoll^ence unit During 2010 she gave 
Conslable F^tso a list of wanted suspects in Vtfterdabnrg. She also met Captain 
Maluieke at Wlerdabrug who told her that he Is looking (dr a suspect known as Gotfi 
Dube. She contacted Conslable Rikholso and Informed him that Captain Maluieke was 
at Wierdabrug Inquirtog about Godi Dube. She gave him the contact rtumbers of 

, CepNn Maluieke. .

She wfil fiirtoer state thal on the 11/01^11 she saw the name of Godi Dube on the 
cell Register and decided to call Constable FSkholso. Constable Rlkhotso confirmed 
that he arrested Godi Dube toe ^vious night (11/01/2011). She went to the cells and
interviewed God! Dttoe who said he would get a lawyer because toe police assaulted
him,

DQCUISIgNTARY EViPgNCE AcqgiRgD FROM.VARIOl/S pQLIQg 5TAT15KS5.
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5.1.7. BOQK3,4.?&Eg. RESIgTBSS
The hvtstiaa^an at Oriando PoHco Stotfon uncovered tte folhwlncr.

Soeelffo refannee to 08 2^6 to 270 fABh Ths enitles made from 04ht0 of 
06/11/2010 to 12h00 of the 08/11/2010 coniinn that Captain M L Maiuteka of tha DPCI 
with force number 062272^18 arrested Oumlsant Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, 
Maqhabarre Sibanda and Shepard Chuma,

Soeefflc Referonce to OB 426 f/19); Ent^ made at 11hOO of OB/11/2010 confirm that 
that Captain M L Malufeke of the OPCI w!8i ceil number 0627729518 booled out 
Oumlsani WltnHS Ndoya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhabane SIbanda and Shepard Chuma 
to Self Bridge.

SAPS U (A10}: The ceQ register dated 2010/11/05 to 2010/11/08 Indicates that the 
foOovdrrg suspects were charged and detained, Oumlsani Witness Ndeya, Nelson 
Ncflovu, Maqhabane SIbanda, Shepard Chuma. The reason for detention of the 
suspects as per register is stated as *9160^ immigianfs', The entry was made by 
Sergeant Thomas PIxans Satage win also later coriflnned 8t[$ In a sworn statamenl
The ftivegfigatfon et/lfexantfra Police Sfaf/on uncovered Sib foffowftto;

OB Bfittv 22/11/10 fASrm The entry made cm 22/11/2010 shows the booking of 
Prichard Chuma by Captein Nkosl. However NkosI wrote the name and rronlacl 

‘ numbers of Captain Maluleke as tfre person who Is the Inveslfgaling C^cer of the 
case.'
08 a/ifrv 23/11J2010 (ASfM', The entry dated 23/08/2010 shows the booking out of 
Prichard Chuma by Warrant Officer Selepe.
^/iB /nvesf/oatfon ef Sllverton PoUce Station uncovered tha /oi/ow/ngr

OB entry 23f1i/12 A5B/t Warrant OfUcar Seiepe booked in Prichard Chuma at 
Sliverton Police station with Bulawayo case number.

Qg etiirv 24/11/2012 AS8/2: Warrant officer S^epa booked out Chuma to Belt Bridge. 
However Coptah Malul^e also signed, acknowledging Ihe release oi Prichard Chuma 
Into his hands/cusiody.

The /weef/gaten at Prstorfa Moot PoJfce sfstfoa uncovered the folhwlnai

OB mtrv immi fABS/th Warrant Officer Johannes Mpall Moalshl booked In 
Johnson Nyonl by Ihe instmciion ofCaplaln Maluleiro for Fraud,

OB entry 28/01/11 fABS^k Captain Maluleke booked out Johnson Nyon! to Belt 
Bridge for Fraud,

r

release of Jr^nson Nyoni to Capi^ Maluleke was for extradition purpose.
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77;fl InvBsthaOon al Werdabruo Po/tea Sfatfon uncovered the fo//owfncr.

OS entry i2/0l/f? fA71/iJ: Gonlon Oube, Andrew Dube, OumanI Stimusy were 
detained for possesaon of unlicensed Ureaim. The same firearm was found to belong 
to the murdered Zimbabwean Police Officer,

Bot/v R&cabts SAPS 216 (A71/2k They show that Gordon Oube, Andrew Dube end 
Dumanl Stimusy were received from court on 14/01/2011 together but on 28/01/2011 
Gordon Dube was not amongst the other suspects. Pretoria Prison records show that 
Dubs was retease on the 28^ January 2013 to Constable Meyer of Wterdatm^ Police 
station.

Conies of ease dockets Unking Gordon Dube, which were dtscontlnued after
Gprdpff .Qiibe.'S.dgP.ffltoPon (B,20|.

aepsloolCassmimi'.
The case docket was opened after Gordm Dube was found in possession of an 
unlicensed firearm. The original docket was handed to Captain Makrieke mid a 
dupiicata docket had to be constructed without some of the statements In the m^hal 
dodcel The suspect Gordon Diriie was attending court in terms of admission detail 
report of Pretoria Central Correcftonal Services and the body receipt form both filed as 
per A84/1 and A84/2 re^ecUvely,

WIerdabm Cas 531/12/2010:

The case docket was opened after Gordon Dube allegedly robbed a certain business 
at Ollevenhoutbosch where a shot was tired. An empty cartridge was successftiiiy 
linked with a firearm which Gordon Dube was found In possession oft in Dfepsloot Cas 
93/01/2011. There is also a copy of a statement made by Captain Maluleke indicating 
that because of Ihe seriousness of the cases committed by Gordon Dubs in ZImbdjwe. 
Oube was handed over to Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life 
Imprisonment.

mentabmCasi:

The case docket was opened after Gordon Dube altegedly murdered a person at 
SerebeU area. The profectile found in the of the deceased was linked to ihe 
firearm recovered from Gordon Dube during his arrest as per Oiepsloot Cas 
93/01/2011. Gordon Dube was stiH attending court with Ihe next court date set for 
30/03/2011. Captain Maluleke also submitted a statement in which he indicated that 
because of the seriousness of the cases committed fay Gordon Oube in Zknbabwe, 
Dube was handed over to Zimbabwean Government and tie was sentenced to fife 
Imprisonment.

m
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WIerdabtuaCasmmolO:
This muider case docket links Oodon Dubs ffvoi^h cell recoids and baWsGc result. 
Captain Maluleke also submitted a stalemenl In which he Indlr^ted that because of the 
seriousness of the cases committed by Gordon Oube In Zln^bwe, Dube was handed 
over to Zimb^wean Government and he was sentenced to life bnpiisonmenL

This attempted murder docket links through ballistic result Captain Maluleke also 
submitted a statement In which he indicated that because of Ihs seriousness of Ihe 
cases committed by Gordon Oube tn Zimbabwe, Dube was handed over to 
Zimbabwean Government and he was sentenced to life fmprbonment

(
No docket or copies could be found regarding this case.

This Is house robbery case linked to Gordon.

5.2 DOCOMETARY EVIOENCE ACQUIRED FROMPECLOPglCGS.

Success report dated 04/02/2011 (A82/3): The report was addressed to General 
Dramat, General Hlalshwayo and General Toka \Mlh a heading that reeds. 
'CONSOLIDATED SUCCESS REPORTlMOST WANTED FUGITIVElWANTEO FOR 
MURDER AND ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF: 3/12/2010: AND ZIMBABWE 
(BULAWAYO CR iAmmO): WITNESS DUMISANI NKOSI@NDEYA: 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS AND OTHERS.
The report also covets the arrest of Gordon Dube and appreciation of TRT members 
and members of Crime Intelligence.

Success report dated 11/11/2013 (A82/1>a2/2): The report beats reference number 
26/02/1 and again addressed to Deputy National Commis^oner OPCl. The person lo 
whom enquiries must be directed Is Captain Maluleke whereas the signatory Is Col P J 
SelundJ, The report further stated Ihe arrest of Dumisani Witness Vundia @ Ndeya 
and Shepard Chuma,

Overtime and Itineraries of Captain Maluleke (BIS); On 08/11/2010 weni fo Belt 
Bridge (Limpopo) for Investigation and datmed overtime. On 24/11/2010 he went to 
Belt Bridge and also claimed overtime. On 28/01/2011 he went b Bell Bridge and also 
claimed overilms. All this dates corresponds with cellphone records and OB entries 
fndicadng Ihe dates In which the suspects were booked out from the stations,
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5.3 EVIDENCEACQUJREDEBQMi^APTAINIWlULEKgSSEIZEDUPTOP

Succffss report ref; 26f2/1 and 14/02/01; They were generated in Captain Malufeke’s 
laptop before being s^ned by Col L Verster and forwarded to General Oranwt The 
report recovered from the computer has a different reference number but same 
content. Report 14/02/Q1 has reference 0S27239-3/5

Letter to Diepsfoot StaKon Commander; The recovered letter stales that the firearm 
which was found in Gordon Dube's possession and handed to Captain Maluteka after 
ballistic examination was taken to Zimbabwe permanently.

Emails by Captafn ^luleke: He sent e-m^ls drculafiiQ more than 20 photos (tf both 
the suspects arrested and the members Involved in the operation. He sent emdl to 
Zimbabwean poliee trying to find out how tfrey ^veiled badt home and that he is still 
Iradng the remaining suspeds..

Photos; More than 70 photos were found, Oie majority of them relate to the oper^on 
involving Zimbabwean Nationals, Zimbabwean police appear on the photos and the 
white BMW with clear Zimbabwean regfstrafion number.

Letter to Home Affaire tteted OB/11/2010; The letter was addressed to home afftfrs 
requesting asststance in the Deportation of Ure Zimbabwean nationals involved In fite 
murder of Zimbabwean pcriice. Even though the letter Is dated 08/11/2010, It was 
generated in November 2011, shoitly after the news about Illegal deportation of 
Smbabwean nationals hit the n^la.

Letter to stakeholders dated 20/08/2012; The letter was generated the same dt^ 
Indlcafing the trip to Zimbabwe to discuss matters of cooperation on cross bmder 
crimes,

OoGumente regarding Bonganl Moyo’s case: Ihls case is separate from the evente 
that led to the arrest and deportation of the Zimbabwean Naticmals tnlo the hands of 
Smbabwean authority. However It Is a clear case of return of favor by Zimbabwean 
authorities to South Africa. In terms of the documents retrieved. Bonganl Moyo 
escaped from Boksburg prison on 2011/03/28, a month eruf half after South Africa 
deported iltegatV the Zfrnbabwean nationals who were wanted by Zimbabwean 
authorities. An amoimt of R50 000 rewards was also provided for any Informatton that 
could lead to the arrest of Moyo, Captain Mahileke stated that hie Informer told him that 
Moyo was on his way to cross the border in South Africa after being ^t by 
Zimbabwean police. According lo the formal statement of Captain Maluleke, he 
arrested Moyo on the 13/05/2011 after he was found In the vehicle that crossed the 
border Into South Africa, The other information retrieved provides contrary eccounl of 
what happened. In a tetter he stales that he went to Zimbabwe and conducted an 
operation with Zimbabwean police at Moyo’s home vifiage on 11/05/2011, Moyo was 
subsequently shot at (ran^rted to the border with the hek) of Zimbabwean poltce.

Sfatemonf of Bonganl Afovo: he will state under oath that In May 2011 he was in 
Zimbabwe Bulawayo busy speaking over the cellphone when Zmbabwean police 
arrived at his house. After Idenlifying him they assaulted him and handcuffed him. They 
pul him in the bakkie and drove to the bush, where they ordered him to lie down. They
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(hen shot him on botf] linees. He was then to CenN HospHel in Zimbabwe 
where he was treated before released to the hands of the Zimbabwean Poilca. After

further state that they were travelKng in a white Toyota Foituner and he was handed to 
toe Souto African Police, at Belt Bridge,

5.4 DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE

Warrant of Detention of Itlegal Foreigners (BM725t- This document was produced 
by the SAPS as a proof that Shepard Chums, Witness Ndaya and Nelson Ndlovu were 
detained for being fflegat foreigners and (hey were seen by an Immigration Officer. 
However the senators that appears on (he docket does not bekmg to any member of 
Home Affairs in Gauteng and the appofnlmenl number 037152 does rot exist.
It was also uncovered that toe BI-172S used was dlscontirrued (n 2008 according to 
Home Affairs aivl hi 2010 it was no longer part of toe official documents of Home 
Aff^e. The stamp on both doeummits cieariy shows that whosoever completed toer
toe tnfbtmatlon of the three foreign nationals, The hatKlwiitlng erq^it In her ttnffings 
has Indloated that the signature In each document does not resemble the sampled 
s^nalure provided by members of Home Affairs.

Notiflcatton of The Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner {OHA'16B9) documents 
were produced SAPS as proof that toe Netscm Ndtovu, Shepard Chuma and 
Maqhawa Sibanda were deported through Bdt Bridge Border. However the form has 
been wrongly stamped and does not have Rnger prints of the deportee as required,
The stamp number 20 belonging to Beit Bridge was used and such stamp Is not for that 
purpose. The stamp is Individuatized and belongs to Immigration Officer Kbbeto 
Margrat Mohtahlo who on the day In which the stamp was used was off duty and toe 
stamp was locked In toe safe, she is toe only person in possession of toe key to the
safe.

Bett Bridge Duty Roster- This is e duty regisler used by Imm^ration Officers at Be^ > 
Bridge, The register confirms that Immlgrallon Officer Kobelo Margret Mohlahto was off 
duty on 7"* and 8^ of November 2010.

Beit Bridge Movement data: The data entails Information pertaining to the entry and 
exit of people who were Identified by Colonel Madilonga as members of Zimbabwean 
police who approached him with a request to see U General Dramat.

Expert report on. the Home Affairs Documents.ABIfl and A81f2: The documents 
vtolch were handed by Col Bast which are Nodiicabon of the deportabon of the Illegal 
Foreigner and Warrant of Detention were sent to toe forensic laboratory for analysis,

L_
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5.5 EVIDEWCEIM TERMS OF SECTION 205 OF THECRIMl^ALPROCEDURE ACT.

CELLPHONE RECORD OF MAJOR GENERAL StBIYA (0725953168) AND (0724798484)

Reason for 205 applfcatfon________________ __________________ _
to W th9 ^ienion of the wSoBssea who Mq/br Genera/ SfMya was newr at the crbiiBa
alleged to havBSdsn Major GenerafSiblya^ scenes or pfanrdng area as aSegad by 
the ciima scene__________________ membe/s of QAna IntelSgBncB.__________

Findings

CELLPHONE RECORD OF LT GENERAL DRAMAT (0825515311)
Reason for 205 appHeatlon Endings

The&rM'm^twale^idWlT'Ga^
Dramat does show any Inlefeciton wSh the 
ZinAabwean counhipBris. However (he fad 
that Zhnbabman police have entered 
the eaunhy ts eodimted by fAotografAs but 
there Is no evfdenca fbsl they were U 
General Dramat The photos show fftem vdh 
m^bers of (be TRf, Captain Matdeke and 
members of Crime Inleiligeiwe.__________

To veiWy whether he had Interacflon vtiA (be
Zhnbabwean Authority tegardbig the arrests 
of Zimbabwean NaSonafs. To r^aify as

r Zimbabwean polkx In lek&m to the rmider 
case of a senior officer In Smbabwe

CELLPHONE RECORD OF MAJOR GENERAL HLATSWAYO (0828051210}

FindingsReason for 205 application
To test the version Old Captain
Maldeke was report dtrect to her version that die did not know enytdng 

about (be arrest mi deportations of 
Zimbabwean Nationals. She was nevar at the 
scene or at Fourways Shopping center whera

cross border Issues, During the 
Intenriew with the said General she 
detried hadng ktmm about (he

b do apply for 205 in order to dear 
be/neme,_________________

CELLPHONE RECWOF LTGENERAL LEBEYA (08257518991
Reason for 205 application Findings '

The evidence shows that he did not know
anything about the operation ffrat led (o the 
arrest of the Zimbabwean Naifonab

General Slbiye and whether when he signed 
on one of the success report he had more 
inbrmeiton about the opsratlan._________

CELLPHONE RECORD OF CAPTAIN MALULEKE (082 7729518)

FindingsReason for 205 application
Thera Is prime fade case against Captain
Mdoleke.

To ted the version of Ihe wilnesses who
alleged that Captain Malulake lad lha 
operations thd led to lha anesf of 
Zimbabwean Nationals___________ _
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CELLPHONE RECORD OF CAPTAIN NKOSl, W/0 MAKOE AND CONSTABLE RADEBE 
(0834373227), (0723050697), (0824198303) AND (0737313B0B).

Reason for 205 application__________
To test ths mslm of Ow wUnams who
eHeged (hat they wan at the aim scenes 
and Oiey took money end assaulted the 
Zimbabwean Afafftwafe_____________

Findings
The record conffmts that ffrey were at the
scene even though the al^athn of theft is not 
combotated

CELLPHONE RECORD OF LT COL MADILONGA (078 520 9741) AND (0713550548)

Reason for 205 appllcaBon Findings
To fast his vanlon hr vddch he aS^ed that ha
laeeived a ca// from Captain M^Iel^ on 
08/11/2016 leganilng the deportation of 
Zbidrabwaan Natlonafs______________

Their tnlaraaion conBnns the version id
Madllongar

S OF SENIOR MEMBERS OF SAPS AND SECRETARIAT5.6 SIMS

Lt General Mkhwanazl A99; He wfll stale that In fate 2011 wfien he was an adbig 
National Commissioner of South African Police Services, he heanS on the news when 
Minister Radebe was commenting about ttre alleged death of Zimbabwean Citizens as 
a result of being handed to the Zimbabwean AuOwttlies b/ South African Police 
Services. He Immediately contacted the Head of the DPCI Lt General Dramat ax) 
inquired about (he issue. Lt General Dramat oonrinned that members of his unit did 
transport the Zimbabween Citizens but as Illegal Immigrants. He then summoned Lt 
General Dramat to his office. U Gener^ Dramat came w*lh an officer who was 
introduced to him as ‘Cowboy”. He was Informed that Cowboy was In charge of the 
group that transported the Zimb^wean Citizens. Cowboy said that he was 
Invesllgadng a case of ATM bomUng which led him to the Zimbabwean Citizens. After 
he realized they were not linked lo the case he deluded to transport them to Beit Bridge 
because they did not have valid documents. Cowboy further said Uiat he got valid 
deportation documents from Home Affaks before he could ^nsport (hem, He wHI 
further state that he could not understand why Cowboy did not hand over the 

. ants to Home Aifairs. Wt«n he asked whether It was necess^ to transport 
Illegal Immigrants, U Genera) Dramat could not offer any explanation,

Lt General Lebsva AST: He wS stale lhat when he commented on the success r^ort 
regarding the Zimbabwean Nationals arrested, he only did it as a practice. He vvill 
further stale lhai M^or General Sibiya has an automated messaging which Includes 
his number wherein automated success report or Information Is senl. He cannot 
remember what all the messages were about, which he received on 05/11/2010.

ilfe. Jennifer irlsh-Ohabosheane A100: She wflf slate that she is the Head of the 
Civilian Secretariat and the Secretary of Police. She became aware of (he allegations

L

imi
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of renditions on 22/10/2011 when she saw an article in a Sunday Times newspaper 
entWed, *{oumey to death In an unmarked car, The Minister requested a detailed 
response from the OPCI to be submitted to him In writing. She received two oRIcid 
responses In a form of tnfomtation notes to the Minister, Based on the different 
tnfermatlon supplied to the Minister of Police, the Minster fe^l that the matter needed 
further Inqul^ to establish whether there Is any evidence that the SAPS might have 
violated intemaltonat tews and procedures and/or South Afncan laws,

WamlnQ Stetamant ofLt Ganeral DnmatA94/1: He will state that he te the Deputy 
National Comrrdssioner of the South African Police Sendees, He unequivocally pc^t 
out that at no stage during his correct rote as the National Head of the DPCI did he 
ever personally authorize the unfmvful and tetentlonal depriving of a person liberty, or 
movement, and/or his cuslodlans of control on any baste whatsoever,
He wai further aate that never euthorized anyone or sandJoned the kidnapping any of 
the Zimbabwean Nationals. Ha knows of no adlon that he took or aulhmfze which was

r yfymlna Statoment of Wafer Genera/ Sfblva A101: He will state that he was never 
appointed as die bead of TOMS. However he received reports ftom hte members 
regarding successes as routine. He was never part of the operation that arrested the 
Zimbabwean National who was wanted in connection with the murder of 29mbabwean 
Colonel fn Zimbabwe.

Mfem/no stofemenf of If Co/ MaManau ffa/u/e/re ABB: He exercised his r^hl to
remain silent.

GATED5,7 STATEMENT ON HOWDIEPSLOPTCasJ! MSI]

Innocent Humbulani Khuba Af 02: He will State that he Is a member of Independent 
Police Investigative Directorate base'in Limpopo, On 23 October 2012 he received a 
case docket from Mr. Sesoko and appointment letter lo conduct Investigation in all 
cases of alleged assault against Ma}or General Sibiya. The docket received te 
DIepsloot Gas 390/07/201Z He also received a copy of the letter which was sent to Mr 
Se^o by Major General Sibiya complaining about the conduct of North West Task 
Team which was tasked to Investigate esses egainst him Including Ol^sloot Gas 
390/07/2012. He was teformed by Mr Sesoko who was (he National head of IPID of 
Inves^atlon that the reason he was minted to be the new Task Team Leader was 
that Major General Sibiya complained against the Nortii West Task Team, He was 
advised to assemble a team that would assist me in the investigation of these cases. 
The team assembled comprised of the fellovring individuals, Mr Kenneth Ratsbltali, Mr. 
L Maphelho, Mr N Mulaudzl and Mr T Mashaphu who are all Investigators from 
Limpopo Provincial office. They worked under his guidance and Ipok InstnicUons 
directly from him as liie team leader.

Upon his perusal of DIepsloot Gas 390/07/2012 and other accompanying documents, 
he discovered that (he Independent Police Investigative Directorate received a 
complaint of aileged renditions Involmg members of the OPCI headed, by LI General 
Dramal from Ctvtiian Secretariat, the case was reported as result of parilamentacy
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question by Cope Member of PaillamenI and an article by Sunday Times. The docket 
had blowing stetements obtalned'by members of South African Police Services, Qie 
statement of Shepard Chuma, Maqhawe Slbanda, Nelson Ndfovu, Bonganl Henry 
Yende, Petros Jawuke, Desmond Campbell, Alfred Ndobe, Andrew Made Sampson, 
Reason Mhlavnimbe Sibanda, Rachael Ncube, Brightness Nka Ncube, Madala 
Bheklsfsa NyonI and Sibongtte Mpofu, There were also copira of Occunence Book and 
cell Regislers from Orlando police staOon regaidk^ the detention and booking out of 
the follou^ng IndMduals, Dumlsanl Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovtr, Maqhawe SSianda 
and Shepard Tshuma. There were also four Detention Warrmits, four DeportaSons

He look over the case for further tnvesilgatkm In tenns of Sectlan 206(6) of lha 
ConsUluOon of the l^publlc of South Africa which provides that, on receipt of a 
complaint lodged by a PiDvindat Executiva, an Independent Complaints body 
eslabRshed by the natibnat legislation must Investigate any atteged irrisconducl or 
offences allegs^ committed by members of SAPS. It was also in terms of Seeflon 28 
(1) (0 and (h) of the Irviependent Police Investigative DImetarale Act 1 of 2011 
dedslon to [nvesligate the case was made.

On 13 November 2012, a t^ler requesting, an Interview with Home Affairs offldals arrd 
documents regarding Vie movement of people at Musina Belt Bridge port of entry was 
e-mdted to Mr, Ndlovu of the Deportaiion sectlan at Home Affairs Head Oflice In 
Pretoria. On 08A}2/2013 the permission was granted after he had a meeting vdlh Mr. M 
Mathews, the Chief Director responsible for deportation and mending of Ports of Entry. 
Prior to the Interview vdlh Home Affairs officials, he visited Oriando Police station on 
tO/Ot/2013 and Interviewed Brigadier Zangwa and other members stationed at 
Orlando. He received copies of the Occurrence Book and cell registers Include a color 
copy of the Sunday Newspaper regarding the incident 
On 15/02/2013 he went to Home Affairs Deparlment in Pretoria and interview Peter 
Ndwandwe and Nolwandle Qaba about lha (ncidenl and process involved In the 
deportation of undocumented persons or Illegal Immigrants. He received a copy of DZP 
policy from Mr Ndwandwe and the Immigration Act On 21/02/2013 he went to Soweto 
and obtained the statements of the foUovring Indhnduals, Mannes L Broodiyk, 
Patiswa Skosana and Job Jackson. Job Jackson who is the Manager of Undeia 
Holding facility for lll^al Immigrants gave him a ptinloul of all people who ware 
deported during the DZP period ^Ich covers (he lime of the alleged deportation of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals. The lisi is filed as A34 in the docket

On 25/02/2013 he went to Belt Bridge and obtained a statement of Peter Hiberg, He 
also gave him an example used copy of Notice of Deportation which is filed as A38 and 
Duly Rooster for the period 5 November 2010 to 13 November 2010 which Is filed as 
per A40, On 26/02/^13 he went to Turfloop and obtained statement of Magret 
Mohlahio, an Immigration officer whose stamp was allegedly used In the documents 
that resulted In deportaiion of Zimbabwean Nationals.

During the InvesUgalbn of the case he visited the office of Lt General Drama! on 
07/03/2013 and a meeting was held between LI General Dramat and him. He wai 
further state that at that stage the {nvesligalion had not uncovered any evidence 
relating lo the Involveme/)! of Lt General Drama! or any other senior officer of DPC). 
The mealing was held at Lt General Dramat's office which is located at Silverton.

( that the
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Dining the meet^g, U General Dramat was Infoimed dioul the allegalion of 
kidnapping and assaull leveled against members of DCPCI most especially Captain 
Maluleke who Is now a U Colonel. Ha said that he had sanctioned intemal 
InvestigaKon ki (he matter and the outcome of the Investigation cteered LI Colonel 
Matuleka of any wrong dokig. When f asked hhn whether they were any.Ztmbabwean 
police who visited the DPCI offices, he said that there were no Zimbabwean poOce who 
came Into the country regarding the alleged matter and that all Zimbabwean Nationals 
were deported dirough Home Malrs for bekrg illegal Immigrants, Lt General Dramat 
was requested b provide statement with regard b the brmaflon of TOMS, his 
knowledge about the DZP, source documents that Informed dre intemal Investigation, 
his report to parliament and knowledge about the Involvement of Zimbabwean police in 
the operation of TOMS. He Momied me that the request should be forwarded b Col 
Basi and he would hand all the necessary documents Including his sworn stabmer^t to
him.

On 07103/2013, shortly after the meeting he generated and emailed a letter to Col Bast. 
On 19/04/^13 he met with Col BasI In front of the tnlerpol building cm Pretorlus Street 
!n Pretoria He handed to Mm a brown envelope containing following documents, cell 
phone records of Captain Maluleke, U Col Neethlk^ and Major General Sibfya. Thane 
were also copies of sworn statements of, Willem Caret Slephenus Vorster, Andree 
Neethting, Captain Maluleke, Vincent Sefotole, Major General SIbiya, Warrant Officer 
Makoe, Ndanduleni Madllor^a and Warrant Officer Rodgers Ntolamu. Atlached to the 
copy of toe statement of Warrant Officer Nthlamu were copies of the following 
documents. Warrant of Detention (BM725) tor the follovdng Individuals, DuiMsanl 
Wlness Ndeya, Shepard Tshuma, Nelson Ndlcvu and Maqhawe SIbanda. Thera were 
also four Nollficadons of the Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner (DHA-1SB9) for the 
foibwing IndMduats, Nelsor) Ndlovu, Shephed Chuma, Maqhawe SIbanda and 
Witness Ndeya, The Warrant .of Datention and NoliBcaHon of the Deportation forms 
atladred b Warrant Officer Nlhfamu statoment appeared b be similar b the one 
received from Secretariat which were already part of the docket. The Warrants of 
Detentions and Nolificalions of Deportation received from Warrant Officer Nhlamu 
virere the one sent to the Forensic Lab for analysis on 10/08/2013 and 21/08/2013. The 
documents given b him by Col Basi also include search result report from Interpol 
Indicating that Oumisani Witness Ndeya. Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhawe SIbanda and 
Shepard Tshuma were not in the wanted list However there was no statement of U 
General Dramal In the envelope handed to him. The documents handed to him are 
tiled In the docket as per AII-ASO,

In Aprk 2013 he caked Conslabla Radebe and Warrant Officer Makoe for the purproe 
of oMalnIng their warning ststemanls. He never compelled anyone b knpitcate Senior 
Members of the DPCt, However, he informed toem that they can arrange a service of a 
lawyer in order for them to be guided during the process. Shordy after speaking with 
them he received a call from LI Col Maluleke tdd me that he was not supposed to 
request warning statements from his people because on Ihe day he arrested 
Zimbabwean Natbnats he was the lead man and Gonsbble Radebe and Warrant 
Offber Makoe were taking inslnjclions from him. He informed him that ha canr^ot 
answer on their behalf and that when his turn comes he will be informed accordingly. 
He will further state that on toe day set for interview none of the above members came 
for Ihe Interview.
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On 0S/04i2013 lie interviewed NdandutenI Maditenga and obtained hte statemenL On 
15/04/2012 he went to Bell Bridge and interview Col Red^iarri and obtained her 
slatement. The teilowing day he interviewed Brigadier Makushu In Polokwane and 
obtained his statement
On 27/06/2013 he fntenflewed U Co) Neethflng in his oRica and obtained his 
statement On 23/06/2013 he met with Warrant OFTicer Setepe at East gate in 
Johannesburg and obtained his statement Afler being provlited with Inlbrmatlon 
regarding the arrest and the transportation of Prichard Chuma to the boarder, Silverton 
and Alexander original SAPS 10 (oocairrence books) were uplifted. Copies of the SAPS

On 10/07/2013 ha me! with Ms, I Verster at Rofea'CoIn for the Interview. Sha gave 
informatlbn regadtng the success r^wfts resulting horn the arrest Of Witness Ndeya

OPCI and obtateed the serial number of Captain Maluteke's laptop which he used 
during 2010 and 2011. On Iha same day he generated a lelter to Col Mabuyela whor
the PPCi offices itx toe purpose of Investigallon. He hand-delivered toe tetter to Col 
Mabuyela otr 11/07/2013, requesOng toe fbllovdng things, Datt Laptop with serid 
number CNOJP242486436BL3424 which was ess^ned to U Col Maluleke, approved 
overtime claims for U Col Mafuteke for the follou% period 01/11/2010-31A)1/2011, 
approvi^ trip Karaites' for U Col Maluleke for the pertod. 01/11/2010-31/01/2011. 
Telkom call record for Li Cid Maluleke for toe period 01/11/2010-31/03/2011, record 
regarding toe disposal and if not yet dlsp^. toe handset used by Li Col Mafulelte. 
record of successes of operatione conducted between 01/11/2010-31/03/2011 and 
logbooks of vehictes used by U Col Maluleke for the period 01/11/2010-28/02/2011. 
On 12/07/2013 he went to meet Wlto Col Mabuyela and he received success reports 
which are tiled as per A82/1-AB3/3.

The success report iiled as per AB2/3 conlans names of ohidals who assisted in (he 
arrest of Gordon Dube who are members of TRT and Crime Intelligence. On 
18/07/2013 he weni to Johannediutg Central Police Station and obtained toe 
statements of members of TRT. One of Ihe members by the name of Avtoasiioni 
Desmond Takalani (A62/2} had itootos at home of Johnson Nyon! and Zimbabwean 
Police. He went to his house on toe same day and collected toe two photos which are 
filed as per A62/1. On 16/07/^13, he entailed a letter to Ihe Commander of Crime 
Intelligerit Pretoria Central, Col Htentenf requesting interview with his members who 
are mentioned is success report dated 04/02/2011 (A82/3), On 25/07/2013 he went to 
Clime Intelligance offices in Pretoria and obtdned toe stelements of the members. The 
Interview with toe members also revealed that toe arrest of Gordon Oube and Johnson 
Nyotti was also known by Brigadier Blitz. On IB/07/2013 a tetter was generated and 
emailed to Brigadier Gritz requesting a meeting for toe purpose of Interview and 
obtaining statement He interview Brig 
Brigadier Britz promised to virrile hlr 
statement horn his office on 22/08/2013 which is silual»l at Old Stock Exchange 
building In Johannesburg. He also received Report number GO-D-004-D which is 
admission details of Gordon Oube from Correctional Services which is filed as per 
A84/3 and SAPS 206 (body receipts) filed asper A81-Ae^
He also discovered toat Gordon Dube was facing number of charges In South Africa 
including murder. Statemertls of Isaac Diamini and AvhashonI Rambau were obtairred

ladier Britz on 26/07/2013 and after toe interview 
s own statement. He collected Brigadier Britz
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In connection with Olepsloot Cas 93l0t/2011 which they were Investigating (A70 and 
A72). Original SAP 10 (Qmsice Book) was upKited frem Wieidabnig PoSce Station

obtakied in relation to cases he was investigating ^akisl Gordon Didre and how he 
booked him out of prison and hartded him io Captain Maluleke to be bansporfed to Beit 
Bridge. He also obi^ed copies of Ihe following dockets which are cases against 
Gordon Dube Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011, Wlerdabiug Cas 147/11/2010, Wleidabnig 
Cas 310/10/2010, Wietdabrug Cas 431/10/2010 and Wlerdabrug Cas 531/12/2010. AH 
Ihe copies of the docket are filed under B22 {arch file}.

On 16/07^13, he received a OeH Laptop from Coi Mabuyela and Warrant OOicer 
Danie bearing serial number CNJF24286436BL3424. The Laptop was handed to 
Precision Forensics on 31/07/^13 at IShOO. The report from Precision Forensic was 
received on 22/08/2013 and is filed as per A89 (arch file}.
In October 2013 he approached the Head of DPGt accompanied by Mr. Sesoko who 
was an Acting Head of investlg^ for IPiD requested his warning statement He was 
advised to seek an assistance of a lawyer for the purpose of gutdii^ him before the 
wamtng statements is obtained. He agreed and informed them that he vrilt 
ieiepho^catly contact Mr. Khuba reganKng the suitable date. He win hrrther etats that 
he received a caH from a person who introduced hlms^ to him as Adv. P S^ka 
repres^flng LI General Oramat He requested questions in vniling and summary of the 
allegatton which was e-matted to him. ARer he received (he questions, he vres informed 
via e-maii that Lt General Dramat Is represented by a new company arid they MR 
conlinueTo ilaisa with him. He emailed the questions and after two weeks he received 
8 copy of his statement arvf Is ftta as per A94.

r

On 22/10/2013 he calied Lt General Leb^a and requested an Interview with regarding 
Renditions as his name appears on one of the success reports. On 23/10/2013 ha met 
with Lt General Lqbeya and Inlpndewed him ^ut Ihe deportation of Zimbabwean 
Nationals In connection with ihe death of senior officer in Zimbabwe. ARer the intendew 
he requested that he send questions in writing and that he would be able to respond to 
(hem. The quesRons virere dreited and emaKed to him (ha same day. On 07/11/2013 ha 
received a call from his office Io collect his statement including accompanying 
documants, The foRoMng document were aliached on hts statement, copy of emteH 
regarding documents requested from OPCI, mandate of TOMS, unsigned success 
report regarding Witness Ndeya and other success reports not related to the Diffi)slool 
083 390/07/2012.
in November 2013 he engaged Captain Boonsira to arrange for a meeting between 
Mm and the tvm officers, Constable Radebe and Warrant Officer Makoa. Captain 
Boonstra informed him taiei^onlcally that he Informed Warrant Officer Makoe and that 
Constable Radebe was attending training at HamanskraaL He tried to contact him on 

, 0737313608 for a vreming statement but he was not reachable. In fate November 
2013. he again requested Captain Boonstra to assist but he informed him (hat (he 
niembers were informed and they do not want Io cooperate.
On 02 December 2013 he requested Principal invest^ator Mr Mdunge based at East 
London iP!D office to obtain a statement of Bongan! Moyo who Is senring his sent^ice 
at Kokslad Correciiorral Senrices A96. On 21/12/2013 he requested Mandia Mahfangu 
who Is a Principal Investigator based in Gauteng IPID office to obtain a statement of a 
former acting National Commissioner Lt General Mkhwanazt A99. On 17/02/2014 ha 
obtafoed a statement of the Secretary of Police Ms J ftish>Qhobosheane and is filed as
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per A100 with the attachments of her Interna) inqui^, I also obtained the results of Lt 
Col Madllonga's statement analysis from Precision Forensics.

During the Inveslfgalton of the case no one was either irrtinridaled or assaulted. He ' 
never requested or forced any witness to Implicate any person.

mimLoim EAWDFIWDWQS.

The operation carried out by TOMS to arrest Zimbabwean foreign nationals In Oiepstool In 
connecUon with the murder of Zimbabwean polica Colonel was led by Captain M L Maluleke 
also known as Cowboy.
Caplain M^ufeke was a^ptrinled & the head of cross border desk at the DPCI office to assist 
In the coordination and apprehending of cross border crimes fuglllves. In Ihls responsIbIBly he 
mends the desk alone (hereby forging very strong Uqs with the taw enforcement agencries of the 
ne^boring countries such as Zinrbabwa aid Mozambique. His unfoue role and the fact that he 
was ba^ at DPCI head office gave him the respect that even officers at the ranks of coibnefo 
and captains canled out Ms request without questions. Tfris is oonoboraled Lt Colonel 
Neelhling who staled that he was requested by Caplain Maluleke to assist in both tracing of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals and providing escort for Ihefr transportation to Bell Bridge border. He 
further ^ted that ha fell obligaled to assist because Captain Maluleke was based at DPCI 
head office and responsible for Qoss border desk. During the Interview with Ms. Leonie

(

Verster who was the direct commander of Caplain M^uleke, she staled that Captain Maluleke
canted out hts responsibility on cross border desk without supenriston from her end she did not 
know much of what was h^pantr^. Caplain Boonslra who worked under the command of LI 
Col Neethling also staled that the operation which ted to the arrest of Zimbabwean Nationals 
was ted by Csplafo Maluteke. Ha inquired about the case number which (he Zimbabwean 
nafionals were sought for and a Bulawayo case number was given to him. Captain Nkosi 
corroborates many of Gauteng TOMS members that his partldpaUon in the operation was as a 
resull of Captain Maluteke's requesl.
Kowaver the Important quesOon to ask is whether a crime was comn^lted In Ihe anest and 
deportelton of Zimbabwean national. The documents sourced from Interpol cleariy outline Ihe 
procedures whi^ are to be followed any taw enforcement agency of any country if they 
want suspect/s who are In another country. During the interview with Warrant Officer Kgomo of 
Interpol coupled with the search done on Interpol database, It was established that procedures 
were not followed since Ihe Zimbabwean Nationals arrested were hot on the list of wanted 
fugittves and no warrants vimre fssuad In thak names. The foHowing evidences were found and 
can be analyzed as follows,

• The mest of Dumlsahl Witness Ndm, Kelson miovu, Maahewe. SIbanda
and Shepard Tshuma on 0$/11f2Q10.

Hie oparalion that led to (he arrest of Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, 
Maqhaws SIbanda and Shepard Tshuma was led by Captain Maluleke wllh a 
backup of the Gauteng TOMS members and Crime Intelligence. None of the 
participants bi the operation ever stated that a request was made by any senior 
official of the DPCI requesting them to assist Captain Maluteke. The staternenls of 
members of Crlma Intelligence who participated In this operation corroborate each 
other in that the group firstly met at Fourways Shopping Centra. The TOMS AVL
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also cwifirms, backed by lha cellphone records of Capledn Msluleke and Watranl 
Officer Mekoe. However Ihe claims made by Bonganl Heniy Vends (A4}, Petros 
Jawuke (AS) and Desmond Campbell {A6) ibal Major General Siblya viias at ihe 
planning venue (Fbunvays Shopping Complex} could not be substandated. The 
cellf^one record of M^r General Siblya were analyzed by an expert and 
infficated that al Ihe lime of Ihe‘.allied pfannlng, Major General Siblya was in 
Pretoria. None of Ihe witnesses who claim that Major General Slb^a viras at 
Fouivrays ever saw'him In person but allude that they were Infoimed by Warrant 
Officer Makoe that Major General Siblya was In Ihe blue BMW. This Information 
highSghls Ihe depleting ^ picture that can be created by hearsay evidence, it is 
Immalerfal of how many people heard WairanI Officer Makoe saying that Major 
General Slt^a was in e blue BMW at Fourways Shopping Center but the evidence 
from the analysis of hts cet^ihoire records proves otherwise.
After planning at Fbuiways shopping Centra, Captain Malulake went Olepsloof 
where two Zintofawean Nationals were arrested. Other members virtio assisted 
Captakt Maluteke In Ihe arrest of Smbabwean Natlraials cannot be chafed of dny 
crime of kidnapping because they were rendering assistant to a normal peBce 
operation without any prior imowledge whether Captain Maluieke foilbwed Ihe 
procadures required in the arrest of a fugilhre wanted by lira law enforcenmnt 
agmey of another country. It also need to be proven that Captain Mahilske new 
that the ambabwean Nationals were wanted by tiis Zbnbabwean pdice and 
deliberately arrested or requested assislance in their arrest without folibwlng (he 
coireci procedures as required In terms df the law.
Shepard Tshuma (1) stated lhat one of the officer known as leburu' look Ns wallet 
Which was In his back pocket and removed R300^. Constable Radsbe was 
Identified by other members of Crime Intelligence as Tebum' and tr^elher with 
Warrant Officer Makoe carried out assaults on Zimbabwean Nationals white they 
were lying down. There was nothing wrong for Constable Radebe known as 
leburu' and Warranl Officer Makoe to provide assistance to a police operation but 
stealing money and carryout assault on anyone corrstllute both (heft and assault. 
However It Is Important lhat Ihe version of the victim be corroborated Itt order to 
sustain a prime facte case against Warrant Office Makoe and Constable Radebe, 
From the avallabla evidence II is clear that there Is corroboration that Zimtmbwean 
nationals were assaulted, but there Is no medical evidence to prove such. It is Nso 
noteworthy lhat members of Ihe DPCl coniradici members of Crime InteDfgence 
who rarroborales the victims. If the assault did taka place, it could also have bean 
vritnessed by members of DPCl. If the members of Crime Intellgence witnessed 
Ihe assaull Why did they not slop it, or even immediately report what they 
v^iriessed, Because Ihey had legal duty to act, the credibility of Iheir version 
becomes queslionaffie.
There Is also insufficient evidence to prove that Constable Radebe look money 
from Shepard Tshuma, In addition Maqhawe Slbanda (A2) claim that the police 
took his R500*00 but Ihe Identity of the officer who took the money is unknown. 
Shepherd Tshuma (Af) slated that at Ihe lime of Iheir arr^l. Major General Siblya 
alighted from the btack BMW and came to where Ihey were lyirig. This version is 
disapproved by Ihe cellphone records of Major General Siblya which shows that at 
the time of the arrest he was not al the scene, ft Is also Inconsistent with ihe 
evidence provided by Peiros Jawuhe (A5} and Desmond Campbell {A6) who slated 
that they heard that General Sibiya was in a blue BMW and did not see him In 
person. Cai^afn Boonstra and LI Col Neethling corroborate each other in that

r
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while they were aware of Ihe presence of Zimbabwean pdice at the scene, Major 
General Sblya was not at Ihs scene. After the four Zimbabwean Nationals were 
arrested, they were taken to Orlando police station v\Arere they were detained. 
With specific reference to OB 276 to 279 (AB), entries made from 04h10 of 
06/11/2010 to 12h00 of the 08/11/2010 cooRrm that Captain M L Maluteke of the 
OPCI with force number 0822729516 arrested Dumisanf Witness Ndeya, Nelson 
Ndtevu, Maqhabane abatda and Shepard Chimia. Agr^ with spaciilc reference 
to OB 429 (A9), entry mada at IlhOO of 08/11/2010 confirm that that Captain M L 
Malufeka of the OPCI with ceH nunfeer 0827729518 booked out OumIsanI Witney 
Ndeya, Ndson Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sibanda and Shepan) Chuma to Bait Bridge. 
The telephone records of Captain Maluteke also show his movement from Orlando 
PoDce station until Beil Bridge tn Musina. The statement of U Col Ndanduleni 
Madifonga and hts celfehona records confirms (hat he received a call from Captain 
Matulake when he was approaching Musina on 08/11/2010. According to U 
Colonel Medilonga (Ml) he agisted Captain Maluldte to cross (he border and the 
two Ztmbabweai Nationals who were in the vehicles were handed to the 
Zimbabwean police.
The doeumenls used in tha deporlatlort of the Zimbabwean Nationals were part of 
the internal investigation conducted by Wamant Officer Nthlamu (ABO). In Ms 
statement he outlined the documents received from Captain Maluteke as four 
warrants of (fetentfons and tour notices of deportafions. The documsi\(s which the 
Captain Maluteke claimed (o be valid Home Affab documents used In the 
depotlallon of Ihe four Zmbabweans appear to have been forged as they have 
employee number that does not exist in the Home Affairs DepartmenL The 
Warrant of Detention of lilegcd Foreigner (6I'1725) document was produced by 
Captain Maluteke as a proof that Shepard Chuma. Witness Ndeya and Nelson 
Ndlovu and Maqhawe Sibanda were detained for being Biegat forefeners and they 
were seen by an Immigration Officer. However Ihe signature that appears on the 
documents does not belong to any member of Home Affeirs In Gauteng and fire 
appolntmenl number 037152 does not edsb
Pofiswa Skosana (A31) an Immigration Officer stated (hat BI-1725 used was 
discontinued in 20^ arte in 2010 It was no longer part o( the official documents of 
Home Afiaits. The stamp on four documents according to the handwriting erqrert, 
shows that whosoever completed the documents used an old form already 
completed end deleted affiliated Iniormallon to pul ihe new Information of Ihe four 
fore^n nationals. The Nolilicallon of the Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner (DHA> 
1689) doeumenls were produced by Captain Maluteke as proof that Witness 
Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Shepard Chuma and Maqhawe Sibanda were deported 
through Bell Bridge border. According to Peter Elberg (A37) the forms were 
wrongly stamped and do not have fingerprints of Ihe deportees as required,
The stamp number 20 belonging to Beit Bridge was used and such stamp Is not for 
deportafion purpose, According to Immigration Officer Kobelo Margret Mohiahto 
(A39) foe stamp Is tndIWduaiized and belong her and on 08/t 1/2010 she was off 
duty and the stamp was locked in Ihe safe. This Is confirmed by the duty roster 
which clearly shows that on the 7th and Bth of November 2010 Immigration Officer 
Kobelo Margret Mohiahto was off duly. The stamp could have been easily 
duplicated.
The letter retrieved from Captain Maluteke's taplop provides a vitet clue lhal his 
engagement in Ihe operallbn did not receive the blessing of his superior. The letter 
was addressed to the Director General of Home Affairs requesting assistance in
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the Oeporiatfon of the Zimbabwean nationals involved in the murder of 
Zimbabwean police. Protocol dictates bial a letter to such a senior person in the 
Home Affairs department could nol have been signed oflf by an officer at a rank of 
Captain but could have needed the head of lha DPCI, However the letter retrieved 
cleaity shows that Captain Maluleke was the author and he also wrote his name as 
an approving authority of the request. In addfOon when the renditions issus hit the 
titedla at the end 2011, acting National Commissioner of the South Afrlcm) Police 
Services LI General Mkhwanazi (A99] called lha head of DPCI Lt General Dramat 
to explain what happened. LI General Dramat attended the meeting w!!h Captain 
Maluleke and for Ihe entire duralion of the meeting, Caplain Maluleke explained 
why he arrested Zimbabwean Nalionals. If Lt General Dramat had full knowledge 
of the purpose of the arrest, he could have provided explanaOon or juslilicallon 
during Ihe meeting (hereby convincing He acting Nattonal Commlsslotrer that Hie 

. operation was both lawful and necessaiy. ll Is in the same breath that Caplain 
Maluieka provided a report to U General Drama! which was used as a basis to 
re^d to a parliamentary question.r

• The arresi of Prichard Cfiuma on 23/11/2010

On 23/11/2010 and operation ted by Captain Maluleke was carried out at DIepsloot 
and Soweto in search ol Prichard Chuma who was wanted in connecllon with a 
murder of Zimbabwean police Coipnel. The invesligatton did not gather much In 
relation to the arrest erf Prichard Chuma, However the slalement of Lt Col 
NeethHng, Caplain Nkosi and Warrant Officer Selepe are at the center of Ihe arrest 
and deportation ol Prichard Chuma. In this operation Desmond Campbell {A6} and 
Petros Jawuke dalm that Mp/or General Siblya was involved. Oesnwnd Campbell 
staled lhal he saw a person seated in a BMW whom Warrant Officer Makos 
referred as Major General Sibiya. It is clear that members of Crime Intelllgetrce had 
been trying hard to put! Major General Siblya into the operaUon. This can be 
deduced from Ihe following quotations in their statements, T saw a figure In a BMW 
aruf Warrant Officer Makoe referred to him as General Siblya* and *( heard that 
General Siblya was In a blue BMW. These remarks jusllty the drawing of an 
inference that members of crime Intelligence tried hard to Implicale Major General 
Sibiya, most especially because his cellphone records provide concrete alib] lhal 
he was nol at (he crime scene.
The Involvement of Captain Maluleke in the arrest and transportation of Prichard 
Chuma provide for a prima tecle case of kidnapping. With sprite telerence to mi 
OB entry dated 22/11/10 (A57/1).made on 22/11/2010 Captain Nkosi booked in 
Prichard Chuma at Alexandra Police Station. However Nkosi wrote the name and 
contact numbers of Captain Maluleke as Ihe person who te (he Invesligalfng Officer 
of the case. In his statement he slated that he was petsoneliy requested by 
Captain Maluleke Id detain Prichard CHiuma at Alexandra Police stalibn.
With specific reference to OB entry dated 23/11/2010 (A57/2)) Warant Officer 
Selepe booked out Prichard Chuma from Alexandra Police station tor a Bulawayo 
case, He confinned In his stetement that he was requested by Lt Col Neelhllr^ to 
assist Captain Maluleke. Ll Col Neelhling corroborates Warrant Selepe In that he 
was requested by Captain Maluleke to provide assistance and requested one of 
hIs members. Wanant Officer Selepe stated that he transported Prichard Chuma 
wilh Caplain Maluleke on 24/11/2010 to Beil Brid^. The version of Warrant Officer 
Selepe Is coroborated by cellphone records and itineraries of Captain Maluleke.

1
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Tfta amaf of Gordon Dubi and Johnson Nmi on 1i/Df/2011 and 26/01/2011.

Tho arrest of Gordon Dube and John Nyonl started when Constable Rikotso (A67) 
went to WIerdabrug police elation at the CIAC office whiidi Is responsible for 
profiling and identification of crime hot spots. When he arrived, ha found Constable 
Sombhane who gave him a list of wanted suspects and on top of the Hst was 
Gordon Dube who was wanted In conneclion ^th murder in Zimbabwe and 
robberies in South Africa. At that Ibne the name of Captain Maluleke had not yet 
surfaced and members of Crime Intelligence were just carrying out the daily duties. 
Constable Rikotso Is corroborated by Constable Sombhane and Constable 
Plantinah Mokgobu who stated that the information about the wanted Zimbabwean 
National Inilteily surfooed when the visited CIAC o^ at IMerdabrug,
Gordon Dube was anested on 11/01/2011 and was found In possession 
unScensed firearm. Constable Rikotso later saw the same fireaim with captain 
Maluleke at the Hawks offices after It was returned from ballMcs. It is also clear 
that the suspect Gordon Dube was facing many charges In South Africa IncKidtng 
murder and tobbeiy, Most of the cases agatnsl Gordon Dube were Investigated t^ 
Constable Meyer except DIepslool Css 93/01/2011 which was investigated by 
Warrant Officer Diamlni. According Constable Meyer the following cases were 
against Gordon Dubs, WIerdabrug Cas 531/12^010, WIerdabrug Cas 
220/02/2010, Wisrdabrug Cas 147/11/2010, WIerdabrug Cas 1022/12/2010, 
WIerdabrug Cas 310/10/2010 and DIepslool 93/01/2011. He was Informed 
Captain Maluleke from the Hawks that suspect Alfted Gordon Dube was also 
wanted In Zimbabwe, According to Constable Meyer, Captain Maluleke Informed 
him that Gordon Dube was also wanted for murder as per Bulawayo CR 
438/09/2010. He stated that he booked out suspect Gordon Dube and handed him 
to Caplsln Maluleke. Cepteln Maluleke Informed him that suspect Gordon Dube 
will be handed over to (he ZImbabvirean government through Immigration channels. 
The request that Captain Maluleke made to Consteble Meyer, OelecUve Constable 
Rambirda, Warrant Officer Diaminl In connection with the Gordon Dube 
demonstrate the extetil to which he was ready to go in order to handover the 
suspect to the Zimbabwean police. The suspects was awaiting trial prisoner who 
was connected In five cases Including murder, Slalemenis of Constable Rambuda 
and Constable Meyer provide valuable evidence that Captain Maluleke took 
Gordon Dube to Zimbabwe even though he was facing serious charges (five cases 
Including murder) in South Africa. Slalemenis pro\rided to Constable Meyer fay 
Captain M^uleka states that Gordon Dude was handed to Zimbabwean police and 
was sentenced to life ImprisonmenL He also acknowledges In a letter retrieved 
tram the laptop lhat he handed back the firearm to Zimbabwean Police. In January 
2011 members of Crime Intelligence received Information from CIAC at 
Wlerrieburg regarding the wanted suspect John Nyonl. The person they liaised 
with at CIAC was Constable Sombhane who also gave them the number of 
Captain Maluleke. She also spoke to Maluleke over the phone while they were, 
there. They then drove to the Hawks offices to meet with Captain Maluleke who 
told them that the suspect murdered a police officer in Zimbabvre. ITie request to 
arrest John Nyonl was after a successful operation that led to the arrest of Gordon 
Dube. According to members of TRT, they received a call via two ways radio from 
the commander to go to Dtepsioot police station. When they arrived they found the 
Station Commander of DIepslool Police statlrai who Introduced them to Captain
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Maluleke, Caplain Maluleke was with two male persons and a femate who were 
inboduced as members of Crime IntePfgence, Captatn Maluleke informed them that 
there was a person who committed serious cases In Zimbabwe and he Is very 
dangerous. After fhe arrest of Johnson Nyonl, he was taken to OPCI head office in 
Sllverton, At the DPCI offices photos were taken and members ofTRT and Crime 
Intelligence corroborate each other in that regard. Howaver Conslabia Mkasibe 

led that U General Dramal came to hoi»e number 3 from house number 1 and 
addressed them. There were six members of TRT and none of them ever 
mentbned the incident. If is true that he addressed them, other people could have 
had a recolleclion of the incident more so because It General Dramal is (he head 
of the DPCI, Acoirding to Constable Mkasibe and Constable Mugwenya, U 
General Dramal was \Mlh Colonel Poleio whmr he addressed (hem but Colonel 
Poteto cannot remember such event It is clear that the verston Mugwenya and 
Mkasibe are not corroborated and therefore do not provide basis for a prtma facie 
case against Lt General Dramal.
However there fs oorroboralion In th^ Captain Maluleke was the driver of the 
operaUon that led to the arrest of Johnson Nyoni. He met with members of Crime 
Inlellfgenea and tasked them to look for Johnson Nyonl after they succrasNIy 
traced and arrested Gordon Dube. The OB book at Moot Police slalton ctsariy 
shows that John Nyoni was booked In by a member of TRT and booked out by 
Captain Maluleke.

sla

The Bmbabwean Nationals were arrested and detained during DZP period which gave the 
Zimbabwean grace period of 90 days to apply for valid documents. During the DZP which Is 
Dlspensafion for Zimbabwean Projects, alt Zimbabweans were given 90 days to stay in the 
country in order to apply for legal drxmmenla and surrender illegally obtained South African ID's 
without consequence. The preset according to Home Affairs slatted on 20 September 2010 
and ended to 31 December 2010 with extension which ulUmalely ended to July 2011. The letter 
retrieved from Caplain Maluleke's laptop addressed to home affairs requesUng assistance to 
the Deportation of (he Zimbabwean nailonafs involved in the murder of Zimbabwean police 
(dated 08/11/2010) was generated on 08 November 2010 shortly beiore he booked out (he 
Zimbabwean Nallonats out of Oriando Police station. It fs doub^ (hat the paimlssion was 
acqubed given the time at which the Zimbabwean Nallonals were booked out. In addition, he 
cited the DZP as a chaBenge in the deportallon of Zimbabwean Naltonats and. ha wanted 
assistance ffom Home Affairs. This does not only show that he was aware of the Dispensation 
for 2mbabwean Projects which gaVe Zknbabwean nationals a grace period, but atSo that there 
was ulterior motive way above deportation on the basis of being Illegal Imm^rerits.
The e-mails retrieved from Captain Maluleke's laptop also show communication with 
Zimbabwean police where he asked them about foe trip going back home and that he would 
continue (o trace remaining suspects. He also exchanged photographs wilh them of the 
suspects and the team involved in the operation.
The overtime claim of Captain Maluleke corresponds vdto (he dates on SAP 10's from various 
stations regarding Ihe booking out of the Zimbabwean nationals. On 08/11/2010 he transported 
Zimbabwean Nalionals to Beit Bridge, The Itinerary shows that on 08/11/2010 he went to Beit 
Bndge and came back on 10/11/2010 and claimed a tolal of R1845-00, On 24/11/2010 he went 
to Beil Bridge and came back 26/11/2010 and claimed a total of R1845-00. On 26/01/2011 he 
went to Beil Bridge and claimed a total of R552-00. The records also correspond with his 
cellphone movement as depleted by towers recordings,
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» The fPtD fnvesflgation established (hal Captain Maiulelce led the operatic (hat 
resulted In the arrest of Zimbabwean nalionats wanted In connection with the 
murder of a Zlmbdiwean senior police officer. The evidence gathered dear!/ 
shows that the Zimbabweans Nationals were not wanted in connection with ATM 
bombing as initially claimed and they were not deported for bdng Illegal 
immigrants.

• There Is overwhelming evidence (hat C^ain Maluleke was not only the lead 
person but ateo used his poffiUon of bdng the onty member of the *Cross Border 
Desir' to acquire cooperation In an operation he knew that It did not foltow (he 
legal procedure.

• It was found (hat (he disim made by Shepard Tstssna that Constabte Radebe took 
his R300<00 could not be corroborated. Maqhawe Sibanda {A2) ffiso made a claim 
(hat the police took his R500-00 but (he Identity of (he officer who took (he money 
Is unknown.

• There are contradictions vrilh regard to assault by Captain Maluleke, Captain 
NkosI, Warrant Officer Makoe and Constable Radebe.

• It was also found that the senior members of DPCI could not have known that 
Captain Maluleke did not foilow procedures as it is the duty of the officer in 
question to comply with the legal Imperatives of the particular operation. He 
generated a letter to the Director General of Home Aftairs and still put his name as 
an approving authority thereby confirming that he did not want his seniors to either 
know or become aware of his actlvllles,

• The success report that claim that U General Dramat had a meeting with the 
Zimbabwean poice lacks delall about the meeting Itself. There is no Indfcatlon of 
what was discussed and who was part of the meeting. It is on that basis (hal a 
prlma fade casa cannot be premised on speculation, tnjt need corroborated (acts.

• The evidence that sugged that Major General SIbiya was at the scene durfng the 
arrest of Zimbabwean nationals Is corrtradlcted by cell phone evidence (hat 
suggest he was nowhere near ihe scene. It is clear that members of Crfme 
Intelligence had been trying hard to pull Major General Sibiya Into the operation. 
This can be deduced from the following quotations in Iheir statements, 'I smv a 
figure In a BMW and Warrant Officer Makoe referred to him as General Sibiya* and 
*1 heard that General Sidya was In a blue BMW. The cellphone record of Major 
General Slbtya was acquited and analyzed by an expert, It was discovered that at 
the fime the witnesses claim that he was at Fourways Shopping CenUe, he was in 
Pretoria,

• There la no evidence for the involvemenl of Former General Mzwandlle Petros, 
However he addressed a letter dated 31/05/2011 to Provincial Head of Crime 
Intelligence in Gauteng appreciating the good work that members of Crime 
Intelligence have dorie when they arrested Zimbabwean nationals Involved In ihe 
murder of Senior Pofoe Officer in Zimbabwe. The letter was as a result of a 
request made by Former General Toka of Crinre InleHlgence requesting General 
Mzwandile Petros to appreciate members of Crime intelligence.

• There is also no evidence that suggest that LI General Dramat, Lt General Toka, LI 
General Lebeya and Major General Hlatshwayo were Involved,
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8. RECOMMEWDATION

Based on the available evidence, the Independent Police Investigaiive Directorate 
recommends that no diarges should be brought egalnet Lt General Dramat and Major General 
Sibi/3. The Investigation established that there is no prtma facie case against them. However 
with regard U Col M Mahiteke, there b a prima facie case to sustain charges of kldnai^ng and 
defeating the ends of justice.

‘W/.jl. /
Mr.HIKHUBA
ACTING PROVINCIAL HEAD 
iPlO; LIMPOPO

f
RecommendBdfhe^fBoemwcndbd

L
SESOKO

ACTING CHIEF DIRECTOR-INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
IPID: NATIONAL OFFICE
DATE;

Approved/Blstpproved-

2

LL\.MR,RJMCBli

EXECUTIVE OlRECTORl IflD 
DATE! O«?/0W;k
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Office note
IN RE: SO-CALLED RENDITION MATTER (PROJECT X)-DIEPSLOOT CAS 390/07/2012

DPP JHB REF: 9/2/4/1 (2014/236)

1. BACKGROUND-TIMELINE
a. Received internal memorandum from the Head Special Projects Division, Office of 

the NDPP dated 14 February 2014. The exact date of receipt is unclear as no official 
stamp or date had been affixed to this effect.

b. According to office note by adv Van Zyl SC this must have been late in February
2014.

c. Before any decision could be taken by this office messrs Khuba and Angus from IPID 
collected all the dockets from Van Zyl SC on 7 March 2014 and signed for receipt 
thereof.

d. On 18 June 2014 Van Zyl SC phoned mr Khuba who told him that his head mr 
McBride had instructed him that the dockets must be returned to the NDPP and it 
was duly done

e. On 23 June 2014 Van Zyl SC once again spoke to mr Khuba who informed him that it 
was never his intention to return the dockets to him.

f. On 27 June 2014 adv Mosing of the Special Projects Division of the Office of the 
NDPP told Adv Van Zyl SC that the dockets were never returned to him.

g. These series of events were then brought to the attention of the NDPP by letter 
dated 3 July 2014.

h. On 20 August 2014 the NDPP officially responded to the letter by the DPP Adv 
Chauke, by apologying for the late response and indicating that he, the NDPP, is in 
the process of considering the matter and that Adv Chauke may close his file.

i. On 31 March 2015 the NDPP wrote another letter to the DPP informing him that he 
had subsequently referred the matter to the DPP North Gauteng who recommended 
that the accused including Dramat and Sibiya be prosecuted for inter alia kidnapping 
and defeating the ends of justice. The letter of the DPP Pretoria is dated 6 March
2015.
This letter of the NDPP inter alia states that the matter is now returned to 
Johannesburg because the matter now resorts under the jurisdiction of the DPP 
Johannesburg since 1 December 2014 as from that date Diepsloot falls under 
Johannesburg North (Ranburg) in terms of Government Notice No 861 of 31 October 
2014. The NDPP also indicated that further investigation should be conducted in the 
matter.

k. On 1 April 2015 the Head: National Prosecution Services (NPS) send a letter to the 
DPP Johannesburg to conduct specific further investigation.

l. On 10 April 2015 Adv Chauke requested me to advise him on certain aspects after I 
have looked at the documentation in this matter.

n

u
j-

2. It Is clear that this matter is being regarded as a "hot patato" and therefore the case is being 
sent from pillar to post.
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There are certain legal issues that need to be address before we even go to the facts of the 
matter.

3.

4. DISCUSSION OF MATTER

a. JURISDiaiON
i. It is trite lavv that jurisdiction cannot be conferred retrospectively,
ii. When these crimes were committed during 2011 all these crimes resorted 

under the Jurisdiction of the DPP North Gauteng. Even the court 
appearances were done at Attridgeviile falling under the DPP Pta's area of 
jurisdiction.

iii. The demarcation altered the position as from 1 December 2014. it does not 
alter the jurisdictional position prior to 1 December 2014, which to my 
mind remains with the DPP Pretoria. This fact cannot now conferred 
jurisdiction on the DPP Jhb for all crimes committed prior to 1 December 
2014 especially where decisions were previously take by the DPP Pta or 
prosecutors resorting under him.

iv. Furthermore the majority of crimes were committed under the jurisdiction 
of Pretoria and not Johannesburg. It furthermore seems that crucial phone 
calls implicating Dramat, were also made between Beit Bridge and Pretoria, 
falling within the jurisdiction of Pretoria.

v. We must also clearly distinguish between Court jurisdiction and Prosecutor 
jurisdiction. The best way to explain this is by way of example. The Regional 
Court jurisdiction is in accordance with the boundaries of the provincial 
province, Gauteng. This means for instance that it will be within the 
jurisdiction of the court being the Regional Division of Gauteng (meaning the 
whole province). On the other hand the prosecutors' jurisdiction has been 
divided with reference to the seats of the two High Courts in this province of 
Gauteng. The fact that the DPP of Pta is appointed in the provincial division 
of the High Court, does not give him more or concurrent jurisdiction over 
the cases falling within the jurisdiction of the DPP of Jhb being the Local 
Division. These areas are two distinct areas and the DPP Pta cannot overrule 
decision taken by the DPP of Jhb merely because he is appointed at the 
Provincial Division of the High Court in Pta. If that would have been the case, 
it would never have been necessary for the DPP Pta to request permission to 
centralize matters from Jhb within his area of jurisdiction. Therefore it 
means that a specific court might have jurisdiction to do the trial based on 
the principal of concurrent jurisdiction but that the prosecution's jurisdiction 
must also be established through with reference to the specific area of 
jurisdiction. There is no such thing as "concurrent jurisdiction" with 
reference to the jurisdiction of a DPP. In the old days there were indeed 
instances where two cities would have concurrent jurisdiction. However at 
that stage only one DPP or Attorney-General was appointed for the whole 
area and the smaller area was being controlled by a Deputy who fell under 
the control and supervision of the AG of DPP. That is a totally different

n

u

j
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scenario than the current one. It is therefore my opinion that the DPP Pta 
has no concurrent jurisdiction on any matters falling under the DPP Jhb and 
that the DPP Jhb is totally independent from any interference by his 
Pretorian colleague. 'I

b. FUNauS OFFICIO
I. I am also of the view that a prosecutor can very seldom resort to a claim of 

being/unctus officio. Prosecutors are frequently taking decisions and by 
virtue of this they can alter their decision at any stage, especially in view of 
new evidence coming to their attention or representations being lodged. 
This happens on a daily basis at all prosecutor's offices and is nothing 
strange.

ii. The fact that a file has being closed therefore does not bar the DPP or 
prosecutor to revisit the decision initially taken. This can be done and in fact 
is being done frequently at this office.

')

c. POWERS OF NDPP
i. It must be established whether the NDPP has any inherent powers to 

prosecute or not. Are the powers of the NDPP curtailed to reviewing 
decision taken by his subordinates, the DPPs or does he possess inherent 
power to prosecute.

ii. In order to answer this we must look at the relevant legislation empowering 
the NDPP.

Hi. The Constitution dictates in sec 179(l)(a) that the NDPP heads the national 
prosecuting authority. Sec 179(2) states that the national prosecuting 
authority has the power to institute criminai proceedings on behalf of the 
state ect.

iv. Sec 179(5)(c) gives him the power to intervene in a prosecution and 
subsection (d) the power to review any decision of a DPP after consulting 
the relevant DPP.

V. The NPA act, no 32 of 1998 echoes these provisions. Sec 20 states that the 
power to institute and conduct prosecutions vests in the prosecuting 
authority and all subordinate officials shall exercise these powers under the 
control and direction of the NDPP.

Vi. Sec 22 of the NPA Act specifically deals with the powers of the NDPP.
vii. He heads the national prosecuting authority

viii. Have authority over ALL the powers conferred or imposed by the 
Constitution or any other Act.

ix. It is therefore clear that the NDPP has inherent and original powers to 
prosecute.

x. Sec 22{2)(c) of the NPA act gives the NDPP the power to review a decision to 
prosecute or not after consultation with the relevant DPP and after taking 
representations of the accused, the complainant and ANY other person or 
party whom the NDPP considers to be relevant.

u
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The question now is whether the NDPP may consult other DPPs and not oniy 
the relevant DPP, when reviewing the decision? In principle there can be no 
objection for the NDPP in order to take a decision, to ask other DPPs for a 
recommendation provided that the relevant DPP is also consulted as 
required. In terms of the sec 22(3) he may even direct that an offence be 
decided and prosecuted within the Jurisdiction of another DPP.
Sec 22(4)(a){i) and (ii) gives the NDPP wide powers to ask for reports and 
submissions from a DPP.
It therefore seems that the NDPP is entitled to request a report from this 
office in order to assist him in taking a final decision in this matter.
In para 3 of his letter to Adv Chauke dated 31/03/2015, he request the DPP 
to urgently advise him on his decision. Although the phrase is a bit 
ambiguous it is capable of a construction that the DPP make a 
recommendation to the NDPP in the same vain as the DPP of North Gauteng 
has done. This matter is one of those matters where the NDPP has to 
exercise his inherent and original powers and where he should take the final 
decision.

xi.

xii.

Xlll.

xiv.
i

O

5. RECOMMENDATION
a. I therefore am of the view that this office cannot pass the bug back to the NDPP on 

the score of jurisdiction or even that the DPP Pta has taken a decision because it is 
clear that Pretoria only made a recommendation to the NDPP.

b. However before any decision is taken the required further investigating must be 
conducted as instructed by the NDPP as well as the subsequent letter from the Head 
of the N PS.

c. The way forward is to draft a letter to the new investigating officer, apparently now 
someone at the DPCI, to investigate further in line with the queries issued by the 
NDPP and the NPS. How any subordinate I/O from DPCI can investigate a case 
against the National and Provincial Heads of the DPCI, is beyond comprehension.

■I
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Personal Portal Page 1 of 3

nFwd: Request to consult with Mr IH Khuba

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
02/03/2015 at 16:50:34

From:
Sent:

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com>
02/03/2015 at 16:50:34
Sandile Tom <stom@werksmans.com>To:

Cc:

% 8 Attachment(s) Total 346.8 KB View -

E Letter of Appointment.PDF (253.9 KB)
E LETTER TO MCBRIDE.DOCX (83.8 KB) 
y image002.jpg(4.1 KB)
D ATT3374627.htm (168.0 byte(s))

D ATT3374624.htm (216.0 byte(5))
□ ATT3374625.htm (216.0 byfe(s))

D ATT3374626.htm (216.0 bytB(s)) @ [mage004.jpg (4.1 KB)

Sent from my iPhone

Begin fonwarded message:

From: "Kwazi Buthelezi" < kbuthelezi(^werksmans.com> 
To: "Sandile July" < SJuly(gwerksmans.com>
Subject: FW: Request to consult with Mr IH Khuba

u
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Page 2 of 3Personal Portal

Mr July

Here is the forwarded email sent to McBride.

Kwazi Buthelezi 
Candidate Attorney
T: +27 11 535 8177 | F: +27 11 535 8591 | kbuthelezi@werksmans.com

o

Werksmans Attorneys
155 5th Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196
Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146, South Africa
T: +27 11 535 8000 | F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com

u
From: Kwazi Buthelezi On Behalf Of Sandile July 
Sent: 27 February 2015 17:27 PM 
To: 'RMcBride@ipid.co.za'
Subject: Request to consult with Mr IH Khuba

Dear Mr McBride

Please find the attached documents.

3
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Page 3 of 3Personal Portal

We trust you find the above in order

Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to contact the writer,

Kind Regards

n

Kwazi Buthelezi 
Candidate Attorney
T: +27 11 535 8177 | F; +27 11 535 8591 | kbuthelezi@werksmans.com 
<mailto:kbuthelezi@werksmans.com>

Werksmans Attorneys
155 5th Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196
Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146, South Africa
T: +27 11 535 8000 | F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com
<http://www.werksmans.com>
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floco M
WERKSMANS

ATTORNEYS

DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werksmans.com

Mr Robert McBride
Independent Police Investigation Directorate 
RMcBrde(a)ipid.co.za

Tei
Fax

YOUR REFERENCE; Error! No document variable supplied.
OUR REFERENCE:
DIRECT PHONE:
DIRECT FAX:

Mr S July/kb/MINI29566.1/#3524136vl 
+27 11 535 8163 
+27 11 535 8663 

EMAIL ADDRESS: sjuly@werksmans.eomr
27 February 2015

Dear Sir

APPROVAL FOR CONSULTATION WITH MR IH KHUBA

The writer is hereby appointed by the Minister of Poiice to act on his behalf in conducting an 
investigation to the possible involvement of Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat and Major 
General Shadrack Sibiya on the allegations of illegal renditions of Zimbabwean. A letter of 
appointment to this effect has been attached.

1

Pursuant to this appointment, we request permission to consult with Mr IH Khuba, the 
Provincial Head: Independent Police Investigation Directorate of Limpopo.

2

U
We are available on Tuesday 3 March 2015 16h00 should this time and date be convenient.3

4 We hope you find the above in order, if there are any queries, please do not hesitate to contact 
the writer thereof.

Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors DG Williams (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Brdnn W Brown 
PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett :N de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner D Gewer 
H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel D Hertz J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg N Jansen van Vuuren 
G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe 
BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane J Nickig JJ Niemand BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw 
AVPillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg NL Scott TASibidIa LK Silberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens 
PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DM van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield 
DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Willans E Wood BW Workman-Davies Consultant JM Bortz
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Personal Portal

FW: Request to consult with Mr IH Khuba

(I Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
02/03/2015 at 16:47:22

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
02/03/2015 at 16:47:22
'MSesoko@ipid.gov.za' <MSesoko@ipid.gov.za>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

2 Attachment(s) Total 337.7 KB View '■

Ea LETTER TO MCBRIDE.DOCX (83.8 KB)B Letter ofAppointment.PDF (253.9 KB)

r ADear Mr Sesoko

Please find the forwarded email sent to Mr McBride.

Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind Regards

Kwazi Buthelezi
Candidate Attorney

T: +27 11 535 8177 | F: +27 11 535 8591 | kbuthelezi@werksmans.comhttp://ci.werksmans.co.zayemail 
_signature/werksmans_logo_en 
g_with_stra pjine.jpgU

Werksmans Attorneys

155 5th Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196

Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146, South Africa

T; +27 11 535 8000 | F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com

From: Kwazi Buthelezi On Behalf Of Sandile July 
Sent: 27 February 2015 17:27 PM 
To: 'RMcBride(g>ipid.co.za'
Subject: Request to consult with Mr IH Khuba

ISDear Mr McBride V

><
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Personal Portal Page 2 of 2

Please find the attached documents.

We trust you find the above in order.

Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to contact the writer.

Kind Regards

Kwazi Buthelezi
Candidate Attorney

T: +27 11 535 8177 | F: +27 11 535 8591 | kbuthelezi@werksmans.comhttp;//cl.werksmans.co.za/emaii
_signature/werksmans_logo_en
g_with_strapjine.jpg

r
Werksmans Attorneys

155 5th Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196

Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146, South Africa

T: +27 11 535 8000 | F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com

< >

U
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WERKSMANS
ATTORNEYS

DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werksmans.com

Mr Robert McBride
Independent Police Investigation Directorate 
RMcBrde@ipid.co.za

Tel
Fax

YOUR REFERENCE; Error! No document variable supplied.
OUR REFERENCE:
DIRECT PHONE:
DIRECT FAX:
EMAIL ADDRESS:

Mr S July/kb/MINI29566.1/#3524136vl 
+27 11 535 8163 
+27 11 535 8663
sjuly@werksmans.com

27 February 2015

Dear Sir

APPROVAL FOR CONSULTATION WITH MR IH KHUBA

The writer is hereby appointed by the Minister of Police to act on his behalf in conducting an 
investigation to the possible involvement of Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat and Major 
General Shadrack Sibiya on the allegations of illegal renditions of Zimbabwean. A letter of 
appointment to this effect has been attached.

1

Pursuant to this appointment, we request permission to consult with Mr IH Khuba, the 
Provincial Head: Independent Police Investigation Directorate of Limpopo.

2

We are available on Tuesday 3 March 2015 16h00 should this time and date be convenient.3

We hope you find the above in order, if there are any queries, please do not hesitate to contact 
the writer thereof.

4

Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors DG Williams (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn W Brown 
PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner D Gewer 
H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel D Hertz J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg N Jansen van Vuuren 
G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe 
BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane J Nickig JJ Niemand BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw 
AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg NL Scott TASibidIa LKSilberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens 
PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tonder JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield 
DC Walker D WeglerskI M Wiehahn DC Wlllans E Wood BW Workman-Davies Consultant JM Bortz
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Adams & Ada msPATENT,TRADEMARK, COPYRIGHT, COMMERCIAL, 
PROPERTY6 LITIGATION ATTORNEYS

EMAIL MESSAGE
PRETORIA OFFICE
Lynnwood Bridge 4 Doventry Street 
Lynnwood Manor Pretoria
CORRESPONDENCE
PO Box 1014 Pretoria 0001 Sauth Africa 
DOCEX SI Pretoria

To: siulv@werksmans.com

From: iac.marais@adamsadams.com
PHONE +27 (0)12 432 6000 

+27 CO) 12 432 6599 
mail® adamsadams.com
www.adamsadams.com

FAX
EMAIL
WEB(Nat) (012)432 6000 

(Int) +27 12 432 6000
Tel No.

JSM/VC/LT2141Our Reference:

Mrs July/kb/MINI29566.1 
/#3524136v1

Your Reference:

6 March 2015Date:r This message contains information which is conhdentiai and/or legally privileged. It is intended for the addressee only. If you are not the addressee and you ha 
received this email in error, you may not read, use, disseminate, distribute or copy its information. Please notify us immediately and we shall arrange for the reti 
thereof at our own cost.

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

Dear Sirs

IN RE: MINISTER OF POLICE / INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

We refer to your letter dated 27 February 2015 which has been referred to us for reply to on 
behalf of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate (“IPID”).

1.

We shall procure instructions from IPID as soon as possible and furnish you with a 
substantive response to your letter shortly.

2.

We confirm that, in the interim, Mr. Khuba has not been granted permission to consult with 
you. We furthermore request that you direct any further correspondence in relation to your 
Investigation to the writer hereof.

3.

Yours faithfully
ADAMS & ADAMS

J S MARAIS
Checked and signed by author and sent electronically

Pretoria, Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Mozambique (ARIPO), Angoia, Tanzania, Burundi, Cameroon (OAPi), Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland, Kenya, Ghana & Nigeria 
Partners Gavin Kobe Howard Rogers Dario Tanziani Johan du Preez Coin MacKenzie Nelia Hickman Marietta du Plessis Samantha Copeling Gerard du Plessis Phil Pla 
Louis vender Walt ChameieRoux Russell Bagnall Simon Brovtm Suzaan Laing Gregor Wolter Joseph Goedhals Slain de vaiiers Andre Visser NolwaziGcaba Eugene Honey 
Darren Olivier David Scheepers Megan Moerdijk Marius Gerber Kelly Thompson NoloKhechane Janice Galvad NishiChetty Lucy Signorelli Steven Yeates Johnny Fiandetro 
LeanderOpperman Jenny Pienaar DanleDohmen Alexis Apostolidls Bilkis Rassool Manisha MaganbhahMooloo Debbie Man-iott Michael Gwala Lauren Ross DaleHealy 
Mandy Gordon RoelofGrov§ Nicolette Koch James Davies Nicky Garnett VishenPillay Godfrey Budeli Jac Marais Nthabisheng Phaswana Dieter Wellhagen FerdiMyburg 
SomayyaKhan Danie Strachan NishanShgh Werina Griffiths Sajidha Gamieldien Pieter Visagie Jessica Axelson JaniCronj^ Wilhelm Prozesky NIcol^eB^gar Jean-Paul Rudd 
Andrew Molver Venashrie Mannar Lindie Serrurier Chari Po^ieter
Senior Consultants Esm6du Plessis Martin Rotteveel Stephan Ferreira Chris Job Craig Forbes llzeDiJkstra
Associates Deborah Marsicano Delene Bertasso Thertee Davis Claire Bothma Stephen Hollis Alicia KabinI Kagisho Manyashi Natasha Wtight Alicia Castleman UdiPUlay 
AminaSultman Andrew Phillips Nicole Smalberger RenSe Nienaber rrffanyConiey CharlMarais Nondumiso Msimang Paul Muscat Laurika van Deventer Jean-Louis La Grange 
WynandFourie Vuyokazi Ndamse Jan-Hami Svranepoel Suraya Veerasamy Dakalo LuvhimbI Dionne Mubika WenselBrItz Kim Rampersadh Liezal Mostert Thamaray Govender 
Zunaid Olivier Lita-Miti Qamata Kerry Wiers Nicole Haworth Catherre Wojtowitz Richard Wiers Ashlin Perumall KareemaShaik Sinai Govender Alissa Nayanah Ian Learmonth 
Assisted by Jevonne Le Roux Farzana Rassool Melissa Dreyer Karen Lam Zamokuhie Sokhela TayybaNaila Lisa Nunes Farzanah Manjoo Thando Manentsa GablMailula 
Nazi! Parker Nevashni Pillay John Ndlovu Jeanette Visagie Deirdre Daniel-Naud6 Francois Landman Megan Dinnie Gillian Griffiths Misha Post KhanyisileKhanyile Dineo Modibedi 
Helgard JanseVan Rensburg David Gauna Luzaan Dudley Shani Van Der Bergh Chandre Du Toit Reinhardt Biermann 
Chief Operating Officer Dave Forbes -5Level 3 BBBEE Contributor rating
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MIIPersonal Portal Page 1 of 2

IN RE: MINISTER OF POLICE / INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE 
DIRECTORATE

Jac Marais <jac.marai6@adamsadams.com> 
06/03/2016 at 15:09:481
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
06/03/2015 at 15:09:48
'sjuly@werksmans.com' <sjuly@werksmans.com> 
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>, 

Michael Gwala <michael.gwala@adamsadams.coiin>,
Varana Chutterpaul <Varana.Chutterpaul@adamsadams.com>, 
Ansuya Buccas <Ansuya.Buccas@adamsadams.com>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

1 Attachment(s) Total 180.2 KB View -

f 0 Email to Werksmans Final 6 03 2015.PDF (180.2 KB)

Our ref; LT2141

Your ref: Mr S July/kb/MINI29566.1/#3524136v1

Dear Sirs,

IN RE: MINISTER OF POLICE / INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE 
DIRECTORATE

Please find attached correspondence for your attention.

Yours faithfully,

Jac Marais

Partner

PHONE +27 12 432 6356

FAX +27 12 432 6550

EMAIL jac.marais@adamsadams.com

5
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Page 2 of 2Personal Portal

WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa 

POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

This email is subject to an electronic communication legal notice availabie at 
http://www.adamsadams.com/index.php/site/edisciaimerr

u
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Adams&AdamsPATENT, TRADEMARK, COPYRKBHT, COMMERCIAL, 
PROPERTYfi LITIGATION ATTORNEYS

EMAIL MESSAGE
PRETORIA OFFICE
Lynnwood Bridge 4 Dovsntry Street 
Lynnwood Manor Pretoria
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PO Bo* 1014 Pretoria 0001 South Africa 
DOCEX ai Pretoria

To; siuly^werksmans.com

From: iac.maraisfd adamsadams.com
PHON E +27 (0) 12 432 6000 

+27 (0) 12 432 6599 
EMAIL mall@adamsadarris.com 

www.adamsadoms.com

FAX

Tel No. (Nat) (012)432 6000 
(Int) +27 12 432 6000

JSM/VC/LT2141

Mrs July/kb/MINI29566.1 
/#3524136v1

Our Reference:

Your Reference:

6 March 2015Date:r T?iis message contains Mamialimi which is confiOential and/or legelly privileged. It is intendeit for Me aMiessee only, f you am not the addressee and you have'
-eceii/ed this email in error you may not mad, use, disseminate, dstiitxite or copy its intbnnatton. Please notify us Immediately and we shall arrange for the mtun 
'■ hereof el our own cost.

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

Dear Sirs

IN RE: MINISTER OF POLICE / INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

We refer to your letter dated 27 February 2015 which has been referred to us for reply to on 
behalf of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate (“IPID”).

1.

We shall procure instructions from IPID as soon as possible and furnish you with a 
substantive response to your letter shortly.

2.

3. We confirm that, in the interim, Mr. Khuba has not been granted permission to consult with 
you. We furthermore request that you direct any further correspondence in relation to your 
Investigation to the writer hereof.L Yours faithfully

ADAMS & ADAMS

J S MARAIS
Checked and signed by author and sent electronically

Pretoria. ,Miamesburg. Capa 7om Durban. Mezamblqua (ARPO), Angola, Tamank. Burundi, Cameroon(OAFO. Botswana. Laaotho, NamMa. Swaalfantl, Kanya, Ghana A Nigeria 
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Andrew Motver Venashrb Uarmar Lhdie Senurier ChadPo^leter
SeniorConsttftanbs EemdduPlassls MarthRottevael St^anFenelra ChrfsJob CraigPoibes llzeDgkstra
Asaoetatas Detx>rah Marsicano DeleraB^tasso Therese Davis Claire Bothma Stephen Ht^lis ATciaKabiii KegishoManyashi Natasha VWght Alicia Castlemw UdiPRIay 
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Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+ 27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@weri<smans.com

Mr Matthew Sesoko
Independent Police Investigative Directorate
Chief Director: Investigation & Information Management

TeiEmail: MSesoko@ipid.gov.za
Fax

Error! No document variable supplied.
Mr S July/kb/MINI29566.1/#3535005vl 
+27 11 535 8163 
+27 11 535 8663 
sjuly@werksmans.com

YOUR REFERENCE: 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:

5 March 2015

Dear Sir

RE; REQUEST TO CONSULT WITH MR IH KHUBA

We refer to the above matter. We acknowledge receipt of your email dated 4 March 2015.1

We find it difficult to comprehend why it is taking a long time to give permission to Mr Khuba 
to consult with us in this regard. This is a matter of extreme urgency as per the Minister's 
directive. The Minister gave us two weeks to give a report on the investigation. Mr Khuba 
remains a key player in this investigation, hence the urgent consultation with him is highly 
significant.

2

(

Should we not get confirmation from you by close of business tomorrow 5 march 2015, we will 
have no alternative but to seek for the urgent intervention of the Minister in this regard.

3

We look forward to your urgent response.4

We hope you find the above in order.5

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu U Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver □ du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 
D Gewer JA Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel 3 Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg 
N Jansen van Vuuren G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo J Nickig JJ Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg 
NL Scott TA Sibidia LK Silberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJTruter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg 
HA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D WegierskI M WIehahn DC Willans DG Williams E Wood 
BW Workman-Davies

JOHANNESBURG . CAPE TOWN . STELLENBOSCH. TYGER VALLEY
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Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc

r

2
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Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werl<smans.com

Mr Innocent Khuba 
Mr HI Khuba
Acting Provincial Head of IPID : Limpopo 
Independent Police Investigative Directorate

Tel
Fax

Email: IKhuba@ipid.gov.za

YOUR REFERENCE: IPID REPORTS
OUR REFERENCE: Mr S Tom/st/MINI29566.1/#3564304vl 

+-27 11 535 8146 
+27 11 535 8646 

EMAIL ADDRESS: stom@werksmans.eom

DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX:

19 March 2015

Dear Sir

REQUEST FOR CONSULTATION: IPID REPORTS ON THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS

We refer to the above matter.1

2 As you may recall that we have been appointed to conduct an investigation into the illegal 
rendition of Zimbabwean nationals. For the purposes of our investigation, we urgently request 
to consult with you at our offices on Monday 23 March 2015.

3 We are available to consult with you from 15h00 pm.

V Please revert to us at your earliest convenience.4

5 We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully

LS
Werksmans Inc

ST
Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver □ du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 
D Gewer JA Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg 
N Jansen van Vuuren G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Kllloran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo J Nickig JJ Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen S Padayachy M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman 
W Rosenberg NL Scott TA Sibidia LK Silberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon 
DN van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Willans DG Williams E Wood 
BW Workman-Davies
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Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werksmans.com

Mr Matthews Sesoko
Independent Police Investigative Directorate

TeiEmail: MSesoko@ipid.gov.za
Fax

YOUR REFERENCE: 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:

Mr S July/st /MINI29566.1/#3564332vl 
+27 11 535 8146 
+27 11 535 8646 
sjuly@werksmans.com

I

19 March 2015

Dear Sir

REQUEST FOR CONSULTATION: IPID REPORTS ON THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS

We refer to our letter dated 6 March 2015, the contents of which are self-explanatory.1

We urgently request to consult with you on Tuesday 24 March 2015 at 15h00 pm.2

Please revert to us at your earliest convenience.3

We look forward to hearing from you regarding the aforesaid.4

Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc

T

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland 3G Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett 3N de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez R3 Feenstra S Fodor S3 Gardiner 
D Gewer 3A Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws 6F Griessel 3 Holiesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC 3acobs TL 3anse van Rensburg 
N 3ansen van Vuuren G 3ohannes S 3uly 3 Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige P3 Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein 3S Lochner 3S Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo 3 Nickig 33 Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski R3 Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg 
NL Scott TA Sibidia LK Silberman 3A Smit 3S Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn 3 Stockwell W Strachan 3G Theron 33 Truter K3 Trudgeon DN van den Berg 
HA van Niekerk F3 van Tender 3P van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Willans DG Williams E Wood 
BW Workman-Davies
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IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE 
INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR GENERAL 
SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN

1 Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
23/03/2015 at 16:47:13

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
23/03/2015 at 16:47:13
'sjuiy@werksmans.coni' <sJuly@werksmans.com> 
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>, 

Michael Gwala <michael.gwala@adamsadams.com>,
Jameei Hamid <Jameel.Hamid@adamsadams.com>,
Varana Chutterpaul <Varana.Chutterpaul@adamsadams.com>, 
Ansuya Buccas <Ansuya.Buccas@adamsadams.com>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

% 1 Attachment(s) Total 198.9 KB View ^

0 Email to Werksmans Attorneys 23 03 2015.PDF (198,9 KB)

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

ATTENTION: Mr S July

Dear Mr July

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF 
LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS 
OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI”) IN THE ILLEGAL 
RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

Please see attached correspondence for your kind attention.

https://login-za.nnimecast.com/m/portal/app/print.jsp?sid=l25DB0g8nCyQ9a., 07/05/2020
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Yours faithfully,

Jac Marais

Partner

PHONE +27 12 432 6356

FAX+27 12 4326550

EMAIL jac.maraisiiadamsadams.com

WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa

POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africar

This email is subject to an electronic communication legal notice available at 
http://www.adamsadams.com/index.php/site/edisdaimer

.Ij.i----- ..nnn r^ne'iroir Ar>r»r*rkT4A

https;//login-za.mimecastcom/m/portal/app/print.jsp?sid=l25DB0g8nCyQ9a.,. 07/05/2020
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EMAIL MESSAGE PRETORIA OFFICE
Lynnwood Bridge 4 Doventry Street 
Lynnwood Honor Pretoria
CORRESPONDENCE
PO Box 1014 Pretoria 0001 South Africa 
D0CEKS1 Pretoria

To: siulv.a)werksmans.com

From: iac.maraisdadamsadams.com

(Nat) (012)432 6000 
(lnt)+2712 432 6000

PHONE +27(0)12 432 6000 
+27 (0) 12 432 6599 
ma 11@) adamsad a ms.com 
www.odam6adQms.com

Tel No. FAX
EMAIL
WEB

JSM/VC/LT2141Our Reference:

MrJuly/MINI29566.1Your Referenoe:

23 March 2015Dale:

This message contains Mormation which is contidantiai and/or legally privileged. It is intended for the addressee only, r you are not the addressee and you AairS
eceh/ed this email In error, you nay not read, use, disseminate, distribute or copy its information. Please notify us Immediately and we shall arrange for the return 
hereof at our own cost,r
WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

URGENT

ATTENTION: Mr S July

Dear Mr July

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT 
OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION 
(“DPCI”) IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

1. As previously indicated, we represent the independent Police Investigative Directorate 
(“IPiD”). Your correspondence below addressed to Mr. M. Sesoko has been referred to us for 
consideration and reply.

2. Our instructions are to facilitate iPID’s cooperation with your inquiry, as referred to in your 
ietter under reply, including in respect of interviews with Mr. McBride, Mr. Sesoko and others. 
We request that you address all further correspondence to us.

3. With regard to the aforesaid we draw your attention to the Judgement per Fabricius J in the 
matter of Independent Police Investigative Directorate and Robert McBride v Minister of 
Police and Minister of Public Service and Administratbn under case number 6588/2015

Pniorla, J^ann^sbwg, Ceps Town, Dufben, 
Perinea

gue (A/iPO), Angole, Tenienla, Bunimil, Cemereon (OAPI), Botewene, Lesotho, Nemibla, Swagllend, Kenye, Ohmo & Nigeria 
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Andrevr Molver Venashrie Mannar Lhdie Serrurfer Chad Po^leler 
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where it was held by the Honourable Judge that “/ do believe that part B is arguable, and it 
does have reasonable prospects of success" (paragraph 15). Our client’s view in respect of 
the Minister’s powers as presently formulated in the IPID Act is fortified by the views 
expressed by the Honourable Fabricius J. Our client has accordingly requested the Minister 
to agree to expedited time periods for the hearing of Part B of the aforesaid application. We 
await to hear from the Minister in this regard.

Our client is confident that your inquiry will not lead to any adverse findings against our client, 
in relation to the allegations contained in your Terms of Reference (or at all). We confirm that 
our client's cooperation with your investigation is without prejudice to its rights in relation to 
the unlawfulness of the Minister’s powers referred to above and the pending litigation.

4.

5. We will consult with our client’s Mr. Sesoko as soon as possible whereafter we will revert 
regarding suitable dates and times for an inten/iew. To assist you with planning we confirm 
that our client’s Mr. M. Sesoko has indicated he will probably be out of town tomorrow. We 
are, however, appreciative of the time pressures that you are under and will therefore 
endeavour to revert as soon as possible.r

Yours faithfully
ADAMS & ADAMS

JS MARAiS
Checked and signed by author and sent electronically

u

I

5vj
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Read: IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE 
POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR 
GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE 
DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE 
ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
23/03/2015 at 16:48:16

From:
Sent:

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com>
23/03/2015 at 16:48:16
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>To:

Cc:

1 Attachment{s) Total 255.0 byte(s) View -

r □ receipt.txt (255.0 byte(s))

Your message

Sandile July
Jac Marais; Michael Gwala; Jameel Hamid; Varana Chutterpaul;

To:
Cc:

Ansuya Buccas
Subject: IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE 

POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL 
SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY 
CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN 
Sent Mon, 23 Mar 2015 16:47:11 +0200

was read on Mon, 23 Mar 2015 16:47:34 +0200

-$J
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JS MARAIS 
Adams & Adams 
Lynwood Bridge 
4 DAventry Street 
Lynwwod Manor 
Pretoria

Tei
Fax

Email: jac.marais@adamsadams.com

JSM/VC/LT2141
Mr S July/st/MINI29566.1/#3574121vl 
+27 11 535 8146 
+27 11 535 8646 
sjuly@werksmans.com

YOUR REFERENCE; 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:

URGENT
25 March 2015

Dear Sir

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT 
OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND THE 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES, IN THE ILLEGAL 
RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

We refer to your letter dated 23 March 2015.1

2 Kindly advise on when are you and your client, Mr Sesoko, available to consult with us in 
relation to the above matter. We are available to consult on Thursday 26 March and/or 
Wednesday 1 April 2015.

U 3 We look forward to hearing from you as a matter of extreme urgency.

Yours faithfuliy

Werksmans Inc

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 
D Gewer 3A Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg 
N Jansen van Vuuren G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo J Nickig JJ Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg 
IML Scott TA Sibidia LK Silberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg 
HA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Willans DG Williams E Wood 
BW Workman-Davies
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RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE 
INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR GENERAL 
SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE 
FOR PRIORITY CRIMES, IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN 
NATIONALS IN 2010

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
26/03/2015 at 08:30:10

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>
26/03/2015 at 08:30:10 
'Sandile Tom' <stom@werksmans.com>
Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com>, Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 

Michaei Gwaia <michael.gwala@adamsadams.com>,
Jameei Hamid <Jameel.Hamid@adamsadams.com>,
Varana Chutterpaul <Varana.Chutterpaul@adamsadams.com>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

f
Our ref: JSM/MG/LT2141

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS

Johannesburg

Dear Sirs

IN RE: INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE & MR R McBRIDE / THE MINISTER OF POLICE AND THE 
MINISTER OF PUBLIC SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATION - CASE NO. 6588/15

V
We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 25 March 2015. We will procure instructions from IPID as soon as 
possible and hope to be in a position to provide you with a substantive response, including in respect of dates and 
times for the proposed interview with MrSesoko.

Kind regards,

Jac

Jac Marais

Partner

PHONE+27 12 432 6356

5j
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FAX+27 12 432 6550
A

EMAILjac.marai5@adamsadams.com

WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa

POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

P This email is subject to an eiectronic communication legal notice availabie at 
http://www.adamsadams.com/index.php/site/edisclaimer

From: SandileTom [mailto:stom@werksmans.com]
Sent: 25 March 2015 01:15 PM 
To: Jac Marais 
Cc: Sandile Jul/
Subject: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF 
LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF 
THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES, IN THE ILLEGAL RENDHION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS 
IN 2010

This email and Its attachments are private, confidential, may be subject to legal professional privilege and 
are only for the use of the intended recipient.

Dear Sir

Please see the attached letter for your urgent attention. V

< >
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Kind regards

Sandile Tom
Associate
T+27 11 535 8146
F+27 11 635 8646
stom@werksmans.com

Werksmans Attorneys 
155- 5th Street. Sandton, 2196 
Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
T+27 11 535 8000 
F +27 11 535 8600

Impartant Information: Dfscialmer
(

Werksmans Inc. ("Werksmans"), its affiliates and their respective directors, employees and consultants shall have no 
liability to you (whether In contract, delict or otherwise) arising from or in connection with this email or its attachments (If 
any), save to the extent specifically provided In any agreement concluded between Werksmans and you. This email and 
its attachments (If any) are subject to the werksmans email disclaimer and the terms of any agreement that may have 
been concluded between Werksmans and you. The disclaimer Is available on our website at Disclaimer or on request from 
our Marketing Department on +27 11 535 80D0 or at lnfo@werksmans.com. A list of Werksmans Directors is available at 
People Profiles.Itevomcid

u

5
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DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werksmans.com

JS MARAIS 
Adams & Adams 
Lynwood Bridge 
4 DAventry Street 
Lynwwod Manor 
Pretoria

Tel
Fax

Email: jac.marais@adamsadams.com

JSM/VC/LT2141
Mr S July/nm/MINI29566.1/#3574121vl 
+27 11 535 8146 
+27 11 535 8646 
sjuly@werksmans.com

YOUR REFERENCE: 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX:
EMAIL ADDRESS:

URGENT
25 March 2015

Dear Sir

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT 
OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT; MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND THE 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY CRIMES, IN THE ILLEGAL 
RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

We refer to your letter dated 23 March 2015.1

Kindly advise on when are you and your client, Mr Sesoko, available to consult with us In 
relation to the above matter. We are available to consult on Thursday 26 March and/or 
Wednesday 1 April 2015.

2

3 We look forward to hearing from you as a matter of extreme urgency.

Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC BrSnn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 
D Gewer JA Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg 
N Jansen van Vuuren G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo J Nickig JJ Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg 
NL Scott TA Sibidia LK Silberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg

Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Wiilans DG Williams E WoodHA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D 
BW Workman-Davies
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WERKSMANS
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DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton 
Tel +27 11 535 8000 
Fax +27 11 535 8600 
www.werksmans.com 
enquiries@werksmans.com

Mr Innocent Khuba
Acting Provincial Head of IPID : Limpopo 
Independent Police Investigative Directorate

Email : IKhubaOipid.qov.za

Mr Khuba
Mr S July/cm/MINI29566.1/#3580173vl 
+27 11 535 8163 
+27 11 535 8663 
sjuly@werlcsmans.com

YOUR REFERENCE: 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:

27 March 2015

Dear Sir

REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS

We refer to the consultation we had with yourself on Thursday, 26 March 2015.1

2 We request that you furnish us with the info note that you mentioned in our consultation. In 
addition, could you please furnish us with the report that you sent to Messrs Seseko and 
McBride for their signature.

We await to hear from you.3

f

Yours faithfully

Werksmans Inc
THIS FAX/EMAIL HAS BEEN ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED WITH NO SIGNATURE.

5

werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB BoshofF GT Bossr T3 Bosweli MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan D Corbett JN de Villiers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 
D Gewer JA Gobetz H Gooiam R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg 
N Jansen van Vuuren G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Kiiloran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing 
E Levenstein JS Lochner JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso PM Madala MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitis KO Motshwane L Naidoo J Nickig JJ Niemand 
BPF Olivier WE Oosthulzen S Padayachy M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Piilay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman 
W Rosenberg NL Scott TA Sibidia LK Siiberman JA Smit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockweil W Strachan JGTheron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon 
DN van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tonder JP van Wyk A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Willans DG Williams E Wood 
BW Workman-Davies

JOHANNESBURG . CAPE TOWN. STELLENBOSCH . TYGER VALLEY
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IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE 
INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL 
SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCr) IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
31/03/2015 at 11:15:03

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com> 
31/03/2015 at 11:15:03 
sjuly@werksmans.com 
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>, 

Michael Gwala <michael.gwala@adamsadams.com>,
Jameel Hamid <Jameel.Hamid@adamsadams.oom>,
Ansuya Buccas <Ansuya.Buccas@adamsadam&.com>, 
Varana Chutterpaui <Varana.Chutterpaul@adamsadams.com>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

1 Attachment(s) Total 12.4 KB View

g| image004.jpg (12.4 KB)

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

ATTENTION: Mrs July

Dear Mr July

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL 
DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR PRIORITY 
CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

1. We refer to the above matter ("the Application") as well as your correspondence of 25 March 2015.

2. Please be advised that the First Applicant, per Mr. Kgamanyane the Acting Head of IPID, has instructed us that it 
will not proceed with the aforesaid Application, and, we will, accordingly, shortly deliver:

2.1. a Notice of Withdrawal of Application by the First Applicant. Please note that the Second Applicant is 
proceeding with the Application; and

LS
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2.2. a Notice of Withdrawal of Attorneys of Record.

3. Any further correspondence to the First Applicant in relation to the Application should, accordingly, be directed 
to Mr. Viceroy Maoka, Acting Head of Legal Services, at vmaoka@ipid.gov.za.

4. Any correspondence in relation to the Application addressed to the Second Applicant should be directed to the 
writer hereof.

With kind regards,

Jac

P Jac Marais

Partner

PHONE+27 12 432 6356

FAX +27 12 432 6550

EMAIL jac.marais@adamsadams.com

WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa 

POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

New CPL signature (Jac Marais)-lmage01

U

This email is subject to an electronic communication legal notice available at 
http://www.adamsadam5.com/index.php/slte/edisclaimer
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DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton 
Tei +27 11 535 8000 
Fax +27 11 535 8600 
www.wertemans.com 
enquiries@wertemans.com

Mr Robert McBride
lindependent Police Investigative Directorate

Email: RMcBride@ipid.gov.za

YOUR REFERENCE: ILLEGAL RENDITIONS INVESTIGATION 
OUR REFERENCE:
DIRECT PHONE:
DIRECT FAX:
EMAIL ADDRESS:

Mr S July/cm/MINI29566.1/#3597163vl 
+27 11 535 8163 
+27 11 535 8663 
sjuly@werksmans.comr

2 April 2015

Dear Sir

REQUEST TO CONSULT: RE IPID REPORTS

The above matter bears reference.1

2 As you are aware that Werksmans Attorneys has been appointed to conduct an investigation 
into the two reports that were submitted to the National Prosecuting Authority. For ease of 
reference, we attach hereto a copy of the appointment letter from the Minister of Police.

3 We have interviewed Mr Khuba, and Mr Sesoko who are members of the Independent Police 
Investigative Directorate ('TPID"). During the said interviews, you have been mentioned as 
one of the people who were involved in one of the reports in question.

In the circumstances, we would like to consult with you at our offices on 7 April 2015 at 
15h00. We would appreciate it if you could accede to our request and attend such consultation.

4

5 We look forward to your most urgent response.

Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to contact us.6

^5

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Direi+ors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA Aronoff DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC BrtSnn 
W Brown PF Burger PGCIeland J6 Cloete PPJ Coetser CCole-Morgan JN de Villlers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner D Gewer 
JA Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkln ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hoslosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg N Jansen van Vuuren 
G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Kllloran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing E Levenstein JS Lochner 
JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraltis KO Motshwane L Naldoo J NIcklg JJ NIemand BPF Olivier WE Oosthulzen S Padayachy 
M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Plllay T Potter BC Price AA PyzikowskI RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg ML Scott TA SIbidIa LK Sllberman 
JA Smit JS Smit a Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tender JP van Wyk 
A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D WegierskI M WIehahn DC Wlllans DG Williams E Wood BW Workman-Davles
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Investigations to the Illegal Renditions of Zimbabweans

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
13/04/2015 at 11:13:30

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com>
13/04/2015 at 11:13:30
'lkgamanyane@ipid.gov.za' <lkgatnanyane@ipid.gov.za> 
'Tmahibila@ipid.gov.za' <Tmahibila@ipid.gov.za>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

1 Attachment(s) Total 224.7 KB View -

0 20150413122112999.pdf (224.7 KB)

Dear Mr i Kgamanyane.

Please find the attachment for your urgent Consideration

Kind Regards

Kwazi Buthelezi 
Candidate Attorney
T: +27 11 535 8177 | F: +27 11 535 8591 | kbuthelezi@werksmans.com

Werksmans Attorneys
155 5th Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196 
Private Bag 10015, Sandton. 2146, South Africa 
T: +27 11 535 8000 | F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com 
---- Original Message—
From: scans@werksmans.co.za [mailto:scans@werksmans.co.za]
Sent: 13 April 2015 12:21 PM
To: Kwazi Buthelezi
Subject: Message from "RNPF3C6AA‘'

This E-mail was sent from "RNPF3C6AA" (Aficio MP 6001).

Scan Date: 13.04.2015 12:21:12 (+0200) 
Queries to: scan5@werksmans.co.za
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WERKSMANS

ATTORNEYS

DELIVERED BY EMAIL

Johannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton 
Tel +27 11 535 8000 
Fax +27 11 S3S 8600 
www.werksmans.com . 
enqulr1es@werksmans.com

Mr Israel Kgamanyane 
Acting Executive Director: IPID

Email ;lkgamanyane@ipid.gov.za 
Cc : Tmahiblla(§)ipld.gov.za

YOUR REFERENCE: Zimbabwean Renditions Investigation 
OUR REFERENCE: Mr S July/kb/MINI29566.1/#3610923v2 
DIRECT PHONE; ■F27 11 535 8163 
DIRECT FAX: -+27 11 535 8663
EMAIL ADDRESS: sjuly@werksmans.eom

O

13 April 2015

Dear Sir

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY MINISTER OF POLICE IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

1 We refer to the above matter.

2 On 2 April 2015, we addressed a letter to Mr Robert McBride requesting to consult with him 
regarding the investigations into the renditions. We hereby attach the said letter for ease of 
reference. To this day, we have not received any response from Mr McBride.

We hereby request that you instruct Mr McBride to avail himself urgently for such consultation.

Furthermore, we would like to urgently consult with Mr Innocent Khuba once more today in our 
offices if possible.

We hope you accede to our urgent request.

3
U

4

5

6 Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to contact us,

Yours faUmul

Werk; I Inc
/

Werksmans In . Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 Sth Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (ChBlrman) AL Armstrong BAAronoff DAAttelro TB'ata AR Berman NMN Bhengu LBIck HGB BosholT GTBossr TJ Boswell MC BrBnn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland J6 Cloece PFJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan JN de Vllllers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner 0 Gewer 
JA Gobetz H Goolam R Gootkln ID Gouws GF Gdessel 3 Mollesen MGH Honiball VR Hoslosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg N Jansen van Vburen 
G Johannes S July J Kalltneyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krige FJ Krvische P le Roux MM Lessing E Levenstein J5 Lochner 
JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitls KO Motshwane L Naidoo J NIcklg JJ NIemand BPF Olivier WE Oosthulzen S Padayachy 
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IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE 
INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL 
SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN

t Jac Marais <Jac.marajs@adamsadams.com> 
15/04/2015 at 17:31:40

Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>
15/04/2015 at 17:31:40
'sjuty@werksmans.com' <sjuly@werksmans.com>
Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>,

Michael Gwata <michaet.gwala@adamsadams.c»m>,
Jameel Hamid <Jameel.Hamid@adamsadams.com>,
Ansuya Buccas <Ansuya.Buccas@adamsadams.com>,
Varana Chutterpaut <Varana.Chutterpaul@adamsadams.com>, kbuthetezi@werksman8.coin

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

WERKSMANSAHORNEYS
Johannesburg

ATTENTION: Mrs July

Dear Mr July

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL 
DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIREaORATE FOR PRIORITY 
CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010u
1. We refer to the above matter and your correspondence addressed to Mr. Kgamanyane, dated 13 April 2015, as 

well as the email addressed to Mr. McBride, dated 2 April 2015, which has been forwarded for our consideration 
and reply on behalf of Mr. McBride ("our client").

2. We place on record that our client did not receive your email of 2 April 2015 as it was apparently sent to 
RMcBride@ipid.gov.za, an email address that he does not have access to. The email came to his attention via 
Mr. Kgamanyane yesterday, to whom our client consented to his contact details being provided to you.

3. Despite our repeated requests for all correspondence relating to Mr. McBride to be directed via our offices, we 
have not heard from you in this regard. To the contrary, you seem to still be directing your correspondence in 
relation to Mr. McBride elsewhere.
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A
A. Our client has on numerous occasions confirmed his commitment to assist with the Werksmans Investigation, 

and we have requested you to address correspondence to us in this regard.

5. It has also come to our attention that our client has received two telephone calls from your office during the 
course of this afternoon wherein a tentative consultation has been arranged for Friday, 17 April 201S at 12h00. 
We will procure instructions from our ciient in this regard.

6. Notwithstanding the aforementioned our client remains committed to assisting you with the Investigation and ir 
this regard we look forward to hearing from you.

7, We thank you in anticipation.

n
With kind regards.

Jac

Jac Marais

Partner

S.PHONE -1-27 12 432 6356

FAX-r27 12 432 6550 I
V ■

EMAILjac.marals@adamsadams.com

WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za
U

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa 

POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

cid:lmage001 .Jpg@01 D0778C.E33D8150

This email is subject to an electronic communication legal notice available at http://www.adamsadams.com/index

<
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WERKSMANS
ATTORNEYS

DELIVERED BY EMAIL

3ohannesburg Office
155 5th Street 
Sandton 2196 South Africa 
Private Bag 10015 
Sandton 2146 
Docex 111 Sandton

+27 11 535 8000 
+27 11 535 8600 

www.werksmans.com 
enquirie5@werksmans.com

Mr JS Marais
Adams &. Adams Attorneys

Tel
FaxEmail : jac.marais@adamsadams.com

JSM/VC/LT2141
Mr S July/st/MINI29566.1/#3619087vl 
+27 11 535 8146 
+27 11 535 8646 
stom@werksmans.com

YOUR REFERENCE: 
OUR REFERENCE: 
DIRECT PHONE: 
DIRECT FAX: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:

r
16 April 2015

Dear Sir

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY MINISTER OF POLICE IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 15 April 2015,1

We place on record that we have never, at any stage, before 2 April 2015 requested to 
interview your client.

2

Although you have advised in your letters addressed to us that you were representing Khuba, 
Sesoko and McBride and indicated your willingness to arrange dates for the interviews with 
your clients. On 26 March 2015, you made two telephone calls to the writer hereof. During the 
first telephone call, you indicated that you were representing IPID and not individuals. You 
later called on the same day, during this telephone conversation you indicated that your 
mandate has been terminated by IPID.

3

U

Pursuant to the telephonic conversation, interviews were held with Sesoko and Khuba. On 2 
April 2015 we addressed a letter to your client, which your client apparently did not receive. 
We never received a response from your client. We forwarded the letter to his employer, the 
IPID. We were advised by Mr Gamanyane of IPID that Mr McBride did not receive the letter. 
The letter was then provided to your client by Mr Gamanyane.

4

Instead of advising us that he is represented by you, he sent an SMS to Mr Gamanyane which 
was in turn forwarded to us, which reads as follows:

5

ItHI there. You can pass on my cell phone number to Werkismans. Thanks.

Werksmans Inc. Reg. No. 1990/007215/21 Registered Office 155 5th Street Sandton 2196 South Africa
Directors D Hertz (Chairman) AL Armstrong BA AronofF DA Arteiro T Bata AR Berman NMN Bhengu L Bick HGB Boshoff GT Bossr TJ Boswell MC Bronn 
W Brown PF Burger PG Cleland JG Cloete PPJ Coetser C Cole-Morgan JN de Vllliers GW Driver U du Preez RJ Feenstra S Fodor SJ Gardiner D Gewer 
JA Gobetz H Gooram R Gootkin ID Gouws GF Griessel J Hollesen MGH Honiball VR Hosiosky BB Hotz HC Jacobs TL Janse van Rensburg N Jansen van Vuuren 
G Johannes S July J Kallmeyer SLG Kayana A Kenny BM Kew R Killoran N Kirby HA Kotze S Krlge PJ Krusche P le Roux MM Lessing E Levenstein JS Lochner 
JS Lubbe BS Mabasa PK Mabaso MPC Manaka H Masondo C Moraitls KO Motshwane L Naldoo J Nicklg JJ Niemand BPF Olivier WE Oosthuizen S Padayachy 
M Pansegrouw CP Pauw AV Pillay T Potter BC Price AA Pyzikowski RJ Raath A Ramdhin L Rood BR Roothman W Rosenberg NL Scott TA SIbidIa LK Silberman 
JA Emit JS Smit Cl Stevens PO Steyn J Stockwell W Strachan JG Theron JJ Truter KJ Trudgeon DN van den Berg HA van Niekerk FJ van Tonder JP van Wyk 
A Vatalidis RN Wakefield DC Walker D Wegierski M Wiehahn DC Wlllans DG Williams E Wood BW Workman-Davies -

JOHANNESBURG. CAFE TOWN . STELLENBOSCH. TYGER VALLEY
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It was on the basis of the SMS and the telephone call from Mr Gamanyane that Mr Mr Mcbride 
was pestering him that we contacted your client and arranged a meeting with him for Friday 
17 April 2015 at 12h00. Had he told us that he was represented by you in this matter we 
would not have contacted him.

6

7 With regard to the meeting scheduled on 17 April 2015, please advise whether or not it is 
proceeding.

8 We look forward to hearing from you as a matter of extreme urgency.

iO

U

2J
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INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION 
OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010 [IWOV-Litigation.FID297488]

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.com> 
16/04/2015 at 09:16:36

Sandile July <SJuly@werksmans.conn> 
16/04/2015 at 09:16:36 
<jac.marajs@adamsadams.com>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc;

^ 1 Attach ment(s) Total 156.1 KB View -

0 201504161023044e0.pdf (156.1 KB)

Dear Sir

Please find herewith the attached ietter for your attention.

Kindly acknowledge receipt

Sandile July 
Director
T: +27 11 535 8163 | F: +27 11 535 8663 | sjuly@werksmans.com

Werksmans Attorneys
155 5th Street Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196
Private Bag 10015, Sandton, 2146, South Africa
T: +27 11 535 80001 F: +27 11 535 8600 | www.werksmans.com

J
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Jac Marais <jac.marais@adamsadams.com>
16 April 2015 15:53 
Sandile July
Jac Marais; Michael Gwala; Jameel Hamid; Ansuya Buccas; Varana Chutterpaul 
RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF 
ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010 [IWOV-Litigatioi1.FID297488]

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS 
Johannesburg

ATTENTION: Mr S July

Dear Mr July

IN RE: INVESTIGATION BY THE MINISTER OF POLICE ON THE POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF LIEUTENANT 
GENERAL DRAMAT: MAJOR GENERAL SHADRACK SIBIYA; AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
PRIORITY CRIMES INVESTIGATION ("DPCI") IN THE ILLEGAL RENDITION OF ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS IN 2010

1. We refer to the above matter and your email below.

2. We confirm that the consultation with our client on Friday, 17 April 2015 at 12:00 pm at your offices.

3. We request that any documentation in respect of which you will rely on for the interview with our client be 
made available to him in advance for consideration in order to make the interview more constructive.

4. We look forward to receiving your response.

With kind regards,
Jac

Jac Marais 
Partner

PHONE+27 12 432 6356 
FAX +27 12 432 6550 
EMAIL iac.maraisiaadamsadams.com 
WEBSITE www.adamsadams.co.za

PHYSICAL ADDRESS Lynnwood Bridge, 4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria, South Africa 
POSTAL ADDRESS PO Box 1014, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

1
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

Interview with: 5

ROBERT MCBRIDE

MR ROBERT McBRIDE 
MR SANDILE JULY 
MS KERRY BADAL 
MR SANDILE TOM 
MR KWAZI BUTHELEZI

IPID
Director, Werksmans 
Associate, Werksmans 
Associate, Werksmans 
Candidate Attorney

PRESENT:
10

17 April 2015 15

Mr McBride, my name is SANDILE JULY, I'm anMR JULY:

attorney conducting this interview. This is

U SANDILE TOM, who is an Associate here, then we

have KWAZI BUTHELEZI, who is a Candidate

Attorney, and that is KERRY BADAL, who is an 20

Associate here.

Okay.MR McBRIDE:

We were supposed to start this meeting atMR JULY:

The reason for us12h00, but we are late.

being late is that we were stuck in traffic. 25

We do apologise. Today is 17 April 2015, and

we are talking to MR McBRIDE.
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

Mr McBride, I don't know how we start, but we

will tell you what we know. We have

interviewed a number of people.

I just want to mention something. In yourMR MCBRIDE:

first communication with IPID, the email 5

By the time I was suspendeddidn't reach me.

you sent the next email to my work email

address, and I don't have access to it. I was

also expecting an SMS from you confirming

today, so that I could have details, because 10

I think both of you phoned me from ...

... a landline?MR JULY:

Yes, without a number on it.MR McBRIDE:

I will tell you what happened, Mr McBride.MR JULY:

After I spoke to you, we then received a 15

U letter which made reference to you. They then

We know that we arewrote us a letter to say:

not supposed to speak to you. That's how it

works. When you have a lawyer, we don't then

But what has happened is this.talk to you. 20

and maybe we need to explain this, we sent you

an email which you did not receive. We then

forwarded that email to your employer to say:

Listen, we wrote a letter to Mr McBride we

didn't know that you did not receive it - but 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT McBRIDE

we have not received any response from him.

can you liaise with him? Apparently MR

KGAMANYANE directed him to send the letter to

Remember, we don't know forADAMS & ADAMS.

the purposes of this interview. that you are 5

represented by ADAMS & ADAMS. Initially ADAMS
(

& ADAMS indicated to us that they were

representing IPID, they were not representing

individuals at IPID. Therefore, if we wanted

to speak to any person from IPID, we must come 10

Then on 26 March I got a callthrough (?) .

from MR JACQUES MARAIS, who said: When is

KHUBA coming here? I said: No, the meeting

with KHUBA is supposed to be at llhOO and the

time was 10h55. Then I said I wasn't sure 15

u where he was, but we were supposed to meet

with him at llhOO. He then said he was going

to confirm his instructions with IPID. He

came back to me to say he was no longer

representing IPID. So when he said to me he 20

was no longer representing IPID, therefore the

individuals at IPID were no longer represented

by him, hence the letter to you and not to

Hence when we couldn't findADAMS & ADAMS.

you and you couldn't respond to us, we didn't 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

know the reason and we sent the letter to the

employer, who then wrote to ADAMS & ADAMS.

Then we received a letter from ADAMS & ADAMS

telling us that we should not have contacted

you, they have been on record several times - 5

I think MR MARAIS forgot about our telephone
(

conversation on 26 March, which I explained to

him.

Okay.MR MCBRIDE;

He came back to say today's meeting is 10MR JULY:

proceeding. We also thought that you would be

coming with him.

No, I think initially, from the beginning, weMR McBride:

had indicated that we do not require lawyers

to be present. But since I am suspended, and 15

u they are acting on my behalf. I obtained

advice and guidance from them. The most

important issue was you were not in contact

with me, either via the lawyer or anybody.

because I was not receiving this stuff. 20For

me I was happy that at least you could make

contact and sort out the legal issues between

the lawyers. That was the most important

thing.

At least that has been sorted out now, Mr 25MR JULY:

is
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

McBride. The issue is this, you started at

IPID in March.

MR McBRIDE: Yes.

If I'm not mistaken it was 3 March?MR JULY:

That's correct, 3 March I started, yes.MR McBRIDE: 5

Yes, 3 March.MR JULY: MR KHUBA tells us a few daysr
later, which could have been 6 March, you

contacted him and asked him about the report.

and the report we are talking about is the

report in question, which is the ZIMBABWEAN 10

report. He came to you and he talked about

the report, and the following day you again

called him to talk about the report. In that

meeting it was you, SESOKO, him and MR GLEN

ANGUS, and there was talk about the report. 15

u KHUBA says he was told by SESOKO that you

wanted to speak to him, because he was

attending a conference, and you didn't have

his numbers, so you only contacted him through

We want to know what happened whenSESOKO. 20

you received the report on either the 5th or

the 6th, and what happened in the meeting with

the four of you. Subsequent to that.

according to MR KHUBA, there were other

meetings. Firstly, there was an email 25

5^
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT McBRIDE

exchange about the report, and later on there

was a meeting where there was a signing of the

report.

I will answer your question.MR McBRIDE: On the first

issue I was initially concerned about the way 5

I was not contacted when you started

communicating with IPID, so I mention that.

Then also the fact that a private law company

is investigating a government investigative

albeit an independent one, before the 10agency.

NPA had made a decision. Just to say that I

would have expected that there would have been

a wait. for the NPA to make a decision. It's

neither here nor there, but with the

communication problem, and then this, it was 15

a little bit of a concern to me. (External

interruption.) Is it okay if I continue

speaking?

If you can just hold on.MR JULY:

On my appointment I had asked for a briefingMR McBRIDE: 20

on all high-profile cases, and I think it was

CATO MANOR, it was RIAH PHIYEGA's matter, it

was this one of SIBIYA and DRAMAT I can't

remember but I can't recall ANGUS and KHUBA

in the same meeting on this issue of DRAMAT's 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

Maybe in the CATO MANOR cases, but Icase.

don't see why he would have been in that

meeting, because I don't think he was an

investigator in this case. He could have been

in a meeting with me. but I don't seem to 5

recall ...

Let me tell you what he says.MR JULY: He says he was

called into that meeting because he had raised

a number of issues. You wanted to know you

must have thought there was something that 10

went wrong with the investigation, and then

you wanted him to also be involved in the

investigation. He was hesitant to do that.

but it did not happen in any event that he

became part of the investigation, because one 15

of the things he raised about the

investigation was the involvement of MOUKANGWE

from Crime Intelligence.

My issue in the briefing and I can'tMR McBRIDE:

remember the exact sequence of events 20was

firstly Crime Intelligence was involved in the

case from the beginning. That's the one

second issue was that myTheissue.

predecessor. Acting, MS MBEKI, had told KHUBA:

Mr Khuba, just report directly to me, don't 25
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17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

This is what I was told. Thenreport to .

also that he must work with the Crime

Intelligence guy, and the Crime Intelligence

guy also linked him up with ADVOCATE MOSING.

So for me already independence the 5in

investigation was compromised, the way it hadn
been said. In other words, bypass the Head of

Investigations. Those were my issues.

Immediately that was my concern.

I was also concerned because it became 10

apparent that Crime Intelligence operatives

were involved in the rest of the ZIMBABWEANS

themselves. They were also involved in the

illegal repatriation. Those were my concerns.

Then I questioned, because there were many 15

U people involved: Who was involved at what

stage in this crime that you mention to me.

and to what extent? I also asked: What crime

has been committed, by whom, and who was

involved in it? What are the elements of that 20

crime? That's what it was. Basically that is

how it was.

At a later stage they gave me a work session

on MARIKANA. In fact KGAMANYANE was the

investigator there. Then they briefed me 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

about CATO MANOR and its status. and so on.

PHIYEGA with LAMOER was completed. They were

waiting for a warning statement from PHIYEGA.

On this matter of HAWKS, Rendition and Crime

Intelligence, if my memory serves me correctly 5

there were some outstanding statements or

warning statements at the stage when they

spoke to me. If I'm not mistaken it could be

SIBIYA's warning statement.

Did they tell you at that time that they had 10MR JULY:

asked SIBIYA about his warning statement?

It's possible, yes. I can't remember theMR McBRIDE:

specifics. They could have said that they

needed a warning statement from SIBIYA.

Can I also clarify this. In that meeting did 15MR JULY:

KHUBA indicate to you that: On 22 January I

submitted the report to the NPA?

No, no, no, no, what he did tell me was thatMR McBRIDE:

he was in discussions with ADVOCATE MOSING.

No, he didn't tell me, and I don't think he 20

would have and I don't want to think on his

because the investigation was notbehalf

therecomplete. outstandingas were

In fact, I think there was astatements.

statement from JENNI IRISH-QUOBOSHEANE in that 25
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17.04.15 ROBERT MCBRIDE

thing. I can't remember the context of it.

I remember after I had started, I bumped her,

and she said my guys were there - meaning IPID

people were there to take a statement from

I don't know if she meant then or on aher. 5

previous occasion before I had started withn IPID.

So he didn't express it in so many words.MR JULY:

My investigation is not complete, andthat:

the report that you are asking for is not 10

complete?

Look, the specifics of what was discussed inMR McBRIDE:

a meeting more than a year ago, where no

minutes were taken I think it would not be

safe to rely on who said what and in which 15

U The key issue for me, is normallycontext.

such a report, the way I understand the law.

would not come to me. It would go from the

provinces. But because it concerned two

provinces this one had to come to me. and it 20

was driven by National. So that's the issue.

Normally I wouldn't even have the report.

because reports and dockets move in every day

to the NPA, they don't come past me.

You were still explaining. 25MR JULY:
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17.04.15 ROBERT McBRIDE

On the issue of details of the discussion andMR McBRIDE:

sequence of events. they were not really

important to me. We did not take minutes of

the meeting. so I can't confirm what was said.

What I know is there is one report I have 5

seen, which I have signed. The only issue on
I

that report was that it was badly written:

there were spelling errors, grammar and stuff

like that. There were no other issues. I

didn't even go through any of the evidence 10

that there. I looked at thewas

recommendations that were made, and the

analysis, and I signed it.

Let's make this supposition. If you knewMR JULY:

about the existence of the report which had 15

been given to the NPA, would you have asked

for that report which had gone to the NPA?

Well, the investigation was not completed.MR McBRIDE:

That was my impression. If you recall from

the papers, we had briefed Minister Mthethwa 20

on the status of various of these high-profile

It was just a status report, and itcases.

I think I indicated inwas soon afterwards.

that report that these cases were in the

process of being finalised. It's in that 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15 ROBERT McBRIDE

information note that you will see. Just as

my memory serves me now, as you ask me

questions, I'm being reminded. Therefore, the

investigation was not complete, because in the

info note I mentioned that the investigations 5

were in the process of being completed.r
If KHUBA says the investigation was completedMR JULY:

but there was new evidence that came up, would

he be right in that? He said: I had

completed the investigation, but there was 10

this new evidence about the cellphones in

relation to SIBIYA, which needed to be

tightened up.

From memory my understanding is that it wasMR McBRIDE:

new analysis of cellphone records, and 15

additional statements and warning statements.

I don't know whether I knew it at that stage

or subsequently, now that we have had a chance

to go through the report in detail because of

this unhappiness in this matter. What I must 20

also add is this. just as you get my mind

going - and I have mentioned it in the papers

at court also that I had briefed the

Minister on this matter on 4 August. That's

our present Minister Nhleko. On 4 August,
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when we had our first one-on-one. I briefed

him about this case. I briefed him that I was

concerned about this case, and that it appears

that Crime Intelligence people tried to

implicate a number of Generals from the HAWKS 5

I raised that with him then.falsely. I
O raised it with ADVOCATE MATHENJWA from the

Reference Group. Then I raised these issues

with the Minister in an info note. I think on

the 26th, when he had asked for the docket I 10

think on the 24th. I think on 26 November

he gave me two days to give the docket and all

exhibits, and so on. I felt uncomfortable

about that, because I know MATHENJWA was

looking for them, because he had phoned KHUBA, 15

U but I was advised: Let's give everything to

the Minister, because you don't want to appear

to be obstreperous or anything, so give the

Minister the docket.

So the docket you were going to give to the 20MR JULY:

Minister.

He asked for the docket. In fact, theMR McBRIDE:

Minister asked for the docket, he asked for

all exhibits, colour photos that's what he

asked - which made me kind of uncomfortable. 25
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because I wasn't sure who it was going to and

But I gave him everything.why he wanted it.

I gave him the whole copy and I sealed it for

him and signed every page so that he had it.

Remember, we were plagued also by leaks. 5Now

that I have been able to check. there were
O lots of leaks. That's why, when we took the

docket and the report which I wrote - which I

signed and we gave to the NPA, we got it

directly to the National Director of Public 10

Prosecutions, because of the leaks that were

coming out of the NORTH GAUTENG DPP.

I want to clarify this point. At one stageMR JULY:

you gave the docket to the Minister.

15MR McBRIDE: Yes.

L At what point did you give it to the NPA?MR JULY:

14 April 2014. Yes, that's the date signed.MR McBRIDE:

The 14th or 13th, so it was like eight months

before the Minister asked for it. I think the

Minister was not even appointed as Minister 20

yet, when we submitted the full docket to the

National Director of Public Prosecutions.

So the Minister asked for this somewhere inMR JULY:

November?

On 22 or 23 December, whenIn November. 25MR McBRIDE:
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DRAMAT was suspended, and the Minister's

spokesperson made a statement that as a result

of the IPID report the Minister had suspended

I got a fright, because there is noDRAMAT,

way that it could be like that based on our 5

report that I gave to the Minister - the one

and only report, and which is the same one I

gave to the NPA - that the Minister could have

come to that conclusion.

later on it became clear that theOf course. 10

Minister said he disagrees with our report.

Now, I'm not sure whether his disagreement

with the report is merely an opinion at a

stage when the NPA hadn't made a decision. I

heard our Minister speaking in Parliament, but 15

L I I just kept quiet, because I had briefed him.

Then on 8 January 2015, in CAPE TOWN, I met

the Minister, and I said to the Minister:

Minister, this decision has caused confusion.

Minister, I have met with Dramat andI said: 20

I met ,in the presence of myhis lawyers.

provincial head in the Western Cape, and we

told him we can't discuss the case. But I

confirmed, as I did on a previous occasion.

that they are not suspects from our point of 25
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But I told the Minister: Minister, Iview.

have spoken to Dramat, and he is willing to

assist you to de-escalate this issue. That's

what I told him. The Minister said: That's

a good idea. I'll think about it. 5I wasn't

sure how he had come to the decision ton suspend, based on our report, because it

couldn't have been from our report. There is

no link between that.

At that meeting I also briefed the Minister on 10

other investigations concerning KwaZULU NATAL,

the Provincial Commissioner and the National

Commissioner's negligence of duty. Then the

Minister said by the 13th or 14th, which was

a few days after. he wanted a full report. 15

making recommendations on the Provisional

Commissioner, and the NationalKZN

Commissioner. So I prepared those reports and

then met him later on in January I can't

remember when and I gave him the 20

recommendations.

Maybe before you proceed, Mr McBride, did youMR JULY:

know that KHUBA and somebody else went to

fetch the docket from the NPA or DPP SOUTH

Before it came to you, it wasGAUTENG? 25
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already with the DPP SOUTH GAUTENG for a

decision.

Well, it couldn't have been because there wereMR McBRIDE:

no warning statements in it. It couldn't have

been sent for a decision, because no docket 5

goes to the NPA for decision without warning

statements or such things.

Let me tell you what we have been told.MR JULY:

because we are not in a court of law here, and

I don't intend to trick you, but KHUBA says he 10

went to fetch the docket. CHAUKE says the

docket was with a certain MR VAN ZYL, SC

because he got it from the NPA.

I don't know any of that. I wouldn't haveMR McBRIDE:

known who was sitting with it, and stuff like 15

U that. The only issue I knew was MOSING had

the docket. That's all I knew. At some stage

in between and at some stage there was a

leak, long before I was appointed in IPID, in

November 2013 in MAIL & GUARDIAN or whichever 20

newspaper, but there was a leak talking about

this issue. Obviously I didn't have an acute

interest in it then, but it was in the

On this issue of KHUBA fetchingnewspapers.

a docket, I wouldn't know. If he fetched a 25
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docket on this day, I'm not in a position to

negate anything he says he did, nor would I do

it for the sake of it. All I know is there is

one report, with one set of dockets, which I

signed. There is only one report I know. I 5

think just in fairness, when our Ministern
asked for the docket, he said: All progress

reports and final recommendations or final

So he asked for all of that.report. the

progress reports and the final document. 10For

me the investigation had been finished then.

and the docket was with the NPA. I think

where the confusion came in is that the

Minister may have forgotten that I told him on

4 August that it had already been submitted to 15

U the NPA for decision. I think that might have

caused some confusion.

What you are saying you had with you at theMR JULY:

time was an inconclusive report?

No, no, I'm not saying that.MR McBRIDE: Mr July, please 20

let's be honest with each other. I didn't say

that. I said I got one final report which I

signed. I didn't say it was an inconclusive

report.

MR JULY: No, no, no, no. 25
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So there was no inconclusive report, there wasMR McBRIDE:

a final report, which was prepared by KHUBA

and signed by SESOKO.

Maybe I should have said at the discussions.MR JULY:

when you were discussing it and were looking 5

at this report which had bad language. That's

the one I'm talking about.

it was a final report with bad language.No,MR McBRIDE:

There was no interim or progress report, or

anything like that. If you look at the time 10

lines. you will see the report was given to

me, signed by these guys, I think on the 9th,

and I signed it on 13 or 14 April, something

like that. I can't remember the exact

I think I received the report in 15sequence.

U April, but there were a few days between

receiving it and when I signed it.

If KHUBA is lying, that you called him twoMR JULY:

days after you signed it - you called him and

asked for the report ... 20

I could not have called KHUBA, andMR McBRIDE: No, no.

I'll tell you why, because I didn't have his

number. I could not have called him. I only

got his number recently, when this started, so

I could not have called KHUBA directly. 25
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Okay, let me put it this way, that you metMR JULY:

with him to discuss a report.

There were many high-profile matters.MR MCBRIDE: No, no.

KHUBA was also involved in the CATO MANOR

investigation. So there is CATO MANOR, there 5

are a lot of other cases. One case I asked

for a briefing on was PHIYEGA's report - and

I think KHUBA might have been involved in that

one also at the investigation stage. So I

asked for a briefing on all the issues, which 10

anyone who is heading an organisation should

do.

I think you have said this, but you have neverMR JULY:

had sight of any other report?

Look, a report comes to me, it's signed by the 15MR McBRIDE:

U InvestigationsHead of and by the

investigator. I signed it.

It came to you already signed?MR JULY:

it was signed by the two people. That'sMR McBRIDE: Yes,

the report I signed, the one with the 20

corrected language and spelling.

KHUBA then says the three of you were workingMR JULY:

on a report, which is different from what you

You were working on a report.are saying.

there was to-ing and fro-ing before the actual 25

5 J
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signing, and you were involved in that.

No, no, this is not true. I looked at theMR McBRIDE:

spelling, and, as I indicated to you, the

questions indicated to me are what the crimes

are, what the elements are of that crime, who 5

was involved and at what stage. Because it isn
over a period. If you want my opinion on

issues, I can give you my opinion. My opinion

was, and still is, quite firmly - and I stand

by that report I signed; I stand by it 10

there was no crime committed by anybody until

the time the ZIMBABWEANS were arrested. There

was no crime committed.

No crime committed by anybody ...MR JULY:

By anybody that I was aware of, or that theMR McBRIDE: 15

U evidence shows on that issue.

I don't think we will then have to take youMR JULY:

through the report of 22 January, because you

have never seen this report.

Which one?MR McBRIDE: 20

The one which was submitted by KHUBA on 22MR JULY:

January.

The one that has KHUBA's signature on it?MR McBRIDE:

MR JULY: Yes.

I had never seen that report until thisMR McBRIDE: 25
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hullabaloo started here.

In the same breath then ...MR JULY:

No, I had never seen that report.MR McBRIDE:

In the same breath then, we can't ask youMR JULY:

about the inconsistencies that exist between 5

the two because you don't know anything aboutn that?

Well, KHUBA can tell you about that. KHUBAMR McBRIDE:

can tell you about inconsistencies in the

I don't even think there are 10report.

inconsistencies, there is additional evidence.

One report is longer than the other. One

report has additional information to the other

One report has an analysis of cellphoneone.

records and it has warning statements, which 15

U is a normal thing. So I wouldn't say

inconsistencies, I would maybe say a change of

analysis. I know in one case they had to send

a statement to be analysed, to say whether the

guy was truthful or not, because of evidence 20

which came out from a cellphone, where people

placed SIBIYA at the scene, and then from

SIBIYA's cellphone records he could not have

Then they had to look atbeen on the scene.

other people's statements again and analyse 25
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Out of that was a protest which showedthem.

that if these guys lied about SIBIYA being on

the scene, where else have they lied.

Then, to be fair to you about theMR JULY;

inconsistencies, although we know you know 5

nothing about this report. I think we can'tn
conclude this conversation without showing you

the inconsistencies.

I don't want to look at them because thenMR McBRIDE: No,

I would be interfering in the investigation. 10

So I don't want to look at them, because if

there are inconsistencies in a document which

I did not have at the time of signing the

final report, you can't question me on that.

No, no, I thought you said there are no 15MR JULY:

U' inconsistencies.

No, your definition of inconsistencyMR McBRIDE: you

must talk to the investigator about that.

Talk to KHUBA about it. My view was they were

not inconsistencies, it is additional analysis 20

and additional evidence. That's what I'm

So I'm not conceding to you thatsaying.

look, Mr July, you're a lawyer, you have your

brief, and when you put something to me about

inconsistencies. I'm saying from what I have 25
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been told and have been informed, and what the

analysis says, there is additional information

and additional analysis. That's all I'm

saying, and a review of initial assumptions.

If I can go through it. there are some 5

statements made which point to people being

involved in a crime. Then later on, with

additional information, new information, new

analysis, a different assumption needs to be

made, so there is a review of that. I 10

and after the suspension ofunderstand

Did you make aDRAMAT I then asked KHUBA:

mistake anywhere in your statement? I asked

him: Is there anything where there is a

problem? I even asked about this other report 15

and when it was signed. Because at some stage

our spokesperson said the media were asking

about a report, and when is this decision

going to be made. Our view was: Let the NPA

decide. Then he had a report. So I asked: 20

Where did you get this report from, and is it

signed? It has "signed" written, but it's not

signed. Then I said: Well, it's got no

status if it is not signed. I signed only one

I only signed one report. There is 25report.
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only one report with my signature on.

Anything else, Mr McBride, that you would wantMR JULY:

to share with us?

No, no, no, I think I have said everything.MR McBRIDE:

You can ask me additional guestions and you 5

can call me back. What I would like to add.

is there is a notion somehow that there has

been some impropriety on this issue. As far

as I'm aware there is none. If I look at

DRAMAT and SIBIYA, before I came to IPID I 10

knew about them, but I had never sat like this

- like I'm sitting with MR TOM - and looked at

I know DRAMAT's background.DRAMAT or SIBIYA.

it's similar to mine. My father was on ROBBEN

ISLAND with him. So I know him, and that he 15

U was involved in the taking down of PAGAD, but

I didn't know the guy until I came to IPID.

There is no reason for me. in a democratic

SOUTH AFRICA, to want to do any favours for

anyone in an independent investigative body. 20

There is no reason to want to help anybody on

this issue. We work on the evidence that is

there.

But I will even go so far as to say there is

no court in this country that will be able to 25
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convict DRAMAT and SIBIYA. There is no

evidence against them. This evidence of

people receiving - a simple question was this:

Three Crime Intelligence people arrested the

Those three went with MALULEKEZIMBABWEANS. 5

to take them across. I don't hear anyone
r^i

saying: The Crime Intelligence Heads must be

suspended. No-one is saying that.

There is another issue I want to add on this.

There were assaults made on the ZIMBABWEANS. 10

I had asked MR KHUBA and MR SESOKO: Why

aren't you recommending charges when there is

evidence from statements saying there were

assaults on these guys and police were

present? They said: Let's wait for the NPA 15

decision on this, and then we can add the

charges after. Even afterwards, when the

report was with the NPA, I asked MR KHUBA a

number of times: Please can you start

preparing the charges on the assaults, and get 20

warning statements on that. That's what I

did. I'm just sending a message because I'm

late for my other meeting.

I think we are finished. Thank you.MR JULY:

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS 25
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INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

Interview with: 5

f
INNOCENT KHUBA

MR INNOCENT KHUBA 
MR SANDILE JULY 
MS KERRY BADAL 
MR SANDILE TOM

10PRESENT: - IPID
- Director, Werksmans 

- Associate, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans

26 March 2015 15

Maybe we should just start by introducingMR JULY:

ourselves, as to who is who. Today is 2 6

March 2015. My name is SANDILE JULY from

WERKMANS, with KERRY BADAL, an Associate from

WERKSMANS, and SANDILE TOM is also an 20

Associate from WERKSMANS. And we have MR

KHUBA from IPID. You can proceed, Mr Khuba.

At the time when I got the docket, IOkay.MR KHUBA:

was given the responsibility to investigate

cases of alleged assaults against MAJOR 25

The tasking came as a resultGENERAL SIBIYA.

of the request by the then Chairperson of the
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Portfolio Coiranittee, or Acting Chairperson,

I concentrated a lot on theMRS VAN WYK.

I didinvestigation of the assault cases.

complete them, and sent them back to the DPP.

5One of the cases the DPP had declined to

prosecute, but, after gathering evidence, I

recommended that MAJOR GENERAL SIBIYA be

charged for assault in one case which is a

I cannot remember the caseBOKSBURG case.

10number.

Then I started with the investigation of the

Rendition, which is DIEPSLOOT case 397/2012.

As I have indicated, the case was brought to

me by MR SESOKO, who indicated that I had to

15investigate the case. Upon perusal of the

U docket, I realised that investigation was

already done by members of Crime Intelligence.

One person who was quite prevalent in the

There wasstatements was COLONEL MOUKANGWE.

20also another person by the name of KHOSA - I

don't remember the initial or the rank.

After perusal of the docket, I also realised

that a number of statements which were

obtained, were obtained from members of Crime

Intelligence, as well as witnesses who are 25
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ZIMBABWEAN Nationals. One of those witnesses,

or two of those witnesses I think were also

victims. I gathered a team - but I need to be

honest, because I never actively used this

I requested them to assist there and 5team.

there, where probably I had a number of people
O to obtain statements from, but the majority of

statements were obtained by me. I was

informed that I needed to contact COLONEL

MOUKANGWE, by the then Acting Executive 10

Director, KOEKIE MBEKI, who indicated that it

would be prudent for me to carry out this

investigation with the assistance ...

What was KOEKIE's position at that time?MR JULY:

She was an Acting Executive Director after 15 .MR KHUBA:

U FRANCOIS BEUKMAN resigned. She indicated that

I had to join hands with COLONEL MOUKANGWE,

but the instruction was when you join hands

with COLONEL MOUKANGWE, MOUKANGWE had to

remain a dark figure. he must not be seen. 20

The reason for that was not explained much.

but I gathered from him, when I met with him.

that was when he started to tell me the

My first meeting with him was atreason.

When I met him, he 25EMPEROR's PALACE.
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explained how he conducted the investigation:

that he had to take statements at night,, go to

the office, type them at night and go back to

the witnesses to get them to sign the

So that part was explained to me 5statements.

He also gave me the names of twoprecisely.

One is ADVOCATE MOSENG, the otheradvocates.

I was alsoADVOCATE BILLY MOELETSI.IS

provided with these advocates' contact numbers

I did contact them, but 10- their cell numbers.

at that time I had not yet started with the

actual investigation. I was also given the

contact numbers of the girlfriend of one of

allegedly killed inthe victims who was

15ZIMBABWE. I took the details. I was briefed

U on the entire evidence available. as well as

the information that MOUKANGWE knew at that

time.

What I did after that, I started to look for

I contacted the girlfriend of one 20witnesses.

of the victims, and it was very difficult to

get hold of that person. Lastly, my guys got

hold of her 'at a particular shopping mall.

which I think is CHINA MALL in SOWETO. Then

they did an interview, but they did not take 25
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a statement on the basis that there was

nothing materially different from what was

taken.

Apart from that, I then started to map out the

way in which I was going to oppose the case. 5

I did that alone. COLONEL MOUKANGWE was very.n I would inform him of whatvery supportive.

I was going to do, I would inform him of what

I was thinking, and I need to indicate that I

have never investigated a hard case like the 10

Rendition case. There was no cooperation from

anyone.

I then contacted HOME AFFAIRS, because my

point of departure was I needed to know from

HOME AFFAIRS who are these people who are 15

U Are there any documents which aremissing.

proclaimed to be authentic documents used to

deport these people? It took me almost three

months to secure an appointment to interview

witnesses on HOME AFFAIRS' side. I spoke to. 20

I think, the Chief Director, MATTHEWS, and I

was liaising with MATTHEWS through somebody

called MR NDLOVU, who works in the office of

MR MATTHEWS at HOME AFFAIRS. MR NDLOVU kept

on giving me promises to say he will be able 25
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One time I was really fed up.to cooperate.

I had to write a letter, telling them that I

was going to approach the DG, HOME AFFAIRS,

that they were not cooperating. That was when

I received a call from MR NDLOVU, saying that 5

I could now meet with MR MATTHEWS. MATTHEWS
pi said to me he was ready to cooperate, I could

go and interview members of HOME AFFAIRS at

as well as their headthe centre in SOWETO,

10office.

I started by interviewing the head office

staff. Then the following day I went to HOME

On both occasions I wasAFFAIRS in SOWETO.

accompanied by COLONEL MOUKANGWE. We

interviewed, we obtained statements, but the 15

U part we were clarifying during that process

We tried to mirror whatwas the procedure.

happened against the procedure that they

Then after that I decided toexplained to us.

start investigation on the side of DPCI. At 20

the time I received a call from COLONEL

MALULEKE, who said to me that I was going to

the wrong people, I must come to him directly

So I toldand he will tell me what happened.

According to me, you are a suspect, and 25him:
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I don't deal with - a suspect for me .. .

That's COWBOY?MR JULY:

I still remember creating a jokeMR KHUBA: Yes, COWBOY.

with him. I said to him: A suspect to me is

not a starter, it's a dessert, so I will deal 5

We were laughing about it.with you later.
O and he said: Okay, when you are ready, come

But he kept on calling me.to me. to say:

Come and meet me, I'm going to explain, I'm

the one who did everything. But I was trying 10

to avoid a situation where I would go to him.

he admits everything and then closes the case.

I wanted to know what really happened.

After that I went to DPCI. At the DPCI the

first thing was to request a meeting with 15

U GENERAL DRAMAT. I asked for a meeting, I went

there with COLONEL MOUKANGWE. For us he was

not a suspect at that time, we just approached

him as the General responsible for DPCI. We

spoke to him. I think there was one question 20

that MR MOUKANGWE asked I can't remember.

but he was asking something in relation to

whether the ZIMBABWEAN Police were ever in his

office or ever came to visit him. Something

like that. He stopped a bit he did not 25
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he waited and then heanswer straight away.

No, I don't remember meeting with thesaid:

ZIMBABWEAN Police. Okay, that was fine. When

we met, we indicated to him that we wanted

some information, because we heard that he did 5

some disciplinary. I'm going to cut and go to

the core.

I would appreciate that you say asMR JULY: No, no.

much as you can.

10(DISCUSSIONS REGARDING LUNCH ARRANGEMENTS)

Then we requested certain documents. He saidMR KHUBA:

to me he can provide those documents if the

request is made in writing. I still remember

it took me less than thirty minutes to send an

email to him, because I was using 3G. After 15

U we left, we went to a certain place a

I sent an email with the request.restaurant.

to say we wanted - and of the things I listed.

I included documents relating to the internal

investigation, including the statements and 20

all those types of things. I also requested

the terms of reference of TOMS, which was

formed to deal with issues like ATM bombings.

and all those types of things.

After I sent the request. I was told that I 25
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would have to deal with COLONEL BASI. Then I

made an arrangement. I spoke with BASI over

the phone, but the documents took some time.

It might have taken nearly a month to get the

stuff. I kept on calling, and I was told that 5

I would have to deal with BRIGADIER KHADRA(?) .

I phoned BRIGADIER KHADRA, and BRIGADIER

KHADRA referred me back to COLONEL BASI.

Finally I got the documents. When I got those

documents, I sat down and perused them. I 10

read each and every statement of the internal

investigation, even though it was not an

original. I never took anything away. I put

the file completely the way it was inside my

What I realised, when I was readingdocket. 15

U the statements of everyone, I realised that

they were saying the investigation was

conducted properly and everything was in

order. There was one name of a person working

at the border gate by the name of MADILONGA. 20

This person had a statement which was signed.

but it was not commissioned. With all other

statements I realised that there was some

level of corroboration when it came to the

story. He could not corroborate other people 25
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in material facts, because his role was

But he indicated that everythingseparate.

was done according to the letter, and there

was nothing wrong about his role. But when I

there was something I was not 5looked at it.

happy about when I cast my ...

This is MADILONGA?MR JULY:

So I took the statement, IMR KHUBA: MADILONGA, yes.

went home and I gave him a call. I kind of

indicated as if I was joking to him, and I 10

Baba, I have your statement, I'm on thesaid:

investigation team on Rendition, and I'm going

to be coming with a warrant of arrest because

It was just as if it wasyou are lying.

normal talk. I said: I have a challenge with 15

your statement, and I kind of really showed

where I have challenges. Then he said to me:

Come, my brother, we' 11 tell you what

happened.

The following day I drove there straight away 20

and met with him. That was when he explained

to me what happened, from A to Z. After

obtaining his statement, because the way I

investigate cases, once I get a statement I

analyse it and I check trends 25put it down.
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that can be followed in terms of the

information provided by the witness. So I

identified a number of things and then started

to look back. I went to HOME AFFAIRS

because he gave me a specific date. He said: 5

I still remember, the ZIMBABWEAN Police leftn
the day before the ZIMBABWEAN Nationals were

transported across the border. In terms of

the DPCI record it gave me an indication that

they were transported out on the 8th, and when 10

I checked the records of the Police Station at

ORLANDO, they indicated that MALULEKE booked

them on the 8 th. I realised the day before

would be the 7th. He told me that on that

particular day they left between 5:00 and 15

U 6:00. So I stretched the mark, and I

requested records of people who crossed the

border within the space of four hours. They

drew the record for me, and even that record,

I'm telling you, incubated for a long time 20

before I could get it. When I got it, I went

back to MADILONGA and said: Check the names

here, which names are quite familiar. Then he

showed the name: this one NGCUBE, this one.

this one, this one, this one, I think are the 25
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guys who crossed. I said: Because you could

not remember when they came in, I requested

HOME AFFAIRS to give me the record that could

show me the day when these people came into

the country. That record was confirmed. So 5

I realised that they came around the 4 th.
O When I got that record of when these people

came in, and they came on this particular day.

I went to DPCI. I went to DPCI and started at

the security pound, looking for registers of 10

the old time ( ?) . There I hit a snag, I

couldn't get anything, because I wanted to see

whether they were (indistinct). But I decided

to interview one of the people who was working

there, or was working for TOMS. 15It was

U COLONEL NEETHLING. Then he gave me the

information, to say the person who was

supervising MALULEKE was LEONIE VERSTER. I

spoke to LEONIE VERSTER, and said: Can I come

and have an interview with you? When we 20

started, she kind of really indicated: Who

are you investigating? I said: We are

investigating MALULEKE. She was quick to say:

MALULEKE is like this and like that, he never

respects - he was not even reporting to me, he 25
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would speak to the bosses directly or speak to

SIBIYA directly, he is a person who does not

respect the chain of command. What I did from

she told me: If you check the successthere

5reports, I went there and I spoke to a person

by the name of COLONEL MABUYELA, to say: Can

you give me the file of success reports? That

is when I uncovered the success reports

directed to GENERAL DRAMAT, GENERAL LEBEYA,

10GENERAL HLATSHWAYO ...

What is the success report?MR JULY:

The success report is a report that will tellMR KHUBA:

you what operation was done in a successful

way, so that the people who carried out that

operation can be appreciated, or can use the 15

u record for their own performance evaluation.

Now, I studied thatThat is a success report.

success report in detail. There were almost

three that I got. If I remember well, one was

talking about or indicated the deportation or 20

the arrest of witness NDEYA and others in

relation to the murder of ZIMBABWEAN Police in

ZIMBABWE.

Point number 1, which seems to be a universal

point in the number of the success reports. 25
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said the ZIMBABWEAN police came and met with

GENERAL DRAMAT on the 5th, and requested

assistance. Then the other point says

MALULEKE was appointed. When I looked at that

I started to have an issue. Let me 5to say:

investigate this issue further. The lady byn the name of LEONIE had already also indicated

- because I said: I want to get the laptop of

MALULEKE and the phones. She indicated that

she would contact them and find out where the 10

laptop was. I realised, when she gave me the

feedback, she said the laptop - she gave me

the number, because the person she was talking

to from SCM at the DPCI indicated that the

laptop's serial number was this, but it was 15

u about to be destroyed. For me it was

something urgent and I could not even apply

for a search warrant, because I did not know

the location. Because that laptop was

surrendered to the State, I had to request it 20

from MABUYELA. MABUYELA tasked somebody by

the name of WARRANT OFFICER DANIE, and that

person gave me that laptop. I took the laptop

and maintained the chain of evidence from that

part, and then handed it over to a forensic 25
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I couldcompany called PRECISION FORENSICS.

not use SAPS, because when I checked the

experts of SAPS they were all housed in the

So for me I realised that I could notDPCI.

give DPCI a request to investigate themselves. 5

I had to go outside.
O Then they extracted things from the laptop.

I found that the same success reports were

I checked thegenerated from that laptop.

trail of those success reports, in terms of 10

how they were despatched. I would presume

they were generated by MALULEKE because that

laptop was MALULEKE's. After they were

generated, they were emailed to a lady, a

Warrant Officer by the name of MAPYATLA. 15

U WARRANT OFFICER MAPYATLA received the stuff.

but we could not take her computer to see

But also in the laptopwhere it was taken to.

we discovered photos of the operation. We

discovered emails sent to the Police Officers 20

in ZIMBABWE, asking them how they travelled.

The date and everything of the email coincided

with the date of the operation, to show that

the ZIMBABWEAN Police were there, because if

you send an email on the 6th, when people have 25
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left on the 5th, it really shows that.

I gathered all this information, and I was

updating COLONEL MOUKANGWE on a regular basis.

Sometimes I would meet, sometimes I would fax

the documents so that he could see. At that 5

moment I started to build up a report, and Ir>
need to indicate why I had to draft the

report, because as a person who had been an

investigator for some time, I realised that if

you do your report, probably after the 10

completion of the investigation you are not

going to include all the facts. You need to

do it in a progressive way. so that when you

get stuff you update, you update and you

That's why, if you check my report.update. 15

u some statements you will find take the entire

Because I wanted the person who wouldpage.

take the decision to have an understanding of

what it is that is in that statement. I was

doing that on a regular basis when I got to 20

the statements.

After I got that information, I regularly

shared it with the two advocates. And I want

to tell you, they were puzzled, because they

never thought the case would take that twist. 25
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So I continued to investigate and I continued

to investigate. I was not really getting any

cooperation or assistance for such matter.

from the Department, because I think the

Executive Director, Acting, also resigned, and 5

there was no Executive Director. I had to see

how to finish. At one time - and I still have

that email - I received an email to say: You

are coming to PRETORIA, you will pay with your

own money, and you will sleep in a hotel using 10

I even indicated to theyour own money.

person - to my Executive Director: If you are

saying that, it's fine, as long as you give me

my chance I will pay for it, and I will

continue to do this case. 15

U Then after that part of the success reports.

one of the success reports was indicating

members of the TRT were involved in the

operation of arresting DUBE and MR NYONI. I

decided: Let me check. At that time I did 20

not know where these people were ...

You said TRT?MR JULY:

TRT members from JOHANNESBURG Central.MR KHUBA:

Because it indicated the list of names, of

We were assistedpeople who helped, to say: 25
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by these people, thank you very much for

assisting us. That success report I think was

also aimed at being seen by their commanders,

so that they could give them an incentive or

something. 5

Now, after that I decided to go and interviewn them. That is where my team played a major

role, because I was dealing with almost ten to

fifteen people. I sat down with my team, I

briefed them, and I said: When you go there. 10

I want you to cover this part, this part and

this part. I don't want you just to take a

statement, so you need to ask these questions.

Whatever follow up questions you ask is up to

you, but cover this ground for me. 15We went

U there and did an investigation. They said:

That happened, we were congratulated, we went

there and transported these people. So I

heard that part. There were three people who

mentionedalso from the CRIME 20were

INTELLIGENCE CENTRE. I went to meet with them

I requested permission from COLONEL

NTENTE(?), and immediately I arrived there.

after I was given permission. I saw the

pictures I had extracted from the computer. 25
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They were on the walls - the picture of them

standing with the ZIMBABWEAN Police, hugging

them, or something like that. I started the

interview. The lead guy on the operation -

because when GORDON DUBE was arrested, DPCI 5

tasked CRIME INTELLIGENCE to go and search for
O these people. They went and searched for

them. They tasked their informers, and their

informers managed to get these people. I

realised that one of the informers had the 10

same surname as the victim. It seems they

used the relatives to get these people. I

interviewed them. The lead guy was the one

who gave me a problem. The lead guy is also

from the same ethnic group as MALULEKE I 15

knew then that I was going to climb a

mountain. Every time I was interviewing him.

and I think the interview took almost four

hours, when the interview started to heat up

he said he was suffering from a migraine, he 20

had a headache. I decided: No, I'm going to

leave you, I will come tomorrow. When I was

leaving, he said: No, sit down. We ended up

completing his statement, but the statement

did not shed light like other people's 25
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statements.

After I dealt with him, I went to MOKASINA (?),

who said: No, we did the operation, and after

we dealt with the operation we went to DPCI's

office and GENERAL DRAMAT came with MACKINTOSH 5

POLELA from House No. 1 to House No. 3. So
O the set up, when I went there to check, I

found was exactly like that. There is House

No. 1, there is House No. 3, and House No. 1

is where DRAMAT was housed. The other thing 10

that he alleged in his statement was to say

that GENERAL DRAMAT came and congratulated

them, to say: Job well done, but please don't

tell anyone.

There was another lady by the name of MRS 15

who was also part of the operation.MAGOBO,

When I asked her, she said: Yes, I heard that

GENERAL DRAMAT came, but I was out, I had

already gone to the shop. When I came back,

people just told me: You missed it, the 20

General was addressing us. Another one by the

name of MOGWENYA said: No, the General came

and addressed us, and said: Congratulations

for good work, but he did not mention that he

said: Don't tell anyone. Now MOKASINA's 25
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Statement was a little bit detailed. I wanted

to know, because if a person goes into that

detail, I said: How do you know GENERAL

DRAMAT? He said: We were together during

UMKHONTO WE SIZWE - but in SOUTH AFRICA they 5

were together. He even described him, to sayr that GENERAL DRAMAT was wearing a red tie.

And the day I interviewed him, he was wearing

a red tie. I don't know whether he changes it

or doesn't change it. but he said he was 10

wearing a red tie. I wanted to get the point

that he knows GENERAL DRAMAT.

After that. when I had taken all the

statements. I even went to the houses of the

TRT members. Because even though I extracted 15

U things from the computer, I had to get

because they said they had these copies of

their photos at their houses. I had to go and

collect those so that I could compare whether

there was any material difference between 20

these two things, and I found they were the

same by finding it inside the docket.

After I had done that part, in terms of the

taking of the statements. it was time for me

to obtain a warning statement. I met with 25
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We decided to say we areADVOCATE MOSENG.

going to draft questions, because after we

approached him, he said: No, he can answer

but he needed that in writing. We decided to

draft questions for him. In fact, before that 5

he agreed to meet with us. without question.
O But there was a leak in the SUNDAY TIMES that

there was this case, and there is MADILONGA

saying one, two and three. As an investigator

I was worried, and I then phoned ADVOCATE 10

MOSENG, I then phoned my partner and I then

phoned MR SESOKO. MR SESOKO was not my

supervisor or my superior, he was just acting

in the post, and during the investigation

KOEKIE MBEKI gave me a clear instruction to 15

U Don't involve MR SESOKO in anything.say:

She said: Deal with this thing on your own.

and you don't involve MR SESOKO. I requested

MR SESOKO: Let's go. He said to me: KHUBA,

you already told me that the boss says I must 20

not go, so I can't go. I said: Okay, it's

fine. We drafted the questions for GENERAL

DRAMAT, and that was after a leak, when he

decided he just wanted the questions in

writing. I don't know, but I think he was 25
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disappointed that the information was leaked.

I requested my former Executive Director,

I'm requesting that myKOEKIE MBEKI, to say:

entire team be subjected to a polygraph test,

because I was not happy about it. 5I even

requested that if it was not done, I requested
O to be recused from the investigation, that I

didn't want to deal with it. She called me

into her office and she said: If you do not

continue with the investigation I'm going to 10

charge you for insubordination, you need to do

Then she said:it. We cannot request a

private company - because I indicated that the

people who did the forensic investigation of

the laptop were ready to do the polygraph 15

O tests for free. Then she said: No, you

involve me, and I will handle that. But then

did I continued with theshe not.

investigation. but I decided that I was not

going to keep the original docket with me. I 20

took the docket to ADVOCATE MOSENG and I took

a file which was not completely updated. It

had some statements, but I requested COLONEL

MOUKANGWE to have his own file. so that if it

was stolen or something happened, then we 25
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would have backup.

After we had sent the warning statement, I

received a lot of correspondence from the

lawyers of GENERAL DRAMAT, who were dealing

with me directly. Firstly, they requested me 5

not to arrest him, and also they sentn something which - they even said to me that

the questions were very wide or vague, or

something. They responded, and the first

response which I received was basically his 10

political profile. So there was nothing

relating questionstheto theon

investigation. I had to indicate to them:

No, no. I want to get a response to the

questions. They responded to the questions. 15

O and when I looked at the questions there

were some where he responded to the questions

but with others he was saying this issue was

classified and it was not something he could

I said:talk about. Okay, that's fine. 20

Because I wanted a situation where he could

say something, even if it was to say: I don't

want to say anything. It was sufficient for

I filed his statement. I do notme.

remember, but it seems as if the statement 25
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and I'm not actually quite sure, but I will go

and check the records - was sent shortly after

I sent the docket to MOSENG. I'm not really

sure of that, but I would need to verify my

facts. 5

During that time I also interviewed the main

suspect, which is LIEUTENANT COLONEL MALULEKE.

By that time he was a Lieutenant Colonel. The

investigation I conducted around him was

simply the issue of his promotion, firstly, to 10

say that after the Rendition he became a

Lieutenant Colonel. I requested the file of

his appointment, because some people said he

did not have STD 10, and that position needed

So I requested the file, and alla STD 10. 15

U the correspondence was sent to BRIGADIER

VERMAAK.

So before Lieutenant Colonel he was what?MR JULY:

He was a Captain. The first part I wasMR KHUBA:

worried about was his promotion, to say was he 20

not promoted on the basis of that. Now, I did

an investigation on that, and they said they

did not have the file, things were not in

order. I have all the correspondence, which

I put in the file - in the docket to show 25
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that I communicated with VERMAAK about certain

issues, but I could not get assistance. I

I did the 205's in termsalso got the AVL's.

of the cellphone records of DRAMAT, of SIBIYA,

of MALULEKE and all those types of things. 5

because their internal investigation had onlyn the cellphone records of SIBIYA, NEETHLING and

Those cellphone records covered aMALULEKE.

very short space of time.

Who conducted their interviews?MR JULY: 10

I alsoMR KHUBA: It was WARRANT OFFICER MATLAMA.

interviewed him, and obtained his statements.

I had a problem with the way the internal

investigation was conducted, but there was

nothing I could do. because internal 15

U investigation is an internal investigation.

It seems as if this person was clear, and that

I deduced from the info note to the Minister

response to the question of COPE aboutin

Rendition, because GENERAL DRAMAT sent a 20

report explaining what happened, to say that

these people were really deported, but they

were deported as illegal immigrants. They

were firstly suspected of ATM bombing. So I

also investigated that part of it, that's why 25
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My challengeI wanted the mandate of TOMS.

was that if you arrest people, suspecting them

of ATM bombing, and after that you clear them

and find that they were not involved, what

would make you drive over 400 kilometres to 5

BEIT BRIDGE to drop off a person, whereas
O there is a holding facility of HOME AFFAIRS,

where you could drop these people. That was

a challenge for me. So I investigated that.

and I even checked the mandate of TOMS. I 10

even checked the resources, I even checked the

amount which was injected there, even though

I could not come to a particular amount that

I could really qualify. But in terms of

15claims I could check how much they spent. My

U problem was that they spent a lot just to take

a person to BEIT BRIDGE, and I had a challenge

with that.

In terms of that investigation of TOMS and

what they did, and the vehicles they used, it 20

came out exactly that these vehicles were at

a particular area. You would see that they

were doing an operation. If the witnesses

were saying that: Around 8 o'clock they came

and arrested us at DIEPSLOOT, you would locate 25
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those cars around DIEPSLOOT. So I took the

which are the records of TRACKER inAVL's,

terms of the movement of cars, and we

developed a way to check where these vehicles

We corresponded that 5were from Google Map.

with the telephone records of these people.n The reason why I had to connect it to the

telephone records is because DPCI did not give

me the record of who was driving these

vehicles. They said those log books are not 10

so now I could not marry a car to athere.

driver.

But you could locate it?MR JULY:

I could marry a car to a cellphoneYes,MR KHUBA:

That's what I did, because the part 15record.

U of the car and an individual in terms of the

log book could not be done. So I have the

record that said particular cars were there.

and I also have the telephone records that

shows particular investigators or members of 20

DPCI were there. That part was done, and

MALULEKE was there, MAKOE was there, LEBURU

they normally use his name aswas there

LEBURU, but it is CONSTABLE RADEBE. I was

able to connect all those people. 25
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MR JULY: And NKOSI.

MR KHUBA: Yes, Yes. After the part where I connected

them, because the first part of the issue of

where these guys were detained, I did not have

that information. Most especially for JOHN 5

NYONI as well as GORDON DUBE. I did not have
O that information, so what I did, I sent my

investigators to all the police stations in

GAUTENG. We drew up a web, working from the

centre, going outside. We could not work from 10

outside coming in, because if you are in

PRETORIA, you may detain a person at PRETORIA

CENTRAL, at NOORD Police Station before you

could go to GARANKUWA. We tried to work our

I think we had done about four, fiveway out. 15

U seven police stations and we arrived ator

SILVERTON and found the names of people who

were deported by the name of JOHN NYONI and

But when we went and drew the docket.DUBE.

we found that these were not the correct 20

people. Something came to me to say: Can it

be a coincidence where you have people with

the same name, around the same dates, detained

around SILVERTON? I took the docket involving

these people, and what I found was very funny. 25
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I found that this docket was a fraud docket.

and this fraud docket - these people. it's a

JOHN NYONI who exists, it's not the JOHN NYONI

This DUBE gave awho had been deported.

We were called to say let's 5statement to say:

go to a particular place, I met another personn called JOHN NYONI, and we were going to get

some jewellery and the police came and

From that part it seems as if itarrested me.

was worked out and planned to create a decoy. 10

What I did, I said okay because when we

realised that these were not the correct

people. I sent them to go and start to look.

Then they found NYONI at NOORD Police Station.

But what was funny, this NYONI was booked in 15

U for fraud - the same case which was a decoy at

When he was booked out, he wasSILVERTON.

booked out in the name of "extradition". The

booking in was fraud, the booking out was

extradition. All these things took place 20

around the 26th, 27th and 28th, when these

people were arrested and deported.

So that fraud case I investigated - the decoy

fraud. It led me to BENONI, and I also got a

cheque which was stolen there. I looked for 25
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these people, but they were running away, they

did not want to talk to me, because they were

afraid, so they disappeared. I found that

that case was finally withdrawn, it never

continued. I kept it and it's part and 5

parcel of defeating, but the person whon investigated the case was at BOSTERVAL(?),

I don't know the name, butnext to NELSPRUIT.

I sent my investigator there. We interviewed

her, we took her statement, but she said she 10

can't remember. Now it will be up to the

prosecutor to decide, but we could not really

get much on that.

Again, on the issue of DUBE, DUBE was facing

five charges. When he was arrested by these 15

u people of the CRIME INTELLIGENCE CENTRE, he

was taken to WIERDABRUG. They found him with

a firearm - the same firearm allegedly used in

killing a ZIMBABWEAN policeman in ZIMBABWE.

Because they arrested him in DIEPSLOOT, they 20

had to register a case in DIEPSLOOT, but they

transferred him to WIERDABRUG. When he was

transferred to WIERDABRUG, WIERDABRUG had

almost four cases they were investigating

against him, including murder. The murder one 25
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I read that docket, and that docket was very

strong. What happened, was when they took him

there, because he was shot during the arrest.

and he was shot by a guy by the name Of

They took him that side, and he was 5MOGWENYA.

It seems as if the wound.attending court.
O where the bullet hit the flesh because I

think it was on the hip or on the bum. or

somewhere there, so he went for treatment at

the hospital, and he was going for a check up 10

I think for the cleaning of the wound. Then

they booked him at prison, because he was

But on the 28th MALULEKEsupposed to appear.

requested the investigating officer of the

WIERDABRUG cases to go and book out DUBE and 15

U take him to DPCI, which the investigator at

WIERDABRUG did. We went and got the record

It shows thatfrom PRETORIA CENTRAL PRISON.

he was booked out by MERWE something, I think

it is. I can't remember the name of the 20

investigator, but he was booked out. When he

was booked out, he was never returned. So I

had to go to the investigator and say: Where

did you take this person? He said: I took

him to SILVERTON. He took him on the 28th, 25
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and on the 28th the register of NOORD Police

Station shows that they booked out NYONI - the

forreal NYONI now to BEIT BRIDGE

extradition. It makes sense to me that that

5day they transported two people. I went and

requested copies of all the dockets involvingn DUBE at WIERDABRUG Station. That is where I

found a lot of incriminating evidence against

MALULEKE, because MALULEKE was saying

because they wanted to close their docket. 10In

the system you can't close the docket unless

it's been disposed of in a rightful way, which

means closed as undetected, either convicted.

acquitted or the suspect has died. or

something. There are a number of ways in 15

U which you can close the docket, but none of

these happened. So what he did, he wrote a

letter to them, and said: Please be informed

that I took this person to ZIMBABWE and he was

sentenced to life imprisonment. All these 20

statements were in all these dockets. so he

was really implicating himself. What I did

then, was to say: Let me make copies of all

these dockets. Fortunately I was a step

ahead. In everything I was a step ahead. I 25
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Still remember investigatorsmy were

complaining that if they found something now

and they gave me the information, I would say:

You don't sleep. you go and get it. They

ended up saying: Khuba, we won't give you the 5

information we' 11 give you thenow.n information in the morning, because when we

give it to you late, then you send us when we

are supposed to rest. What happened, is I

requested them to go and make copies. They 10

made copies of each and every docket against

Then when I went to go and meet withDUBE.

the advocate, the advocate said: We are also

supposed to get the originals. The following

day when I went, all the originals were stolen 15

U at WIERDABRUG. I could not get anything. But

that was not a problem because I had already

taken everything, so it was an issue of having

the originals. Even the issue of the books

I never made a copy at the Police Station of 20

the books these occurrence books. I took

the originals. I still have the originals in

the safe.

did everything;So didwe we an

investigation, but we were let down by the 25
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person who was doing the cellphone records.

The person who was doing the cellphone records

could not come to us in time with a report.

He sent a draft report, which was handwritten

5somewhere, and I wanted the original report.

That report could not tell us much. We wantedn information that would help us know whether

SIBIYA was in DIEPSLOOT on the dates and times

which the witnesses were alluding to.

10ADVOCATE MOSENG said to me and that was

after I had done the report - the report with

which COLONEL MOUKANGWE was also in agreement.

But in thisthis is the report, signed.

report the outstanding investigation, which

and this is an 15not yet donewas

U investigation where. according to ADVOCATE

We can't wait, because thisMOSENG he said:

case has been dragging. Because I was trying

205's, I was trying to invoke the Criminal

20it was very, veryProcedure Act to get

By that time I did not even havedifficult.

the statement of COLONEL VERSTER, because when

COLONEL VERSTER learnt that DRAMAT was taken

as a suspect at that time, she decided not to

25cooperate. She decided not to cooperate, and

S7
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even now I have not yet got her statement. I

sent out questions which relate to not only

MALULEKE, because by that time I had these

success reports, so I had to add GENERAL

You signed these success 5DRAMAT, to say:

reports, and what was the method of delivery.n since GENERAL LEBEYA, who was almost on the

same level as DRAMAT, acknowledged that he

received the report, which talks about

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals, and the same people who 10

GENERAL DRAMAT said were deported as illegal

immigrants. But the report says they were

wanted in connection with so I put those

questions to her, and she never came back to

After I stored her number, she appeared 15me.

U on WhatsApp, so I sent her a number of

I even said to her:WhatsApp. If you feel

you are a suspect, can I come and take your

warning statement and warn you accordingly?

She just said: my son has been involved in an 20

accident, I can't talk to you, I'm going

through a hard time now. But her resistance

started before the accident two months

before the accident, and I kept on. I think

I spent another month thinking that probably 25

So
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this person had been discharged from hospital

the same resistance. Lately, when I was

requested by ADVOCATE BALOYI to say: We still

need to get this signed success report, can't

she give us a statement, I went back and 5

contacted her, and she did not pick up the
O call.

Then I requested in fact I sent a message

and she said she was in a meeting. I made a

call, and she did not answer. Then I went to 10

McBRIDE and said: Mr McBride, I have this

problem, can you talk to her? I don't know

whether I gave him the number - no. I didn't

give him the number. He just said: What is

the name? I gave him the name, and he said he 15

U would contact. Even today I haven't yet

received anything from them. But he made a

call in my presence; he was talking to

somebody. He said: My investigator is

struggling, he wants this person, but this 20

person is not showing up, what is the problem?

They talked and talked, but I do not know the

response that that person gave. Even now I

haven't yet received any statement or

cooperation from that person, and that person 25
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is no longer working for SAPS, they are

working for PROTICON(?).

The report was done without if I remember

well, the statement of DRAMAT was not included

in the report, but I'm not sure whether I had 5

already received it or not received it. The
O statement of SIBIYA was not there, even though

in the questions we sent to him I was assisted

ADVOCATE MOSENG knew very wellby MOSENG.

that that information was still outstanding. 10

because I receivedI had to send the report.

a request from "MOSENG that I needed to send

the docket. I sent the docket and I sent the

report, but I'm not sure whether that report

was sent via email or if it was sent as being 15

U part and parcel of the docket. That I cannot

I requested IT to download all theremember.

emails so that I could check whether I sent

it, but since yesterday I have been hitting a

20wall.

There was a request which was made on the

analysis of MADILONGA's statement, and I want

to say why I requested the analysis. It was

I think McBRIDEdone around September

started last year, in 2014. In September 2013 25
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I sent a statement analysis to an expert. I

want to say why I sent the statement analysis.

The operation for the arrest of these

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals took place in three

phases, but MADILONGA said he assisted in the 5

first phase. That was when he made a call ton GENERAL DRAMAT, and GENERAL DRAMAT said: Let

these people in. they are coming to see me.

He confirmed with his superior, and the

superior gave a statement and also confirmed 10

what he was saying. This statement of

MADILONGA I had to take for a statement

analysis, because my understanding is that if

you help me positively today, and I'm looking

for the same help. there is a possibility that 15

U I can come back to you again. Because he said

he helped them to cross the border, and he

told me to say the police - because he was a

senior that side. But I do not know if he did

not help them because he was no longer working 

there, because after th'at he was transferred.

20

But that part I'm going to check clearly. I

think I checked it, but I'm not quite sure.

I'm going to clarify it again. I had the

challenge that he did not help them in the 25
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second and the third phases, he helped them in

the first phase.

I took his statement for analysis by the

expert, and said: Can you check this

statement, because I need to go and obtain a 5

second statement from him? I want an so do a statement analysis.watertight case.

They did a statement analysis, and they said:

There is something that is problematic with

I said: Why? They said some 10the statement.

of the things it a way he will beseems in

telling the truth, but in another way he is

trying to protect himself. The truth will be

put in such a way that as long as I'm not

So it's marked with redpushing the blame. 15

U lines, waddah-waddah, I know these type of

things. I said: Okay, it's fine. I went

When I went back to him, Iback to him.

clarified: Why did these people not come back

to you and request assistance in the second 20

He said he did not know but he onlyinstance?

But his statement ishelped them once.

corroborated by 205's - you know the material

technical evidence, that this thingor

You know, it's corroborated.happened. I 25
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said: Have you ever spoken to DRAMAT at any

time except for that day? He said: No, I

don't speak with seniors, that's why even at

that time I had to phone my seniors first.

For me I had to do that part. If you check 5

it has two statements of onethe docket.
O I clarified that part. Then theperson.

report was done, and the report was sent to

MOSENG together with the docket.

But I was still waiting. I was still waiting 10

for the cellphone records analysis, if I'm not

mistaken. and I was still waiting for the

statement from SIBIYA, the statement of DRAMAT

was not part of the report, the statement of

the Secretary of Police was not part of the 15

report, and the other statement I cannot

remember, but it was quite a substantial

number of statements. The report ended at

page 35, if I'm not mistaken, and the nice

part is when I do a report, normally when I do 20

major amendments to a report I do not save

that report at all. I save them differently.

So if I do like this rendition, it is

Rendition 1, and Rendition 2 the same

Because when I do major updates Ireport. 25

Sj
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save them separately so that I can cover

The old report looks likemyself to say:

this, the one that I updated looks like this.

And the computer tells me exactly when last I

updated it, and when you compare the two you 5

what updates there were. So thecan see
O Let's come to the crucialreport was sent.

part.

Why don't we ,..MR JULY:

I think you would want energy. 10MR KHUBA: ... eat?

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS FOR LtJNCH

THE INTERVIEW RESUMES

We are back now.MR JULY:

Before we closed, I indicated that I wasMR KHUBA:

coming to the important part. 15

MR JULY: Yes.

The important part was when all this newMR KHUBA:

evidence had been gathered I then sent an

email, and the email is dated 28 February

2014. In that email I requested ADVOCATE 20

There is statement that hasMOSENG, to say:

been brought by SIBIYA, and I would want to

attach it. In other words, I wanted to attach

the evidence that I had, and everything.

because he now had the original docket. Then 25
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in his response he said to me: The docket is

no longer with me, the docket is in GAUTENG,

try to make an effort to get the docket or to

go and attach the evidence that you have. I

said: Okay, it's fine. By that time I had 5

already started with the process of updating.
O because when I get stuff I update. I was

updating the report in terms of the new stuff

that had arrived.

I think on 3 March McBRIDE started, if I'm not 10

I just heard that, but the factmistaken.

that he was the successful I knew long before

that, but I think it was around the end of

February when the DA made some noise that:

This person is not suitable. 15

V_' Yes, I remember. He started late.MR JULY:

sure that he was going to come.MR KHUBA: I was not

because the way was so rife, I never thought

it would go through Parliament. But I later

heard that he was starting with us, and on the 20

3rd I think he came and started with us. What

happened, is I did not see him when he

started, because I went back to LIMPOPO. I

received a call - and I cannot remember when -

from MR SESOKO, to say that the Executive 25

So
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Director would want to see or get an update on

all the high-profile cases.

Maybe before you proceed, all that you wantedMR JULY:

to do with this new information was to make it

part of the report? 5

MR KHUBA: Yes.r
It was not like that information would haveMR JULY:

influenced you to change the report?

To tell you that straight, by that time I hadMR KHUBA:

you see, there is a difference 10not yet

between updating new evidence in terms of

saying what its impact is, and also the issue

of . . .

of saying how does it get you to aMR JULY:

conclusion. 15

Yes, for me I was typing stuff in. I had notMR KHUBA:

yet started with the issue of saying: What is

the value of this, what is not the value of

this, how does it impact and how does it not

impact. I want to say that it was material to 20

the investigation, but I had not yet started

with it. Because I got a request to say the

ED wanted to get an update on the case, what

I did, if I'm not mistaken, I emailed the

report to MR SESOKO to give the report to 25
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ROBERT McBRIDE, for his attention, so that

when I met with him he would be well aware of

the facts of the case. That report I gave him

was not a signed report, but it was a copy -

it might be the old one that I sent to the 5

I can't remember which one, but it wasDPP.n a report about the Rendition. Of course it

had an update in terms of ...

But it was not the one you handed over toMR JULY:

10MOSENG?

MR KHUBA: Mmm?

I'm saying when you say it was not the signedMR JULY:

one, the one that you handed over to MOSENG

was signed?

It was signed. I signed that one. It was not 15MR KHUBA:

U the signed one, it was a soft copy, and that's

why I had to email it. But I cannot really

say how many statements were updated, because

by that time I had not yet finalised them,

because I had the challenge that I spent most 20

of the time without being in my office, and my

office was not meeting the strategic

objectives. Even though I was running up and

down with the issue of investigations. I was

still expected to meet the strategic targets 25
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as per the strategic plan. So when I went

back I concentrated a lot on doing office

work, checking cases, and making progress.

I sent that report. After I sent that report

I got a call to say that the ED would want to 5

meet with me. Then after that I went tor
I can't remember the date, and IPRETORIA.

need to verify the date with my diary or log

book. I went to PRETORIA and met with the ED.

When I met with the ED there was no-one else. 10

it was me and him. That was my first meeting

with him. The first day I met with him.

because I met him again for a second time, but

the first day what I did was to explain to him

exactly what I explained to him in terms of 15

u the processes from the beginning to the end:

how I received this case, how I investigated

this case, and what happened, until the

conclusion. There was nothing about anything

except for me to brief him. After I briefed 20

him, he said: Okay, we are going to meet

I left his office and went through toagain.

At that time MR SESOKO was at- MR SESOKO.

home, somewhere in KEMPTON PARK, because we

were supposed to have an investigator's 25
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meeting what do they call it a meeting

between the Secretariat and IPID around

BOKSBURG. What do you call this, is it called

BIRCHWOOD hotel.

Oh, yes, on the EAST RAND? 5MR JULY:

Yes, on the EAST RAND.MR KHUBA:n I know about that.MR JULY:

I was staying at CITILODGE, just before theMR KHUBA:

airport, when you come from PRETORIA. I was

staying around that side. I firstly went to 10

MR SESOKO and I briefed him. I said: Mr

SESOKO, I had a meeting with the boss, and the

boss wanted me to brief him about the case.

After I indicated to MR SESOKO what happened.

I went back to the hotel and the following day 15

U we had to meet. I think it was a continuation

of the briefing, because MR SESOKO did not

At that time I did not even have hiscall me.

I received a call from MR SESOKO tonumber.

say that we are going to meeting again. 20

After leaving the hotel I went straight to

PRETORIA to meet with McBRIDE, as well as

the...

This is now the following day?MR JULY:

I think it's the following day. I met with 25MR KHUBA:
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McBRIDE and I met with SESOKO. There was a

third person, and I think that person would be

very critical to interview. There was a third

person, a white guy, who took over from me

when I was doing the investigation of CATO 5

MANOR, because after I was like threatened, I
O was told the police as well as SSA came and

did security and what-what, and when they

checked the numbers and everything they said:

Your life is in danger, leave now. So they 10

brought him in. Then that person, when we met

- we were meeting with him because he had to

give a briefing on CATO MANOR. I had to

continue with the briefing on this one of

Rendition, because the previous day's briefing 15

O I'm telling was me just flowing with what

happened. Now, on the second day if I'm not

mistaken he started with MR GLEN ANGUS of

He gave a briefing in terms ofMPUMALANGA.

what happened at CATO MANOR. His briefing did 20

not really take very long, but it was also

detailed. He gave an indication of: This is

the stage, this is what happened, waddah-

Of course there were some questionswaddah.

that were asked, but after he briefed then it
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came back to me.

We started to look into I think he asked

questions in terms of the investigation

itself. I think one of his main concerns was

basically to say: Are you people not supposed 5

to be independent on the issue of robbingn MOUKANGWE, to say are you not supposed to be

independent, so there is this person of Crime

Intelligence. But I also indicated: You

know, I am just telling you this, because I 10

feel that you are head of the department now.

and many people do not know about MR MOUKANGWE

because he is a person who was operating from

- he was not supposed to be known. I think to

answer that one. that's why he did not sign 15

U the report, even though he had an input in the

But for me that was a person who wasreport.

supposed to stay in a wallet. So I involved

him, but it was not some person who was really

supposed to be known as such. I explained to 20

him what happened, even though we are supposed

to be independent. But I got an instruction.

I got an instruction from the former Acting

Executive Director that I needed to cooperate

and work with him. From that part I briefed 25
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him on the new evidence, to say: We got this

new evidence, and this is the evidence.

without explaining further to say what its

impact was on the case, even though MR SESOKO

and him were sometimes asking: What is the 5

value of this evidence, I indicated it. Forn example, when we talked about SIBIYA, I said:

With SIBIYA there is corroboration that points

to the fact that he knew about this, he was

Somebody said he also assaulted.involved. 10

But I told them that the new evidence was

really kind of bringing a spin off to the

first evidence, on the basis that we cannot

really connect him in terms of him being

Because the tower shows him being in 15there.

U PRETORIA at the exact time when the witness

says he was in DIEPSLOOT.

I also got another number for MAJOR GENERAL

SIBIYA, which I got through the underground.

I checked the number and all the numbers did 20

not show that they were there - that they were

But I had a discussion, becauseat DIEPSLOOT.

whenever I have a challenge like this I tend

Is it possibleto talk to people, to say:

that a person can be there. and can use a 25
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phone and leave it with someone? That

possibility you can't rule out. more

especially when you deal with the police. And

this brings up the part that when I was

consulting with ADVOCATE BALOYI because I 5

consulted, because he said to me he would want

to prosecute SIBIYA, even though at first he

said he did not want to prosecute DRAMAT, he

just wanted to prosecute he said: I've

checked this document, I think I want to 10

So he had a challenge to say:prosecute.

These records, where you are saying SIBIYA was

not there, when I check the expert who did

this report it does not say much. I indicated

to him that even the cellphone record 15

o indicated the tower. and this tower is right

at SUNNYSIDE, it's right in PRETORIA, whereas

in DIEPSLOOT the towers are 1, 2 and 3.

Because I had the 205 of these other people

and it shows the towers. Those towers are not 20

related to the towers that coordinate the

course of SIBIYA. When I took the two, my

challenge was, was it possible that SIBIYA

could have left the phone with somebody and

generated some calls, and if he knew that the 25
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illegal,operation therewas was a

possibility. But my question was: How

possible is it that I can win this case, most

especially if you present this. The defence

attorney is going to tear you apart. 5to say:

you make point out ofHow can an assumptions? I had a challenge with that. So

I indicated, to say: My biggest problem is

that this part of the evidence here is really

a challenge. 10

But isn't his presence there corroborated byMR JULY:

a number of witnesses?

it's corroborated by a number ofYes,MR KHUBA:

witnesses. That's why I want to tell you.

more especially when you deal with reports. 15
I because SESOKO is more of a legal person than

myself. I'm an investigator, and I know the

law relating to investigations. He had been

a prosecutor for a long time. so he was able

to raise questions about certain things, to 20

What about this, what about that, whatsay:

We had a discussion, but most ofabout that?

the discussion did not take place in the

But the ED raised a verypresence of the ED.

crucial question, to say: Where was crime 25
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committed. I think he asked that, he said:

Where was crime committed? Who are these

people who are involved. He said he is not a

legal person, but he just wanted to know where

a crime was committed. So even though we did 5

not answer this question there, when we went
O to check the report, because we had to come up

with a final one, based on the new evidence.

Either way I had to include the new evidence.

There were a number of questions he asked, but 10

I cannot remember the detail of this

and that, and that. What I remember is he

said: When was the crime committed. was it

committed when these people were searched for.

when these people were arrested - there were 15

O a lot of issues that we debated regarding that

because we had to check where crimeissues.

was . .

Is the crime not that here the crime startsMR JULY:

you can have a number of activities ... 20

... that complete the crime?MR KHUBA:

. .. that complete the crime. Assault would beMR JULY:

an activity which is committed on those people

who were assaulted, but when something happens

with my knowledge, I know that there are 25
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police orders and operations taking place, and

I am informed because of my position. Whether

it doesn'tI am physically there or not.

matter.

I think to tell you, Mr July, I understand 5MR KHUBA:

that precisely, that when you are operating at
O that level I would not really expect that MR

JULY would go and physically do something, you

would probably send your foot soldiers to do

that. The warning statement that I took from 10

GENERAL SIBIYA was somehow a little bit

contradictory to his first statement to

Parliament. Because I have a piece of that

In that statement he acted as ifstatement.

he did not know, but I went further to say - 15

U because in the questions, the questions to

GENERAL SIBIYA were well framed, because I

decided to be spot on. I think if I'm not

mistaken the first question was where I said:

The ZIMBABWEAN Police came on the 4th and had 20

a meeting with GENERAL DRAMAT on the 5th.

Your cell phone coordinates show that on the

5th you were in PRETORIA with GENERAL DRAMAT,

what were you doing. I asked that. The

It's my head office, I go there 25response was:

So
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to do whatever work. The second question was:

Did you meet with the ZIMBABWEAN Police in

relation to witnesses NDEYA, DUBE and so on?

Then he said no. He managed to answer some of

the questions, but when I checked the 5

statement that was submitted to Parliament,
O that statement was providing information to

say: I do not know anything. Those names you

mentioned I don't know. I confronted

because when I took it, and I'm talking 10

about the layman assessment, the layman

assessment was to say he sent SMSs to DRAMAT

and LEBEYA, and these SMSs were in a very

categorical form. He would send maybe four.

two and two. Wherever you see DRAMAT you see 15

U LEBEYA, DRAMAT you see LEBEYA, DRAMAT you see

LEBEYA.

The only thing in that instance is that DRAMATMR JULY:

did not respond, according to the report ...

He never responded to SMSs that were sent by 20MR KHUBA:

MALULEKE, he never responded to SMSs which

were sent by SIBIYA. Most especially because

what I did was to take the operation and put

a milestone to it. Because the witness would

At around 8 o'clock we were being locked 25say:
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up at ORLANDO- So I take from 7:30 to

8:30 as a milestone and go and view the

telephone records to see what the activities

of these people. Around that time Iwere

found that DRAMAT received a message from 5

MALULEKE.
O So if there would have been any contradiction.MR JULY:

it would have been a contradiction between the

tower information and the statement by the

witnesses, saying that they saw him. 10

MR KHUBA: Mmm.

Right? It would be the physical presence whenMR JULY:

the tower points to him being in PRETORIA, but

his knowledge of the operation is corroborated

by the SMSs which were not responded to by 15

U DRAMAT.

Let me touch on that part, becauseMR KHUBA: Yes.

everything was super in terms of this

coordination, to say there were messages. I

went further, to go to LEBEYA, and I said: 20

General Lebeya, can you give me a statement?

Firstly, you wrote on the success report and

you acknowledged just to acknowledge the

Now, how did you receive the report?report.

He answered in his statement, and he said he 25

V
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So in hisreceived the success report.

statement he did not only attach that success

report, he also attached other success reports

to show the success report used to come to

5him. That was the first part. When you look

at the cellphone record where SIBIYA sendsn LEBEYA said to me that SIBIYA had anthis.

automated ...

Yes, I heard that part.MR JULY:

He had an automated email/SMS dispatch. 10MR KHUBA:

In actual fact it was as per regulations (?) .MR JULY:

Now, for me that part - and I've got it in myMR KHUBA:

warning statement, where I said: I can be a

junior and send a message, but if you and her

my seniors and I send an SMS to both of 15are

u you, it may not really be about joking things,

it means I am reporting something. So now I

had a problem with those things, and I said:

SMSs to LEBEYA and LEBEYAYou sent

20agreed to say you sent progress on a case. so

tell me the operation other than the

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals which you people were

working on o this particular day at this

particular time. That is when he said: They

but I'm not involvedmight have informed me. 25

5j
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I have that in hisin issues of operation.

So he is not saying that he knowsstatement.

exactly - he's not divorcing himself from the

same stuff.

He does not want to expressly deny it, in the 5MR JULY:

event that you come up with concrete evidence.n Yes, so that part I managed to clarify. ButMR KHUBA:

my biggest challenge was the issue of the (?),

and when we were discussion it especially with

How then do we deal with 10MR SESOKO, I said:

a person who they said was there, who says he

And the other statement ofwas not there?

witnesses was saying that they saw a figure in

and when they ask MAKOE, MAKOE said ita car.

was GENERAL SIBIYA. So there you have hearsay 15

U evidence which cannot be admissible until

MAKOE qualifies it. Now MAKOE is a suspect

who never wanted to cooperate with me.

From that premise we decided that the issue of

SIBIYA was going to be a challenge. But I 20

want to say to you that what you are raising

But you would notis very genuine, to say:

expect this person to operate on that level.

I think at any given time if a person comes

with very compelling evidence, it's something 25

J
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that can persuade you, but if you are

discussing like I was discussing with SESOKO,

for me, with his prosecutorial background I

said no. I think - and I really believed him

to say: Hey, this person was not there. Do 5

It gave me a sigh of relief whenyou see now?n I heard that this analysis had to go back.

because ADVOCATE BALOYI said he would get a

new expert to look at the evidence and

explain. Because there were also some call 10

diverts - I don't know if they were diverted.

or whatever, but the expert we used could not

unlock that part. It just indicated the

person was not there these towers are in

PRETORIA, and waddah-waddah. 15

U We went and worked on the report. That report

went to and fro ...

Who is "we"?MR JULY:

Me and MR SESOKO. We worked on that report.MR KHUBA:

There was no time, to tell you an honest fact. 20

where the ED touched or typed. He made input

on the report, he never typed. I'm the one

who typed. Even SESOKO, because he's very

slow. I'm very fast because of my experience

in doing this. I was seated on a chair at his 25

So
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desk, working on the report when we were doing

all these types of alignments. based on the

new evidence to say this and this. But it was

not only the’ new evidence. and I think I

really need to be clear on that, because it 5

was also the evaluation of evidence. Manyn times, when I do investigation, I like it when

a neutral person comes and looks into the case

and advises, because sometimes you are

overshadowed by facts, most especially with 10

some breakthroughs, if you find a breakthrough

you would want it to be like a trophy on every

recommendation that you make. Whereas you can

find that those breakthroughs only affect one

So I wanted MR SESOKO also to say: 15person.

u Mr SESOKO, you need to re-advise with your

prosecutorial background. Then we took the

first draft to the Executive Director and he

read it. I think that day I went home. I

went home, and he read the report. We might 20

have corrected it . . .

Now that's the first draft of the amendedMR JULY:

original?

So this first draft was going to andYes .MR KHUBA:

fro. We sent it to the ED to say: This is 25

Sj
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the draft, check if you are happy with

whatever we have done. But I also need to be

very clear on this thing, McBRIDE never said

You need to clear this person or notto us:

I think he would have beenclear them. 5

committing a serious mistake, because by then
r~

we were not really - he would just make input

on certain things. I still remember the other

thing, that when we discussed with MR SESOKO

the recommendation on the three .., 10

How was he making those inputs? Let's say youMR JULY:

give him the draft, he takes the draft, he

goes and reads it - was he making notes?

Yes, he was making notes. Sometimes he usedMR KHUBA:

to make notes, and the majority of those were 15

o spelling he used to check little spelling

mistakes, the spelling and how things are

But most especially on thepresented.

spelling, he was very strict on that. When we

were doing this report, there was also an 20

issue about the assault. I remember I still

discussed this assault with MR SESOKO. I said

to him: Look, Mr SESOKO, this issue of

assault, really can we look into it and check

whether we can advance this assault as a 25

S
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recommendation? The challenge there was, if

you look at the issue of the assault, there is

corroboration that there was assault. But you

have two groups: You have CRIME INTELLIGENCE

and then you have members of TOMS. Members of 5

TOMS were saying: We saw MALULEKE and this
O person assaulting the victims. Then you will

have the victims saying: I was assaulted by

a guy called MALULEKE and by a guy called - so

you have that strong corroboration. 10Our

biggest challenge was that we went to other

TOMS members who gave material evidence

regarding the Rendition. I still remember one

guy's name, which is SELEPE, from TOMS. After

I cornered him and said: I have this car, and 15

it went there, he decided to say: I'm the one

who helped MALULEKE to transport the people to

I had to find out whether thereBEIT BRIDGE.

was assault. He said: No, I didn't see any

Other people were saying they didassault. 20

not see any assault. Now, we are looking at

this issue of assault, and one of the guys

they arrested, who alleged they were

assaulted, was not taken to BEIT BRIDGE, they

released him before they could take others via 25
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it's not NABOOMSPRUIT. What is that place

next to PRETORIA, where they were changing

So this person was released, and whencars.

he was released I could not get the medical

record. Because for others I understood they 5

could not really go to hospital because then This one was releasedone was released.

immediately, so I could not get a medical

record to see if he was assaulted. But

10assault is not always assault GBH, you can

That part we had ahave assault common.

challenge with. But also we had the challenge

that if you charge one, these other members of

CRIME INTELLIGENCE who are witnesses against

members of TOMS, to say that they assaulted 15

\ ) you still have to charge with omission.them.

most especially if- you check the decision in

the case of State v Witnesses, because they

were duty bound to act, and they did not.

20And they were committing an unlawful act.MR JULY:

Yes, so now you have two groups, whereMR KHUBA:

materially they are suspects, but they are

also witnesses again - all this type of thing.

That was the challenged, and when we told the

25ED about that, he said: But a crime has been

3j
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committed, why can't you just charge them. I

think on this one let's wait for DPP, and DPP

will probably give us direction to say what it

is that needs to be done. Because the

challenge was that with these people you can't 5

deal with one and leave the other, you need ton
deal with them both.

Our understanding was, we realised that even

though there was no medical record, there was

still common assault happening. On the issue 10

of theft of money we had a challenge where

other people did not see it. When we

interviewed I was very strict to find out.

because I wanted to prove the elements of that

crime, and I realised they were not really 15

O coming forward to say: Really, money was

stolen. So we did not recommend any theft

charges.

When we were done, I think when the

corrections were done, it finally went to MR 20

SESOKO.

Before the finalisation of that, you don'tMR JULY:

have documentation that shows the exchange and

the notes from McBRIDE?

I'm telling you I wouldMR KHUBA: have had 25
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documentation, because when these things were

changed, they were brought back to us - not to

me, because SESOKO would have been the one.

I regarded SESOKO as more of a senior because

of his experience. even though we were the 5

On most of the things I wouldsame rank.n phone him and request advice. I still

remember when the last document was signed, or

the last report, most of the documents were

The reason why they were 10destroyed.

destroyed, was because there was that leak

that had happened in the past. I still

remember the ED said: When we sign this

thing, let's put it in the safe, because we do

15not want to be blamed tomorrow to say we are

U the one who leaked the report.

But after that I never participated in the

issue of taking the docket. After I put my

signature on that report ...

20The second report?MR JULY:

I gave them everything, and I do notMR KHUBA: Yes .

know how they delivered it to the NDPP,

because we went and fetched the docket and

that's the part that I omitted - we went and

fetched the docket, because the docket was 25
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already in JOBURG. When we fetched the

docket, I went with MR ANGUS and I said to MR

Will you accompany me, I'm goingANGUS:

there? We went there and found ADVOCATE VAN

ZYL at the DPP, JOHANNEBURG. When we found 5

ADVOCATE VAN ZYL, we indicated that we have no
O evidence and we would want to take the docket.

Then he looked at the report - not my report.

the report of MOSENG, because from my report

MOSENG had already recommended. Because when 10

you send to the other DPP, you also summarise.

the person who guiding theisas

investigation. So he gave I think two or

Then we discussed it withthree pages.

ADVOCATE VAN ZYL to say: This docket will 15

U come back to you. We took the docket.

ADVOCATE VAN ZYL, after some weeks because

if you check, the report was sound around

April? The second report was signed around

April. 20

Yes, around March.MR JULY:

The date of signature?MR KHUBA:

Oh, the date of signature. On my one theMR JULY:

signature is April. Everybody else signed in

March. I'm not sure, there is no date. 25
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SESOKO signed on the 18th.

It might be the same date that I signed,MR KHUBA:

because when I signed it I left it in the

office of SESOKO, and I gave everything.

Because when I collected that docket from 5

ADVOCATE VAN ZYL, I indicated that we wouldn Then, when we werebring back the docket.

done with everything, I requested to take back

MR McBRIDE said: No, we willthe docket.

need to take this document back again to the 10

So I did not know what happened or whatDPP.

I do not know whether the reportwas done.

was initialled on each and every page. It was

not initialled?

15MR JULY: No.

U So I do not know whether in that reportMR KHUBA:

something was added or was taken away. I

wouldn't be able to know.

So this report, according to you, is the oneMR JULY:

20which says at the end:

Based on the available evidence the

Police InvestigativeIndependent

Directorate recommends that no charges

should be brought against Lieutenant

General Dramat and Major General Sibiya. // 25

5d
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Yes.MR KHUBA:

It was clearly established that there isMR JULY:

'prlma facie // case against them.no

however, with regard to Colonel Maluleke
// 5there is a (?) case.

This is the report?n In terms of theThat is the report, yes.MR KHUBA:

recommendation I'm quite sure, because I

But the other pages I cansigned that page.

10only presume are in the same way as I left

them.

and I willWe will go through this report.MR JULY:

show you where the problems and discrepancies

Now let's start with where it ends, andare.

15take your one that you signed alone, the one

U that you signed alone also starts with the

same wording:

Based on the available evidence, the

InvestigativePoliceIndependent

Directorate recommends that Lieutenant 20

Dramat and Major Sibiya, Lieutenant

Maluleke, Constable Radebe, Captain S

Nkosi and Warrant Officer Makoe be

charged criminally for kidnapping.

defeating the ends of justice and assault 25
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and theft ... ff

Right, let's go through it. Now, the one that

you signed, which is the second one, leaves

out CONSTABLE RADEBE - nothing is said about

it leaves out CAPTAIN S NKOSI and it 5him;

leaves out WARRANT OFFICER MAKOE. What is the
O reason for that?

The reason, as I have explained, is when weMR KHUBA;

analysed the evidence review, based on the new

evidence that I had and that was mostly 10

relevant to SIBIYA, when we talk about the

cellphone records when we talk about MAKOE

as well as NKOSI and LEBEYA and MALULEKE- on

the issue of assault as well as theft, I

omitted it there, because when I discussed it 15

U with MR SESOKO, we looked at the way ...

How you were going to prove that?MR JULY:

Yes, how we were going to prove that, mostMR KHUBA:

especially when you deal with a case of the

scale of beyond a reasonable doubt. It 20

becomes very difficult. But because we

understood that a recommendation is just a

window into an investigation, we had no

problem in sending that, to say: If the DPP

have a different view, they can overturn it. 25
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I never had a challenge withand we're fine.

that.

Let's go to DRAMAT. My understanding is thatMR JULY:

where you said DRAMAT should be charged with

defeating the ends justice, assault and theft, 5

let's say he is not found guilty - he is not
O going to be found guilty on all or some of

those charges, but your recommendation was

based on his knowledge of the operation, that

these things don't just happen. For instance. 10

people were being taken from here illegally.

Right?so he knew about that.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

Now we're saying because of that becauseMR JULY:

remember, there has never been evidence that 15

U DRAMAT was ever found to be involved in

operations.

Yes, you're right.MR KHUBA:

So we reached that conclusion knowing thatMR JULY:

that information that linked DRAMAT to 20

operations was not there.

MR KHUBA: Mmm.

Now you have SIBIYA. You try to compareMR JULY:

We did findSIBIYA and DRAMAT to say:

information which we considered to be 25

J
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contradictory in terms of SIBIYA's location.

but who is aware of the operation. in the same

way that DRAMAT is aware. What then makes us

change our minds, because at the point when we

were drafting this report, we knew that DRAMAT 5

was never involved in the actual kidnapping.n was never involved in the actual assault.

defeating the ends of justice - the operation

he was involved in. But we said what we said

because of his position as head of the 10

operation.

Yes, that's true. That's true.MR KHUBA:

How is it different from SIBIYA?MR JULY:

After you have explained, there is noMR KHUBA:

difference on the basis that that person is 15

u operating only strategically. That's what I

need to tell you. You would probably not

expect even him. because I think the other

part that made me - when I look at that, is

the issue of his absence. Because when I was 20

investigating a case in BOKSBURG there was an

allegation that he physically went there and

kicked people. So for me I took him as people

who are in a high position would want to be

physically involved. When I looked into the 25
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records and realised that this person was not

there, my question was how do I even sustain

the question of assault when they allege that

he assaulted someone? But probably the issue

5of kidnapping, because he was not supposed to

be physically there, makes sense. But when wen review that and look to the higher - you know.

we normally put a higher scale when we deal

with issues of recommendation to the DPP. I

But if you look at the evidence against 10said:

SIBIYA, these people have already shot

themselves in the foot, to say on this

particular time he was there, he was wearing

this and he was not there. Do you get what

I'm saying? Most especially when I got the 15

U information that when I investigated him on

the issue of the meeting. I placed him at

SILVERTON where the meeting took place.

You see, his physical presence would have beenMR JULY:

relevant on assault and theft. 20

Mmm.MR KHUBA:

Let me show you also what seems to beMR JULY:

problematic and where certain things were

changed and the manner in which they were

Do we have an extra copy of this? 25changed.
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No, but I can make one if you want.MS BADAL:

Yes, please make copies of this.MR JULY:

So I hear you when you say at the end you can

testify about the actual conclusion, but what

you can't testify about is whether the content 5

We are only going toand things were removed.n be able to talk about things that were removed

or were not removed if we go through the

document.

But also, you need to understand that I have 10MR KHUBA:

I emailed it to MRthat report in my system.

What I did not do, wasSESOKO, the same one.

to check whether it's the same, together with

But I really hopethe one that I amended.

I'm not saying something 15that it's the same.

U wrong was done, no, but to the best of my

ability, from what I can remember, I will be

able to give you answers why there is a

difference between the two.

20THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS

THE INTERVIEW RESUMES

Let's continue.MR JULY:

You are saying it's the one that talks aboutMR KHUBA:

the success report dated 11/11/2013?

25Yes, paragraph 5.2:MR JULY:
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Documentary evidence acquired from DPCI

offices. ff

Yes, in this other report it says:MR KHUBA:

The report bears reference number 260201,

and again addressed to Deputy National 5

Commissioner, DPCI. The person to whom
O enquiries must be directed is Captain

Maluleke whereas the signatory is Colonel

PJ Selundu. Paragraph 1 of the report

states the Zimbabwean ... the office of 10

the Regional Commissioner regarding ... rf

Okay, let me come to this one. It says:

The report bears reference number

25/02/01 and again addressed to Deputy

National Commissioner DPCI. The person 15

'J to whom enquiries must be directed is

Captain Maluleke, whereas the signatory

is Colonel PJ Selundu. The report

further stated the arrest of Dumisani

Witness Vundla and Ndeya and Shepard 20
ffChuma.

The part that is not there is the one that . . .

The part that is not there is the one whichMR JULY:

refers to DRAMAT.

25Yes. It says:MR KHUBA:
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The Divisional Commissioner regarding

the Zimbabwean Nationals in hiding. ft

Yes.

You see, that part has nothing to do with thisMR JULY:

5either.

MR KHUBA: I agree.n It has nothing to do with the materialMR JULY:

evidence that you received.

Yes, I agree.MR KHUBA:

on the original one. 10Then on the same page.MR JULY:

paragraph 53, which is the second page of the

second report.

Paragraph 53 or 5.3?MR KHUBA:

It's paragraph 5.3, sorry.MR JULY:

15I see that.MR KHUBA:

U On the originalEmails by CAPTAIN MALULEKE.MR JULY:

it says:

Emails by Captain Maluleke. n

Okay.MR KHUBA:

20On the original it says:MR JULY:

He sent emails circulating more than

twenty photos of both the suspects

arrested and the members involved in the

The emails where (it'soperation.

supposed to say 'were') were sent to the 25
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PA of General Dramat, Phumela, Zimbabwean

Police and members of Crime Intelligence.

He also sent emails to the Zimbabwean

Police trying to find out how they

travelled back home. // 5

If you look at that paragraph all that is outn except that he sent emails to ZIMBABWEAN

Police to find out how they travelled.

MR KHUBA: Let me check.

He sent emails circulating more than 10

twenty photos of both the suspects

arrested and the members involved in the

operation. He sent emails to Zimbabwean

Police trying to find out how they

travelled back home, and that he is still 15

>• tracing the main suspects. //

I have that, yes.

Then if you go to the next one, paragraph ...MR JULY:

Is it 5.5?MS BADAL:

Yes, 5.5. If you look at 5.5 ...MR JULY: 20

MR KHUBA: 5.5?

5.5 is the cellphone record of MAJOR GENERALMR JULY:

SIBIYA.

MR KHUBA: Okay.

It reads:MR JULY: 25
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Upon perusal of the cellphone records.

it was discovered that Major General

Sibiya communicated with the officers who

were involved with the operations, eg

Captain MALULEKE, and sent more than 5

twenty SMSs to Major General Dramat.n However, Major General Dramat never

responded to the SMSs.

The same automated SMSs were sent to

Major General Lebeya (at that number). 10

These SMSs sent at variouswere

milestones of the operations. rr

But if you look at the report on page 23 . . .

This one is not in terms of the analysis?MR KHUBA:

This one.MR JULY: 15

U No, no, that's fine.MR KHUBA:

If you look at this one, at the same paragraphMR JULY:

5.5, page 23, this would be the changes. Do

you see how it is typed there?

There it is in the blocks.MR KHUBA: 20

It's in the blocks, yes, and when it comes toMR JULY:

the cellphone records of GENERAL SIBIYA, they

are not there. That is left out.

Whereas here it is there.MR KHUBA:

Yes, it's left out, even (indistinct) isMR JULY: 25
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there, and then the cellphone record of

But it doesn't say anything about theDRAMAT.

cellphone records.

MR KHUBA: You see when you say the cellphone records of

DRAMAT are not part of this, I still remember 5

when I was doing these blocks, I was trying ton
kind of really give the evidence in a more

concise way, so that I could make the

information more readable. But the issue of

DRAMAT's number is not there, because I said: 10
\\ CELLPHONE RECORD OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL

DRAMAT

To verify whether he had interaction with

the Zimbabwean Authority regarding the

arrests of Zimbabwean Nationals. 15

U The entire cellphone record of Lieutenant

General Dramat does not show any

interaction with Zimbabweanthe

counterparts. However, the fact that

Zimbabwean police might have entered the 20

country is confirmed by photographs, but

there is no evidence that they were with

Lieutenant General Dramat. The photos

show them with members of the TRT,

Captain Maluleke and members of Crime 25
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Intelligence. ff

I get that part.

Even the MALULEKE one, if you go to that sameMR JULY:

paragraph 5.5, if you go to the original ...

Of 5.5?MR KHUBA: 5

The original 5.5, if you turn to page 24MR JULY: Yes.n
and read what is said about MALULEKE, and read

what is said here, it says:

The interaction between Major General

Sibiya and Captain Maluleke was also 10

found in a form of received and outgoing

calls. Captain Maluleke also

communicated with General Dramat in terms

of outgoing SMSs at a very important

milestone of the operation. However, 15

General Dramat never responded to the

SMSs which he received from Captain

Maluleke. He also called a Zimbabwean

number twice ... tt

That thing is not here under MALULEKE. 20

Under MALULEKE that is 5.5.MR KHUBA:

Yes, on page 23. To test the version of theMR JULY:

witness ...

in terms of these blocks it's notOh yes.MR KHUBA:

there. 25
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Yes, it's not there.MR JULY:

Okay, I get you on that.MR KHUBA: I want to respond.

I just wonder if you are done with all the...

Yes, we will deal with all of them.MR JULY: NEETHLING

does not appear here. 5

Where?MR KHUBA:n On the one ...MR JULY:

His statement?MR KHUBA:

On the cellphone, still in paragraph 5.5.MR JULY:

Oh, NEETHLING is not there? 10MR KHUBA:

He's not listed on this. But on page 24MR JULY: Yes.

of the original, the one that you sent earlier

on, NEETHLING's cellphone records are there:

He is a police officer who was posted at

the border during the operation. 15He

U assisted Captain Maluleke to cross the

border with the suspects. He contacted

Lieutenant General Dramat when he

welcomed the Zimbabwean police the first

time. tt 20

Are you talking about MADILONGA or NEETHLING?MR KHUBA:

Sorry, sorry, I'm reading from MADILONGA now.MR JULY:

The cellphone records of NEETHLING:

He was directly reporting to Major

General Sibiya. ft 25

I
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Yes, that is the first report.MR KHUBA:

MR JULY: contacted General SibiyaHe

telephonically and in his statement he

stated that he believed he reported the

operation to Major General Sibiya. tf 5

The new paragraph 5.5 here does not talk to

this.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

So I'm saying even if we were to accept yourMR JULY:

version as being correct, that when you 10

received this evidence about the location of

but everything that we have done soSIBIYA,

far has nothing to do with MAJOR GENERAL

SIBIYA, and in addition to that his location.

in order to prove the charges that you brought 15

/ against him - except for theft and assault -

you don't need his physical presence.

Mmm, that's fine.MR KHUBA:

Then JENNIFER IRISH-QHOBOSHEANEMR JULY: that

evidence was not in your original report. 20

right, and even DRAMAT and SIBIYA were not in

your report. Also, the new one is different

to this one. Before I proceed let's go to

those dockets. Your statement you will find

in the original starting on page 25. The 25
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Other one starts at page 25 as well. It's you

- the first paragraph is the same, and in the

second paragraph then it starts changing.

In the second paragraph?MR KHUBA:

in actual fact it starts changing in the 5Yes,MR JULY:

second paragraph.
O Upon his perusal ... tr\\

Do you see where it says upon his perusal"?

Mmm.MR KHUBA:

Maybe before that I need to indicate - do you 10MR JULY:

see where it starts on 13 November"?

13 . . .?MR KHUBA:

13 November.MR JULY:

Yes, I see it:MR KHUBA:

On 13 November, a letter requesting an 15

U interview ... //

Yes, where it starts on 13 November, if youMR JULY:

look at that it ends where it says incident".

Do you see where it says "incident" and there

is a sentence which starts: 20

On 28 January 2013 ... ft

Yes, I see that.MR KHUBA:

If you go to the next report. where theMR JULY:

paragraph ends ...

25It's page 26?MR KHUBA:

J
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Yes, page 26. It ends with "incident".MR JULY:

Okay, oh yes, I see it.MR KHUBA:

But look at where it then begins.MR JULY:

On 15 February ... tr

And it leaves out: 5

On 28 January he was called by the
O former Executive Director, who gave him

the following documents, stating that she

had received them from the Secretary of

Police ... ft 10

All of that part is removed.

It's removed.MR KHUBA:

And then they start the paragraph:MR JULY:

On 15 February ... //

Okay, this paragraph on the 28th, it doesn't 15MR KHUBA:

U have the name of DRAMAT.

It does.MR JULY:

Where?MR KHUBA:

If you look at the second ...It does.MR JULY:

It doesn't. 20MR KHUBA:

It doesn't, but what it says is:MR JULY:

On 28 January he was called by the

former Executive Director, who gave him

the following documents, stating that she

had received them from the Secretary of 25
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Police, report on illegal Renditions

dated 25/06/2012, accompanied by warrants

detentionof for the following

individuals: Dumisani Witness Ndeya,

Shepard Chuma, Nelson Ndlovu and three 5

Notification of the Deportation of ann Illegal Foreigner for Nelson Ndlovu,

Shepard Chuma and Maghwawe Sibanda. The

documents are filed in the docket as per

A3 6. An enlarged copy of the death 10

certificate was made from a copy of the

Sunday Times newspaper he received from

Brigadier Zangwa dated 23/10/2011 titled

Journey to death in an unmarked car" and

is filed as per A35. tr 15

U That whole part is removed.

That is a point also thatIt's removed, okay.MR KHUBA:

I can explain.

I think it's page 30 of the original report.MR JULY:

Do you see that part on page 30, where you 20

say:

He held a meeting on 05/11/2010 with the

Zimbabwean police. //

Page 30 of the analysis?MR KHUBA:

MR JULY: Yes . 255Sj
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Okay.MR KHUBA:

He held a meeting with the Zimbabwean\\

police planning the operation. Success
//report dated ...

5Okay.

That part is not included in this report.MR JULY:n Is it not that it was put the other way round?MR KHUBA:

No.MR JULY:

It's completely out?MR KHUBA:

10Yes.MR JULY:

Which page can you guide me to?MR KHUBA:

Then there is no analysis ofIt's page 30.MR JULY:

any dates in the other document which starts

on page 29. It says:

The following findings were made: 15

U Zimbabwean police ... tr

Page 30 and page 29 in theYes, I see now.MR KHUBA:

other one. Let me check the part that you say

Under the new report what pageis not there.

20is it?

It changes completely.MR JULY:

Of course the picture, in terms of how theMR KHUBA:

facts were put, changes because of the

analysis of how we analysed the evidence. But

I'm going to explain. If you look at the 25
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analysis, there are bullet points there.

MR JULY: Yes.

There is one that talks to the old report.MR KHUBA: It

starts by giving the background on TOMS, then

you have that bullet point where: 5

The Zimbabwean police came into the

country with the purpose of arresting

Zimbabwean Nationalswanted and

Lieutenant General Dramat directed that

they be allowed to proceed since they... // 10

Here he says:
w The arrest of Dumisani Ndeya ... ff

So he is no longer talking about GENERAL

DRAMAT.

He held a meeting on 5 November 2010MR JULY: 15

V with the Zimbabwean Police planning the

operation. ff

That part is not here.

Okay.MR KHUBA:

He received communication ...\> it 20MR JULY:

My challenge, most especially when you look atMR KHUBA:

the issue of the analysis, the analyses in the

first report and the second report differ a

lot, not only on what is there and what is not

there, and also the style of presentation, but 25

.5 J
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I need to indicate that that issue regarding

the call, if you check it is there, in terms

of when you go deeper into the analysis, to

say that even though GENERAL DRAMAT might have

received the call, we do not know what the 5

discussion was all about. Okay?

Okay, let's go through it. It says theMR JULY:

ZIMBABWEAN Police into the country, and it

says they were coming to - you see, what you

were doing here, you were analysing the 10

They are there.statements made by people.

Then you seem to be accepting those documents.

hence you came to the conclusion that there is

Right? But in this you leave out -a link.

15that has been left out, as if the meeting has

U never happened, as if MADILONGA has never said

Of course when you want towhat was said.

come to a conclusion, that you can do, but you

needed to analyse it in this way that you did.

20But now, because the conclusion is different,

that analysis is no longer as if you now are

not agreeing with the fact that there was a

meeting on 5 November, as if MADILONGA never

Do you get what I'mmade that statement.

25saying?
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Yes, there I'm just really going to explain onMR KHUBA:

that part, because when we discussed the

evidence and reviewed the evidence, we tried

to weigh it, in terms of saying: If there is

this evidence, what is the possibility in 5

terms of this side and this side? Whereas in
O the first report it was a clear-cut case to

If this person called and there were nosay:

previous calls that were made to this person.

and there were no calls made afterwards to 10

this person, it shows that the call was

basically about the ZIMBABWEANS, and there are

people who confirm that, which means the

ZIMBABWEANS met with DRAMAT. That was the

15first report.

U Now, using the same evidence, the second

report is saying - and probably it put it in

a way that it is kind of really more

suggestive rather than straightforward and to

the point, because we were saying even though 20

COLONEL MADILONGA called GENERAL DRAMAT and

all these people confirmedthey confirmed

already he received a call - we do not have

confirmation of what they talked about or what

25they discussed.
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MR JULY: You see, the problem is unless you have

evidence which says: I have never received a

call from MADILONGA and MADILONGA having

said: I similarly didn't phoned, there was a

need for me to make this call - in the absence 5

of any information which seeks to suggest thatn the content of the call was disputed, or the

call itself was disputed, there is no reason

why that information was left out here.

MR KHUBA: Also, what I would not agree, most especially 10

on the analysis, is the issue that the

information was not left out. It might be the

way it was presented. For example, if I then

acknowledge in the analysis, in the new

report, that DRAMAT received the call, but I 15

' J do not know what the call was all about. it

really puts it in a way as if I cannot really

decide whether DRAMAT is involved or not

involved.

the problem with that submission isMR JULY: You see. 20

that you make the call, and whatever was said

in the call it doesn't matter how long it

took for them to talk, but there was a meeting

on 5 November. So one would then link the two

and say: Then there is no way that DRAMAT 25
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could not have known about the presence of the

ZIMBABWEANS.

Yes, that's true.MR KHUBA:

Then, taking it to it'sThat he can't say.MR JULY:

logical conclusion. in the absence of any 5

other information which contradicts that call.r the call was about the same thing. But I'm

saying when you made this - this one seeks to

stay completely away from DRAMAT, this report.

Probably the way it is presented seems to be 10MR KHUBA:

taking responsibility away from DRAMAT.

and this one puts it very clearly. LetMR JULY: Yes,

me tell you, we may not agree with what was

said here in the first one - you may not agree

with it - but it put things into perspective. 15

U Here is the call. here is the person meeting

with these people, here is the person

congratulating the officers, and how can you

say you don't know?

I agree with you, yes. 20MR KHUBA:

And the resources are being given to carry outMR JULY:

the operations. How do you then say you don't

But when you read this one, it is ...know?

It neutralises everything.MR KHUBA:

25Yes, yes.MR JULY:
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Advocate, I think the biggest challenge isMR KHUBA:

when you debate the evidence, most especially

as I indicated previously, when you have dealt

with an investigation yourself, and you get

these inputs in terms of the case needing to 5

be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, you need
O to look into this evidence and explore the

possibility of it. This possibility should

not be based on presumption. it needs to be

based on evidence. But one important issue 10

was to say - I think we debated a lot, myself

and SESOKO about it, to say: Is the knowledge

sufficient? We debated it. Previously I held

a different view. But we debated it again:

Is the knowledge sufficient? We came to a 15
/ point, to say: But the fact that I know or

the fact that I know about something - because

we explored the part that says the DPCI was

allowed to assist other countries. They've

been assisting. I even drew another case 20

involving ANGOLA. The responsibility of the

investigator is to be able to comply with the

legislative imperative. It means that if I go

out there and get records of a cellphone, you

being my boss would expect that I apply for a 25
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205 to get the things. Then I apply for a

205, I go and serve it, and when I say the

case is solved, you expect that I walk the

thin line of the Criminal Procedure Act in

order to attain whatever I have attained. 5

We asked ourselves to say, more especially in
O line with the question of where the crime was

committed - I wanted to know if these people,

more especially those who were assisting

MALULEKE, would have known. 10

Let me tell you, you would have used the sameMR JULY:

report and come to this conclusion still. You

would have used the same report and come to

this conclusion. But once there are . . .

... some things that are not there ... 15MR KHUBA:

... things that have been removed.MR JULY:

I think there I need to explain why thingsMR KHUBA:

have been removed, if they have been removed.

Because I agree with you that the contents of

the first report and the second report - there 20

are things that are missing. At first, when

you gave your explanation, I never had a

But I'm looking through theproblem.

statement, in my statement, to say: How could

this statement be removed, because it does not 25

Sj
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even have the name of DRAMAT? Do you get what

I'm saying? The point of the matter is that

when we dealt with the report there were only

three hands that the reports when through. It

was me, it was SESOKO and it was McBRIDE. 5

Only three. The other person, ANGUS, only
O became part of the meeting where these things

were discussed in detail. But when it comes

to the issue of working on the report. it was

myself and it was MR SESOKO. But most of the 10

time it was me, because MR SESOKO is very slow

in typing. I transferred the report to his

computer, because I use a very small laptop.

and sometimes when you have big fingers, you

hit two letters when you want to hit one. So 15

^ / I ended up working on his computer. When it

was done I sent it through. But the things

that you are showing me, how this evidence was

taken out, most especially the ones that

really implicate DRAMAT, I'm concerned. 20

Because even in the reports in the newspapers

they say some of the evidence was taken out.

I just said: These people are lying. I did

not even bother, I just said: These people

are lying. But my concern, when I'm looking 25

Sj l;
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at this, is what really happened? I really

have a problem.

But I also have a challenge that some of the

evidence - and this is part of my statement.

I do not think, in my own opinion, that if the 5

idea on the agenda was to clear DRAMAT throughn trying to take stuff out, why do you take that

one, because it has nothing to do with DRAMAT.

So I do not know, because that report we did

very quickly. We did it very quickly. If you 10

check I think we signed it around the 18th.

We did it very quickly, so I do not know how

some of the information went missing. But I

want to tell you it's my concern to say not

only the information that implicates DRAMAT, 15

U but the information that is silent about

If I have to give you an answer onDRAMAT.

what really happened and what the reason was.

I would be starting to learn to lie.

But in terms of your analysis, the analysis 20

took a very, very different form. If you look

at the analysis. it seems as if it was

rewritten. It does not even conform with the

old analysis.

And it seeks to suggest that what was aMR JULY: 25

Sp
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factual thing is no longer a fact.

MR KHUBA: Mmm.

Do you get what I'm saying?It's left out.MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes.

And what would have been considered in coming 5MR JULY:

to that conclusion, is left out in order ton come to this different conclusion.

You know, I really respect your opinion onMR KHUBA:

that, but as a person who worked on the

report, myself as KHUBA never intentionally or 10

deliberately removed part of the report. No.

One very important thing, sometimes I do not

really regard myself as an intelligent person.

but I think operating through commonsense it

would tell me what is the use in removing 15

U something in the report but leave it in the

docket? Do you see now?

MR JULY: Yes.

Because it's not the report that informs theMR KHUBA:

investigation, it's the investigation that 20

informs the report. So the fact that things

were not aligned properly and probably

things were done hastily, I do not know, but

the issue is that on the report we had inputs

from ROBERT McBRIDE, and those inputs we dealt 25
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with, most especially the spelling part. In

terms of the evidential part I cannot really

remember and cannot say. If the other person

because when we dealt with thiscomes

report, there was MR ANGUS. He may shed some 5

light on that. But what I still remember.r- there was no time, and I'm still repeating it.

because I really do not if there is one

thing that can put me in trouble, and I was

telling my wife about it, the one thing that 10

can put me in trouble about this thing is when

I lie about it. Because I didn't do anything

wrong, but once I lie about it then there is

something wrong with it.

The issue is there was not even a single time 15

U where McBRIDE said to me: Change the report

to suit DRAMAT. He might have made inputs, he

might have queried how things were done.

Sometimes the issue most especially the

issue of having a CRIME INTELLIGENCE member. 20

he had a concern about it to say: Are you

people not independent? We indicated to him

that we are independent. He said: How did

you involve a CRIME INTELLIGENCE member in the

investigation? But I cleared that, and I told 25

Sj
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him. I said: The reason why I involved him

is because I got instruction, and I worked

with him. This guy was never - I would have

signed this report with him, but I realised

that this report may end up in the wrong hands 5

or the right hands, but they will know that I
O was working with MOSENG{?), so I wanted him to

remain a secret colleague in terms of his part

in the investigation.

Let us go through these. You see, for 10MR JULY:

instance, just in the way of showing how in

the second report there was an avoidance of

stating the factual statements, if you look at

page 29 of the original report ...

Of the original report? 15MR KHUBA:

U MR JULY: Yes. It says:

The operations carried out by TOMS to

arrest Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals (it's

in Diepslootunder ANALYSIS) in

connection with the murder of 20a

Zimbabwean police Colonel was led by

Captain M L Maluleke, also known as

Cowboy.

According to a letter retrieved from

Captain Maluleke's laptop there was a 25
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meeting in August 2010 held between

Zimbabwe ... tr

To that one you may deliberately not make

reference.

So it doesn't appear in the analysis? 5MR KHUBA:

MR JULY: Yes.r Okay. It's not in the findings?.MR KHUBA:

It says in the findings - there is only oneMR JULY:

meeting that is being referred to. It talks

about the success report. The only meeting to 10

which reference is made here is on:

The success report that claimed that

Lieutenant General Dramat had a meeting

with the Zimbabwean police lacks detail

about the meeting itself. fr 15

U But it says here:

In August 2010 held a meeting with the\\

Zimbabwean authorities (indistinct)

wherein General Sibiya was appointed as

a coordinator regarding cooperation 20

between the two countries.

The obligation to assist is (indistinct)

should have emanated from the agreement

of the same meeting, as cited in the

The letter dated 25success report.
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2010/07/29 addressed to Commissioner

Shibande by Lieutenant Dramat requesting

5/08/2010a meeting of to discuss

operational matters, but limited to

fugitives of serious crime, like cash-in- 5

transit and (?). n

O There is enough evidence that showed that

GENERAL DRAMAT not only knew about the

operation that led to the Rendition, but

sanctioned it in the following ways. He let 10

the ZIMBABWEANS come into the country for the

purposes of meeting with him.

I still remember when I was raising that issueMR KHUBA:

you know, most of the things when you are

raising them it kicks. When we were 15

U talking, I still remember when we were

debating this issue with him, we said he

allowed these people to enter the country. He

said no, he didn't allow (indistinct). Do you

get what I'm ... 20

But what we do know in these particularMR JULY:

circumstances, is under normal circumstances

it is HOME AFFAIRS who would allow it. But in

this particular instance we have evidence

which says MATHEBULA phoned his boss, who 25

t-5
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I know nothing of this, phone DRAMAT.said:

He then called DRAMAT and DRAMAT said: Let

There is no evidence, even fromthem in.

I did not talk to theDRAMAT, which says:

ZIMBABWEAN Police, I never said to this guy he 5

must allow these people to come in. On what
O basis now do we leave that information out?

did you check DRAMAT's statement, theOkay,MR KHUBA:

warning statement?

No, you see, the warning statement - that's a 10MR JULY:

bad memory. It's not ...

It's not factual?MR KHUBA:

I'm saying it's a bad memory.MR JULY: No,

MR KHUBA: COLONEL DRAMAT:

He will state that he is the Deputy 15

National Commissioner of the South

African Police Services . He

unequivocally points out that at no stage

during his correct role as the National

Head of the DPCI did he personally 20

authorise the unlawful and intentional

depriving of a person's liberty, or

movement, and/or his custodians of

control on any basis whatsoever. ft

On which page is that?MR JULY:
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MR KHUBA: It's page 25.

He will further say that he never

authorised anyone or sanctioned the

kidnapping of any Zimbabwean Nationals.

He knows of no action that he took or 5

authorised which was aimed at defeating
O the administration of justice. /r

And this is not responding to the issue of aMR JULY:

call being made, because there are particular

allegations, specific allegations that are 10

being made.

But if you look at the issue of the call, inMR KHUBA:

terms of the warning statement because he

requested questions in writing, it was never

contested with him. Because when we discussed 15

VJ the questions with ADVOCATE MOSENG, he was of

the idea: Let us not be specific with him.

because once you become specific you are

restricted. I don't know whether you have

those questions. 20

No, no, let me tell you why - I don't have theMR JULY:

questions. but I'm saying now you are the

author ...

. . . of the report?MR KHUBA:

... of the report. What do you make of the 25MR JULY:
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Statement that you relied on to come to this

conclusion, when a person says the following.

that:

He will state he is the Deputy National

Commissioner and he unequivocally points 5

out that at no stage during his correctn role as the National Head of the DPCI did

he ever personally authorise ... ff

That is a different issue. He may have had

the meetings, he may not have authorised, but 10

that doesn't mean those meetings did not take

place.

What I want to put across is that we have twoMR KHUBA:

issues here. We have the issue that DRAMAT

Authorise the operation - 15addressed, to say:

U and he did not authorise the operation. You

have the second issue. which you said is

whether he knew about the operation. That's

a very critical point. If you look at the

first one, whether he authorised it, of course 20

we could not prove that he did or did not

authorise it, but we can prove that he knew

about it.

Yes.MR JULY:

When we did the evaluation of evidence, we 25MR KHUBA:
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dwelt on what we could prove, whether he knew.

We debated the issue, whether knowing is

sufficient. That's where we arrived at a

MALULEKE had been deportingpoint to say:

Wasn't it that DRAMAT was expecting 5people.

him to have followed the procedure? Do you
O get what I'm saying?

You see, once you have the knowledge - this isMR JULY:

what SESOKO would have said. Once you have

the knowledge, and you also hinted at this - 10

once you say something happened in front of

you, as the police, which is unlawful, with

other policemen beating a person in front of

the failure to act in itself is anyou.

action. Right? 15

U MR KHUBA: Yes.

In this case, when DRAMAT becomes aware ofMR JULY:

this. it is beyond question whether ...

. . . whether the other one followed procedureMR KHUBA:

20or not?

Yes, because he knew about it.MR JULY:

Okay.MR KHUBA:

He knew about the presence of the ZIMBABWEANSMR JULY:

here, he knew about the deportation of these

people, and if the evidence stands, he then 25

J
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So if he congratulatedcongratulated them.

them, as a person in his position, he should

have said what then happened. But that

question you don^t ask and answer yourself.

you put that question, you assume he ought to 5

have known that the procedure was notn followed.

So you are saying the point should be that heMR KHUBA:

ought to have known that the procedure was not

followed? 10

Because he knows that police don't act.MR JULY: Yes.

That's a process of HOME AFFAIRS. The

deportation of people is not a police

competence.

Yes, and if you look at the documents. 15MR KHUBA:

U according to a guy from HOME AFFAIRS, he said

somebody came with these documents and said:

And he said itDo you know these documents?

So my suspicion was it was thewas MALULEKE.

same MALULEKE who did that, he wanted to go 20

and verify. My point was to say every step of

the way - in fact. let me not say my point.

say what we discussed when we werelet me

evaluating this case, was to come to a point

If MALULEKE did all these things. 25to say:
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going to these people and all these types of

things, does it mean that DRAMAT knew about

That was one of my questions. And if Iit?

had probably applied the approach that you are

using now, I could have arrived at a different 5

position, which was my previous position. Don you get what I'm saying? Because for me we

discussed with MOSENG and others to say: But

this person operating at that high level - but

the discussion was not quite extensive, like 10

I had when I had it with SESOKO, because he

had this prosecutorial background, to say:

With these things the defence is going to tear

Like this issue, and this issue.you apart.

Because when you do a report you also expect 15

U that probably the NDPP may give a copy to the

Actually we started to look intodefence.

this evidence, trying to maintain not a

balance, but to say where does the scale tip

heavily, and also looking at things where we 20

This is tangible, this is what wecould say:

I think the point that I did notcan use.

really embrace much is the point that you are

making, that with DRAMAT one is supposed to

say that if he knew about it, that is 25
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sufficient.

is isn't theAnother question I have.MR JULY: Yes.

role of DPCI to find a person criminally

liable and that's it? If there is no criminal

element there is no infringement of any - you 5

can't find a person to have misconductedn himself in terms of the Police Code, it has to

be criminal.

What happens is that if youMR KHUBA: No, you can.

we normally use one regulation of 10check

and it is called 20 (z). 20(z) says theSAPS,

person has committed a statutory or common law

crime, and that is what that person can be

subjected to. There are other provisions of

that regulation which would indicate that the 15

U Something to do withperson has caused what?

the administration of what, what, what.

That is what I was going to say. to say forMR JULY:

instance now SIBIYA is being subjected to a

disciplinary hearing. I'm not sure whether 20

that also comes out of this report. I'm

asking that question, to say: Is it criminal

or nothing?

No, it's not criminal, there are a lot ofMR KHUBA:

things you can use.
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You can simply be charged as an employee ofMR JULY:

and be subjected tothe Police, a

disciplinary?

It's not only criminal, we do both.MR KHUBA: You can.

In fact, our Act is very clear. 5It says you

can do criminal and you can do departmental.n Most of the time when the criminal is strong.

then we recommend that the person be charged

departmentally for contravention of Regulation

That regulation talks about the person 1020(z).

having committed a statutory offence or common

law offence.

If it's a situation where you do not recommend

a person to be charged criminally, you cannot

use Regulation 20 (z), because that issue of 15

U But when we did this, aftercrime falls away.

we had done the analysis and everything, there

was a departmental recommendation which was

I cannot remember it well, because Isent.

dealt with the criminal one. Whether I signed 20

that or did not sign. I cannot remember, but

I think probably I signed. That one said that

we recommended only MALULEKE to be charged.

We said MALULEKE must be charged in terms of

Regulation 20 (z) . 25
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Criminally?MR JULY:

Yes. But these other ones like NKOSI, becauseMR KHUBA:

we did not recommend them to be charged for

assault, we could not go and say: Charge them

I think that was 5departmentally for 20 (z).

the rationale behind the issue of saying whyn the decision was that way.

Also, can I raise another point here?

Yes.MR JULY:

There was a memo - an info note, sorry, which 10MR KHUBA:

That info note is verywas sent to MTHETHWA.

straight to the point, but we do not know

whether you have it or not. Because that info

note was written the same day, I think. It

says what happened. It indicated what the 15

U boss has done, a review, and what, what. And

that one places the role on our boss in terms

of what he has done. I do not know whether

you have that info note. It was around the

18th or the 20th, but somewhere around March. 20

If you have, then it's fine. If you do not

have it. I can try to find that information

and give it to you somehow.

That info note talks about what?MR JULY: No.

The info note says that he came, he reviewed. 25MR KHUBA:
/

V/
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he requested cases, and it talks to so I do

not know whether the Minister handed it over.

because I think when IBut that info note

was speaking with SESOKO about the case. I

said there was an info note. He said: No, 5

there is no info note. I said: I remember
O there was an info note. When we got that info

note, we realised that info note was sent. So

when I was in DURBAN I wanted to come with it.

because he has it in his computer, but he 10

said: I don't think they will needNo, no.

it. I think he will be able to give it to me

after this. and I will find a way in which I

will give it to you. Because I want to assist

the investigation. 15

U Yes, we need the info note.MR JULY:

Okay.MR KHUBA:

So in a nutshell your changing of the reportMR JULY:

influenced by the discussions that youwas

the discussions which arehad, and inputs 20

purely of a legal nature with SESOKO, and the

inputs that you - let me put it this way.

1 is the new evidence;

2 was the debate on the possibility of the

charges sticking this was a legal 25

55 15
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debate which involved who, you and ...?

MR KHUBA: And MR SESOKO. I think the boss had inputs in

terms of the - I do not know what he wrote on

the paper.

MR JULY: But did he have inputs in the report? 5

MR KHUBA: Some of them are cosmetic.r I
MR JULY: Yes, some are cosmetic.

MR KHUBA: But I cannot remember in terms of his view of

the evidence.

MR JULY: And whatever he has recommended or has put 10

forward you cannot find because ...

MR KHUBA: ... we destroyed.

MR JULY: ... those documents were destroyed.

MR KHUBA: They were destroyed. I do not know whether I

can strike luck and get something, but I still 15

U remember we said: Everything has been leaked

now and we destroyed them. But I think I need

to be able to put it in a way that will

satisfy him, to say the new report was

influence by the new evidence, that's point 20

number 1, and the review of the existing

evidence. Those are the two major things.

MR JULY: Of the existing evidence?

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: What you will appreciate from our side, is we 25

5J
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will say was the so-called new evidence new

and so materially different as to make you and

your team change the report?

I wouldn't really have a problem with how youMR KHUBA:

view the process which was taken, and also the 5

product that came out of it.r
That's fine.MR JULY:

The other thing I want to know, is what is itMR KHUBA:

that you would want me to provide in terms of

other documentary - I'm going to give you the 10

info note.

MR JULY: Let's say so far it is the info note, but we

may have to call you again.

MR KHUBA: If you call me I do not really have a

problem, whenever you want me, I'm going to 15

talk. I'm going to talk. So I'm quite fine

with that. Whether you call me tomorrow, I

will come.

That's okay.MR JULY: Let's do that. I think it was

a fruitful meeting. 20

MR KHUBA: Good.

THE_INTERVI^ ADJOURNS
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MR KWAZI BUTHELEZI - Candidate Attorney

IPID
- Director, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans

10

13 April 2015 15

We are going to record this. I was saying toMR JULY:

you that when we interviewed MR MOUKANGWE, he

U said you, him and SESOKO went to the NPA.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

And the reason you went to the NPA is you 20MR JULY:

wanted a warrant of arrest.

Yes.MR KHUBA:

He said it was taking time and you guys wantedMR JULY:

to find out why.

25MR KHUBA: Yes.

Then was MR SESOKO aware of the report thatMR JULY:

was given to the NPA?

0
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Okay.MR KHUBA:

No, I'm asking you.MR JULY:

According to me I don't think he was aware,MR KHUBA:

because I never gave him a copy.

Let's say you never gave him a copy, but he 5MR JULY:

because he said somewhere inwas aware
ri

December you sought his advice as to how to

submit the report to the NPA.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

So he was aware of the report. 10MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes.

But he may not have seen the report. You alsoMR JULY:

testified that because he was your senior.

sort of, although the Acting Executive

Director gave you specific instructions not to 15

U involve him, you did inform him about the

report.

MR KHUBA: Yes, yes.

So he knew about the existence of the report.MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes. 20

So when McBRIDE asked you - maybe before I goMR JULY:

to McBRIDE, do you remember the date when you

went to see the NPA?

When I went to see ...MR KHUBA:

When you went with MR MOUKANGWE and MR SESOKO? 25MR JULY:

Sj
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No, I can't remember the date, but it wasMR KHUBA:

before McBRIDE joined us.

Yes, definitely. You know why it was beforeMR JULY:

because it was shortly after youMcBRIDE,

5submitted the January report.

MR KHUBA: Yes, yes.r McBRIDE joined on 3 March.MR JULY:

This year, yes.MR KHUBA:

And you submitted your report on 22 January.MR JULY:

10Yes.MR KHUBA:

So if you visited the NPA it would have beenMR JULY:

around February then?

Yes, it would have been around there.MR KHUBA:

And at that time you all went there with oneMR JULY:

intention, to get the warrant of arrest. 15

U MR KHUBA: Yes.

We're not going to talk about the newMR JULY:

information. We have talked about the new

information and we have our views about this

new information, but at one stage you guys 20

applied for the same information, before

McBRIDE came into the picture.

Okay.MR KHUBA:

Section 205 the cellphone information andMR JULY:

25dates.
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MR KHUBA: Mmm.

According to MOUKANGWE there was nothing thatMR JULY:

was required - even what you say is new. You

knew about that information, firstly, that

SIBIYA - at the time you had information that 5

the cellphones that you tracked were not at

the scene of the crime.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

That information you always knew about, evenMR JULY:

when the report was finalised and was given. 10

That information you knew about?

MR KHUBA: Yes .

Even the advocates at the NPA raised thatMR JULY:

Listen, this information you may haveissue:

a problem with, and that you could 15go

U and do one or two things regarding that

information.

Alright.MR KHUBA:

So according to him there was nothing new thatMR JULY:

20came out.

Let me expand. There was a telephone recordMR KHUBA:

we got in terms of Section 205. That

telephone record was like raw data. It had

not yet been integrated to an extent where it

could guide us to say where (?). I need to be 25
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very clear, because I was one of the people

who was very insistent on saying: This

person must be put as a suspect - what is his

name?

5MR JULY: SIBIYA,

And also DRAMAT must be put as aSIBIYA.MR KHUBA:n There was a time when the advocatesuspect.

dealing with the case was quite hesitant about

Why is SIBIYA being put inthe issue, to say:

the report? But he insisted by saying that we 10

needed to get an expert to assist us. I

indicated to him that I had already engaged

the expert, but that was not coming forth. I

indicated to him that I would suggest to my

boss, MBEKI, to say: Can we issue a new order 15

U to a new person to deal with the information?

The point that makes a difference is that when

I discussed it with SESOKO - when we discussed

these things - he was also of the view that we

can't put this person (?). The issue that you 20

raised last time, that was my point of view to

say SIBIYA was heading a unit. The unit came

out of that, and in that operation he

communicated with his seniors about this

operation, because I wanted to go to him with 25
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a warning statement, to say: Sibiya, if you

were not communicating about the mission, what

were you talking about? And he never came

clear. I have his response. When we went and

discussed it that is when we discussed it 5

with MR SESOKO, after the deliberation with
O I want to put this very clearly, toMcBRIDE.

say, if MR McBRIDE then had an agenda for the

changing of the report, he might have used

SESOKO, because SESOKO had evaluated. 10We

argued. MR SESOKO said: No, no, you can't

put words like that. We deliberated about it.

We deliberated because that was my position.

One question - and I don't know whether you

asked it previously - if McBRIDE did not join 15

U with the (?), would it have been changed. My

view, without even being convinced by SESOKO,

I wouldn't have changed it. Because my

understanding is that when we deal with such

people they are very senior, and to get a 20

little thing where you can point fingers at

them is not - because it means you won't get

anything.

So at the time when you met with SESOKO, whoMR JULY:

was going through the report he says, and 25
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let me be upfront with you: Khuba never told

me that he even sat with the report. We know

that is not true. We said to him that that

can't be right. and that will go to the

honesty - that KHUBA was not honest with you, 5

because KHUBA came to you and asked for yourr
advice on how to submit the report. He

submits the report, and you guys go there and

want a warrant off the report that you never

signed. The question that I want to ask is 10

this . When McBRIDE asked you for a report,

you gave him the report that you had already

submitted to the NPA?

Let me tell you that the report which I hadMR KHUBA:

given to him, which I emailed - I don't know 15

U whether he read it or did not read it - is the

report that I sent the NPA. I had already

updated it, but I don't think I updated the

recommendation, it was just to add those

statements that had just arrived. 20Because

there were things that I received after the

report had already been sent.

But those things did not influence yourMR JULY:

recommendation they did not influence the

changing of the recommendation? 25
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MR KHUBA: Let me be honest with you, when I dealt with

the report, when I got these new statements.

I never went back and looked at the

recommendations, just updatedI the

Because if you check my report.statements. 5

it's categorised. I would do statements of
(

this or of this, but the actual interpretation

and the changing of everything happened when

McBRIDE had already arrived.

Here's the thing. You remember we showed youMR JULY: 10

a number of pages where the information was

deleted?

MR KHUBA: Yes .

MR JULY: And when we showed SESOKO he said he

doesn't know anything, you were the one who 15
U was working with that information, and he

doesn't know anything about the changes. You

said on record you did not delete that

information.

MR KHUBA: Yes. 20

And you know there is a reason why you wouldMR JULY:

not have deleted the information. For

instance, what was said by the people - for

you to change it, you would have a reason, and

you would put that reason in your report. So 25
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that information was removed. But if it

was not you and it was not SESOKO, we

have not yet been able to talk to MR McBRIDE,

although we wrote him an email to come and

talk to us, who then would have deleted that 5

information?r-
That is a very difficult question.MR KHUBA: But I need

to say as the investigating officer I was

over-trusting with the report. Because when

SESOKO asked for the report, I never withheld 10

the report, I emailed it to him. When we were

working on the report I used his computer.

Whether he showed McBRIDE but I remember

if there is one person who read thatMcBRIDE,

report extensively it was McBRIDE. 15He

U read it extensively. Then the progress which

I was doing on the report itself, I was only

adding stuff. He was sitting next to me. I

was adding things, I was doing things, but

whether that part was cut out by him or by me. 20

I will not say, but I don't remember removing

it.

Deleting?MR JULY:

No, no, no, I do not remember thinking to say:MR KHUBA:

I'm deleting this part. Because I had nothing 25

5 J
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to benefit by it. In fact it's something that

would have made me feel bad, to have the

investigation and make me have sleepless

nights, and yet not all things are going into

that. But the way we worked on that report, 5

I emailed it to MR SESOKO. I do not know how
f

MR SESOKO dispatched it to him.

Tell me then, the day of the signing, when youMR JULY:

signed, were you in the same room when you

signed the report? Did you sign the report 10

when you were somewhere else, or were you in

the same office?

I need to be honest, and I just want to lay aMR KHUBA:

background for that you canyou. so

When we were dealing with thisunderstand. 15

U report, it went back and forth. There were a

number of issues we queried, and I was tired.

I was tired. Finally there was this report.

and it was still on MR SESOKO's computer.

because I was not linked to the printer. I 20

was not linked. He was the only one who was

linked. So it might have taken not even - it

never took three days in succession, it might

Sometimes I wouldbe around a week or two.

drive, come there, deal with this report and 25

SJ
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At the time when we signed, I signedgo back.

something that was printed off MR SESOKO's

Whether it was not the right one,computer.

I don't know, because I never went back into

this, reading and analysing, but I just 5

believed that it was the same report.r
I think from my side I don't have any furtherMR JULY:

I think those were the guestionsquestions.

that we wanted to find out, to confirm that

indeed you asked SESOKO about the process of 10

submitting the report to the NPA, and

the two of you visiting the NPA before

McBRIDE, and it was based on the report that

you submitted.

Another thing that we just need to confirm. 15

U and maybe I will ask the question from my

side. We spoke to MR ANGUS, who said with a

report, when you submit a number of updates.

it is not called a report. You are adding to

the existing report. But once you make the 20

recommendations, any report which has

recommendations is a final report. And if

later on you may find one or two bits of

additional information, you will add that

there, but that report remains the final
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report once it has the recommendations•

I want to tell you that a report that has aMR KHUBA:

recommendation can be regarded as a final

report on the basis that there is nothing else

5you need to do. You need to understand the

procedure which I outlined previously, to say
(

when you compile a report with recommendations

it has to be assessed by the senior person.

who signs it. I was in the predicament where

firstly the Acting Head - SESOKO was a senior, 10

but he was still at the same rank as I was.

He was acting in that position, but I was also

acting, so there was not much difference. We

were all Acting Chief Directors anyway. The

challenge was that when I completed that 15

U report I contacted head office, to say: This

report needs to be signed, and there is no-one

to sign. SESOKO was already told that he must

not really cooperate well with me in that

investigation. MBEKI was still an Acting 20

but waiting for SASSA(?). So you haveHead,

a person who has taken employment with a

department. When I spoke with the PAs in her

This lady is on studyoffice, they told me:

leave (?) and she's only dealing with important 25

5j
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MOSING was pressuring me, to say:matters.

This matter has been going on for a long time,

you need to sign. I said: I will definitely

sign, I'm going to sign. So I signed it.

You were signing the report ... 5MR JULY:

. . . even though there were things that wereMR KHUBA:r
outstanding. But I signed a report with

recommendations .

In other words, what ANGUS says, is that whatMR JULY:

you believed to be the factual situation at 10

the time when you signed the report. even if

it changes later on, that report remains the

If things have to change youfinal report.

will then have to deal with it, and

how do you deal with those issues that have 15

U cropped up?

What you are talking about I don't think is anMR KHUBA:

issue of only departmental procedure. It's an

issue of commonsense, that once you have made

recommendation you have done your 20a

investigation. If new evidence surfaces to

rebut that, then you are able to advance: Now

I have this and that and that. But you need

to understand that when I was requested to

submit the report, which I had already updated 25

5 3
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- because I was very ...

When you were submitting, you were adding?MR JULY:

I was adding stuff. But I even sent some ofMR KHUBA:

I said:the stuff to MOSING. I have the

response of (?), and I sent it to him. That's 5

when he said to me: No, no, Khuba, I am not

dealing with this, I have already sent it to

All along I was thinking he was theGAUTENG.

one who was dealing with this investigation.

and he would probably prosecute it. 10

Then the issue of us doing the other report.

even if I had updated that report, I could

have probably (indistinct) , but whether the

recommendation would have changed I do not

know. My understanding, from my view, when I 15

U sat with SESOKO I started to see it in another

light, and I was very firm with my view. But

SESOKO with his prosecutorial background said:

Mr Khuba, you can't take it this way. You

need to know that when McBRIDE arrived and 20

read the report, we did a new report, he had

an option to say: Guys, let's leave the

prosecutors (indistinct). He had an option.

And he also exercised the other option to say:

You will go and work on this report to reflect 25
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That's why when this documentthe content.

was sent I was never part of it.

the problem is it is one thing toMR JULY: You see.

change the recommendation, but it's another

thing to delete information to justify the 5

changing of the recommendation. And if theren
is no basis or justification for the deletion

of information then the conclusion and the

report itself raises questions. Do you get

what I'm saying? 10

The other thing that youI understand that.MR KHUBA:

also need to understand is that I think the

manner in which we handled the report was

quite problematic. When you showed me the

part that was deleted, I was worried that they 15

U deleted the part that deals with DRAMAT - I

think the two. The other one does not deal

with DRAMAT. I saw the other one, and it does

not deal with him. I was worried. The other

reason is that when I came here last time I 20

never prepared. Even now I haven't prepared.

I know this investigation, because I did it.

I told you that clearly these reports are

still there, because that is my understanding.

You know what I did. after I dealt with the 25
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in fact I emailed the report toreport

SESOKO and we worked on it. I went home.

Another day I came again. That's why it took

If you check from the 3rd, whenvery long.

McBRIDE started, to the date when it was 5

submitted, it took very long. I had thisr>
challenge, and I think this is where I need to

be honest with you, because when we had our

discussions in the room, he also raised the

issue of Crime Intelligence. There was an 10

issue where he was not happy with Crime

Intelligence. I never had the number of my

boss I think I told you last time that it

might have taken three months or seven months.

I was always figuring that probably he was mad 15

U about me cooperating with Crime Intelligence,

and that is why he raised the issue of

independence and all these types of things.

It was an issue I was really concerned about.

Whatever happened through the process, I might 20

have been busy, but I was not even supposed to

be cautious because I was dealing with people

where we are working with things objectively.

But when you started to show me that some of

the things were missing, for me that was ... 25
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And you never suspected anything, he neverMR JULY:

told you about the information that was

deleted?

MR KHUBA: No.

You signed the report on the basis thatMR JULY: 5

it is the same report and you were adding to

that?

I signed knowing that it was the sameMR KHUBA: Yes.

report, because I had dealt with that report

for the past eighteen months to the date I 10

signed the report. Because of that, I was so

used to it. You know you are dealing with a

I had dealt with so many othernew person.

Executive Directors, and here I was dealing

with Executive Directors with a traceable 15

U political background. That was my biggest

challenge. It's not to say that it really

influenced it. it did not, but the point of

the matter is I was less (?) in the way I

dealt with the issue. MR SESOKO and I read 20

through the report, we did that, and he said

sign. There was a date when I went there - if

it was not the date that we signed only. it

might be a date when we did little things and

then the report was signed. But my conscience 25

5^
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is clear, I never ...

MR JULY: ... deleted?

MR KHUBA: That's why even when you calledNo, I never.

me today, I said I will tell you what

I know. 5

Okay, that's fine.MR JULY:

There is just one thing, Mr July.MR TOM: Mr Khuba,

this question relates to remember the

statements that you obtained from various

witnesses in relation to the incidents of 5 10

November 2010 and 22 and 23 November 2010 in

relation to GENERAL SIBIYA's involvement in

the arrests of MR PRITCHARD CHUMA? There is

a statement there from PETROS CHAUKE in which

PETROS says he saw GENERAL SIBIYA. I just 15
U didn't bring the big file which has his

statement under oath, where he says he saw

GENERAL SIBIYA, who, according to him, is the

head of the TOMS, and he saw GENERAL SIBIYA in

the second operation. Now, this cellphone 20

evidence that places GENERAL SIBIYA in

SUNNYSIDE in PRETORIA, for instance, I want to

understand the weight that was attached to

this statement from PETROS CHAUKE. I'm aware

you have statements or affidavits, rather. 25
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from one DESMOND CAMPBELL, who says: I didn't

but I heard they were saying he was insee.

And I think there is another personthe car.

who says the same thing: I didn't see him.

but I heard Warrant Officer Makoe calling his 5

I understand that information to sayname.r 1
perhaps you need to a bit further togo

establish whether or not you can rely

on that information, to say: I didn't see

him, I heard his name being called. 10I want to

treated thisunderstand how you guys

statement from PETROS CHAUKE, who says that he

saw him.

For me, that statement was quite a solidMR KHUBA:

statement, and I think it was the basis for me 15

to say at the initial stage I would want

GENERAL SIBIYA to be charged criminally. The

other challenge was that the issue of the

cellphone records - and that is what I started

to discuss with some of the police officers - 20

I started to realise that when these guys know

that they are involved in illegal activities.

they will come and give you a phone. and say:

I'm going out at thisYou are my brother.

time, this time and this time, make a call. 25
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For example, ifWhen calls come, answer them.

you receive a call of your brother, maybe it's

(indistinct), you try to create a discussion

that will last maybe a minute with that

No, this person is not here. 5person, to say:

do you have a message, what is your name, mayn
1 take your details? You prolong that.

whereas the person will be busy with illegal

activities somewhere, but the phone will show

the activities within the radius of that 10

particular tower, which is not near the scene

of the crime. So that always happens. When

I was discussing it with MR SESOKO, the

argument was: But do you have proof? Do you

get what I'm saying? 15

(J I get exactly what you are saying.MR TOM:

For me, as an investigator, I was pursuing it.MR KHUBA:

and thinking these guys are supposed to have

known these things. But the argument was:

You do not have proof. 20

You do not have proof, apart from thisMR TOM:

statement from PETROS CHAUKE.

Also, when you are arguing with a personYes.MR KHUBA:

who has a prosecutorial background it makes

things very difficult. 25
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Absolutely. I would also have that difficultyMR TOM:

if I were to debate a subject with a person

who has prosecutorial experience who poses

these questions, on the understanding that I

myself am not a criminal lawyer. So he asked 5

for something in addition to this mere

statement?

MR KHUBA: Yes.

Because I have seen, Mr Khuba, in the analysisMR TOM:

of the Section 205 process in what I will term 10

the second report, for instance when it comes

to the analysis of the cellphone evidence it

just says:
W The reason for this was to test the

version of witnesses who are alleged to 15

have seen General Sibiya at the crime
trsee.

Now it doesn't specify which crime scene.

because from my understanding - and correct me

if I'm wrong there are two instances, the 20

one of 5 November 2010, and the one of the

22nd and 23rd. It's just a question that has

been hovering in my mind, to say: Does this

cellphone evidence which happened to place

GENERAL SIBIYA in SUNNYSIDE relate to all
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activities, for instance being the 5th and the

23rd?

I think there you have a point, because inMR KHUBA:

fact SIBIYA has been dealing with a lot of

criminal activities in terms of investigation. 5

so he knows this. They were very aware - evenn
the police who were involved knew what they

were doing was wrong, so they might have pre

planned in terms of how they approached this

thing. 10

The last thing from my side, because it is notMR JULY:

for us to determine the merits or demerits of

your findings. it's to find out about the

existence of the two reports, as to which is

the report, I can tell you now that our 15
u preliminary view is that there is only one

report, which is the first report.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

The other report is just something we don'tMR JULY:

know why - because you see, you can't have a 20

second report which is so identical to the

first report, and the only thing that is
Idifferent is that certain information has been

left out. Because SESOKO wanted to give the

impression that this report was something that 25
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now needed to be started afresh, the wording

had to be new. He went through the pages, and

if you look at how the first page starts the

wording is the same. In the second page the

wording is the same - everything. So for him 5

to say he had no knowledge about the report isr"'
really - I don't know, MR SESOKO must decide

if he intends to mislead this investigation.

If that is his intension then he has a

problem, because in our recommendation we will 10

indeed indicate his attempt to mislead us.

The issue about how he goes to a meeting with

the NPA on the basis of the report that was

submitted, and then he claims that he didn't

know anything about the report ... 15

On that, I still remember the meeting. MRMR KHUBA:

MOUKANGWE was also there. Also, what I'm

really worried about insofar as this matter is
Iconcerned, is I'm really okay, there are

things that I'm going to mention off record. 20

Okay. We can switch off now.MR JULY:

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS

X
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Office of the
National Director of Public 

Proaecutfonis
i
I

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM
n

ftlRM.S.0.NXA8ANA
NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBUC PROSECUTIONS

TO! (‘1

AOV. N JiBA
DEPUTY NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS

AND TO:

!.ullluADV.AASOSINO
HEAD: SPECIAL PROJECTS DIVISION

FROM:

200 -tl- ^ 2
PROJECT X CASE > RENOtTIONSUBJECT;

12 NOVEMBER 2013DATE:

Dear Mr Nxasana and Adv Jiba

{ 1. PURPOSE U|u
The puHPoae of the memorandum b to provide a detailed report on the progress of 
Vm Investigations conducted by the IPIO as requested by Adv. Jiba, The matter has 

been recently reported In the media and I believe that the NDPP has been 
furnished with an unsworn statement by General Diamat concembig the matter. It 
is necessary to provide the background and detail of ttds investigation In order to 
enable you to make informed daoisions thereon.

BACKGROUND2.

I attached hereto our previous memoranda to Adv Jiba wherein the badcground of 
the matter appears marked Annexuie *A* and “B”. In addition and in light of the

^ sr
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eHegatioriB of a "amear campaign" made by General Oramat In the afore
mentioned statement and the speoiiation and comments in die media following a 

leakage of the Information in the docket to the media, I would like to point out that 
the CMilan Secsetariat in the Offh» of die Mfrilster of Police had Initially conducted 

its Investigation into the all^atlona of Rendition of Zimbabwean nationale foliou^ng 

an exposition in the Sunder limes during 2011 Various questions wens atoo posed 

In Parliament at die time. The SAPS, and in particular the DPCI, had responded to 
the media expose and parliamentary questions and gave a certain explanation, 
which the Civilton Secretariat found unsatisfaotory. A thorough Criminal 
investigation was called for by the Minister's office. The Minister of Justice and 

Constitoflonai Development the Honourable Jeff Radebe is also on record, vt^en 
he, among other occasions, addressed the conforenoe of Senior Managers of die 

NPA during 2012, calling for these allegadons to be investigated and thereby 
reflecting the Govemrr»nts concern with the allegations.

nr
r n

The Special Projeots Division was requested to provide the necessary guidsnoe to 
the Investigating team, u^a Invest^attons are not yet complete as at the writing 
of this memorandum, but have neverthelees provided a clearer picture of what may 
have transpired during these operations conducted by the DPCI. Adv B MoeletsI 
and writer ware responsible for providing the guidsmoe to the investigatore.

jU 3. SUMMARY OF FUTHER EVIDENCE

Significant progress was made by the investigating team since July 2013. In 

summary the following evidence was obtained:

Stat^nents on various members who partidpated during the first arrests in 
November 2010. Of significance Is that these oonfirmed for die fliettime that 
the operation was cam'ed out in cormecdon with the murder and robb«y 

case that took place in Zimbabwe and also the presence of Ztmbstowean 
poHce cfficlais during the operation and not, as previously reported by the 
DPCI, that they were merely investigating serious viotancs crime suspects, 
vriio, because they could not be linked to epedfic crimes, ended up being 

deported because they virere illegal in the country.

r]
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Statements obtained from mmibers Involved during events of January 

2011 when a iurther two peopto were arrested on 12 January 2011 and 

again on 26 January 2011, respectivaiy and both handed over to the 

Zimbabwean police on 28 January 2011. These, for frie first time, induded 
statements of members of Crbne inteiUgence Gathering (CIG) of the Pretoria 

office, who eeem to have been used to assist during these tatter operations 

in January 2011. Evidence shows that these CIG member were carrying out 
their normal duties of tracing most wanted suspects around the WIerda Brug 

polldng area, of v^ich a paeon by the name of Gordon Dube was at the top 
of the fist This person happmed to be one of the outetertding people that 
were soi^ht by the Zimbabwe police regarding the Incident. These CfO 
members tvere approached by CoL Maluleke (Maluteke), who was leading 

this Initiative to trace and arrest tiiose Involved in the Zimbabwe incident, 
since the suspect Dube was also sought by Mahjteke. Through use of 
sources the CIO members managed to trace Dube in DIepsioot smd he waa 
arrested on Vi^erda Brug cases, Indudir^ for murder and robbery. He was 
shot during the incident arhl an unlicensed fire* arm was seized during the 
arrest. Otiver suspects were also arrested with Dube. Alt suspects were taken 

to Wierda Brug Police station and charged. Titey made their appearance in 
the Attorklgevilie court on friese charges and the case v«8 remanded to 28 

January 2011. They were naturally kept in custody. It trarrapires that Dube 
did not attend the first appearance as he was reoehring freatment for the 
gunshot injury, but he was nevertheless required to attend the next court 
appearance.

r' n( 1

L' r O:

Due to the successes made by the CIG members in erresting Dube, they 
were requested by Matuieke to eteo trace Nyoni, who was the last paeon on 
his list. Through making use of the same source the CIG members managed 
to trace Nyoni to an address In Diepshoot Maluteke was Informed and 
srrangemente were made to arrest him, using this time the TRT unit of 
Johannesburg, which had been based in and around Di^sloot due to 
xenophobic violence at the time. This person was arrested on 26 January

n^tel X Cue • RoMHlIen
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2011 and transported direct)/ to the offices of the DPCi head office In 

Sllverton, Pretoria by some of the members of the TRT unit. Upon arrival, all 
the members were allegedly addressed by General Dramet and thanked for 

their efforts. Photographs were taken of the group. Two members of the 

23mbG±Miean police were present tfiroughout this operation driving a white 

BMW with Zimbabwe r^istration numbers end are visible on photos taken at 
OPCI head office. A braai was organised In honour of all members who 
participated in the operation. NyonI was taken to the Moot police station arKi 
detained tiiere. The entries in the record books of the police station reflect 
that he was detained fcr iiraud. The records also ahow that he was bod<ed 

out on 28 Jmuety 211 by Maluteke to be transported to Beit Bridge border 
post. The reference to Fraud atogetione is significant, as anottrer dod<at was 

^oad which was a fraud doolrat registered at Bilverton polioe station with the 
suspeote being Johnson Nyoni and Gordon Dube, slmliar names to the 

people handed over by the OPCI to Zimbabwe Police. It looke like it was 
intended to confuse. This is being probed further through Interviews of the 

invest^iating officer and the suspects of this Siiverton dodtet, which was 

mysteriously never taken to court.

f
\('

On tiie day that Dube was due to appear In court In AheridgevHle 
(26/11/2011) he was booked out of prison by tee investigating officer from 
Wierda Brug, one Leon Meyer, but instead of court, he vras handed over to 

Maiuieke on tee latter’s insistence, stating teat the suspect Dube is to be 
transported and handed to the Zimbabwe police to be dealt vdte there. He 
further informed the Investigation officer teat he will make arrangements with 
the proseoJtor to withdraw the case. Further details as to what happened 

with the 8A case in AtteridgeviHe are stlH being followed up. The evidence 
further shows that bote Dube and Nyoni were transported together to the 
border and handed over to tee Zimbabwe poHce. Maieteke made art affidavit 
at tee time in Mteich he stated teat the suspect Gordon Dube was handed 
over to tee Zimbabwean Government through ‘Immigration Related Matters* 
and teat he was eentonoed to life imprisonment by tee Zimbabwean 
Government end will never be back in South Africa. This affidavit )& 

presumably Intended to dose the cases e^ainst Dube in South Africa-

j
L.i

!
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The firearm aelzed during the arrest of Dube was identified as the firearm 

that was robbed from tire Zimbabwe Police Cotonel killed during the robbery 

incident in Bulawayo. It had been sent to Bailistice In South Africa In the 

normal course, but was later fetched from Balitetlcs on Instructions of 
Maluteke and handed over by Maluleke to the Zimbabwe police on the day of 
Nyonfs anesL The handing over Is also capturad on photographs.

r-' {)c •) The CIG members were commended by a letter from the DPCI directed to 
among others the Head; Crime Intelligence, Lt Gen Toka. Furthermore A 

letter from the Zimbabwean Police Prow'ndal CIO directed to The 

Commander Criminal inv^t^atlons Unit, SAPS dated 14 March 2011 

comm^ing the four members of the CIO for the assistarrce In the tracing 
and arrest of Odbe and Nyonl. This furfhermoTe was referred to the Office of 
the then Provincial Commissioner, Gauteng, Gen. Patnos, who gave out 
letters of commendation to each of tiie four members Involved.

I

Documentary evidence recovered from the teptop used by Maluleke at the 
time and which had been formatted and decommtssioned, further provided 
evidence and insight into what trenspimd during these operations. These 
show that the Zimbabwe police vietted the DPCI and had a meeting with 
General Dramat on 5 November 2010, Following on tiie meetir^ Maluleke 

was tasked to carry out the r^atlon to trace the people said to have been 

involved in the Incident In Zintoabwe as he is shown to have done 

(interestingly Mstiuleke was promoted to his current rank after these events 
as he .was a Captain at the time of the operations). This visit is oorroborated 

by the evidence of the member who worked at the border and related the 
story of the Zimbabwe police entering the country to see Dramat, whereupon 
he had called Dramat to confirm. Proof of sur^ a call to Dramafs official cell 
phone can be found from the telephone records of the witness's office and 

on Dramat's cell phone records. The meeting with Dramat Is also 
corroborated by an affidavit of the then SAPS spokesperson, McIntosh 
Polela. that he was introduced to Zimbabwean police members, who were

(>e-r
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h£i\^ a meetins with Dremat by Oramat bimaelf. He also did enquiries 

subsequent to the events reported in the Sunday Times during 2011.

4. OUTSTANDING INVEStlGATTONS

As can be seen from the above there are still some investigations outstanding. 
These include among ofliers the reports of the analysis of the cell phone rsoords 

ate still oiristanding. So Is the report on the artalyeis of the vehicie tracking 

Information of the members Involved during the operations. It should be sterted as 

well that there may be much evidence available, to vriiieh the. inveaflgattog team is 

unable to obtain, due lo non-oooperetion.

f

r

Meluieke has been approadted fot a warning etatement, but requested that written 
question be directed to him. This was done, but he has not yet responded. Other 

members warning statements era outstanding, including members firom TOMS 
Gauteng who have not yet submitted any statement of any kind.

General Dramat also was approached for his warning statement and requestad that 
he first consult with his legal representaUve. He was afforded the opportunity, but 
however submitted an unsworn etatement In which he acoused tiie Investigation of 
an ulterior motive. He fndkated teat he will only respond if he is supplied wlifi a "tist 
of queations and a “proper and transparent aummary of tire merit end demerits* 
against him. He alleges that the case Is a “smear campaign* against him for cases 
that the DPCI Is involved In and requests that tiie "NDPP Mmaalf andtor a duly 

dahgated awlor adyocate who has not boon Invotvod In any of tbo matters 

which my unit hmt or Is dealing vidOi and, whhh have been rafher 
controvamM In recant dmse, ba InwdvmJ In decision’ making process as to 

wbeffier diere la morU In pursuing a pnosacutfon agakiai me*’. He furthermore 
wants somebody who has "no vested Intorost In the outcome of fha.dacMon 
against him" to decide the matter. Although It is not clear to me which matters he 

is referring to, it can aately be assumed that it is a reference to among others the 
Mdiull matter. There may be others. The etatement of Oramat is marked Annexure

( ,iJu
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A furUHHT incident involving a Zimbabwe national, Moyo> who was chaiged in South 
AMca for various bank robberies was allegedly also the subject of a Rendition, this 

time fnom 2Jtnbabwe to Souff) AfrlcB. This apparently happened during May 2011. 
after Moyo had escaped from SA to Zimbabwe, The very earns Maiuleke was 

pivotal in securirig his return. This is also stH) under investigation.

Another unrelated Incident of cooperation involving the above- mentioned CIQ 
members are noted In the letter of ccmimendation from Zimbabwe. It is not yet clear 
what assistance wae rendered during this Inddent

r n'■■S
(

6. DISCUSSION AND RECONiMENOATION

In summary, the facts of this investigation show that a robbery Incident took place in 
Zimbabwe. whi(^ led the Zimbabwe police to approach tiie DPCt to assist In 

capturing these suspects, who were allegedly in 8A around Diepsloot and Soweto 
and handing over to them. It Is not clear In terms of what authority the DPCI carried 

out tire instructions as they have refueed to explain their actions. In terms of tfie 

SARPCO agreement, to which South Africa and Zimbabwe have acceded to. law 
enforcement authorities of botii countries are obliged to assist one another in 
critnlnel investigations. However this agreement does not proMde for the 
dreumventing of legal extradition or Mutual legal assistance pr«»88 provided for 
in law. Although there is no Extradition treaty between the two countries concerned, 
there are many cases recorded since 2010 to date where the countries have 
cooperated In the arrest and extraditing of suspects between the said countries 

through a legal court process. To use deportation as an alternative to following the 

legal process does not make the acts lawful.

c .I

Tha first operation (during 5«6 November 2010), four people were arrested. Taro 
were release (although also illegal foreigners Just as the other two) and the two 

ware taken to the border and handed over to the Zimbabwe Polloe. Deportation 
documents were forged to make it look like a deportation, even though tiieie was a 
moratorium against deporting Zimbabwe nationals at tha time. Atlegations of 
assault and theft of iceil phones and cash are also levelled against the members

Pii4«etX Cu»- RandlOaii
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involvad, in addition to the unlawfLii arrest and detention and handing over (which 
amounts to kidnapping).

The second Incident ooeurred on 22 November 2010 when Prtctiiard Tshuma was 

arrested and detained at Alexandra poRoe station and taken to the border tiie 

foHoviting day to be handed over. No attempts to make it look like a deportation can 

yet be traced, it Is also not certain whether the person is alive or not.n
( » The third Incident refers to the arrest of Dube and NyonI vdio were botti handed 

over to Zimbabwe police on 28 January 2011, thereby concluding all euapects 

sought In connection with the robbery incident In Zimbabwe. In total therefore seven 
people vrere arrested and five handed over to Zimbabwe Police contrary to a iawh.il 
proc^. in addition to the already mentioned charges, charges of defsa^ the 
ends of Justice. f»n be brought Iro Dube’s removal from the court roll and tiie firearm 

exhH)lt being handed to Zimbabwean Police.

('

Whether ttre evidence eontair»d In the case do^et to date is Solent to secure a 
caMnviotion Is sometiilng tiiat wilt have to be decided after a careful end independent 
assesament of ttie totality of the e^enoe. One thing is very dear though and that 
Is ttiat the explanation provided by the DPCI when the matter first surfaced is far 
from the tnith as revealed through ti^is investigation.O

M JL,i I trust that you will find the above in order,

Kffid regards.

ADVAMOSING /
HEAD: SPECIAL PROJECTS DIVISION 
OFFICE OF THE NDPP

Pneot X Cm* - RarnWnn
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17.04.15 ANTHONY HOSING

INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

Interview with: 5

r
ANTHONY MOSING

MR ANTHONY MOSING 
MR SANDILE JULY 
MS KERRY BADAL 
MR SANDILE TOM 
MR KWAZI BUTHELEZI - Candidate Attorney

NPAPRESENT:
- Director, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans

10

1514 April 2015

... has to be refreshed if, for instance, theyMR MOSING:

refer to them coming to see us at a certain

U stage.

Somewhere in February?MR JULY:

But I can tell you what I recall 20MR MOSING: Yes, yes.

clearly offhand about the matter and then we

can fill in gaps from memory.

I can let you know that we are on record now.MR JULY:

Today is 14 March 2015.

Okay, thanks, Mr July. I think maybe from my 25MR MOSING:

side. before we really get into the details.

of course I have been told that I am now
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cleared to speak with you.

MR JULY: Oh, yes, yes, I got an email.

Of course coming here now and thinking inMR MOSING:

terms of what is going to be required, I just

needed to understand what exactly I am 5

authorised to be able to speak about. But

really, I haven't seen the request - the email

that went to the NPA. All I got was: Yes,

you're allowed to go and talk. DRyou can;

MAITE just said yesterday that I'm allowed to 10

consult with WERKSMANS about the letter, but

I'm not too sure exactly what you will require

from me eventually. I thought that if

I could see the request that you drafted to

the NPA, which led to them agreeing for 15

u just in case there isme to come here.

anything that might - I don't want to be in

trouble, or anything like that, because of

course I'm discussing matters which are sub

judice now within the NPA. In other words. 20

this matter is sub judice within the NPA

still. And whatever I'm saying, you must

understand ...

Our role is very limited, but I appreciateMR JULY:

We don't know what is really 25your concerns.

33
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sub judice at the NPA. Our mandate is to

discover and unravel a number of things, but

the main issue is that there is a report that

was submitted. Then there is a second

We need to establish the status of 5report.

the two reports. that's all onlyr
It's about the report, but I think it'sthat.

better that you see the letter from the

Minister which was written to us, and also the

letter from the Minister of Police to the 10

Minister of Justice, asking the NDPP to

release anybody who may be of assistance in

our investigation.

The release part, I am available, because IMR MOSING:

will participate, it's understood. But I'm 15

not too sure what further issue ...

I'm not sure what is happening at the NPAMR JULY:

regarding this report or these reports, but

our issue is about the two reports

one given on 22 January and one which is dated 20

18 March.

I think that I will be able to explain.Okay.MR MOSING:

but I think probably I will start from the

beginning. in order to get to the report.

That must be in context in terms of our 25

6 J
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understanding of the reports, the old report,

if that is the case. Is that ...

That's fine, I'm with you.MR JULY;

I just want to see, because I have a reportMR MOSING:

which I need to find in my files. I actually 5

thought I didn't have it, but it's actually

two copies. I drafted them in pencil at the

time, because they were not, let's say, the

official version.

I think maybe also for your benefit it is 10MR JULY:

important that you read this mandate, so that

you understand.

I don't know whether you are aware, but fromMR MOSING:

my involvement in the matter I think - and I

must also make sure of the dates - but I would 15

O say we got involved in the matter at a

relatively early stage when the investigations

basically started. I must mention that my

position at the NPA at the time was that I was

heading a unit which is called the Special 20

Projects Division, which is basically an

office of the NDPP. As such I reported to

ADVOCATE JIVA, who was the Acting NDPP at the

So I attended a meeting where we weretime.

then instructed to assist with this 25
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investigation. I think MR MOUKANGWE was

involved at that stage. I'm not sure what his

rank is in the SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE.

There had already been some statements

obtained from I'm not sure whether it's 5

three or four ZIMBABWEAN Nationals, who.r
let's say, had survived this ordeal, and who

at the time were in witness protection. There

were also statements I think from four Crime

Intelligence members, who, it appears, were 10

part of the so-called TOMS unit of GAUTENG.

They were seconded to be part of that unit.

and they also made statements pertaining to

the first alleged kidnapping of four

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals. 15
U I'm trying to think what other evidence there

was, but I think at that stage that was

basically the evidence at the time. Although

the evidence indicated or mentioned certain

names of senior police officials from Ops in 

particular, the evidence wasn't really very

20

conclusive. We obviously advised the

investigation that there would have to be a

lot more investigation done to get to a stage

where one could make concrete decisions from 25

Su
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a prosecution point of view. At some stage,

also, I think IPID got involved early on as

well, because to our minds they were the

relevant body as well. They informed us that

they were also tasked at the time by the 5

Minister to investigate the matter. I thinkr'
we were also shown an investigation that was

done by the Civilian Secretariat for Police

regarding these allegations and the report

that they gave after having received the 10

I think there were about three orreports.

four reports from the HAWKS and the Police

which dealt with the allegations. Part of the

reports were actually answers to Parliamentary

questions. From that report of the Civilian 15

Secretariat I think one could see that they

pointed out a number of inconsistencies and

unsatisfactory aspects which they advised the

Minister to have investigated.

I must say, it was difficult to make a general 20

observation. I think, given the nature of the

case, and the suspects involved, it was

difficultgenerally to get people to

There were a lot of police memberscooperate.

involved in TOMS, and it was only these Crime 25

S J
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Intelligence guys who had made statements.

But I think in the light of the allegation

then that there was a fight between Crime

Intelligence units and the HAWKS, and maybe

there was some sort of personal vendetta or 5

some sort of thing, we had to view the

evidence with caution. That's why we insisted

that the police must investigate the matter

and try to get other people who were involved

in these things. I think it was generally 10

difficult. I must say MR KHUBA from IPID was

involved in investigating right from the

start, with MOUKANGWE, but then he would

discuss developments in thereport or

investigation with myself and BILLY MOELETSI. 15

U I think we met on several occasions. but I

cannot say exactly how many times. I think we

also saw the report that the HAWKS' Integrity

Unit had conducted into the allegations of the

involvement of their members, which basically 20

exonerated them. I think the breakthrough in

the investigation really started when MR KHUBA

obtained a statement from a certain MADILONGA.

I'm not sure what his rank is now, but he was

the head of the Border ... 25

J
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He's dead.MR JULY:

Yes, apparently he's dead. I was shocked. IMR MOSING:

actually advised him: You know what, this is

a key witness, you must put him in witness

protection. But I thought with him deceased 5

it weakened the case. That was generally my
r’

I think I'll get to it whenview at the time.

I come to the point when we stopped with this

investigation. He excitedly even phoned me in

the night or over the weekend to say 10

he's got this statement. I think he even

emailed the statement to me. When I read it.

it was really like a light that was switched

on in the investigation. It was detailed - a

very good statement, and one which one could 15

U credibly, although I think itview

contradicted an earlier statement he had made

to the HAWKS' investigations. But at least he

explained why he had made that earlier

20statement.

From that statement I think the investigation

really came to a point where everything was

reasonably clear. to what reallyas

transpired. I don't know I don't want to

deal with every step of the investigations, up 25

5J
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to the point where it became although one

can, but I wouldn't want to leave out gaps.

I don't have the docket, and of course I don't

remember every statement, but I think we ended

up understanding because initially the 5

allegations that there were fourweren
ZIMBABWEAN Nationals. I think that's how the

police reported it. There were four

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals who were deported under

a HOME AFFAIRS process. I think at the start 10

he got statements from HOME AFFAIRS people

which actually showed that these documents

were not authentic. They were even submitted

to a document dispute expert, who gave a

report as well that ... 15

The documents that were used to deportMR JULY:

them?

To deport them, yes. There were, shall I say.MR MOSING:

a lot of gaps with regard to that deportation.

Firstly, there was a moratorium against 20

deportation. He even got from HOME AFFAIRS a

complete list of all the people who had been

deported during that period of the moratorium.

and none of these people were on that list.

According to HOME AFFAIRS' evidence, the 25
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persons were only deported during that period

if they had coinitiitted a crime or were involved

in criminal activities. Other than that there

was a complete moratorium. Also, copies of

those deportation documents were not available 5

at HOME AFFAIRS, so the only copies were the

ones that the HAWKS had. I think the issue

also with the apparent falsification of those

documents was that the same stamp appeared to

have been used. The documents were really 10

identical, to the extent that they didn't

appear to be very authentic. Also, the fact

why the HAWKS had to deport these people

instead of them being taken to LINDELA, and so

Because on that same night they were 15on.

detained in SOWETO, there were other illegal

immigrants, and those were taken to LINDELA.

These four were taken a separate route. What

transpired from the earlier statements of the

ZIMBABWEAN Nationals was that two of these 20

guys actually never crossed the border, they

were dumped somewhere next to the freeway -

that's according to their statements. It

transpires that only two were actually taken

over the border. That was also contrary to 25
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the reports and contrary to what was contained

in the reports from the HAWKS in answer to the

Parliamentary questions. So there already it

was clear that things were not as they

appeared to have been. 5

When MADILONGA gave his statement, as In
said, things started falling into place. The

investigating officer then managed to uncover.

let us say, the other kidnappings and

deportations. Let me just have a look. 10

because I actually wrote a memo to my bosses.

explaining the matter in detail. I said:

Significant progress was made by the

investigating team since July 2013. In

summary the following evidence was then 15

obtained. ft

That's when I think additional statements - of

course we had the SAPlS's, the police stations

where these people were kept. There was a

SELEKE or SELEPE 10, who did not give us a 20

statement, but we insisted that they must try

and get a statement from him. Then one

captain from TOMS gave a statement. He was

the first one to confirm that there were

policemen from ZIMBABWE present during that 25
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first operation. Because initially, as I

said, the allegation was only made by the CIG

For some reason I treated that withguys.

caution. I wasn't too sure whether it was a

made-up story. But then NIEUWOUDT, I think is 5

his surname, confirmed that yes, that was withf
the first operation. I think it was 5

November. On 23 November is when they

realised that SHEPARD TSHUMA in a follow-up

operation was kept at ALEXANDRA Police 10

Station. From the records there he was taken

out by a certain SELEPE or SELEKE - SELEPE, I

think it was. Eventually SELEPE also made a

statement to say he was requested to transport

this guy. I think he is also from TOMS. 15He
U confirmed that he transported TSHUMA - it's

not SHEPARD TSHUMA, I think it's another

TSHUMA. PRITCHARD CHUMA, because there are

two CHUMAS. It's PRITCHARD CHUMA, and he

transported him to the border with MALULEKE, 20

so MALULEKE was following in another vehicle.

At the border he handed him over to MALULEKE,

and MALULEKE took him into the office there.

and then he turned back. So at least we could

account for PRITCHARD as well. Then the other 25
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incidents happened. andtwo thein

investigation I'm really satisfied that we had

all the statements, to show that: Here are

the other two which was GORDON DUBE as well

as JOHNSON NYONI. Because I think DUBE and 5

JOHN NYONI were arrested later, aroundr
January, after that incident. The people who

were involved in those arrests - it shows that

Crime Intelligence gathering investigators

from PRETORIA were involved in those arrests. 10

With DUBE I have actually set it out in this

and I can give you a copy of this.memo,

because that really explains what my

understanding at the time of thewas

investigation how it unfolded. DUBE was 15

U supposed to appear in court at ATTRIDGEVILLE

on serious offences of robbery and house

breaking, because he was a wanted criminal.

The Crime Intelligence guys came from PRETORIA

- that's what they normally do, they go to the 20

police station in the area and look for the

suspects, to help trace them through their

So MALULEKE understood that theysources.

were looking for DUBE, and he actually asked

them, to say: Trace this person for us, which 25
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they did in DIEPSLOOT, and they arrested him.

We got a statement from the investigating

officer who was MEYER, of those documents, who

said MALULEKE demanded that he hand over DUBE,

the accused, to MALULEKE, to be taken to 5

ZIMBABWE, where he was to face charges of

armed robbery and murder. The investigating

officer did that, contrary to the fact that

this case was on the roll in ATTRIDGEVILLE.

I don't think we could trace the charge sheet, 10

or if we did trace it - no, we did have the

charge sheet, but we didn't have the

explanation from the prosecutor. Apparently

the prosecutor had resigned as well in the

ATTRIDGEVILLE case - because we wanted to get 15

U an understanding of why he allowed an accused

who was facing court not to be brought to

court, and whether there was a warrant issued,

But it seems from the computerand all that.

of MALULEKE there was a statement MALULEKE 20

made, which I think MEYER also confirmed.

which may have been handed to court to show

that DUBE taken to ZIMBABWE forwas

deportation purposes and he had been sentenced

to life imprisonment and was never coming back 25
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That seems to have been theto SOUTH AFRICA.

explanation to close our diary.

The firearm as well when DUBE was arrested

they found a firearm which allegedly was a

firearm robbed from this Colonel in ZIMBABWE, 5

and although it was handed in to Ballistics,n
the two police instructed byguys were

MALULEKE to go and fetch that firearm and

bring it to PRETORIA to MALULEKE, which they

did. That firearm - and there are photographs 10

you can see, which were taken on the premises

of PROMED Building, where GENERAL DRAMAT is

based, you can see is still in the forensic

bag. They deliberately took a photo of it as

being the firearm. as if it was being handed 15
U to the ZIMBABWEAN Police to return with it.

So we managed to trace that DUBE was arrested.

and he, together with JOHNSON NYONI - I just

want to see the dates here, because on the

12th - there were documents, sort of progress 20

reports of MALULEKE that we saw, but he didn't

explain, and it didn't make sense from the

initial story. However, when we got this

information and he had explained the various

incidents, you can say, on 5 November they 25
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arrested four people and deported two. On 23

November they arrested PETER CHUMA and

deported him as well, presumably, because he

was taken to the border. The two further

incidents were then these guys DUBE and 5

JOHNSON NYONI. NYONI was arrested as well.

using these Crime Intelligence gathering

officers from PRETORIA, because they had a

source in DIEPSLOOT. I think he is the one

who alerted them to DUBE as well as NYONI. 10

They then arrested him as well. But he was

arrested and apparently taken directly to

PROMED BUILDING, and that's when allegedly, as

some of the witnesses stated, GENERAL DRAMAT

came and congratulated them whilst he was in 15

U the vehicle in custody. There were

photographs of him being there. After that

the members say a braai was made to thank them

for their participation. This was a TRT unit.

sorry, not the TOMS in other words the 20

support unit that helped arrest them, the

TACTICAL RESPONSE TEAM.

After that, NYONI was kept at the MOOT Police

Station. We managed to get the records there

that showed SAB14, or whatever, and showed 25
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that he was detained, and was allegedly

detained for fraud. Then the next day he was

taken out by MALULEKE himself. The record

says he was taken to BEIT BRIDGE to be

deported. 28 January I think corresponds with 5

MADILONGA's testimony that people were takenn
to the border. That really accounted for all

five, because seemingly there were five people

sought by the ZIMBABWEAN Police. It looks as

if they did an excellent job in arresting all 

five of them, and all five of them you can say

10

were taken out (indistinct). The only thing

still remaining the corroboratingwere

documents in the computer of MALULEKE, which

showed that there was a letter from the 15
U ZIMBABWEAN High Police Office, written to our

SOUTH AFRICAN counterpart, where they thanked

them for these arrests of DUBE and NYONI, and

also some other operations. I'm not sure

which ones, but they happened at the same 20

time.

There was just one more thing, there was a

suspect, MOYO, who was facing charges in

PRETORIA for bank robbery. He is a ZIMBABWEAN

National as well. He had escaped several 25
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times, and the one time he had escaped

because from that computer of MALULEKE I think

there was some evidence which showed they may

have been involved in getting MOYO, almost

like the reciprocal action on the part of the 5

ZIMBABWEAN Police to reciprocate for what

happened with these five. That happened

2011.around May of We pursued that

investigation and statements and KHUBA even

went to see MOYO in prison. MOYO's story is 10

yes, he was shot by the ZIMBABWEAN Police

after he had escaped from SOUTH AFRICA, he was

brought back to SOUTH AFRICA, and at the

border he was seemingly handed over to the

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE - the HAWKS and taken 15

U to a hospital in MUSINA, where he was again

brought to court in SOUTH AFRICA. I thought

that also corroborated the basic allegations

that the SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE helped. On the

evidence regarding who of the police was 20

involved. I think that it was where KHUBA

spoke with DRAMAT several times, trying to get

their statements their warning statements.

He had taken a warning statement from

MALULEKE, but he was trying not to be 25
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cooperative, really. From MADILONGA's

statement he mentioned that when this

contingent of ZIMBABWEAN Police came there.

they had a cellphone number, which they said

was DRAMAT's and they should phone DRAMAT to 5

confirm. It seems it turned out that that

number was his official cellphone, and he was

called. We also have a record of his

cellphone to show the call was received from

that number. So there was just a slight thing 10

about the dates. I think he misjudged the

dates in terms of when the ZIMBABWEAN Police

came, but it was a minor thing. In fact what

he said really corroborated it.

What we did, because the only thing that was 15

U really doubtful was the involvement of SIBIYA.

The four initial Crime Intelligence officers

did allude to the fact that he was present -

not all four of them, but they had actually

made two or three statements each. 20

Now, when you're talking about present", doMR JULY:

you mean present at the crime scene, where

they were assaulting, and all those kinds of

things?

Yes, at the very first - on 5 November.MR MOSING: 25To me

%
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the evidence wasn't really conclusive, but one

guy said MALULEKE did all the talking during

the briefing. Because they first briefed all

the members at the place where they met. I

think it was some supermarket just outside of 5

DIEPSLOOT where they all gathered, andO
seemingly MALULEKE was doing the briefing, and

then the two ZIMBABWEAN Police guys were

The story was that they were frompresent.

PRETORIA, and they were actually ZIMBABWEAN 10

Police guys. They were now going to look for

They said GENERAL SIBIYA wassuspects.

present, but he was sitting in the car, and he

let MALULEKE do all the talking. Then when

they moved into DIEPSLOOT the other members 15

U managed to arrest these four guys. Then there

were discussions as to what must happen to

them, and where must they be taken. Some of

the ZIMBABWEAN witnesses said the General in

the car said they must go to SOWETO Police 20

Station. You see, all that evidence of course

was not conclusive, to say who the General

was, and for me, what was really not

satisfactory was that these Crime Intelligence

members ought to know SIBIYA. They knew him 25
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because they worked with him as part of the

That evidence wasn't conclusive at thatTOMS.

stage.

With the cellphone location we tried to see.

because that would have proved conclusively 5

whether he was present or not at the scenes,n
especially at the first scene. Unfortunately

I think the one cellphone that was alleged to

be his, if I understood it correctly, showed

that he may not have been there, he was 10

somewhere else in PRETORIA, or whatever. I

think it was the cellphones as well as the

vehicle tracking, because there was tracking

on those vehicles. That is why you have that

evidence from some expert company that mapped 15

U the movements of the vehicles. Those other

vehicles definitely show that they were around

that vicinity, and from there they moved to

But again, that evidence wasn'tSOWETO.

conclusive to say that SIBIYA was there beyond 20

a reasonable doubt.

That's basically the investigation. Then

KHUBA prepared his report, because we

agreed we had uncovered what may have

been the true version of what happened with 25
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all these events. That version was clearly

very different from the official version

that had been given by the HAWKS in the

beginning. We were satisfied that definitely

there were offences committed, and again we 5

could define who the members were who were

involved.

It is true that when KHUBA was requested to

draft report, because ita was our

understanding that the ICD previously 10

and when they doIPIDnow an

investigation they would compile a report.

with a clear recommendation as to who must be

charged or not, and they then submit it with

the docket. He did compile the first report. 15
U which is dated 22 October 2013. I have a copy

of it here. He submitted it to us and

then ...

Can we have copies of that report?MR JULY:

I think you can have a copy of that.MR MOSING: 20Yes, I

will make a copy of it. When he submitted

this report to us, we basically sent it back

to him to say it was not sufficient, because

for the persons who must make a decision - the

evidence in the report must be summarised 25
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properly. In fact, summarise all this

evidence and mark it accordingly, to say: Al

says this, A2 that, A3 that. There were some

inaccuracies in terms of that. But you will

see I made pencil notes. So he went back and 5

of course he did that. Then I think around

22 January 2014 was when the report was

brought in this fashion, of which I have

There was one last thing that KHUBAcopies.

needed to get before we could say 10we were

closing investigationthe from our

perspective. Remember now, we were merely

asked to assist the investigation. It

was made clear to the investigators that

the decision to prosecute is not ours, it's 15

not myself and BILLY, it is going to be the

DPP.

All they do even then, is they recommend.MR JULY:

Yes, they recommend.MR MOSING: But I'm saying our role

in the matter we made clear to them, that this 20

report is not given to me so that I can make

a decision, we would submit it to the relevant

DPP office, who would take it, and we were

merely guiding that investigation and

assisting them. As I said, we had continuous 25

5
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discussions with the investigating team, so at

no stage did he disagree really as to what was

happening. I think there was a lot of

well to terminate thepressure as

investigation, to move over to arrest. We 5

basically had to say: Make your investigationO
complete first, make sure you've got all the

evidence, which at least indicates a prima

facie case so that a prosecutor can take it

forward and at least is assured of getting a 10

conviction. But really there wasn't any

pressure from anybody to say: Arrest this

person and arrest that person. in a sense.

But I'm saying of course this matter happened

some time ago already. and there was some 15
U delay in really getting to the nitty-gritty,

to the truth of the whole event. until we

started making progress. It was just to make

Finish your investigation so that theresure:

is nothing extra to go and get. So by the 20

time he then wrote the final report, which we

then had agreed in terms of who would be

charged, and so on - as I said, where we had

agreed, and we mentioned names as well. as was

mentioned in this report dated. 22 January 25

So
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Based on this report, which we2014.

understood to be the final report, with the

investigation being final as far as we were

concerned, the matter was now ready to be

submitted to a prosecutor to make a decision 5

on whether to prosecute anyone or not. BILLYO
MOELETSI and myself drafted a memorandum to

the Deputy National Director of Public

Prosecutions, ADVOCATE JIVA, attaching - let

me just get that report, first of all. 10

Let's take a break while you are looking.MR JULY:

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS

THE INTERVIEW RESUMES

You prepared a memorandum to the DeputyMR JULY:

National Director of Public Prosecutions, and 15

I think you were looking for it.

Thank you, Mr July. The memo I was lookingMR MOSING:

for is actually from myself as Head, Special

Projects to ADVOCATE JIVA, the Deputy National

Director of Public Prosecutions. I think at 20

that stage MR NXASANA of the NDPP was already

appointed in October 2013, because the report

is dated 13 February 2014. It's also

addressed to CHAUKE, the DPP of SOUTH GAUTENG,

because it was my understanding that the 25
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matter should be referred to the DPP, who

would then decide on the prosecution. As I

indicated. not to decide theI was

prosecution, but merely to assist and guide

the investigations. 5

If I can just read a few introductory thingsO
in this report, it says:

The purpose of the report was to provide

a summary of the facts and evidence in

the matter for the Director of Public 10

Prosecutions, South Gauteng to be able to

make an informed decision regarding the

prosecution of the matter. ft

Then paragraph 2 is BACKGROUND", and it says:

The investigation has been 15now

U finalised, and a report from the IPID has

been submitted for ofpurposes

considering the merits of the case. The

case docket, comprising two lever-arch

files. together with other files 20

containing the cellular phone data

evidence obtainedand from a

computer belonging to the DPCI, is also

enclosed. tr

Then the third paragraph is a summary of the 25
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facts of the investigation. So I don't know

whether I can call it standard practice to

provide this to the NDPP or my supervisor,

really, with our report on the assistance we

gave regarding the matter. As you can see, as 5

far as we were concerned the investigation was

complete, to the extent that the matter could

now be referred to the DPP for a decision.

It's just a pity that I did not refer to the

date of the report of IPID which accompanied 10

the docket.

But the date of your memo is ...?MR JULY:

My date is 13 February 2014.MR MOSING: It then

precedes...

... March?MR JULY: 15

Not to go through the whole summary ofMR MOSING: Yes.

the evidence ...

You will also make a copy of that?MR JULY:

I will make a copy of this.MR MOSING: We did anyes.

analysis of the evidence. as far as we were 20

concerned, and then the challenges that we

anticipated. The last paragraph really deals

with the recommendations which we, as the team

guiding the investigations, were making to the

DPP. It reads: 25
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The recommendation by the IPID, that the

DPCI carried out an illegal deportation

of Zimbabwean Nationals is supported and

is borne out by the evidence contained in

the docket. Those directly implicated in 5

the actions are the Head of the DPCI,n
Lieutenant-General Dramat, Lieutenant-

Colonel Maluleke, Warrant Office Makoe,

Constable Radebe and Captain Nkosi. The

recommendation in respect of Major- 10

General Sibiya is not supported for the

reasons mentioned above.

In addition to the charges mentioned in

the IPID would alsoreport, we

recommend charge of fraud. 15a

U alternatively forgery and uttering in

respect of the Home Affairs document that

was submitted to the Civilian Secretariat

and others. //

In summary our recommendations tallied with 20

the recommendations that were contained in the

report from IPID which was dated 22 January

2014 . To refer to those recommendations, that

reads:

Based on the available evidence, thew 25

I 5
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Independent Police Investigative

Directorate recommends that Lieutenant-

General Dramat, Major-General Sibiya,

Lieutenant-Colonel Maluleke, Constable

Radebe, Captain S E Nkosi and Warrant 5

Officer Makoe be charged criminally forO
kidnapping, defeating the ends of

justice, assault and theft (only

applicable to Captain Maluleke, Warrant

Officer Makoe, Radebe and Nkosi). // 10

That is the assault and theft charges. So in

essence we were in agreement with this

It is in line with what werecommendation.

had seen from the investigation up to that

I then handed this memorandum.stage. 15

U together with the dockets - and I think I even

handed it personally to ADVOCATE CHAUKE, who

at that stage was at the head office, in the

presence of ADVOCATE JIVA, who was the head of

Prosecution Services at the time. This 20

included the report from IPID, dated 22

January 2014.

That was as far as our involvement went in the

To our mind the matter was with thematter.

NDPP SOUTH GAUTENG, who was going to make a 25

Si
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decision whether to prosecute or not to

Some time during 2014prosecute. and I

don't have the exact dates I was called by

ADVOCATE ZEISS VAN ZYL from the DPP SOUTH

GAUTENG office, who was enquiring about this 5

particular docket. He mentioned that some

police people came and fetched the dockets

from him under circumstances which for him

were very suspicious. He felt they were going

to bring the dockets back, they hadn't 10

returned the dockets, and he was getting

worried and suspicious about it. He thought

the dockets were back with us, being at head

office. I said to him: No, that can't be the

case because the dockets are now with the DPP, 15
U for the DPP to decide the matter. He also

phoned ADVOCATE MOELETSI to the same effect -

I think he phoned MOELETSI before he phoned

When he heard we hadn't received theme.

dockets, he was worried. As I said, he became 20

very concerned. We then suggested as well

that perhaps the dockets were returned to the

NDPP, MR NXASANA, who was now the new head of

the NPA, without our knowledge, and they could

enquire about it from him. So I think they 25
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wrote a memo enquiring about it, setting out

the circumstances of the matter, and enquiring

about the dockets. I have seen that memo in

the file, in an email. It was in the custody

of the NDPP, MR NXASANA. This was in the last 5

few days of December 2014 last year and

this was after the media reporting that

GENERAL DRAMAT had been suspended, and so on.

with regard to this matter. MR NXASANA of the

NDPP called me in and asked me about the 10

matter, and then mentioned that the docket was

with him. He showed me a box with certain

lever-arch files which appeared to be the

docket in the matter. and he showed me the

I saw it was dated some time inIPID report. 15
U March I think it was 18 March 2014. He

showed me the recommendation, and I was

shocked to see that the recommendation was

completely different to the recommendation

that we had seen when the matter was referred 20

to the DPP SOUTH GAUTENG for prosecution or

for decision. I think the latter report

basically said that GENERAL DRAMAT and GENERAL

SIBIYA were exonerated that's the word that

was used. I then briefly paged through the 25
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body of the report to see whether certain

evidence was still there, still discussed in

that report, particularly the statement of

MADILONGA, because that was the one that I

think pertinently implicated GENERAL DRAMAT as 5

such. I did see that a summary of his
Cl

evidence was still in that report. I then

mentioned to the NDPP that to my mind this

recommendation was not the recommendation

10we. . .

It was not consistent with the statement?MR JULY:

. . , it was not consistent with the evidenceMR MOSING:

that was in the report - that was still part

of the report.

Tell me, Mr Mosing, because you were in your 15MR JULY:

capacity as the NPA, you were just assisting.

MR MOSING: Yes.

The decision to prosecute was not yours, butMR JULY:

you were assisting. Were you consulted when

the second report or the so-called second 20

report was produced?

No, not at all. That's why I said I was soMR MOSING:

surprised in December 2014 to see that the

recommendation in the report now said these

two were exonerated. As you can see from my 25
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memo, initially I felt that the evidence was

not conclusive with regard to SIBIYA, but with

GENERAL DRAMAT we ourselves had recommended as

well that there was evidence that implicated

him. 5

MR JULY: And the part which was not conclusive was hisr
location?

Yes. It was a question that look, that couldMR MOSING:

have been supplemented by further evidence

from members who were there, who had not yet 10

made statements at the time, as well as ID

parades perhaps, because it was mentioned by

the ZIMBABWE Police, but it was also dark and

maybe they couldn't identify him properly.

But I felt that the other police members, who 15
U were part of that operation, or even other

evidence could come out that showed that.

Because with cellphone things with

cellphones people know how to bypass things.

If you are a policeman of that calibre, you 20

will know what evidence I think the

investigators had mentioned that he may have

used other cellphones, which they didn't have,

and which would perhaps have placed him in

that location. It's also unlikely, it's 25
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improbable that he wouldn't have been there,

because he was actually the person designated

to work in cooperation with the ZIMBABWEAN

Police with regard to this cross-border

cooperation. 5

His own statement says that.MR JULY: He says he wasr
asked for personnel, and he had to provide

that personnel.

MR MOSING: Yes .

The question then is how does that personnelMR JULY: 10

carry out its duties without instructions from

him?

Yes, and TOMS in GAUTENG were reporting to himMR MOSING:

basically, I think. That's also the statement

of the members from Crime Intelligence. 15

U Because their evidence, which they gave right

at the beginning. and which is now

corroborated by the rest of the investigation.

suddenly gains a little bit more credibility.

Because now you can actually see, if they say 20

he was present, then he would have been

You start now giving a bit morepresent.

belief to what they were saying, because they

are not just uncorroborated statements from

people that are said to be in cahoots, or 25
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maybe have some motive. But now that the

whole case was done, I think if you look at

the evidence, I was not excluding the fact

that the DPP could decide that SIBIYA was

properly implicated, or that other evidence 5

could do that. It's just that at that stagen
when we did our memo. or our report basically.

the evidence was not conclusive as far as he

was concerned. But we definitely felt there

was a strong case to be made out regarding the 10

rest.

Can I just maybe say that that report of March

also did not even mention the other members

like MALULEKE, MAKOE I think it maybe

mentioned MALULEKE, but MAKOE ... 15
L MR JULY: It doesn't mention what should happen to

others.

MR MOSING: And for me throughout that case it had always

been clear - in fact we had gone so far as to

give the 10 draft charge sheets as far as the 20

kidnapping and assault. We had pinpointed

exactly the theft of the cellphones and the

We had prepared those charge sheetsmonies.

for the investigating officer. It was always

that these people should be charged for those 25
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smaller offences as well. For them to be

excluded completely in the report just showed

me that the report is not very consistent with

the evidence.

I was going to say the meeting - and we don't 5MR JULY:

know when the meeting took place betweenr
KHUBA, MAKOE and SESOKO, a meeting with you.

MAKOE confirms the meeting, KHUBA confirms the

meeting and the only person who is not sure

about the meeting is SESOKO. 10

I think the only time that I met MR SESOKO wasMR MOSING:

once, when he was part of this thing. That

could be the meeting that is being referred

I remember it was also at a venue whichto.

was not the usual venue where they used to 15

U Due to the nature of the case.meet. we were

also not meeting in the office places because

of the need to keep the matter confidential.

That was the only time SESOKO came. and it was

here at the PETROPORT. What exactly was 20

discussed was really nothing out of the

ordinary from what had already been discussed.

and I think that was not after the reports

were done, it was still well within the matter

being investigated. Unfortunately I did not - 25
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I can try and find out when, more or less,

from my records, to be exact. Perhaps I will

be able to pinpoint the exact date. But it

wasn't as if it was a matter where it was

being referred to the NDPP already or that the 5

investigations were done at that stage.n
I think the purpose of MR KHUBA bringing MR

SESOKO as well, was because SESOKO was a

senior person within IPID. I think he's the

Chief Director, or something like that. 10

Obviously at that stage we were getting a

little bit worried as the team, because these

allegations were serious, they involved high-

profile people, and the question was whether

IPID reported these things as well to the 15
U principals, or whatever, so that at least

there was proper reporting about that. I

think that's what MR SESOKO's role would have

been. because KHUBA merely thewas

investigator, and we were just assisting him. 20

In your experience does the investigatingMR JULY;

officer, who is appointed by IPID and who

signs the report, have to sign the report with

other people, or does he sign the report

alone? 25r
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MR MOSING: when we received this report of 22For us.

January, it was signed by MR KHUBA. It was an

official report and it was a final report.

There was no doubt that it was still subject

to somebody in higher office - because it was 5

done on a proper letterhead. As I indicated.n
there were previous drafts which we helped him

to correct, so that he could give us a

complete product. There was no indication

that this report was still subject to being 10

corrected, or signed, or authorised, or

approved by somebody else. I think it was

basically the report from IPID about the

That is why I did not expect - and ifmatter.

it was going to be changed, I would have 15

u thought that they would at least have

discussed it with us to say: This evidence

has changed, we've got new evidence which

shows something else. But nothing was

discussed. To my mind, given what ADVOCATE 20

VAN ZYL wrote in his memo, he said basically

that he received the dockets, as we had handed

them over, they were with him for a couple of

weeks, or something like that, he never looked

at them at the time, and they were then 25
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retrieved by IPID. So nothing new was added

to that investigation. Even up to today I'm

not sure what was added which then led to the

report being changed, which then exonerated

these people. If there is that evidence one 5

can at least say yes, maybe they got somer
other evidence that ...

But again, does it change the report, or doMR JULY:

you add to the report and that will influence

the decision? 10

MR MOSING: You would normally make a supplementary report

This was the decision at that stage.to say:

now we've conducted a further investigation.

and this further investigation then changes

the initial recommendation. But to me it 15

U doesn't look like there was. I didn't see

that.

I must also just mention that during November

GENERAL DRAMAT actually wrote through his

attorneys' representation to the NDPP, which 20

then happened to come to me as well. As a

consequence of that I had to draft a memo to

the NDPP, basically explaining the case and

what was going on with the matter. From that

as well, the involvement, in particular

Sj
X
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GENERAL DRAMAT, because he was the one who was

now making this representation which we had to

address as to whether or not he was implicated

in the matter we said that they were

responsible. As I said, when I saw it that 5

day, they say now that he is exonerated, and

I was really surprised because the evidence we

had managed to obtain. despite the

difficulties, was reasonably strong, to the

extent that a person taking a prosecuting 10

decision would have managed to say:

Definitely. To my mind now, I know the matter

since January this year was referred to the

DPP in PRETORIA by the NDPP. I understand

there was a recommendation to charge GENERAL 15
u Again, there doesn't seem to haveDRAMAT.

been it was still on the same evidence that

we had. I think the only thing that was

different was also a recommendation of a

charge of murder. Between MOELETSI and myself 20

we had disagreed, and I also felt that there

was a case to be made out for murder, but he

felt otherwise. The murder being especially

of the first guy who was killed in ZIMBABWE,

and even others who would have been killed as 25
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a result of this kidnapping and handing over.

Because there was evidence to the effect that

MALULEKE actually bragged to the other members

that the first one who was taken up was killed

by the police, and that's how they dispense 5

justice there, therefore if you continue onC'
that argument, it means that he knew exactly

what was going to happen. And if that thing

happens then you are actually guilty of

murder. It seems like it was borne out by our 10

colleagues.

While we have this, can we ask to make copiesMR JULY:

of those documents?

From the lady of the Secretariat pertaining toMR MOSING:

the report of their investigation that 15

U statement was actually obtained.

What is her name?MR JULY:

I'll tell you now.MR MOSING:

I think it's QHOBOSHEANE.MR JULY:

You'11 see the date of her 20MR MOSING: QHOBOSHEANE, yes.

It was very late.statement. It was

roundabout this time here it is, JENNIFER

It was the only thingIRISH-QUOBOSHEANE.

KHUBA had to get before he basically finalised

this thing. It's dated 17 February. The 25
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report I said was dated 13 February. So that

was the only thing he wanted to add to the

docket before he could finally submit the

docket for a decision. I think that's why I

perhaps wrote "draft" on this report. I want 5

to see if he added ...r
What was the conclusion of QUOBOSHEANE, theMR JULY:

recommendation?

MR MOSING: It's the same. In fact she didn't make any

recommendation I think. 10

MR JULY: It then makes sense that the October one was

still draft. hence therea was no

recommendation.

MR MOSING: Yes . That one was a draft, and because we

didn't want this decision to be only ours. 15

U They're the investigators, they are bound to

indicate what the conclusion is of their

investigation. I think that was one of the

reasons why I said you must go and write your

report in the usual format, and then he's the 20

guy who makes a recommendation on prosecution.

If they say there is no case. then at least

there is a recommendation. The prosecutor

will be guided also by what the attitude is of

the investigator. It's probably contained 25
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it's not just put under headings ...there,

Like the one which was ...MR JULY:

MR MOSING: Yes.

MR JULY: Also it was a final in October, but the only-

reason why it had to (?), is the manner in 5

which it was drafted?

Yes, it was the cosmetics.MR MOSING: You see, if you

look at this one - the final one in January -

after he had changed it, it read better. I

think what he didn't do. it wasn't really 10

structured. We said: Discuss your evidence

that you rely on.

MR JULY: And then he changed that one to blocks when it

came to - he made blocks in order to get rid

of certain information. 15
L MR MOSING: You see, that part I haven't seen. Where is

the new report? I didn't even get a copy of

that report.

MR JULY: If you look at this . . .

MR MOSING: Oh, is this now the report? You see what is 20

also interesting, I looked at the dates, and

I thought, no, no, those dates can't be.

MR JULY: Let's start at page 9. If you look at page 9,

that is where the problem starts.

And the rest is all the same?MR MOSING: 25

S3 5
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Then on page 9, on the report of 22MR JULY: Yes .

January, if you look at page 9 as well - look

at the paragraph that starts in the middle

with:

He will state that ... rr 5

It's the fourth paragraph. It's in the middle.

You know why? Remember I said this one is aMR MOSING:

draft.

Oh, is this yours?MS BADAL:

10MR MOSING: Yes.

Oh, let me show you this one.MR JULY:

There would have been some changes.MR MOSING: Can I

just look to see what it says at the front?

That's why I wrote XN draft", because he needed

to do something else before we could say yes. 15

U It will be identical, but there was

something...

It will be the pages that will be different.MR JULY:

But the problem with this here is page 9.

willXX that heHe state told 20

Superintendent Ncube that he has to

verify with his seniors ... ft

This is 18 March.MS BADAL:

On 18 March, where it is supposed to startMR JULY:

with XX He will state", after the paragraph ends 25
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After that it's supposed towith suspects".

read:

He will state that , . . //

MR MOSING: Yes, yes.

It's not there. 5MR JULY:

MR MOSING: It's not there.r
He starts here.MR JULY:

He left out that entire part?MR MOSING:

MR JULY: Yes.

(Reading to himself.)What does it state. No 10MR MOSING:

but this is ridiculous, because this IS

exactly the basis of MADILONGA's evidence.

where he said they had a cellphone, he phoned,

he had called RADZILANI. RADZILANI made a

I think he made a statement as 15statement

U well, which corroborated that guy, because he

didn't want to phone DRAMAT himself. He was

a junior officer, so he phoned his immediate

and I think he said his immediate bossboss,

told him: You can phone Dramat, and he then 20

phoned.
\\ . . . but she requested that he should

call Brigadier Makushu, who was a

Provincial Head Protection and Security

Services. He then called him on his 25

.SJ 5
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cellphone and explained to him that there

are police from Zimbabwe who are

intending to have a meeting with General

Brigadier Makushu told him thatDramat.

he was not aware of the visit but if the 5

people are saying that they are going ton
meet the General, he should call General

Dramat directly. He phoned General

Dramat on his cellphone and he responded

by saying that he is aware of the 10

Zimbabwean Police and he must let them
rtcome •

MR JULY: That doesn't say this.

No, that is clear tampering. What does KHUBAMR MOSING:

say, because KHUBA . . . 15
U It was taken out.MR JULY:

But he knows that it was supposed to be in?MR MOSING:

He knows that it was supposed to be there.MR JULY:

Clearly that is what we also understood.MR MOSING:

Then if you go to page 21, this paragraph:MR JULY: 20

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM DPCI
tfOFFICES ...

This is what it says.

MR MOSING: That is 5.2.

It starts with "Success report". What then 25MR JULY:

7
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happens, you see this looks like it reads the

same, but here it changes when it comes to

another success report.

The report bears reference number

26/02/1 and again to the Deputy National 5

Commissioner DPCI. The person to whom

enquiries must be directed is Captain

Maluleke ... Paragraph '1' of the report

states that the Zimbabwean Police visited

the office of the Divisional National 10

Commissioner regarding Zimbabwean

Nationals who were hiding in South

Africa. The report further stated the

arrest of Dumisani Witness Vundla @ Ndeya

and Shepard Chuma. tf 15
U But here, on that one, there is not that

paragraph. So this is the part that is not

there.

Both of them?MR MOSING:

Both of them.MR JULY: 20

But they removed this one?MR MOSING:

In 5.2. You see if you start here:MR JULY: Yes.

The report bears reference number

14/02/01 General Dramat held a

meeting with Zimbabwean police ... ft
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That is not there. You won't see it there.

It's this part of the report. This is where

it starts.

It just says:MR MOSING:

The report also covers ... rr 5

MR JULY: Yes. It says:r
The report also covers the arrest of

Gordon Dube ... It

Instead of having ...

I think it's this part here:MR MOSING: 10

The report also covers the arrest of

Gordon Dube ... tt

But it doesn't talk about this other part.

Yes, they delete all of this part.MR JULY:

If you look at that success report, and youMR MOSING: 15

U look at how they are reporting here and how

they are reporting there. you will see which

one is more credible and which one is more

That will be a simple exercise, tocomplete.

show this one is (talking together). 20

You will see what has been deleted there is.MR JULY:

it says:

The emails were sent to the PA of

General Dramat ... tr

You won't find it there. 25
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MR MOSING: It's not there, it just says:

He sent email to Zimbabwean Police

trying to find out how they travelled

back home and that he stillIS

tracing... // 5

This one says also sent email to theri
ZIMBABWEAN Police, so in the first one he is

I mean, really, it's no wonder theysaying

said he is chopping and changing on this

thing. 10

Yes, and there is no GENERAL DRAMAT mentionedMR JULY:

there. I think 5.5 on the next page, just

before \\ CELL PHONE RECORD OF LIEUTENANT

NEETHLING", it says:

Captain Maluleke also communicated with 15

U General Dramat in terms of outgoing
//SMSs...

. . . at a very important milestone of theMR MOSING:

operation. ft

\\ He also called a Zimbabwean number ...MR JULY: n 20

And if you go and check on ...

Did they change this now?MR MOSING:

They changed it.MR JULY:

MR MOSING: EVIDENCE IN TERMS OF SECTION 205. ft

Yes, do you see? Then they changed it ancMR JULY: 25
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they put it in blocks.

They put it in blocks and changed the wholeMR MOSING:

thing. But you see what they are saying - I

don't know, but they are saying basically this

Before that it's awas a progress report. 5

draft, it's a progress report. If you're nowr
writing further - let's say it's a draft, but

the fact of the matter remains that you have

this draft, and then you have the other

Clearly this other report - first ofreport. 10

all it doesn't deal as comprehensively with

the evidence as this one does. It's less

questionable (talking together).

There is no explanation.MR JULY: Why did they leave

out the information about the meeting of 5 15

U November? That meeting DRAMAT does not

dispute.

That was key.MR MOSING: That's why I said MADILONGA's

statement really corroborates the story. It

was just on the dates that he wasn't sure. I 20

think he made a mistake about the exact date.

but if you look at the records, the movement

in and out, and the cellphone records in terms

of what date he phoned, that fits in

perfectly. And McINTOSH POLELA, who was a
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spokesperson, confirmed that he was called

into a meeting where these people were.

although he didn't really understand what the

story was about although he's trying to

cover up a little bit. But I think he fully 5

knew what the story was. The strange thing is
I

that even with this thing, because he was the

spokesperson and he had to address the media

on this thing, he didn't disclose it then, to

say: There was this meeting. He should have 10

actually (?). So if you push him into a

corner he probably will have to explain

himself, because he phoned the media

remember that's when they came up with this

story that there was a deportation, and all 15

U that. In the light of the meeting he would

have known that this was not a deportation.

So if it was there in the public, why do youMR JULY:

delete it from the report, unless you want to

come to a conclusion that is consistent with 20

what you are saying?

But it was never in the public then.MR MOSING: I think

they never revealed, even to the Secretariat

on three or four occasions, in the light of

Parliamentary questions. in the light of the
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Civilian Secretariat, while the Minister was

asking for explanations, they never ever

revealed that there were ZIMBABWEAN Police who

came here, and then there was a request and

there was a meeting that took place, and as a 5

result of that they did X, Y and Z. Theyn
never said that. I think they hid the fact

that there was a ZIMBABWEAN delegation that

And this was what MADILONGA actuallycame.

revealed. They tried to cover it up by making 10

a statement that (?) made initially in their

investigation, to cover up the statement.

where he basically said something to suit the

story of the deportation. But that meeting

was key. It informed the MALULEKE case, and 15

U he also eventually - although he's not saying

so now - that's where he got his (?). In fact

from his progress report you can see that he's

the one who said the meeting took place when

the ZIMBABWEANS came, and then he was tasked 20

to go and do this thing. That is why every

time he is reporting back. So how do you

change it now in your report, and you delete

all reference to that meeting, or even

reference to them coming into the country? 25
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Because that whole report isn't consistent

with the evidence.

It is.MR JULY:

If you look at this one and you look at thatMR MOSING:

one, you will see this one is more in line 5

with the evidence than the later one is. Thatr
should also be conclusive that this report

IS . .

That's fine.MR JULY:

Sandile, sorry, just on that report, so that 10MR MOSING:

there is no confusion, both of these are dated

22 January, but I think because there have

been some changes maybe we must compare these

two. As I indicated, I wrote "draft", and I

think I wrote draft because he still had to do 15

U Although the date is stillone or two things.

the same, this was already like the end. You

can see this thing is almost like a final

thing. There was just maybe one thing or

20another that he had to add.

This one is the one that he signed.MR JULY:

Yes, this one he also signed.MR MOSING: But, as I say.

because there were maybe one or two things, I

just want to check where exactly it was.

Because you can see it starts there already. 25
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where there is a bit of difference there.

They will be identical, except maybe there was

something that he - this was CHUMA, this was

SIBANDA and NYENDA and NELSON CHAUKE ...

MR JULY: No, but this one could be the way that it came 5

out when he printed the grid.O
Because this is now my copy,MR MOSING: and we haven't

really ...

MR JULY: Let's go to paragraph 4.3.

MR MOSING: 4.3 is: 10

STATEMENTS OF HOME AFFAIRS OFFICIALS:

QABA, NDWANDWE, JACKSON, SKOSANA,

LODEWICKUS ... ft

Then you have:

STATEMENTS OF SAPS: 15
U MADILONGA ... //

Maybe MADILONGA's statement these two are

the same. I doubt there will be anything

changed in this one.

No, this one is the same, you see.MR JULY: 20

I know there must have been just some smallMR MOSING:

thing that he did, which then accounts for the

fact that the documents are not exactly the

same.

But it will just be a question of the timing.MR JULY: 25
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After that it was this.

because like I say this one is just myMR MOSING: Yes,

draft. It was almost complete to the final

so I think he may have just - perhaps itone.

could be that MOSEANE(?), the addition of her. 5

Because he had to deal with the evidence. Ifn
you can see where he says anything about her -

because I think the rest will . . .

MR JULY: This is what you submitted to the NDPP?

MR MOSING: Like I say, what actually happened, wasYes. 10

I thought I hadn't kept copies, because I

didn't make any.

MR JULY: You see, the difference between this one and

this one, even if they differ in terms of the

format, the conclusion is the same. 15
L Yes, and the statements are the same.MR MOSING:

Then they come with another report, where theMR JULY:

people who were also involved in the

investigation are not even advised: We are

changing this report. Because even 20now

MOUKANGWE was not advised.

I don't think he would have ...MR MOSING: Yes,

And they didn't even tell KHUBA - if you look.MR JULY:

this was taken out, and I don't know why.

MR MOSING: KHUBA was also surprised. 25L5
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MR JULY: On the 28th he was called by his former

executive director, who gave him the

following documents, saying they were

received by the Secretariat of Police:

Report on illegal rendition. // 5

MR MOSING: You see that was the issue, because thatr
report of the secretariat he wanted to put

into the evidence as part of the docket. That

was the whole domain thing. So we asked him

where he got it, and that's when he explained 10

he got it from that lady who was in charge.

MBEKI, I think it was.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR MOSING: He got it from her. because he wanted that

really to be a part of the docket, because it 15
U shows the whole matter. But is it now deleted

from this one?

MR JULY: Yes .

That's KHUBA's statement?MR MOSING: Yes, here is his

No, he can't take that out, and itstatement. 20

was our advice that we must get that report

in, because we took account of it. We read it

and we knew what in there. Because it's an

official version they gave, and now the

investigation shows a different version. 25So
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in terms of fraud, you would want to say: You

guys, who had a full opportunity to explain

this case, said it was this. Now it's this.

It would have shown that they had lied. So as

far as I'm concerned we had lied to Parliament 5

and to the Minister then, in the beginning.o
because in other words they cover up the real

story. The investigation is supposed to have

covered what really happened, and that's why

I wanted that report from the Secretariat to 10

be part of the docket. KHUBA wouldn't have

left it out, because it was part of his

evidence. Is it here where it is taken out?

The paragraph starts with:MR JULY: \\ On the 13 th . . . ti

This is his statement.MR MOSING: 15
u MR JULY: That's an analysis, that one. His statement

will be ...

But what does it say in the analysis?MR MOSING:

No, no, they don't have a heading sayingMR JULY:

ANALYSIS". 20

Oh, they don't?MR MOSING:

MR JULY: No.

This report is completely ...MR MOSING:

They just come up with a finding. Go to pageMR JULY:

25. 25
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It should be around page 24 or 25. I thinkMR MOSING:

that could have been the story, that his

statement was not there, and I think we wanted

him to give his side of it.
\\ 5MR JULY: It says: STATEMENTS OF SENIOR MEMBERS".

MR MOSING: STATEMENTS OF SENIOR MEMBERS OF SAPS",Yes,r
Then there is //MR JULY: STATEMENT OF HOW DIEPSLOOT

this part is there.

MR MOSING: Yes.

So what makes a difference is 10MR JULY: INNOCENT KHUBA.

his statement, because after that his

statement takes a lot of ...

Here is an analysis of the evidence. So theseMR MOSING:

few pages are the same, from what I do have.

15MR JULY: Yes .

U And I know his statement is supposed to be inMR MOSING:

that thing, in the one we gave. Now I

remember. That's why on this copy that I

have, I wrote draft", because it lacked his

Once he did that and like I 20statement.

said. in not making a copy I didn't anticipate

something like this happening. Because we

thought in good faith KHUBA would stand by

that investigation and wouldn't be made to

change it. In other words the original report 25

J
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that he signed - although he had signed this

one and I wrote "draft" on it - we said: This

one is incomplete and you need to summarise

I think maybe if you look atyour statement.

the docket. when his 5statementwas

commissioned? It was commissioned more orn
less at the same time, because it was the last

thing he also did. Because he said although

he had a draft of what he had done, we said:

Do an investigating officer's statement, so to 10

speak, explaining, because in this case he

really needed to explain how this case

unfolded, because it would help anyone reading

the docket to understand what was going on.

They could be easily confused, because there 15

U is a version here which we have to disprove.

I think that's why we didn'tNow I remember.

even have this. You see, he didn't even

change the date, he kept the date. It took

him a day or two basically to finalise that. 20

I was a bit worried as to that one.

That one, as to the one you submitted to theMR TOM:

NDPP?

You see what happened - and I'm not tooMR MOSING: Yes.

sure how you got a copy of that thing. 25

Sj
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MR TOM: In the media.

MR JULY: No, no, no.

That one was official.MR MOSING:

MR JULY: It was given to us from the Minister's

documents. 5

What I want to say is KHUBA actually told meMR MOSING:r
that report because it had to go to the

Minister. Once the report was done, when they

gave us, as the NPA, the report, they gave it

to the Minister's office as well. That's what 10

we understood. That's why they took our copy.

Unfortunately we didn't make copies. Even

ZEISS VAN ZYL didn't make a copy. They took

everything. That's why they wanted to take

everything. They took everything, but now 15

U fortunately, even if I don't have a copy, I've

got a recent draft, and you can see it's

dated. We've got that draft that they started

with, and you've got the docket. If you now

look at the new statement or report they have. 20

that report doesn't measure up to the

evidence.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR MOSING: Unless they tampered with the evidence.

because I think for you to change your 25 I
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recommendation like that, you would have had

to tamper with the evidence.

MR JULY: That's what they gave, you see. Even the

tampering is not consistent with their

finding, because what they were doing was just 5

to take out the reference to DRAMAT.r
MR MOSING: But even if they tampered with theYes.

report, they wouldn't tamper with the

evidence, because it's there.

You're right, they tampered with the report.MR JULY: 10

So it means that if they want to insist thatMR MOSING:

that is their correct report. once you review

the evidence you will see that that report

cannot be why is there no reference?

MADILONGA's statement, for instance, is still 15
L' there.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR MOSING: They haven't changed it. They can't deface

So it's still there, and it still showsit.
Ithat he phoned, and all that they took up. 20

I think we can go and eat now.MR JULY:

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS
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r
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MR SANDILE TOM

- IPID
- Director, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans
- Associate, Werksmans

PRESENT:

1530 March 2015

Today is 30 March 2015. In this room we haveMR JULY:

SANDILE TOM, an Associate from WERKSMANS, and
O KERRY BADAL, also an Associate from Werksmans.

We are interviewing COLONEL MOUKANGWE about the

report relating to the illegal rendition of the 20

ZIMBABWEAN citizens.

Colonel Moukangwe, there are two reports in

front of you.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

There is a report dated 22 January 2014, and 25MR JULY:

there is a report dated 18 March 2014. Do you
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see those two reports?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, I see them.

MR JULY: Maybe, before we go to the details of these

reports, can you explain what you role was in

the drafting of the report and which one did 5

you draft, or which report were you involvedo
in?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: The report of 18 March I was not part of. I

don't know anything about it. The one of 22

January I know, and the reason I know about 10

this is I am the initial investigator of this

case docket. When it was transferred to IPID,

I worked with the 10, MR KHUBA, in the

investigation of this matter. When we drafted

the report we would sit together and discuss 15

what was outstanding and what we should be

doing on the way forward. We drafted this, and

the only outstanding thing at that time, if my

memory serves me correctly, is that GENERAL

DRAMAT's and GENERAL SIBIYA's witness 20

statements were not obtained.

Why were they not obtained?MR JULY:

When we went to GENERAL DRAMAT's office, heCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

said he wants to involve his attorney and he

will only give a statement after discussing 25

-5J
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this with his attorney. Then GENERAL SIBIYA

requested that he should be sent questions.

MALULEKE refused, and he said he will speak in

court, he won't give anything. That was the

outstanding stuff as far as I was concerned. 5

I don't know whether there was any further

investigation then in my absence, which led to

the drafting of the other report in the new

year, in 2014 - the one for 18 March. I don't

know what it was that led to the drafting of 10

the new one, I'd be lying, but I know of this

other one. And this is not the first one we

drafted. Initially I drafted the report

itself, not on IPID letterheads, but on SAPS

letterheads. This one was not the only one we 15

O drafted, because before this one there was one

we drafted of 20 December. If I remember well.

we drafted one on 20 December, and according to

me this was the final one.

This was the final report?MR JULY: 20

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: That I know about. It was the final one.

You say you were involved in the actualMR JULY:

drafting?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

Meaning that you ...MR JULY:
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I had input in what was drafted.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

But at the end of this report it is signed byMR JULY:

MR KHUBA.

Yes, MR KHUBA is the official investigatingCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

officer of the case docket, because it was now 5

no longer an SAPS matter, it was IPID's issue.
fi

But because of the volume of the work we had

already done, they felt it was necessary for me

That is why I wasto assist in that issue.

involved. 10

You went through the report.MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

You went through this report, and were youMR JULY:

consulted by MR KHUBA when this report, which

is dated 18 March 2014, was submitted or signed 15

(J by MR KHUBA?

I spoke to MR KHUBA when we last drafted theCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

one for January. He only phoned me last week.

Friday, saying that when inI'mon

PHOLOKWANE, going to church, I must just give 20

him a call and see him. I'm sure it's nearly

a year that I didn't speak to him. so

I was not consulted, and I don't know anything

about it.

is anything which wasif there 25SoMR JULY:

J
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removed from this report, to come up with this

report of 18 March, and there is information

that has been removed, and which was contained

in the original report. you don't know about

that? 5

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: I will never know about that.

MR JULY: I want us to go through this report. For

instance, on page 21 of the report dated 22

January 2014 maybe before we go to this

report, are you certain that when this report 10

was signed by MR KHUBA, it was submitted to the

NPA as the final report?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: I won't be able to say it was submitted, but we

went to the National Director of Public

Prosecutions, because we were given two 15
U advocates to work with us on this issue. I was

there with MR KHUBA and MR SESOKO. MR SESOKO

is a legal person, he was a former prosecutor

in BENONI. We went there, and when we were

there the report was already drafted. That is 20

what I can say with certainty, because when we

were there the prosecutors who were dealing

with us on this issue, knew about it, and had

a copy of the report.

So when the report was submitted to them, wasMR JULY: 25
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it submitted as a temporary report, was it

incomplete, or was it a final report?

It was a final, because we wanted warrantsCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

there, really, that's why we took our legal

person, MR SESOKO. We were worried about why 5

it seemed they were dragging their feet inr
giving us warrants of arrest for these

people, because the people never wanted to

cooperate.

When we spoke to MR KHUBA last week, onMR JULY: 10

Thursday, being 26 March, he indicated to us

that what necessitated the drafting of

the new report was the evidence that

came after this report was finalised

and with this I am referring to the report of 15

O 22 January 2014. But what we have not yet

established is when this new information came

into existence.

Let me tell you what he says was the new

evidence. He says there was contradiction 20

during the statements of the witnesses, in

particular of those who were assaulted. They

claim that GENERAL SIBIYA was at the scene when

they were arrested and when they were

assaulted. According to MR KHUBA new evidence
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was then established that in terms of the

cellphone records, when they were compared with

what the tower - the tower being what cellphone

company is being used, whether it's MTN or

VODACOM, but the tower indicated that GENERAL 5

SIBIYA's phones. which according to MR KHUBA

were the two phones he was using: the first

phone was the phone which he said was an

official phone, and the second phone he said

was the phone he found clandestinely, which 10

GENERAL SIBIYA was using. GENERAL SIBIYA did

not know that he was using that cellphone.

Based on the evidence that locates GENERAL

SIBIYA in SUNNYSIDE, he then decided to change

the report, because SIBIYA was not at the 15

o scene.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: In that one maybe he forgot something, because

we knew before that GENERAL SIBIYA's cellphone

shows he was in PRETORIA, but the people who

were operating with him said he is not using 20

one cellphone. So it might happen that the

official cellphones were at home, and maybe he

used the other one, which is just recorded here

on the statement. That is according to what

they said. But we knew about the information
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before, because we questioned them: How can

you say SIBIYA was involved, the cellphone

shows that . • •

MR JULY: And how did know about thisyou

information that SIBIYA's cellphones were in 5

SUNNYSIDE?r
COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Because of the detailed billing that we did.

We did a detailed billing on the two cellphone

numbers that we were given, to show where the

cellphones were at that time. They showed that 10

he was in PRETORIA at the time they mentioned

in their statements.

So you're saying that the information that theMR JULY:

cellphones were located in SUNNYSIDE can't be

new information? 15
U COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, unless they are new cellphones. If they

are the two original ones, it's not new

evidence, because they knew about it. They

knew when we went to meet them, the advocates

at the NDPP, we knew about that. We had copies 20

of the detailed billing when we were there. We

had a big file of the cellphone billings when

we were there.

MR JULY: He also says in the new report you will notice

that there are warning statements from the 25

J
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implicated parties, which is GENERAL DRAMAT,

GENERAL SIBIYA, and in the report that you

signed there are no warning statements from

these two.

In the report in which I was involved I never 5COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

saw them, but in the report in which I was
f

involved there were no warning statements of

GENERAL SIBIYA, GENERAL DRAMAT or COLONEL

As I said before, they didn't wantMALULEKE.

GENERAL SIBIYA wanted 10to give a statement.

questions to be sent to him, GENERAL DRAMAT

said he was still going to speak to his lawyer.

and COLONEL MALULEKE refused. And they didn't

speak directly with me, he's the one who

spoke to me, but I was with him when he spoke 15

to them. So the issue of how they now

decided to bring statements - maybe it was just

far distance from theafter I was a

investigation.

Do you remember if you asked for those 20MR JULY:

statements from them before you finalised the

report ...

Yes, we did.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

S... which is dated 22 January?MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: We did. I even went to the office of GENERAL 25
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DRAMAT with MR KHUBA, to find out what was

happening with this issue. That was the time

when he instituted an investigation by one of

his brigadiers there, according to the

allegation that was in the SUNDAY TIMES, so 5

that there must be an internal investigation tor,
check why these people were deported, and all

that stuff.

Were you at any stage given the warningMR JULY:

statements by MR KHUBA that there are 10

warnings statements that we could not obtain.

and now, as a result of those warning

statements I am changing the report that we

submitted to the NPA?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, I was not part and parcel of the changing. 15

and I was not consulted or involved in the new

drafting of the last one, the purported final

report.

If we start right at the beginning, the twoMR JULY:

reports look the same, except of course for the 20

dates when they were finalised. But they look

the same on page 1. Then from page 1 to page

21 they look the same.

Mr July (indistinct) they are not the same.MS BADAL:

Yes, I forgot about that. If you look 25MR JULY:
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at page 9 of the old report, that statements

starts on page 8 in paragraph 4.4. Do you see

that?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

MR JULY: That is LIEUTENANT COLONEL MADILONGA. 5

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.r
What he says on page 9, everything looks theMR JULY:

same up to the paragraph where it says:

He will state ...\\ ft

It is the third paragraph on page 9, in the 10

original one. Have you located that? And it

says:

willHe that he toldstate

Superintendent Ncube that he has to

verify with his seniors about the 15
L' He was given a number ofarrangement.

General Dramat by Superintendent Ncube.

He called Colonel Radzilani to verify the

information, but she requested that he

should call Brigadier Makushu, who was 20

Provincial Head, Protection and Security

Services. He then called him on his

cellphone and explained to him that there

3are police from Zimbabwe who are

intending to have a meeting with General 25
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Brigadier Makushu told him thatDramat.

he was not aware of the visit, but if the

people are saying that they are going to

meet the General, he should call General

Dramat directly. He phoned General 5

Dramat on his cellphone and he respondedr.
by saying that he is aware of the

Zimbabwean police and he must let them
ftcome,

That is what MADILONGA said. If you go to the 10

report ...

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Which one?

The second report, which is dated 18 March,MR JULY:

that statement starts on page 8, where

it says: 15

He will state ... rr

The paragraph that we've just read.

He will further state that ...COLONEL MOUKANGWE: n

Yes, look at that on page 9. It's supposed toMR JULY:

be the second paragraph. 20

After GENERAL DRAMAT, here we have the sentenceMS BADAL:

that ends in "suspects". Then it starts here:

For the period".

For the period of two weeks he neverCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

heard anything from Superintendent 25
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Ncube... //

Yes, can you see that that information is notMR JULY:

there?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, it's not there.

It is not there? 5MR JULY:

It is not.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:r-
Were you present when LIEUTENANT COLONELMR JULY:

MADILONGA made this statement?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, I was not present.

10You were not present?MR JULY:

I was not present, but I read hisCOLONEL MOUKANGWE: No,

statement.

And its content?MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

Then in the second report there is no 15MR JULY:

explanation for why it has been removed, but it

is not there.

No, it's not there.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

Instead what you see there, and what comesMR JULY:

after that, instead of that paragraph, is where 20

it says:

For the period of two weeks ... ft

Can you see that?

I can see that:COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

he never heard anything from 25
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Superintendent Ncube ... ff

Then let's go further and see what elseYes.MR JULY:

has been removed. If you look towards the end.

there is a paragraph which starts with:

While he was on the front passenger 5
ffseat...r 1

Can you see that in the original?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

While he was on the front passenger seatMR JULY:

heading to the border gate, he told him 10

that the Zimbabwean police who he

assisted some weeks back were looking for

suspects in connection with the death of

police chief in Zimbabwe, and now they

have found them. He told him that he was 15

L I sent by his big bosses to assist in

deporting them because the country does

not have an extradition agreement with

He said that since theZimbabwe.

Zimbabwean Police entered the country 20

they had been busy trying to trace the
ffsuspects.

Do you see that paragraph?

Yes, I can see that.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

But if you look at page 9, that paragraph ... 25MR JULY:
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While they were driving he realised thatCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

there were other BMW ... ft

It's not there.MR JULY:

So this ends on "the back seat" here, and itMS BADAL:

starts at "While they were driving ... 5//

It's supposed to be:MR JULY:

While they were driving he realised that

there were other BMW ... ft

The paragraph that begins with:
\\While he was on the front passenger seat ft 10

That has been removed.

Yes, it's not there.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

Instead it starts with:MR JULY:

While they were driving he realised that

there were other BMW cars ... // 15

L' COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, I can see that.

Were you told about the changing of theMR JULY:

statement?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, I was never told.

As the person who was assisting. and who 20MR JULY:

contributed to the drafting of that report?

I was never involved.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

Maybe the other difference between this reportMR JULY:

and the original report would be if you look at

You have already told us that youpage 21. 25
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were never told about the changes, but we just

want to show you where the changes were made.

If you look at page 21, and you look at page 20

of the other report, paragraph 5.2, in the one

which is dated January 2014 paragraph 5.2 5

reads:rr
Success report dated 04/02/2011:

The report was addressed to General

Dramat, General Hlatshwayo and General

10Toka, with a heading that reads:

'CONSOLIDATED SUCCESS REPORT: MOST

WANTED FUGITIVE: WANTED FOR MURDER

DPCI TOMS REFAND ROBBERY:

3/12/2010 AND ZIMBABWE (BULAWAYO)

CR348/09/2010): WITNESS DUMISANI 15

NKOSI@NDEYA: ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS

AND OTHERS.'

The report bears reference 14/02/01 and

signed by Colonel Leonie Verster.was

Paragraph 'Al' of the report states that 20

on 05/11/2010 General Dramat held a

meeting with Zimbabwean Police at DPCI

about the Nationals that shot and killed

one of their senior officers. Paragraph

3 states that Captain Maluleke was tasked 25
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to trace and arrest the said Nationals.

The report also covers the arrest of

Gordon Dube and appreciation of TRT

members and members of Crime

Intelligence. 5

Success report dated 11/11/2013 (A82/1-

82/2) :

The report bears reference number 26/02/1

and again addressed to Deputy National

Commissioner DPCI. The person to whom 10

enquiries must be directed is Captain

Maluleke whereas the signatory is Col PJ

Selundu. Paragraph '1' of the report

states that the Zimbabwean Police visited

the office of the Divisional National 15

Commissioner regarding Zimbabwean

Nationals who were hiding in South

Africa. The report further stated the

arrest of Dumisani Witness Vundla @Ndeya

and Shepard Chuma. ff 20

But if you look at the report of 18 March, in

particular the first part where it says:

The report bears reference ... rf

Do you see that?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes. 25

J
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That part is not there.MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, it's not.

All you have is that "TheIt's not there.MR JULY:

report also covers fi you have the last

sentence in that. 5

The report also covers the arrest ofCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

Gordon Dube and appreciation of TRT

Crimemembers and members of

Intelligence. U

Yes, but the part which says: 10MR JULY:

The report bears reference . . . Paragraph

'Al' states that on 5/11/2010 General

Dramat held a meeting with Zimbabwean

Police . . . //

That has been removed. 15

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, it's out.

Yes .MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: It's out of that one.

If you go to paragraph 5.3, on the same page ofMR JULY:

the January report, right at the end, where it 20

EMAILS BY CAPTAIN MALULEKE", it reads:says
\\ EMAILS BY CAPTAIN MALULEKE:

He sent emails circulating more than 20

15photos of both the suspects arrested and

the members involved in the operation. 25
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The emails were sent to the PA of General

Dramat, Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and

members of Crime Intelligence. He also

sent emails to Zimbabwean Police trying

to find out how they travelled back home 5

and that he is still tracing the
I.

remaining suspects. //

But if you read what is written on page 21 of

the 18 March report, it reads:

EMAILS BY CAPTAIN MALULEKE: 10

He sent emails circulating more than 20

photos of both the suspects arrested and

the members involved in the operation. n

There is no reference to:

Emails were sent to the PA of General 15
ffDramat.

Do you see that?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, it's not there.

Then if you go to page 23 of the report. 5.5,MR JULY:

there you have the cellphone record of MAJOR 20

GENERAL SIBIYA, and this is what it says about

these cellphone records, and that's the number

of MAJOR GENERAL SIBIYA. /] sUpon perusal of the cellphone records.

it was discovered that Major General 25

5 j
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Sibiya communicated with officers who

were involved in the operation, eg

Captain Maluleke, and sent more than 20

SMSs to Major General Dramat. However,

Major General Dramat never responded to 5

The same automated SMSs werethe SMSs.
( ^

sent to Lieutenant General Lebeya at ...

sent at variousThese SMSs were

milestones of the operation, as deduced

witnesses' and 10from statements

documentary proof. ff

Then on that point you can see that when I sayCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

we already had the detailed billing of the

cellphones when we wrote the report - there it

It's not something that only came when 15comes.

I this one was written.

Yes.MR JULY:

By the time he wrote this, we already had theCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

detailed billing, that's why we included that

evidence in terms of Section 205 of the 20

Criminal Procedure Act. It was there. That's

why I said if it's another thing - maybe it's

new cellphones or new issues, I don't know.

But the cellphones that we had at that time.

they are here. 25
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Hence in this report you are also not statingMR JULY:

whether MAJOR GENERAL SIBIYA was present, but

you are saying he was communicating?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

You are not saying you still have to discover 5MR JULY:

whether MAJOR GENERAL SIBIYA was at the scener
or not?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, no. No, we never said that. So you can

see the 205 was already there. The results

were already received, because we couldn't 10

include this in this report if we were still

waiting for it to come as other evidence.

That's why I said if there is a new thing, I

will never know, because I was not present with

15that one.

L Educate me about this 205 application. If youMR JULY:

look at the report of 18 March, you suddenly

It's no longer written insee the blocks now.

this format - you see how it's written here?

20Yes, I see that.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

Then it says:But now it's in blocks.MR JULY:

REASON FOR 205 APPLICATION. rt

what is this 205 application? 6To get information on the cellphone, we have toCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

apply Section 205 of the Criminal Procedure 25

Sj
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so that the court must authorise us to doAct,

that.

But you already had?MR JULY:

Yes, we had already.COLONEL MOUKANGWE:

You already had, because for you to be able to 5MR JULY:

come to this conclusion, you already had the
O

205.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, we had the 205. We already had it.

When it is put like this, as the reason for theMR JULY:

205 application, it's put as if it's a new 10

thing that ought to have been done, and which

was not done in the previous ...

No, we did it previously, otherwise we wouldn'tCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

have paragraph 5.5 in the report which is said

to be the first report. 15

U Let's look at that 205.MR JULY: It says:

To test the version of the witnesses who

are alleged to have seen Major General

Sibiya at the crime scene.

Now, this is testing something different. What 20

we are saying here is that he was in constant

communication, so he knew - he had knowledge of

what was happening. But what they are saying

here, in this report, was to verify whether the

evidence the witnesses gave that SIBIYA was at 25

S5
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the scene of the crime. was true or not.

Then it says:

FINDINGS:

Major General Sibiya was never at the

crime scene or planning area as alleged 5

by members of Crime Intelligence. ft

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: It's difficult to say that, because now we

don't now, but those people are people who were

physically there. We don't know. For them.

the credibility of this must be tested in 10

court, if it must be tested. It can't be

tested by us. it must be tested in court in

cross-examination if they really believe

he was with him. For example, I don't even

I have never met him in my life.know SIBIYA, 15

U so how can I say he was there if I don't know

him?

Didn't you know - the point that we are tryingMR JULY:

to establish is, did you know at this point

that you heard that evidence about SIBIYA, but 20

according to the record SIBIYA was not at the

Didn't you know when you were draftingscene.
Athis report? LSCOLONEL MOUKANGWE: We knew. We knew about this, and even the

prosecutors were doubtful about the evidence. 25
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but how can we now say SIBIYA was involved

while it shows he was at his home? Don't you

think it's right that we leave SIBIYA, we don't

charge him, but we charge DRAMAT and leave

That is the advice we got from theSIBIYA? 5

prosecutors, so we had the information.r
Therefore, is this information new information.MR JULY:

according to you?

No, it's not new information.COLONEL MOUKANGWE: This is not new.

we had it here, and that's why we wrote about 10

it in the report that is dated 18 January.

Let's go to the reasons again on DRAMAT.MR JULY:

To verify whether he had interaction

with the Zimbabwean Authority regarding

the arrest of Zimbabwean Nationals. 15To

u clarify as alleged by the witnesses

whether he received Zimbabwean police in

relation to the murder case of a senior

officer in Zimbabwe. tf

Then it says: 20

The entire cellphone record of

Lieutenant General Dramat does show any

interaction with Zimbabwean .■the
Icounterparts. However the fact that

Zimbabwean police might have entered the 25
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country is confirmed by photographs, but

there is no evidence that they were with

General Dramat. The photos show them

with members of the TRT, Captain Maluleke

and members of Crime Intelligence. // 5

But there is nowhere where we said DRAMAT tookCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

photos with the ZIMBABWEAN Police.

MR JULY: Exactly.

We never said he took photos with them.COLONEL MOUKANGWE: We

said they were there, and according to the 10

witness statement that we got, one of the

members of Crime Intelligence was there when

they were congratulated by the General,

accompanied by his spokesperson, McINTOSH.

When they say he took photos with them, if he 15

u did we don't know where they are, but the

photos that we saw were the suspects and the

ZIM Police who were there with the team that

arrested them. But we didn't say GENERAL

DRAMAT was also in the photos. 20

But you also discovered - and it's not statedMR JULY:

in this new report - that there were several

SMSs that were sent by both MALULEKE and SIBIYA /I

to DRAMAT, but he never responded to those

SMSs. 25
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COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, he never responded. That's why I said we

did ...

MR JULY: So you already had this report?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, we already had it.

MR JULY: So there is nothing new to you? 5

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, it's not new to me.r
You will notice that the cellphone records ofMR JULY:

MADILONGA in the new report, which you will

find on page 24, where it says:

To test his version in which he alleged 10

that he received a call from Captain

Maluleke on 8/11/2010 regarding the

deportation of Zimbabwean Nationals. //

But here on page 24 of the January report it

states in the affirmative: 15

U He assisted Captain Maluleke to cross

the border with the suspects. He

contracted Lieutenant General Dramat when

he welcomed the Zimbabwean Police the

first time. // 20

So that is not here.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes. I see it is confirmed here that:

The interaction confirms the relation of

Madilonga ... n

MR JULY: No, no, here it is confirming MALULEKE. 25
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COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Only on MALULEKE?

MR JULY: Only on MALULEKE. If you look at that

paragraph, it only makes reference to

MALULEKE.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: To MALULEKE, yes. 5

He contracted General Dramat ... //

n
That is not there.

MR JULY: Mimn.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes, that one, where he contacted GENERAL

DRAMAT, is not there. 10

And the same with the telephone calls ofMR JULY:

MALULEKE. If you go to page 23, it's the same

thing with MALULEKE. If you read what you

discovered from the cellphone of MALULEKE, it's

that: 15

U Captain Maluleke also communicated with

General Dramat in terms of outgoing SMSs

at a very important milestone of the

operation. However, Dramat never

responded to the SMSs which he received 20

from Captain Maluleke. He also called a

Zimbabwe number twice ... rr

But if you look in this one about MALULEKE:

To test the version of the witnesses who

alleged that Captain Maluleke led the 25
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operation. ft

It's a different issue.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Mmm.

How do you use the phone to determine whetherMR JULY:

he led the operation? 5

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: You can't.
(

The leading requires a person to be there?MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: To be there physically. You can't use a

cellphone, because if I forgot it in my car, it

would show that I'm leading people, whereas I'm 10

sitting here. Because the towers will still

show the movement on the cellphone. The

movement of the instrument as it is, shows that

he was moving there. It doesn't mean it's

linked to the body of a person. 15

U Exactly.MR JULY:

The instrument is only there. If the cellphoneCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

shows that I'm in DURBAN, meanwhile I'm here.

which one is the correct one, the one in DURBAN

or this one? Because you can attest that I was 20

here with you. But the other one is an

assumption which needs substantiation or 1

statements by an individual.

MR JULY: We just wanted to demonstrate the report

which you drafted with MR KHUBA, and the 25
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information contained in that report - part of

it was removed, and you say you were not

consulted?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: No, I wasn't.

MR JULY: And you say after the report was 5

prepared, you met with the NPA, in particularr
ADVOCATE MOSENG . . .

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: MOSENG, yes, and MOELETSI.

MR JULY: ... and MOELETSI.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes. 10

And the reason for the meeting was to get theMR JULY:

warrants?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

MR JULY: Those were the warrants of arrest?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes. 15

MR JULY: And according to you this report was the final

report?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes.

The one of 22 January 2014?MR JULY:

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Yes. 20
I

It was not subject to further investigation?MR JULY:

No, there was nothing we could do, becauseCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

VERSTER was refusing, was dodging us, and the

Generals were not giving us their whole

statement, so there was nothing else we could 25
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do.

What is the practice if people don't want toMR JULY:

give you information? Does it mean that the

report that you finalise, which excludes that

information, is rendered incomplete or is an 5

interim report?r
COLONEL MOUKANGWE: It's complete, because it's what we have. We

complete a report on what we have. We cannot

anticipate what the person is going to say in

future. Whether he's going to come or not, we 10

can never know.

MR JULY: But what was critical for us was to find out

the information in the so-called new

information. You are saying you already had

that information. The issue of the physical 15
)

location of SIBIYA was already known to you at

the time?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: That was known. Unless they've got other

statements that I don't know about, but that

was known. Because we had 205 records at that 20

time. They were not outstanding, we had them

by the time we drafted this. That's why we had

issues on cellphone reports, that's why we had 

issues where SMSs were not answered by GENERAL 

We couldn't get that informationDRAMAT. 25
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without using Section 205.

There is something MR KHUBA referred to, whichMR JULY:

was when they received the cellphones they had

to take them to experts.

For analysis.COLONEL MOUKANGWE: 5

For analysis, yes.MR JULY:

After the discussion with the prosecutors, theyCOLONEL MOUKANGWE:

made a suggestion whether we should do the

Cellphone mapping is where anmappings.

analysis will show us that this was done at 10

this. and make some points in a chart form.

That's what we were requested to do.

MR JULY: But that was for the purposes of leading

evidence?

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: For the purpose of leading evidence, it was not 15

U for the purpose of the report. It was for the

purpose of leading evidence, and it would be

easier for the prosecutors to pinpoint and show

on a chart.

Okay. That's the end of this interview. If weMR JULY: 20

need you, we will call you again.

COLONEL MOUKANGWE: Okay, thanks.

Thank you.MR JULY:

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS
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15

(J 17 April 2015

My name is SANDILE JULY,MR JULY: I'm from WERKSMANS,

and today is 17 April 2015 at the offices of 20

the DPP in PRETORIA, with ADV MZINYATHI and

I'm with SANDILE TOM,ADV BALOYI. an

Associate from WERKSMANS, KERRY BADAL, an

Associate from WERKSMANS, and KWAZI BUTHELEZI,

a Candidate Attorney from WERKSMANS. 25

Mr Mzinyathi, we have given you the background.

and told you what MR CHAUKE told us about the
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docket, when he received it, and it was taken

away from them by KHUBA and a certain MR ANGUS

from IPID. The docket was returned to the NDPP

office, and according to CHAUKE when they

enquired about the docket, they were told that 5

n the docket was never intended to be returned to

his office. Then it was advised by the NDPP to

close his file, therefore he was not going to

deal with the matter anymore.

In December, when he was called by the NDPP 10

about the same docket, he refused to accept the

docket back because he had already decided to

close his file, as per the advice of the NDPP.

On 1 April this year, he found in his office a

box, which was closed - sealed - to be opened 15U
by him only. Inside that box were arch-lever

files, including a letter addressed to him

dated 13 March 2015. In a nutshell what it

said was that the DPP of NORTHERN GAUTENG,

which is ADV MZINYATHI, has made 20a

recommendation that DRAMAT and the others

should be prosecuted. But in the letter he is

requesting the DPP of GAUTENG, which is MR

CHAUKE, to make a decision, after consulting 71/
with him as to whether prosecution should take 25

Sj
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place on that. That's the summary of the

letter, but there are other issues contained in

that.

Mr Mzinyathi, you are supposed to tell us about

your involvement in the matter. 5

n MR MZINYATHI: Thank you. The week before 13 January - and I

don't remember the exact date, but I was still

on leave I got a call from the NDPP who

enquired from me about my knowledge of the

Renditions case. I told him that I know 10

nothing at all. Before then I had not been

involved in any way with this matter. He then

told me he was going to forward the matter to

me, because he had received it from ADV CHAUKE,

U and he told me the reason why he intended to 15

give it to me, was because it transpired to him

that DIEPSLOOT, which is the area in which some

of the incidents occurred, falls under my area

of jurisdiction.

I will keep on interrupting you.MR JULY: I just want 20

you to confirm that he said he received it from

ADV CHAUKE?

MR MZINYATHI: Yes.

Which is not correct, because the document was ^MR JULY:

taken from MR VAN ZYL. As I indicated to you 25

Sj
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when we started recording, it was taken to him

by MR VAN ZYL by two people, which is KHUBA and

ANGUS, and it never went back to CHAUKE.

In other words is your question that he got itMR MZINYATHl:

from CHAUKE personally? 5

n No, my question is did he get it from CHAUKEMR JULY:

personally or from the office of CHAUKE.

Look, from my recollection I think he actuallyMR MZINYATHl:

sent it from CHAUKE, but from my point of view

I really don't know whether anything much turns 10

on that.

MR BALOYI: It might have had a very long turn, but

eventually what it means is it ended up on his

table.

I will tell you that it is critical for ourU MR JULY: 15

purposes, and I will tell you why. We need to

know exactly what happened to the docket.

That's one thing. Everything turns on that, as

to who gave him the docket. Because our

understanding is that the docket came from IPID 20

back to his office.

Oh, I see. Then I follow what you are saying.MR MZINYATHl:

Well, the information that he got it from

5as I said a couple of minutes ago, 

because DIEPSLOOT is my jurisdiction, he said

CHAUKE
j

25
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I must have a look at this matter. I told him

that in the NDPP I was on leave, but I was

going back to work on Tuesday, the 13th.

Indeed on the 13th I was here, and the docket

came in a sealed box. with a covering letter. 5

n I think the docket constitutes five or six

lever-arch files the docket itself with

several fives of annexures and exhibits. What

I then did, and even before talking to ADV

MARAIS, was to read that docket myself, and I 10

made comprehensive notes, which are these, off

the original of the docket. I think I took

about a week to read this docket, because I was

reading it amongst the many other things that

U I had to do. Then I called one of the most 15

senior deputies, ADV BALOYI, and said: George,

I allocate this matter to you, go through this

docket, and when you are done let's discuss it.

I must mention that from time to time, as he

was reading, ADV BALOYI would give me some 20

I still remember, forverbal updates.

instance, if he had made a call to the

investigating officers, he would tell me.

5because I kept on enquiring from him: What is V/
the progress in the matter? 25
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In one of the files that was delivered with the

docket to me on the 13th, I must confirm that

I saw the report. I think this was the last

report - the red one the one ...

It's the one dated 18 March 2014?MR TOM: 5
(' . It was part of the docket, it was anMR MZINYATHI: Yes .

Then I was careful to finish readingannexure.

that docket before reading the report. When I

read the report, for me it was very, very

useful, because in a very detailed way the 10

report goes a long way to summarising the

statements. Every statement in the docket is

summarised in that report. I must say that

helped me to cross-reference with my notes

about whether I had captured a certain 15u
statement correctly. I do observe that the

report concludes by making its own

recommendations about who should be charged and

who should not be charged.

While all of this was happening, I was not 20

aware that there was anything called a first

In fact it came to our attention.report.

George, much later I think after about a

^5month - that there was a first report. That

happened over the news, or something like that. 25
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and we were all surprised there was a first

I then went to visit the NDPP on areport.

date which I don't remember for a matter

unrelated to this matter.

Was it before . . .MR JULY: That was more or less when? 5

r No, before. This was definitely before ourMR MZINYATHI:

recommendation. He then told me: By the way,

there is a first report here, have you seen it?

I said: No, I was not aware that there was a

first report. He then made me a copy, and this 10

is the copy that my colleague, GEORGE, just

showed you now, the one with scribbling on the

I did not read that report in anycover.

amount of detail, but on a cursory observation
IU my point of view was that the summary of the 15

statements was basically the same. Of course.

as it has now become well reported, its

recommendations differ from the second report.

I gave it to GEORGE. In fact at that time the

docket had already been with GEORGE for some 20

time. I had finished reading the document

myself.

Did he tell you whether he was in possession ofMR JULY:

that report when he gave you the docket?

I did not ask. As I was reading this document.MR MZINYATHI:

S3
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I was formulating conclusions or views in my

mind, but I kept those to myself because I was

waiting for GEORGE to come to his conclusion.

Eventually then GEORGE came here - I think let

me point out that as he was reading it, GEORGE 5

n from time to time would say: The DPP - I think

this is were the case is going, in terms of his

own reading. He eventually came up with

recommended charges. GEORGE is going to talk

about that at length. 10

Did you share the new report with GEORGE?MR JULY:

As soon as I received it - I didn't keepMR MZINYATHI: Yes.

it for a long time. As I say, from my point of

view I didn't even read it in any amount of

U detail, but just paged through it. It 15

basically looks like the same report in terms

of how it summarises the statements. The only

difference is towards the end, with the

recommendations.

Then GEORGE, after reading the report and 20

having discussed the matter with me from time

to time - I still remember on certain occasions

in relation to one charge. for instance, we

would debate whether this was a conspiracy, was

it common purpose - all those things, because 25
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we are prosecutors, and we were looking at it

from that point of view, until we came to the

charges we thought should be brought.

Now, why a recommendation and not a decision?

It's not as if this is something that we did 5

ri not sort of think carefully about. You are

aware, Mr July, that this is a DPP office, and

we make decisions every day to prosecute.

Under normal circumstances - and I'm sure this

is what GEORGE is also going to confirm - we 10

would simply have decided this matter. But the

reason why is as things now stand DIEPSLOOT

does not fall under my jurisdiction.

That's from 1 December 2014.MR BALOYI:

U In actual fact what he says in the letter toMR JULY: 15

CHAUKE, is that now that the matter falls under

the jurisdiction, then you can decide the

There is a contradiction there, in thematter.

sense that CHAUKE was seized with the matter.

even when it was not under his jurisdiction. 20

So you can't then say you are taking the matter

to CHAUKE in spite of a recommendation, simply

because it now falls under his jurisdiction.

You can't use jurisdiction as a reason.

You see that's a matter for you to determine.MR MZINYATHI: 25
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In terms of the Criminal Procedure Act and

I'm sure we are all aware of it - I can only

decided for another DPP if jurisdiction has

been transferred. There is a specific section

in the Criminal Procedure Act where the NDPP 5

n transfers jurisdiction to another DPP.

MR JULY: Yes, yes.

In such a situation I become seized with theMR MZINYATHI:

matter as if I am the DPP of first instance.

and then I can decide. We were constrained in 10

this matter and we were careful, Mr July,

because inasmuch as DIEPSLOOT was under my

jurisdiction where offences were committed, at

the time we were making a decision I didn't

have jurisdiction over DIEPSLOOT.U 15

But do you know why that jurisdiction was notMR JULY:

transferred, if we take your argument to its

conclusion, which is that there can be a

transfer of jurisdiction, even after the first.

logically the NDPP had the power to say: I am 20

transferring this to you.

MR MZINYATHI: Yes .

And that didn't happen?MR JULY:

No, it didn't.MR MZINYATHI: V_/

Actually at some point we were contemplatingMR BALOYI: 25
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returning the docket to the NDPP to say; It

doesn't fall within our jurisdictional area.

It had the MUSINA leg, and obviously the matter

had a chequered history, and we felt let's just

make a recommendation at least. 5

O So I think I have clarified or I have attemptedMR MZINYATHI:

to clarify why we chose the recommendation.

if you have a look at thatYou know.

recommendation even the style in which it is

prepared, it is prepared in the style in which 10

normally make decisions. It's just thatwe

instead of saying the DPP decides, we say: It

is recommended.

MR JULY: But in any event you were recommending a

U decision. It's not like you didn't make a 15

decision.

No, we did.MR MZINYATHI:

You made the decision of recommending to them.MR JULY:

meaning that: We are not imposing ourselves.

you can still decide, but your decision that 20

you recommended was that.

MR MZINYATHI: Yes .

So the issue of recommendation becomes tooMR JULY:

difficult.

After having done that - and this is alsoMR MZINYATHI: Yes . 25
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another issue that I think is being questioned

in some quarters, certainly if one takes what

one reads in the newspapers to heart, because

there is also apparently a school of thought

that says: Why did I even return the docket to 5

n the NDPP? The same answer I'm giving you is

going to hold, because if it was a decision we

would have taken the docket to the police with

the decision. because it'sBut a

recommendation it goes back to where the docket 10

so that it can either be taken tocame from.

the police. or he can then say to us: I have

read your recommendations and you can maybe

decide on the matter. It is at that point

where, if we had been called upon to decide, weU 15

would have raised the issue of jurisdiction.

Isn't that so, George?

MR BALOYI: Yes.

At that time we would have requested:MR MZINYATHI: Please

transfer your decision, but then the matter 20

went there on 13 March. Can I pause for now?

So that was in March, when you made yourMR JULY:

recommendation?

The recommendation was made a few days beforeMR MZINYATHI:

that. 13 March is the date of the memo that 25
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forwards the recommendation, together with the

docket, to the NDPP.

MR JULY: Would you be so kind as to give me that mail?

We've got the answer from the NDPP, where he

5IS . . .

n Have you spoken to him already?MR MZINYATHI:

Who?MR JULY:

The NDPP?MR MZINYATHI:

MR JULY: No, not yet. We've got the memo that he sent

to (?) . 10

MR MZINYATHI: Okay. I don't think we've seen that.

MR JULY: W YOUR LETTER DATED 24 MARCH:

The matter is duly referred to the NDPP

in terms of (indistinct) the NDPP. I
Iduly referred the matter to the 15U

appropriate DPP, Advocate Mzinyathi, who

made a recommendation and since referred

the matter to the head of NPS to advise

on the way forward.

I am duly seized with the matter and will 20

return the case docket to the appropriate

authority once a decision has been made.

You will be informed in due course. It

But all that he says here, he does accept that

you made a recommendation. 25
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Maybe for completeness' sake I think I need toMR MZINYATHI:

mention this. I have not mentioned it yet, I

thought it was going to come later. after

It will be clear from my notes, if youGEORGE.

have the date - and I will give it to you later 5

O - what happened after the 13th is that I got a

call. I am reminded of this by the heading of

this letter. I got a call from a guy who I

think is the Staff Officer of GENERAL

NDLALEZK?), a certain COLONEL KWAI(?). 10

COLONEL KWAI said to me: Can you please

confirm your email address for me, because I

want to send a letter to you from the head of

and I'm not sure of the emailthe HAWKS,

U In fact he actually told me that headdress. 15

had been attempting to send emails, and they

kept on bouncing back, so he thought he was notiI

getting my email correct. I then said to him:

Okay, give me your email address, I will

forward a blank email to you. which you will 20

I then received a letteruse to respond to.

from MR NDLALEZI, enquiring about what had

happened in this matter. MR NDLALEZI's letter

is here?

MR BALOYI: Yes. 25
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Can you please find it for me quickly?MR MZINYATHI:

I think this is a response to the letter.MR BALOYI: No,

this is from the attorneys.

This letter is actuallyMR MZINYATHI: a very, very

interesting letter, and I think just for 5

O purposes of completeness it will become clear.

This letter says:

NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC

PROSECUTIONS: ATTENTION S MZINYATHI. tf

Here it is.MR BALOYI: 10

Thanks. It's a letter from the HAWKS of 18MR MZINYATHI:

March. NDPP, ATTENTION S MZINYATHI.

This is 18 March?MR JULY:

18 March, and this is a letter I receivedMR MZINYATHI:

immediately after I had confirmed my emailU 15

address from COLONEL KWAI. I then forwarded

this letter of the HAWKS to the NDPP in a

letter dated March, and this letter is actually

very, very simple, it's three lines.

Dear NDPP 20

Please find attached hereto a letter

dated 18 March from the head of the DPCI,

the contents of which self-are

explanatory. ft

This letter requests me to do things. I then 25
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say in my letter of 19 March:

\\ In response to the request contained in

the aforementioned letter, I confirm that

this office made a recommendation in this

matter, which was forwarded to you 5

n together with the docket on 13 March for

consideration and feedback. ft

I sent this to the NDPP via email and hard

Then after enquiring, the NDPP wrote tocopy.

us - George? 10

MR BALOYI: Yes.

questioning why I hadThey wrote to us.MR MZINYATHI:

forwarded this letter this response to MR

NDLALEZI as well. Because what I did was to

write to the NDPP and copied MR NDLALEZI, whoU 15

is the author of the request.

The letter you are referring to now is datedMR JULY:

what?

The letter I received is dated 18 March.MR MZINYATHI:

No, the one that you sent to MR NDLALEZI? 20MR JULY:

My response to the NDPP is dated 19 March, theMR MZINYATHI:

following day.

Oh, so you are responding to the NDPP: I haveMR JULY:

received this letter from ...

MR MZINYATHI: Yes. 25
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... and then you CCd him?MR JULY:

Yes, exactly.MR MZINYATHI:

Now he wants to know after the 19th, when youMR JULY:

do that, why you CC'd NDLALEZI?

5MR MZINYATHI: NDLALEZI.

n But what is wrong with that, because it's aMR JULY:

letter addressed to you, and now you are

saying: Listen, Mr Ndlalezi, I think this

should be directed to somebody else.

10Yes.MR MZINYATHI:

And you are therefore advising him: This isMR JULY:

where you should go.

In fact that is precisely how I hadExactly.MR MZINYATHI:
Iapproached it. I didn't want to waste time

writing many letters to the NDPP, and then 15U
another letter to NDLALEZI to say: I have

forwarded this thing. One email or one memo.

in my view - and I think it's a view that makes

sense as I sit here.

But these are the internal workings of the NPA.MR BALOYI: 20

I suppose they do not form part of your

investigation.

You see, we are where we are now because of theMR JULY:

internal workings of all these institutions

IPID, the NDPP. Actually the whole issue is 25
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centred around the workings, because it is

through the workings that these things happened

in the way which has lead to this investigation

The relevance of certain things andnow.

whether they are relevant we will make that 5

n judgment call, as to what is the relevance of

the letter from NDLALEZI to MR MZINYATHI,

and Mr Mzinyathi, if it does not add

any value to our conclusion we will leave out

anything that has no relevance. But what we 10

need to appreciate is the fact that this whole

thing is centred around how the NDPP handled

the matter; how the docket moved from one

place to another place, and what the reason was

for the movement of the docket. Do you get 15U
what I'm saying.

I understand what you are saying there, but we

are not here to deal with the general

administration. Here we are being specific.

You see, the reason why I made reference to all 20MR MZINYATHI:

these things is because of this letter. This

letter creates a nexus to these communications.

I could not simply have kept quiet after you

had showed me this letter.

I think what needs to be clear to all of usMR JULY: 25
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here is that we are not here to investigate the

administrative operations of the NPA. This is

a specific assignment: What happened after the

report, and the coming of the second report.

For instance, what we do know 5and the docket.

O is that MR MZINYATHI was given a report a

report which was dated March, where the docket

that was with MR CHAUKE did not have a report

dated 18 March, it only had the report of 22

January, because it was handed to him in 10

February. Do you get what I'm saying?

MR MZINYATHI: Mmm.

So it is through that administrative processMR JULY:

that we will be able to come to a conclusion as

to why things happened in the way in which they 15U
happened.

I think that concludes - of course, I respondedMR MZINYATHI:

to the question to say: Look, I copied Mr

Ndlalezi because the letter was actually

addressed to me, and I was not under any doubt 20

that I was the intended recipient, because the

person had called me and said: Confirm your

email address.

So you came to a conclusion. and you sent aMR JULY:

recommendation, but your recommendation is 25
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stated in the letter of 1 April, which

letter I have seen, where the NDPP writes a

letter to CHAUKE saying you have recommended

prosecution of several people. Again, who is

NPS? The NATIONAL PROSECUTION SERVICE, what is 5

n that?

NPS is a business unit at VGM,MR MZINYATHI: at head office.

which is responsible for prosecutions in the

divisions. Let me put it this way. There are

four business units in the NPA. You've got the 10

Asset Forfeiture Unit, you've got NSSD

National Specialist Services Division, or

something like that. you've then got the NPS,

which is the National Prosecution Service, and

U then the fourth one? 15

Corporate Services.MR BALOYl;

MR MZINYATHI: You've got the four deputies: NPS, Asset

Forfeiture, NSSD and then there is the LAD, the

Legal Affairs Division. Now, the NPS is the

business unit which is responsible for the 20

DPPs. All the DPPs report to the head of the

NPS.

MR BALOYl: And as the name says, it's responsible for

5prosecutions.

Yes, if you want to distinguish it for instanceMR MZINYATHI: 25
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from asset forfeiture and other issues.

This letter is dated 27 March.MR JULY: Anyway, that's

fine.

I think now we can give over to GEORGE,MR MZINYATHI:

because, as I say, GEORGE spent a lot of time 5

O working with this document.

MR JULY: You see with GEORGE - the other thing is if we

speak to GEORGE now we are talking about the

merits of his findings. You made mention

of the fact that you may have the two 10

reports, and they looked the same. Have you

ever looked at the report later on - the other

report which was given to you later by the

NDPP? Have you ever looked at it to do the

U comparison? 15

The first report, yes.MR BALOYI: I remember when we were

conferring here, and that was more or less at

the stage, as the DPP mentioned. I think we

conferred on two occasions. The first time

around - and then we went away and just refined 20

the charges in light of our discussions and our

final deliberations. I think that's when the

NDPP said he received a parcel the previous

Friday. I think you met on a Monday, and you

mentioned that you received a parcel - I think 25
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you were not here that Friday, and I think you

mentioned that it was delivered to your PA. As

we were deliberating, I think you then opened

that parcel and it turned out to be that first

report, if my memory serves me well. 5

n I didn't think it was important toMR MZINYATHI: As I say.

have detailed tracking of these events at the

time. But one thing is for sure, that when we

got the first report we had almost reached a

stage where our mind was clear about this 10

thing. In fact GEORGE told me that he didn't

even read the report.

We will just demonstrate to you the differencesMR JULY:

between the two reports.

Okay, please.U MR MZINYATHI: 15

We have been asked as well whether there is aMR JULY:

prima facie case. which means that we must

decide. based on the information which is in

the docket - the information that is before the

is there a prima facietwo sets of people 20

case to be made against those people. Whether

we will be confirming what you have said, or

whether we'll be saying there is no prima facie

case, that will come later, but we have a view.

Already we have our own view about what should 25
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have happened.

Adv Baloyi, you then looked at the documents -

the docket itself.

I got the docket from the DPP I thinkMR BALOYI: Yes.

around 22 January or thereabouts. I have been 5

n looking for the note that the DPP made, and I

can't find it, but he made a note to say:

George, please read the docket and let's

discuss it when you have finished. I would say

it was around 22 January or thereabouts. I sat 10

slogging through the docket, and it took me a

while because in between I do other work. But

from time to time, as the DPP mentioned, I

would get an impression about the case, we I

would discuss it, and so it went.U I must say, 15
I

from the beginning, when I received the docket.

as the DPP mentioned it had this email report -

the second report. But I never had a look at

the report, and I mentioned to the DPP that I

might be taking a radical view - there is so 20

much made about the first and the second

report, but I don't look at reports. That's

not evidence. When I read the docket I'm

looking for admissible evidence. These reports

are not evidence and they are not going to be 25
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tendered in court. You can't tell the court:

Based on this report, I have decided this. And

that's why I decided that I wanted to look at

the matter with an unencumbered mind, and

that's precisely what I did. 5

n For our purposes reports help only just to have

a record at our offices, in case someone phones

after we have made our decision. You can

quickly go to the file, and say it's a

summary basically, and it helps us in that way. 10

Firstly, as I said, the reason why I didn't

look at it, I wanted to look at it with a clear

mind. Secondly, I didn't know what the person

who compiled the report was looking at. His

U summary of the evidence might be defective, and 15

certain issues I would want to look at he might

have overlooked. For instances, these reports

were authored in January and March last year.

and we're looking at the docket almost a year

thereafter. Obviously a lot of water would 20

have gone under the bridge in the meantime. So

it's sort of updated. But I moved from the

premise that I was going to look at the matter ,

with a clear mind, and I read the docket from

the front cover to the last page, without 25
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looking at the report. Actually to this date

I have hardly looked at the report. The only

time, when we were deliberating with the DPP

before we made our final recommendations, when

he mentioned that he received the first report, 5

n I said: Out of interest let me see what the

final recommendation was. That was after we

had already decided on our recommendations. I

just said: Out of interest let's see what the

recommendation was. I just say coincidentally 10

the recommendation sort of dovetailed, even if

not in precise terms. but to a great extent

there confluence betweenIS a our

recommendation and the report.

U I read through the docket, and at some point I 15

felt I had broken the back of the evidence.

That was around 23 February. I took much

longer. I think the DPP spent about a week or

so on the docket, but I took much longer.

Mostly I was reading the docket after 20

hours and at home, because during the day it's

very busy. I deal with representations, so

during the day you get members of the public I
I

coming to your office. So the only time to

read the docket was after hours and on 25
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weekends. On 23 February I called the 10 to

say I had been looking at the cold facts, and

I just needed someone who had lived with this

document for a while to give me first-hand

information. 5

O Who is this 10?MR JULY:

I just said I wanted to see if we were on theMR BALOYI:

same page, and whether my understanding of the

evidence was on par with his.

Who is the 10?MR JULY: 10

MR BALOYI: I called him and said:It was KHUBA. There

are a few statements that I want you to have a

look at. That related mainly to the progress

There are progress reports in thereports.

VJ docket, and I could see that LIEUTENANT GENERAL 15

DRAMAT was copied on those progress reports.

I wanted the people who authored those progress

reports to make statements, mainly just to see

if those progress reports came to the attention

of LIEUTENANT GENERAL DRAMAT. We agreed to 20

meet on 3 March. Indeed he came on 3 March,

and he was accompanied by one MR VICEROY MAOKA,

who is a former prosecutor. Apparently he is

in their litigation section.

Maybe before I get to that, during the 25
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telephone conversation on 23 February, KHUBA

mentioned that they had asked for an opinion

from senior counsel, BARRY ROUX. I said:

Oh, that's interesting. There were certain

issues that were uppermost in my mind. 5

O and I said: What was BARRY ROUX's view on this

He told me what BARRY ROUX's viewsand that?

were.

Did he say when he asked for that?MR JULY:

I think he did. and it must have been around 10MR BALOYI:

January or so, but I can't say that with any

amount of certainty. But he did mention that

they went to seek opinion of senior counsel.

He came on the 3rd, as I mentioned, with MR

We sat in my office, and I 15VICEROY MAOKA.U
said: Please take me through the docket. What

bothered me, was I would have liked to consult

with the eye witnesses, the guys from ZIMBABWE,

just to sort of assess their credibility and

the credibility of their evidence. The only 20

person who could do that was KHUBA, because he

took their statements and talked to them. So

I wanted to gauge the reliability of their

evidence, and also what his impressions were as

far as certain evidence is concerned. 25
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the big problem in this case is thatYou see,

one of the important witnesses, COLONEL

MADILONGA, has passed on. I debated certain

issues with him, just to find out, should we

decide on a prosecution, if there is a way that 5

n we can get other reliable evidence. I wanted

to hear from the horse's mouth how we could

close this big gap that has been left by

We went through the docket. TheMADILONGA.

other issue I wanted him to give me clarity on 10

is the version of former Acting Police

Commissioner, NTLANTLA MKHWANAZI. He called

DRAMAT at some point, and DRAMAT made an

admission to him, that yes, he is aware that

his guys took some people through the BEIT 15U
BRIDGE border post to ZIMBABWE. I wanted more

on the circumstances surrounding that admission

that DRAMAT made to MKHWANAZI. Actually I

asked him to bring his LIEUTENANT COLONEL - I

cannot remember his precise rank, but I said to 20

Please see if you cannot get GENERALhim:

let me just get from theMKHWANAZI here;

horse's mouth what the discussions were with

But he told me that he couldn't getDRAMAT.

that right. So we went through the docket, and 25
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I think I did ask him as to the first report.

because at that point we only had the second

He promised that he would send it, butreport.

I never received it. I never received it.

After that I made my own notes and met with the 5

O We had our first round of discussions, IDPP.

told him what my feeling was about the matter.

based solely on the hard facts. We debated

certain issues, I went away, looked at those

issues and presented him with the final 10

recommendations. That's how we came up with

these recommendations.

Along with our recommendations we sent the NDPP

a brief memo motivating why we think a

prosecution should be instituted. On 13 March 15U
we sent the docket with our recommendations and

the memo.

George, should we not talk about the letterMR MZINYATHI:

that also (?), because that's very important.

Oh yes. On 10 March I was at a conference at 20MR BALOYI:

EMPEROR's . I think I saw about four or so

missed calls on my phone from the 10. That was

on 10 March. It was clear to me that he was

desperately trying to get hold of me. When I

went through my emails in between the 25
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conference - I think at lunch, or when we were

done - actually I tried to call him. Before

that I sent him a message to say: I'm in a

conference, as soon as I get an opportunity, I

will call you. Which I did, just after 16h00, 5

n but he didn't pick up. I think I tried him

twice or thrice. When I got home, as I was

going through the emails, I saw his email, and

he was referring to our discussions on 3 March.

But what surprised me, obviously I put certain 10

scenarios to him, to say: What if Scenario A

Let's say we decide to prosecuteeventuates?

X, this is the evidence we have against him, if

we decide to prosecute Y, this is the evidence

U we have against him, and what is your comment? 15

On 10 March he sent me a very strange email.

saying he understood the different scenarios I

was putting to him to mean that that was the

decision. I'm just looking for that email that

he sent. 20

I then knocked off an email to him. and said:

Look, you misunderstood me when I was debating

the various scenarios. Those were not cast in

stone, those were possibilities. We then

received a letter - hence I said I don't really 25
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want to dwell too much on the internal workings

Anyway, we received a letter fromof the NPA.

the NDPP ...

Before that, that email that was sent by KHUBAMR JULY:

was questioning the manner - he thought that 5

O you had already made up your mind.

Yes, he referred firstly to the telephoneMR BALOYI:

conversation that we had on 23 February.

Because as I mentioned, he indicated to me that

they obtained an opinion from senior counsel. 10

and I was more interested in knowing what

senior counsel said, especially around the fact

that MADILONGA had since perished, and how

could we fill that lacuna in the evidence. He

U told me what BARRY ROUX's views were, and on 15

other matters as well.

Then in this email of 10 March he referred to

the telephone conversation we had on 23

February. He said: This is what you said, and

he then referred to the discussions we had here 20

in my office on 3 March. He said: This is

what you said. He seemed to indicate that I

had changed my decision. I then sent him an

email on the 10th, responding to his own email.

I said: Look, I think you misunderstood me. 25
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When I was debating the various scenarios with

you, it doesn't mean a firm decision had been

taken. All I wanted was for you to tell me

what your views are, and what evidence there is

to sustain that particular scenario. We then 5

n received this letter on 31 March from the NDPP.

It appears that these two gentlemen went to the

NDPP to complain. Amongst other things they

said I told them there were certain issues

that were outstanding, which needed to be 10

the question of the cellphoneinvestigated:

When we discussed with the NDPP,records.

already he mentioned the death certificates.

In my discussion with them we mentioned the

U possibility of getting a statement from the 15

prosecutor who withdrew the charges in

ATTRIDGEVILLE - as to on what basis he withdrew

the charges, and was there any Interpol warrant

So I said: Look, this thingat that stage?

has become urgent, it's in the news, and for 20

the purposes of making a prosecutorial decision

now we need to have these outstanding issues

completed before we make a prosecutorial

decision. I said: I will sit down and make a [/ 

list of all these issues that are outstanding. 25
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and I'll give them to you.

They went to the NDPP, and he said I promised

to send them a iist of outstanding issues, and

I haven't fulfilled my promise. In the email

that he sent me on 10 March, he also mentioned 5

n that I promised him a list of outstanding

issues. I said: I will give it to you as soon

as I get a chance to put pen to paper. They

went to the NDPP and complained that they

hadn't received a minute with the list of 10

investigations. They made sworn statements -

both of them - basically saying that I seem to

have taken a certain line with the first

telephonic conversation on 23 February, and

U that in the consultation on 3 March I seem to 15

have deviated from that. He also made all

sorts of ...

He went as far as saying that on 23 March (sic)MR MZINYATHI:

GEORGE went out and came back with a changed

view, saying that this is the view of the DPP, 20

which is something that I frowned upon.

They say I told them I wanted to consult withMR BALOYI:

the DPP, which is wrong. I went to the

bathroom. We started consulting at 09h00, and

at about lunchtime I said: Gentlemen, I just 25
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need a comfort break. I went to the bathroom,

and when I came back I bumped into the DPP and

said: The IPID guys are here, I'm consulting

with them.

Would there be anything wrong if the DPP had aMR JULY: 5

n view?

Well, I don't think it would be wrong, but whatMR BALOYl:

they are saying here is completely incorrect.

because they say here I went out, and when I

came back I said that DRAMAT must be charged. 10

and that we will have to bite the bullet.

something like that.

this KHUBA guy is - we discussed it.MR JULY: You see.

and I find it very strange that KHUBA would

think that an opinion expressed by anybody else 15U
about the charging of DRAMAT would have been

influenced by things other than what was before

him. Because from what was before him at the

time, on 22 January, he came to that

conclusion: that DRAMAT must be charged. 20

Right? He then says to us he engaged SESOKO.

SESOKO is...

. .. the National Head of IPID.MR TOM:

5... the National Head of IPID. He was acting 1/MR JULY:

at the time. He engaged SESOKO, SESOKO is a 25
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former prosecutor, according to KHUBA, who

has legal knowledge, and who influenced him

otherwise. He influenced him otherwise, and

again the issue is around the cellphone.

This new information, we are told, is about 5

O cellphones. But what we do know, and what he

doesn't know that we know although we

told him that we know - is that this so-called

new information was there. It was there

even before the influence he claimed 10

happened.

Actually, MOSING, as I mentioned ...MR BALOYI;

Yes, he makes reference to the cellphones.MR JULY:

That was in February last year already.MR BALOYI:

15MR JULY: Yes.U
He made reference to it.MR BALOYI:

So that information about cellphones was there.MR JULY:

He then says, as we were talking: You know.

now that you are saying it - and that is me now

talking to him - I think SESOKO influenced me 20

incorrectly; he was wrong. Knowing what I

know now. I would stick with my decision that

I took.

The initial decision?MR BALOYI:

The initial decision.MR JULY: That's what he said. 25
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But when we said: Let's go through the record.

your own report, where is this new information?

This new information is pieces of two or three

statements, a sworn statement from SIBIYA,

which does not say anything, from DRAMAT, which 5

n does not say anything .. .

Yes, it's more about his struggle credentials.MR BALOYI:

And the fact that he did not give any illegalMR JULY:

authorisation. He is not disputing the calls

that MADILONGA referred to, he does not dispute 10

the photos that were sent to his PA, he does

not dispute the meeting that took place

congratulating those guys, and he does not

dispute having received the success report.

Actually now that you mention it, Mr July, I 15MR BALOYI:U
think during our conversation, when he

mentioned that the spoke to BARRY ROUX, he said

BARRY ROUX amongst others said: Please go back

to DRAMAT and let him comment on all these

issues, especially that congratulatory meeting. 20

and the meeting with LIEUTENANT COLONEL

MKHWANAZI.

But it's very strange that you now would beMR JULY:

required to have more information to come to a 

conclusion, when other people, including him. 25
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based on the information they had before them,

whatever conclusion.came to a conclusion

Why is it not possible for another person to

come to some sort of conclusion on the same

information that is before him? 5

Pi MR BALOYI: Yes.

Why do you need additional information for youMR JULY:

to come to a conclusion? Here are the two

Let's assume that they both stand.reports.

they both have conclusions based on the 10

information that was before you. Remember

these things were concluded in February and

March so everything that they saw is before

you. Why would you then need this outstanding

information for you to come to a decision of 15U
some sort?

I made it clear to them that for aMR BALOYI: Anyway,

prosecutorial decision we could acquire the

outstanding information at a later stage. But

I felt that those matters could not stand in 20

the way of us taking a decision. We then say

those were loose ends that needed to be tied up

before we go to trial.

In any event we are meeting with this guy atMR JULY:

I think we are finished. <‘2512h00. We are happy

5 J
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with the response we are getting, but just for

completeness' sake, so that you know the report

I'm not saying it's going to make any

difference, instead it confirms that there is

certain information that was removed to justify 5

n a different conclusion. The report looks the

same, you're right, word-for-word up to page 9.

If you go to page 9 ...

Of which report?MR BALOYI:

Page 9 of the 18 March report. 10MR JULY:

The second one?MR BALOYI:

It will be page ...Yes.MR JULY:

Actually, we had a look with the DPP.MR BALOYI:

If you look, there is ALFRED NDOBE onMR JULY:

U No, I'm on the wrong page, sorry. 15page 5.

Page 9.

Of the second report?MR BALOYI:

The second report. If you look at page 9 ofMR JULY:

the first report and page 9 of the second

report, you will see where a paragraph on page 20

9 of the first report starts with: He will

and it's after the paragraph endingstate".

with "suspects".

General Dramat to assist them in tracingMR BALOYI:

the suspects. rr 25
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After that it's supposed to say:MR JULY: Yes.

willHe that he toldstate

Superintendent Ncube that he has to

verify with his seniors about the
f/ 5arrangement.

n That paragraph has been removed in the second

If you go to the second report, wherereport.

it talks about in tracing the suspects", after

that:

For the period of two weeks ... ff 10

That For the period of two weeks ft on page 9 of

the first report is there.

So they omitted this.MR BALOYI:

They omitted this because it makes reference toMR JULY:
I

DRAMAT and about the meeting.U They have 15

removed that and about having a meeting with

the ZIMBABWEANS.

He then called him on his cellphone andMR BALOYI: \\

explained to him that there are police

from Zimbabwe who are intending to have a 20

meeting with General Dramat. Brigadier

Makushu told him that he was not aware of

the visit . . . tr

It's the senior of MADILONGA. He consulted two

of his seniors, I think. 25
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But what I'm seeing is the statement ofMR MZINYATHI:

MADILONGA.

Yes, it's his statement. You change a person'sMR JULY:

statement and you don't say why. You can come

up with a summary, but if your summary - if the 5

n new report, the so-called second report of 18

March is a new report. you will draft the

You can write it differently, butstatement.

here there is a deletion of information. Then

you can go to another page ... 10

MADILONGA is no more.MR BALOYI:

You know why it is important for our purposes?MR JULY:

Our purpose is to demonstrate ...

MR BALOYI: Yes, the change.

U that for you to come to a differentMR JULY: 15

conclusion, using the thereport.same

inconsistency of the evidence and the

conclusion - so for you to come to a different

conclusion, you need not to have certain

evidence or information included in your 20

Otherwise you can't have the samereport.

report and come to a different conclusion.

I'm with you.MR BALOYI:

Do you get what I'm saying?MR JULY:

MR BALOYI: Yes . 25
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So if you go to page 21 of . . .MR JULY:

Page 21 of the first report, and page 20 of theMR TOM:

second report, paragraph 5.2.

5.2. If you read 5.2, the first paragraphMR JULY: Yes,

of the success report ends with AND OTHERS", 5

O which is written in capitals. Below that it

says:

The report bears reference 14/02/01 and

signed by Col Leonie Verster.was

Paragraph 'Al' ... fr 10

And then it says:

General Dramat had a meeting ... if

That is out. If you go to the new report it's

not there, it has been deleted.

And you can see everything that has gone out 15MR MZINYATHI:U
has got his ...

So if you look at paragraph 5.3:Yes.MR JULY:
W ftEMAILS BY CAPTAIN MALULEKE.

In the other report it has been left out. No,

no, it's there. 20

He sent emails ... //MR BALOYI:

Then if you read the one of 22 January,Yes.MR JULY:

the original one, it says:

The emails were sent to the PA of

General Dramat, Phumla ... ft 25
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But you won't find it there. It's not there.

MR BALOYI: He sent emails to Zimbabwean Police

trying to find out how they travelled

back home. n

Yes, but the reference to PHUMLA, the PA, isMR JULY: 5

not there.

It has been deleted.MR BALOYI:

This thing has been sanitised.MR MZINYATHI:

And then page 22.MR TOM:

LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS DATED 20/08/2012:MR JULY: 10

The letter was generated the same day.

indicating that in August 2010 General

Sibiya and General Dramat went to

Zimbabwe discussto matters of

U cooperation cross-border 15on crimes.

General Sibiya was appointed ... //

But on page 22 of this it is not there.

LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS" - let me just see. IMR BALOYI:

think the whole paragraph has been omitted.

It's gone. It's not there.MR JULY: 20

You see SIBIYA in the second report has beenMR BALOYI:

omitted altogether.

Then you look at the documentary evidenceMR JULY:

on the first one, and how they dealt

with it. Now, to avoid details, they then put 25
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GEORGE BALOYI 
5IB0N6ILE MZINYATHI

S July/IPID 
17.04.15

It's not the same,-ifthis thing in blocks.

you look at it. Do you see at paragraph 5.5 on

page 23 . . .

Of the second report?MR MZINYATHI:

5Yes, of the second report. If you look at pageMR JULY:

C>- 23 of the first report, the information is not

quoting details. They talk for example about:

REASON FOR 205 APPLICATION

To test the version of the witnesses who

are alleged to have seen Major General 10

Sibiya at the crime scene. //

Then it says:

Major General Sibiya was never at theW

planningscenes or area ascrime

alleged... // 15U
But that is not the evidence about SIBIYA.

SIBIYA's evidence is stated in the - there are

witnesses, there are guys from TOMS ...

... who saw him in a black BMW.MR BALOYI:

20There are guys from TOMS who know SIBIYA.MR JULY:

Actually you recall that the operation was onMR BALOYI:

two occasions, and on both occasions there are

therewitnesses who say someare

contradictions, especially with TOMS. Some say

no, he was there on the first day, some say 25
L
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15

GEOKGE BALOYI 
SIBONGILE MZINYATHI

they are not sure. But the eye witnesses are

clear that he came out of his BMW, and they

asked him, I think, where to detain them, or

something to that effect.

MR MZINYATHI: Yes . 5

r I mean the evidence is clear there.MR BALOYI: Then on

the second operation his name is also

mentioned. We felt even if the cellphone

records place him elsewhere, we have real

evidence. At a later stage, during trial, we 10

will get a cellphone analyst who will probably

give an explanation. I mean, it could be that

someone else had his cellphone. That is

explainable.

U But the thing is this, how do you go around theMR JULY: 15

evidence even in SIBIYA's own evidence he

says he was tasked by the national office to

provide personnel for this operation. He does

not deny the operation. He was tasked by the

national office to provide personnel, and he 20

provided the personnel, therefore he knew about

the operation. The physical presence we will

have to deal with - whether he was involved in

the assault or not. But on the other ones of

kidnapping and all those things, all that we 25
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S July/IPID 
17.04.15

GEOKGE BALOYI 
SIBONGILE MZINY&THI

need is knowledge, and to provide conditions

for that to happen.

MR BALOYI: I mean, he's the head of HAWKS. How can it be

said he didn't know about it?

MR JULY: He knew, because there were also SMSs that were 5

n not returned by DRAMAT. So if the knowledge

was there, and DRAMAT knew, whether DRAMAT was

or was not responding to SMSs is neither here

nor there. The difficulty arises about his

physical presence next to the scene where the 10

crimes of theft and assault happened. That's

it. The other ones of kidnapping and defeating 

the ends of justice - there is no way that he

did not know about it.

U MR BALOYI: Yes. 15

MR JULY: So there are a number of those cases where the

information has been cut.

MR BALOYI: I think that's where we also brought in

conspiracy.

MR JULY: So that is where we are. 20

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS

5
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This SOP repeals all the previous SOPs and shall be read and implemented in 
conjunction with the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the SAPS and MPS, 

Firearm Control SOP, Registers and the Case Flow Chart

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure is to establish policy and methods 
by which cases should be received, registered, processed and disposed of, while being 
cognizant of the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act, 
1996; the Independent Police investigative Directorate Act 1 of 2011; the South African 
Police Service Act 68 of 1995, as amended; the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as 
amended, the Regulations promulgated under both the South African Police Service 
Act and the Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act and other relevant 
legislation.)n

2. POLICY

It is the policy of the iPID to;

Ensure that investigative assignments to IPID staff are made in a clear and 
unambiguous manner;

Ensure quality investigations and that investigations are conducted with integrity 
without fear or ftivour;

2.1.

2.2.

Require investigative staff to provide regular reports regarding investigations to 
supervisors;

2.3.

Ensure that supervisors actively manage the investigative activities of their 
subordinates;

2.4.
)

u Ensure that investigations are carried out in a coherent and standard method 
within the IPID;

2.5.

To comply with the turnaround time agreed to in respect of the investigation of 
different classes of cases; and

Ensure compliance with established accountability mechanisms.

2.6.

2.7.
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3. DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this SOP the following words/ expressions shall mean;

Act - means the Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act, Act 1 of 2011;

Acquitted (Criminal) ~ means a member was found not guilty of a criminal offence and 
discharged;

Acquitted (Departmental) - means a member was found not guilty of departmental 
misconduct;

Assistant Director Investigations (ASDl) - means a person appointed at a level lower 
than the Deputy Director Investigations;

Annual Brought Forward (ABF) - means a case carried over from the previous 
financial year, not older than 12 months;

Backlog - means cases carried over from previous financial years older than 12 
months;

)

Brought Forward (B/F) - means a date by which a file must be submitted to a 
supervisor for evaluation of compliance with the directives, as per “E” clip on the case
file;

Case Classification - Refers to the manner in which cases are classified in terms of 
legislation in terms of Sec 28 of the IPID Act;

28. (1) The Directorate must investigate:
(a) any deaths In police custody;
(b) deaths as a result of police actions;
(c) any complaint relating to the discharge of an official firearm by any police 
officer:
(d) rape by a police officer, whether the police officer is on or off duty;
(e) rape of any person while that person is in police custody;
(f) any complaint of torture or assault against a police officer in the execution of 
his or her duties;
(g) corruption matters within the police Initiated by the Executive Director on his 
or her own, or after the receipt of a complaint from a member of the public, or 
referred to the Directorate by the Minister, an MEC or the Secretary, as the case 
may be; and
(h) any other matter referred to it as a result of a decision by the Executive 
Director, or If so requested by the Minister, an MEC or the Secretary as the case 
may be, in the prescribed manner.

)

U
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(2) The Directorate may investigate matters relating to systemic corruption involving 
the police.

Case Investigative Journal (CIJ) - refers to a journal used to record all directives and 
activities undertaken, on the IPID file, IPID docket and CMS, which journal must always 
be filed in the “C” clip of both the docket and the file;

Case Investigative Report (CIR) - refers to investigative reports that include the Interim 
Case Investigative Report. Final Case Investigative Report as well as the Closure 
Report;

Case Worker - means any official who handles cases and includes a Data Capturer / 
CMS Clerk, lirvestigator. Senior Investigator, Principal Investigator, Assistant Director 
Investigation, Deputy Director Investigations and Director Investigation:

Closed as Referred - means the manner in which cases that fall outside the mandate 
(Section 28 of the IPID Act) are closed as per ED guidelines;

Closure of a case - means the final disposal of a case where investigation, court 
processes and disciplinary processes have been concluded and the ED/PH is able to 
conclude that the file can be closed as Acquitted (Departmental/Criminal), Convicted 
(Deparlmental/Criminal), Declined, Dismissed, Closed as Referred, Unsubstantiated and 
Withdrawn by the Complainant/victim/referral authority or the Prosecutor: after which the 
file is ready for archiving:

Closure Report - means the Report of a case where the investigation, court processes 
and disciplinary processes have been concluded and the ED/PH/DI is able to conclude 
that the file can be closed as Acquitted, Convicted, Declined, Discharged, Dismissed, 
Referred, Unsubstantiated and Withdrawn, after which the file is ready for archiving;

Case Management System - means an IPID database used for the electronic recording 
and processing of cases;

Case Control Number (CCN) - means a unique computer generated number upon 
registration and recording of a case in the CMS. The number is relevant for use in all 
future correspondence by and between IPID and its stakeholders;

Cases Intake Committee (CIC) - refers to a committee that is constituted by no less 
than tiiree persons, (Dl, DDI, ASDI and any available Case Workerj.ln case of 
unavailability of personnel, the sitting by the Di or DDI or ASDI or PI will constitute a valid 
sitting. (As a last resort the PH may assist and if no other staff is available, the PH alone 
will constitute a valid sitting)

Completed investigation - means an investigation which involves a comprehensive 
effort to interview the complainant, the victim, witnesses and suspect SAPS/MPS 
member, the identification, location and acquiring of relevant physical evidence and upon 
which the conclusion is based on the evidence obtained, excluding technical reports;

)
( I

u
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Convicted (Criminal) - means a member has been found guilty of a criminal offence;

Convicted (Departmental) - means a member has been found guilty of Departmental 
misconduct:

CPA - means the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977;

Death In custody - means death whether natural or unnatural, which occurred while the 
deceased was in the custody of the SAPS or MPS;

Death as a Result - means the death of any person, including a member of SAPS/MPS 
or the action of SAPS/MPS, that was caused, or is reasonably believed to have been 
caused, by a member of the SAPS/MPS while acting in his or her capacity as a 
member of the SAPS/MPS, and shall include a death that occur in connection with -
(i) an attempt to effect an arrest or to prevent an escape;
(ii) a SAPS/MPS member’s actions taken in private defence In the execution of his/her 
duties;
(ill) a motor vehicle accident involving one or more SAPS/MPS vehicles (marked or 
unmarked) during the execution of their duties.;
(iv) mass action where the SAPS/MPS is present;
(v) any action or inaction by a SAPS/MPS member which amounts to a criminal offence 
or misconduct: and
(vi) any action that caused death where a SAPS/MPS state asset was involved.

Declined - means a decision taken by the DPP, SAPS or MPS not to institute criminal or 
disciplinary proceedings against the member;

Deputy Director investigations (DDI) - means a person appointed at a level lower than 
Director Investigations:

Directive(s) - Instructions/guidelines issued to the Case Worker by the Supervisor;

Director Investigations (Dl) - means a person appointed as a Head of Investigations at 
provincial level;

Dismissed - means a case cannot be investigated because of lack of co-operation by 
the complalnant/victjm/referral authority; the complainant/victim cannot be traced or the 
case was investigated by the IPID before and there is no new evidence or facts; or the 
suspect is deceased;

DPP - refers to the Director of Public Prosecutions;

. )

1

u

Exhibit - refers to any item of evidential value collected or obtained during the course of 
investigation;

Final Case Investigative Report - means an investigative report which documents the 
entire investigation and contains the conclusion, summary of affidavits and technical
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reports, written recommendations to SAPS/DPP with regard to the actions of the 
SAPS/MPS member concerned;

Full Investigation - refers to where a Case Worker takes over a docket/copies of the 
docket from the SAPS, conducts an independent enquiry and assessment and proceed 
with any other search/enquiry for further evidence to enable him/her to make a finding;

High profile cases - refers to an Incident which involves a high ranking member and/or 
a person with a high standing in the community and a matter which draws public interest 
or high media coverage:

IPID - means the Independent Police Investigative Directorate;

IPID Case Form - refers to an official form for the registration of Cases;

IPtD File - Refers to a file (Z20) that contains all evidential documents, correspondence, 
investigative journal and QCF, which consists of A-E clips;

IPID Docket - Refers to a docket that contains all evidential documents, 
correspondence and the investigative Journal. It consists of A-E clips. This docket is used 
to refer the IPID investigation to the DPP, SPP and to Court;

IPID 7-2 - refers to an official form, used by a case worker on standby for the recording 
of crime scene information on all section 28 cases of the Act;

Immediately - means at once, without hesitation or delay or as soon as it is practicable 
to act;

Interim Case Investigative Report - means a case investigative report where the 
investigation has been completed but where a recommendation cannot be made to the 
DPP due to outstanding technical reports; however recommendations may be made to 
the SAPS:

)
(

Manual registration number - means a temporary number allocated to a case while 
the CMS is off-line and which will be updated immediately when the CMS is on-line;

Member - means an official appointed in terms of the South African Police Service Act 
68 of 1995, as amended, and includes a member of the MPS;

u

Misconduct - includes any act or omission by a member which constitutes a violation of 
rules, regulations, and standing orders, code of conduct and national orders;

MPS - means a Municipal Police Senrice established under section 64A of the South 
African Police Service Act 68 of 1995;
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NPS - refers to the National Prosecuting Service which is a body within the National 
Prosecuting Authority and includes the Director for Public Prosecutions (DPP) and the 
Senior Public Prosecutor (SPP);

Offence - Includes any violation of common or statutory law;

Official hours - means normal business hours as contemplated in the Public Service 
Act, 1994 (promulgated under Proclamation No. 103 of 1994), (PSA) and includes hours 
stipulated by the IPID Flexi Time policy:

Outside Mandate Case - means a case:
• Which does not involve a member of the SAPS/MPS;
• Which occurred prior to 1 April 1997;
• Which is older than 12 months;
• That was adjudicated upon by a court of law; and
• That relates to a service delivery complaint where the complainant/victim has not 
exhausted internal SAPS case mechanisms up to the office of the Provincial 
Commissioner and are not referred to the IPID by the Minister or the Member of the 
Executive Council;
• Any matter not within the scope of Section 28 of the IPID Act;

PAJA - refers to the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 which may be 
used by a victim of domestic violence where IPID deals with an application for exemption 
by SAPS;

Police action - refers to an act or omission by a member of the SAPS/MPS which is 
alleged to lead to a person's death;

Post Investigative Monitoring (PIM) - The continuous evaluation and monitoring of 
cases where the status of the case is "Completed’’ but the case is not yet ready for 
closure (Cases where DPP and SAPS/MPS feedback is awaited or cases on the Court 
Roll or Pending disciplinary outcomes; Cases completed with Interim report while 
awaiting technical reports)

Preliminary investigation - refers to an enquiry of limited scope undertaken to verify 
whether or not an allegation merits full investigation;

Programme Manager (PM) - means any person who has been appointed as the Head 
of the Programme;

Provincial Head (PH) - means an IPID Official appointed to head a Provincial Office;

Recommendation (Negative) - Recommendation is made that disciplinary/criminal 
prosecution should be instituted;

)n

)

(j
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Recommendation (Positive) ^ Recommendation is made that no disciplinaryAcrlminal 
prosecution should be instituted inciuding inquest recommendations and a feedback 
letter should be sent to the SAPS/MPS;

Referred - means a case that is referred to the most appropriate organisation or 
institution by the ED^H;

Referral Authority - refers to the Minister, MEC, Executive Director, Secretariat for 
Police:

SAPS - refers to the South African Police Service as contemplated in the South African 
Police Service Act 68 of 1996;

SAPS Docket - refers to a docket that is obtained from SAPS by a Case Worker and 
contains all evidential documents, correspondence and investigation diary. It consists of 
A-D clips. This docket is used to refer SAPS investigations to the DPP, SPP and to 
Court;r
Service Delivery Complaint - refers to a complaint which alleges that a member of the 
SAPS or MPS failed to perfomn his/her duties or performed his or her duties in an 
improper manner, and where the compialnant/victim has exhausted all internal SAPS 
complaints mechanisms, up to the level of Provincial Commissioner;

Supervisor - means any person who supervises a Case Worker (of any level);

Systemic corruption - Systemic corruption is an institutionalised endemic manipulation 
of a system by individuals or netwoi1<s or organisations, taking advantage of weakness in 
the process and systems for illicit gains, where there are leadership deficiencies, 
collusion and abuse of power

SOP - means the Standard Operating Procedure;

Technical Reports - refers to reports of an evidential value that are generated by 
experts required to reach an investigative conclusion, including but not limited to, FSL 
reports (Forensic Science Laboratory) post mortem reports, LCRC reports, pathology 
reports, medical reports, reports in terms of sections 212 and 215 of the CPA and a 
report in terms of section 34(3) (a) of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities 
Act 12 of 2004;

Standby Notification Reference Number 
immediately upon notification, by the Case Worker on standby to SAPS/MPS member, 
consisting of the Provincial Office abbreviation, date (yymmdd) and time (24 hour clock) 
of notification, e.g. GP1204012250;

u

means a reference number issued
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Torture - means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, 
is IntentionaHv inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or her or a 
third person infontiation or a confession, punishing him or her for an act that he, she 
or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or 
coercing him or her or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any 
kind, whether such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the 
consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. 
It does not include pain or suffering arising from, inherent or incidental to lawful 
sanctions;

Unsubstantiated - means there (s no evidence to support the allegations contained in 
the case and iPID cannot make a recommendation of wrongdoing against any member;

Withdrawn by complainant/victim/referrai authority 
complainant/victim/referral authority indicated that he or she is no ionger interested in 
proceeding with the case; and

Withdrawn by Prosecutor - means the Prosecutor has decided not to continue criminal 
proceedings.

means the
)n

4 APPLICATION

This SOP applies to all notifications and/or cases lodged with the IPID or initiated by 
the IPID against members of the SAPS/MPS by any person or organisation, alleging 
that a member committed an act or an omission which constitutes an offence and/or 
misconduct.

5. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The duties and responsibilities assigned to various officials and Committees;

)
5.1 The Executive Director (ED)u

The Executive Director, in addition to the duties and responsibilities as contained in 
section 7 of the IPID Act 1 of 2011 and such other duties as may be imposed in the 
Regulations promulgated under that Act, must:

5.1.1 Ensure that there are systems in place for the lodging, receiving, processing, 
recording and disposal of cases against members;

5.1.2 Provide for the development and enforcement of policies to enable an 
environment that is conducive to lodge a case and receive cases reported;

5.1.3 Ensure compliance with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control Standard 
Operating Procedure.
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5.2 Programme Manager (PM)

The Programme Manager must, in addition to any duties imposed under section 24 of 
the IPID Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations promulgated 
under that Act:

6.2.1 Maintain an up-to-date SOP;
5.2.2 Determine investigation standards,-
5.2.3 Identify priority areas to be attended during a financial yean
5.2.4 Conduct audits annually to ensure compliance with the SOP;
5.2 5 Monitor programme performance monthly, quarterly and annually;
5.2.6 Provide feedback on the programme performance;
5.2.7 Provide systems for the registration and processing of eases;
5.2.8 Maintain data integrity;
5.2.9 Ensure that the monthly reports and the data base are quality assured;
5.2.10 Ensure and comply with the provisions the IPID Firearm Control Standard 

Operating Procedure;
5.2.11 Coordinate and supervise interprovincial task team investigations and draft 

terms of reference for relevant task team.

)n

5.3 Provincial Head (PH)

The Provincial Head, in addition to the duties and responsibilities as contained in
section 21 Of the IPID Act 1 of 2011 and such other duties as may be imposed in the
Regulations promulgated under that Act, must:

5.3.1 Ensure that there are systems in place for the lodging, receiving, processing, 
recording and disposal of cases against the members;

5.3.2 Ensure compliance with the provisions of this SOP, the IPID Firearm Control 
Standard Operating Procedure and the ED guidelines;

5.3.4 Ensure that the relevant province conduct workload verification on a monthly 
basis and compile a Monthly Report;

5.3.5 Ensure data integrity. Which is consistent with the CMS monthiy, quarterly and 
annually;

5.3.6 Complete/Close cases on the Case Management System (CMS).

)

u

5.4 Director Investigations (D|)

The Director Investigations must, in addition to any duties imposed under section 24 of 
the IPID Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations promulgated 
under that Act, must:

5,4.1 Supervise an investigation conducted by the Deputy Director investigations;
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5.4.2 Ensure that the Case Intake Committee (CIC) meets daily to evaluate 
cases;

5.4.3 Ensure tfiat cases are registered and updated on the CMS in terms of the 
strategic objectives:

5.4.4 Ensure that cases are Investigated and completed in terms of the strategic 
objectives:

5.4.5 Ensure data integrity, which is consistent with the CMS monthly, quarterly 
and annually:

5.4.6 Review investigation reports, assess its quality, raise queries, if any, 
endorse recommendations to the SAPS and DPP and sign off on the 
recommendations:

5.4.7 Evaluate the decision by the SAPS/DPP and decide on further action to be 
taken;

5.4.8 Approve/disapprove completion of an investigation;
5.4.9 Approve/disapprove closure of the file for archiving;
5.4.10 Whoever Is acting as the D), must attach a copy of the Acting letter when 

closing or completing an investigation except where the investigation was 
done by the person acting;

5.4.11 Ensure that he/she has filled In the quality control form (QCF);
5.4.12 Co-ordinate the submission of a quality assured monthiy report;
5.4.13 Determine and record B/F dates, directives and investigate targets and 

ensure that the information is captured on the CMS, in the event where the 
DDI is investigating the case;

5.4.14 Immediately upon being notified by the Case Worker, notify the PH, the 
National Spokesperson, the PM Investigation and the ED in writing of a high 
profile case, conviction and arrest;

5.4.15 Ensure that the province conduct workload verification on a monthly basis 
and compile a Monthly Report;

5.4.16 Ensure compliance with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control Standard 
Operating Procedure;

5.4.17 Complete/Close cases CMS.
5.4.18 Ensure that the province conduct file audits on a quarterly basis and 

compile a Report which is separate from the Monthly Report;

>
o

t
u

Deputy Director Investigations (DDI)

The Deputy Director Investigations must, in addition to any duties imposed under 
section 24 of the IPID Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations 
promulgated under that Act, must;

5.5.1 Ensure that cases are captured and allocated in line with the strategic 
objectives;

5.5.2 Convene and preside over the CIC;
5.5.3 Determine and record B/F dates, directives and investigative targets and ensure 

that the information is captured on the CMS;

5.5
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5.5.4 Ensure that prescribed registers are in place and kept up to date;
5.5.5 Lead and/or undertake investigations on high profile cases;
5.5.6 Review case reports pertaining to investigations were case worker providing 

report is directly reporting to DDI:
5.5.7 Co-ordinate the submission of a quality assured monthly report to the Dl;
5.5.8 Ensure proper investigation of service delivery complaints lodged against the 

IPID;
5.5.9 Ensure that he/she has filled In the quality control fomn;
5.5.10 Ensure, before the Dl can close the file that the case worker has complied with 

the information as contained on the quality control form (QCF) that guides the 
investigation process. The QCF must be attached on the “D” clip of the file;

5.5.11 Ensure that QCF is completed by the Supervisors and Case Workers;
5.5.12 Ensure that the Supervisors and the Case Workers comply with the provisions 

of 7.8 below;
5.5.13 Ensure that every activity undertaken by the Supervisor and Case Worker in 

the IPID file and docket is entered in the case investigative journal (CIJ);
5.5.14 Ensure that a Refeiral Register (RR4) containing all cases referred to the 

SAPS is sent to the Provincial Commissioner’s office and IPID National Office 
monthlj^

5.5.16 Conduct workload verification on a monthly basis and report in monthly report;
5.5.17 Conduct quality control tefore the file is archived;
5.5.18 Ensure compliance with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control Standard 

Operating Procedure;
5.5.19 Complete/Close cases while acting as Dl, notwithstanding the fact that a person 

might be closing/complefing a case that he/she supervised;
5.5.20 Ensure that a case that was investigated by the person’s supervisor, while 

he/she is acting as Dl, is not completed/closed;
5.5.21 Whomever is acting as the DDI must ensure that an acting letter is attached in 

the files that were attended to by the acting DDI;
5.5.22 Send a Recommendation Register (RDCAR9/19/22/28/29), subject to the 

approval of the PH, containing all cases referred to SAPS to the Provincial 
Commissioner's office and IPID National Office monthly. Hardcopies of the 
recommendations sent to SAPS (and proof that they were forwarded) are to be 
forwarded to the National Office on a monthly basis;

5.5.23 Ensure that a Referral Register {RR4), subject to the approval of the PH, 
containing all cases referred to the SAPS is sent to the Provincial 
Commissioner’s office and IPID National Office on a monthly basis.

5.5.24 Conduct community outreach programme and cell inspections for the Provincial 
Office.

5.6.25 Meet with Provincial SAPS and Secretan'at monthly to discuss progress on 
recommendations made to SAPS by IPID.

)

o

i
u
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5.6 Case Workers

The Case Worker must, in addition to any duties imposed under section 24 of the IPID 
Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations promulgated under 
that Act:

6.6.1 Receive and screen a case;
5.6.2 Consult with the complainant/victim/referral authority (only walk-in, written, 

emailed or faxed cases will be registered. Telephone cases will be accepted as 
a last resort);

5.6.3 Complete an IPID registration form, and ensure that the complainant/victim 
confirms the correctness of the information and appends his/her signature/mark 
or thumb print;

5.6.4 Register the case manually on a prescribed Case Control Register (GCR) as 
well as on the CMS and upload tiie notification received from SAPS/MPS or a 
signed IPID registration form, fex or email;

5.6.5 Acknowledge receipt of a case and issue an acknowledgement letter/SMS/e- 
mail to complainanWictim/referral authority;

5.6.6 Acknowledge receipt of a case and issue an acknowledgement letter/SMS/e- 
mail to next of kin (if information available);

5.6.7 Receive a file allocated for further investigations from the supervisor or CIC;
5.6.8 Update the CMS; generate letters to the complainant/victim/next of kin/referral 

authority and relevant stakeholders, indicating that he/she had been assigned to 
investigate the case;

5.6.9 Conduct investigations and submit file/dockei for inspection as directed in 
writing in the CIJ;

5.6.10 Comply with brought forward dates as determined by Ihe supervisor/CIC;
5.6.11 Initiate completion of investigation, by submitting a file/docket with 

recommendations to the supervisor for a decision;
5.6.12 Submit the file/docket to SAPS/DPP for a decision on prosecution of a member;
5.6.13 Follow-up on the recommendation fonvarded to the DPP/SAPS, on a monthly 

basis, and attach proof of correspondence on the CMS;
5.6.14 Update CMS and generate progress letters to the complainant/victim/referral 

authority and relevant stakeholders; such progress should be limited to the 
status of the investigation (investigation is pending/completed and 
recommendations have been forwarded to the DPP/SAPS, the case is pending 
in court and report on the court dates), the report should never contain the 
merits or demerits of the case;

5.6.15 Feedback on active cases should be done at least every 30 days and feedback 
on completed cases should be done at least every 90 days or when the status of 
the case' change, including but not limited to, when feedback is received 
pertaining to the criminal case or DC process;

5.6.16 After closure of the case a final correspondence must be sent to the 
stakeholder detailing the outcome of the case within 30 days, failure to comply 
with this, must be recorded in the CIJ and CMS;

n

)
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5.6.17 Ensure CMS is updated and initiate closure of case file/docket:
5.6.18 R^ort feedback to stakeholders/complainant/next of kin;
5.6.19 Complete the quality control form where appropriate;
5.6.20 Enter every activity undertaken in the IPID file and docket in the GIJ (manual 

entry in file and updates on CMS);
5.6.21 Immediately report to the PH any high profile case;
5.6.22 Comply with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control Standard Operating 

Procedure:
5.6.23 Ensure that prescribed registers are in place and kept up to date;
5.6.24 Any failure to Complete cases within the period as per the regulation, reasons 

must be noted as per the applicable regulation in the CIJ and CMS.

5.7 Supervisor

The Supervisor must, in addition to any duties imposed under section 24 of the IPID 
Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations promulgated under 
that Act:

)
r >

5.7.1 Have the supervisory role over all responsibilities as outlined in the Case Worker 
section above;

5.7.2 Allocate files and give directives to the Case Worker;
5.7.3 Conduct file inspections prior to completion of the monthly report;
5.7.4 Determine and record B/F dates and ensure that B/F is adhered to;
5.7.5 Ensure that he/she has filled in the quality control form;
5.7.6 In case of the possibility of arrest a Case Worker should preferably obtain a 

warrant of arrest, in the event of an arrest without a warrant, the Case Worker 
should consult with the Di or PH as well as Legal Services before effecting the 
arrest. In high profile cases the ED and PH should always be consulted prior to 
the arrest;

5.7.7 The EH of MPS, the Station Commander as well as the Provincial 
Commissioner of SAPS is to be informed of any intention to arrest a Member 
prior to effecting the arrest;

5.7.8 Ensure that every activity undertaken by the Case Worker in the IPID file and 
docket is entered in the GIJ (manual entry in file and updates on CMS);

5.7.9 Establish manual registers for obtaining and returning SAPS dockets to Police 
Stations for each cluster in the Province and ensure the safe keeping of such 
registers. The register must be the same as Docket Register (DR10);

5.7.10 Ensure that the Case Workers comply with the provisions of 7.8 below;
5.7.11 Immediately report to the DI any high profile case, conviction and arrest as well 

as any death of a suspect of a high profile case;
5.7.12 Check the reports and recommendations by the Case Worker before submitting 

totheDI;
5.7.13 Ensure compliance with the provisions of the IPID Firearm Control Standard 

Operating Procedure;
5.7.14 Conduct workload verification on a monthly basis and compile a Monthly Report;

u
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5.7.15 Complete/Close cases while acting as Dl, notwithstanding the fact that a person 
might be closing/completing a case that he/she supervised;

5.7.16 Ensure that a case that was investigated by the person’s supervisor, while 
he/she is acting as Dl, is not completed/closed;

5.7.17 Compile individual monthly report inputs and complete and sign a verification 
certificate in terms thereof;

5.7.18 Ensure that QCF is completed by the Supervisor and Case Workers;
5.7.19 Ensure that prescribed registers are in place and kept up to date.

Case Intake Committee (CIC)

The Case Intake Committee must, in addition to any duties imposed under section 24
of the IPID Act and such other duties as may be imposed in the Regulations
promulgated under that Act:

5.8.1 Receive new cases from Case Workers;
5.8.2 Discuss new cases to ensure that they are property classified;
6.8.3 Give directives on what preliminary investigation must be conducted;
5.8.4 The chairperson must note the directives in the case investigative journal and 

the CMS;
5.8.5 Allocate the file to a Case Worker;
5.8.6 Should ensure that the file is allocated within the time specified and if not a 

reason must be recorded in both the CIJ of the physical file as well as the CMS;
5.8.7 Be constituted by no less than three persons, (Dl, DDI, ASDI and any available 

Case Worker). In case of unavailability of personnel, the sitting by the Dl or DDI 
or ASDI or PI will constitute a valid sitting. (As a last resort ttie PH may assist 
and if no other staff is available, the PH alone will constitute a valid sitting);

5.8.8 In the event a sitting constituted out of one person, that person cannot assign 
the files to themselves:

5.8.9 No minutes will be kept of the sitting.

5.8

>n

) CASE INTAKE AND INVESTIGATION PROCESS6.

u
Registration Sub-Process

The case registration process (Case flow diagram) must be used as a guide and note must 
be taken of the following:

• The left column indicates all role-players In the case registration process;
• The registration process follows as outlined in the case handling process;
• The computer icons represent the steps where information must be captured on the 

CMS;
• The drums represent the server where captured information is stored;

6.1
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• On step “r the Complainant/victim/referral authority lodges the case or the IPID 
receives notification:

• On step “2"; Consultation Register (CR2} must be utilised to capture consultations 
conducted;

• On step “3”. a Case Control Register (CCR3/8/9) must be utilised to capture the case;
• On step “4" Referral Register (RR4) must be utilised to capture all cases refened to 

otiier institutions or organisations which do not fall within the mandate of the IPID;
• On step “5” the complainant/victim/referral authority receives acknowledgment of 

receipt of the case;
• On step “6”, The CIC reviews, allocates and gives broad directives, an Allocation and 

Brought Forward Register (ABFR6) must be utilised, CMS Journal to be updated;
• In case there is an internal transfer of a file from one case worker to another because 

of either a long leave, transfer, promotion, resignation and/or death of the case worker, 
the Internal Transfer Register (ITR6) must be utilised;

• On step “7” referral to Case Worker must be done;
• The left column indicates all role-players in the case registration process;
• The registration process follow as outlined in the case handling process;
• The computer Icons represent the steps where information must be captured on the 

CMS;
• The drums represent the server where captured Information is stored.

)

n

Investigation Sub-Process for Section 28(l)(a} and (b)62

The Investigation sub-process (Case flow diagram} must be used as a guide and note must 
be taken of the following:

• The left column indicates all role-players in the case registration process;
• The registration process follow as outlined in the case handling process;
• The computer Icons represent the steps where information must be captured on the 

CMS;
• The drums represents the server where captured information is stored;
• On step “8", the SAPS notify the IPID of a death in police custody and a docket is 

opened. The DDi/Case Worker/Supen/isor receives a factual report/IP|D7. A file is 
opened and the information is captured on the Case Control Register (CCR3/8/9};

• On step “9* the Case Worker receives telephone notification and furnish the SAPS 
member with a Standby Notification Reference Number (SNRN) and record the 
number on the IPID 7-2 form; a case/notification must be registered on the Case 
Control Register (CCR3/8/9);

• On step “10" the Case Worker attends the crime scene and interviews witnesses, 
identifies the deceased, notifies next of kin, obtains other details and takes over the 
docket. The Scene Register (SR10) is utilised, for exhibits the Exhibit Register 
(ER10) is utilised. The Case Worker takes over the docket and utilises the Docket 
Register (DR10). The Case Worker must comply with the provisions of 7.8 below;

)

u
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• On step "ir the Case Worker receives the file and complies with the directives 
utilizing Allocation and Brought Forward Register (ABFR6); and updates the CMS;

• On step "12" the Case Worker attends the Post Mortem and utilises the Post Mortem 
Register <PMR12);

• On step *13" a Report is prepared and the Supervisor revie\ws the report and then 
sends it to the DI/PH; If it’s an Interim Case Investigative Report continue to step 14, If 
a Final case Investigative Report continue to step 17;

• On step "M" the DI/PH reviews die Interim Case Investigative Report and endorses 
recommendations or raises queries, if the recommendations are endorsed, the 
Completion Register (COMR9/14/32/34} must be utilised and the CMS be updated;

• On step "15" the Case Worker obtains the outstanding reports and attends to queries if 
any:

• On step “16" the Case Worker prepares the Final Case investigative Report to the 
DPP/SAPS and forwards the report to his/her immediate supervisor, the Completion 
Register (COMR9/14/32/34) is updated;

• On step “17” the Supennsor reviews the report for quality assurance, the DI/PH 
reviews/ approves the DPP/SAPS report and utilises the Recommendation, Decision, 
Conviction and Acquittal Register (RDCAR9/19/22/28/29);

• On step “18" the SAPS/DPP receives the reports;
• On step "19" the 8APS/DPP decisions registered making use of the

Recommendation, Decision, Conviction and Acquittal Register
(RDCAR9/1S/22/28/29) and any feedback on disciplinary and/or criminal cases is 
updated on the CMS and give relevant feedback to any stakeholder;

• On Step “20” the Case Worker attends to Court/DC queries If any and updates the 
Court Register (CAR20);

• On step "21” closure of the file/docket is initiated with closure report, the Dl approves 
Closure and makes use of Close Case Register (CC22/32/36), after capturing the 
feedback pertaining to the court case or the DC outcome;

• On step "22" the DDI conducts quality control and utilises the Archive Register 
(AR23/36). If there are exhibits the Exhibit Register (ER10) is updated. Exhibits are 
disposed of.

)

o

)
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Investigation Sub-Process for Section 28(1)(c)-(h) cases (Investigation of Criminal and6.3
Misconduct matters), including Section 28(2) systemic corruption matters

The Investigation sub-process (Case flow diagram) must be used as a guide and note must 
be taken of the following;

, • On step “23”, the DDI/ASDI/Case Worker utilises the Allocation and Brought 
Forward Register (ABFR6), the directives and investigative targets are given;

• On step "24”, Case Worker receives file and requests docket from the SAPS if 
necessary;

• On step "25”, the SAPS provides the dodcet or copy of the docket to the IPID, the 
Case Worker takes over the docket/copy of tt>e docket and conducts the investigation 
and provides feedback based on the agreed due dates. Utilisation of Oocket Register 
(DR10) is made, the Case Worker must comply with the provisions of 7.8 below;

• On step “26”. a letter Is written to the complainant/victim/referral authority informing 
him/her about the progress, such progress should be limited to the status of the 
investigation (investigation is pending/completed and recommendations have been 
fonvarded to the DPP/SAPS, the case is pending In court and report on the court 
dates), the report should never contain the merits or demerits of the case;

• On step “27”, the complainant/victim/referral authority receives the status details about 
the case he/she has lodged with the IPID;

• On step “28" the Case Worker prepares a report, the Supervisor reviews the report and
the Dl approves/disapproves the recommendations and utilises the 
Recommendation, Decision, Conviction and Acquittal Register
(RDCAR9/19/22/28/29). If approved the file/docket goes to the SAPS/DPP, and the 
Completion Register (COMR9/14/32/34) and CMS is updated.

• On step “29”, the Prosecution declines to prosecute or raise queries, the
Recommendation, Decision, Conviction and Acquittal Register
(RDCAR9/19/22/28/29) is updated;

• On step “30", the status/decision is captured on the system;
• On step “31” if there is a change In the status of the matter the 

complainant/victim/referral authority is notified with respect to the recommendations 
made, the Recommendation, Decision, Conviction and Acquittal Register 
(RDCAR9/19/22/28/29) is updated;

• On step “32", the complainant/victim/referral authority receives a letter from the IPID 
about the status of the matter. The process as contained on step 23 is followed and 
thereafter the Closed Case Registers (CC22/32/36) is utilised, thereafter the DDI 
conducts quality control and utilise the Archive Register (AR23/36).

)o

)
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7. PROCEDURES

Procedure for filing documents in an IPID file and docket7.1

PROCEDURENO
All evidential documents e.g. statements, technical reports etc. must be 
filed in the "A” clip of the IPID file (lncludin.q docket);__________________
All correspondence (internal and external) e.g. Progress Reports, 
Recommendations to DPP and SAPS, CIR and Acting letters, must be filed 
in the “B" dip of the file and docket;
Investigative journals must be filed in the “C clip of the file and docket:
The QCF fonn must be filed in the clip of the file;__________________
The Brought Forward Control Sheet must be filed in the •‘E" clip of the file;
All documents must be numbered and filed In numerical order.__________
All documents must be uploaded on the CMS.______ _______________

1.

2.
)o

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Procedure for the registration of cases7.2

PROCEDURENO
A Case Worker must immediately upon receipt of a case, whether in 
person, by fax, by telephone or by e-mail screen the case to determine 
whether or not it falls within the mandate of the IPID (Reg 3(1)):__________
If a case falls outside the mandate of the IPID, the Case Worker must 
record it in the CMS as an Outside mandate case as well as in the 
Consultation Register (CR2) and Case Control Register (CCR3f8/9) 
refer it to a relevant institution or organisation - a Referral Register (RR4) 
must be utilised to capture all cases referred to other institutions or 
organisations which does not fail within the mandate of the IPID. If It is a 
service delivery case and the case worker is in doubt if the case should be 
recorded as a referred case, then he/she must consult with the supervisor 
before registering such a case. After registering the case the Case Worker 
must print the IPID registration form and ensure that the
complainant/victim/referral authority append his or her signature, then
upload the IPID registration form, letter, fax or e-mail onto the CMS:______
If the case falls within the mandate of the IPID, the Case Worker must 
record Ute case as a Section 28(a)-(g) in the CMS as well as in the 
Consultation Register (CR2). After registering the case the Case Worker 
must print the IPID registration foim and ensure that the
complainant/victim/referral authority append his or her signature (where

1.

2.

)

u

3.
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applicable), then upload the IPID registration form, letter, fax or email onto 
the CMS;________________________________________ ___________
Then, the Case Worker must print the acknowledgement letter and
hand^end it to the complainant/victim/referrai authority via the requested 
method:_____________________________________________________
Open a file and file the IPID registration form, QCF form as well as the copy 
of the acknowledgement letter/SMS and refer the file to the CIC 
immediately, and______________________________________________
The allocation is done by the CIC; the CIC must complete the Allocation 
and Brought Forward Register (ABFR6) and also update the allocation 
details in the CMS.

4.

5.

6.

Procedure for the investigation of a case i.t.o. Section 28(1 ){a) or (b) (Deaths in 
custody or as a result of police action) of Act read with Regulation 4 and 8

Tetephonic/Faxed notifications

7.3.

r

A case woricer on standby/call (being automatically authorised to attend 
crime scenes) must immediately upon receiving a telephonic notification of 
a death, notl^ the PH/DI and attend the crime scene as soon as It is 
practicably possible to do so. In the event that a crime scene cannot be 
attended, permission for the non-attendance of the crime scene must be 
obtained from the PH or Dl and reason must be noted in the OIJ file as well 
as the on CMS;___________________________________________
Obtain and record all relevant information regarding the location of the
crime scene, the time that the notification was made, the time of death, the 
SAPS/MPS member reporting the incident on IPID Form 7-2.___________

1.

Z.

Arrival at the crime scene and cooperation with SAPS/MPS member in charge of 
crime scene

)
Advise the SAPS/MPS member in chargOj to preserve the crime scene and 
to keep it intact until the IPID case worker on standby/call, arrives at the 
crime scene;____________________________________________ _
Introduce himself/herself ,by production of a valid IPID appointment 
certificate to the SAPS/MPS member in charge of the crime scene and take 
over the scene;____________________________________ __________
Receive a briefing on what transpired on the crime scene: _________ _
Inspect any wounds or bruises on the body of the deceased and make note 
of each and exact location (if any) on IPID Form 7-2;__________________
Identify the deceased and record his/her name, surname, age, gender;
Ensure that all vital clues and forensic evidence have been marked and 
photographed on their original position by the Local Criminal Record Centre 
(LCRC); 

3.
U

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
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Collect or ensure the collection of exhibits from the crime scene for 
processing by the Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL): ensure that the 
exhibits are booked in with the SAP 13 at the Police Station within ttiat 
jurisdiction;________________________________________________
Identify all witnesses to the crime and obtain their particulars for interview 
as soon as it is practically possible;_______________________
Obtain particulars of the members involved for future inten/iew.

9.

10.

11.

Post scene Investigation

Ensure that the exhibits (obtained by jPID case worker) are sent to the
Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL) within 48 hours;___________________
Upon receiving exhibits back from the FSL, the exhibits need to be returned
to the Police Station for it to be booked back into the SAP13;
Visit all the identified witnesses to conduct interviews and obtain 
statements:_______________________________________________
Establish the identity of the person who allegedly caused the death of the
victim and obtain a warning statement in the case of Section 28(1)(b) cases;
Visit the next of kin to notify them of the incident and your role as an IPID 
investigator; and interview them to obtain any information that may assist in 
the investigation:______________________________________________
Ensure that the IPID Form 7-2 is fully completed with all the required crime
scene information (this includes obtaining the signature of the SAPS 
members at the scene);______ _______________ _________________
Transmit the IPID Form 7-2 to the Case Worker responsible for registration 
of cases and ensure that a file is opened. The IPID Form 7-2 must be 
transmitted to the Case Worker responsible for registration on the morning 
of the first working day following the attendance of the crime scene. After 
registering the case the Case Worker must upload the IPID Form 7-2 onto 
the CMS;____________________________________________________
Upon the closure of a case and the return of a docket to the Police Station a
disposal order should be issued to the SAPS.___________________

12.

13.

14.)o 15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Post Mortemu
Attend post mortem on the date, time and place Identified for purposes of 
observing the conducting of the post mortem; in the event the post mortem 
cannot be attended an entry must be made on the CIJ manual file and the 
CMS as to why the PM could not be attended;___________________
Advise the pathologist of any investigations you would like to concentrate

20.

21.
on;
Ensure the LCRC Is present at the Post Mortem and that photos of the Post
Mortem is taken (if required);__________________________________ __
Ensure that all vital clues and forensic evidence have been marked and 
photographed on their original position by the LCRC;__________________

22.

23.
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Inform the Pathologist of observations made at the crime scene, in the 
event of any inconsistencies with his findings or, where there is 
disagreement with the Pathologist report, this to the Supervisor;__________
Document and file detailed notes on the observations made during the Post 
Mortem._____________________________________

24.

25.

Further invesVgatfon

Upon receipt of the File, assess evidence contained in the file, conduct 
outstanding investigations as per directives and make a finding on the
outcome of the investigation;__________ _______________ _
Where resources are utilised from multiple offices, the jurisdiction will 
remain within the province where the matter arose, but custodianship and 
supervision will reside with the CD: Investigation and Information 
Management who will establish task teams and terms of reference;______ _
Update the CMS and generate a progress letter to the next of kin and 
relevant stakeholders; Progress letters should be forwarded monthly on the 
status of the case until the case is completed, thereafter quarterly or when 
there Is a change in the status of the case; such progress should be limited 
to the status of the investigation (investigation is pending/compieted and 
recommendations have been forwarded to the DPP/SAPS, the case is 
pending in court and report on the court dates), the report should never
contain the merits or demerits of the case;_________________________
Compile an interim CIR and compile a Recommendation Report to the 
SAPS; if a final CIR is created first, then compile a Recommendation Report 
to the SAPS/DPP or recommend closure;___________________________
Refer to Supervisor for review and recommendation of completion or
closure;_____________________________________________________
Refer to the DI/PH for completion and/ or closure. (If case compJeted/closed
by PI - PH should still be informed as per Regulation 4 (3)(i));___________
Upon receipt of the outcome of the Recommendation, update the CMS and
refer the case to the DI/PH for closure.________ _________________
All investigations contemplated in terms of these Sections should be 
completed within 90 days and if not reason should be provided and noted in 
the CIJ and CMS and approved by supervisor and DI/PH as per Regulationm.____________________________

26.

27.

)n 28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

) 33.

U
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1

GLEN ANGUSSJuly/lPID
31.03.15

INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE DIRECTORATE

Interview with: 5

O
GLEN ANGUS

GLEN ANGE>S 
MR SANDIL^'JULY

PRESENT: - IPID
- Director, Werksmans

10

31 March 2015

Good morning.MR JULY: Today is 31 March 2015. Mr

Angus, what is your position in ... 15

MR ANGUS: I am the Director of Investigations for IPID in
U the MPUMALANGA office.

Mr Angus, the reason why I have called you.MR JULY: as

I told you off the record. is because during

our interview with MR KHUBA he indicated that 20

you were present in a meeting. and we don't

know the date of the meeting, where they

were discussing not the content of the

report, but you were present when the report

was talked about. We don't know the 25
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2

GLEN ANGUSSJuly/IPID
31.03.15

details of that discussion. It was you, MR

SESOKO, MR MCBRIDE and MR KHUBA. So we have

requested to consult with you because your name

was mentioned. You will then tell us what

transpired in that meeting and where it took 5

place.n
Okay. My name is GLEN ANGUS. On 5 March 2014,MR ANGUS:

the late afternoon/evening. Iin was

boarding flight from NELSPRUIT toa

There was a call on my phone 10JOHANNESBURG.

from a number I didn't know. I didn't answer

the call because I was busy boarding at the

time. I switched off my phone, and when I got

off the plane in JOBURG there was a WhatsApp

The message said:message on my phone. I'm 15u Mr McBride". Because he had just started at

that department, I hadn't met him, didn't

know him, or anything like that, and I had

never seen before. It was MR MCBRIDE. He

understood I was coming to PRETORIA for a 20

meeting. There was a Civilian Secretariat for

Police meeting that was going to be taking

place at BIRCHWOOD, next to the airport in

JOHANNESBURG, and I was on my way for that

meeting the next day, the 6th. He understood 25

J
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I was on my way to JOBURG for a meeting, but he

wanted to see me at his office at 8:00 in the

So I immediately called the number.morning.

because I thought it was just good manners to

inform him now that yes, okay, and maybe to 5

find out what the reason was for the meeting atn
the end of the day.

I gave him a call, then he just introduced
I

himself on the phone, and said to me: We will

discuss it tomorrow morning, but it's something 10

sensitive, you need to be at my office at about

8:00 but I might be a few minutes late. The

next morning, on the 6th, I went to our

National Office. I was there at about 8:00

just before 8:00. I'm not quite sure of the 15
U time he arrived, but we met - he's got a small

We met, and it was just himboardroom there.

and I who first met. Basically he again

introduced himself, and gave background. Then

he said to me he has had a look at my 20

I was a little bit surprised.background.

because I mean I had never met him before, and

I don't know him.

He had obviously been reading my CV, or looking

Maybe it was becausein my file, or whatever. 25

55
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I was also the lead investigator in that CATO

MANOR case in DURBAN, so he obviously knows my

background there as well, what I did there and

how I was involved. So I didn't think too much

of it. but I was also a little bit suspicious. 5

If a new person is telling you that he knowsO
everything about you, then you get suspicious

about things. It's just the investigative mind

working. I

He didn't go into any details of what case it 10

was, or anything like that, he just said to me

that there was a sensitive case ongoing, and

that he would like to have my input, to have a

look at the case and see if everything has been

done correctly in the case, have all the steps 15
U been covered. so that there are no gaps left.

or whatever, in the investigation.

As I said, he didn't go into the content of the

investigation. I asked him who was dealing

with the case, and then he mentioned to me MR 20

I can't recall him mentioning any otherKHUBA.

names, but obviously MR KHUBA. MR SESOKO would

obviously also then be involved, because he was

Head of Investigations, National. When he said

MR KHUBA, then we all knew, because it was 25
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general knowledge in the Department that KHUBA

was busy doing this Rendition investigation

thing. But what it entailed, who was being

investigated, and whatever, I am honest with

you I really had no idea. I didn't have a clue 5

what it was. because I had my own issues ton
deal with with CATO MANOR, and those things.

So the issue for me was I wasn't even in the

slightest interested in what other people were
Idoing, because I had my own work to do, and I 10

was the Acting Provincial Head for MPUMALANGA

at the time as well. I had a lot of work on my

and I wasn't really interested in othertable.

people's stuff.

That's basically what he and I discussed in 15
U about ten minutes, if that. Five minutes of

introductions, and then a few minutes talking

about it. Then he called MR KHUBA and MR

SESOKO into the meeting. As I mentioned now.

I wasn't really interested or really taking 20

I didn't even make notes, to be honest.notes.

and my notes look anything like that. I was

just sitting there. He was speaking to SESOKO

and KHUBA, and I was basically just a third

party in the meeting. He was talking about 25
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things. He had a file on the table in front of

him, but what was in the file, or whatever it

was, I wouldn't have a clue. He didn't open it

and show me any documents, or anything like

that. I never saw any documentation or 5

anything. He was discussing with them how farO
they are, what is going on. thereare

As far as I can recallreports? and I'm

being honest • about this, I cannot recall

exactly - I think KHUBA indicated to him that 10

there is a report. and he has provided it to

SESOKO, or he is in the process of providing it

to SESOKO, or something like that - along that

line.

Then he indicated to them that he wanted me to 15
U run with them, just to check that everything

was in order. I sensed a slight bit of - you

know, in terms of that sort of body language:

What now? Immediately that suspicion.

Unfortunately - and it's not even relevant here 20

- I'm sort of known in the Department as being

one of those who is not interested in

everyone's issues, and those things. For me

it's just that we do the job, we get on with

the work, and if you overstep the boundaries. 25
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we' 11 tramp on your toes and get on

with it. That's me. I'm not one of those who

wants to play games, and this, that and the

next thing.

And it would have come as a surprise that youMR JULY: 5

had to second guess the work that had beenO
done.

I think that is what the feeling wasExactly.MR ANGUS:

there. Although at that stage we were all at

the same rank. I'm still their junior in terms 10

of them being longer in those ranks than me.

So it was them sort of looking at me to say -

and they know my attitude as well. They sort

of looked at me to sort of say: Okay, but why?

I think they perhaps thought I maybe had 15
U something with McBRIDE, or whatever, but I

don't know McBRIDE. The issue for me was that

I was also feeling a little bit uncomfortable

about the set up, but at the time, if your new

HOD is saying to you: This is what I want you 20

to be doing, I'm saying: Okay, fine, I'm

hearing what you're saying, and I'm sort of oh.

okay, whatever. After that they were talking.

and McBRIDE was asking them questions. As I

say, I cannot even remember the details, and 25
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I'm very honest about that.

Then we went up to SESOKO's office, but it was

very uncomfortable because they were not

really speaking to me either, and I felt very

much like the outsider. When we got to the 5

office, they were saying that they don'tO
understand. I said: Look, guys, with all

respect ...

You went to SESOKO's office?MR JULY:

Yes, me, SESOKO and KHUBA. Now they were 10MR ANGUS:

saying to me that they don't understand. I

said: Look, I don't understand either. The

boss called me, I had to be here this morning

at 8:00, I'm here, he told me I must go with

you guys now and have a look at what is going 15o I told them straight, and said: I'mon.

uncomfortable about this, and I really don't

want to get involved in this. I don't know

what it's about. I don't know, but why must I

be second-guessing your work, is there 20

something that is wrong, or whatever? They

were saying no, and this and that, they were

still busy with the investigation, they've

still got to do this, there was something about

the plotting that needed to be done, the 25
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Analyst Notebook, and all of that type of

stuff.

Now, I know Analyst Notebook, and I know how

those things work, and everything. I said:

Okay, it's fine. They said the next morning 5

KHUBA was going to go to the service providers,n
and he was going to go and collect the

information of the plotting of the cellphone

numbers, and all of that stuff. I said: No,

that's fine. let me go with you, because what 10

else am I supposed to be doing now?

The next morning - by chance we found out that

we were staying at the same hotel near the

airport, a TOWNLODGE or CITILODGE because the

conference was in that direction. So I didn't 15
U speak to them for the rest of the day, I left

head office and went to the hotel and

carried on. The next morning, just after

breakfast, I met KHUBA outside, and I went with

him in his car. We went to a place somewhere 20

in JOBURG - I don't even know where it was. On

the way there in actual fact we didn't even

talk about the case, that I can recall. He

spoke about how Analyst Notebook works, and

this and that. I didn't want to cut him short. 25
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because I thought he was just trying to ease

the tension maybe. So I just left it,

as much as I know how it works and what it's

all about.

We got to the venue, we went and waited for the 5

chap. The chap who was dealing with the stuffO
came out, we went into their boardroom, and he

had it on a projector screen. or whatever.

Then there was something on the table. He was

talking about it, I was standing looking - you 10

know, I wasn't really particularly interested

in that, I'm being really honest with you.

This is the cellphone analysis?MR JULY:

Yes, just saying that this cellphone number wasMR ANGUS:

here. you can check it was here at this time. 15
U and it was there, on the backdrop of a map, and

everything else, plotting it to different

Obviously from that there is a lot ofareas.

investigation that needs to be done, because

now you need to go and confirm all of these 20

things.

At that stage the issue for me was. yes.

McBRIDE wanted me to see if these people had

done everything correctly, or are they doing

the things correctly, if I understood him 25
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correctly. I mean, I don't want to speculate.

Now I was looking at this, and thinking to

myself: But these people have still got a lot

of work that needs to be done, if it was at

this stage, because from Analyst Notebook 5

it's one of your beginning stages ofO
doing your plotting, and everything. There is

still a lot of work that needs to be done after

that.

My view then was: What am I going to be doing 10

I've got a thousand other things to benow.

doing, and I don't think I should be carrying

on and getting involved here.

After that we left, and I asked him to drop me

at the hotel, where my car was - in actual fact 15
U the rental car. I went to the hotel, he

dropped me, I picked up the car and I went

straight to the venue at BIRCHWOOD. When I got

to BIRCHWOOD it was just after 11:00. I went

in there. and the people were on a tea break. 20

and I was just chatting to a couple of chaps

there. Then I waited and McBRIDE arrived a

while later. I'm not sure exactly what time he

arrived, but it was just after 11:00 or

roundabout there. He arrived, there were some 25
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Other people with him, and KHUBA and SESOKO

I don't know where they met,arrived together.

because I left KHUBA at the hotel.

Then I went and spoke to MR McBRIDE alone. I

Sir, with all respect, you've 5said to him:

requested me to look at this stuff, but as farn
as I'm concerned there is a lot of work that

these people still need to do if they've only

got the Analyst Notebook now. What other

10investigation they have done, I don't know.

because I haven't looked at the stuff and I

don't know what there is. but my view is at

this stage let's not have me get involved with

let me not be reviewing what theythem here;

have done or be looking at what they have done. 15u rather let them finish what they need to be

Once the investigation is finished, ifdoing.

you feel it needs to be reviewed again, then

rather set up a team - and I can be part of

of two or three guys, and then 20that team

together we can look at this whole process and

see if everything is kosher, everything is

right, the procedures and prescripts, and we'll

give you our inputs for you to decide how to

take it forward. Whether you agree or disagree 25
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is up to you as the HOD. He said he

appreciated what I was saying, it was fine, not

a problem, and that was it. I said: Thank you

very much, and I left, got in the car and went

On the way to the airport heto the airport. 5

sent me a WhatsApp about an incident that wasO
happening in CAPE TOWN, where two policemen

were allegedly assaulting a chap in the street.

Because he said in the WhatsApp he was trying

to get hold of SESOKO, but he can't, could I 10

send this attachment to SESOKO. I sent

it to SESOKO, and I replied back to him: It's

After that I never ever spoke to himdone.

again for a very long time, unless I was at I

head office and it was: Hello, how are you? 15

U That's it.

In terms of ths Rendition thing, that was my

involvement. That's it. I don't know - I have

I don't know who is what.never seen reports.

or whatever, I can only say what I have 20

seen on the news and this and that, and that's

it.

Tell me now, from your experience with theMR JULY:

reports - and I'm asking ...

I don't have a problem giving you an opinion.MR ANGUS:
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but it's an opinion in terms of work

experience.

in terms of your work experience if youMR JULY: Yes,

have a report, and the report goes to the NPA,

at what stage do you take it to NPA? Do you 5

take a draft report to the NPA or do you taken
a report on the basis of which you say: There

is a prima facie case here for you to

prosecute, and anything else - if you need more

evidence, investigation can still be done? 10

I guessed you would be asking thisMR ANGUS: No.

question. Basically, if we're busy with a

case, maybe a high-profile case, as this was.

you might have members of the NPA on the

prosecution team. I am going to talk from 15
U experience and how I've been doing it, and I'm

not sure exactly how they did it with this

case.

They did, they had an NPA team of twoMR JULY:

advocates, MOSENG and MOELETSI. 20

Okay, MOSENG is very experienced, so I'm sureMR ANGUS:

he would have guided them correctly. Why I'm

saying that, the way that I work with my CATO

sMANOR investigation, is that I have a team of

seven advocates in the NDPP's office who are 25
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involved at the prosecution team. MOSENG was

there in the beginning, but then he was just

more advising in terms of the POCA Act. But

how we worked then, we would take our dockets,

go and work on the investigation, and we would 5

then meet and they would be briefed from myO
side as to where we are, what we're doing and

everything else. We would sit with them for a

couple of days and go through the dockets and

everything else. If they required any sort of 10

a preliminary report, then we would give them

a preliminary report. But it's a preliminary

report, there are no recommendations on that.

On the preliminary report?MR JULY:

On the preliminary report we didn't make anyMR ANGUS: 15
U Now, my view would be that ifrecommendations.

it's a draft report or a preliminary report.

you would not be making recommendations.

It makes sense.MR JULY:

Because at that stage it's just sort of a 20MR ANGUS:

progress report. You're saying: This is where

we are, this is what we have currently. You

could perhaps say: This evidence is leading in

this direction. but you wouldn't go to the

point of really saying that you're recommending 25
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1, 2 and 3 against a person. At that stage of

your preliminary report - and at any stage of

the investigation on high profile the

advocates or whoever from the NPA might ask

Can you give us an update report, which 5you:

is basically another preliminary report? Then

you would draft a report, following on from

your previous one, as to the advancement you've

made, and then provide that. But, as I say.

again I'm not sure how they were dealing with 10

it and what their briefs were between them and

their advocates.

But from our side we never ever made

recommendations to that effect. The only time

we dealt with recommendations was when we 15
O reached a point where we realised: Here is

what we've got. if we go further, we're going

Let's rather stop here with whatto mess up.

we've got, this is what we've got, and we can

prosecute on what we've got, and there is 20

sufficient evidence. Then we make our

recommendations.

Tell me, if you then make that recommendation.MR JULY:

and it turns out later that there is a piece of

information or pieces of information that you 25
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did not include in the report where you made

the recommendations, how do you deal with that?

Does it make that a preliminary report, or does

it . . .

No, it does not make itMR ANGUS: I haven't had that 5

type of situation. but I have had a situationO
where you have done a final report, or what I

call a final report - a DPP Report - and then

the DPP might request you to go and look at

something additional. Then when you have that 10

brief back from the DPP to say: You need to

look at additional stuff in terms of this, then

you would go and do that. When you come back.

you can take that report and can add that in.

but then you indicate it's Report No. 2 of this 15
U one of that, so that at the end of the day they

are seeing this one is your first report, this

one is your second report, which is a follow on

of that. but the two reports are basically

together. You're not going to take the first 20

report and say it's now a draft, because it's

not a draft. It was your report at that stage.

and if there are additions that must be added.

you add those additions to it, and then ...

MR JULY: ... you make reference to it?
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You make reference to it, yes. That is how weMR ANGUS:

have dealt with those type of situations, but

I have never had a situation where it's a draft

and then I have put in a second ...

I think it confirms what we know. I'm not sure 5MR JULY:

if you know a COLONEL MOUKANGWE, who saidn
exactly that, to say they met with the NPA and

gave them a report, which was a final report.

And exactly what you are saying, certain issues

were raised about the cellphones, because there 10

was this evidence that this SIBIYA guy

assaulted some of the people who were arrested.

The question was: How did he assault these

people if the cellphone says he was in

15PRETORIA?o which makes sense, yes.MR ANGUS:

No, no, go and look atThat led them to say:MR JULY:

this.

Was his cellphone with someone else. did heMR ANGUS:

have his cellphone with him for 24 hours, and 20

can that be confirmed and proved?

Yes.MR JULY:

Obviously that would be following up onMR ANGUS:

information the DPP would be requiring, for

them to assess the report. Then you would 25
r-
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obviously give feedback on that as well.

Whether you do it in an additional report. or

whether you're going to do it in an update of

that same report’ or whatever but yes, it

depends on what your brief was with the DPP at 5

that time.

That's fine.MR JULY: I was satisfied with what you

told me over the phone, when we discussed it.

but like I said when a person comes here and

says I would like you to talk - we don't want 10

to be accused of: We told them to go and speak

to so-and-so and they decided not to.

MR ANGUS: You're a hundred percent correct in that. I

I've been doing investigations for many.mean.

many years. You're a hundred percent correct. 15o and I do the same with my investigators as

well. If a name is in the statement somewhere.

you will interview that person, whether the

person adds value or not. Then you make a note

in the diary to say: This person is'not adding 20

value, and this is basically what they said.

So you're a hundred percent correct, and I

don't have an issue with that, because that's

exactly what I said as well, after I had spoken ^

And I'm going to be honest, I phonedto you. 25
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my Legal Services, and said: Guys, this is

what I've been told. No, they are going to

come back. I spoke to my boss in the office as

well, and said to her: Look, this is the

situation, I am going to JOBURG to go and meet 5

with these people, because at the end of theO
day I do not want a situation arising where

they are reporting to the Minister, and they

turn around and tell the Minister: No, Mr

Angus does not want to cooperate. 10

Unfortunately I'm not one of these people

I've said it, and it's on record as well I'm

not someone who plays games. I'm serious about

my job. and I'm not going to be pulled into

other people's issues, or whatever. I'm not 15
U saying there are agendas, or whatever, but I'm

not involved and I don't want to get involved

in other people's things. For me it's you give

me my job, I take the job, I've got the mandate

and I go and do my work. I'm not interested in 20

little side shows. because side shows don't

take you anywhere, they just distract you along

the way.

So the issue for me was that I needed to come

here and get the facts on the table about what 25
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my involvement was. Otherwise it's going to be

hanging in the air the whole time: Your name

is mentioned, what did you do and where did you

fit in?

Can I just confirm the dates?MR JULY: 5

It was the 5th when I got the call.MR ANGUS:

On the 5th?MR JULY:

The 5th. It was in the evening, but I'm notMR ANGUS:

sure of the exact time. As I say, I've changed

phones since then and the message is gone now. 10

This would have been 5 March?MR JULY:

5 March 2014. It was in the evening.MR ANGUS: I'm

trying to think what time my flight was. My

flight was roundabout 5:00 or 5:30 and I think

we were a little bit delayed. But you can say 15
U roundabout 6:00 or so.

And then you met with him on the 6th?MR JULY:

I met with him on the 6th. I was at his officeMR ANGUS:

at about 8:00, and I'm not sure if he arrived

at roundabout 9:00 or so, because I remember 20

his PA still saying he was running late. I'm

not quite sure of the exact time, but then the

rest of the day, after I had left - because it

wasn't long. I think if we were in his office

for about fifteen minutes when KHUBA and SESOKO 25
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arrived it was long. If I was in MR SESOKO's

office for more than ten or fifteen minutes it

would have been long. After that I had things

that I was doing at head office, and then I

left. So I'm not sure of the exact timing and 5

time spans to that, but I know on the 7th, whenO
I flew back. I went to the airport and got an

earlier flight. Because I wasn't going to go

into the conference three-quarters of the way

through, I was going to be wasting my time, and 10

I had my deputy there anyway, so he could just

come and brief me. Then I decided I would

catch an earlier flight, and I went back to the

airport. It was at about 12:00 or so that I

was at the airport and I got an earlier flight. 15
O and went back.

In a nutshell that's exactly what my

involvement was. That's why I said to you on

the phone as well that I'm surprised that

people are saying they heard you, or whatever. 20

I'm surprised. I'm really, really lost. But

if it helps you in some way ...

Whether it adds value, it isNo, no, it does.MR JULY:

important that you were called, and we will

note exactly that, that there is nothing much 25
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except that you were called. you have never

you just saw the file, butseen the reports.

you don't know the content of the reports.

Even the file that McBRIDE had on his table wasMR ANGUS:

it was just a thin littlenot a thick file, 5

file. So what was in there, I really would notO
know. I don't want to speculate. The issue

for me is rather just to speak to the facts.

What he wanted me to do, how - I really don't

know, I never asked, and I just felt I had to 10

get out of this thing. I had other things I

was dealing with, that I felt were my priority,

and I really didn't have time to be caught up

in something else that was going to distract

I mean, this CATO MANOR is keeping me busy 15me.
U 24/7 and I really don't have time to ...

Are you still busy with that?MR JULY:

Yes, the people were in court yesterday. We'veMR ANGUS:

got 23 June as our next date. But you see, you

mustn't believe what is in the media. 20

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS
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23 April 2015

Today is 23 April, and in this matter it isMR JULY: 15

me, SANDILE JULY, KERRY BADAL, KWAZI BUTHELEZI

and MR KHUBA. We have called MR KHUBA to dealU
with the contradictions between his statement

and what we heard from McBRIDE. MR SESOKO

appears on both reports as a signatory to the 20

Maybe, Mr Khuba, we must start withreports.

this. and here is the issue. MR McBRIDE said

one of the reasons why he had to sign

ordinarily he doesn't sign the report, and it

makes sense that he does not sign, and the act 25

makes no provision for him to sign. He says

one of the reasons why he signed is because it

r"
J
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involved two provinces, so he had to sign the

report. Was that what you understood was the

reason why he signed?

That reason was never raised with me.MR KHUBA: My

understanding was that he signed because he 5

was the current head of the department.n
Even though there was nothing previously that

a person would sign, he said he wanted to

sign.

But why did MR SESOKO sign? 10MR JULY:

MR SESOKO signed because he was appointed headMR KHUBA:

of investigation, he was the Acting Head of

Investigation. The rendition was about the

investigation. As the Acting Head of

Investigation and I do not know, but 15

O probably the fact that he participated in the

issue of the second report, that might be the

one.

So he participated in the report, and wouldMR JULY:

McBRIDE have signed that report had he not 20

participated in the report?

If McBRIDE could have found that report done.MR KHUBA:

it would be very difficult I think

he signed because he knows what was in the

U 25report.

J3
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MR JULY: Can you explain the issue around the docket?

On 7 March, you and MR ANGUS and maybe

before we deal with 7 March, MR McBRIDE

started when, on the 3rd?

MR KHUBA: I think it was on the 3rd.Yes, 5

3 March. Then who gave you a call to say thatMR JULY:n
MR McBRIDE wanted the report?

MR KHUBA: It was MR SESOKO.

MR JULY: MR SESOKO?

MR KHUBA: Yes. 10

MR JULY: You emailed the report to MR SESOKO?

MR KHUBA: Yes.

MR JULY: You don't know whether MR SESOKO gave it to

McBRIDE or not?

No, I do not know.MR KHUBA: 15

U But you met with McBRIDE the day after youMR JULY:

emailed the report?

MR KHUBA: That's correct.

Which was the 5th?MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes. 20

When you met with him on the 5th, what did youMR JULY:

discuss?

We discussed the report. He wanted to know -MR KHUBA:

6he wanted me to outline the process of

investigation from the beginning to the end. 25
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and I explained to him. He had concerns. At

various stages of my investigation. which I

explained to him, he asked questions, and I

will tell you where. When I indicated to him

that I investigated the case with the 5

assistance of Crime Intelligence, then hen
asked: Why were you involving Crime

Intelligence, because IPID is independent? I

indicated to him that I was given

instructions by the then Acting Executive 10

Director. He wanted to know exactly how the

instruction was given, and I explained

to him that the then Acting Executive Director

said she thinks that because this

investigation was dealt with by Crime 15

U Intelligence, and they brought this case, I

must rope in one of the investigators. She

specifically mentioned him by name, saying

that is COLONEL MOUKANGWE.

When you were discussing this with him, did 20MR JULY:

you get the sense that this person didn't know

anything about the report, or were you

discussing a report that a person had read or

had knowledge of?

I could pick up that he had knowledgeMR KHUBA:
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of it.

So after the 5th there was another day, whichMR JULY:

was the 6th.

MR KHUBA: Yes .

You had another meeting on the 6th? 5MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes.n
That meeting on the 6th was the meeting whereMR JULY:

it was you, SESOKO, ANGUS and McBRIDE in one

room?

Yes. 10MR KHUBA:

You don't know about the meeting between ANGUSMR JULY:

and MR McBRIDE, because ANGUS said he had a

meeting with MR McBRIDE shortly before that

meeting?

It seems, if I remember well, I found ANGUSMR KHUBA: 15u there inside, sitting. We went there and sat.

and that is where we continued.

What was discussed in that meeting?MR JULY:

What was discussed was the issue ofMR KHUBA: we I
r

started carrying on from what I said 20

previously.

Which was the previous day?MR JULY:

Yes, and I felt as if MR McBRIDE wanted otherMR KHUBA:

6people to know, to be briefed. Most

especially on the issue of Crime Intelligence, 25
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he wanted me to walk on that path and

emphasise, and basically issues like those

ones he raised. I cannot remember whose

evidence was discussed, but I remember very

5well on the 205 of LEBEYA, to say: How are

thisyou connecting person? Now, In
indicated to him that I was connecting LEBEYA

For me, if Inot because he was a suspect.

find records of cellphones, and you have

called this person regularly, I need to go to 10

that cellphone and do a 205 to check whether

you are friends, or was there something that

was happening, especially around that time.

He was not quite fine with that, but I

explained to him, to say: These are the 15

U issues.

But it then means that he had had sight of theMR JULY:

report when he was asking those questions.

That's why I say he might have, because evenMR KHUBA:

the previous day he had something in front of 20

him, and I did not really look at it. IBecause

you know, our boardroom table. if you sit

there and somebody is there I never knew

what he was looking at.

On 7 March, which was a Friday, you and ANGUS 25MR JULY:
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went to JOHANNESBURG.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

To the office of the DPP, SOUTH GAUTENG.MR JULY:

MR KHUBA: Yes.

What was your reason for going there? 5MR JULY:

It was because when we discussed on the 6th,MR KHUBA:n
he asked where the docket was.

Who asked?MR JULY:

It was McBRIDE. I told him that on the docketMR KHUBA:

I couldn't get information, because I had 10

already sent an email on the 28th. The docket

was with the DPP, GAUTENG, and I was given the

name of the person, and they said it was

I indicated to him that IADVOCATE VAN ZYL.

was looking for the docket from the previous 15

O advocate who was dealing with the case.

ADVOCATE MOSING. Then he indicated: If you

still have that evidence, you still have to go

and collect the docket.

The question was where? Because the following 20

day there was a very important summit which I

was supposed to attend near BOKSBURG. But we

said no. we were not going to attend. We were

5given an opportunity to say: Don't attend, go

straight. On the issue of ANGUS I don't 25
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remember whether we discussed with him that he

must accompany me, because after that we went

to SESOKO's office, where the deliberation

continued. I cannot say that we had another

meeting, it was just a deliberation about what 5

was discussed.O
ANGUS seemed to remember that, that afterMR JULY:

McBride's meeting you went to SESOKO's

office.

Yes, and we discussed it, but it was not 10MR KHUBA:

another meeting. We just sat there discussing

I still remember very wellwhat had happened.

There is something that isANGUS said to me:

wrong. What is wrong? I said: When we were

talking. the boss could not look me in the 15

U I don't know, maybe it's not really aeyes.

because he would ask questions when he(?) ,

was just looking there. After that I said:

Angus, I don't interpret things, it's fine.

that is that, but tomorrow do you want to 20

accompany me? He said yes. We didn't agree

on the issue at the time. he said I want to

leave at 04h00 or 05h00 because we wanted to

5beat the traffic. Fortunately we were staying
V

Early in the morning atin the same hotel. 25
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04h00 or OShOO in fact we used his hired

vehicle, and I left my car. We drove straight

We arrived there, we foundto VAN ZYL.

ADVOCATE VAN ZYL to be a very friendly guy, we

talked to him, and were laughing. 5

ANGUS says he didn't even know that theMR JULY:n
gentleman was VAN ZYL, he went for his own

CATO MANOR matter, and he was walking down the

stairs to check the actual floor you were on.

he saw you with this gentleman, you had 10

documents with you which he didn't even know

was a docket, but he was signing that those

bundles of documents were handed over to you.

He was a witness to the handing over.

Okay, so let me tell you this. I'm not really 15MR KHUBA:

U going to say that I'm going to assess whether

what he says is true or is not true, but I am

forced to say this. I know exactly, when we

went there, he went specifically with me

regarding the same issue on Rendition. There 20

was no CATO MANOR in the picture. We never

went to any office. Even if you check the

register for that day. there was no other

advocate consulted by MR ANGUS except for VAN

We had the name of VAN ZYL. Now, in 25ZYL.
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fact there was this thing - you know, when a

new boss comes in, MR ANGUS was also bragging

about the issue that: The boss spoke with me

for over forty-five minutes. It was like an

issue of disclosure. 5

Do you remember what he said?MR JULY:O
Somewhere and somehow, because he wanted to goMR KHUBA:

with me, I still remember my deputy, who is

very close to ANGUS because they are on the

same level, and I said: I'm going with 10

because I was briefing him, he's very close to

I was briefing him:my deputy. I'm going

with ANGUS. Oh, I know, that's fine, he's

just going to check on what is going to

happen; maybe the boss sent him to check (?). 15

U I said: No, I don't have a problem, there's

nothing wrong. I did not want to go with him.

but I felt he had been placed there to be

able...

Did he tell you about his discussion with theMR JULY: 20

previous matter?

No, he did not.MR KHUBA:

He told us that the reason why he was calledMR JULY:

5was because he was tasked to check whether you

guys - and you in particular - had done the 25
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right thing.

I realised that from the onset.In fact,MR KHUBA:

because even though there was a little

discussion about CATO MANOR when I was there

in the meeting of the 6th, the main issue was 5

The way he was going on.the Rendition.
O saying how he performed a better investigation

than what I had done on Rendition you see.

I never wanted to comment on it. I kept

quiet, and I said I was going to leave it like 10

When we were there, my deputy said:that.

Hey, that person was working for this other

I don't know what it'sunit in the SAPS

it's not Crime Intelligence, but theycalled.

normally gather information. 15

U CIG?MS BADAL

Yes, I think CIG. They gather information.MR KHUBA

CRIME INTELLIGENCE GATHERING.MS BADAL

He indicated to me: You need to watch out.MR KHUBA

He used a word in Pedi - Hey, my boss, that 20

(Sepedi) to indicate that he is going to

listen to what you are saying and is going to

Check what you're saying.report to the boss.

he's my friend, I know. I went there. In
Ifact, as a Christian, I decided when I was 25

r-

J
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driving with him I was praying in the car. I

was praying, I was praying, I was praying, and

we arrived there. Even when we arrived at the

office of VAN ZYL, I decided that I was not

going to talk much. he will talk. 5I was

happy, because as a white person I felt thatO
this person would be able to have a connection

with him. He explained the purpose, and I was

just sitting there.

Did he say what the purpose was? 10MR JULY:

He said: Look we want the docket back.MR KHUBA:

Then he indicated I think they raised the

issue of new evidence that needs to be

attached.

He raised the issue of new evidence? 15MR JULY:

U he raised the issue of new evidence.MR KHUBA: Yes,

According to you was there any new evidenceMR JULY:

that needed to be attached?

You know, I think that is subject toMR KHUBA:

interpretation. To tell you we needed the 20

docket to be collected is another issue. What

I did, after we had collected the docket I

even talked to McBRIDE and said: Listen,

^3no, in fact, the worst situation wasMcBRIDE

that I couldn't talk to McBRIDE. I still 25
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remember now, I spoke to SESOKO, and said:

Why can't I attach all these things and return

the docket?

What were you attaching, those statements?MR JULY:

Yes, those statements and whatever was not 5MR KHUBA:

there, attaching them. At that time I had notn
yet made copies, and I decided to make copies

of another duplicate report, because he said

Whatever you have I want in my officeto me:

Copies - even copies ofthis is McBRIDE. 10

So I said:the docket. Okay, that's fine.

I went and I gave him a copy, but my

interpretation was that it was done mainly for

security reasons. But as an investigator I

did not have a single thing, except I had the 15

U external hard drive. That external hard drive

only had the expert report, so it was not part

of the documents and I just kept it. Then

when we collected the docket the fact that

he signed the docket as true who was 20

carrying? I was the carrying boy that day.

I was carrying the docket all the time. and

but I think he assisted me withwhatever.

other files. We went back to the car and

drove, and while we were driving, I reminded 25
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him that the guy from the telephone records

gave me something, but he still had something

that he had not given me. He gave me the

report between the docket being sent to MOSING

and the docket being collected from JOBURG. 5

But he said it was not complete, he still hadn
something that he wanted to iron out, so let's

We went there, and then he gave mepass by.

the record, including the disk that I gave you

of the cellphone records. 10He gave me

everything, and then we packed it, and we went

straight to McBRIDE. I think he wanted the

We went and briefed him, while weone report.

were having this ...

15So you went to ...MR JULY:

U When we briefed him, I never opened myMR KHUBA: Yes.

It was ANGUS who was talking.mouth.

That now we have the docket?MR JULY:

Now we have the record, and this is it.MR KHUBA: It

was fine. After that ... 20

Did you give him the docket there, or did youMR JULY:

take it to the office?

No, I took the docket to the office. In fact.MR KHUBA:

after we got all the files, we removed them

from the hired vehicle and put them into my 25

J
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Because we first arrived at thevehicle.

they gave us the record, and afterhotel

that we drove together, but in different cars.

to the venue. We arrived at the venue, we

found him and then we briefed him. After we 5

briefed him - and he was the one who was doingn
the briefing, which was quite okay, and I

never said much - from there, that was when we

started with that process that I told you

about. 10

now the record is in the office, youAfter,MR JULY:

take it to McBRIDE's office?

The docket?MR KHUBA:

Yes,MR JULY:

No, the docket firstly went to SESOKO. When 15MR KHUBA:

U we were at SESOKO's office, we started to do

the updates, and we opened the docket and did

this and that, and that, and there were

continuous most of the meetings, in

terms of the report, were not done when I was 20

there.

When you looked at those warning statements.MR JULY:

in your view did they warrant the change of

5the report that was given on 22 January?

Probably the question should be: If you alone 25MR KHUBA:
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were to review that, would you have changed

it, the answer is simply no. But because you

have people who are giving you inputs to say:

This, that and that. And when a person with

a prosecutorial background says: 5Can you

as an investigator you startprove that.
O be a seasonedthinking that you can

investigator, but when you come to how you

weigh evidence ...

But, Mr Khuba, didn't you guys discuss the 10MR JULY:

We are now discussing a reportfact that:

which has been submitted to the NPA as the

final report, and the reason why it went to

the DPP in GAUTENG was for him to determine

whether to charge or not to charge - did you 15

U at one point discuss that?

No, that was never part of that. But you see.MR KHUBA:

my understanding of it is that some of the

answers would never emanate at the time when

things happened, but long after that, because 20

you start to understand your boss better.

Because when I started to deal with him on

certain matters, I said: Wow. I think there

was something that I said off the record, to

If you ask me whether he was suitable 25say:

sV...
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for the organisation, I would have my view.

but I would have my view.I cannot say now.

But the truth of the matter is to some of

these things you cannot really have an answer

when things are happening. For me, let alone 5

the issue of rank, to have the confidence thatO
could have pierced through the layer of

political appointee to say: You can go

but this is what I stickwherever you want.

with. it wouldn't have been possible. 10And I

was happy, because when you sign a report the

last signature is an approval. it's not a

recommendation, it's an approval. So the last

person at the bottom of pile, that's why it's

is the one who takes everything.(?) , 15You

U know, I was happy that he was signing this

I had to sign because I had to sign.report.

and I think I need to put that into context.

I had to sign because I had to sign, but I was

happy that he was signing the report. Whether 20

it was the norm is a different ball game, but

I was happy that he signed.

Were you happy that he signed because of theMR JULY:

changes in your conclusion? Is it because you

were not happy with the conclusions that you 25

■S
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reached?

To tell you various facts, whether I was happyMR KHUBA:

or not happy, for me is a different thing, and

I want to come to that point so that I can

clarify it for you, because when you find a 5

situation where a particular decision is takenn
the person of authority, the issueby

of your feelings disappears. Do you

know what I'm saying? Because for me, when I

do an investigation I do not have vested 10

interests. However, I would want my efforts

to be put to good use, but simply because

McBRIDE signed and owned to whatever, I was

happy to say: Now I'm fine. But that was not

being happy about the context. I was happy 15

U that he was taking responsibility for the

I cannot express my view aboutreport.

whether I was happy or not happy about the

content.

You seem to be suggesting that by the time 20MR JULY:

that you were finalising the report you got a

sense that a decision had already been made as

to how the report should look.

that one I'm going to correct. on theYes,MR KHUBA:

basis that if it was a once-off. but this 25
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report was commuting, so it was like a work-

in-progress . You have this, you do this, you

go back and you go back. I was only happy

when I heard that the boss is actually happy.

The reason why I was happy was because I was 5

not going to sit behind the computer.n
Let me tell you the difficulty that we sitMR JULY:

with. and you can help us with that

difficulty. In the absence of help from you

we are left with no option but to say 10

you have three people who are dealing

with the report. If there is no-one who owns

or who is able to say: The information in the

report was deleted - and make no mistake, I

accept it's possible that you didn't know that 15

U it was deleted but when out of the three

people who dealt with the report none of them

know about the content or information

that was deleted. it's a problem. It's all of

them. 20

And when you asked that day, the only questionMR KHUBA:

that caught me off guard, out of all your

questions in my first interview. was the one

about that, because I knew nothing about it.

To tell you honestly, it was a surprise. 25I

S
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would understand why it probably happened that

There might be different explanations.way.

I never worked on that report on my laptop, I

emailed it to MR SESOKO.

And when you created it, you printed also fromMR JULY: 5

SESOKO's computer?O Yes, we were working on that. It seems thatMR KHUBA:

what was done after the final product, which

the boss was happy about and that is when

SESOKO emailed to me a copy for my record 10

purposes . . .

And then he said: The boss is happy with thisMR JULY:

one?

With this one. If I remember, and I cannotMR KHUBA:

say with certainty, the day we signed, he 15

U phoned and said: Now when are you going to

come so that we can sign the report? Whether

we did sign on that. I cannot remember, but I

think specifically when I was called was that

we should sign the report. Then I said: I'm 20

going to be in PRETORIA, because I was still

doing some work around PRETORIA. It was

printed and I think he said: You can read

through it and check whether you are happy.

Even the most thorough person, when you have 25
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gone through that, you can tell me what is it

that you are going to be scrutinising, because

the word is that your boss is happy about it.

and it is someone higher than any mistake you

can find in the report. For me it was all 5

about the issue that the boss was happy aboutn
it. I could not detect whether something was

taken out, I could not detect whether there

was an addition which was not part of what I

typed in, I could not detect anything. There 10

was nothing I could detect.

MR JULY: McBRIDE signs on the 9th. You guys signed on

18 March, he signs it on the 9th, and he said

he signed the report that was already signed

by you. Were you there when he was given the 15

U report?

I was not there when he signed.MR KHUBA:

Now, on 13 February MOSING gave CHAUKE theMR JULY: I
docket, and attached to that docket was also

the report. 20

MR KHUBA: Mmm.

For him to decide on the merits of whether toMR JULY:

charge or not to charge.

MR KHUBA: Mmm.

CHAUKE reads the document and he gives it toMR JULY: 25
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VAN ZYL.

Yes.MR KHUBA:

Before VAN ZYL could even read the documents.MR JULY:

you and ANGUS come and collect them, and the

report dated 22 January was part of that 5

docket?n
MR KHUBA: Yes.

So the question is what did you do with thatMR JULY:

report which was attached to the docket?

To tell you that as fact, I cannot remember. 10MR KHUBA:

I know that when we send dockets the report is

That docket. Section B was apart of B".

separate lever arch file, because it had a lot

of things talking about the Extradition Act,

and what, what. It was a thick thing, but it 15

U When we did a review, thehad that part.

concentration on a which is a separate(?) ,

lever arch file. That file had another sub

lever arch file, which I think is seven or

eight. Whether they removed that part or kept 20

that part, I do not know. But my commonsense

is that they would have removed it, because

they wouldn't send it with it.

L5So who took the docket to the NDPP then?MR JULY:

My role ended when I signed that report, in 25MR KHUBA:
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the absence of McBRIDE but in the presence of

When they took that docket - in factSESOKO.

when it was handed in, I was told that I must

not keep anything, and it was indicated

precisely that nothing will be in SESOKO's 5

office, but in McBRIDE's office. In fact.n
when the Minister started this issue of

referencing or requesting the copies of the

docket ...

Yes, somewhere in August. 10MR JULY:

. . . MATHENJWA called me, and MATHENJWA wentMR KHUBA:

with me. and we were very close when we were

doing CATO MANOR. MATHENJWA called me, but

because of all this. suddenly the issue of

Rendition and the boss, I decided that I 15

U needed to inform him. Probably I may be

diplomatic in how I tell him. MATHENJWA would

call me and say: Khuba, tell me what

happened? You know, he was suspicious, but

when MATHENJWA called me: I'm in the hospital 20

now, but I wanted that opportunity to start to

think, that whatever I say can come back to

I was going to tell MATHENJWA there wasme.

6no more friendship now, it's formal. I'm

telling him in terms of the procedure that was 25

J
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followed. I said: No, Mathenjwa, you can

speak with the boss. don't speak with me.

Then he said: Okay, I'm going to reguest

through the Minister. I went to McBRIDE and

I received a call from Mathenjwa, onesaid: 5

of the reference group. I think he will sendn
you the letter that is going to come through

also from the Minister, because he would want

to get in detail the facts of the case, so if

I'm explaining to him, it will not really make 10

That was when McBRIDE wrote a lettersense.

to the Minister: One of the members of the

reference group called Mr Khuba and even said

to Mr Khuba that he will tell you to write a

letter to me. That is when I started to say: 15u Hey, no, now I'm dead. When a point came.

because I once spoke to the Minister, and when

I spoke to the Minister when the Minister

wanted to know: Are you sure you are

cooperating, I spoke with the Minister, but 20

SESOKO and McBRIDE did not know that I had

spoken to the Minister. I said to SESOKO:

The Minister's PA called me. Of course she

LSshe did call me, but I wanted tocalled me.

leave the Minister out of it. 25I never
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mentioned anything. I said: If he finds out

later, it's fine, but I'm not going to tell

him. because tomorrow he is writing to the

Minister: You speak with my people behind my

back. You see, those type of things. So all 5

of these things I started to think.n
well, we didn't speak to VANMR JULY: VAN ZYL says

ZYL, but there is a document we were given by

Somewhere around 18 June he calledCHAUKE.

you about the docket, and you told him: 10No,

the docket has been given to the NDPP. He

called MOSING, and MOSING said: No, I don't

have the docket. Then he called you again.

and then you confirmed: No, no, no, the

docket is with the NDPP, and there was no 15

U intention of returning it to you in any event.

Of ...?MR KHUBA:

In any event there was no intention ofMR JULY:

returning it to you.

The docket? 20MR KHUBA:

The docket. So the docket was then kept byMR JULY:

the NDPP. But the problem with that, is that

docket was allocated by the NDPP to CHAUKE.

MR KHUBA: Yes.

But you won't know how this docket ended up 25MR JULY:

6
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with the NDPP, because you say it was sent

there by McBRIDE?

I think on that part, in fact when VANMR KHUBA: Yes.

ZYL called me. I even tried to revert back to

MR SESOKO, because even at that time me and my 5

boss were not sure. Even if you can check myn
telephone records, I don't think I have called

McBRIDE more than four times since he started.

Now, when I was called by VAN ZYL, I indicated

to him - because I was told that he was taking 10

it, and I was excluded from that club. I'm

telling you that they had numerous meetings

with the NDPP - numerous meetings. I do not

know how they met. but I was never part of

even a single meeting. 15o That's fine. Like we said, you are at theMR JULY:

centre of this thing. and that's the only

reason ..

But today it's more fruitful.MR KHUBA:

MR JULY: Yes. 20

THE INTERVIEW ADJOURNS

'5
3
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Office of the
Nationial Director of Public

Prosecutions

TO ADV.A>fM.CHAUKE ^ '
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS: 
GAUTENG

:
SOUTH

FROM ADV.AM0SIN6
HEAD: SPECIAL PROJECTS DIVISI

SUBJECT OEPSLOOTCAS 390/07/20123(

DATE 14 FEBRUARY 2014
Isji

1, Please Und attached the case dodcet wfth accompanying files for your attention and 

ttirfher action as discussed wdtii the Head of NPS. The files Included are as follows:
• lx A- se^on of doehet
• lx B* section of docket

‘ • lx

• 1xAVL analysts
• 2x Cell phone data of various cell phones
• lx Copies of WIerdabrug case doctets.

Z I trust you find the above in order.

-iXI/ KUUKMRegaids

/OC,ADV.AMOSING
SPECIAL PROJE<

^6DIVISION
OFFC1EOFTH0JDPP

nsreiooT CAS ssoeroota

•n
i:
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a \r
Office note

IN re: so-called RENOmON MATTER (PRQJECr}()'DIEi>SLOOTCA5390/D7/20U 

DPP JHB REP: 9/Z/4/1 (2014/236)

. • 1. BACKGROUND-TIMEUNB
B, Received internsi memorandum from the Head Special Projects Dt^bfoivOfBce of 

die NDPP dated 14 Febnary2in4.The exact date oPrecelpt Is unclear as no omdal 
stamp er date had been affixed to this effect 

b. AceordingtoofllcenotefayBdvtfeiiZyiSCthtsmusthBvebeeniBtelnFebruary
2014.n- c Before any decision could be taken by this ofRce messrs Khuba and Angus from IPiO 
coPected all the dockets from iyl SC on 7 March 2014 atrd signed fbr receipt
thereof.

d. On 18 June 2014 Vdn 2yl SC phoned mr khuba vtdio told him that his head mr 
McBride had instructed him that the dockets must be returned to the NOPP and it 
was duly done

e. On 23 June 2014 Van Zyl SC once again qioke to mr Khuba who bifermed him that ft 
was never his intention to return the dockets to him.

f. On 27 June 2014 adv Mosing of the Special Projects Division of the Office of the 
NDPP tcdd Adv Van Zyl SC that the dockets were never returned to him.

g. These series of events were then brought to the attention of the NOPP by letter 
dated 3 July 2014.

h. On 20 August 2014 the NDPP offidally responded to the letter by the DPP Adv 
Chauke, by apologylng fer the late re^hse and indicating that he, the NDPP, is hi 
the process of considering the matter and that Adv Chauke may close his fife.'

i. On 31 March 2015 the NDPP wrote another letterto the DPP informing him feet he 
had subsequently referred the matter to the DPP North Gauteng who recommended 
that the accused Including Dramat and SIblya be prosecuted far ^ter alia kidnapping 
and defeating the ends of Justice. The letter of the DPP Pretoria Is dated 6 March

T.

2015.
J. This letter of the NOPP inter alia states that the matter Is now returned to 

Johannesburg because the matter now resorts under the jurisdiction of the DPP 
Johannesburg since 1 December 2014 as from that date Oiepsloot fells under 
Johannesburg North (Ranburg) In terms of Government Notice No 861 of 31 October 
2014. The NDPP also Indicated that further Investigation should be conducted in the 
matter.

k. On 1 April 2015 the Head: National Prosecution Services (NPS) sand a letter to the 
DPP Johannesburg to conduct spedflc further InvestigatlDn.

l, On 10 April 2015 Adv Chauke requested me to advl» him on certain aspects after I 
have looked at the documentation In this matter.

2. It is dear that this matter Is being regarded as a *hot patsto" and therefore the case is being 
sent fironi pillar to post.
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a. There are certain lepi issues titat need to be address before we even go to the facts of the 
matter.

4. DiSCUSSION OF MATTER

a, iURiSDtCnON
(. It is trite law that Jurisdiction cannot be conferred retrespectively.

II. When these crimes were rainmitted during 2011 ell these crimes resorted 
under the Jurisdiction of the DPP North Gauteng. Even the court 
eppearances were done at Attrldgevilte felHrtg under the DPP Pta's area of 
Jurisdiction.

in. The demarcaOon altered the position as bom 1 December 2014. It does not 
alterthejurlsdlcdonal position prior to 1 December 2014, vdilch to my 
mind remains with the DPP Pretoria. This fea rennot now conferred 
Jurisdiction on the DPP Jhb for all crimes committed prior to 1 December 
2014 especially where decisions were prevloudy take by the DPP Pta or 
prosecutors resorting under him.

Iv. Furthermore the majority of crhnes were committed under the JurlsdicOon 
of Pretoria and not Jiriurmesbuts. It furthermore seems that crucial phone 
calls Implicating Dramat, were also made between Belt Bridge end Pretoria, 
felling within thejurlsdicttan of Pretoria.

V. We must also dearly distinguish between Court jurisdiction and Prosecutor 
Jurisdiction. The best way to explain this Is by way of example. The Regional 
Court Jurisdiction Is In accordance with the boundaries of the provindal 
province, Gauteng. This means for instance that it wig be within the 
JurisdicUon of the court being the Re^onal Division of Gauteng (meaning the 
whole province). On the other hand the prosecutors* JurtsdictToh has been 
divided with reference to the seats of the tuo High Courts iii this province of 
Gauteng. The feet that the DPP of Pta Is appointed in the provincial division 
of the High Couri does not give him more or concurrent jurisdiction over 
rite cases felling within the Jurisdiction of the DPP of Jhb being the local 
Division. These areas are two distinct afeas and the DPP Pta cannot overrule 
dedslon taken by tite DPP of Jhb merely because he is appointed at the 
Provincial Division of the High Court in Pta. if that would have been the care, 
it would never have been necessary fer the DPP Pta to request permission to 
centralize matters frotii Jhb within his area of Jurisdiction. Therebre it 
means feat a specific court might have Jurisdiction to do the trial based on 
the prindpal of concurrent jurisdiction but that the prosecution's Jurisdiction 
must also be established through with reference to fee spedfle area of 
Jurisdiction. There Is no such thing as "cortcurrent Jurisdiction* with 
reference to the jurisdiction of a DPP. in fee old days there were indeed 
Instances where two cities would have concurrent Jurisdiction. However at 
that stage only one DPP or Attorney-General was appointed for fee whole 
area and the smaller area vres being controlled by a Deputy who fell under 
the control and suoervislon of the A6 of DPP. That Is a totallv dHfere

n

t .

u
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scenario than the current one. It Is therefore my opinion thatthe DPP pta ■ 
has no concurrent Jurtsdictbn on any matters foiling under the DPP Jhb and 
^at the DPP Jhb Is totally Independent fnim any Interference by his 
Pretorfaneolteague.

b. FUNCTUS OFPiaO
I. I am also of the view that a prosecutor can very seldom resort to a dalm of 

belng^netus tgjTCfo. Prosecutors are frequently taking dedsTens and by 
virtue of this Uiey can alter their decision at any stagey espedally In view of 
new evidence coming to their attention or representations being lodged^ 
This happens on a dally basis at alt prosecutor's offices and Is nothing 
strange.

II. The foctthat a file has being closed therefore does not bar the DPP or 
prosecutorto re^ddtthe dectdontnItlaRy taken. This can be done aivf In fact 
b being done frequently at this office.

n
-%

C. POWERS OF NDPP
I. It must be esfoblished whetherthe NDPP has any Inherent powers to 

prosecute or not Are the powers of the NDPP curtailed to reviewing 
decbbn taken by hb subonfinetes, the DPPs or does he possess Inherent 
power to prosecute.

n. hi oiderfo answer this we must look at the relevant legblatlon empowering 
the NDPP,

in, The Constitution dictates In sec 17g(l}(a) that the NDPP heads the natfonal 
prosecuting euthorlty. Sec 179(2} states thatthe national pros^ting 
authority has the power to Institute criminal proceedlnp on behalf of the 
State ect

iv, Sec 179{5)(c} ^5 him the powerto Intervene in a prosecution and 
subsection (d) the power to review any decbbn of a DPP after consulting 
therefevantDPP.

V. The NPA ac^ no 32 of1998 eeheas these provisions. Sec 20 states that the 
power to institute and randtict prosecutions vests in the prosecuting 
authority and al| subordinate offidals sheH exercise these powers under the 
control and direction of the NDPP.

vl, Sec 22 of the NPAActspedflcally deals with the powers of the NDPP.
vll. He heads the natbnal prosecuting authority 

vlll. Have authority over Aa the powers conferred or Imposed by the 
constitution or any other Act

Ix. It Is therefore dear that the NDPP has inherent and original powers to 
prosecute.

X. Sec 22(2](c) of the NPA act gives the NDPP the power to review a decbbn to 
prosecute or not after ansultation with the relevant DPP and after taking 
representations of the accused, the complainant and ANY other person or

.r

t'’
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)d. The question now is whether tite NOPP may consult other DPPs and not only 
the relevant DPP, when revlevidng the dedslon? In principle there can be no 
objection for the NDPP hi order to take a dedslon, to ask other DPPsfbr a 
racommendatlan provided tint the relavant DPP Is also consulted as 
required. In terms of the sec 22(3) he may even direct that an offanca be 
decided and prosecuted within the Jurisdiction of anoDier DPP. 

xit. Sec 22(4)(aKQ and (li) gives the NDPP wide powers to ask fbr reports and 
submissions from a DPP.

xfli. It tfierefbte seems that the NDPP Is entitled to request a report from thto 
olficB In order to assist him In taking a final decision In this matter, 

xlv. In para 3 of his letter to AdvChauke dated 31/03/2015, he request the DPP 
to urgently advise him on his decision. Although the phrase Is a fait 
ambiguous It Is capable of a construction thetthe DPP make a 
recommendation to the NOPP In the same vain as the DPP of Nortti Gauteng 
has done. This matter Is one of those matters where the NDPP has to 
exercise his Inherent and original powers and where he should take the hnaj 
dedslon.

( 'I
%

I r
i:

ir‘

5. RECOMMENDATION
8. I therefore am of tire view that this office cannot pass the bug back to the NDPP on 

the score of Jurbdleflon or even that the DPP Pta has taken a dedslon because it Is 
dear tiiat Pretoria only made a recommendation to the NDPP.

b. However before any ded^n Is taken the required further Investigating must be 
conducted as instructed by the NOPP as well as the subsequent letterfrqm the Head 
oftheNPS.

c. Ihe way fonirard is to draft a letter to the new Investigating officer, apparentiy now 
someone at the DPCI, to Investigate fiirtherln line with the queries Issued fay the 
NDPP and the NFS. How any subordinate I/O from DPCI can Investigate a case 
against the National and Provincial Heads of the DPCI, Is beyond comprehension.

b
I

U”
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6 Aily/inft 
11.04.15 HeBSlSS

XKDBEEHDSanE ?0£ICS 33IVB&VI6B.7XV& OXSECTORMK

I,
A'J' 1^

1n interview withf 5•i.

%

BOHERT U^RZDS

MR ROBERT MCBRIDE 
MR SAHDILE JULY 
MS KERRY BADAL Associate, Merksmans 
HR SAKDIEB TOM
MR RWAEI BUTRELEZI Candidate Attorney

IPID
Director, Werksmana

PRESENT:
10

Associate, Nerksntans

U flpyAa 15
Mr McBride, my name is 5AN0ILE JULY, I'm an 

attorney conducting this interview. This is 

SANDILE TOM, who is an Associate here, then we 

have K«AZI BOTHELBZl, who is a Candidate 

Attorney, and that is KERRY BADAL, who is an 

Associate here.

MR JULY;

20

Okay.
He were supposed to start this meeting at 
12h00, but we are late.

MR MCBRIDE;
IMR JULY:
I

The reason for us 

being late is that we were stuck in traffic. 

He do apologise. Today is 17 April 2015, and 

we are talking to MR McBRIDE.

25

/

sV/
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DATE: 2015-04-01HELP AT:
Offices of Werksmans Attorneys

TRANSCRIPT OF MEETING HELD BETWEEN

MR MATTHEWS SESOKO

and

WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS

Mr Sandile Tom - Werksmans Attom^s 

Mr Sandile July - Werksmans Attorrays 

Mr M Sesoko - Chief Investigator, JPID 

Ms K Badal - Weri^mans Attorneys 

Mr K Buihelea - Werksmans Attorneys

1.
2.U 3.
4.
5.

VWIS TYPING & TKANSaUFTlON SERVKXS 
2S GiaiNGBOAD.SBLBCnON HUIR 

SPHMGSISSS
TEL: (011)812-2226 MX; 086S112359 CBUi 0S3S66S750
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MR TOM: ... there is no one that you amended?

MR BUTHELEZi: No. because I was still working on it 

MS BADAL: I did write on the top here the extra ones that we found. 

MR TOM; Okay.

MS BADAL: The pages.

MR TOM: No. It Is fine. I think what we should do... (intervenes)

MR RUTHFI pyi- I can go inside... (intervenes)

MR TOM: I am Sandile Tom, an attorney Vterksmans Attorneys 

and an associate to Mr Sandile July who is the lead or senior partner 

10 in this report.

MBS-EJ50KQ: Okay.

MR TOM: And with me I have Ms Kerry Badal who is also an 

associate attorney with Werksmans. We work with Mr July. 

MRSESOKO: Okay.

MR TOM: During the course of this investigation.

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR TOM: And we have Mr Kwazi Buthelezi, he is a candidate 

attorney in the Employment Department He works with myself, Kerry 

and Mr Sandile July.

20 MBS^SOKO; All right

MR TOM: Yes. Today Is 1 April 2015. Yes Mr Sesoko, would, as it 

has been mentioned before by Mr July that we had consulted with Mr 

Innocent Khuba and... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Ja, I think first of all what I want to raise is, I want to 

know the status of the inquiry.

n
r
( 1 

s
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MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: Whether am I here a$ a suspect in a criminal 

investigation, or a disciplinary investigation, because when I went 

through the terms of reference, the Minister says you must 

investigate whether there was a misconduct or crime committed. So I 

need to establish what is my status.

MR TOM: Yes, your status. Mr Sesoko, you are not a suspect in 

criminal proceedings or proceedings to be conducted, to be either 

conducted by the Minister or iPID for that matter. This Investigation 

is to understand as to what, why do we have these two reports which 

have conflicting information in a way or which have recommendations 

that are different.

o
(

10

MR_SESOKO: Okay.

MR TOM: You know, so our mandate Is to establish those facts you 

know... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: All right.

MR TOM: As to why do we have the two different investigation 

reports.

MR SESOKO: Okay.

20 M8 TPM: Yes.

MR SESOKO: No. It Is fine.

MR TOM: Okay, Mr Sesoko. Like I said before you, you posed a 

question on the status and the purpose of the investigation, we had 

consulted with Mr innocent Khuba.

<J

MR SESOKO: Ja7
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MR TOM: Who is the person who compiled or drafted or created the 

invesfigatlon report you know, into the iliegaf rendition of Zimbabwe 

nationals.

MR SESOKO: Ja.

MR TOM: You know, so can you tell us about your involvement In the 

drafting you know, for Instance In the drafting of the report, in the 

creation of the two reports?

MR SESOKO: Okay. First of all it Is important to Indicate to you that 

I know nothing about the iwo reporto.

10 MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: I only know one report.

MRJ.QM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: My involvement in tills matter was first virhen it was 

received, because this person Mukhangwe from the police came with 

a docket to my office Indicating that he was referred to my ofRoe at 

the behest for the then Minister, that he must hand over the 

investigation to IPID. At the time I was the acting head of 

investigations national, so I cannot make that call. That is the call for 

the executive director and at that time it was Ms Mbeki, she was 

20 acting as the executive director.

MR TOM: Is that Koekie Mbeki?

MRSESOKO: Koekie Mbeki.

MEIQM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: I took the docket and went to Ms Koekie Mbeki with 

the covering letter. I cannot remember, i think there was a covering

n
( 1

{

(
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letter there and Indicated to her that there a Mr Mokhangwe from 

Crime Intelligence brought this document, he says at the request of 

the Minister, the request that we must investigate this matter. 

mim- Okay.
MR SESOKO: So you know, then Ms Mbeki must then make a call in 

that respect.

MRTQM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: And then Ms Mbeki then came back to me to say no, 

we will Investigate this, she has decided that vra will do the 

10 investigations.

MRTQM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: At tiiat time or the year or so eaiiier when, before Ms 

Mbeki's time when Mr Beukman was stiii there... (intervenes)

MR TOM: Who is he? What is his name?

n
(

MR SESOKO: He was the then executive director before he was 

removed and Ms Mbeki came to act So the request came then from 

the Secretary of Police to say we must investigate the rendition case, 

then Mr Beukman requested me to appoint a team that will 

investigate and then i appointed Mr Khuba.

20 MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: To lead foe team that will investigate. That was about 

a year earlier.

MR TOM: A year earlier?

MR SESOKO: Ja, and then a year and then after I appointed we had 

a meeting with the Secretary and Mr Beukman and the Secretary said

O
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no, the Minister eaid we must hang on, he will give us that 

Investigation when he is ready.

MB-TQM: Okay.
MR SESOKO: And then that team never got to work on that 

investigation, because there was that issue that we must hang bn.

MR TOM: Hang on.

MR SESOKO: And no documents were given to us or anything of 

that nature.

n
r i
( ,

MR TOM:' At that stage?

10 MR SESOKO: At that stage.

MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: So fast forward a year or so later, that is when Mr 

Mokangwe from Crime Intelligence comes to my office and say he 

has got this Instruction that this must be investigated by us and that 

instruction comes from the Minister when he approached then 

Ms MbekI to say here is the docket, here is the instruction and then 

Ms Mbeki then after, a few days after ^e came back and she said 

no, it is fine, we can investigate it and I had informed him that this 

request came earlier, but and I had appointed Mr Khuba to 

20 investigate,., (intervenes)

MR TOM: To Investigate.

MR SESOKO: But nothing got to happen because you know, I have 

got anything?

MR TQM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: Then he said no, we can proceed toe way It was

uc
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Initially arranged that Mr Khuba... (intervenes)

MR TOM: Khuba.

MR SESOKO: Investigate. That is how Mr Khuba got involved in the 

investigation.

MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: And then I think during that period, Mr Khuba informed 

me that he got instruction from Ms Mbeki at the time that he should just 

investigate on his own, I should not get involved in the investigation. 

So I never got Involved.

10 MR TOM: Yes. /
MR SESOKO: And then tiie only time I got involved then was when 

Mr McBride was appointed. When Mr McBride was appointed, he 

asked for all high profile cases.

MR TOM: And when was that?

MR SESOKO: And asked all people who were Involved in the 

Investigation of high profile cases, to brief him on these cases.

MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: And the high profile case at the time was the 

Marikana investigation. It was the Cator Manor Investigation, It was 

20 the RIah Phiyega investigation which I was conducting, I was 

investigating or sent out an investigation and it was this rendition 

matter where Mr Khuba was involved.

n
( :

u

MR TQM: Yes.

MR SESOKO: So Mr McBride was then briefed on... (Intervenes) 

MR TOM: Yes. on the matters?

y
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MR SESOKO: On the matters.

MR TQM: Yes.

MR SESOKO: And I briefed him on the Riah Phlyega matter and 

then Mr Khuba briefed him on the rendition.

MR TOM: Yek

MR SESOKO: Sorry Mr Sandiie (inaudible), do you mind if i ask a 

question?

MR TOM: I do not mind at all.

BAD/\L: Sorry Mr Sesoko, in what manner was Mr McBride 

10 briefed? So this was during March 2014... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Yes.

MS BAPAL: After he was appointed?

MR SESOKO: Yes.

MS BAPAL: V^fes he provided with a copy of the report, because the 

initial report was already available January 2014, so in order to brief 

him I am assuming he was provided vdth a copy of fee report?

MR SESOKO: I do not know how Mr Khuba briefed him.

MS BAPAL: Okay, Mr Khuba says that he provided you with a copy 

of fee report to provide to Mr McBride in order to brief him on high 

20 profile matters.

MR SESOKO: Yes, I am saying the briefing on fee rendition 

happened before between Mr Khuba and Mr McBride.

MS BAPAL: Okay, so... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: So the copy of the report feat-Mr Khuba .provided 

me... (intervenes)

n
i
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m PAPAL: Yes.
MR SESOKO: To provide to Mr McBride, was provided to Mr 

McBride, so there was... (interveries)

MS BADAL: So did he, oh, so he e-matied the report to you and you 

e-mailed it to Mr McBride?

MR SESOKO: Yes, I cannot remember if I e-mailed or I 

(intervenes)

MS BADAL: Or you provided him a copy?

MR SESOKO: Printed it out and provided it to him, Ja.

10 MS BADAL: Oicay.

MR SESOKO: But that is how it happened. But the briefing 

happened between him and the same way toe briefing on the Riah 

Phiyega matter happened between me and Mr McBride, and so too 

the others also briefed him in toe same way. And toen i think after 

the briefing, that is when Mr McBride then said we can work together 

to finalise the report, because my understanding was that Mr Khuba 

had indicated that there is information, further evidence that he had 

received that he was stili putting onto the report. So we then have to 

work togetoer.

n

Iu

But also toe fact that in terms of our own internal processes, 

when a report is done you, it Is done by the investigator and then, the 

supervisor must also do qualify control and then recommend... 

(intervenes)

MS BADAL: And were you the supervisor?

MR SESOKO; Yes, in this case I was toe super\risor.

20
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MR TOM: Okay.

MR SESOKO: So the report was done by Mr Khuba.

MR TOM: Ot«iy.

MR SESOKO: In fact at some point he even e-mailed the report to 

me and then went on my desktop as he was you know, putting all the 

further evidence that he had and also doing the anai^is. So my role 

basically was to guide him, so for Instance we vrould go through the 

report and then he would Indicate this is how he has analysed this, 

how he would analyse and then i would ask him questions, why that, 

10 why that, why that, wdiy do you put that?

You know, what would be the strength of that evidence, what 

would be witness of that evidence? That Is the kind of process that 

we went through, even in the analysis that would be the kind of 

process that we went through until such time that the report was 

concluded.

MS BADAL: Okay. Mr July, just to bring you up to speed, we just 

asked Mr Sesoko to explain his involvement in the reports. I think 

initially he says that he has no knowledge of the first report, but he 

was involved in a supervising capacity in the second report.

20 MR SESOKO: It is the final report on that (inaudible), yes.

MS BADAL: All right, final report 

MB-JUkY: Okay.

MR SESOKO; Uhm.

MR JULY: What we were told by Mr Khuba Is that, I am not sure the 

extent of your knoviHedge on the first report, but sort of you knew

n
r
i

O.
C"
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about a report and because you were sort of senior in terms of your 

acting position and tiierefore you had from time to time to ta|k to and 

how you also knew about that first report... You see diat first report 

why even wrhen you were doing the second, the so-called second 

report... (intervenes)

MR SESQKQ: The final report.

MR JULY: Is based on that original reporL 

MR SESQKQ: Uhm.

MR JULY: All right, that Is what it Is based on. So It will be very 

difficult to say you did not know about that report, because it is that 

report that Mr Khuba said you interrogated with him and he was 

different to you because you are a legal person, you have been a 

prosecutor for years. He Is not a lawyer, you asked him questions 

about this evidence may not stand. I will give you one example, that 

this surveillance will not stand, it was the issue of the location of 

General SIbiya at file time of the crime, whether where was Sibiya at 

that time.

o

10

u
u So you would then say as a lawyer how do you then charge 

Sibiya for assault If there is evidence which Is the cellphone evidence 

which says Sibiya was in Sunnyslde when the scene of crime is 

Diepsloot, as an example. So you were sort of a legal person who 

would interrogate that to say fois evidence cannot stand.

So h was based on that report arul the question of I hear you 

talking about the final report, when you question, virhen we, there are 

two people- who were critical in actual foct in this report, it is Mr

20

5j
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Khuba and Colonel Mokangwe.

MRSESOKO: Ja.

MR JULY: Colonel Mokangwe and which Is something bad Mr Khuba 

did not mention, was that at the time when they went to NPA, they 

went to NPA to get the warrant At no stage was that report when It 

was given to NPA, called an interim report. We then called yesterday 

- Mr Angus. Mr Angus then says vi^iether it is an opinion or what, but it 

is a practice, you can never have a so-called interim report whi(^ has 

got recommendation. What you do when you go to NPA, you will 

have a report wNch may lead to be updated but it does not change 

the status.

n

10

That report status Is that it is a report If new evidence 

comes up, it is either you add to that report and you will make 

reference to that report, but what happened in this particular one, 

there Is a report which was submitted in January. Subsequent to tee 

' report been submitted there was a meeting with NPA asking for a 

warrant. Yes, NPA raised issues about Qte assault In tee Sibiya, 

right, and then they would be asked to go and look for more 

infomiation on that ground. We are still going to speak to Mr 

Moegslen. The Minister has given permission to do teat, the Minister 

of Justice.

( )

I ^

20

MR Se?PKO: Ja.

MR JULY: The understanding is very dear from Mokhangwe, that 

when they went there, they went to get a warrant They wanted to 

find out why is tee (inaudible) right not coming up end Moegsieri said
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no, go and get this and this and this. And that report, if it was 

intended to be interim, it would have been vnitten interim report and 

even Mr Khuba, Mr Khuba never mentioned this as an interim report. 

His understanding is that the report was submitted, then there was 

new evidence according to Mr Khuba.

MR SESQKQ: Uhm.

MR JULY: That is what he says. He is not saying we submitted a 

report which is an interim report which was going to be changed. He 

said we submitted a report and based on the new evidence, we had

10 to look at that report and then lookir^ at that report, now we have got 

this information. We did not have the warning statement from Sibiya, 

we did not have warning statement from Dramat, we did not have...

Wei) there is an issue about whether the section 205, this 

Informs because Mokhangwe said it is not true that the cellphones did 

not have that information. They were in possession of that 

Information, they knew exactly what was the problem about the 

location of Mr Sibiya and scene, so it cannot be said that the 

cellphones was new information whidi necessitated the change of the 

report.

20 MR SESOKO: You will appreciate that all what you are saying to me 

is what you are informed by Mr Khuba.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: So J cannot talk to that, I can only talk to what I know 

and in terms of the process that we follow In our environment, an 

• Investigator writes a report.

n
^ i'

U
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MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: Myself as a supervisor, I go through the report 

MRjWinY: Yes.
MR SESOKO: And then, I would then raise Issues with the report 

where I have got Issues with the report you know, as I have Indicated 

In this case that we did the same thing with Mr Khuba.

MR JULY: So you would have... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Thjs issue, the Issue of the cellphones, the Issue of 

You know, all this evidence that was outstanding, Is something 

that he himself informed me about it is not something that i raised 

wHhhim.

n
<■

the «»«

10

MR JULY: Ja, I can assume, Onaudlble) when I am interrupting.

MR SESOKO: Ja.

MR JULY: You would then have seen the report that was submitted

on 22 January 20147

MR SESOKO: No. no, I... (Intenrenes)

MR JULY: If you are saying the practice is that, then is that you 

would see the report and then you will make comments on the report. 

MR SESOKO: i have indicated earlier that... (intervenes)

20 MR JULY: Yes?

MR SESOKO: Mr Khuba himself is the one who Informed me that the 

previous acting ED said he must not involve me In the investigation. 

M.e-J-M.LY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: So I was never involved, I was never involved in 

supervising that investigation. So the only time when I spoke with

■

!

I

I
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Mr Khuba on the renditton matter, that is when there was sort of a 

vacuum -because the then acting executive director was not in the 

office. Mr Khuba was not sure vrhat to do because he had to send

progress reports and so forth.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: So he needed advice, so that is the only time I spoke 

to him about the report In terms of he needed to know what he must 

do In terms of senring the report. You know I cannot remember the 

exact conversation in that regard, but that was... (intenrenes)

10 MR JULY: This report that you are talking about?

MR SESOKO: That was the only time, but never... (Intervenes)

MR JULY: The 22"^?

MR SESOKO: He never gave me that report.

MB-4.M.L.Y: Yes.
MR SESOKO: Because If it had come through my office, it would 

have had my signature.

MR JULY: Okay.

MR SESOKO: You, from what I am seeing from the (inaudible) Is that 

the report has Mr Khuba's signature, so if it went through me it would 

20 have had his signature and frien my signature confirming what is In 

that report.

MRiUtl: Okay.
MR SESOKO: So that report I did not see. The report that I saw is 

the report that-Mr Khuba came with when McBride was here now in 

IPID, that he came with to my office that he has been working on and

o
(

u, \

p
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then he then put It on my desktop whilst working on It and then that is 

when we were engaging with that report... (inten/enes)

MR JULY: So, so, so... (Intervenes)

MR SESOKO: And then the issues that were mostly that we dealt 

with was especially on the analysis of the evidence, because he had 

already done everything, so I would question that and tiiat to see do 

we have a strength here or not. you know why do you reason In this 

way there and not, you know.

MF^JUlrY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: Maybe you nMd to add that there in terms of your 

analysis and so forth.

MR JULY: Mr Khuba submits a report to NPA.

o
f

10

MR SESOKO: Yes.

MR JULY: Ail right, he asks you questions before he submits the 

report but he does not give it to you?

[yiR-agggJffl: No.
MR JULY: You do not see this report?

MR SESOKO: No, I remember I was not supposed to get involved. 

MR JULY: Yes. He asked whatever questions that he was asking 

about that report It goes to NPA. then later on McBride comes In. 

m gESQKQ.- Uhm.

MR JULY: McBride asked Khuba about this report. Khuba then said 

okay, let us go through the report. Khuba says it is you. it is him, it is 

McBride.

C •

20

MR SESOKO: Uhm.

/
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MR JULY: You go through the report.

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: The issues have been raised, the first issue by McBride 

was the involvement of Mokhangwe, as to ere we not supposed to be 

independent When we do this investigadon?

M^ESOKO: Uhm.

MR JULY: Why the involvement of Mokangwe, Colonel Mokangwe? 

He then explained that, that from time to time we do use the police 

which was then confirmed by Mr... (intervenes)

10 MR SESOKO: Angus,

MR JULY: Angus, to say even the Cator Manor while he has police 

(inaudible) with, he has people from NPA that he has in as well. Then 

he then says, you went through that report As you were going 

through the report, questions were been raised, there was exchange 

of documents. There is somewhere where he mentioned the e-mail

n
(

of a document, but what we do not show, we are not sure aboutu which we are still going to talk to Mr Khuba. is what he e-mailed to\
I ' you, frie report that he signed or is the report that sought to be 

discussed, because... (intervenes)

20 MR SESOKO: I never received a signed repot!

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: From Mr Khuba.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESQKO:. The only signed report... (intervenes)

MR JULY: No, no, no... (intervenes)

r i
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MR SESOKQ: That I received from Mr Khuba or the only report that 

vYas signed by Mr Khuba that I know, Is the report that I also co- 

slgned.

MR JULY: No, no, that Is what I am referring to.

MR SESOKQ: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: That Is what I am referring to. I am referring to that 

report.

MR SESOKQ: Yes.

MR JULY: You remember the report you are discussing, Khuba has 

submitted ttie report That you say, was never given to you but the 

content of what was discussed, even if the copy that you had was not 

the signed one, it had already been submitted. We can show you 

that is the same report, because it is the report which was submitted 

on 22 January. When you look at the front, how it starts and how the 

content is, it is everything except that information vidiieh has been 

taken away.

o

10

( )u \ It is the same report, it is not a new report So if Khuba 

came before you with a report which was not signed, I am telling you 

now that there was a report there that was submitted when he was 

20 asking you about that Information ttiat he was asking you, asking for 

advice, he then submitted that report. So now it is that report ttiat he 

brings before you, so now what I am saying is tNs, he then says he 

signed the report the one that you signed as well. That is what I am 

talking abouL the.one that has been signed by McBride as well.

MR SESOKQ: Uhm.

1... '■
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MR JULY: He says he, there was an exchange of e-mails, he e- 

malled It to you and then he worked it on your computer when he was 

here, because you ere slow when It comes to computer, McBride, 

well McBride was not working on it, he was writing notes, McBride. 

Now what we did not ask to Khuba because he said he signed the 

last page.n Now we want to know the report that was e-maii to Khuba, 

by Khuba to you, is It the same report that you guys signed, you 

ended up signing, or Is it the report that he submitted to NPA7 

10 MR SESOKO: i do not know. Khuba e-maiied a report to me.

MR JULY: Yes.

( ;

I

MR SESOKO: And then that is the report that we worked on in terms 

of analysis and all that, alt the changes that were done on that report 

that is not, is different from what is 8-mai|ed. So that is the one that 

we worked on. that is the report... (intervenes)

MR JULY: Do you still have a copy of the e-mailed report, the one 

that he e-mailed?u
MR SESOKO: I am not sure about it, i probably will have to check 

my e-mails.

20 MR Okay, okay.

i am not sure, but that is the report because 

remember \M)en he forwarded it to me, he was forwarding it to me in

MR SESOKO:

order to work on It

MR JULY: To work on It

MR SESOKO: On my desktop.

r
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MR JULY: Let me then... I made a (inaudible) to you before I left

you.

MR SESOKO: Ja.

MR JULY: We were off record.

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: I said to you we put the two reports which we are going to 

do the same thing with you before Mr Khuba and Mr Khuba was 

surprised and he said I am really concerned, it is a pity that we do not 

have the transcript now.

10 MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: We would give you that transcript end listened to vtriiat 

Mr Khuba says. He said, i am surprised and I am very much 

concerned if there is information which has been deleted in the

n

report Yes, we worked on the report but the deletion of information 

from the statements that were made by certain witnesses, i have a 

problem wifri that He even went further and say, what did he say 

about the...?

I will remember what he said about that information, he said 

as far as he is concerned, what changed was the analysis, not the 

statement His analysis based on the advice that he was then 

receiving and the questions that were asked by Mr McBride and your 

input as a legal person, then he had to change his analysis. The 

changing of the statements of the individuals, it is a problem for him. 

Now we need to take you through the report, to the next copy.

MS BADAL: (Inaudible) next copy.

20

(
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MR JULY: The next copy, ja,

MS BADAL: No. the...?

MR JULY: No, no. that is not one. 4V

-5-/A*.-'

MR BUTHELEZI: Ja.wedo.

MR JULY: This one is missing page 1...

MS BADAL: Page 1 is missing from the actual report 

MR BUTHELEZI: Ja.

10 MR JULY: From the actual report?

MS BADAL: Ja.

MR BUTHELEZI: Yes.

MR JULY: (Inaudible).

MS BADAL Ja.

MR JULY: We vtrill (inaudible) that page first.

MS BADAL: I think page 9 is the one you are searching for.

MR JULY: Ja. We asked Mr Khuba, his response as I have said, we 

took him through frie report but when we took Mr Khuba through the 

report, we took him through the, we started on page 23 which is part 

20 of 5.2, but now we will start on page 9. This we did not put to 

Mr Khuba, because we discovered this later after we spoke to him. 

Yesterday we started with Mr Khuba.

MRLSESOKQ: Uhm-uhm.

'MRiJGLY:'^- tiiT■pagl"23'-Wilbh*is"l27^ 21"' JaT pale^i'-ahtf SI • Ib%¥
f .1 * •

rbport which was-signed by MrKhuba= alone:^ere it sa^ page 21,

n
(",

u .

i •-. vj;.
■y

rir-.

? .y...

if. •
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the one which was signed by him aione.

MR SESOKO: You Say I must open page 21? 

MR JULY: Yes. page 21.

!VIR9Eg9KP: Okay. ..........
*•" “ ' A-wn-*v

.x.*i ..j

there with Mr Khuba. We said if you took at that document Mr Khuba. 

in particular 5.2 now where It says the report bears reference 140201 

and was signed by Colonel Leonie Verster, paragraph (a)(1) of the 

report states that

”On 5 November 2011, General Dramat held a meeting 

with the Zimbabwean police at DPCi offices about the 

nationals who shot and killed one of their senior

n
( ■;

10

I

offloers."

We said, do you know that that information has been 

removed on paragraph 5.2? He says no, I do not know and I do not 

know why it was removed because in tills analysis at the end, there is 

a talk about the meeting, but there is a lack of information about what 

exactly was discussed in that meeting, but the meeting In the content 

in this, is being removed and he indicated he does not know who 

removed that information. Do you have any idea as to who removed 

the Information?

( )a )

20

MR SESOKO: i do not know, because the report that i worked on 

with Mr Khuba, fs this report and this report.,, (intervenes)

MR JULY: The one virhich is dated...?

MR SESOKO: Yes, thte Is the one that I, be«u% my signature. •i’

i

!
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MR JULY: The (inei that beara your signature?

MaSESQKQi-y«8.

MR JULY; - But iat. me dernqnstrate to you, that you were working on

There was a report that was the basis of ^is 

that we are referring to up ta |>age %,

‘I*

arej

report, beMUse’Yrom / •

is the same thing.

MRSESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: is the same report, there is nothing that says this report, 

we will start It from scratch, the same wording, the same paragraphs, 

10 it is the same report, this one.

MR SESOKO: Uhm.

MR JULY: This report, starting from paragraph 1, background. Even 

the layout is frie same thing, the layout. So what was been 

corrected? You need to accept that Mr Sesoko, that what was been 

corrected, even if you did not have signed off this original report, it is 

this report that you ware working on.

MR SESOKO: I do not dispute if it could have been that report. All 

what I am saying is that Mr Khuba, he Is the one who sent the report 

to my computer so that I can work on it, ha is the one who was doing 

20 the typing on the report I never engaged in any typing or anything. 

He was sitdng on my desk doing all the changes as we were talking

n
("•

U
1 ’

and then after we were satisfied that the report is what it should be. 

frien he printed out the report and then he signed the report, i also 

and then we put the report Into the route sheet that

went to the office of the AD.

<5’s ‘p;

VP ' *?

..*•Tfc*.
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MR JULY; We will when, if we have time, give you that part virhere 

Mr Khuba says I only signed after the report was finalised, I only 

signed the last page, if there is anything as if he knew, well he knew 

because he said, there was a report on the papers that.ttiis report has 

been changed ahd T was sa^ng teese people are taikTng nonsense, 

these nevrepaper people are talking nonsense, tee report has not 

been changed, It is the same report, then he is, when we took him

I' rf*

n
(

through that he said it Is not me, I did not delete any information 

except to deal with tee analysis.

And teen he said if there is any change in the report, I do not 

know anything about it. Now this is a person who Is the author and 

he is talking about any change in the report, meaning this one. 

MRSESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: This one, not this one that is pertaining to the new report. 

He is talking about this one. This is tee report that he was working on

I 5

10

It

MRSESOKO; Uhm.

MR JULY: And that is why he is talking about he is surprised and 

concerned about the deletion of tee information In the existing report. 

That is what he said. So if then you do not know, Mr Khuba does not 

know. We already said Mr McBride was not with you guys when this 

report was finalised, then we do not know who deleted the

O

20

Information... (intervenes)

f Cook... (intervenes)MBSES 

MR JULY: From this report;

film r.i.

L5f.r r I
vr

r£ •.•tw.r-'r?., V ■ -iSKr.. ..V.
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MR SESOKO: My recollection of how this transpired, after we had 

worked on this report vnth Mr t^uba, he signed the report.

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: And I signed the report, and then after 1 signed the 

report and then It ms now after it had gone back and forth 

between... (intenrenes)

MR JULY: Yes, the three of you.

MR SESOKO: The three of us, and then when all these mistakes that 

we identified were rectified and then he signed, the same day that he 

signed, that is the same day that I aiso signed the report And then I 

then put it on our route sheet to go to the ED for his final approval.

MR JULY: Ja.

MR SESOKO: So that is the process that...

MB.JULY: Ja.

MR SESOKO: I followed.

MR JULY: Okay, so maybe for completeness sake then, because we 

cannot take the matter further as to who removed what if you say you 

do not know, but Mr Khuba was very much concerned and surprised 

about the removal of the report, of the information. Paragraph, page 

9 of that document, if you go back to the one which was submitted to 

NPA on 22 January, page 9... (inten/enes)

MR SESOKO: Which one, this one?

MR JULY: The 22“^.

MS BADAL: 22"'*.

MR JULY: -22 January, this-one here. If you look at page 9 and you

n
f I

10

u, ,
I,

20
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open page 9, it actually starts on page 8 of... Ja, if you took at page 

9, page 9 which Is the third paragraph... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Page 9 of this report?

MR JULY: Yea, of the 22”*.

MR SESOKO: Okay, this one?

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm?

MR JULY: It reads, I am reading where it says he will, it starts with 

he will, second paragraph, ttiird sorry, there Is one who starts with 

10 before, you leave that... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: He will state?

MR JULY: He wili state that

MR SESOKO: He told Superintendent (Inaudible), ja.

on
( f

"He told Superintendent (Inaudible) that he has to verify 

with his seniors about the anangements. ■ He was given 

the number of Anwa Dramat by Superintendent 

(inaudible). He called Colonel Ratselane to verify tiie 

information, but he requested that he should call 

(Inaudible) Makusha who was provindal head, 

protection..."

(inaudible)?

MALE SPEAKER: No, he was requesting (Inaudible).

20

•f.

< "He then called him on his cellphone end e}(piained to

' •S'St.V.
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him that there are police from Zimbabwe who (inaudible) 

the meeting with General Dramat. Brigadier Mukushu 

toid him tiiat he was not aware of the visit, but if the

people are saying that they are going to meet tiie 

general, he should call General Dramat directly. He 

phoned General Dramat on his cellphone and he 

responded by saying that he is aware of the 

Zimbabwean police and he must let them come.” 

M.S.^§-Q-m: Uhm.
MR JULY: That Is what (inaudible) said. Now if you look at this 

report on page 9 of this report, w^ere it starts, the second paragraph 

which starts with for the period of two weeks, can you see that?

MR SESOKO: For the period of two? Okay, yes.

MR JULY: Of two yes. That paragraph is supposed to be before that, 

but it Is not there. What I have Just read to you... (intervenes) 

MRSESQKQ: Ja?

MR JULY: Was removed, part of it was removed.

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm?

MR JULY: Right, and then I am trying to demonstrate to you what Mr 

Khuba was concerned about, that the information in this report was 

removed while in fact according to him, no information was supposed 

or ought to have been removed.

IVlR.§.ES.pj^Q: Uhm.

MR JUUY: "TIFiSiryOu have the last part on piage 9.

MR SESOKO; .Uhm-uhm.

n

10

)

20

S'
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MR JULY; Which starts, while he was on front passenger which is 

the 22 January one, yes:

"While he was on the front passenger, (Inaudible) 

heading to the border gate, he told him that there Is 

Zimbabwean police whom he assisted some years 

back, we are looking for suspects in connection with 

the death of Chief of Policen
»4I

MR SESOKO: Mzibane.

MR JULY: Chief Mzibane,

"And now friey have found them. He told them that he 

was sent by his big bosses to assist in deporting them 

because the country does not have an (inaudible) 

agreement with Zimbabwe. He said that since the 

Zimbabwean police entered the country, they had been 

busy to trace the suspect"

MR SESOKO: Uhm-uhm.

MR JULY: That information is supposed to be where that paragraph 

on page 9 ends with the backseat. Can you see that?

MR.g£gQKO: Uhm-uhm.

20 MR JULY: It is supposed to come in immediately after that.

MR SESOKO: Ja.

MR JULY: But virhat comes after that instead, is the while which Is in 

the next page, which is page 10 of this report

MR JULY: Yes. Ja, so there is a lot of this, too much information

!

10

u
>

L ■

;. ...'..M—
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has been sending to Mosing, and there were progress reports that 

were sent to the then acting ED and I think also to the Minister, you

see.

That is the understanding that 1 have from Mr Khuba end so 

when the issue of the new evidence that he had came up, he then 

said, Moegsien is aware of that fact, then there is dils new evidence. 

MR JULY: Ja. Do you... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: And when, that is when he said that he when he 

requested the dockets from Mosing for this information and Mosing 

has told him (hat the dockets are now with another advocate, you see. 

MR JULY: In your experience in the Interim report, but now it is dear 

to me what you are referring as interim report You did not know 

about this report?

MR SESOKO; I have never seen it, J have seen it for foe first time in 

the media.

o
( )

10

MR JULY: Ja, so Ja, I do not think my question then will clarify it, 

because If at least if you knew, I told you you would say this report 

was an Interim report, but what was interim according to you, there 

were Information, the updates that he was given to Mosing, but there 

was a point where he said he wanted to submit a report and then he 

came to you. You do not know whether that report was submitted or

u
■j

20

not?

MR SESOKO: Uhm.

MR JULY: Okay. Mr Sesoko, I do not think we can take any further. 

M&a^SOKQ: Uhm.
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MR JULY: Do you agree?

MR TQM: I. agree, Mr July.

MR SESOKO: So I, like I said, I can only say what I know and 

remember, this was not the first investigation we did on... I also 

appointed him on Investigation regarding Sibiya ^at came fi'om 

parliament, because there were people who were concerned that 

there was nothing happening with that investigation and reported it to 

parliament. And I appointed a team from North Wbst to investigate to

n
i

that.

10 MR JULY: Yes, yes, he did mention that

MR SESOKO: And then Sibiya complained that those, that team was 

biased. I removed that team and appointed Khuba, At that time, the 

provindal office in Gauteng, the then provincial head Ms Siphoka 

Semalehle, had done a report to the prosecuting authority where he 

exonerated, she exonerated Sibiya of any wrongdoing.

Mr Khuba who did the investigaflon came wth new 

information, and then he did a report, he did a report that says Sibiya 

must be charged for those assaults and that is the second report that 

went to the prosecuting authority based on that evidence, you know.

20 So for me as long as there is new evidence, we cannot hide that 

evidence from the prosecuting autiiority.

MR JULY: Ja. No, definitely, definitely.

MR SESOKO: You know,

MR JULY: And whenevef there is new evidence, tinere wlU always be 

new evidence but It will never change the status of the report.

1017
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MR SESOKO; Yes, and also you know... (Inten/enes)

MR JULY: All that happens, is that there Is new evidence ^Vhich you 

may have to see how do you deal v^h It.

MR SESOKO: Exactly.

MR JULY: And then you will update the prosecution... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Exactly.

MR JiJLY: Team to say, listen it does not make... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Based on what we have.

MR JULY: That report what you submitted, less of a report 

10 MR SESOKO: Ja.

MR JULY: But when you were saying you were working vrrfth this 

report and this according to you they Ignored, is because you were 

not aware of this report...

MR SESOKO: That one I saw for the first time In the media, that 

signed report 

MR JULY: Okay.

MR SESOKO: The only report that I knew... (intervenes)

MR JULY: Isthteorte.

MR SESOKO: Was signed by Mr Khuba and myseif and... 

20 (intervenes)

MR JULY: Mr Khuba was not honest with you, because... 

(intervenes)

MR SESOKO: That is.

MR JULY; I do not know vdiy Mr Khuba does not tell you. go to the 

meeting and see, you will see the report that we are worWng on now

O
( )

u
(, I

!rY
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or that report that i told you about, that I wanted to give to NPA or the 

Mlniatw, I have done that. Now he should have told you, he should 

have taken you Into his confidence and say I have submitted a report 

At least you would have been working on this report on the 

understanding that this report there Is a report which has been 

submitted.

n MRSE80K0: Uhm.

MR JULY: Now you will believe that there was no report and the 

wording of this report Is the same.

10 MR SESOKO: Ja. look... (intervenea)

MR JULY: Except for places where information Is removed.

MR SESOKO: Yes. The report that there was an unsigned report 

that was also in the media.

(
. )

|MR JULY: That is the one that he Is talking about we can... 

(Intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Yes, I am not sure if you are aware of that 

MR JULY: No, no, no, no, I am not aware of that 

MR SESOKO: There is an unsigned report by Mr Khuba that it was in 

the media already in 2013.

20 MR JULY: Okay.

MR SESOKO: You see. That report i am aware of because he did 

indicate that in his discussions with Moegsien, that Is where they 

were going based on the evidence that was available at the time and 

that report in terms of recommendations, mirrors this one.

JULY: But that is why then I am saying Mr Khuba even makes

Vv/J
L.

5^
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things worse, dishonesty, he was questioned about because at that 

point he should-have said to you, you see that report which was 

leaked, which was unsigned? I have since signed the report, it is 

different, this is what I have signed on is the same.

MRSESOKO: Uhm.'

MR JULY: You cannot have a situation where I am in Interaction with 

you, (inaudible) lead and you appoint the report. The next thing when 

I sign the report, I do not tell you, I go and submit a report and then 

come to you and pretend as if we are starting a new report It cannot 

10 be. There, there Is no honestly.

MR SESOKO: Ja. Well you must also understand from our point of

r
(

)

view... (intervenes)

MR JULY: Yes.

MR SESOKO: Was that and from his briefing was that all the reports 

that have been going to, that was shared between him and Mosing 

and the ED, were all progress reports... (intervenes)

MR JULY: No, we talk... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: Of (inaudible) criminal reports.

MR JULY: We will talk to Mosing, but whatever reports were there, 

were progress, were then finalised by this report. Once he puts his 

signature on tills report, if you had reports and the updates to report, 

then he signed this report, then he made recommendations on this 

report, this was a final report.

MR SESOKO: Uhm.

JULY; But he was hot fair in that... (intervenes)

U

20

r
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MR SESOKO: Look, you see that is why I am saying when, the issue 

of the report like I was saying in terms of our internal processes, the 

persori who must sign is the investigator and the supervisor, is the 

approving authority. So in a provinded setup it would, be the 

investigator, the supervisor and the provincial head. If It is a case of 

national Importance, it would be the investigator, it would be the head 

of investigation nafionai, It would be the executive director.

You see, that is what the final report should contain, all fliose 

signatures because every (inaudible) must go through that quality 

10 control so everyone Is happy that whatever goes to the outside 

stakeholder is what everyone agrees to.

MR JULY; Okay.

MS BADAL: Mr July, do you mind if I just ask two questions?

MR JULY: Uhm.

n
i

( .. )

MS BADAL Mr Sesoko, just for my dartty just to understand as well, 

so you say that you have not seen the first report until you saw it in 

the media. When you were provided with a report it was the version 

that you worked on to give In the second report So just to darity, the 

portions that Mr July read to you on page 9 and page 21 that he said 

was deleted from the first report, that appeared in the first report but 

not in the second, when you were provided with this report by Mr 

Khuba, were those portions already removed?

Were those portions that Mr July read out are absent in this 

report, were they missing already?

MR SESOKO: You know like I said, I would not know because I did

20

K
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not see that report.

MS BADAL: But you have seen Oils report

MR SESOKO: So this report is what I have signed, I can only confirm 

what is in this report because, that is what i have signed and this is 

the report that was worked on by Mr Khuba. Everything that is in this 

report, is what Mr Khuba worked on. i piayed only in a... Ontervenes) 

MS BADAL: A supervisory.

MR SESOKO: Advisory and supervisory role,

MS BADAL So you, oh so in your role as supervisor, would you have 

regard to the actual statements that were summarised in this report? 

Did you put those... (intervenes)

MR SESOKO: No, no, unless I query something. Remember that... 

(intervenes)

MS BADAL: Okay.

MR SESOKO: Remember that the reason we do these reports. Is just 

to make it easier for the prosenjting authority. This report does not 

give direction to the prosecuting authority it Is simply for them to have 

a quick sense of what Is happening in the case so that when they go 

to the actual dockets, then they have a sense. So tiiat is the purpose 

of Oils report, so in terms of summarising the statement and so forth, 

unless vdien I go through a statement, the summary of that 

statement, I think something is amiss, then I will question the 

Investigator and say but what does this mean, or I will say can i see 

the statement?

n
( )

10

20

MS BADAL: Okay,
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MR SESOKO: If it does not make sense to me, then I wilt go through 

the statement to. see that it correlates with the summary that Is put 

then.

MR JULY: (Inaudible).

MR SESOKO:- So that is the only time that I will do that, but othw 

than that i would mostly go on what is in the report and if the report 

makes sense to me, then I can okay the report.

MR JULY: Okay. Mr Sesoko, let us not waste your time.

MR SESOKO: Okay.

10 MR JULY: Thanks for coming.

(■

;

MR SESOKO: Okay, thanks. 

[End of recording]

MEETING ADJOURNS

I
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 
GAUTENG PROVINCIAL DIVISION, PRETORIA

CASE NO:
In tha matter between:

THE INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE 
DIRECTORATE First Applicant

ROBERT MCBRIDE Second Applicant
( I

and(

MINISTER OF POUCS First Res|»>ndait
MINISTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATION Second Respondent

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT
- -#■

& ■

I, tha undersigned

ROBERT MCBRIDE

do hereby matte oath and state as totlows:

1 I am an adult male and tha Executive Director of tha independent Police 

InviStIgatIva Directorate (IPliy’ or **tho Directorate"), situated at 114 

Madlba Street, Pretoria.
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2 I am the Second Applicant in this matter and am duly authorised to 

represent the First Applicant In my offlclal capacity as Its Executive 

Director.

3 The facts set out in this affidavit are within my personal knowledge 

unless othenA^se steited or apparent from the context. Where I make 

legal submissions, i do so on die advice of my legal rspresantatlves.

o THE NATUIP 0PTM8 APPLKSATiON AND URGENCY

9
4 Thie ls a

Executive Director of IPtD by the Minister of Pcflce ("the Min^r”). 

For the reasons set out herein, this suspension would be unlawful and 

unconstitutional, and woutd fundamentaily undermine die independence 

ofriD.

as

i f

Part A and urgency

5 In Part A, the applicants seek urgent interim relief, Interdicting the Rrsl

Respondent (the Mlnis^ of Police) from suspending me from the »
position «if Executive Director of the First Applicant, IPiD, pending the 

outcome of Part B of this application.

Part A is brought on an urgent basis. I onty received notice of the 

Minister’s intention to place me on precautionary suspension on 

Wednesday, 11 March 2015. i was given until the dose of business on

6
I'l

A
rf . 

/̂

Si
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Thursday, 12 March 2015 to respond, As a matter of caution I have 

made representations to the Minister in this regard. However, In view of 

the f^ that follow, it is clear that the Minister has prejudged the ieeue 

and that there Is no realistic possibility of my representations being 

successful before him. It is thus Inevitable that, absent the interdict 

sought In these proceedings the Minister vdll Imminently take a decision 

to suspend me.

7 This spptioafion has accordingly been set dovm for 10:00 am on Friday 

13 Mart^ 2015. I appreciate that this affords the respondents very 

iimfted time to answer this application. Should the responders leqtdre 

further time to answer thto appltoaflon, I am prepared to aoodrd them 

such further time. However, this Is ttondlUonal on the Mirdster 

undertaking not to suspend me pending the outcome of Part A of this 

application.

o

r,

1The urgent preveiitlori of any further steps being taken to suspend me 

unlawfully Is necessary not only to protect my rights, but also to preserve 

the independance and effective functioning of IPID and to prevent further 

uhlawfMi Ministerial interference without delay. IPtO is an Indfspehsable, 

constitutionally required InvesUgative body, which is mandated to

8

■MU

Investigate police misconduct and offences. Its Investigations extend to

it must be given substantialthe highest offices In South Affloa. 

protections to carry out Its mandate without politteal interference.
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The Executive Director Is at the veiy heart of IPID's ability to hinctlon 

effectively to fulfil its constitutional mandatOr and Is critical to ensuring 

the proper conduct of Investigations by IPID. Under section 7 of the IPID 

Act (read together with sections S2(1), 24(1), 2B(1)(g} and (h)). tfie 

ExecuUve Director manages and directe IPID; controls the Directorate's 

funds and expenditure; appdinte the stafb controls and directs the 

IrTvestigatlot) and management of ea^ Is responsible for referring 

criminal matters to the National Proseeuling Airthori^ or other 

responsible authorfty; and provides strategic leadership to Ois 

OIraotorate,

9

n
1

fO Should it be effected, my suspensfon as the Executive Director of iPfO 

would likely have Immec^aie deimarlous consequences for the effecOve 

functioning of iPiO. This is especially so In the current poUtlcat climate 

and given the extent of Mlnisteitot Interference in 9ie independent 

institutions in the criminal Justice sector. The suspension of (he 

Executive Director would, in all likelihood, be fdllcwed by the Minister's 

appointment of a new acting Executive Director, who could 

fundamental^ undermine the effective functioning of tiie institution and 

impede high prolife investigations. This is demonstrated by (he events 

that have followed the suspension of the Head of the Dlrei^ate for 

Priority Crime Investigation (the OPCt or the Lieutenant-

Genaral Oramat and tire appointtnerrt of MaJor*@eneral Ntlemeza as the 

Acting National Head of the OPCI. These events are detailed in the 

founding affidavit filed by the Helen Suzman Foundation in the

, i

i

Ui

X
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Constitutional Court on 35 January 2015, which Is attached as annexura 

RMfi to this application, i refer in partioufar to paragraphs to 38 to 40 

thereof.

Parte

11 in Part B, the af^lcants seek the iwHsw and setting aside of the 

Minister's deoislon to initiate a praoess to suspend me as Executive 

Dimctor of IPIO. The appitoants chgllenge this decision as unlawftrt and 

uneonetRudonal on the grounds that ~
o

11.1 The MbifelBr does hot have the power to suspend the Exepi^va 

pirector of IPID, as this would contravene the Independence of 
IPIO enshrined under section 206^} of the Constitufion. 
Alternatively, even if 6ie Minister has die power to suspend the 

Executive Okector, die Minister has exerelssd this poww 

unlawful^ creating a reasonable perception that IPID's 

independence is under threat;
V

T ‘

S 11,2 The Minister's decision is vitiated by ulterior purpose or improper 

motive and bad faith; and
u

11.3 The Minister's decision is irrational and uniaasonabte.

rIn Part B, the applicants also seek an order dedadng the foHowing 

provisions to be unconstitutional and unlawhd to the extent that they 

purport to authorise the Minister to suspend or remove the Executive 

Director of iPiO, in contravention of s 206(6) of the Constitution:

12

Sj
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12,1 section 6{6) of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate 

Act, No. 1 of 2011 ("the IPID Act");

12.2 section 17(1) and 17(2) of the Public Service Act, 1994; and

12.3 paragraph 2.7(2) of chapter 7 and paragraph 18 of chapter 8 of 

the Senior Management Senrice Handbook, 2003.

13 The review under Part B Is brought on Ore ba^ of Ora principle of 

legality and the Promotfrai of Admintstrariva Justioa Act 3 (ri 2000 

("PAJA"),
r.

14 Thii affidavit Is filed In support of the raRef sought In Part A arid Part B of 

the notice of motion. However, in of the extreme urgent^ witiiln 

which this appficatfon has been drafted and launched, I reserve the right 

to file supplementary founding affidavits should the need arise.

THE PARTIES

15 Tha Rrat Applicant Is THE INDEPENDENT POLICE INVESTIGATIVE 

DIRECTORATE (IPIO). IPID Is an independent Institution, required and 

protected under s 206(6) of the Constitution. It Is constltullonany 

mindated to Investigate any alleged misconduct of^ or oltience 

committed by, a member of the South African National Police Services 

("the SAPS"). IPID is established under e 3. of the Independent Police

.. nVD

6J
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Investigative Directorate Act, No. 1 of 2011, which came Into operation 

on 1 April 2012.^

16 lam the Second Applicant and the EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF IPID, 

appointed hi terms of e 6 of the IPID Act. I have held this position since 

March 2014. The responsibilities of the Executive Director of IPID are 

set out /hfer al/a In e 7 of the IPID Aob Ttese entedi the atrategio and 

finandaf management of the Olrectorate, appointments and overnight of 

staff, and the control and direction of Investlge^ons conducted by the 

Olrecidrate’e Investigators.

o

17 Ihe First Respondent Is the MINISTER OP POLICE, cited In his official 

oapacIQr, The First Respondenfa office Is located at Wachthiils, 

Pretoria, and these papers will be senmd at the Ministers ofiics and on 

the State Attorney at SALU Building, 316 Thabo Sehume Street, 

Fretoria. The Flr^ Respondent is the offictal whose intended actions 

and powers In respect of (RID are the subject of this application.

5
U* 18 The Second Respondent Is the MINISTER FOR PUSUO SERVICE 

AND ADMINISTRATION, cited in his official capacity as the member of 

the National Executive risponsibre for the administration of the l^blio 

Service Act, 1994 and the delegated laws promulgated thereunder, 

Including the Senior Management Sen/ice Haridbook, 2003 (“SMS 

Handbook”}, No relief Is sought against the Second Respondent. The 

Second Respondent Is cited only for such Interest as he may have in the

’ GN 3 In QQ 35081 of 10 February 2G12.

S'
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constftutlonaf chaltenge to the Public Service Act and the SMS 

Handbook under Part B of this application. The Second Hespondenfs 

office Is located at 13*^ Floor, 120 Piein Street, Caps Town, or 116 Proas 

Street, Pretoria, and these papers will be served on the State Attorney at 

8ALU Building, 316 Thabo Sehume Street, Pretoria.

THE FACTUAL BACKGROUND

19 On Wednesday, 11 Mait^ 2015, i was infcrrned In a notice ttiat die 

^^nl8fer of Folloe Needed to place me on precautionary suspension. I 

att^ the wspenslon nodce as annexute RM1. The suspensicm nodce 

did not specify the legal basis for the proposed suspension, but mads 

variety allegations of "s^ous misoonducf on my part as Head of IPIO. 

I address these allegations of ntisconduct below, all of which are firmly 

dented.

n

S'

20 The suspension notice advised me that any written representations as to 

why 1 should not be placed on suspension were to reach the Minister's 

office by no later than dose of busbiess on Thursday, 12 March 2015. 

As a matter of caution, earlier this afternoon, my attorneys delivered 

uNIeh representations to the Minister in reply to the notice. I attach a 

copy thereof as annexure RM2. However, in view of the facts corita^d 

In this affidavit, It Is clear that the Minlfter has prejudged the Issue and 

that there Is no rsalistio possIbllHy of rny repFssentatlons being 

successful before him. ft is thus Inevitabte that, absent the Interdict

3
L»
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sought In these proceedings the Minister will Imminently take a decision 

to suspend me.

21 Accordingly and given the urgency of the matter, I was advised by my 

legal representatives to launch the present application.

22 The Minister's aliega^ons ef mlsoonduct on my part (detailed in the 

suspension nolide} oondein my role as ExecuHve Director of P)0 In the 

referral of the IF>ID Invdstigatton Report into the Qlegal rendition of 

Zimbabwean nationals.
n.

23 The Investigation Report, dated 18 March 2014, was signed off by me 

on 9 April 2014.

24 The investigation Report is of a h^hiy polftfoal and sensitive nature. It 

addresses the alleged involvement of the Head of the Directorate for 

^Pliorlty Crime Investigation ("DPCI*’, otherwise toiown as “the Hawks'^, 

lleutenant'General Drarnat, as well as Mafor^Generaf Sibiya of tiie 

DPCi, in the unlawful rendition.Su»'
24.1 The preliminary draft of the report (of 22 January 2014) suggested 

that Drarnat and Sibiya were Involved In the unlawful rendition, 

and recommended that they be criminally charged with kidnapping 

and defee^g the ends of |ust|cs.
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24.2 The provisional findings and recommendations were found to be 

unsustainabfe. on the evidence and were, accordingly, not 

Included In the final Investigation Report (of IB March 2014).

24.3 I attach copies of these reports as annexures RM3 and RM4.

25 By now It is a matter of pubUs record ttmt ttte ^^nl8ter (together with 

other senior members of tie SAPS and now acdlng ai^olrrtoes to the 

DPGI), has 3»afou8iy pursued tie su^senslon of both Dramed and Sfblya 

from tie DPCt since Oecember 2014. Of serious eonoem Is that these 

actions followed the DPCf becoming seteed (under Diamafe direettprr) 

with high, profile Investigations. I attach, in this regmd, as annexures 

RMS to RM7,

o

1 i-’‘'
1

25,1 A fcuncHng affidavit (witlviut ffiVteiaireB} filed by the He|^ 

Suzman poundattcm (“H8F*} ttie C^nstituttonat Court on W 

January 2015, which details the steps taken to suspend Dramat at 

paragraphs 18 to 29 and Siblya at paragraphs 40 to 42;

-

A
.'T-i

25.2 The High Court judgment of Pnnsloo J of 22 January 2015. which 

found inter aitet that the Minister’s suspension of Oramat was 

unlawful and unconstitutional. The judgment details the facts 

surrounding Oramafs suspeneloh, and Includes a summary (at 

paragraph 11} of Oramat’s written representations in'response to 

the Minister’s decision to suspend him (dated 24 December 

2014). These representations ^dlcate that Dramat perceives his 

suspension to be a response to the independent discharge by him

L
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of his duties to investigate certain high profile casesi and an effort 

by the Minister to obstruct these investigatlone; and

25.3 A collection of media articles describing the nature of the OPCI’s 

high-profile Investigations, tntttated under Dramat’s leadership.

26 The Minister's aoMsatlons that 1 have acted lnptq»rty • inter alia by 

Issuing the Investigative Report that ultimately cleared Dremat and 

SIbiya of Involvement In the unlawful rendition; by Informing Dramat and 

i^yafo legal representatives accordingly; and by seeking to explain the 

ffodings in the Investigative Report to the Parliamentary Portfolio 

Onmniittee on Poilca ~ must to viewed In the context of the Minister's 

evident agenda to have Dramat and SIbiya removed from the DPCI.

o

. 5-- .

27 The Minister's Intention to suspend me is a clear stratagem to 

ur^ermine or suppress the IPIQ Investfoation Report which does not 

Implicate Dramat and Stblyai and which undermfoto the draft and leaked 

report on which the Minister has relied to fustliy his suspension of tjitofc - 

This Is a blatant abuse of power, that fundamentally threatens the 

independence of iPIO.

1

f
u

28 That the Minister is intent on undetmlniiig or suppressing (he ^PIP 

Investigation Reporti fornb iegitlmate reason, is further evidenced by:

28.1 The Minister's percent reliance on the findings and 

recommendations contain^ In the prellmtoatv. draft of the IPID 

Investigation Report to pubilcaliy }ustify (including before

•V

5-i
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n.
Parliamant) and pursue his suspension of Ommat as the Head of 

the DPCI. Notwithstanding having comptete knowledge of the 

existence of the prellminaiy report; the investigative process 

which lead to the final report, as well as the contents of the final 

report, (Including its recommendations), the Minister has Insisted 

on placing reliance solely on the pteliminary draft of the report. In 

this regard.

aB.1.1 I altash as annexuie RM8, a copy of a tetter sent by the 

Minister to the Patliamentaty Porffblio Gommittse on 

Police doted ^ January ^015, and refer to paragraph 8 

thereof.

n..
^ '

, 28.1^ 1 also reiier to what Is stated ^ paragraph S2 below, 

where I erqjlaln why it Is certain that, by this stage, the 

Mkilster dearly had knowledge of the fin§l IPIO 

invjBstigatiQn report.

X

28.2 The Ministei^a Initiation of his own Investigation (to be conducted 

by Werksmans Attorneys) into the unlawful rendition of the 

Zimbabwean nationals. 1 attach hereto, as annexure RM9, a copy 

of the Appolntrnent letter and Temis of Reference For the 

invei^atioti dated 23 February 2015.

29 Against this background, f turn to addrsaa the grounds upon which the 

Minister’s decision to initiate suspension proceedings against me is 

sought to be reviewed.

^3
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THE GROUNDS OF REVIEW

30 TTie Minister's decision to Initiate a process to suspend me as Executive 

Director of IPID Is unlawful and unconstitutional on three grounds:

30.1 Rrst, the Minister doss not have any lawful power to suspend the 

Executive Dlisotdf of IPS) - f.e., a power to suspend that does not 

contrevwie Independents of IPN) enshiined under section

206(e^ of the Constitution. Aitematively, even If die Minister hasn.
pm poww hi suspend the Executive Director, Iho Minister has 

exercised this povyer unlawfully by creating a rrasonable 

perception that tPID's Independence Is under threat.

2Q2, Second, the A^nlStar's decision is vRIated by m ulterior purpose or 

Improper motive; and

30.3 Third, the Minister's deolsion Is Irradonal and unreasonable.

31 I address each In turri.

S0 The Minister has no power to suspend the Head of IPID

32 The Independence of (P)D is expressly required and protected under 

section 206(6) of the CchstKutlon. This provides:

“(6) On receipt of a corr^ialnt lodged hy a provincial executive, 
an independent police conpiafnts body established by naffonal 
legislation must Investigate any aHeged mlsconduot of, or 
offence committed by, a member of the police service In the 
province,"

r"
J
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33 The iPIO Act gave effect to the provisions of section 206(6} of the 

Constitution, by establishing and assigning functions to an Independent 

Directorate at a nattonai and provincial level. Under the IPID Act-

33.1 IPID is independently financed from money appropifated by 

ParHament (s 3(3));

33.2 The Ind^ndenee and {mparfiaflty ^ iPiO is expressly protected 

under s 4 of the IPIO Act, which provides than

in
'^(1) 7h& D/iedtoraie funottona /ndepepder% Aom &19 
South Afrtcsai PoUaa Sendee.

(8) Bach organ cf stete must aaslat the Dlre^mfa to 
ma/hfeAt ^ Anpadfa% and to parihrm its ftmotfens

'»

33.3 The objecta of tire iPJO Act, set Ih a 2, fijrther emphasise the 

importance of the Independenee of the Directorate. Section 2 

provides that the objecte of the Act are, Inter alia -

“(b) to ensure Indeoandant overalaht ef the South African 
Polka Sendee andMunklpal Pofiaa Sandeea;

t

f 4*1

(d) to prev^e for Independaijt 
of foendifed criminal offencea 0BgocSy comm/tfed hy 
membere of the Sourii AMcan Prrilce Sen/I^ and 
Munirripat Police Sarvkes;

• ff •

(g) la rnihanee accountalrillty and trar^parency by the 
SbuUi AMcan Police Service and Municipal Police 
Servl^aa In acwrdanee with the principles of the 
Consiltutlon.”

V
a a
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33.4 There are Important safeguarde In the manner In which the 

Executive Director of tPID te appointed under s 6, and In the 

provision for reporting to Parliament under s 7(12), which are 

plainly designed to prevent undue political influence In the office of 

the Executive Director.

34 The Constitution^ Court has found that a fundaments aspect of the 

Instltutfimal Independence (or "^cturai and opemthmal autonomy*) of 

an agency Is the seouilty of tenure of its members, and especISIy Its 

National Head. Security of tenure requires proteSion agabad
r

termin^on of empio^enent or suspension at the cBsoretlon and bSiest of 

the Exeputive.

n IP

1
35 In Glenlster v Pr^slefmt of the of Soatti Africa 2011 (3) SA

347 (CC) {"Gtenleter 11"), Moseneke DGJ and Cameron J (writing for the 

majority of the ConsthutioTial Court) found IhS, under the SAPS Act, the 

DPCt tacked the Independence required of tm Independent di#' 

corruption unit. The majority noted (at paTa 213) that the lack of 

independence of the OPCI "was reflected [,„] most s^nally In the

absence of secure tenure protecting the employment of the members of
\

UieenOty ahtl in thepro^fons kfrcHreotpollHcat oversight of hie ertt^s 

funchophtg."

U

36 The majority explained that what is required is “Insulation from a degree 

of management by palltfc^ actors that threatens Imminently to sGHe the

I Al^
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Independent functioning and operations of die unlf{ai para 216). The 

importance of the security of tenure In ensuring the Independent 
functiontng of the unit was underscored, as the mafority noted that -

"... the tack of specially entrenched employment security Is not 
calculated to Instil con/Zctonce In die mendjers of the DPCt that 
they can cany out ffiek Invesdgatlons irigomuely and feariessly* In 
our view, adequate Indeoendenee requires special measures 

(ftlfr 9fmfgm9nt «fftffffK.fg pn^hl^ Ihem to carry ouf 
&Vffl9lP0fIfitApara

37 In the context of iPiO, it Is especially importam that the Minister of Police 

does not have a broad power to suspend the Executive Dlrecton Given 

that IPID's function Is to Investigate complaints of misconduct by 

members of the SAP8 and to maintain effmrilve oversight over the 

SAPSi ft Is essential that IPiO remains stifcdy Independent of the SAPa 

This must Include the Minfeter of Police, who Is politically responsible for 

Ihe SAPS, and whose exeouflve and polltioal Interests are thus bound to 

the fate of the SAPS.

n»

t ■

f

38 In Hefen Suzman Foundation v President of the PSA; Qlenister v 

President of the PSA 2015 (2) SA 1 (CC), the Constitutional Court 
declared that the power to suspend and remove the National Head of 
the OPpt from office, vested exclusively in the Minister In terms of 

section 171^(1) and (2), must be done away with (see paragraph 110). 
The Constitutional Court held that an unrestr^ned power to Suspiend, 

without objective and veriflable criteria, undermines the requirement of 
Independence and Is not constitutionally permissabls (see paragraph

86).

J
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39 The Constitutional Court's findings in Helen Suzman FoundaUon follows 

its approach In l^an Rooyen v The State 2002 (6) SA 246 (CC), where 

the Court considered the requirements fdr the lawful suspension of 

magistrates. The Court found that the legislative scheme for the 

suspension of magistrates pending Investigation sufficiently guarded 

against discretionary or arfaitraiy su^ehslon fay the executive, and was 

constitutional. In reachfng this contusion, ^e Court emphasised the 

following aspects of the scheme: (I) the decision to Investigate 

altegadens to be taken by the Magistrates Commission, which 

enjoys a degree of Institutional independence from the exeeutivet and (ii) 

that The Commission would have to have tellable evhfonce before U to 

warrant such action and it miitd have to conduct /ts affal/a in a manner 

consistent with naforef/usifoe''(paragraphs 170 to 175).

o

The Minister has not Indicated the souice of the power upon which he 

purports to rely in giving me riotice of the proposed suspension. 

However, I am advised and aver that there Is currently no law which 

empowers the Minister to suspend the ExecuUve Director of iPID while 

meeting the requirements of a consOlutlonaliy accept^e suspension 

power. SB prescribed by the Constitutional Court In Glenlster it, Hden 

Su^an Foundation and \/an Rooyen.

40

u

In the attemative. even if the Minister has a lawful suspension power, the 

Minister's decision to suspend me, viewed in the context of events 

preceding this decision, would lead a reasonably Informed, reasonable

41
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member of the publfo to conclude that IPID's Independence Is under 

threab

42 In Wantster ff. the Constitutlonaf Court confirmed that the question 

vdtether an Institution is sufficiently Independmt must also consider the 

public's confidence In the Independence of the institution, it stated at 

para 207 that:

Couil has incRoatsd that-^the appea/anca crpsicep^am of 
bKtBpBndBrtee plays an Important role In em/traUng whether 
Independence In tact exlele, This was said In connecfib/i Pie 
aj^olnhnent procedures and security of tenure of magistrates. 
By applying tete criterion we do not mean to Impose on 
Parliament the obllga^n to create an agency wlOi a mesmure of 
Independence appropriate to theJiKBckry. We say merefy teat 
public conffdence te mschanlsms that are designed to secure 
Independerm ts ^dispensable. Whether a reasonably informed 
and /easonabiie member of the pubOo will have conUdence In an 
endt/s autaiomy’proteedng features Is Important to determining 
wheteer It has tee requisite degree of tedependenoe. Hence, if 
Parliament falls to create an InsteuSon teat appears from the 
reasonable standpoint of the pubdc to be Independent, ft has 
failed to meet one of the objective benchmarks for 
tedependence. This Is because pubtto conddence that an 
InsUtudon Is inctependerd la a companmt of, or Is conatltudve of, 
Hs IndeperuJence,”

( 1

u 43 It follows, that even if fiie Minister's suspen^oh power Is lawful In file 

abstraict, the manner In which the Minister exercises this power will be 

unlawful where It gives rise to a reasonable apprehension of an attempt 

to undermbre the independence of IPID. The events pr^eding the 

Minister's decision to pui|ue my siispension would certain^ create this 

reasonable perception of undue political Intetferdnce.
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44 For these reasons, the Minister's Initfatlon of suspension proceedings 

against me is unconstitutional and unlawful. It is reidewable under the 

principle of legality and under s 6(2){f)(0 and 6(2}(0 of PA,1A.

The Minister has acted for an ulterior purpose or improper motive and In 

badtelth

45 As I have rarptaft^ed, the Minister's intention to ^tspepd me Is ccticulated 

to undermlrm or suppress the IPID investigation Report tiiSft vinctioates 

Drafoat and Siblya, and upon which the Minister has railed to justly his 

suspension of them.

r 1,

t'

46 The Minister's decision not motivated by any legitimate reason, nor by 

the reasons given In the suspension notice. Rather, the Minister's 

decision Is motivated by his concern to undmntine and suppress the 

IPID Investigation Report for Klegltlmata political reasons and Ih bad

faith.

47 The conduct of the Minfster is a blatant abuse of power, which is 

revlewable under the principle of legality and s d(2)(e} efPAJA.
u

The Minister’s decision Is Irrational and unreasonable

48 The Irrationality and unreasonableness of the Minister's decision is 

evident from the Minister’s spuHous allegations of misconduct on my
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part, which were detailed as Justifications in the suspension notice of 10 

Man;h2015.

49 I deal with each allegatiDn In turn, and explain why not a ^ngle one of 

them provides a rational basis for the decision.

5 of the Suepenslon Nodce) Is that f 

breached my etatutory responslbfllty to aet vdth independence and 

Impartlalliy by Intoiming Dramat end SIbb'a, through fiieir le^l 

representatives, In wilflng, that they had beoi cleeured by the 11^ 

InvesUgatlbn Into the Illegal rendition of Zbnbabwean Nationals. This 

allegation Is devoid of merit

SO The

(

50.1 iPiO's written oommunicatlons with the legal representatives for 

Dramat uid SIblya were mads in response to requests for 

information under the Promotion of Access to friformatlon Act, Act 

2 of 2000, ("PAIA"), vdiieh were received by JPIO on behalf of 

Dranrat and Sibiya, respectively. I attach copies of the PAIA 

requests, as well as IPID'e communications with the respective 

legal represmtatives, In respect thereof, marked Annexures 

FIM10.1 to RM10.e.

u

50.2 With regard to the communication vdtti ^IbhrCs legal 

represerrtdfive, (PlO'e letter dated 9 January 2015 {Annexurs 

RMIO.S), which was dispatched at the direction of the information 

Officer and myself, responds to Siblya’s PAIA request by denying 

access to IPiD's report on the basis that It could compromise the
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ongoing Investigations and, furthermore confirms that “th0 IPID 

did not recommend for the suspension neither did the IPID 

recommend for the proseoudon of Mejar General SIblya In Its 

report to the NPA, based on the InldrmaVon and the evidence 

gathered durhig the hvestlgadon conducted by Uie IPID’. The 

content of this communicailoti is sntfr^ consistent with, Inter alUi, 

my slattttoiy respon^i% to act with Independence and 

impartially. Vm response is enfirely reasonable and factually 

correct.

804 With regaidi to Dmmat, I odnflrm that IPID has not complied vdth 

DramaVe PAIA reque^ In rasper^ of access to the IPID report and 

recommendations in respect of Dlepsloot CAS390/7/2012. in . 

addition to communication In respect of Dremat’s PAIA 

request. I had afso. agreed to meet wltti his legal representative 

(on 4 January 2015). At the rneeting I confirmed that IPID had 

submitted its report mid recommendations to the National Director 

of Public Prosecutions ("NDPP”} and that a decision was penc^g, 

that the NQPP had not made a decision on the matter, and that 

Dramat waa not implicated In any offence 1^ IPID's findings or 

recommendations.

i

50.4 My coramimication and interaction with Oremat's legal 

representatives are entirely In keeping with my statutory 

rasponaibifity to act with Independence and impartiality, it was 

reasonable of me to provide the aforesaid information to Dramat's rs

j •••'
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legal representatives. The information provided is factually*
correct.

51 The Minister's second aHegation (at paragraph 6 of the Suspension 

Notice) Is that I acted improperly when I provided the aforesaid 

Information to the legal representatives for Drarnat and Sibiya, because 

I "forew' very vmO tfmt tPlD did not idear Uoutenard General Drarnat and 

Major General ^fya beoauee [IJ had la\yj psss^sfon dm diiglnal 

by tPID dafocf 22 January 2014, vddob reco/nsiencfocr that 

Ueutamni General Drarnat and Major General Sibiya be ciindnal 

chained vdth Iddnapping and defendhg the ends of JusUod', This 

allegation is completely disingertuous and Is revealing of the coneerna 

expressed above In r^pect of the Minister's motives and bad faith.

o'«

61.1 The IPIO Invest^tlon Report of 18 March 2014 was signed by 

myself, Mr Matthews Sesoke (Chief Director; Investigation & 

f information Management) ("Mr Sesoko') and Mr Innocent Khuba 

(Provincial Head: ICD Limpopo) ("Mr Khuba") upon conclusion of 

IPIO's investigation. The findings and recomraendadons therein 

are based on a thorough scrutiny of all the available evidence.

1 '

* I

3O

51,2 I want to make it abundantiy clear that the final IPID report Was 

foe product of a thorough inyest]gadon process vyhich included 

taking into accotmt all the evidence gathered through the IPID 

Investigation and making reasonable recommendations on foe 

basis thereof.
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51.3 HiB preliminary draft of the IPID Investigation Report of 22 

January 2014 - disingenuously referred to by the Minister as the 

"Or^nal ReporC » contained and was based only on the evidence 

and ftndlnge available to Mr Khuba at the tbne. The preliminary 

draft of the Investigation Report was exactly that: a prelimaiy and 

draft report prepared by Mr Khuba based on the evidence 

available to him at the time.

51.4 IPfD did not conclude its Investl^^ftQn the prepareftion of the 

preMiaiy report, but persisted In collecting and ^fying 

evidenire. Jt Is not unusuti for piialliiilnaty flndlr^ and 

reoerfimendationa. arlsbtg from an investigation to develop and 

change, aa and vdien Information becomes availabla, or Is either 

verified or disoredlled. This is the very nature of an Investigation 

process.

-- .i- ■'-I ,

51.5 The i»elimlnaty draft of the iPID investigation Report was also stSI 

subject to cbnBlderatlon and review by Sesoko as Well as rnyseif. 

Notably, the preilmlnary report did not have regard to warning 

statements subsequently obtained from Oramat and Slblya, or, to 

evidence which errtergad after the date of the Preliminary Repoft,

51.6 The IPIp Investigation was oonducted in co«aperation with 

Advocate Anthony Moslng and Advocata Billy Moeletsl, from the 

offices of the NOPP, both of whom were involved with the IPID 

investigation Into the illegal rendition of Zimbabwean nationals, 

even before a complaint was lodged vdth IPID. they remairred

s
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Involved in the Investigation throughout, and were provided with 

regular preliminary reports by the Investigating OfRcer, Mr Khuba. 

Interaction with the NDPP in IPID Investigations Is not unusual. 

Even after conclusion of IPID’s investigation, the NDPP may 

request IPID to extend its Investigation in relation to certain 

aspects, or, to invesHgate new aspects which may have arisen. 

As a result of such biieraotion, the NDPP had access to the 

preliminary report, and was intimately aware of iha further

o
52 The third alfedatten (at paragraph 7 of the notice) Is that \ to 

dkotoae to me phe Minister] ffiat thero W0re ^ IPID reports, the 

oorteluskins of wfifch were coMmdb^ng m^ch odiet^. This allegation is 

simply Incorrect, and Is particularly i^ooncafttng ae Minister Was 

fiAy aware of the existence of and status of both tiie preliminary driA 

and the final draft of the IPID investigation Report.

52.1 In the Information Note, dated 1.0 March 2014, that I submitted to 

then Minister of Police, E N Mthethwa, I Indicated that we were 

preparing the report on the matter and levievi^g the totality 

of the available evidence to ensure that recommendations were 

appropriate and based on proven tects. I further indkteted teat the 

file with the recommendations would be lorwaided to the 

NDPP shortly. A copy of the Information note, dated 10 March 

2014, is attached as annexure RM11;
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52,2 On 24 November 2014. the ^t]nteter addressed correspondence to 

ms under the heading "TTre 23mbabman Rendition doGumenfd*, 

A copy of the letter Is attached marked Annexure RM12. and 

reads: "The Executive Director of IPID Is hereby requested to 

provide the Minister of Police wlOi copies of the dockets In colour, 

exhibits thereto, c or. reaim and the Bnal report In tills 

mattef {my emphasis. The Minister vvas, clearty, aware of the 

sodstence of progress reports as vvell as final reports and 

requested to be provided with all.o,
52.3 Oh ZE November 2014.1 compiled \Mth the Minister's request by 

providing him with the ease docket that was foiwarded to the 

NDPP. Including the final IPIO Investigation Report, i was at
■- ■

pains to point out In the Information note (attached as flM13) ttmt 

the Investlgatlvs conciustens In the report were based on a 

thorough analysts of all the available evidence, notwithstanding 

several other "prefirMtmty reports fhsiv^ prepared*.

U m :
ftrv

52,4 At no point did | create the Impression to the Minister that the 

findings and recomm^datlons contained in the pre^lnary draft 

of the report were the same as die findings aiid recommendadons 

contained In the final report.

52.5 Notwithstanding having complete knowledge of the existoncie of 

the preliminary report; the invesdgatlve process which lead to the 

Nnal report, as well as the contents of die final report, (Including Its 

recommendations), the Minister has Insisted on placing reliance
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solely on the prelfmlnaiv draft of the report, The Minister (through 

his spokesperson) confirmed publicly that the decision to suspend 

Dramat on 22 Qeoember 2014 was done '"after receMng a report 

of the IPID\ A copy of a media report, dated 24 Oecsmber 2014 

Is annexed marked Annexure nM14.

53 The fourth allegation (paragraph 8 of tfie notice) Is that, in the first 

week of March 2015,1 requested the PwllBmentary Portfolio Committee 

on Police ("the PPt^”) to convene an urgent meeting to exii^n to 

them the existence of the two IPID reports. It Is alleged that this reqtiest 

destgned to undermlrta /f/» HBntstar'aJ author^ and averel^ht 

r^cmstb/nt/' and further that it put the Minister’s own commissioned 

irwMtlgatlon “In Jeopaidy",

nf

53,1 It Is correct that I requested to appear before the PPCP. Copies 

of the requests and the responses that I have received from the 

Chaitperaori, ere att^died hereto as Aiviexures RM15.
’S' ’

53.2 It is extraordinary that the Minister would adopt 4ie position that 

reporting the actMtIes of IPIO to Paitlament would undennine 

h|8 authority and oversight responsibility. I would have expected 

5iat, in the clreumstances, the Minister would welooms my 

wfilingness to aceount to Parliament and to deaf up any 

misconceptions wd concerns that exist In relation to IPID's 

conduct.
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53.3 The Mfeitster's position In this regard Is. however, In keeping with 

his obstructive, and frankly dlslngenlous, conduct In this matter.

53.3.1 The Minister has not taken up my Invitation, as contained 

In the (nformatlpn Note dated 26 November 2014 

(annexure RM13} to brief him on IPJD’s Investigation at 

any stage. 1 remain wHIIng to pro^e the Minister with 

reports on tPlOte activities at any time.

n ^,3,2 The Minister has never requested me to provide an 

explanation on what he may have perceived as 

anomaffes between IPID’s preilmlnaiy and final re|»its.

«

■X

53.3.3 The Minister has furthermore not requested ms to provide 

any Information on any spedflc asped rdating to the IPID 

Investigation which may have raised conoems with him.

4 '

n •

53,4 I emphasise that t have a responsibility under s 7(12) of the IPID 

Act to report to Jjgtli the Minister and to Parliament, and i remain 

available to do so on any aspect relating to my or IPID^s activities. 

Section 7(12) d the IPID Act provktee that "The BceeuHve 

DIrifctar must at any Qme whan requested to do so by the Mnlster 

report on tiie aotMtiea of the Dfrectomte to theplEsl

53.5 The Minister has, by his failure to Interact v#i me, negated my 

obligation to report to him on IPID’s activities. In the
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circumstances it was entirely appropriate and reasonable for me 

to seek to account to Parliament

53.6 Further, there Is simply no reason to believe tiiat my meeting with 

Parliament to account on the IPID Investigative Report would in 

any way Jeoparcfee the Minister's authority or responsfljillties, or 

the conduct df his own Investigatibn Into IPIO activities.

{paragraph 8 of the notice^ is that I Interfered with54 The fiftfi m
fee Ministerfe oommlesloned In\fesdgatIon by failing to grant Mr Khuba

n.
- .

(Provincial Head of iPlD, Umpopo) permisdon to meet virith the 

investigators frcfei Werksmans Attorneys. While it is true thaft 1 refused 

to grant this permission, I did so because I do not accept feat fee 

Mlnlsteris commissioned Investigation to be lawful.

54.1 The TOR dlrecta the Investtgator to ascerfein "whether there is 

prima facia evidence of misconduct and criminal liability by 

Lieutenant General Drama; Mafor General Sibiya; and any other 

officers mentioned in fee original reporf. The Minister Is 

essenriaiiy dtreotihg the Investigator to repeat the IPID 

Investigation which gave rise to its final report, the Wericsmans’ 

Investigation Is therefore undermining the independence and 

irttegri^Qf IPID and.tnoiB s^InfeoUght thereof lhatfee NPA has 

not yet taken a decision on whether or not to prosecute any of the 

individuals Implicated by IPiD’s final report. This process Is 

ongoing and fee Minister is Interfering therevrife by instructing

I r
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Werhsmane to conduct an Investtgation which falls squarely wiUiin 

the ambit of IPlO's responsibilities.

54.2 The Minister's Initiation of the Wetksmans' Investigation creates 

an undeniable Impression that a report IPID which does not« for
whatever reason, contain findings that find favour with the 

Minister, or supports a decision fiial the Minister has already 

taken or fa^ds taking, or which eonflfe^ wHh a posflion that the 

Minister has adopted publicly, may give ^e to a rehashing of 
IPiO's Investigation now only at the direction of the Minister.n.

54.0 The Werksmans' Investigation is accordingly perceived by nqrs^
reason and,

without doubt, In^aobi negatively on our ability to perform IPID's 

functions IrKiependently and without fear.

and IPID's officials as a sanction for no

04,4 I point out that The TOR elsO Includes an investigation Into the 

NPA’s processes in relation to consideration of IPID's final report 
An Investigation of ongoing NPA prooesses falls outside the 

Minister's powers and b interfering wlffi an ongoing cdmfnal 
investigation.

i
I05 Purtiieimore, the Werksrhane' investigation has directly Interfered with 

IPID's operations, notably by the investigator directly engaging IPlO's 

officials in the face of my unequivocal refusal of permission for them to 

do so, In this regard, I attach hereto a copy of IPID's attorneys letter, 
dated 12 March 2015, addressed to Werksmans, marked Annaxure
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FtM17, which records the fnveedgator's blatant cfisregard for IPiD's 

refusal of the Investlgator^s request for pennisslon to interview Mr 

Khuba, and IPID's request and conflimatlon that all hiture 

Gommunfcatlon in relation to the Minister's Investigation be channelled 

through Its attorneys' ofRces.
f

56 I reiterate that I remab) available to report to the Minister on IPiD's 

activities. I am also wjlflng to engage the Minister to ag^s on 

appropriate eteps tt) elarl^ any questions that ttis Mlntster have, 

Ktowever, as Executive Director of IPID, I cannot stand by idly while ttie 

Mbii^r, without my consultetlon or pemtisslon, undsrfn^s my 

leadership of IPID and interferes with Its operattoris and investigations,

nI

-'V,

57 1 have sought ieg^ advice In respect of die Wertomans Investigation.
*

This is In keeping with my lesponsbillhf to ensure arKi promote IPID’e 

Independence and Impartiality from Interference in its investigations and 

underpinned by the IPiO Act and the Consdtutien.

56 The publio’s trust in the crfminai Justice system Is being seriously 

undemilned by the recent spate of suspensions of the heads of 

departments within the security cluster. Recently, the Minister of Police 

unlaWfully -8Uspended_Qramat,.the Head of ttia DRpI, and. iivho Is 

presently on extended leave, l am steadfast In rny resolve to protect 

IPID'S Integrity and Independence from political irtteiference. It Is critical 

to preserve the public's trust In the organs of state entrusted with their 

security, in the present context, it Is Important for IPID to be seen not to

ftpK
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buckle under political preesure when, In executing Its constitutional 

mandate, It makes findings and recommendations that are not aligned 

with the political views of the responsible Minister.

59 The Minlstei'a puiported justification in the Suspension Notice for 

appointing Werksmans to conduct the Investigadon, and overriding my 

authority as the Eirecudve CHrsotor of IFIO, le that I would '^interfere w/tfi

th» ae&m0 iPlD dated 24 Mar^ S014 waa afso oo-s^ed by 

you“ This is completely without merit. I am re5po]isl|)io for all die 

activlQSB of IPID and am not conflicted In reporting on any of iPIO's 

activltfos (whether I was personally Involved therein or whether the 

actMtIes were conducted under my direction}.

60 The sixth alleoatlon (paragraph 10 of the ntHIce) la that, during the 

week of 15 February 2014,1 removed a device from SIblya's offloe on IS 

February 2014 and diat "The plausible mason for [thlaj conduct waa to 

temper vdth e^ddanca teat might be Incrimlnadng to Major Qaiaral 

SIbiya; [mysMIl and/crlietaanant General Drmmf.

61 As is eiddenced In the documentation detailed below, these allegations 

are entirely spurlous^nd unfounded, and are a "red hardiig". i have not 

tampered with any evidentiary material.

61.1 I did not visit the provincial offices of the DPCI on 15 February 

2014. 1 was also not the Executive Director of the IPID at that
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date, and was only appointed In the position with effect from 

March 2014.

6T.2 On 10 February 2015,1 received a call from Slblya, who Informed 

me that there were 2 (two) colonels from Crime Intelligence In his 

office who requested the keys to his office beoause they wanted 

to sel?e a data 6 fax line, aHegsc^ bekmglng to General Mdluti 

(*Mdluir>. SflMya contaotfld me In this regard, bamiuse he was* 

under suspicion that a crime was about to be committed.
Pi

61..2.1 Slblya conducted InvesUgatlons through the trices of hfo 

attorneys and ( am In possession of a copy of Slbj^a^ 

affidavit, dated 10 March 2015, which Is annexed hereh) 

marled AMIS.

"*■

r-.4

- 61.2.2 I also atteeh hereto a copy of Sbiya's Personal Assistmit 

draft affidavit marked annexure RM19, from which it 

appears tiiat It was she that aterted Slblya about the 

presence end the conduct of the said colonels.

: ‘Sf
■■ r ^

I

61.3 On 11 Pebniaty 2016. as a result of the kiformakon received from 

Sjblya, I visited the Provincial Offices of the DPCI. My visit was In 

terms of Section 29(2) of the IPIO Act and I attadi a copy of my 

specie aulhorl^- In this regard as an annexure marked RM20. 1 

removed the said data line 6 In terms of niiy powers provided for 

Section 29(2), and signed for its removal as per tee 

••Acknowledgement of Data Box 6" annexure harslo marked 

RM21. When removing Data Box 6, I was, accordingly, acting
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strictly In aocorctance with my statutory powers. I admit that I was 

awara that both SIblya and Mdlull were on suspension, however, 

this knowledge did not Interfere with the execution of my duties as 

theheadofIPID.

61.4 On 13 February 2015,1 was called to the Minister's office in Capa 

Town. The purpose of tfie meeting vm to discuss Data Box 6, 

and the cireumstancea in which ft came into^my poeses^n. After 

the Mkilster reprfr ms over what he referred to as "f/re 

r re/(f, in ^nt of a third person who, at that stage was unknown to
^ at W Insistence, was subsequently Introduced to

me as General Ntlemeza, I fumtshed tits Minister vi4Ui 9ie 

explanation set out In the paragraphs above and the Minister 

accepted same. I offered to hand over Data Box 6 to 

General NUemeza however, after disr^slon, it was agreed that It 

should stay In my possession and that General Ntlemeza and I 

would liaise vWth each otiter ki reject thereof if the need arose.

nf
V.- :

■L-i.-

: sr

61.5 No basis is provided for the allegation that I tampered with 

evidenos that was potentially incrimlnatirtg to 

Pramat and / or me, If there is an implied allegalion that my 

confiscation of data line 6 impacted on IPID's final report this Is 

naturally dismissed by the rect that the IPJD% find report had, at 

that stage, already beeri In the possession of the NPA (from the 

time when it was handed over In April 2014).

L and / or

-5
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61,6 FurthermorB, there Is no logic In the Minister's alfegatfons. It is 

obviously farfetched to suggest Siblya would request me to 

remove allegedly &icriminatlng evidence. If Siblya wanted to 

remove the device before or after his suspension, whether 

personally or with the assistance of his PA, he had all the time in 

the world to do so, He obviou^ did not for die reasons set our 

above.

62 PMy, I poirtf otd that no details of any allegaSons against me In trer
media (referred to in paragraph 2 of the Suspension Notice) have been 

provided md would, in any event, twA form a legitimate basis for my 

suspension.

63 The Minister's decleton to initiate suspension proceedings against me Is 

accordingly without any raftonai or lawfol basts whafooever. It Is thus 

revlewable under the principle of legMlty and under s 6(2)<f)(ii) and 

$(^(h)ofPAJA.

Declaratory relief In respect of certain legislative proidsions

64 in Part 6 of the application, t also seek an order declaring the follow^ 

pro^sionS to be unconstitutional and unlawful to the extent that they 

purport to BUthodse the Minister to suspend or remove the Bcecutlve 

□Iractor of IPID, In conitraVmitron of s 206(6) of the Constitution;

e
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64.1 section 6(6) of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate 

Act, No. 1 of 2011 ('the IPID Act");

64.2 section 17(1) and 17(2} of the Publio Service Act, 1984; and

64.3 paragraph 2.7(2) of chapter 7 and paragraph 18 of chapter 8 of 

the Senior Management Service Handbook, 2003.

6S The uncdni^todon«d^ of Oie Mlnljster'e power to suspend me applies 

with even greater force to toe M1niatei*s puipoited power under toese 

provisions to rmnove me from office. This is ma^ e^ar In the 

abovemenfioned Constitutional Court Judgments matters and will be 

addressed turtherin argument

n■«

i:-
r I

THE iNTERtM REUEP UNDER PART A

66 I am advised that In order to be granted an interim Interdict, toe 

sppiloarrte must demonstoatd thatt

66.1 They have at leastp/fma toc/e right to toe relief sought In the main 

application (In tola case, toe review in Part B);'au
66^2 Tha balance of convenfence favours the applicants;

66.3 They will suffer Inepaiable harm If toe reljef Is not grantod; and

66.4 They have no altemalfve remedy other than Irderim relief.

67 I proceed to deal with each of these requirements In turn.
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Ajafhiafacfefjflh^

68 ( have set out above the grounds of review upon which Part B of the 

notice of motion Is based. I ask that Qrase paragraphs be read as If 

incoiporatsd herein In support of the interim relief.

69 Based on what hw been eafd In respect of die revl^ above, 1 submit 

that 1 have established a strong entitlement {1st alone a prtma tsuit$ right) 

to the relief sought In Part B of the notice of modon, tndosd this matter 

involves ths clearest of cases for an Interim Interdict, partfoulsrly given 

the breaches of the ConeUtutton that would resuR were the InfercRot ru^ 

to be granted.

a.t

Balance of convenLetisaand Irreparable hang

The balance of convenience strongly favours granting the Interim 

Interdict. Net only wW I suffer pre^lce If the InMm relief Is not granted 

as I win be removed from office for up to 60 days, but there is a real 

that the operations and functioning of iPIP will be seriously and 

Irreparebly compromised.

70

^, •

Should the Minister succeed In his machinations, through my 

suspension and the suppression of the IPIO Investigations Report, this 

could have very serious r^ercusslcns for Orarnat and SIblya, and 

ulilmately, the Independent arid effective funcllonlng of the DPCI.

71

5
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Indeed, the independence of both iPID. and the DPCI Is threatened by 

the Minister's impugned conduct In this matter.

72 On the other hand, the Minister wOl suffer no prejudice whatsoever 

should the Interim Interdict be granted, and the review of the lawfulness 

of the Minister's decision to Initiate a suspension process against me be 

allowed to take its couiee.

n4
73 I respecthilly submit that I have no suitable remedy a\«liable to me ottier 

than an Interim Interdict. While I have made written representatlona to 

the Minister In resp^ of the proposed suspension, this does not provide 

me with any securtly. Given the bad faith conduct of die Minister, I do 

not have any confldenee that my represeniatlcne vrfll be fairly considered 

and successful.

V
■rr

74 Fufthermors, it is not merely me being suspended that would have the 

deleterious effects set out above. The mere fact that I am required to 

fustif/ my conduct under threat of suspension and removal by the 

Minister gives rise to the harm that I have set out In this affidavit. These 

hanns effect not only me, but also the ability of IPIE} to hmctloh 

effectively as wdl as thf public's faith in IPID as an Independent 

Institution. The Mlnlsler’s threatened conduct constitutes w 

unconstitutional, political Interference in IPID. Protecting th\\\ 

independent functioning of IPID requires a court Interdict.

J§

5-If

j
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CONCLUSION

75 In the light of what has been set out above, I pray for the relief set out In 

Part A of the Notice of Motion pending finalisation 

application. i

Part B of the

BRIDE

nf THUS DONE SIGNED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME AT 
THISTHE 1^ DAY OF 2015 AT
THE deponent HAVING ACKNOWLEDGED THAT HE KNOWS 
UNDERSTANDS THE CONTENTS OP THIS AFFIDAVIT, HAS NO 
OBJECTION TO SWEARING THE PRESCRIBED OATH AND THAT SAME 
18 BINDING ON HIS CONSCtENCE

SlJ
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

IT>

SHABNAMHA^m 
SAlTExorficiO-lTfSA) 

Commissioner of Oalhs 
4 Pavn’irv Streei, t Mnnor

cAPAcrfy

AREA

t
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IN THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE 

CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE

CONFIRMATORY AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned,

SANDILE TOMo
do hereby make oath and say -

I am an adult male attorney practicing as such as a director of Werksmans1

Incorporated situated at, The Central, 96 Rivonia Road, Sandton,

Johannesburg, 2196.

The facts contained in this affidavit are within my own personal knowledge and2
U

are both true and correct unless where otherwise stated or where the contrary

appears from the context.

I have read the affidavit deposed to by MR SANDILE JULY and confirm as true3

and correct the facts contained therein insofar as they relate to me and the

investigation conducted by Werksmans Incorporated in from February 2015 to

April 2015.
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I furthermore confirm that I was a member of the team of legal practitioners at4

Werksmans who conducted the investigation pursuant to the terms of reference

prescribed by then Minister of Police, Mr Nkosinathi Thamsanqa ko.

I certify that this affidavit was signed and sworn to before me at JOHANNESBURG on 
this the
knows/kneviT and understands/understood the contents of this affidavit, has/had no 
objection to taking this oath, considers/considered this oath to be binding on his/her 
conscience an^uttered the following words: 'I swear that the contents of this affidavit 
are both true

s day of May 2020 by the deponent who acknowledged that he/she

correct, so help me God.'

MKONTO MAFANYA
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 

EX OFFICIO PRACTISING ATTORNEY 
BLOCK B, GROUND FLOOR 

KINGSLEY OFFICE PARK 
§§ PROTEA ROAD, CHISLEHURSTON 

SANDTON2196
TBL: 011 326 5439/371 FAX: 011 326 5463

r
COMMIsMbNiSl®© iAFANYA

COMWSSIONER OF OATHS 
EX QFFIOnO PRACTISING ATTORNEY 

iU3GK B, GROUND FLOOR 
/^NGSLEY OFFICE PARK 

i§ PROTEA ROAD, CHISLEHURSTON 
SANDTON 2196

TIL; 011 m 5439/37 I FAX: 011 326 5463

Name:

Address:

Capacity:

u

5
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ipid
Department:
Independent Police Investigative Directorate 
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Private Bag X9525, Pololwane. 0700,66 A Mattet Street, Femnic Bujlding, 2nd Floor, Poiokwane 
Tel.; (015) 2919600 Fax; (015) 295 3409

EnqilHKhuba 
Date: 2013/10/22

o Enq: IH Khuba 
Date; 2013/09/04

Case Investigative Report

1. COMPLAINT IDENTIFICATION

20130303751.1 CCN

3121.2 Incident Description Code

Criminal Recommendation1.3 Type of Report

22 October 20131.4 Report Date I

09 November 20121.5 Date of Last Report

Section 28(1 ){f) and 28(1 )(h)1.6 Complaint Category

Shepard Chuma and others1.7 Complainant

10 October 20121.8 Date of Complaint

Diepsloot CAS 390/07/20121.9 SAPSGR/CAS Number

Lt Gen. Dramat and others1.10 Suspect Identification

Task Team1.11 Investigator

Investigations1.12 Assignment 5
Innocent Khuba1.13 Reporting Staff Member

Page 1Secret
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BACKGROUND1.

The Independent Police Investigative Directorate received a complaint of alleged 
renditions involving members of the DPCI headed by General Sibiya. The case was 
reported as result of parliamentary question by Cope Member of Parliament and an 
article by Sunday Times. The case was referred to the Independent Police 
Investigative Directorate by Civilian Secretariat for further investigation.

1.1

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS2.

The following allegations were made;

It is alleged that between 04/11/2010 and 31/01/2011 Captain M L Maluleke, Warrant 
Officer Makoe and Constable Radebe, through the direction of General Sibiya, 
conducted operations in Soweto and Diepsloot to trace Zimbabwean Nationals. The 
suspects were wanted in connection with the murder of a Zimbabwean police Colonel 
in Bulawayo. The members were accompanied by Zimbabwean Police. Five 
Zimbabweans were arrested in Diepsloot and detained at various stations as illegal 
Immigrants and others for fictitious crimes. They were allegedly assaulted by SAPS 
members and Zimbabwean Police and transported to Bait Bridge where they were 
handed over to the Zimbabwean Authorities. Four of them were reported murdered in 
the hands of Zimbabwean Police.

2.1

o

According to the allegation, Major General Sibiya was aiso part of the operation.2.2

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY MANDATE3.

Section 206(6) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa provide that, on 
receipt of a complaint lodged by a Provincial Executive, an independent Complaints 
body established by the national legislation must investigate any alleged misconduct or 
offences allegedly committed by members of SAPS.
Section 28 (a) (h) of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate Act 1 of 2011 
provides that the Directorate must investigate any matter referred to as a result of a 
decision of the Executive Director, or if so requested by the Minister, an MEC or the 
Secretary as the case maybe, in the prescribed manner

3.1

3,2u

available EVIDENCE4.

STATEMENTS OBTAINED FROM INDEPENDENT WITNESSES4.1

The following witnesses were interviewed and statements obtained.

! I Shepard Chuma: He will state that on Friday 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at 6954 
John Malatjie Street Diepsloot together with Nelson, Maqhawe and Witness standing 
when they were approached by two unknown Black males. One of them produced an 
appointment card and the other produced a firearm and ordered them to lie down.
He will further state that one of the Police Officer then took out a paper and started 
reading names like Mtheiisi Sibanda. Godi Dube, Prichard Chuma and John. He asked

5
■ 1

5 j
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them whether they know such people but none of such names were known to them. 
The officer was wearing a cowboy hat and they heard other police officers calling him 
Cowboy. Few minutes later, Cowboy asked the other Police Officers about where to 
detain them. While they argued about the place to detain them, the other officer 
suggested that General Sibiya be consulted to provide direction in the matter. A short 
while later General Sibiya alighted from a Black BMW. He will state that they were 
assaulted and when they arrived at Orlando Police Station one of the Officers called 
leburu” took his R300 which was in a wallet in his back pocket. They were detained 
and on 2010/11/06 at 12h00 the officer cailed “Cowboy" came and took the finger 
prints of his co-accused but his fingerprints were not taken. He was informed that his 
finger prints will be taken at Musina.

On Monday 2010/11/08 at 12HOO Cowboy came to collect them. They were taken into 
a marked vehicle of Orlando SAPS driven by the officer in uniform. They followed 
Cowboy who was driving a white Nissan D/C. They were taken to a certain place called 
Bronkhorspruit where they were moved into a Toyota being handcuffed. They were 
then taken to Musina and they arrived at 17h00. They took one officer at Musina whom 
Cowboy said he will make matters easy for them to cross the border. He will further 
state that at the border, Cowboy went to Home Affairs office and few minutes later 
came back. They were transported in a Nissan D/C and crossed the border with 
Cowboy using a wrong lane but they were never stopped. When they were on the 
other side Zimbabwean police came and placed handcuffs on top of other handcuffs 
and Cowboy came and removed his handcuffs. They were taken to a Zimbabwean 
police car. He will state that they were interrogated by the Zimbabwean Police Officers 
about a Zimbabwean police Colonel who was killed. They were placed in separate 
cells and after 11 days he was released. When he enquired about his friend he was 
told that he was killed by the Zimbabwean police.

/z- Maahawe Sibanda: He will state that on 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at his residential 
place in Diepsioot when he was approached by two Black Males who identified 
themselves as Police Officers. They instructed them to lie down and they cooperated 
with them. Few minutes later there were many cars of Police Officers in civilian clothes 
and they started searching them. He will further state that they were assaulted and the 
police also took R500-00 which was in his pocket. There was another police officer 
wearing Cowboy hat reading names on the paper and asking them whether they knew 
the names of such peopie. He will state further that he saw General Sibiya coming out 
of a black BMW.and gave instruction that they should be taken to Orlando SAPS.

Boncjani Henry Yende\ He will state that he is a member of the South African Police 
Services attached to Crime Intelligence. During October 2010 he was nominated to be 
a member of Task Team called Tactical Operations Management Section (TOMS) 
which was led by General Sibiya. On 2010/11/05 he received a call from W/O Makoe 
of DPCI in Gauteng who was also part of TOMS informing him that General Sibiya 
wanted them to meet in order to look for four suspects who are wanted in connection 
with the murder of police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He then went to Fourways Shopping 
Center with Constable Desmond Campbell who was also part of TOMS to meet with 
W/O Makoe. On their arrival at the Shopping Center W/O Makoe also introduced two 
Zimbabwean police to them. He will further state that he was informed by W/O Makoe 
that the two officers came through the office of General Dra.mat. At that time General 
Sibiya was seated in a navy blue BMW and he could not go and greet him. They went

'■/

u

7

I
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to Diepsloot together with Captain Maluleke (also known as Cowboy). W/0 Jawuke 
and Constable Leburu Radebe to identify the house of the suspects.

Captain Maluleke came back and informed them that he left the two officers observing 
the movements of the suspects at their residence. On their arrival at the suspect’s 
place of residence, Captain Maluleke searched the suspects and confiscated their 
passports. There were four men who were lying on the ground and the two 
Zimbabwean police said that the four men are wanted in connection with murder of a 
Zimbabwean police Colonel in Bulawayo. The suspects were taken to Orlando and 
detained as illegal immigrants. On 23/11/2010 he was briefed by W/0 Makoe that the 
two suspects who were arrested were subsequently killed in Zimbabwe. He wilt further 
state that the suspect Prichard Chuma was detained in Alexandra Police station. He 
vyill further state that Captain Maluleke was reporting directly to General Sibiya and 
whenever torture of the suspects was to be carried out, he condoned it.

n * Nalson Ndlovu: He will state that on 05/11/2010 at 20h00 he was at his younger 
brother’s residential place in Diepsloot when he was approached by two Black Males 
who identified themselves as Police Officers. They ordered them to lie down and then 
started to assault them. He identified one of the Police Officer by the nickname Leburu. 
After their arrest the Police Officers argued about where they should detain them and 
one of them suggested Randburg. General Sibiya gave the instruction that they must 
be detained at Orlando. SAPS. They were then taken to Orlando SAPS but Shepard 
Chuma and Witness went with the police to show them where John stays.

Petros Jawuke: He will state that during October 2010 he was nominated to be part 
of a Task Team Called "TOMS" in Gauteng Province and that the team operated under 

'7 the command of General Sibiya. On 2010/11/05 in the evening he received a call from 
W/0 Makoe that their Commander Gen. Sibiya wanted all TOMS members to meet in 
Fourways because there was a Colonel who was murdered. He will state that he 
collected W/O Ndobe and rushed to Fourways where they met with other members.

He will state that W/O Makoe instructed him to join Captain Cowboy Maluleke and 
Constable Leburu Radebe to identify the suspects address. On their arrival at the 
identified house they found a car standing outside but there was no one inside the car. 
He will state that four men came to the vehicle and that they arrested them and 
detained them at Orlando Police Station as illegal immigrants but not the Zimbabwe 
murder case as indicated at the beginning of the tracing process.

He will further state that on 2010/11/23 the second operation was arranged and that he 
got a call from W/O Makoe that their Commander General Sibiya wanted them to meet 
at Diepsloot Shoprite. General Sibiya was present in the second operation. They went 
to Diepsloot where an African Male Pritchard Chuma was found and arrested for 
murder of the Colonel In Zimbabwe.

U

v; Desmond Campbell: He will state that on 2010/11/05 General Sibiya arranged with
‘ W/O Makoe to call them for operation at Diepsloot for tracing wanted suspects in a

murder case where a Colonel was killed. He received a call from Constable Radebe 
that they have already arrested the suspects.
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He will further state that the suspects were assaulted since he heard screams but did 
not take part in the assault of the suspects. The suspects were arrested in connection 
with a murder of the police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He will state that the four suspects 
were then detained at Orlando Police Station as illegal immigrants and not on the 
Zimbabwe Murder case of the Colonel. On 22/11/2010 until the early hours of 
23/11/2010 Prichard Chuma was arrested and detained in Alexandra. He never saw 
General Sibiya being involved in the operation but that there was a person who was 
always seated in the black tinted BMW and W/0 Makoe referred to the person as 
General Sibiya.

Alfred Ndobe: He will state that during October 2010 he was nominated to be part of 
Task Team called ‘TOMS" in Gauteng Province headed by General Sibiya. On 
2010/11/05 Gen. Sibiya arranged with W/O Makoe to call them for operation at 
Diepsloot for tracing wanted suspects in a murder case where a Colonel was killed. He 
was not aware that the suspects that they were tracing were needed in a Zimbabwe 
case. He received a call from Constable Radebe that they have already arrested the 
suspects.
The suspects were assaulted by General Sibiya, Captain Cowboy and W/O Makoe. He 
will state that the four suspects were then detained at Orlando Police Station as illegal 
immigrants but not on the Zimbabwe murder case of the murdered Colonel.

1

o

Andrew Mark Sampson'. He will state that he is a White Male self employed as a 
Project Manager of House Constructions. He knew Maqhawe Sibanda as a sub- 
contractor on his building sites. He will state that Mr. Sibanda vanished for a week and 
resurfaced again. He was informed by Mr. Sibanda that his disappearance was as 
result of his arrest in connection with the alleged murder of a Zimbabwean Colonel. He 
was taken to Beit Bridge but released along the way and he had to find his way back 
because he did not have money and his cell phone was confiscated by the police. He 
will state that he was requested by Mr. Sibanda to call the said police Captain for his 
cell phone. He called the police Captain and he confirmed that the cell phone will be 
returned. He does not know whether such phone was finally returned to Mr. Sibanda.

/ j Sibonciile Mpofu: She will state that she is a neighbor of the deceased Johnson 
^ Nyoni. She will state that she witnessed a group of unknown Policemen assaulting the 

deceased who was lying down on the furrow of running water as it was raining. She will 
state that the deceased was assaulted by means of being kicked with booted feet. She 
will state that she cannot recall the exact date but it was during January 2011 .She will 
state that the deceased was also pepper sprayed on his face and that he was having 
bloodied mucous coming out of his nostrils.

I

U

She will state that she was standing at the distance of about 20 meters when she 
witnessed the incident and that it was still in the morning around 10:00. She will state 
that she never saw what happened inside the shack. She will state that she learnt that 
the deceased was indeed murdered after a month from his younger brother. She will 
state that she may not be able to identify them if she can see them again.

; Reasons Mhlawumbe Sibanda: He will sate that on November 2010, on the date in 
which he cannot remember the date he visited his ex-girlfriend Brightness Nka Ncube 
who was staying with his distant sister Rachel Ncube. He slept over and in the middle 
of the night he was woken up by the police looking for John the boyfriend of Rachel. He

Cs
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was assaulted by a police whom he cannot identify, since it was in the dark. There was 
another Police Officer who was flashing a cellphone on their faces trying to identify 
them. He will further state that John was not there and they were freed when they 
indicated to the police that none of them was John,

I] Rachel Ncube: She will state that she Is the wife of the deceased John Nyoni. It was 
on 26/11/2011 at 10h00 when she was in her shack with her husband Johnson Nyoni 
when police arrived and started assaulting him. The police entered the shack and said 
that they were looking for a firearm which they alleged that her husband used to kill a 
policeman in Zimbabwe. There were five (5) police vehicles, and her husband was 
taken away by the police and that was the last time she saw him. In February 2011 she 
received a call from Bikinis Nyoni, the brother of the deceased that Johnson Nyoni has 
died.

f] ^ Brightness Nka Ncube: she will state that she is the sister-in -law of the late Johnson 
Nyoni. On the 5^ or 6^^’ of November while she was asleep she was woken up by the 
police who pretended to be Johnson Nyoni and later changed to indicate that they are 
in fact Police Officers. She will further state that she was assaulted by the police who 
were looking for Johnson Nyoni. The police freed them after they realized that Johnson 
was not amongst them. She learned later that Johnson Nyoni was murdered by the 
police in Zimbabwe.

; 3 fWacfa/a Bhekisisa Nyoni: He will state that he is the brother of late Johnson Nyoni 
and on 01 March 2011 he telephonically contacted his brother in law Orbed Ndlovu 
from Bulawayo in Zimbabwe who informed him that his brother Johnson Nyoni is late 
and was found at Central Mortuary in Bulawayo. He will further state that he then went 
to Bulawayo in Zimbabwe and at the rhortuary he found the body of his brother. The 
body of Johnson Nyoni had a bullet wound on the collar (neck) just above the chest 
and it exited at the back. There was an Information note attached to the body stating 
that Johnson Nyoni was involved in the crossfire at Gwanda in Zimbabwe. He will 
further state that he attended Johnson Nyoni’s funeral which was held at Tsholotsho in 
Zimbabwe.

n

u 4.2 STATEMENTS OF MEMBERS AT ORLANDO POLICE STATION

The following statements were obtained from members of SAPS based at Orlando 
police station who are witnesses in the case.

Brigadier Mthokozeiwa Zamma: He will state that he is a Station Commander of 
Orlando Police Station. He became aware of the allegation of deportation of 
Zimbabwean foreign Nationals in 2012. He will state that as part of his own 
investigation he perused the registers to check If there were indeed Zimbabwean 
nationals detained at Orlando Police Station. According to OB 279/11/2010 the said 
Foreign Nationals were arrested by Captain M L Maluieke. He also discovered that the 
Foreign Nationals were detained until 08/11/2010. The procedure is that when a 
person is arrested and is suspected to be illegal Immigrant, Home Affair official is 
called to verify the status of the person before he or she is takeh to Lindela for 
deportation. He does not know why the procedure was not followed by the police in this u
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case. He will further state that Captain Maluleke confirmed that he indeed took the said 
Foreign Nationals to Beit Bridge.

, ;; Thomas Pixane SBtaQane: He is a member of SAPS stationed at Orlando. On 
06/11/2010 Captain Maluleke came to the holding cells with four foreign national 
namely Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhabane Sibanda and Shepard 
Chuma. The four Foreign Nationals were registered on the OB and cell register. He will 
state that it was for the first time for him to experience a situation where a member of 
DPCI arrest and detain a person for being an illegal immigrant.

Padile Abrina Papo: She will state that she is a Constable and that during the time of 
incident she was still a trainee. On 2010/11/08 at 05h45 she reported on duty and she 
was posted at the cells. On the same day she was tasked by W/0 Marule to write the 
Occurrence Book. She made entries as directed and not as she observed because she 
was a Trainee.

)

n STATEMENTS OF HOME AFFAJRS OFFICIALS4.3

Nolwandle Qaba: She will state that she is a Director responsible for Deportation. She 
will further state that the incident that took place in 2010 occurred before she joined the 
department but upon being informed of the facts of the case by her juniors, she 
realized that members of the SAPS did not comply with the procedure when they 
deported the four Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals. She stated that a member of SAPS 
is not allowed to deport any person without the involvement of Home Affairs. The 
person suspected to be illegal foreigner must be verified by the Immigration Officer and 
the High Commissioner or the Embassy must confirm that such person is their citizen.

/ i Peter Ndwandwe. He will state that he is an Assistant Director with the Department of 
Home affairs in Soweto. He started knowing about the incident involving four 
Zimbabwean Foreign Nationals in 2012 when he was contacted by Mr. M Matthews 
who is a Chief Director at their Head Office. He will further state that the four
Zimbabwean nationals were not supposed to be deported because from 20/09/2010 to 
31/12/2010 there was DZP which is Dispensation for Zimbabwean Project initiated by 
the Minister to allow all Zimbabweans without legal documents to stay in the country for 
90 days in order to apply for legal documents. There is no Zimbabwean who was 
supposed to be deported on the basis of illegal documents during that period.

U

He will also further state that in 2012, few days after receiving a cal! from Mr. M 
Matthews a Police Officer by the name of Maluleke visited his office and showed him 
Home Affairs documents with signature and asked him whether he could identify any 
signature on the documents. He told Mr. Maluleke that the signature does not belong to 
any of his people. The documents were copies and Mr. Maluleke left in a hurry without 
showing him the documents in full.

He will further state that no police officer is allowed to deport any person and any 
person suspected to be an illegal foreigner must be screen by Immigration Officer.

i) ^ Job Jackson-. He will state that he is an Acting Deputy Direct responsible for the day 
^ to day running of Lindela Holding facility, in his statement he outlined the process
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involved in the deportation of a person from Lindela. He will further state that the 
incident took place before he was transferred to Lindela.

1' I Potiswa Skosana: She will state that she is an Immigration Officer Station at Soweto, 
' She will further state that the form Warrant of Detention of Illegal Foreigner (81-1725) 

was discontinued in 2008 and that the Notification of Deportation Form must be 
accompanied by the fingerprints. She will further state that in all cases police call them 
to screen the illegal foreigners before such persons are taken to Lindela.

f'A Johannas Lodewickus: He*wTll state that he is a Deputy Director in the Department of 
' “ Home Affairs at Soweto. He confirmed that the number on the Detention Warrant and

Notification of Deportation form provided by the police does not belong to any Home 
Affairs official in Soweto.

/ i-' Richard Peter Eibercj: He state that he is an Immigration Officer based at Beit Bridge. 
He will further state that when SAPS bring an illegal foreigner at Port of Entry they 
must hand in a Body Receipt form and not the Detention Warrant. The Warrant of 
Detention is not a deportation document and must not be produced or stamped at Port 
of Entry.
He will dismiss the allegation that the stamp used on the documents claimed to be 
Home Affairs documents by the police is a deportation stamp..

n

Kobela Margret Mohlahio: She will state that she is an Immigration Officer based at 
Beit Bridge and she had been a custodian of Stamp 20 since 2010. She had been in 
control of stamp 20 and when she is not in the office the stamp would be locked in the 
safe. She is the only person in possession of the key. She will state that on the 7*’ and 
8“' of November 2010 she was off duty and the stamp was locked in the safe. She 
does not know how stamp 20 appears on the documents which the police claim to be 
deportation papers because on the day in which the documents were stamped she was 
off duty and the stamp was locked in the safe.

J1

SJATEMENJS OF MEMBERS OF SAPS IN LIMPOPO4.4
(

Ndanduleni Richard Madilonga: He will state that he is a Police Officer in the South 
African Police Service holding a rank of Lieutenant Colonel stationed at Thohoyandou 

, f SAPS as a Commander of Crime Prevention.
He will further state that the statement is additional to the statement he signed with a 
member of the Hawks from Pretoria. He wants to clarify certain issues pertaining to his 
previous statement.
Before he was transferred to Thohoyandou SAPS, he was working at Beit Bridge 
Police Station as a Commander. His duties included Crime Prevention, liaison with the 
Immigration Officials and other police officials from other stations.
In 2010,.two weeks before the 8th November, there was a convoy of vehicles from 
Zimbabwe entering into South Africa. As he was suspicious, he approached them. The 
convoy was approaching the Immigration Offices. When he approached them, one of 
them introduced himself to him as the leader of the group and he told him that he is 
Superintendent Ncube from the Homicide Unit in Harare, He then requested him if they 
could not find a place to sit down and discuss.
Superintendent Ncube told him that he was going to Pretoria to meet General Dramat. 
He said to him that maybe he knew about the Chief Superintendent who had been

L)
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murdered. He said that the suspects were in Gauteng and he had organized with 
General Dramat to assist them in tracing the suspects.
He wiil state that he toid Superintendent Ncube that he has to verify with his seniors 
about the arrangements. He was given a number of Generai Dramat by 
Superintendent Ncube. He called Colonel Radzilani to verify the information but she 
requested that he should call Brigadier Makushu who was a Provincial Head Protection 
and Security Services. He then called him on his cell phone and explained to him that 
there are police from Zimbabwe who are intending to have a meeting with General 
Dramat. Brigadier Makushu told him that he was not aware of the visit but if the people 
are saying that they are going to meet the General, he should call General Dramat 
directly. He phoned General Dramat on his cell phone and he responded by saying 
that he is aware of the Zimbabwean police and he must let them come.
For the period of two weeks, he never heard anything from Superintendent Ncube and 
his group. After two weeks he received a call from Superintendent Ncube who told him 
that he was in town and he wanted to say goodbye. He went to town and met with 
them in front of Tops bottle store. They bought liquor and they left to the border. He did 
not escort them; they went to the border and crossed to Zimbabwe.. They did not 
discuss anything about the operation they had in Gauteng with General Dramat.
The following day after the departure of Zimbabwean police, he received a call from 
Captain Maluleke who is also known as "Cowboy". It was on 08 November 2010 
between 16 and 17;00, when he called and introduced himself as Cowboy and I asked 
as to who is Cowboy. He said that he is a Captain Maluleke and was with him at Paarl 
in Cape Town in 2005. When he said that he is Captain Maluleke, he remembered 
very well who he was. Captain Maluleke asked him where he was, and he said he had 
already crossed the checkpoint. He was told to stop and wait for him.. After thirty 
minutes he arrived and was driving a Sedan which he thinks is a BMW. He was with a 
male person who was seated on the front passenger seat. He then entered into the 
vehicle after the passenger had moved to the back seat.
While he was on the front passenger seat heading to the border gate, he toid him that 
the Zimbabwean police whom he assisted some weeks back were looking for suspects 
in connection with the death of police chief in Zimbabwe, and now they have found 
them. He told him that he was sent by his big bosses to assist in deporting them 
because the country does not have extradition agreement with Zimbabwe. He said that 
since the Zimbabwe police entered the country there had been busy trying to trace the 
suspect.
While they were driving he realized that there were other BMW cars which were 
following them and he knew that it was a convoy. Captain Maluleke told him that 
suspects are in the vehicle behind them. He said that that there are two suspects and 
the third one is still not yet found. He will further state that he never stopped anywhere 
at the border and no documents were stamped for the purpose of deportation.
When they arrived at the Zimbabwean side the vehicle stopped and immediately all the 
vehicles were surrourided by Zimbabwean police. They then pulled the suspects from 
the back seat of the vehicle behind them. He knew that they were Police Officers 
because he had been working at the border for a long time and he knew them. He 
even saw the vehicles that crossed two weeks ago when Superintendent Ncube 
entered the country.
Thereafter one of the Zimbabwean police came and thanked them and said that they 
must not use the other gate but use the one they used when they entered.
Captain Maluleke told him that what happened is top secret and people must not know 
about it.

n
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In 2012 of which he cannot remember the month and date, Captain Maluleke phoned 
and told him that there is a person from Head Office who will be coming for 
investigation and that he must cooperate with him.
Later a person came to Thohoyandou and he had a draft statement. He was told that 
there is a problem with the operation which was once done by the Hawks and they 
would like his statement to be in a particular format. He told him that the statement is 
for covering up and the parliament has some issues about the operation. He will further 
state that he read the statement and realize that it was to close the gaps and not a true 
reflection of what happened.

Brigadier Joseph Makushu: He will state that in 2010 he was the Head of Security 
^ and Protection Services responsible for eight Borders of which one of them is Beit 

Bridge. He will further state that Colonel Madilonga was one of his team members 
posted at Beit Bridge reporting under Colonel Radzilani. He remembers receiving a call 
from Colonel Madilonga in 2010 requesting permission to allow Zimbabwean Police 
who were going to see Major General Dramat. He then instructed him to call General 
Dramat directly because he did not want to be involved in the operation which he was 
not previously informed about. He will further state that it was the last time he spoke to 
Colonel Madilonga about the Zimbabwean Police.

/

Cgiqnej Dovhani Sharon Radzilani: She will state that in 2010 she was the direct 
supervisor of Colonel Madilonga at the Beit Bridge Port of entry. She will further state 
that in 2010 Colonel Madilonga informed her about the Zimbabwean Police who were 
about to enter the country to see Major General Dramat. She cannot remember 
whether he informed her telephonically or he came to her office. She will further state 
that she told Colonel Madilonga to speak with Brigadier Makushu about the issue.

V

4.5 STATEMENTS OF TOMS MEMBERS IN GAUTENG WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE 
OPERATION.

\ Lt Col Neethlinq: He staled that he is a member of South African Police Services 
stationed at the Directorate of Priority Crimes, Provincial Office in Gauteng. In 
November 2010 of which he cannot remember the exact date, he received a request 
from Captain Maluleke to assist in arresting a suspect in the Fourways area, He met 
with Captain Maluleke at Diepsloot who then led him to the spot where the suspect 
was. Captain Maluleke walked towards him and briefed him, informing him that he is 
investigating a case of murder of a Zimbabwean police officer.
He did not ask any question because he knew Captain Maluleke to be working for 
“Cross Border Desk" at the Head Office of the Hawks. He also did not ask question 
because he knew that Captain Maluleke was representing the Head Office. He 
considers himself to be less knowledgeable in Cross Border crimes than Captain 
Maluleke. . He discussed the tactical approach of the operation with his team since he 

■ considered the operation to be high risk. He positioned himself at the back of the 
vehicle convoy down a very narrow alley leading to an informal structure. There were 
three Police Officers whom later he discovered that they were Zimbabwean police. 
They were dressed in neat trousers, collar shirts and suits jackets.

After 15 minutes his members came out and informed him that they found the intended 
target and that Captain Maluleke had arrested him. They drove out of the settlement

Iu
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and stopped at the shopping center. Captain Maluleke informed him that they also 
have to arrest other suspects in Soweto. He was informed the next day that other two 
suspects were also arrested.

He also remember receiving a call frorn Captain Maluleke requesting escort of high risk 
suspects to Musina since he had to hand them over to Zimbabwean Authorities. He did 
provide a team to escort the suspects. He believes he must have reported such arrests 
to Major General Sibiya.

/ y^Cacfain Arnold Boonstra: He will state that in November 2010 (a date and time of 
which he cannot remember) he was requested by Lt Col Neethling to assist in tracing 
the suspects who were wanted by Captain Maluleke. He went to Diepsloot shopping 
Centre and waited for the members involved in the operation to come and fetch him. 
They came in a convoy and he followed. It was at night and he cannot remember the 
exact time. He approached Lt Col Maluleke known as Cowboy to provide him with the 
case number or reference number. He gave hjm a reference number from the file he 
was holding. He also told him that the suspects were wanted in connection with murder 
of a Police Colonel in Zimbabwe. He also mentioned that the police Colonel was killed 
during the Shoprite robbery. He does not remember precisely whether he said Shoprite 
robbery took place in Zimbabwe or South Africa.

The operation moved to Soweto but he did not see people who were arrested. He did 
not witness any assault because he was not near the operation. He just heard Lt Col 
Maluleke saying that he will detain the suspects in Soweto.

n

f Warrant Officer PJD Se}^:e: He will state that he is employed by DPCl in Gauteng on 
a rank of a Warrant Officer. In November 2010 of which he cannot remember the exact 
date he received a call from his Commander Lt Col Neethling requesting him to assist 
Captain Maluleke in escorting a suspect, He told him that Captain Maluleke will provide 
details of the trip.

He then called Captain Maluleke who confirmed that he needed assistance to transport 
a suspect to Musina. He requested him to use his vehicle because it had a blue light. 
He was in possession of BMW 330 with registration number TJH588 GP. He cannot 
remember the details of the trip but he remembers arranging with Captain Maluleke to 
meet at Alexandra Police Station on 23/11/2010 as recorded in the Occurrence Book to 
book out the said suspect. Captain Maluleke arrived and was driving a Nissan Hard 
body Double Cab.
Captain Maluleke told the officer at the Service Centre the name of the suspect and the 
suspect by the name of Prichard Chuma was brought to him. Captain Maluleke 
handcuffed the suspect and took him to the BMW. He then drove the vehicle being 
escorted by Captain Maluleke. He did not know what the suspect was wanted for and 
that he was just carrying out the request of his commander. He was told by Captain 
Maluleke that the suspected should be taken to Silverton Police station. He drove the 
suspect to Silverton where he was booked in the cells,.He does not remember whether 
he booked the suspect himself or Captain Maluleke did it. After booking the suspect 
Captain Maluleke told him that on 24/11/2010 he must assist in escorting the suspect 
to Musina.

u
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On 24/11/2010 he went to Silverton DPCI’s office as directed telephonicaliy by Captain 
Maluleke. When he arrived the following day, he discovered that the suspect he 
transported the previous day was no longer in the cells in Silverton Police Station but 
with Captain Maluleke. He was then brought to his vehicle and after he sat down, 
Captain Maluleke placed iron legs on him. They then drove to Musina while Captain 
Maluleke was providing escort. Captain Maluleke was in the company of a female 
person not known to him.

On arrival at Musina Captain Maluleke signaled using the head lights that they have to 
proceed straight to the border. He then proceeded to the border and when they arrived, 
they found the entry gate having a long queue. He used the exit gate as entrance gate. 
The police stopped them before they proceeded any further but when he put the blue 
light of his vehicle on, they gave way. He stopped in front of the police station at Beit 
Bridge and Captain Maluleke came over to his car, released iron legs from the suspect 
and headed to the Community Service Centre. He then went back and slept over in 
Polokwane.

I

n STATEMENTS OF TRT MEMBERS WHO ASSISTED IN THE ARREST OF 
JOHNS.ON NYONI.

4.6

/) ^ / Avhashoni Desmond Takalani: He is employed by the South African Police Services 
^ in Gauteng stationed at Johannesburg Central Police station under the TRT unit. On 

2011/01/12 at 11h00 in the morning he was on duty ip a full uniform posted at 
Diepsloot for Crime Prevention purpose. While busy with his duties with other members 
of TRT unit from Johannesburg Central, they received a request from members of the 
Hawks (DPCI) TOMS who were at Diepsloot SAPS to provide backup in the arrest of 
wanted suspect. When they arrived at Diepsloot SAPS, he decided to remain outside 
while others were briefed inside the station. From the station the vehicles proceeded to 
the Squatter Camp. Along the way his co-workers informed him that there was a 
suspect who was being traced at the Squatter Camp.

7
[jO^r

When they arrived at the place where the suspect was, he remained inside the vehicle 
because it was raining and he did not have a rain coat. He saw the suspect when they 
brought him to the vehicle. After members of the Hawks and Crime Intelligence who 
were unknown to him arrested the suspect, they were requested to escort the suspect 
to Silverton DPCI offices. They escorted the suspect and at Silverton DPCI offices he 
saw Captain Maluleke who was wearing a Cowboy hat writh two unknown African 
males who were travelling in a white BMW with Zimbabwean registration numbers. 
Captain Maluleke further said that they were Zimbabwean police who came to take the 
suspect, referring to the suspect whom they had just arrested at Diepsloot.
While they were with the suspect, he told them that some weeks back he was in 
Zimbabwe attending a funeral of some of the people he committed crime with and also 
knew they were after him. He was telling them when Captain Maluleke and 
Zimbabwean police were inside the offices.

iu

They were requested to take the suspect to Pretoria Moot SAPS for detention. Before 
they went to Pretoria Moot SAPS, photos of all members involved in the operation were 
taken. When they arrived at Pretoria Moot Polices station, Captain Maluleke detained 
the suspect and they then knocked off. S
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/if, Johannes Mc ati Moatshi: He will state that in January 2011 he was on duty posted at 
Diepsloot as a result of xenophobic violence prevalent at the time. At 13h00 on that 
particular day, he received a call via two ways radio from his commander to go 
Diepsloot police station. When he arrived with his colleagues he found the commander 
of Diepsloot Police station who introduced them to Captain Maluleke who was with two 
males persons and a female. The two male persons and a female were introduced as 
members of Crime Intelligence. Captain Maluleke informed them that there is a person 
who has committed serious cases in Zimbabwe and he is very dangerous. Captain 
Maluleke further said that the suspect was with the informer and had to be arrested. He 
will further state that they went into Diepsloot where the suspect and the informer were 
pointed out. After the arrest of the suspect they went to a certain shack where 
members of Crime Intelligence conducted a search but nothing was found. They were 
told by Captain Maluleke to transport the suspect to DPCI offices in Silverton. At 
Silverton Captain Maluleke requested them to book the suspect at Moot Police with the 
instruction that no visitor is allowed for the suspect. He cannot remember the name of 
the suspect but he remembers taking photos with the officers from Zimbabwe.n
Sello John Phaswana: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalani in all material aspects.

/) Tshatoa Jacob Seletela: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalani and that of Sello John Phaswana in all material aspects.

fi -/f Matsobane Silas Mokoatio: His statement corroborates that of Avhashoni Desmond 
Takalani and that of Sello John Phaswana as well that of Tshatoa Jacob Seletela;

STATEMENTS OF CRIME INTELLIGENCE MEMBERS WHO TRACED ^ 
ARRESTED GORDON DUBE AND JOHNSON NYONI.

4.7.

Plantinah Mokaobu: She will state that she is employed by the South African Police 
Services stationed at Crime Intelligence in Pretoria with a rank of Constable. On 
12/01/201.1 while in the office they received information from their Contact/Informer and 
he tipped them about a crime that was going to take place at Diepsloot.
They then proceeded there with a backup of members from Ivory Park Police Station 
where they effected the arrest of Gordon Dube at Diepsloot.
In January 2011 they received information from CIAC at Wierdeburg regarding the 
wanted suspect John Nyoni. The person they liaised with at CIAC was Constable 
Sombhane who also gave them the number of Captain Maluleke, She also spoke to 
Maluleke over the phone while they were there. They then drove to the Hawks offices 
to meet with Captain Maluleke who told them that the suspect has murdered a police 
officer in Zimbabwe.

{
{ J

They then tasked their Contact/Informer to look for the suspect, who did and the 
suspect was arrested. After the arrest of John Nyoni, they all proceeded to the Hawks 
offices where they gathered together for a photo shoot. Captain Maluleke exchanged 
the taking of photos with the Zimbabwean police. The photo of the suspect was also 
taken and the exhibit which is a firearm was also photographed. After the photo shoot 
she went to the shop, but when she came back she was told that General Dramat was 
with Colonel McIntosh and he had just addressed the people in her absence. She felt
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that she missed out on the speech of General Dramat but her colleagues told her that 
he was just congratulating them for a job well done.
Superintendent Ncube from Zimbabwe who was wearing black shirt and spectacles 
told us that he will be sending us letters of congratulation from Zimbabwe. She still 
recalls that later they were called by Brigadier Britz from Crime Intelligence Provincial 
office, and he showed them an appreciation letter from Zimbabwean government. He 
told them that they would be called by Provincial Commissioner Mzwandile Petros to 
meet with them as a result of their good work. She does not know what happened to 
John Nyoni thereafter.

£^m/na/7oe/ Dinizulu Mkasibe: His statement corroborates that of Platinah Mokgobu in 
all material aspects. He will state further that shortly after the photos were taken, he 
saw General Dramat of the Hawks. General Dramat was with the spokesperson of the 
Hawks known to him as Colonel McIntosh Polelo. They then gathered together and 
Captain Maluleke introduced General Dramat and the Spokesperson. General Dramat 
addressed and thanked them for arresting the suspect. General Dramat warned them 
not tell anyone about the operation we had just done.o
After he said that he left and Captain Maluleke told us that he was organizing a 
celebration braai. While they were busy enjoying themselves, a lady working at the 
Hawks offices with Captain Maluleke came and joined them. She wanted the meat to 
take home because there was too much meat. She was requested to download the 
photos from the camera by Captain Maluleke.
He will state further that he then decided to follow her to the office. When she 
downloaded the photos he requested her to print the photos for him. She agreed and 
printed many photos which he took home and still have them even now.

Mr M Mnawenya: He will state that he is a member of Crime Intelligence and he was 
involved in the operation that traced and arrested Godi Dube. He will further state that 
on 26/01/2011 he was called by his colleagues to attend a braai at Silverton Hawks. 
When he arrived he participated in photo shoot and they were addressed and 
congratulated by General Dramat for the arrest of Johnson Nyoni.

STATEMENTS OF DIEPSLOOT SAPS MEMBERS REGARDING GORDON DUBEU
Avhasei Witness Rambuda: He will state that in January 2011 he was working 
biepsloot as a Detective. There were three suspects who were arrested after they were 
involved in the shooting incident with the police. They recovered firearm which was 
booked into SAPS 13 and received exhibit number SAPS 13/31/2011. He was involved 
in the charging of the suspects and they were attending court at Attridgeville.
After some few days he received a call from Captain Maluleke of the Hawks asking him 
to go to Ballistic Pretoria and collect the firearm as he had already made arrangement 
with them. He collected the firearm and handed it Captain Maluleke. Captain Maluleke 
told him that he has a case he is investigation against one of the suspects. He 
informed him that the firearm belongs to Zimbabwe. He typed a letter a letter on his 
computer acknowledging the firearm but he does not remember where he put the 
letter.
He will further state that Captain Maluleke told him that he had made an arrangement 
with the prosecutor at Attridgeville .to withdrew the case so that he could be able to 
transport the suspect and the firearm to Zimbabwe.
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Isaac DIaminl. He will state that in January 2011 docket Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 
was assigned to him for further investigation. The docket had three suspect arrested 
for possession of unlicensed firearm and ammunition. The names of the suspects were 
Menzi Dube, God Dube and Sidingumunzi Dumani. He received a call from “Cowboy” 
Maluleke of the Hawks to hand the Case dockets Diepsloot Cas 93/01/2011 to his 
office in Silverton. He said the docket had to be investigated together with other 
dockets wherein God Dube is a suspect. He further said that the firearm which is an 
exhibit in his docket was used to kill a senior officer in Zimbabwe. Captain Maluleke 
took the docket and gave them acknowledgement of receipt.
He will further state that Captain Cowboy in the presence of Constable Rambuda told 
him that he will facilitate the release of the suspect from prison and he will talk to the 
Prosecutor to withdraw the case. After sometimes seeing that the docket was under his 
name, he opened a duplicate and sent it to the prosecutor. The prosecutor decided to 
decline to prosecute and the duplicate docket was filed,

/i 7^ f-ean Meyer. He will state that he was investigating several cases wherein Godi Dube 
was a suspect. The case were as follows, Wierdabrug CAS 531/12/2010, Wierdabrug 
CAS 220/02/2010, Wierdabrug CAS 147/11/2010, Wierdabrug CAS 1022/12/2010, 
Wierdabrug CAS 310/10/2010 and Diepsloot 93/01/2011. He was informed by Captain 
Maluleke from the Hawks that suspect Alfred Godi Dube was also wanted in 
Zimbabwe, According to Maluleke he was also wanted for murder as per Bulawayo CR 
438/09/2010. He will further state that he booked out suspect Godi Dube and handed 
him to Captain Maluleke. Captain Maluleke informed him that suspect Gordon Dube 
will be handed over to the Zimbabwean government through Immigration channels.

n

Sindv Daisy Dorcus Sombhane: She will state that during 2010 and 2011 she was 
based at Wierdabrug attached to Crime Intelligence unit. During 2010 she gave 
Constable Rikhotso a list of wanted suspects in Wierdabrug. She also met Captain 
Maluleke at Wierdebrug who told her that he is looking for a suspect known as Godi 
Dube. She contacted Constable Rikotso and informed him that Cpatain Malukele was 
at Wierdabrug inquiring about Godi Dube. She gave him the contact numbers of 
Captain Maluleke.
She wilt further state that on the 11/01/2011 she saw the name of Godi Dube on the 
cell Register and decided to call Constable Rikotso, Constatble Rikotso confirmed that 
he arrested Godi Dube the previous night (11/01/2011). She went to the cells and 
interviewed Godi Dube who said he would get a lawyer because the police assaulted

u

him.

5. DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM VARIOUS POLICE STATIONS

5.1.1. EXTRACTS FROM OCCURRENCE BOOKS & SAPS 14 REGISTERS

The investmtion at Orlando Police Station uncovered the following:
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Specific reference to OB 276 to 279: The entries made from 04h10 of 06/11/2010 to 
12h00 of. the 08/11/2010 confirms that Captain M L Maluleke of the DPCI with force 
number 0622729518 arrested Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, Maqhabane 
Sibanda and Shepard Chuma.

SAPS 14: The cell -register dated 2010/11/05 to 2010/11/08 indicates that the following 
suspects were charged and detained, Dumisani Witness Ndeya, Nelson Ndlovu, 
Maqhabane Sibanda, Shepard Chuma. The reason for detention of the suspects as per 
register is stated as "illegal Immigrants’. The entry was made by Sergeant Thomas 
Pixane Setage who also later confirmed this in a sworn statement.

The investigation at Alexandra Polica Station uncovered the followinp,

OB entry 22/11/10: The entry made on 22/11/2010 shows the booking of Prichard 
Chuma by Captain Nkosi. However Nkosi wrote the name and contact numbers of 
Captain Maluleke as the person who is the investigating Officer of the case.n
OB entry 23/11/2010: The entry dated 23/08/2010 shows the booking out of Prichard 
Chuma by Warrant Officer Selepe.

The Investhiaiion at Silverton Police Station uncovered the following:

,-^OB entry 23/11/12: Warrant Officer Selepe booked in Prichard Chuma at Silverton 
Police station with Bulawayo case number.

OB entry 24/11/2012: Warrant officer Selepe booked out Chuma to Bait Bridge. 
However Captain Maluleke also signed, acknowledging the release of Prichard Chuma 
into his hands/custody.

The investigation at Pretoria Moot Police station uncovered the followinoi

OB entry 26/01/11; Warrant Officer Johannes Mpati Moatshi booked in Johnson Nyoni 
by the instruction of Captain Maluleke for Fraud./u OB entry 28/01/11: Captain Maluleke booked out Johnson Nyoni to Bait Bridge for 
Fraud.

SAPS 14: Captain Maluleke appended his signature on the entry and it shows that the 
release of Johnson Nyoni to Captain Maluleke was for extradition purpose.

The investi gation at Wierdabrua Police Station uncovered the followlna;

OB entry 12/01/12: Gordon Dube, Andrew Dube, Dumani Stimusy were detained for 
possession of unlicensed firearm. The same firearm was found to belong to the 
murdered Zimbabwean Police Officer.

Body Receipts SAPS 216: They show that Gordon Dube, Andrew Dube and Dumani 
were received from court on 14/01/2011 together but on 28/01/2011 Gordon 

was not amongst the other suspects. Pretoria Prison records show that Dube
Stimusy 
Dube w
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was release on the 28#’ January 2013 to Constable Meyer of Wierdabrug Police 
station.

Copies of dockets linking Gordon Dube; Wierdabrug CAS 531/12/2010, 
Wierdabrug CAS 220/02/2010, Wierdabrug CAS 147/11/2010, Wierdabrug CAS 
1022/12/2010, Wierdabrug CAS 310/10/2010 and Diepsloot 93/01/2011. One of these 
cases is Murder, where a firearm of a murdered Zimbabwean Police officer was used.
The investigating officer is having a challenge in explaining to Court Officials what 
happened to the suspect because he handed the suspect to Captain Maluleke who in 
turn handed the suspect to the Zimbabwean poiice. The majority of these cases could 
not be closed in the system because of nonprocedural case disposal. ^

DOCUMETARY EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM DPCI OFFICES.5.2

Success report dated 04/02/2011: The report was addressed to General Dramat, 
General Hlatshwayo and General Toka with a heading that reads, “CONSOLIDATED 
SUCCESS REPORT:MOST WANTED FUGITIVE:WANTED FOR MURDER AND 
ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF: 3/12/2010: AND ZIMBABWE (BULAWAYO CR 
348/09/2010): WITNESS DUMISANI NKOSi@NDEYA: ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS 
AND OTHERS.
The report bears reference 14/02/01 and was signed by Col Leonie Verster. Paragraph 
“AT’ of the report states that on 05/11/2010, General Dramat held a meeting with 
Zimbabwean police at DPCI offices about the Nationals who shot and killed one of their 
senior officers, Paragraph “3” states that Captain Maluleke was tasked to trace and 
arrest the said Nationals. The report also covers the arrest of Gordon Dube and 
appreciation of TRT members and members of Crime Intelligence.

Success report dated 11/11/2013; The report bears reference number 26/02/1 and 
again addressed to Deputy National Commissioner DPCI. The person to whom 
enquiries must be directed is Captain Maluleke whereas the signatory is Col P J 
Selundu. Paragraph "1” of the report states that the Zimbabwean Police visited the 
office of the Divisionai National Commissioner regarding Zimbabwean Nationals who 
were hiding in South Africa. The report further stated the arrest of Dumisani Witness 
Vundia @ Ndeya and Shepard Chuma.

Overtime and Itineraries of Captain Maluleke: On 08/11/2010 went to Bait Bridge ^ 
(Limpopo) for investigation and claimed overtime. On 24/11/2010 he went to Beit F 
Bridge and also claimed overtime. On 28/01/2011 he went to Bait Bridge and also ) 
claimed overtime, All this dates corresponds with cellphone records and OB entries J 
indicating the dates in which the suspects were booked out from the stations.

n

0

EVIDENCE ACQUIRED FROM CAPTAIN MALULEKE’S SEIZED LAPTOP.5.3

Success report ref: 26/2/1 and 14/02/01: They were generated in Captain Maluleke’s 
laptop before being signed by Col L Verster and forwarded to General Dramat. The 
report recovered from the computer has a different reference number but same 
content. Report 14/02/01 has reference 0627239-8/5

S
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Letter to Diepsloot Station Commander: The recovered letter states that the firearm 
which was found in Gordon Dube’s possession and handed to Captain Maiuleke after 
ballistic examination was taken to Zimbabwe permanently.

Emails by Captain Maiuleke: He sent e-mails circulating more than 20 photos of both 
the suspects arrested and the members involved in the operation. The emails where 
sent to the PA of General Dramat, Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and members of Crime 
Intelligence, He also sent email to Zimbabwean police trying to find out how they 
travelled back home and that he is still tracing the remaining suspects.. Ul.c
Photos: More than 70 photos were found, the majority of them relate to the operation 
involving Zimbabwean Nationals. Zimbabwean police appear on the photos and the 
white BMW with clear Zimbabwean registration number.

Letter to Home Affairs dated 08/11/2010: The letter was addressed to home affairs 
requesting assistance in the Deportation of the Zimbabwean nationals involved in the 
murder of Zimbabwean police. Even though the letter is dated 08/11/2010, it was 
lenerated in November 2011, shortly after the news about illegal deportation of 
Imbabwean nationals hit the media.

ar '

Letter to stakeholders dated 20/08/2012: The letter was generated the same day 
indicating that in August 2010 General Sibiya and General Dramat went to Zimbabwe 
to discuss matters of cooperation on cross border crimes. General Sibiya was 
appointed as the coordinator on the cooperation issue between two countries. Other , 
letters about the arrest of Zimbabwean national in connection wijh the murder of 
Zlmbabweah police refeTs'tblhecdo^ation agreed durjng the same meeting.

Documents regarding Bongani Moyo's case: This case is separate from the events 
that led to the arrest and deportation of the Zimbabwean Nationals into the hands of 
Zimbabwean authority. However it is a clear case of return of favor by Zimbabwean 
authorities to South Africa, In terms of the documents retrieved, Bongani Moyo 
escaped from Boksburg prison on 2011/03/28, a month and half after South Africa 
deported illegally the Zimbabwean nationals who were wanted by Zimbabwean 
authorities. An amount of R50 000 rewards was also provided for any information that . 
could lead to the arrest of Moyo. Captain Maiuleke stated that his informer told him that 
Moyo was on his way to cross the border in South Africa after being shot by 
Zimbabwean police. According to the formal statement of Captain Maiuleke, he 
arrested Moyo on the 13/05/2011 after he was found in the vehicle that crossed the 
border into South Africa. The other information retrieved provides contrary account of 
what happened. In a letter routed to General Dramat he stated that he went to 
Zimbabwe and conducted an operation with Zimbabwean police at Moyo’s home 
village on 11/05/2011. Moyo was subsequently shot at transported to the border with 
the help of Zimbabwean police

-

U

5.4 DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM HOME AFFAIRS

Warrant of Detention of Illegal Foreigners (BI-1725} - This document was produced 
by the SAPS as a proof that Shepard Chuma, Witness Ndeya and Nelson Ndlovu were
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detained for being illegal foreigners and they were seen by an Immigration Officer. 
However the signature that appears on the docket does not belong to any member of 
Home Affairs in Gauteng and the appointment number 037152 does not exist.
It was also uncovered that the BI-1725 used was discontinued in 2008 according to 
Home Affairs and in 2010 it was no longer part of the official documents of Home 
Affairs. The stamp on both documents clearly shows that whosoever completed the 
document used the old form already completed and deleted affiliated information to put 
the information of the three foreign nationais, The handwriting expert in her findings 
has indicated that the signature in each document does not resemble the sampled 
signature provided by members of Home Affairs.

Notification of The Deportation of an Illegal Foreigner (DHA-1689} documents 
were produced by SAPS as proof that the Nelson Ndlovu, Shepard Chuma and 
Maqhawe Sibanda were deported through Bait Bridge Border. However the form has 
been wrongly stamped and does not have finger prints of the deportee as required.
The stamp number 20 belonging to Bait Bridge was used and such stamp is not for that 
purpose. The stamp is individualized and belongs to Immigration Officer Kobelo 
Margret Mohlahio who on the day in which the stamp was used was off duty and the 
stamp was locked in the safe, she is the only person in possession of the key to the

It.-'-

r
safe.

Balt Bridge Duty Roster - This is a duty register used by Immigration Officers at Bait 
Bridge. The register confirms that Immigration Officer Kobeio Margret Mohiahio was off 
duty on 7^ and of November 2010.

Bait Bridge Movement data: The data entails information pertaining to the entry and 
' exit of people who were identified by Colonel Madilonga as members of Zimbabwean 

police who approached him with a request to see Lt General Dramat.
'

5.5 EVIDENCE IN TERMS OF SECTjON_205 OF THE CRIMINALPROCEDURE ACT.

C^ijhone record of Major General Sibiya [0725953168): Upon perusal of the 
cellphone records it was discovered that Major General Sibiya communicated with 
officers who were invoived in the operation, e.g. Captain Maluleke and sent 30 SMS to 
Major General Dramat (0825515311). However Major General Dramat never 
responded to the SMS. These SMS were sent at various milestone of the operation as 
deduced from witnesses' statements and documentary proofs.

(j

C^ihone records of Captain “Cowboy” Maluleke (08277295181: The interaction 
between Major General Sibiya and Captain Maluleke was also found in a’form of 
received and outgoing calls. Captain Maluleke also communicated with General 
Dramat in terms of outgoing SMS at a very important milestone of the operation. 
However General Dramat never responded to the SMS which he received from 
Captain Maluleke at 23:12:15 on 05/11/2010. He also called Zimbabwean number 
twice between the 5‘^' November 2010 and 8‘'' November 2010. The number called on 
these two occasions is the same and was called at times preceding critical milestones 
of the operation. Captain Maluleke also called Colonel Madilonga on 08/11/2010 at 
19:10:47, when he was approaching Musina. The information is also corroborated by 
Colonel Madilonga. s
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^l|phone records of Lt Colonel Neethling (0827787624): He was directly reporting 
to Major General Sibiya. He contacted General Sibiya telephonically and in his 
statement he stated that he believed he reported the operation to Major General 
Sibiya.

Cell Phone records of Lt Col Madilonga: He is police officer who was posted at the 
border during the operation. He assisted Captain Maluleke to cross the border with the 
suspects. He contacted Lt General Dramat when he well come the Zimbabwean police 
the first time. His cellphone records show his interaction with Captain Maluleke in line 
with his statement.

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIONS5.6

Ihe following investigations are outstanding:
Warning statement of General Dramat, General li^ya. Warrant Officer Makoe and 

Constable Leburu,
Cellphone data interpretation report and mapping.

n
%

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND FINDINGS.6.

The following findings were made;

• The operation carried out by TOMS to arrest Zimbabwean foreign nationals in 
Diepsloot in connection with the murder of Zimbabwean police Colonel was led by 
Captain M L Maluleke also known as Cowboy. According to the letter retrieved 
from Captain Maluleke's laptop, there was a meeting in August 2010 held between 
Zimbabwean Authorities, General Dramat and General Sibiya wherein General ^ 
Sibiya was appointed as a coordinator regarding cooperation between two 
countries. The obligation to assist Zimbabwe in tracing wanted suspects emanate/ 
from the agreement of the same meeting as cited in success reports addressed to[ 
General Dramat and other senior officials.

• There is enough evidence that shows that General Dramat did not only know about 
the operation that led to renditions of Zimbabwean Nationals but sanctioned it 
through the following ways;

o The Zimbabwean police came into the countiv for the purpose of 
arrestInQ ffte wanted Zimbabwean Nationals and Li General Dramat
directed that they be allowed to proceed since they were coming to
see him. The statement of Lt Colonel Madilonga clearly spell out that the 
police from Zimbabwe were received by him and he contacted General 
Dramat who confirmed that they were coming to him, Colonel Madilonga’s 
version is corroborated by Brigadier Makushu and Colonel Radzilani. The 
cellphone records of general Dramat and Beit bridge Telekom records (Col 
Madilonga’s extension) show that General Dramat received a call from 
015534 6300 at 20h56 on 04/11/2010. This corroborates the version of 
Madilonga, Lt Col Radzilani and Brigadier Makushu about the call made in 
connection with the Zimbabwean police. According to Lt Col Madilonga he 
was informed that the purpose of the Zimbabwean police to enter into the

b

u
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country was to arrest wanted Zimbabwean Nationals wanted in connection 
with the murder of Senior Police Officer in Zimbabwe.

- Evaluation of the above findin::s\ in the entire celiphone records of
General Dramat requested for the period 20/10/2010 to 
28/02/2011, the number 0155346300 only appear once which 
rules out any form of communication before 04/11^010 and after 
the said date.

o He held a meetina on 05/11/2010 with Zimbabwean police planning
the operation. Success report dated 04/02/2011 addressed to General 
Dramat, General Hlatshwayo and General Toka with a heading that reads, 
“CONSOLIDATED
FUGITIVEiWANTED FOR MURDER AND ROBBERY: DPCI TOMS REF: 
3/12/2010: AND ZIMBABWE (BULAWAYO CR 348/09/2010): WITNESS 
DUMISANI NKOSI@NDEYA: ZIMBABWEAN NATIONALS AND OTHERS, 
The report bears reference 14/02/01 and was signed by Col Leonie 
Verster. Paragraph “A1" of the report states that on 05/11/2010, General 
Dramat held a meeting with Zimbabwean police at DPCI offices about the 
Nationals who shot and killed one of their senior officers. He appointed 
Captain Maluleke to be a lead person during the operation.

Evaluation of the above findings: The success report signed by 
Leonie Verster was traced to Lt Col Maluleke's laptop as picked 
from the retrieved deleted data. The report was amended on 
26/01/2011 and 31/01/2011 before it could be emailed to a female 
officer, Warrant Officer Thabiso Mafatia on 09/02/2011 at 14h32. 
There is no material difference between the document retrieved 
from the laptop and that found at the Hawks offices during 
investigation. This proves that Leonie Verster did not generate 
success report but only signed the report drafted by Captain 
Maluleke. The date of the meeting between Zimbabwean Police 
and General Dramat which took place on 05/11/2010 coincide with 
the date of the 4^^ of November 2010 which according to cellphone 
records. General Dramat was called at 20h56 by Lt Col 
Madilonga seeking permission to allow Zimbabwean Police to 
enter into the country, Since the Zimbabwean Police where at Beit 
Bridge between 20h00 and 21h00, it is logical that they arrived in 
Gauteng late at night, leaving them with the opportunity to have 
the meeting with General Dramat in the morning of the Si*! of 
November 2010.

SUCCESS REPORT:MOST WANTED

n

(u

He committed the government resources into tiie operation: Apart
from other resources used, on 08/11/2010 Captain Maluleke went to Bait 
Bridge (Limpopo) for Transporting Zimbabwean Nationals and claimed 
overtime. On 24/11/2010 he went to Bait Bridge and also claimed 
overtime. On 28/01/2011 he went to Bait Bridge and also claimed 
overtime. All this dates corresponds with cellphone records and OB entries 
indicating the dates in which the suspects were booked out from the 
stations.

Evaluation of the above findings: Despite the fact that General 
Dramat as an Accounting Officer did not sign any claim of Captain
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Maluleke, delegating responsibility to Major General Sibiya to 
assist the Zimbabwean Police in tracing wanted suspects 
invariably commit government resources into an unlawful 
operation that amount to a criminal offense. “7

o He congratulated officers for arresting Johnson Nyoni and advised
them to keep it a secret According to Constable Mkasibe and Mgwenya, 
shortly after the photos were taken, they saw General Dramat of the 
Hawks walking towards them from house number 1. General Dramat 
addressed them and thanked them for arresting the suspect. He warned 
them not tell anyone about the operation they had just done.

- Evaluaiion of the above findings: Words of appreciation from 
General Dramat show both interest in the arrest of the 
Zimbabwean Nationals and his knowledge of the unlawfulness of 
the operation. If the operation was lawful he would not have 
warned them not to tell anyone about it.n

o He received communication regardinp successes and photos of the
operation through his Personal Assistance Phumla: According to the 
information retrieved from the seized laptop, Captain Maluleke sent e- 
mails circulating more than 20 photos of both the suspects arrested and 
the members involved in the operation. The emails where sent to the PA of 
General Dramat. Phumla, Zimbabwean Police and members of Crime 
Intelligence. However it is not clear whether Lt General Dramat received 
the photos.

o He was kept informed of the deveiopments in the operations that ied
to the arrest of wanted Zimbabwean Nationals: The cellphone records 
of General Sibiya shows 30 SMS sent to General Dramat at various 
milestones of the operation. He also received an SMS from Captain 
Maluleke shortly after the arrest of Zimbabwean Nationals. He never 
responded to any of the SMS which may suggest that they were only 
informing him of the progress.

o Report to parliament in response to the alleciation: A copy of the letter 
sent by Zimbabwean authority to Col Ntenteni clearly mention the names 
of people whom General Dramat in his report to parliament stated that 
they were deported for being illegal immigrants. The letter clearly indicates 
that the suspects were wanted for murdering Superintendent Chatikobo of 
Bulawayo on IB**! September 2010. It goes further to state that there was 
joined operation between South African Police and Zimbabwean poiice to 
trace and arrest the suspects.

tU

• There is evidence and witnesses corroborate each other that-General Sibiya was 
both at the scene and planning venue. The meeting held between IPID and 
General Dramat on 2013/03/07 confirmed that General Sibiya was appointed to be 
the Head of TOMS which he created to trace wanted suspects. The telephone 
records of both Captain Maluleke and Major General Sibiya show interaction 
between them at various milestone of the operation. Following suggest it is highly 
probable that Major General Sibiya was involved;
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Hawks boss Dramat quits after reaching settlement - The Mail & Guardian Page 1 of 6

u usin&
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reacJ
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n

Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat has officially resigned as head of the 
Hawks, police commissioner Riah Phiyega told Parliament.

Pliiyega said Tuesday tliat Dramat and the police had reached a 
settlement, the culination of a long-running legal battle following his 
suspension.

“Dramat has confirmed his request to leave the service and we are 
processing that agreement.”

The Mail & Guardian reported how Phiyega offered Dramat a Rs-million 
severance payment, in addition to R6o ooo per month until he turns 6o, 
in return for his resignation.ij

According to a source close to the process, Phiyega made the offer on 
behalf of Police Minister Nathi Nhleko.

I

https://mg.co.za/article/2015-04-22-hawks-boss-dramat-quits-after-reaching... 07/05/2020
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Hawks boss Dramat quits after reaching settlement - The Mail & Guardian Page 2 of 6

Suspension
Police Minister Nathi Nhleko suspended Dramat in December last year 
for his alleged involvement with the rendition of Zimbabweans in 2010.

A day after his suspension, Dramat wrote in a letter to the minister 
claiming he was being targeted because he was investigating “dockets 
implicating influential people”.

He insinuated he feared for his life, and said he woidd be “willing” to 
accept early retirement - as provided for in Article 35 of the Police Act - 
on condition the minister lifted his suspension.

Well-placed police sources earlier told Netwerk24 Dramat was being 
targeted because he refused to let go of the Nkandla investigation.

The North Gauteng High Court in Pretoria ruled in January Dramat’s 
suspension was unconstitutional and that he should be reinstated in his 
post,

n

Dramat had, however, never returned to office, and his legal 
representatives have been locked in negotiations with the minister’s legal 
team till now.

‘Absolute and complete contempt*
DA MP Dianne Kohler-Bamard reacted angrily when Phiyega announced 
Dramat’s resignation to the committee.

’’You are ignoring the court order. It was called unlawful and set aside. 
You have treated the court with absolute and complete contempt,” she 
said.

Phiyega responded that Dramat is no longer in his post “because of what 
he requested”.U
Nhleko’s spokesperson Musa Zondi said Dramat did no longer wanted to 
stay in the police.

J
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"The court never ruled that Dramat should be forced to work at SAPS. In 
his first letter to the minister in December, Dramat indicated his desire to 
leave. This is just the culmination of that request.”

limbo
Dramat has been in limbo since December 2014 when Nhleko purported 
to “suspend” him over allegations that he was involved in the illegal 
deportation of Zimbabwean criminal suspects in 2010.

It is not clear how the attempt to cut a deal with Dramat aligns with 
Nhleko’s claims he has serious criminal allegations to answer.

Dramat has denied being involved in or authorising the illegal renditions.

In a letter to the minister, Dramat blamed the move against him on his 
attempts to investigate high-profile people.n
He later told his lawyers he believed the trigger was his bid to have the 
Hawks take over the investigation of President Jacob Zuma’s Nkandla 
security upgrade. - New«24.com

These are unprecedented times, and the role of media to tell and 

record the story of South Africa as it develops is more important 

than ever. But it comes at a cost. Advertisers are cancelling 

campaigns, and our live events have come to an abrupt halt. Our 

income has been slashed.

The Mail & Guardian is a proud news publisher with roots 

stretching back 35 years. We’ve survived thanks to the support of 

our readers, we will need you to help us get through this.U
To help us ensure another 35 future years of fiercely 

independent journalism, please subscribe.

J
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Amabhungane
Developing investigative journalism in the public interest. Digging dung. 

Fertilising democracy.
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Telephone:
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DETAILS OF HEARING AND REPRESENTATION

1. The arbitration was held at the Respondent’s premises in Polokwane, Limpopo Province, 

on the 04 March 2016. Mr. NM Lekoloane, an admitted from Moloko Phooko Attorneys, 

represented the applicant while Advocate T Mokhatia, instructed by the State Attorney, 

appeared for and/ on behalf of the respondent.

ISSUES IN DISPUTE

n
The applicant filed an application in which he claims to have been unfairly dismissed by 

the respondent. The applicant alleged that his dismissal was unfair on both the substantive 

and procedural grounds.

2.

I am enjoined by the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (the Act) to determine whether or not 

the dismissal of the Applicant was unfair, and to further determine the appropriate relief, 

should I find that the dismissal was unfair.

3.

SURVEY OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT

The parties agreed to submit their written heads of argument, and they both complied. 

Both the respondent and the applicant party further handed in their bundles of documents 

which were accepted and accordingly marked as Exhibit A and B respectively. The parties 

held a pre-arbitration conference and agreed on the following common cause factors:

4.

O

Common cause factors:

The applicant was charged for misconduct as per the notice of disciplinary hearing/ charge 

sheet.

The applicant pleaded guilty to all the charges.

4.1.

4.2
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Both the applicant and the respondent entered into an agreement, on 23 September 2015, 

that the applicant be issued with a final written warning valid for a period of six (06) 

months.

4.3.

The applicant subsequently deposed to an affidavit in support of one Matthews Sesoko.4.4.

The applicant was invited by the respondent to make representations, in terms of the letter 

dated 29 September 2015, as to why his final written warning should not be revoked and 

be replaced with a sanction of dismissal.

4.5.

o
4.6. The applicant made written representations as per the letter dated 30 September 2015.

The applicant was subsequently dismissed from work on 30 September 2015.4.7.

The Respondent’s case
It was submitted for the respondent as follows:
On or about 7 July 2015 charges were preferred against the applicant by the respondent 

as follows;

5.

5.1.

1. You Mr. Khuba (the first employee) are currently the Provincial Head ofIPID in Limpopo. During 

2012, you were appointed as the Lead investigator in the matter relating to illegal rendition of 
Zimbabwean nationals by certain members of the Directorate for Priority Crimes Investigation 

(DPCI) which occurred during November 2010 and January 2011. The investigation was concluded 

on or about January 2014 and you submitted a fmai report investigation report to the National 
Prosecuting Authority (NPA) for a decision. In submitting the said report to the National 
Prosecuting Authority, you were accompanied amongst others by Matthews Sesoko, Head of 
Investigations at IPID, who provided legal assistance to you and your team during the investigation. 
In submitting your January 2014 report to the NPA you met with Adv. Anthony Mosing of the NPA 

and handed a final report to him for the NPA to take a decision to prosecute

U

2. Notwithstanding that you had submitted the final report to the NPA, which the NPA subsequent 
referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions, South Gauteng (Adv Chauke) you, accompanied by
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Angus approached the DPP South Gauteng's office, and collected the docket and the report from 

the DPP, South Gauteng

3. You, Sesoko and McBride altered the report which had been handed over to NPA, and deleted 

information incriminating Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat (Dramat), the former National Head of 
DPCI, and/or Sibiya, the Provincial Head of DPCI Gauteng, from the report in order to reach a 

conclusion that Dramat and Sibiya had been exonerated by IPID when you knew or ought to have 

known that the final IPID report of January 2014 recommended that Dramat and Sibiya be 

criminally charged.

O 4. By altering the report of January 2014, you and Sesoko have made yourself guilty of dishonesty, 
and defeating the ends of justice.

Subsequent to being charged, on or about the 23 September 2015 the applicant 

represented by his attorney, freely and voluntarily pleaded guilty to charges preferred 

against him in terms of the charge sheet.

5.2.

The applicant and the respondent entered into an agreement dated the 23 September 

2015, wherein it was agreed, inter alia, that the applicant be issued with a final written 

warning valid for six months. On or about the 25 September 2015 the applicant deposed to 

an affidavit on behalf of his co-accused, Mr. Matthews Sesoko.

5.3.

The applicant was employed as the Respondent’s Provincial Head in the Limpopo 

Province and that he occupied a position of trust and as a result It was expected that his 

conduct should be beyond reproach.

5.4,u

The charges preferred against the applicant were of a serious nature; given the fact that 

the applicant was the lead investigator in the matter, which involved the investigation of 

misconduct by senior members of the Director for Priority Crime Investigation, commonly 

known as the “Hawks".

5.5.
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The applicant was charged together with Mr. Sesoko based on the same facts and 

incident. The significance of the applicant and Mr. Sesoko being charged together was that 

they were co-accused and they participated in the same misconduct, thereby further 

implying that any evidence against the applicant would have been utilized again against 

the other.

5.6.

A guilty plea by the applicant constituted an unequivocal admission of the misconduct 

faced during the disciplinary hearing. This further meant that the applicant unreservedly 

admitted to ali the aliegations that were leveled against him in respect of the charge sheet.

5.7.

n
The respondent issued the applicant with a sanction of a final written warning valid for a 

period of six months as form of leniency.

5.8.

The terms of the agreement entered into between the applicant and the respondent are 

clear and there’s nowhere in which it was agreed that the applicant was free to testify for 

Mr. Sesoko should it be necessary. This according to the respondent, is another indication 

of dishonesty on the part of the applicant

5.9.

The applicant perpetuated the charge of defeating the ends of justice by deposing to an 

affidavit on behalf of Mr. Sesoko the contents of which contradict what he had already 

pleaded guilty to. The applicant repeated the very same act of misconduct that he was 

initially charged for and the respondent was entitled to dispense with the pre-dismissal 

procedures based on the conclusive proof of the misconduct as well as the serious nature 

of the charges.

5.10.

U

The continued employment relationship between the applicant and the respondent will be 

intolerable. And same negates the relief of reinstatement sought by the applicant during 

these proceedings.

5.11.
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5.12. By inviting the applicant to make written representations, they believe that the latter was 

afforded an opportunity to be heard prior to a harsh sanction being imposed. The 

respondent prayed for the dismissal of the applicant's case.

6. The Applicant’s case
It was submitted for the applicant as follows:

The applicant occupied the position of the Provincial Head-Limpopo Province. The 

applicant was on Salary Level 14 with an Annual Salary of R1 042 500.00 prior to his 

dismissal.

6.1.

n
The applicant was charged, amongst others, for altering the report which had been handed 

over to NPA, and deleted information incriminating Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat the 

former National Head of DPCI, and/or Sibiya, the Provincial Head of DPCI Gauteng, form 

the report in order to reach a conclusion that Dramat and Sibya had been exonerated by 

IPID when he (the applicant) knew or ought to have known that the final IPID report of 

January 2014 recommended that Dramat and Sibiya be criminally charged.

6.2.

6.3. The applicant altered certain witness statements as instructed by the Director of Public 

Prosecution (DPP) South Gauteng. The respondent viewed same as the transgression of 

defeating the ends of justice and acts of dishonesty attracting a disciplinary hearing.

U
6.4, The applicant deposed to an affidavit in which he exonerated the suspended Director, Mr. 

Robert McBride (McBride) and his colleague Mr. Mathews Sesoko (Sesoko) from any 

wrongdoing in the case of the so called illegal rendition of the Zimbabweans

During the disciplinary hearing held on the 23 September 2015, the applicant pleaded 

guilty to the allegations and was issued with sanction of a final written warning valid for a 

period of six (06) months.

6.5.
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6.6. The applicant was not prevented from testifying in any disciplinary hearing involving one of 

his co-accused. It’s quite unfair for the respondent to terminate the services of the 

applicant for having deposed to an affidavit for Mr. Sesoko. He never meant to implicate 

and or exonerate the co-accused, Mr. Sesoko in his affidavit.

6.7. The chairperson of the disciplinary hearing had the delegated powers to impose a final 

penalty to the applicant, and that for anyone to substitute same would amount to a 

procedural irregularity. The respondent has violated Clause 6 and 7 of Resolution 1 of 

2003, which provides that 'the employer in cases of serious misconduct which would 

warrant a dismissal may institute a disciplinary enquiry. The employer must appoint an 

employee as a representative, who as far as possible should be the manager for the 

employee, to initiate the enquiry. The employer must also appoint the chair of the hearing”.

O

6.8. The Senior Management Handbook which applies to the applicant, by virtue of his position, 

provides same requirements as the Resolution 1 of 2003 at its Clause 2 .6. (1) & 4 (a).

The Collective Agreement and the SMS handbook do no regard the findings of the 

chairperson as a mere recommendations. The respondent’s Mr. Kgamanyana did not have 

authority to revoke and or substitute the findings of the disciplinary hearing chairperson 

and his conduct should be found as procedural irregularity and invalid.

6.9.

6.10.U The applicant was denied an opportunity to state his case, and his dismissal should be 

found to have been both procedurally and substantively unfair. The applicant prays for 

retrospective reinstatement.

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT

7. The applicant faced allegations of misconduct and a disciplinary hearing was convened. 

The applicant pleaded guilty to the charges which included dishonesty and defeating the 

ends of justice.
I
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8. The applicant was charged for allegedly having committed the following:
1. You Mr. Khuba (the first employee) are currently the Provincial Head of IPID in Limpopo. During 
2012, you were appointed as the Lead Investigator in the matter relating to illegal rendition of 
Zimbabwean nationals by certain members of the Directorate for Priority Crimes Investigation 
(DPCI) which occurred during November 2010 and January 2011. The investigation was concluded 
on or about January 2014 and you submitted a final report invesdgation report to the National 
Prosecuting Authority (NPA) for a decision. In submitting the said report to the National 
Prosecuting Authority, you were accompanied amongst others by Matthews Sesoko, Head of 
Investigations at IPID, who provided legal assistance to you and your team during the investigation. 
In submitting your January 2014 report to the NPA you met with Adv. Anthony Mosing of the NPA 
and handed a final report to him for the NPA to take a decision to prosecuten
2. Notwithstanding that you had submitted the final report to the NPA, which the NPA subsequent 
referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions, South Gauteng (Adv Chauke) you, accompanied by 
Angus approached the DPP South Gauteng's office, and collected the docket and the report from 
the DPP, South Gauteng

3. You, Sesoko and McBride altered the report which had been handed over to NPA, and deleted 
information incriminating Lieutenant General Anwa Dramat (Dramat), the former National Head of 
DPCI, and/or Sib'iya, the Provincial Head of DPCI Gauteng, from the report in order to reach a 
conclusion that Dramat and Sibiya had been exonerated by IPID when you knew or ought to have 
known that the final IPID report of January 2014 recommended that Dramat and Sibiya be 
criminaliy charged.

4. By altering the report of January 2014, you and Sesoko have made yourself guilty of dishonesty, 
and defeating the ends of justice.U

9. An agreement was entered into between the applicant and the respondent. The terms of 

the said agreement were recorded as follows:

(4) Mr. Khuba being legally represented, freely and voluntarily pleads guilty to the charges 

proffered against him as set out in Annexure A.

The employer will impose a sanction of final written warning valid for 6 months against Mr. 

Khuba.

Mr. Khuba suspension will be uplifted and he will report for duty on Monday, 28 

September 2015.

(5)

(6)

S J
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By pleading guilty to the said allegation one can safely conclude that indeed the applicant 

committed the said transaction. And the applicant in deposing to an affidavit contradicted 

what he had already consented to. At paragraph 19 of his affidavit: The applicant stated 

that before the enquiry by a journalist, Sesoko and MacBride were not aware of the 

existence of the January report whereas he had already pleaded guilty to the fact that he 

was accompanied by, amongst others, Sesoko, when submitting the said January report.

10.

Another discrepancy appears on paragraph 8 of the applicant’s affidavit, wherein he 

alleged that Sesoko was not present or aware that he had submitted the report to Adv. 

Mosing, whereas he had already pleaded guilty to the allegations that he was 

accompanied by Sesoko when submitting the said report to Adv Mosing.

11.

n

On the penultimate contradiction, the applicant stated that at the time of submitting the 

January report, Adv. Mosing was aware for the outstanding investigations, yet he pleaded 

guilty to the allegations that the investigations were concluded in January and that him and 

Sesoko submitted a final report to the NPA for a final decision to prosecute.

12.

The applicant further at paragraph 15 of his affidavit, stated that neither McBride nor 

Sesoko instructed him to either make any specific changes in the report or to exonerate 

any in the report. Contradictorily the applicant pleaded guilty that himself, Sesoko and 

McBride altered the report that was handed over to the NPA and deleted information 

incriminating Dramat and Sibiya.

13.

U

In Sidumo & another v Rustenburg Platinum Mines & others (2007) 28 ILJ 2405 (CC)
it was held, that;
"In approaching the dismissal dispute impartially a Commissioner will take into account the totality of 
circumstances. He /she will necessarily take into an account the importance of the rule that had been 
breached. The Commissioner must, of course, consider the reason the employer imposed the sanction of 
dismissal, as he or she must take into an account the basis of the employee’s challenge to the dismissal. 
There are other factors that will require consideration. For example, the harm caused by the employee’s

14.
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conduct, whether additional training and instruction may result in the employee not repeating the misconduct, 
the effect of dismissal on the employee and his or her long service record. This is not an exhaustive list”.

The principle established in this case emphasizes the fact that a Commissioner should not 

defer or rubber stamp the decision of the employer and that he / she must consider all the 

relevant circumstances of the case. Commissioners are further enjoined to consider 

personal circumstances of the employees in determining the fairness of the dismissal.

15.

Accordingly, I find that in this case the rule involved was aimed at protecting the integrity of 

the respondent and that the applicant did not have such a long service with the respondent 

- just about two years in the service of the respondent. Furthermore, the applicant 

occupied the position of trust in that he was the Provincial Head of IPID in Limpopo. This is 

a position which calls for a higher degree of honesty let alone responsibility to manage 

other employees. Thus the applicant was setting a bad example to his subordinates. He 

breached the trust the employer vested in him as an incumbent of that office. As such it 

goes without saying that the respondent will no longer trust the applicant as this is a type 

of breach which cannot be mended.

16.

O

17. A valuable definition of dishonesty appears in Nedcor Bank v Franck & Others [2002] 7 
BLLR 600 (LAC) wherein it was described as: “Dishonesty entails a lack of integrity or 
straightforwardness and, in particular, a willingness to steal, cheat, or act fraudulently..." I 
agree with the respondent that the applicant perpetuated acts of dishonesty by deposing to 
an affidavit which contradicts his guilty plea in support of Sesoko.

u In Canadian case of Lynch & Co v United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co [1971] 1 OR 
28 at 37,38 (Ont. SC) the following was said (per Fraser J)

18.

“Dishonesty is normally used to describe an act where there has been some intent to 
deceive or cheat. To use it to describe acts which are merely reckless, disobedient or 
foolish is not in accordance with popular usage or the dictionary meaning"

19. As the Provincial Head the applicant ought to have known that he owed the respondent a 

duty of an ultimate good faith {uberrima Tides) in all his dealings with the respondent and 

its stakeholders. Under the circumstances, I find that no any other degree of remorse 

shown by the applicant or personal circumstances can manage to outweigh these factors. 

In the premises, I find that the sanction of dismissal herein was appropriate.
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20. Turning to the procedural aspect of the matter, the applicant alleged that he was denied an 

opportunity to state his case. The applicant argued that the respondent has violated 

Clause 6 and 7 of Resolution 1 of 2003, which provides, inter alia: “that the employer in 

cases of serious misconduct which would warrant a dismissal may institute a disciplinary 

enquiry”. The authority used as reference herein is not peremptory and as such give the 

respondent a leeway to dispense with the formalistic processes of disciplinary hearing.

21. The Code of Good Practice: Dismissal sets out the requirements for a fair pre-dismissal 

procedure in the following terms (item 4 (1)):n
Normally, the employer should conduct an investigation to determine whether there are grounds for 
dismissal. This does not need a formal enquiry. The employer should notify the employee of all the 
allegations using a form and language that the employee can reasonably understand. The employee should 
be allowed the opportunity to state a case in response to the allegations. The employee should be entitled to 
a reasonable time to prepare a response and to the assistance of a trade union representative or fellow 
employee. After the enquiry, the employer should communicate the decision taken, and preferably furnish the 
employee with written notifications of the decision.

22. In Moropane v Gilbey’s Distillers & Vinters (Pty)Ltd & another (1998) 19 ILJ 635 (LC) 
it was held that the requirement of procedural fairness under the current Labour Relations 

Act demands less stringent and formalized processes than in the past. Again the said 

principle was emphasized by the Courts in Avril Elizabeth Home for the Mentally 

Handicapped v COMA and Others [2006] 2 BLLR 118 (LAC), wherein it was held that 

the employers are merely required to conduct investigation, accord the employee an 

opportunity to respondent to allegations after a reasonable period and thereafter to take a 

decision and give the employee notice thereof.

U

23. The applicant was accorded a fair opportunity to make representations as to why his final 

written warning shouldn’t be revoked and be replaced with a sanction of dismissal. He 

exercised that opportunity. Whether such opportunity was utilized effectively or not, same 

does not make his dismissal to be procedurally unfair.

I

is
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The respondent was obliged to show that he considered the representations of the 

applicant in arriving at the decision to dismiss. This has been viewed by various Courts as 

a demonstration that same has considered or that the decision maker has applied his/her 

mind.

24.

It is trite that dismissal sanction should be reserved for very serious acts of misconduct. 

The applicant’s conduct is inherently a very serious misconduct and undoubtedly 

constitutes a breach of trust. I determine that the respondent successfully discharged the 

requisite onus, in terms of the Act, in order to prove that the misconduct committed by 

applicant warranted a dismissal.

25.

n
The destruction of trust in an employment relationship renders the continuation of 

employment intolerable. In the circumstances I cannot interfere with the sanction imposed 

by the respondent, as I do not consider it inappropriate

26.

AWARD

The case of Innocent Humbulani Khuba is herewith dismissed;27.

Accordingly, I find that the dismissal of the applicant by the respondent was not unfair, and 
consequently he won’t be entitled to any remedy in law.

28.

There is no order as to costs.29.u
Thus done and signed at Polokwane on this the 21 Day of April 2016.

\

NELSON MATSOBANE LEDWABA 
GPSSBC PANELLIST

53
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q W

IN THE DISCIPLINARY HEARING 

(HELD AT PRETORIA)

In the matter between:

IPID Employer

and

MATTHEWS SESOKO Employeeo
WRITTEN REASONS FOR THE RULING

INTRODUCTION

These are written reasons in respect of a ruling which I handed down ex 

tempore on 16 August 2016, whereupon I found Mr Matthews Sesoko

1.

(“Sesoko”) guilty of misconduct and thereafter issued a sanction of dismissal

u with immediate effect. Despite the fact that I gave an ex tempore ruling with oral 

reasons for my findings both in respect of misconduct and the sanction, I have 

however deemed it prudent to give written reasons if only to supplement my ex 

tempore findings and also for the benefit of any forum to which Sesoko may 

want to challenge my rulings.

The background to the misconduct charge against Sesoko is a matter of 

common cause and has been set out in my first ruling in limine in respect of the

2.

5J
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2

application for a stay of proceedings and therefore I do not consider it 

necessary to repeat same here.

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE

Sesoko was charged with misconduct and the charge relating to him appears 

on paragraphs 3 of the charge sheet which is contained on Bundle “A" and more 

specifically at page A4 which reads as follows:

3.

o
‘You, Khuba and McBride altered the report which had been handed over to

NPA, and deleted the infa-mation incriminating Lieutenant General Anwa

Dramat the former National Head ofDPCI, and/or Siblya the Provincial Head of

DPCI Gauteng, from the report in order to reach a conclusion that, Dramat and 

Sibiya have been exonerated by IPID when you knew or ought to have known 

that the final IPID report of January 2014 recommended that Dramat and Sibiya 

be criminally charged. By altering the report of January 2014, you and Khuba 

have made yourselves guilty of dishonesty and defeating the ends of justice”.

O
To this end, the employer adduced evidence through Advocate Mosing 

("Mosing”) who testified, amongst other things, that the report dated 22 January 

2014 was in actual fact and for all intents and purposes, the final report. It was 

put to Mosing that in line with Sesoko’s version, the January report was not the 

final one as same had not been signed off by the Executive Director in line with 

the regulations which required that such a report be signed by the Executive

4.

Director.
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It was therefore further put to Mosing that the March report which was signed5.

by McBride, Sesoko and Khuba was the one which was finai and not the

January one. Mosing refuted this version and stated unequivocally that the

January report was the one which was finai regardless of whether it had been 

signed by the Executive Director as those were internal IPID processes. The

gravamen of Sesoko’s charge is whether he, along with McBride and Khuba,

acted in concert in altering the January report insofar as the conclusion whether 

to prosecute Dramat and Sibiya was concerned with the result that Sibiya and

n Dramat were therefore exonerated.

In essence the two reports, that being the January and the March reports, are6.

the same save for the conclusions that they reached insofar as the prosecution

of Sibiya and Dramat were concerned. Whilst the January report recommends

that Sibiya and Dramat be charged and be prosecuted for their role in the

Zimbabwe illegal renditions, the March report exonerates Sibiya and Dramat

from any wrongdoing or participation in the Zimbabwe illegal rendition.

u In essence Sesoko alongside McBride and Khuba were charged for altering the 

January report which had recommended that Sibiya and Dramat be prosecuted

7.

and resuiting in the March report which then exonerated the pair from

persecution. That is what is at the core of the charge against Sesoko. In other

words, Sesoko does not deny the fact that he took part in authoring the March

report however he denies that such amounted to an alteration as in his view.

the January report was not final as same had not been signed by the Executive 

Director and he is therefore not guilty of any misconduct.
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FINDINGS AND REASONS THEREOF

Having heard the evidence by Mosing and having gone through the January 

report myseif, it is difficuit to comprehend how it oouid de said not to be a finai 

report when in fact for aii intends and purposes the January 2014 report was a 

final report and so any act that was committed thereafter to change the contents 

thereof ought to amount to an alteration and this is what happened when 

Sesoko, McBride and Khuba embarked on that fatal expedition to produce a 

different report, that being the March report, which sought to vary the contents 

of the January report insofar as the prosecution of Sibiya and Dramat were

8.

n

concerned.

This is especially so because the January report itself is by no means a draft 

report and it certainly does not say so as if there was still to be a further report 

over and above what had been concluded as of the 22 January 2014. Indeed 

the report is signed by Mr. Innocent Khuba and it is for this reason, amongst

9.

others that makes it difficuit to comprehend the submission that the January

o report was not final or was not legitimate simply because it was not signed by

the Executive Director.

Whether for a report to be authentic same had to be signed by the Executive10.

Director is a matter of internal processes for the IPID and may very well be 

provided for in the regulations however that does not detract from the fact that 

the January report was final and that anything that was done thereafter 

amounted to altering that report. Here one is not dealing with the legitimacy or
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Otherwise of the January report as it were, but dealing with Sesoko's conduct 

in aitering some of the materiai contents of the January report and thereby 

exonerating Sibiya and Dramat from any wrongdoing in relation to the

Zimbabwean illegal rendition.

It was common cause that, in co-authoring the March report, Sesoko did take11.

part in the alteration of some of the material contents of the January report. This

he did not deny at any stage and it was further common cause that the

o difference between the January and March reports was the exoneration of

Sibiya and Dramat from any wrongdoing in relation to the Zimbabwean illegal

rendition. What was in dispute was whether the March report amounted to an

alteration as Sesoko contended that the January report was not final as it had

not been signed by the Executive Director and therefore it could not be said to

have been altered.

I have already expressed the difficulty I have in understanding the contention12.

on Sesoko’s part that the January report was not final simply because it was 

not signed by the Executive Director when, for all intents and purposes andu
quite apart from the fac^ that is was not signed by the Executive Director, the

report was final and to argue otherwise is to elevate form above substance. In

other words, Sesoko wanted the enquiry to believe that form is more important

than substance. That is, even though in substance it is dear that the January

report was final and recommended amongst other things that Sibiya and 

Dramat be charged for their role in the rendition saga, but simply because the 

report in his view did not comply with the regulations in that it was not signed

L3
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by the Executive Director therefore it should not be regarded as final. If this is

an invitation to sacrifice substance at the altar of form, such invitation must be

rejected.

For these reasons, I find that the January report was final and that Sesoko’s 

conduct in co-authoring the March report amounted to alteration of the January 

report which constituted misconduct on his part and it is for that reason that I 

found Sesoko guilty of misconduct. Something must be said about the final day 

of the hearing wherein I issued my ruling ex tempore. There is no doubt that 

fairness would have dictated that Sesoko takes a stand and put up his own

13.

n

version of events in his defence, in line with the well-established principle of our

law that is audi afterem partem principle ("the audi principle").

However, it would seem that Sesoko elected to waive his right to be heard when14.

he decided not to attend the proceedings on 16 August 2016 and instead 

forwarding, through his legal representatives, what purported to be sick notes 

with the hope that the chairperson would be hoodwinked by these purported 

sick notes and allow a postponement and thereby further delaying andu
frustrating the proceedings.

I say this because, when I looked at what purported to be sick notes which were 

presented by Sesoko’s counsel, it was clear that these were only presented 

solely for the purposes of frustrating and delaying the hearing as it was very

15.

strange that a general practitioner, would have the requisite specialist

knowledge to diagnose Sesoko with depression something which would require

4
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a psychiatrist or at the very least a psychologist but definitely not a general 

practitioner to diagnose. All the general practitioner could do would have been 

to refer Sesoko to a specialist who could then diagnose Sesoko with depression 

or whatever might have been wrong vwth him and nothing more. For these 

reasons I found the sick notes not to be authentic.

Because I was not persuaded with the sick notes. I then ruled that the hearing16.

must proceed and I took it that Sesoko had then elected to waive his right to

o put his case and that is why I then ruled that the proceedings proceed in his 

absence. In the end, there was only one version before me as a chairperson

and that is the employer’s version which could not be second guessed in the

absence of a version to the contrary and which could be more probable than

that of the employer.

Even though one could, and of course was able to glean from the versions 

which were put to Mosing as to what sort of version Sesoko would put when he 

got the opportunity to state his side of the story, it still would have been 

preferable, if not mandatory, for Sesoko to take a stand and put his own version 

of events in line with the audi principle. However it is one thing for an employee 

to be afforded a right which was done in this case hence the disciplinary hearing 

but is quite another thing altogether for the employee to shun that right, turn his 

back on it and elect to waive it by adopting a strategy that Is aimed at delaying 

and frustrating the very same hearing which is aimed at providing him with a 

platform to put his case before his fate is decided.

17.
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The employer could only do so much and nothing more. The strategy that was 

adopted by Sesoko in frustrating and delaying the proceedings flies in the face 

of expeditious resolution of disputes and it can never be fair to the employer 

and indeed to the taxpayer that someone who is on a precautionary suspension 

and whose case has been dragging for over a year whilst he is sitting at home 

doing nothing and yet getting paid every month by the taxpayers is allowed to 

continue doing so for God knows how long but as long as he gets his salary 

every month then he is content with the proceedings being delayed because it

18.

suits his strategy.

From day one when I had just been appointed to preside over the hearing, it 

was clear that Sesoko had no intention of having the hearing proceed and that 

was demonstrated by his legal team raising a flimsy point in limine which aimed 

to stay the proceedings until McBride’s Constitutional Court case was 

determined and quite how those two were linked is still beyond me, but if 

anything, this serves to demonstrate just how unwilling Sesoko was to take part 

in these proceedings. Having dismissed that point in limine and further 

furnished my reasons thereof Sesoko then sought to take my ruling on review 

and also applied for an interdict against the proceedings pending the

19.

U

determination of the review.

Once again that to me is not indicative of someone who wants his dispute to be 

resolved expeditiously but is in fact indicative of someone who is desirous in

20.

frustrating and delaying the proceedings something which should never be

countenanced. It is a small wonder then that Sesoko lost that Labour Court
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case wherein he sought to interdict the proceedings. Because it was clear to

me on 16 August 2016 that Sesoko was stiil employing his delaying tactics as

he had been doing all along and also because of the nature of what purported

to be sick notes which his legal representatives presented to me that the

hearing had to proceed as it was clear to me that Sesoko had elected to waive 

his right to put forward his own version of events.

Based on a single version which was before me, and that is the employer’s 

version of events which was left unchallenged and notwithstanding Sesoko's 

versions which were put to the witness during cross-examination which had no 

merit in my view, I found the Sesoko guilty of misconduct. I thereafter 

proceeded to invite parties to address me on mitigating and aggravating factors

21.
r>

so as to arrive on what would be an appropriate sanction and whilst the

employer did address me on aggravating factors, Sesoko’s legal counsel

declined to address me on mitigating factors as in his view it would not serve

any purpose as his client was not there.

u Once again, I had only aggravating factors before me and there were no 

mitigating factors as to why a sanction of dismissal should not be preferred 

especially in view of the nature and seriousness of the offense and for that 

reason I then issued a sanction of dismissal. This is especially so because the

22.

offense with which Sesoko had been charged was quite serious and involved 

an element of dishonesty on his part which then went to the heart of the 

employment relationship and had the effect of destroying the trust relationship

5 J
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between Sesoko and the employer and for that reason the only appropriate 

sanction that ought to have been preferred was dismissal.

In any event, there were never mitigating factors which were presented before 

me as to why dismissal should not be preferred as such invitation was rejected 

whilst on the other hand, the employer did address me on aggravating factors 

and stated, amongst other things, that Sesoko’s conduct had the element of 

dishonesty and that therefore it had destroyed the trust relationship between 

him and the employer. These are therefore the reasons as to why I found 

Sesoko guilty of misconduct and further issued a sanction of dismissal.

23.

r>

M Zondo

Chairperson

6* October 2016

<J
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Y8-NPN-1769



Y8-NPN-1770



Y8-NPN-1771



Y8-NPN-1772



Y8-NPN-1773



Y8-NPN-1774



Y8-NPN-1775



Y8-NPN-1776



Y8-NPN-1777



Y8-NPN-1778



Y8-NPN-1779



Y8-NPN-1780



Y8-NPN-1781



Y8-NPN-1782



Y8-NPN-1783



Y8-NPN-1784



Y8-NPN-1785



Y8-NPN-1786



Y8-NPN-1787



Y8-NPN-1788



Y8-NPN-1789



Y8-NPN-1790



Y8-NPN-1791



Y8-NPN-1792



Y8-NPN-1793



Y8-NPN-1794



Y8-NPN-1795



Y8-NPN-1796



Y8-NPN-1797



Y8-NPN-1798



Y8-NPN-1799



Y8-NPN-1800



Y8-NPN-1801



Y8-NPN-1802



Y8-NPN-1803



Y8-NPN-1804



Y8-NPN-1805



Y8-NPN-1806



Y8-NPN-1807



Y8-NPN-1808



Y8-NPN-1809



Y8-NPN-1810



Y8-NPN-1811



Y8-NPN-1812



Y8-NPN-1813



Y8-NPN-1814



Y8-NPN-1815



Y8-NPN-1816



Y8-NPN-1817



Y8-NPN-1818



Y8-NPN-1819



Y8-NPN-1820



Y8-NPN-1821



Y8-NPN-1822



Y8-NPN-1823



Y8-NPN-1824



Y8-NPN-1825



Y8-NPN-1826



Y8-NPN-1827



Y8-NPN-1828



Y8-NPN-1829



Y8-NPN-1830



Y8-NPN-1831



Y8-NPN-1832



Y8-NPN-1833



Y8-NPN-1834



Y8-NPN-1835



Y8-NPN-1836



Y8-NPN-1837



Y8-NPN-1838



Y8-NPN-1839



Y8-NPN-1840



Y8-NPN-1841



Y8-NPN-1842



Y8-NPN-1843



Y8-NPN-1844



Y8-NPN-1845



Y8-NPN-1846



Y8-NPN-1847



Y8-NPN-1848



Y8-NPN-1849



Y8-NPN-1850



Y8-NPN-1851



Y8-NPN-1852



Y8-NPN-1853



Y8-NPN-1854



Y8-NPN-1855



Y8-NPN-1856



Y8-NPN-1857



Y8-NPN-1858



Y8-NPN-1859



Y8-NPN-1860



Y8-NPN-1861



Y8-NPN-1862



Y8-NPN-1863



Y8-NPN-1864



Y8-NPN-1865



Y8-NPN-1866



Y8-NPN-1867



Y8-NPN-1868



Y8-NPN-1869



Y8-NPN-1870



Y8-NPN-1871



Y8-NPN-1872



Y8-NPN-1873



Y8-NPN-1874



Y8-NPN-1875



Y8-NPN-1876



Y8-NPN-1877



Y8-NPN-1878



Y8-NPN-1879



Y8-NPN-1880



Y8-NPN-1881



Y8-NPN-1882



Y8-NPN-1883



Y8-NPN-1884



Y8-NPN-1885



Y8-NPN-1886



Y8-NPN-1887



Y8-NPN-1888



Y8-NPN-1889



Y8-NPN-1890



Y8-NPN-1891



Y8-NPN-1892



Y8-NPN-1893



Y8-NPN-1894



Y8-NPN-1895



Y8-NPN-1896



Y8-NPN-1897



Y8-NPN-1898



Y8-NPN-1899



Y8-NPN-1900



Y8-NPN-1901



Y8-NPN-1902



Y8-NPN-1903



Y8-NPN-1904



Y8-NPN-1905



Y8-NPN-1906



Y8-NPN-1907



Y8-NPN-1908



Y8-NPN-1909



Y8-NPN-1910



Y8-NPN-1911



Y8-NPN-1912



Y8-NPN-1913



Y8-NPN-1914



Y8-NPN-1915



Y8-NPN-1916



Y8-NPN-1917



Y8-NPN-1918



Y8-NPN-1919



Y8-NPN-1920



Y8-NPN-1921



Y8-NPN-1922



Y8-NPN-1923



Y8-NPN-1924



Y8-NPN-1925



Y8-NPN-1926



Y8-NPN-1927



Y8-NPN-1928



Y8-NPN-1929



Y8-NPN-1930



Y8-NPN-1931



Y8-NPN-1932



Y8-NPN-1933



Y8-NPN-1934



Y8-NPN-1935



Y8-NPN-1936



Y8-NPN-1937



Y8-NPN-1938



Y8-NPN-1939



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT Y 6 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT 
& ANNEXURES 

 
OF  

 
HUMBULANI INNOCENT 

KHUBA 

Y8-NPN-1940

derickdb
Typewritten text
REFER TO



Y8-NPN-1941



Y8-NPN-1942



Y8-NPN-1943



Y8-NPN-1944



Y8-NPN-1945



Y8-NPN-1946



Y8-NPN-1947



Y8-NPN-1948



Y8-NPN-1949



Y8-NPN-1950



Y8-NPN-1951



Y8-NPN-1952



Y8-NPN-1953



Y8-NPN-1954



Y8-NPN-1955



Y8-NPN-1956



Y8-NPN-1957



Y8-NPN-1958



Y8-NPN-1959



Y8-NPN-1960



Y8-NPN-1961



Y8-NPN-1962



Y8-NPN-1963



Y8-NPN-1964



Y8-NPN-1965



Y8-NPN-1966



Y8-NPN-1967



Y8-NPN-1968



Y8-NPN-1969



Y8-NPN-1970



Y8-NPN-1971



Y8-NPN-1972



Y8-NPN-1973



Y8-NPN-1974



Y8-NPN-1975



Y8-NPN-1976



Y8-NPN-1977



Y8-NPN-1978



Y8-NPN-1979



Y8-NPN-1980



Y8-NPN-1981



Y8-NPN-1982



Y8-NPN-1983



Y8-NPN-1984



Y8-NPN-1985



Y8-NPN-1986



Y8-NPN-1987



Y8-NPN-1988



Y8-NPN-1989



Y8-NPN-1990



Y8-NPN-1991



Y8-NPN-1992



Y8-NPN-1993



Y8-NPN-1994



Y8-NPN-1995



Y8-NPN-1996



Y8-NPN-1997



Y8-NPN-1998



Y8-NPN-1999



Y8-NPN-2000



Y8-NPN-2001



Y8-NPN-2002



Y8-NPN-2003



Y8-NPN-2004



Y8-NPN-2005



Y8-NPN-2006



Y8-NPN-2007



Y8-NPN-2008



Y8-NPN-2009



Y8-NPN-2010



Y8-NPN-2011



Y8-NPN-2012



Y8-NPN-2013



Y8-NPN-2014



Y8-NPN-2015



Y8-NPN-2016



Y8-NPN-2017



Y8-NPN-2018



Y8-NPN-2019



Y8-NPN-2020



Y8-NPN-2021



Y8-NPN-2022



Y8-NPN-2023



Y8-NPN-2024



Y8-NPN-2025



Y8-NPN-2026



Y8-NPN-2027



Y8-NPN-2028



Y8-NPN-2029



Y8-NPN-2030



Y8-NPN-2031



Y8-NPN-2032



Y8-NPN-2033



Y8-NPN-2034



Y8-NPN-2035



Y8-NPN-2036



Y8-NPN-2037



Y8-NPN-2038



Y8-NPN-2039



Y8-NPN-2040



Y8-NPN-2041



Y8-NPN-2042



Y8-NPN-2043



Y8-NPN-2044



Y8-NPN-2045



Y8-NPN-2046



Y8-NPN-2047



Y8-NPN-2048



Y8-NPN-2049



Y8-NPN-2050



Y8-NPN-2051



Y8-NPN-2052



Y8-NPN-2053



Y8-NPN-2054



Y8-NPN-2055



Y8-NPN-2056



Y8-NPN-2057



Y8-NPN-2058



Y8-NPN-2059



Y8-NPN-2060



Y8-NPN-2061



Y8-NPN-2062



Y8-NPN-2063



Y8-NPN-2064



Y8-NPN-2065



Y8-NPN-2066



Y8-NPN-2067



Y8-NPN-2068



Y8-NPN-2069



Y8-NPN-2070



Y8-NPN-2071



Y8-NPN-2072



Y8-NPN-2073



Y8-NPN-2074



Y8-NPN-2075



Y8-NPN-2076



Y8-NPN-2077



Y8-NPN-2078



Y8-NPN-2079



Y8-NPN-2080



Y8-NPN-2081



Y8-NPN-2082



Y8-NPN-2083



Y8-NPN-2084



Y8-NPN-2085



Y8-NPN-2086



Y8-NPN-2087



Y8-NPN-2088



Y8-NPN-2089



Y8-NPN-2090



Y8-NPN-2091



Y8-NPN-2092



Y8-NPN-2093



Y8-NPN-2094



Y8-NPN-2095



Y8-NPN-2096



Y8-NPN-2097



Y8-NPN-2098



Y8-NPN-2099



Y8-NPN-2100



Y8-NPN-2101



Y8-NPN-2102



Y8-NPN-2103



Y8-NPN-2104



Y8-NPN-2105



Y8-NPN-2106



Y8-NPN-2107



Y8-NPN-2108



Y8-NPN-2109



Y8-NPN-2110



Y8-NPN-2111



Y8-NPN-2112



Y8-NPN-2113



Y8-NPN-2114



Y8-NPN-2115



Y8-NPN-2116



Y8-NPN-2117



Y8-NPN-2118



Y8-NPN-2119



Y8-NPN-2120



Y8-NPN-2121



Y8-NPN-2122



Y8-NPN-2123



Y8-NPN-2124



Y8-NPN-2125



Y8-NPN-2126



Y8-NPN-2127



Y8-NPN-2128



Y8-NPN-2129



Y8-NPN-2130



Y8-NPN-2131



Y8-NPN-2132



Y8-NPN-2133



Y8-NPN-2134



Y8-NPN-2135



Y8-NPN-2136



Y8-NPN-2137



Y8-NPN-2138



Y8-NPN-2139



Y8-NPN-2140



Y8-NPN-2141



Y8-NPN-2142



Y8-NPN-2143



Y8-NPN-2144



Y8-NPN-2145



Y8-NPN-2146



Y8-NPN-2147



Y8-NPN-2148



Y8-NPN-2149



Y8-NPN-2150



Y8-NPN-2151



Y8-NPN-2152



Y8-NPN-2153



Y8-NPN-2154



Y8-NPN-2155



Y8-NPN-2156



Y8-NPN-2157



Y8-NPN-2158



Y8-NPN-2159



Y8-NPN-2160



Y8-NPN-2161



Y8-NPN-2162



Y8-NPN-2163



Y8-NPN-2164



Y8-NPN-2165



Y8-NPN-2166



Y8-NPN-2167



Y8-NPN-2168



Y8-NPN-2169



Y8-NPN-2170



Y8-NPN-2171



Y8-NPN-2172



Y8-NPN-2173



Y8-NPN-2174



Y8-NPN-2175



Y8-NPN-2176



Y8-NPN-2177



Y8-NPN-2178



Y8-NPN-2179



Y8-NPN-2180



Y8-NPN-2181



Y8-NPN-2182



Y8-NPN-2183



Y8-NPN-2184



Y8-NPN-2185



Y8-NPN-2186



Y8-NPN-2187



Y8-NPN-2188



Y8-NPN-2189



Y8-NPN-2190



Y8-NPN-2191



Y8-NPN-2192



Y8-NPN-2193



Y8-NPN-2194



Y8-NPN-2195



Y8-NPN-2196



Y8-NPN-2197



Y8-NPN-2198



Y8-NPN-2199



Y8-NPN-2200



Y8-NPN-2201



Y8-NPN-2202



Y8-NPN-2203



Y8-NPN-2204



Y8-NPN-2205



Y8-NPN-2206



Y8-NPN-2207



Y8-NPN-2208



Y8-NPN-2209



Y8-NPN-2210



Y8-NPN-2211



Y8-NPN-2212



Y8-NPN-2213



Y8-NPN-2214



Y8-NPN-2215



Y8-NPN-2216



Y8-NPN-2217



Y8-NPN-2218



Y8-NPN-2219



Y8-NPN-2220



Y8-NPN-2221



Y8-NPN-2222



Y8-NPN-2223



Y8-NPN-2224



Y8-NPN-2225



Y8-NPN-2226



Y8-NPN-2227



Y8-NPN-2228



Y8-NPN-2229



Y8-NPN-2230



Y8-NPN-2231



Y8-NPN-2232



Y8-NPN-2233



Y8-NPN-2234



Y8-NPN-2235



Y8-NPN-2236



Y8-NPN-2237



Y8-NPN-2238



Y8-NPN-2239



Y8-NPN-2240



Y8-NPN-2241



Y8-NPN-2242



Y8-NPN-2243



Y8-NPN-2244



Y8-NPN-2245



Y8-NPN-2246



Y8-NPN-2247



Y8-NPN-2248



Y8-NPN-2249



Y8-NPN-2250



Y8-NPN-2251



Y8-NPN-2252



Y8-NPN-2253



Y8-NPN-2254



Y8-NPN-2255



Y8-NPN-2256



Y8-NPN-2257



Y8-NPN-2258



Y8-NPN-2259



Y8-NPN-2260



Y8-NPN-2261



Y8-NPN-2262



Y8-NPN-2263



Y8-NPN-2264



Y8-NPN-2265



Y8-NPN-2266



Y8-NPN-2267



Y8-NPN-2268



Y8-NPN-2269



Y8-NPN-2270



Y8-NPN-2271



Y8-NPN-2272



Y8-NPN-2273



Y8-NPN-2274



Y8-NPN-2275



Y8-NPN-2276



Y8-NPN-2277



Y8-NPN-2278



Y8-NPN-2279



Y8-NPN-2280



Y8-NPN-2281



Y8-NPN-2282



Y8-NPN-2283



Y8-NPN-2284



Y8-NPN-2285



Y8-NPN-2286



Y8-NPN-2287



Y8-NPN-2288



Y8-NPN-2289



Y8-NPN-2290



Y8-NPN-2291



Y8-NPN-2292



Y8-NPN-2293



Y8-NPN-2294



Y8-NPN-2295



Y8-NPN-2296



Y8-NPN-2297



Y8-NPN-2298



Y8-NPN-2299



Y8-NPN-2300



Y8-NPN-2301



Y8-NPN-2302



Y8-NPN-2303



Y8-NPN-2304



Y8-NPN-2305



Y8-NPN-2306



Y8-NPN-2307



Y8-NPN-2308



Y8-NPN-2309



Y8-NPN-2310



Y8-NPN-2311



Y8-NPN-2312



Y8-NPN-2313



Y8-NPN-2314



Y8-NPN-2315



Y8-NPN-2316



Y8-NPN-2317



Y8-NPN-2318



Y8-NPN-2319



Y8-NPN-2320



Y8-NPN-2321



Y8-NPN-2322



Y8-NPN-2323



Y8-NPN-2324



Y8-NPN-2325



Y8-NPN-2326



Y8-NPN-2327



Y8-NPN-2328



Y8-NPN-2329



Y8-NPN-2330



Y8-NPN-2331



Y8-NPN-2332



Y8-NPN-2333



Y8-NPN-2334



Y8-NPN-2335



Y8-NPN-2336



Y8-NPN-2337



Y8-NPN-2338



Y8-NPN-2339



Y8-NPN-2340



Y8-NPN-2341



Y8-NPN-2342



Y8-NPN-2343



Y8-NPN-2344



Y8-NPN-2345



Y8-NPN-2346



Y8-NPN-2347



Y8-NPN-2348



Y8-NPN-2349



Y8-NPN-2350



Y8-NPN-2351



Y8-NPN-2352



Y8-NPN-2353



Y8-NPN-2354



Y8-NPN-2355



Y8-NPN-2356



Y8-NPN-2357



Y8-NPN-2358



Y8-NPN-2359



Y8-NPN-2360



Y8-NPN-2361



Y8-NPN-2362



Y8-NPN-2363



Y8-NPN-2364



Y8-NPN-2365



Y8-NPN-2366



Y8-NPN-2367



Y8-NPN-2368



Y8-NPN-2369



Y8-NPN-2370



Y8-NPN-2371



Y8-NPN-2372



Y8-NPN-2373



Y8-NPN-2374



Y8-NPN-2375



Y8-NPN-2376



Y8-NPN-2377



Y8-NPN-2378



Y8-NPN-2379



Y8-NPN-2380



Y8-NPN-2381



Y8-NPN-2382



Y8-NPN-2383



Y8-NPN-2384



Y8-NPN-2385



Y8-NPN-2386



Y8-NPN-2387



Y8-NPN-2388



Y8-NPN-2389



Y8-NPN-2390



Y8-NPN-2391



Y8-NPN-2392



Y8-NPN-2393



Y8-NPN-2394



Y8-NPN-2395



Y8-NPN-2396



Y8-NPN-2397



Y8-NPN-2398



Y8-NPN-2399



Y8-NPN-2400



Y8-NPN-2401



Y8-NPN-2402



Y8-NPN-2403



Y8-NPN-2404



Y8-NPN-2405



Y8-NPN-2406



Y8-NPN-2407



Y8-NPN-2408



Y8-NPN-2409



Y8-NPN-2410



Y8-NPN-2411



Y8-NPN-2412



Y8-NPN-2413



Y8-NPN-2414



Y8-NPN-2415



Y8-NPN-2416



Y8-NPN-2417



Y8-NPN-2418



Y8-NPN-2419



Y8-NPN-2420



Y8-NPN-2421



Y8-NPN-2422



Y8-NPN-2423



Y8-NPN-2424



Y8-NPN-2425



Y8-NPN-2426



Y8-NPN-2427



Y8-NPN-2428



Y8-NPN-2429



Y8-NPN-2430



Y8-NPN-2431



Y8-NPN-2432



Y8-NPN-2433



Y8-NPN-2434



Y8-NPN-2435



Y8-NPN-2436



Y8-NPN-2437



Y8-NPN-2438



Y8-NPN-2439



Y8-NPN-2440



Y8-NPN-2441



Y8-NPN-2442



Y8-NPN-2443



Y8-NPN-2444



Y8-NPN-2445



Y8-NPN-2446



Y8-NPN-2447



Y8-NPN-2448



Y8-NPN-2449



Y8-NPN-2450



Y8-NPN-2451



Y8-NPN-2452



Y8-NPN-2453



Y8-NPN-2454



Y8-NPN-2455



Y8-NPN-2456



Y8-NPN-2457



Y8-NPN-2458



Y8-NPN-2459



Y8-NPN-2460



Y8-NPN-2461



Y8-NPN-2462



Y8-NPN-2463



Y8-NPN-2464



Y8-NPN-2465



Y8-NPN-2466



Y8-NPN-2467



Y8-NPN-2468



Y8-NPN-2469



Y8-NPN-2470



Y8-NPN-2471



Y8-NPN-2472



Y8-NPN-2473



Y8-NPN-2474



Y8-NPN-2475



Y8-NPN-2476



Y8-NPN-2477



Y8-NPN-2478



Y8-NPN-2479



Y8-NPN-2480



Y8-NPN-2481



Y8-NPN-2482



Y8-NPN-2483



Y8-NPN-2484



Y8-NPN-2485



Y8-NPN-2486



Y8-NPN-2487



Y8-NPN-2488



Y8-NPN-2489



Y8-NPN-2490



Y8-NPN-2491



Y8-NPN-2492



Y8-NPN-2493



Y8-NPN-2494



Y8-NPN-2495



Y8-NPN-2496



Y8-NPN-2497



Y8-NPN-2498



Y8-NPN-2499



Y8-NPN-2500



Y8-NPN-2501



Y8-NPN-2502



Y8-NPN-2503



Y8-NPN-2504



Y8-NPN-2505



Y8-NPN-2506



Y8-NPN-2507



Y8-NPN-2508



Y8-NPN-2509



Y8-NPN-2510



Y8-NPN-2511



Y8-NPN-2512



Y8-NPN-2513



Y8-NPN-2514



Y8-NPN-2515



Y8-NPN-2516



Y8-NPN-2517



Y8-NPN-2518



Y8-NPN-2519



Y8-NPN-2520



Y8-NPN-2521



Y8-NPN-2522



Y8-NPN-2523



Y8-NPN-2524



Y8-NPN-2525



Y8-NPN-2526



Y8-NPN-2527



Y8-NPN-2528



Y8-NPN-2529



Y8-NPN-2530



Y8-NPN-2531



Y8-NPN-2532



Y8-NPN-2533



Y8-NPN-2534



Y8-NPN-2535



Y8-NPN-2536



Y8-NPN-2537



Y8-NPN-2538



Y8-NPN-2539



Y8-NPN-2540



Y8-NPN-2541



Y8-NPN-2542



Y8-NPN-2543



Y8-NPN-2544



Y8-NPN-2545



Y8-NPN-2546



Y8-NPN-2547



Y8-NPN-2548



Y8-NPN-2549



Y8-NPN-2550



Y8-NPN-2551



Y8-NPN-2552



Y8-NPN-2553



Y8-NPN-2554



Y8-NPN-2555



Y8-NPN-2556



Y8-NPN-2557



Y8-NPN-2558



Y8-NPN-2559



Y8-NPN-2560



Y8-NPN-2561



Y8-NPN-2562



Y8-NPN-2563



Y8-NPN-2564



Y8-NPN-2565
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2nd floor, Hillside House 
17 Empire Road, 

Parktown 
Johannesburg 

2193 
Tel (International): +27 (10) 214-0651 

Tel (Tollfree): 0800 222 097 
Email: inquiries@sastatecapture.org.za 

Web: www.sastatecapture.org.za 
   

JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, 

CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE 

 

NOTICE IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TO  : MINISTER NKOSINATHI NHLEKO 

 

EMAIL : nnhleko@parliament.gov.za 

 

IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 OF THE RULES OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF 

INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND 

FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE (“THE 

COMMISSION”), YOU ARE HEREBY GIVEN NOTICE THAT: 

1 The Commission’s Legal Team intends to present the evidence of Mr Johan Booysen 

(“Mr Booysen”) at its hearing held at 4th Floor, Hill on Empire, 16 Empire Road, 

Parktown, Johannesburg.  The presentation of his evidence is scheduled to commence 

on Monday, 15 April 2019 or so soon thereafter as his evidence may be heard.  The 

evidence in question implicates, or may implicate you in unlawful, illegal or improper 

conduct in the respects set out below. 

2 The allegations in the evidence of Mr Booysen implicates or may implicate you in, inter 

alia, the following respects: 

2.1 You improperly and/or unlawfully sought to- 

2.1.1 unduly interfere in the investigative independence of the National 

Prosecuting Authority (“NPA”), the Directorate for Priority Crime 
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Investigation (“DPCI”) commonly known as the HAWKS and/or 

the South African Police Services (“SAPS”);  

2.1.2 unduly decline and/or delay and/or obstruct recommended 

prosecutions;  

2.1.3 participate in the undue persecution of officials of the NPA, the 

Independent Police Investigative Directorate (“IPID”) and/or the 

DPCI; and 

2.1.4 destabilize the NPA, the DPCI and/or the SAPS. 

2.2 In acting as set out above, you allegedly sought to enable the state capture of the 

criminal justice system. 

3 The relevant portion of the statement of Mr Booysen which implicate, or may implicate, 

you in the above allegations is annexed hereto marked “A”.  Your attention is drawn to 

paragraphs 103-104, 150 and 167 of his statement and the annexures referred to therein, 

if any.   

4 Due to the fact that you are implicated or may be implicated by the evidence of Mr 

Booysen, you are entitled to attend the hearing at which that evidence is being presented. 

You are also entitled to be assisted by a legal representative of your choice when that 

evidence is presented.  The full statement of Mr Booysen will be uploaded on the 

Commission’s website (www.sastatecapture.org.za) as soon as he concludes his 

evidence.  The transcript will be uploaded daily. 

5 If you wish to: 

5.1 give evidence yourself; 

5.2 call any witness to give evidence on your behalf; or 

5.3 cross-examine the witness 
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then you must apply, within fourteen (14) calendar days of this notice, in writing to the 

Commission for leave to do so. 

6 An application referred to in paragraph 5 above must be submitted to the Secretary of 

the Commission. The application must be submitted with a statement from you in which 

you respond to the witness’ statement in so far as it implicates you. The statement must 

identify what parts of the witness statement are disputed or denied and the grounds on 

which they are disputed or denied. 

7 In the event that you believe that you have not been given a reasonable time from the 

issuance of this notice to the date on which the witness is to give evidence as set out 

above and you are prejudiced thereby, you may apply to the Commission in writing for 

such order as will ensure that you are not seriously prejudiced. 

8 Please take note that even if you do not make an application under Rule 3.4:  

8.1 in terms of Rule 3.10, the Chairperson may, at any time, direct you to respond in 

writing to the allegations against you or to answer (in writing) questions arising 

from the statement; and 

8.2 in terms of Regulation 10(6) of the Regulations of the Judicial Commission of 

Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public 

Sector including Organs of State GN 105 of 9 February 2018 published in 

Government Gazette 41436, as amended, the Chairperson may direct you to 

appear before the Commission to give evidence which has a bearing on a matter 

being investigated. 

9 The extracts of the witness statement provided to you are confidential.  Your attention 

is drawn to Regulations 11(3) and 12(2)(c) governing  the Commission, which make it 

a criminal offence for anyone to  disseminate or publish, without the written permission 

of the Chairperson, any document (which includes witnesses’ statements) submitted to 

the Commission by any person in connection with the Commission’s inquiry. 
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DATED AT PARKTOWN ON THIS 8th DAY OF APRIL 2019. 

 

____________________________________________ 

MR P PEDLAR  

Acting Secretary 

Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of  

State Capture, Corruption and Fraud  

in the Public Sector including Organs of State 
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AFFIDAVIT 

I the undersigned, 

JOHAN WESSEL BOOYSEN 

do hereby state under oath that: 

1. 

I am an adult male South African citizen residing in Pretoria, Gauteng Province. 

2. 
All facts stated herein are, unless the context indicates otherwise, within my own 

personal knowledge and are to the best of my belief both true and correct. 

3. 

I will attempt to keep my submission brief in order to avoid prolixity and to 

unnecessarily burden the Commission. I will seek to highlight key aspects, events 

and dramatis personae. Should it become necessary I will provide additional facts. 

MY POLICE CAREER AND QUALIFICATIONS 

4. 

I was a career policeman having joined the South African Police in 1976. I was an 

officer before our democracy in 1995 and was part of the transformation process 

from a Police Force to a Police Service. I regard my integration into the new Police 

Service, including my promotion to the ranks of Colonel, Brigadier and Major 

General subsequent to the democratic dispensation in South Africa, as one of my 
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101. 

I have registered a criminal case against Maema for perjury and fraud at the 

Silverton Police Station vide CAS 156-6-2016, in regard to a prosecution 

memorandum to the then NDPP Abrahams, in which he was dishonest and 

misrepresented evidence to persuade Abrahams to authorise our prosecution. I have 

detailed the falsehoods succinctly in my two complainant statements, copies of 

which are attached as Annexure "JWB 17." The investigation is being conducted by 

Lieutenant Colonel Pharasa ("Pharasa"} from the HAWKS. Pharasa has informed 

me that the docket has been submitted to the Public Prosecutor for decision. I have 

also reported Maema's conduct to the General Council for the Bar. 

102. 

I am also aware that Van Loggenberg is the subject of prosecutions by Maema. 

Maema did this in collaboration with NDPP prosecutors Pretorius and Sibongile 

Mzinyathi (Mzinyathi}. Van Loggenberg filed a formal complaint to the then NDPP, 

Abrahams because Maema lied under oath pursuant to an application Van 

Loggenberg had brought pertaining to his prosecution. Van Loggenberg also 

informed Abrahams how Pretorius and Mzinyathi had lied in the same application. 

103. 

Maema was also the prosecutor in the aborted so-called 'Rendition' saga when 

members from the Independent Police Investigative Directorate ("IPID") including the 

Executive Director, McBride, were prosecuted for obstructing the course of justice. 

They were prosecuted because they updated a report to the Minister of Police, Nathi 

Nhleko ("Nhelko"), which evidently did not fit in with Nhleko's plans to get rid 

Dramat who was the Head of the HAWKS at the time. 

31 
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104. 

Nhleko suspended McBride and Maema took up the criminal prosecution. The 

Constitutional Court held that McBride's suspension was unlawful and criminal 

charges were eventually withdrawn against McBride and his co-accused. By then 

certain investigations McBride had undertaken had suffered a setback. Maema and 

Nhleko's actions, in my view, constitute a criminal offence of defeating the ends of 

justice. 

105. 

The suspensions of McBride, Dramat and myself were held to be unlawful by the 

courts, whilst the others did not challenge their suspensions. Consequent to these 

persecutions, various HAWKS and SARS investigations were compromised. 

106. 

Maema previously publicly took responsibility in the media for interfering with a 

political sensitive prosecution in the Brett Kebble ("Kebble") case, as well as the 

prosecution of former Crime Intelligence Head, Mphego. He replaced Nel and 

Andrea Johnson in the Kebble case for no apparent reason. Agliotti was not 

surprisingly acquitted for the murder of Kebble. Mphego was charged for defeating 

the ends of justice after he allegedly interfered with a witness (Agliotti) in the Selebi 

case. I understand that the case against him did not proceed after he made 

representations to the NDPP. 

107. 

It cannot be said that it is a coincidence that Maema happens to be involved in the 

prosecution in all three matters. Furthermore, it is my understanding that he is based 

at the OPP office in Mmabatho, but is designated to conduct these 'prosecutions' in 
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150. 

This investigation had another unsavoury aftermath. In a preliminary report to 

Nhleko, it became public knowledge, that IPID concluded there was a prima facie 

case against Dramat and Sibiya. After further investigations by McBride, McBride 

advised Nhleko that the investigations now revealed that they were not implicated in 

the rendition of Zimbabweans. For reasons, best known to Nhleko, he suspended 

McBride for 'changing' the report. When I asked Khuba later, why he had forwarded 

the docket to the NPA before all the investigations were concluded, Khuba told me 

that Mosing had requested a report on the investigation. (Mosing, as I indicated 

earlier in this submission, was instrumental in withdrawing racketeering charges 

against Mike Mabuyakhulu and Peggy Nkonyeni. He also met with Minister 

Mthethwa when the plan to arrest me was conceived). The inference I draw from this 

is that Ntlemeza, Mdluli or Minister Nhleko wanted Dramat to be dealt with 

expeditiously so as to pave the way for Ntlemeza's appointment. 

151. 

The strategy was obvious. To neutralize Dramat, Sibiya and others such as Roelofse 

and myself and therefore directly impacting the sensitive investigations we were all 

dealing with, they invented false charges against some of us. Dramat was 

suspended and replaced with Ntlemeza who is an Mdluli collaborator. Ntlemeza 

wasted no time to take control over the sensitive investigations by driving out those 

involved with the investigations or directly interfering with investigative processes. 

152. 

Ntlemeza destroyed the HAWKS. He immediately took charge of all processes 

relating to promotions. I challenged him once in a management meeting in 
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Cape Town. I told her that I will be available to sign and commission the statement, 

but I have not heard from anyone in this regard. 

167. 

THE APPOINTMENT OF NTLEMEZA AS HEAD OF THE HAWKS 

The following week three other candidates and I had to present ourselves for 

interviews at Minister Nhleko's office at Parliament in Cape Town. The secretary was 

Major-General Matakata from the HAWKS. Ntlemeza, who was not present on the 

day of the interviews, was ultimately appointed as National Head of the HAWKS. I do 

not know if he was interviewed and if he was, why he was treated differently to the 

rest of the candidates. 

168. 

One of the first things Ntlemeza did after his permanent appointment, was to 

suspend me unlawfully based on a false allegation of fraud concerning a 

performance incentive. I took the decision by Ntlemeza to suspend me on review. 

The High Court in Durban declared my suspension unlawful and I was awarded a 

punitive cost order. 

169. 

In the judgement of review, Justice Van Zyl found no evidence that I could be 

implicated in wrongdoing. He commented as follow, "A strong suggestion arises that 

there is an ongoing move. possibly even a campaign to unseat the applicant." 

{Booysen.). [Emphasis added by me]. 

170. 

I am aware of instances after Zikhali was appointed that Ntlemeza started ostracising 

HAWKS members that were perceived to be associated with me. One such membe 
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230.10. "It will take South Africa's criminal-justice sector years to recover from 

the disruptive impact of the Zuma era, during which good men were 

booted from their jobs for doing the right thing. The chilling impact this 

had on prosecutors and police officers is immeasurable. Those who 

were willing to bend the rules and apply two sets of rules, one for Zuma 

and his cronies and another for the rest of us, thrived". Adriaan 

Sasson & Pieter du Toit. In their book "Enemy of the People' page 95. 

230.11. I was interviewed by researchers for "State Capacity Research Project 

titled "Betrayal of the Promise: How South Africa is being stolen" 

published in May 2017. I have read the report. The chapter dealing with 

"Securing a Loyal Intelligence and Security Apparatus", [pages 19 and 

20] accurately chronicles some of the events I have described above. 

Pages 50 to 52 under the heading "Investigations and prosecutions" 

are also relevant. I attach an extract from this report as Annexure 

"JWB 29." 

230.12. I have titled a book which I co-wrote with journalist Jessica Pitchford 

"Blood on their Hands" I sincerely believe that those who allowed 

themselves, for whatever reason, to become part of the captured 
factions at the NPA and in Law enforcement have done our country a 

grave disservice. They have blood on their hands. 

231. 

I know and understand the contents of this declaration. 

I have no objection to take the prescribed Oath. 

I consider the oath to be binding on my conscience. 
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I certify that the deponent who acknowledges that he knows and understands the 

contents of this affidavit; that it is the truth to the best of his knowledge and belief 

and that he has no objection to taking the prescribed oath and regards the same 

as binding on the deponent's conscience and the administration of the oath 

complied with the Regulations contained in Government Gazette No. R1258 of 

21 July 1972, as amended. This affidavit is signed and sworn to before me at 

Centurion on this the 2nd Day of April 2019 at 14 : 3 2' 

EX OFFICIO: -- - 
IOU'fH AftMIQAN .-&16! &eRV16E 

MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION 
HEAD OFFICE PRETORIA 

2019 �4- 0 2 

HEAD: MIAC 
SUIO-AFRIKAANSE POLISIEDIENS 

FULL NAMES: 

�� ::)o.�\J\<;;_.s. � 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 

C�� :f���Dy��� -- 

DESIGNATION: 

���"-- 
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2nd floor, Hillside House 
17 Empire Road, 

Parktown 
Johannesburg 

2193 
Tel (International): +27 (10) 214-0651 

Tel (Tollfree): 0800 222 097 
Email: inquiries@sastatecapture.org.za 

Web: www.sastatecapture.org.za 
   

JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, 

CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE 

 

NOTICE IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TO  : MINISTER NKOSINATHI PHIWAYINKOSI NHLEKO 

 

CELL  : 066 086 268 / 076 010 7601 

 

EMAIL : nnhleko@parliament.gov.za 

 

IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 OF THE RULES OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF 

INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD 

IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE (“THE COMMISSION”), 

YOU ARE HEREBY GIVEN NOTICE THAT: 

 

1 The Commission’s Legal Team intends to present the evidence of Mr Matthews Sesoko 

(“Sesoko”) at its hearing held at 4th Floor, Hill on Empire, 16 Empire Road, Parktown, 

Johannesburg.  The presentation of Sesoko’s evidence will commence on                                          

23 September 2019, or so soon thereafter as his evidence may be heard.  In the event of 

a change of date, it will be announced on the Commission’s website 

(www.sastatecapture.org.za) and in the media.  The evidence in question implicates or 

may implicate you in unlawful, illegal or improper conduct in the respects set out below. 

2 The allegations set out in the evidence of Sesoko implicate or may implicate you in,             

inter alia, allegedly participating in various acts of corruption, bribery, fraud, money 

laundering and/or tax evasion. 

3 The relevant portions of the statement of Sesoko which implicate or may implicate you 

in the above allegations is annexed hereto marked “A”.  Your attention is drawn to 

paragraphs 24 to 27, 31 to 32, 36 and 57 to 58 and Annexure “MS3” of his statement. 
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4 In summary, it is averred that: 

4.1 You were complicit in a scheme to improperly implicate Generals Dramat and 

Sibiya in the unlawful rendition of Zimbabwe nationals back to Zimbabwe, after 

which, they were unlawfully killed; 

4.2 In October 2014, you, in your capacity as the Minister of Police, (who had 

replaced Minister Nathi Mthethwa) established a ‘reference group’ to advise you 

on issues involving the SAP; 

4.3 This group comprised both of private and public officials and included State 

Advocate Raymond Mathenjwa (“Mathenjwa”) from the NPA, who was also 

part of a team of Advocates at the NPA who targeted General Booysen, Glynnis 

Breytenbach, the so-called SARS rogue unit, Pravin Gordan and several other 

prominent persons who had refused to cooperate with the agendas of those 

involved in state capture; 

4.4 Around November 2014, Advocate Mathenjwa (together with several other 

advisors in the reference group reporting to the you) consulted Mr McBride, 

Sesoko and Mr Khuba on several matters involving the police, including the 

rendition matter; 

4.5  After this meeting, Mr Khuba informed Sesoko that he received a telephone 

call from Advocate Mathenjwa who demanded sight of the docket in the 

rendition investigation; 

4.6  Mr Khuba refused, as the reference group was not entitled to the docket and Mr 

Khuba referred Advocate Mathenjwa to Mr McBride; 
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4.7  A few days later, Mr McBride received a letter from you requesting the docket. 

After discussion, Mr McBride and Sesoko decided to send the docket, together 

with their report that they had sent to Mr Nxasana at the NPA recommending 

that no charges be brought against Generals Sibiya and Dramat, to you, at the 

same time, diplomatically informing you that Advocate Mathenjwa was not 

properly entitled to view the docket, believing that you ‘would do the right 

thing’ and adhere to their recommendations; 

4.8 To their surprise, however, in December 2014, you suspended General Anwa 

Dramat, ostensibly on the basis of the IPID report, full knowing that this was 

not their recommendation; 

4.9  It turned out that you suspended General Dramat on the basis of the interim 

report which Mr Khuba had sent to Advocate Mosing; 

4.10  This report had not been sent to you by IPID, and it is not known how you came 

to be in possession of this prior report; 

4.11 In February 2015, you appointed Werksmans Attorneys (“Werksmans”) to 

investigate the existence of the two reports;   

4.12 In March 2015 you  suspended Mr McBride, and thereafter appointed Mr Israel 

Kgamanyane (“Mr Kgamanyane“) as the acting Executive Director at IPID; 

4.13  After his appointment, Mr Kgamanyane instructed Sesoko and Mr Khuba to 

attend an interview with Werksmans in relation to the ‘Minister’s investigation;’ 

4.14   On 11 May 2015 Mr Kgamanyane called Sesoko to a meeting at which he 

handed Sesoko a ‘Notice of Intended Suspension’; 
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4.15  In that meeting, and from Sesoko discussions with him, it was clear that                      

Mr Kgamanyane was acting on your instructions to suspend Sesoko; 

4.16  Mr Kgamanyane wanted to know about two specific investigations i.e. the Mr 

Visham Panday (“Mr Panday”) matter and the General Jan Mabula Team (“the 

Mabula Team”)  from North West; 

4.17 The Panday matter related to allegations of corruption, fraud and bribery in Kwa 

Zulu Natal where General Booysen had been investigating Mr Panday, a local 

businessman; 

4.18  The North West team matter was an investigation where General Mabula and 

the Mabula Team were being investigated for torture and murder; 

4.19 Sesoko also established that there was an investigation that was conducted by 

SAPS against Mr Kgamanyane regarding allegations of corruption and 

contravention of the Public Finance Management Act (“PFMA”). The 

investigation against Mr Kgamanyane was taken over by IPID, after he 

unlawfully transferred to the DPCI with the assistance of General Ntlemeza and 

yourself, and after it was established that SAPS had not conducted any 

investigation on the matter, after the case was opened with them; 

4.20 When Mr McBride was reinstated, Mr Kgamanyane was to be redeployed to his 

former positon of Provincial head: Free State. However, he took leave and 

during the period that he took leave, you and General Ntlemeza facilitated his 

transfer to the DPCI; 

4.21  Mr McBride objected to this because there was a criminal investigation against 

him with disciplinary charges pending; 
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4.22  You and General Ntlemeza ignored Mr McBride’s concern and proceeded with 

the transfer arrangements.  

5 Due to the fact that you are implicated or may be implicated by the evidence of Sesoko, 

you are entitled to attend the hearing at which that evidence is being presented.  You are 

also entitled to be assisted by a legal representative of your choice when that evidence is 

presented.  The full statement of Sesoko will be uploaded on the Commission’s website 

as soon as he concludes his evidence.  The transcript will be uploaded daily. 

6 If you wish to: 

6.1 give evidence yourself; 

6.2 call any witness to give evidence on your behalf;  or 

6.3 cross-examine the witness 

then you must apply, within fourteen (14) calendar days of this notice, in writing to the 

Commission for leave to do so. 

7 An application referred to in paragraph 6 above must be submitted to the Secretary of the 

Commission.  The application must be submitted with a statement from you in which you 

respond to the witness’ statement insofar as it implicates you.  The statement must 

identify what parts of the witness statement are disputed or denied and the grounds on 

which they are disputed or denied. 

8 In the event that you believe that you have not been given a reasonable time from the 

issuance of this notice to the date on which the witness is to give evidence as set out 

above and you are prejudiced thereby, you may apply to the Commission in writing for 

such order as will ensure that you are not seriously prejudiced. 

9 Please take note that even if you do not make an application under Rule 3.4: 

9.1 in terms of Rule 3.10, the Chairperson may, at any time, direct you to respond 

in writing to the allegations against you or to answer (in writing) questions 

arising from the statement;  and 
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9.2 in terms of Regulation 10(6) of the Regulations of the Judicial Commission of 

Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public 

Sector including Organs of State GN 105 of 9 February 2018 published in 

Government Gazette 41436, as amended, the Chairperson may direct you to 

appear before the Commission to give evidence which has a bearing on a matter 

being investigated. 

10 The extracts of the witness statement provided to you are confidential.  Your attention is 

drawn to Regulations 11(3) and 12(2)(c) governing the Commission, which make it a 

criminal offence for anyone to disseminate or publish, without the written permission of 

the Chairperson, any document (which includes witnesses’ statements) submitted to the 

Commission by any person in connection with the Commission’s inquiry. 

11 Any response, affidavit or statement in regard to this notice must be sent to Advocate 

André Lamprecht, Ms Shannon van Vuuren and Mr Warren Redcliffe at 

secretary@commissionsc.org.za. 

DATED AT PARKTOWN ON THIS 10th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

_________________________________________ 

MS K B SHABALALA 

Acting Secretary 

Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations 

of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud 

in the Public Sector including Organs of State 
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SWORN AFFIDAVIT 

I, the undersigned, 

MATTHEWS SESOKO 

do hereby make an oath and state the following in English: 

1. The facts deposed to below are within my personal knowledge, unless otherwise 

stated or indicated by the context, and they are, to the best of my belief, true and 

correct. 

2. I am an adult male and the National Head of Investigation in the Independent 

Police Investigative Directorate ("IPID") which is situated at 114 Madlba Street, 

Pretoria. I am responsible for all Provincial and National investigations of the 

Directorate. I report directly to the Executive Director. 

A. My employment with the Independent Complaints Directorate ("ICD") 

and JPID 

3. I was suspended on 21 May 2015 and thereafter, I was criminally charged and 

dismissed from my position as the National Head of Investigations for IPID 

on16 August 2016. 

4. On 23 November 2016 I was reinstated to my present position at IPIO. 

5. The background to this matter is as follows: 
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debated what findings could reliably and sustainably be made on the available 

evidence. 

21. In finalising the report and presenting it to Mr McBride for authorisation, we 

sought to conduct a thorough, critical and objective review of the totality of the 

evidence and to present only recommendations that were supported by credible 

evidence. 

22. On 18 March 2014 we finalised the report, in which we recommended that no 

charges be brought against either General Dramat or General Sibiya, as there 

was no credible evidence to support any charges against them, which was sent 

to Mr McBride for his approval. Mr McBride made some grammatical changes, 

and after we had corrected the report, Mr Khuba and I signed the report and then 

re-submitted it to McBride for his approval. 

23. On 14 April 2014, Mr McBride approved the report and the report was duly 

submitted to the National Director of Public Prosecutions ("NDPP") who at that 

stage was Mr Mxolisi Nxasana ("Mr Nxasana"). 

C. The reference Group 

24. In October 2014, the Minister of Police, Nkosinathi Nhleko ("Minister Nhleko") 

(who had since replaced Minister Nathi Mthethwa) established a 'reference 

group' to advise him on issues involving the SAP. This group comprised both of 

private and public officials and included State Advocate Raymond Mathenjwa 

("Mathenjwa") from the NPA, who was also part of a team of Advocates at the 

NPA who targeted General Booysen, Glynnis Breytenbach, the so-called SARS 

(' 
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rogue unit, Pravin Goordan and several other prominent persons who had 

refused to cooperate with the agendas of those involved in state capture. 

25. Around November 2014, Advocate Mathenjwa (together with several other 

advisors in the Reference Group reporting to the Minister) consulted Mr McBride, 

me and Mr Khuba on several matters involving the police, including the rendition 

matter. After this meeting, Mr Khuba informed me that he received a telephone 

call from Advocate Mathenjwa who demanded sight of the docket in the rendition 

investigation. Mr Khuba rightly refused, as the reference group was not entitled 

to the docket and Mr Khuba referred Advocate Mathejwa to Mr McBride. 

26. A few days later, Mr McBride received a letter from the Minister requesting the 

docket. After discussion, Mr McBride and I decided to send the docket with our 

report that we had sent to the NDPP, Mr Nxasana, to the Minister, at the same 

time, diplomatically informing him that he was not properly entitled to view the 

docket, believing that the Minister 'would do the right thing' and adhere to our 

recommendations. 

27. To our surprise, however, in December 2014, Minister Nhleko suspended 

General Anwa Dramat, ostensibly on the basis of the IPID report, full knowing 

that this was not our recommendation. It turned out that he Minister suspended 

General Dramat on the basis of the Interim report which Mr Khuba had sent to 

Advocate Moslng. This report had not been sent to the Minister by us, and it is 

not known how the Minister came to be in possession of this prior report. 

28. When contacted by the media for comment, Mr McBride denied that the 

suspension of Dramat had been based on an IPID report as we had found no 
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evidence to prima facie support any wrongdoing on the part of Generals Dramat 

and Sibiya. 

29. In January 2015, Mr Dlamini, the National Spokesperson for IPID, alerted Mr 

McBride and I to a media enquiry by a journalist, Mr Mzilikazi wa Afrika of the 

Sunday Times about a Rendition Report signed by Mr Khuba (what was later 

referred to as the 'first report' in the charge sheet when we were later charged). 

30. Neither Mr McBride nor I were aware of such a report, because as I have said, 

Mr Khuba did not send me the report which he had sent to Advocate Mosing, 

which was apparently relied upon. Upon learning about this report, I called Mr 

Khuba to clarify the existence of such report. Mr Khuba explained to me how the 

first report came about and the fact that he was pressured by Advocate Mosing 

to sign the report and send it to him before the investigation had been concluded. 

D. Werksmans 

31. In February 2015, the Minister appointed Werksmans Attorneys ('Werksmans") 

to Investigate the existence of the two reports. 

32. In March 2015 the Minister suspended Mr McBride, and thereafter appointed Mr 

Israel Kgamanyane ("Mr Kgamanyane") as the acting Executive Director at IPID. 

At the time Mr Kgamanyane was the Provincial Head for Free State Province and 

he was reporting to me. After his appointment Mr Kgamanyane instructed me 

and Mr Khuba to attend an interview with Werksmans in relation to the 'Minister's 

investigation'. 

33. At the interview with Werksmans, led by an attorney from Werksmans, Mr 

Sandile July ("Mr July"), I enquired as to the status of their investigation in as far 
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as it related to me, and whether I was being investigated for any misconduct or 

criminal offence. I was infonned that I was not being investigated for any offence 

or misconduct. I then agreed to participate in the interview on that basis. The 

interview was recorded and transcribed. I attach a copy of the transcript marked 

Annexure "MS 1." 

34. Around 24 April 2015, Werksmans released a report on their findings and to my 

surprise, recommended that Mr Khuba, Mr McBride and myself be charged with 

defeating the ends of justice for allegedly altering the so-called first report. A copy 

of the report is attached, marked Annexure "MS 2." This was despite 

Werksmans undertaking that I was not being investigated for any crime or 

misconduct. 

35. We first learned about the Werksmans report and the fact that we were implicated 

when it was leaked and reported on by the Sunday Times journalist Mzllikazi wa 

Afrika and Hoffstatter. These are the self-same journalists who were fed 

information about the so-called SARS · rogue unit, and investigation into the 

activities of General Johan Booysen ("General Booysen") and his so-called 

Cato Manor hit squad. 

36. On 11 May 2015 Mr Kgamanyane called me to a meeting where he handed me 

a 'Notice of Intended Suspension'. In that meeting, and from my discussions with 

him, it was clear that he was acting on the Instruction of Minister Nhleko to 

suspend .me. Mr Kgamanyane wanted to know about two specmc investigations 

i.e. the Mr Vlsham Panday ("Mr Panday") matter and the General Jan Mabula 

Team ("the Mabula Team") from North West, (see Page 10 and 11 in the 

transcribed minutes). The Panday matter related to allegatlons of corruption, 
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fraud and bribery in Kwa Zulu Natal where General Booysen had been 

investigating Mr Panday, a local businessman. The North West team matter was 

an investigation where General Mabula and the Mabula Team were being 

investigated for torture and murder. A copy of the transcript of the suspension 

meeting is attached, marked Annexure 11MS 3." 

E. My suspension and my disciplinary hearing 

37. On 21 May 2015 Mr Kgamanyane suspended Mr Khuba and me. Disciplinary 

proceedings were instituted against Mr Khuba and me for the alleged altering of 

the First Report that was signed by Mr Khuba, and which I had nothing to do with. 

38. On 7 July 2015 I was served with a Notice to attend a disciplinary enquiry. The 

letter was signed by Mr Kgamanyane. In the letter he stated that: 

"4. I have appointed Advocate William Mokhari SC together with Advocate 

Thembeka Ngcukaitobi and Hogan Lovells Attorneys as initiators and 

pro forma prosecutors. 

5. I have appointed Advocate Patrick Ngutshana as an Independent 

Chairperson of the Enquiry. 

A copy of the Notice is attached hereto, marked Annexure "MS 4." 

39. The Charge Sheet was dated 6 July 2015 and signed by "Hogan Lovells 

Attorneys: Initiators and pro-forma Prosecutors". Although the charges were 

levelled against Mr Khuba and me, Mr McBride was cited as also having been 

complicit in the altering of the report, as is clear from an extract from the charge 

sheet, as indicated below: 
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55. The case attracted a lot of media attention. I was in church when the leaked 

Werksmans report was published in the Sunday Times. When I turned on my 

phone after the service, I found numerous missed calls from concerned family 

and friends asking how it was possible that I could be implicated in any 

wrongdoing. This was particularly as I am known to be a man of integrity and 

honesty. It has taken me a very long time to try and redeem my reputation and 

good name. 

G. Investigations: Mr Kgamanyane, General Phahlane and the Mabula Team 

56. On 23 November 2016, I was reinstated after my legal team reached a settJement 

with IPID. Upon my return, I established that no investigation had been 

conducted on the murder and torture cases involving the Mabula Team, despite 

the former Acting Executive Director, Mr Kgamanyane having asked me about 

the case when he was suspending me. I also found that the Executive Director 

Mr McBride had appointed a team to investigate allegations of corruption against 

former Acting National Commissioner Khomotso Phahlane ("General 

Phahlane"). 

57. I also established that there was an investigation that was conducted by SAPS 

against Mr Kgamanyane regarding allegations of corruption and contravention of 

the Public Finance Management Act (UPFMA"). The investigation against Mr 

Kgamanyane was taken over by IPID, after he unlawfully transferred to the DPCI 

with the assistance of General Ntlemeza and former Minister Nhleko, and after it 

was established that SAPS had not conducted any investigation on the matter, 

after the case was opened with them. 
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58. By way of explanation, when Mr McBride was reinstated, Mr Kgamanyane was 

to be redeployed to his former positon of Provincial head: Free State. However, 

he took leave and during the period that he took leave, General Ntlemeza and 

Minister Nhleko facilitated his transfer to the DPCI. Mr McBride objected to this 

because there was a criminal investigation against him with disciplinary charges 

pending. Minister Nhleko and General Ntlemeza ignored Mr McBride's concern 

and proceeded with the transfer arrangements. 

59. I took over the management of all the high profile cases that were being 

investigated by the National Specialised Investigating Team ("NSIT'). When the 

investigation against General Phahlane was progressing, and we started making 

head way, we were met with interference and counter investigation by General 

Phahfane and the Mabula Team. 

60. Two cases of defeating the ends of justice were opened and investigated against 

General Phahlane and the Mabula Team. In both cases the NPA declined to 

prosecute, in the face of overwhelming evidence and in circumstances, which in 

our view, showed bias on the part of the prosecutors who were taking these 

decisions. The case against former AED, Mr Kgamanyane, suffered the same 

fate. 

61. We directed numerous correspondence to the NPA and the former NDPP 

Advocate Shaun Abrahams ("Advocate Abrahams") about how our cases were 

being handled by the NPA concerning the Mabula Team and the bias of some of 

the prosecutors. The NDPP did nothing to assist us, which emboldened the 

Mabula Team to continue to interfere with our investigations, going to extent of 
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67. Our requests were refused on the grounds that the documents required by us 

were "classified". This, even though documents we requested from them had 

nothing to do with state secrets. All we required were procurement documents 

that would prove the endemic corruption with regard to the SSA. Even when the 

IGI advised the SAPS that these documents must be provided to IPID as they do 

not pose any security threat, the SAPS refused to do so. 

68. IPID was forced to apply for a subpoena in terms of Section 205 of Act 51 of 

1977 (the Criminal Procedure Act) to obtain compliance. Our subpoena was, 

however, challenged by the SAPS in court. IPID has opposed the challenge and 

has brought a counter application to force the SAPS to declassify all the 

documents or any information in their possession that is needed for investigation 

purposes, unless it can be established that it does not compromise the security 

of the state. 

69. The matter is due to be heard in court at the end of July 2019. To date the SAPS 

(Cl) has remained un-cooperative, and this obviously impacts negatively on 

IPID's investigations. 

70. These further facts serve to confirm, not only the capture of the NPA, but also 

that of the SAPS in order to shield criminal and corrupt officials from prosecution. 

I know and understand the contents of this statement. 

I have no objection on taking the prescribed Oath. 

I consider the prescribed Oath to be binding on my conscience, so help me God. 
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MATHEWS SESOKO 

The Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents 

of this affidavit, which was sworn to before me and the deponent's signature 

was placed thereon in my presence at Johannesburg on this the /@ day 

of ;I:£¥ 2019, the regulations contained in Government Notice No 

R1258 of 21 July 1972, as amended, and Government Notice No R1648 of 19 

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 
VtSPO 1 

SOUTH AFRICAN POUGE SERVICE 

August 1977, as amended, having been complied with. 441��-CP r 

2019 -07- l 6 FULL NAMES: 

PRETORIA CENTRAL c{:)./77·�}'-�'9 
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE 

DESIGNATION: 

civ . �L-?7,,--roe,- 
ADDRESS: 
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2nd floor, Hillside House 
17 Empire Road, 

Parktown 
Johannesburg 

2193 
Tel (International): +27 (10) 214-0651 

Tel (Tollfree): 0800 222 097 
Email: inquiries@sastatecapture.org.za 

Web: www.sastatecapture.org.za 
   

JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, 

CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE 

 

NOTICE IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TO  : MIN NKOSINATHI PHIWAYINKOSI NTHLEKO 

 

CELL  : 066 086 2678 / 076 010 7601 

 

EMAIL : nnhleko@parliment.gov.za 

 

IN TERMS OF RULE 3.3 OF THE RULES OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF 

INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD 

IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE (“THE COMMISSION”), 

YOU ARE HEREBY GIVEN NOTICE THAT: 

 

1 The Commission’s Legal Team intends to present the evidence of                                                                

Mr Humbulani Innocent Mr Khuba (“Mr Khuba”) at its hearing held at 4th Floor, Hill 

on Empire, 16 Empire Road, Parktown, Johannesburg.  The presentation of Mr Khuba’s 

evidence will commence on 25 September 2019, or so soon thereafter as his evidence 

may be heard.  In the event of a change of date, it will be announced on the Commission’s 

website (www.sastatecapture.org.za) and in the media.  The evidence in question 

implicates or may implicate you in unlawful, illegal or improper conduct in the respects 

set out below. 

2 The allegations set out in the evidence of Mr Khuba implicate or may implicate you in,              

inter alia, allegedly participating in various acts of corruption, bribery, fraud, money 

laundering and/or tax evasion. 
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3 The relevant portions of the statement of Mr Khuba which implicate or may implicate 

you in the above allegations is annexed hereto marked “A”.  Your attention is drawn to 

paragraphs 81 to 88 of his statement read with Annexures “HIK13” and “HIK14”. 

4 In summary it is averred that: 

4.1  You were complicit in a scheme to unlawfully implicate Generals Dramat and 

Sibiya in the unlawful rendition of Zimbabwe nationals by the SAP back to 

Zimbabwe, after which they were killed and/or in the unlawful charges brought 

against Mr Khuba, Mr Sesoko and Mr McBride who refused to co-operate with 

those involved in the aforementioned scheme; 

4.2 Shortly before Mr McBride’s suspension in March 2015, your personal assistant 

telephoned Mr Khuba, when you were the Minister of Police who informed him 

that you wished to see him; 

4.3  He informed her that he required permission from the Executive Director at 

IPID, Mr McBride, before he could do so; 

4.4 However, she called again and told Mr Khuba that you wanted him to fly to 

Cape Town over the weekend and that you would cover the cost; 

4.5 Mr Khuba explained that it would make no difference whether the meeting took 

place during office hours or over the weekend because, as long as the meeting 

related to IPID business, the Executive Director had to know about it.  

4.6 On the following day, you telephoned Mr Khuba and told him to co-operate with 

Worksman’s Attorney’s (“Werksmans”) regarding the January and March 

2014 reports which he had prepared concerning the unlawful rendition of the 

Zimbabweans.  
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4.7 Mr Khuba was later requested by Mr Israel Kgamanyane (“Mr Kgamanyane“) 

who had been appointed the acting Executive Director at IPID after the 

suspension of Mr McBride, to go to ‘Duma Nokwe Chambers’ at Sandton in 

Johannesburg to meet Advocate William Mokhari SC (“Mokhari”); 

4.8 He attended at Werksmans where Advocate Mokhari requested him to make a 

confirmatory affidavit in support of the Minister (yourself) in a departmental 

case against Mr McBride; 

4.9 Mr Khuba refused and told him that if he deposed to the confirmatory affidavit 

in support of the Minister (yourself), he would be lying. He then excused Mr 

Khuba, telling him that he could go back to my office at IPID.  

4.10 Hereafter Mr Khuba attended further interviews at Werksmans regarding the 

existence of the alleged two reports, who assured him that the information 

gathered would not be used against him, either in a departmental or criminal 

investigation; 

4.11  However, this was not the case as he was later suspended and charged based on 

the recommendations made by Werksmans in the report compiled by Sandile 

July, dated 24 April 2015. A copy of the Werksmans report is attached hereto, 

marked Annexure “HIK13”.   

4.12 On 21 May 2015 Mr Khuba received a letter of precautionary suspension signed 

by Mr Kgamanyane; 

4.13  The letter was served on him by Ms Netsianda, Chief Director Corporate 

Services. She telephoned him to inform him that the Minister (you) wanted him 

to receive the suspension letter on that same day and she drove all the way from 
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Pretoria to Polokwane (some 300 km) where he was, in order to serve the letter 

on him; 

4.14  The call between Ms Netsianda and Mr Khuba was recorded and later 

transcribed. A copy of the transcription is annexed hereto and marked Annexure 

“HIK14”. 

5 Due to the fact that you are implicated or may be implicated by the evidence of Mr 

Khuba, you are entitled to attend the hearing at which that evidence is being presented.  

You are also entitled to be assisted by a legal representative of your choice when that 

evidence is presented.  The full statement of Mr Khuba will be uploaded on the 

Commission’s website as soon as he concludes his evidence.  The transcript will be 

uploaded daily. 

6 If you wish to: 

6.1 give evidence yourself; 

6.2 call any witness to give evidence on your behalf;  or 

6.3 cross-examine the witness 

then you must apply, within fourteen (14) calendar days of this notice, in writing to the 

Commission for leave to do so. 

7 An application referred to in paragraph 6 above must be submitted to the Secretary of the 

Commission.  The application must be submitted with a statement from you in which you 

respond to the witness’ statement insofar as it implicates you.  The statement must 

identify what parts of the witness statement are disputed or denied and the grounds on 

which they are disputed or denied. 

8 In the event that you believe that you have not been given a reasonable time from the 

issuance of this notice to the date on which the witness is to give evidence as set out 

above and you are prejudiced thereby, you may apply to the Commission in writing for 

such order as will ensure that you are not seriously prejudiced. 
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9 Please take note that even if you do not make an application under Rule 3.4: 

9.1 in terms of Rule 3.10, the Chairperson may, at any time, direct you to respond 

in writing to the allegations against you or to answer (in writing) questions 

arising from the statement; and 

9.2 in terms of Regulation 10(6) of the Regulations of the Judicial Commission of 

Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public 

Sector including Organs of State GN 105 of 9 February 2018 published in 

Government Gazette 41436, as amended, the Chairperson may direct you to 

appear before the Commission to give evidence which has a bearing on a matter 

being investigated. 

10 The extracts of the witness statement provided to you are confidential.  Your attention is 

drawn to Regulations 11(3) and 12(2)(c) governing the Commission, which make it a 

criminal offence for anyone to disseminate or publish, without the written permission of 

the Chairperson, any document (which includes witnesses’ statements) submitted to the 

Commission by any person in connection with the Commission’s inquiry. 

11 Any response, affidavit or statement in regard to this notice must be sent to Advocate 

André Lamprecht, Ms Shannon van Vuuren and Mr Warren Redcliffe at 

secretary@commissionsc.org.za. 

DATED AT PARKTOWN ON THIS 12th DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
 

_________________________________________ 

MS K B SHABALALA 

Acting Secretary 

Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations 

of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud 

in the Public Sector including Organs of State 
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SWORN AFFIDAVIT 

I, the undersigned, 

HUMBULANI INNOCENT KHUBA 

do hereby make an oath and state the following in English: 

1. The facts deposed to below are within my personal knowledge, unless otherwise 

stated or indicated by the context, and they are, to the best of my belief, true and 

correct. 

2. I am an adult male and a Chief Director in the employment of the Independent 

Police Investigative Directorate ("IPID") as a Provincial Head for Limpopo based 

in Polokwane. 

A. My employment with the Independent Complaints Directorate ("ICD") 

and IPID 

3. I commenced employment with the IPID, formerly Independent Complaints 

Directorate ("ICD"), on 1 January 1999 as the Assistant Director: Investigations, 

for the Northern Cape Province. During February 2000, I was requested to 

supervise the investigations in the Free State Province. At the end of 2000, I was 

appointed as the Acting Head of the Northern Cape Province Provincial Office. 

4. I joined the IPID on 01 January 2009 when it was still known as the Independent 

Complaints Directorate ("ICD"). Hitherto, I had been employed by the Anglo 

American Gold Division as an investigator for two years. 

ff! 
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evidence. This is what has been referred to as "the second report", dated 

18 March 2014. 

80. I signed the report and handed it to Mr Sesoko, to counter sign. It was also 

approved and signed by Mr McBride as required by regulation 5 of IPID 

Regulations, under Act no 1 of 2011. Mr McBride then handed the report and 

docket to the NPA. A copy of the report is attached hereto marked Annexure 

"HIK 12." 

The final recommendations was as follows: 

8. "RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the available evidence, the Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate recommends that no charges be brought against Lt General Dramat 

and Major General Sibiya. The investigation established that there is no prima 

facie case against them. However with regard to Lt Col M Maluleke, there is a 

prima facie case to sustain charges of kidnapping and defeating the ends of 

justice. 

81. Shortly before Mr McBride's suspension in March 2015, I received a number of 

calls from the then Minister of Police, Minister Nathi Nhleko's personal assistant 

who did not disclose her name, save to say she was his personal assistant. She 

informed me that Minister Nhleko wanted to see me. I informed her that I required 

permission from the Executive Director at IPID, Mr McBride, before I could do so. 

She phoned again and told me that Minister Nhleko wanted me to fly to Cape 

Town over the weekend and that he would cover the cost. I told her that it would 

make no difference whether the meeting took place during office hours or over 

/r/ I 
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the weekend because, as long as the meeting related to IPID business, the 

Executive Director had to know about it. 

82. On the following day, Minister Nhleko phoned me and told me to co-operate with 

Werksman's Attorney's ("Werksmans") regarding the January and March 2014 

reports. 

E. Werksmans 

83. I was later requested by Mr Israel Kgamanyane ("Mr Kgamanyane") who had 

now been appointed the acting Executive Director at IPID after the suspension 

of Mr McBride, to go to 'Duma Nokwe Chambers' at Sandton in Johannesburg to 

meet Advocate William Mokhari SC ("Mokhari"). In the morning I attended at 

Wersmans chambers as instructed. Advocate Mokhari requested me to make a 

confirmatory affidavit in support of the Minister (Minister Nhleko) in a 

departmental case against Mr McBride. I refused and told him that if I deposed 

to the confirmatory affidavit in support of the Minister, I would be lying. He then 

excused me, telling me that I could go back to my office at IPID. Our meeting 

lasted less than three minutes. 

84. I was also called to three interviews at Werksmans regarding the existence of 

the two reports prepared by me referred to above. At the commencement of 

these interviews with Werksmans, I was assured that the information gathered 

would not be used against me, either in a departmental or criminal investigation. 

However, this was not the case as I was later suspended and charged based on 

the recommendations made by Werksmans in the report compiled by Sandile 

July, dated 24 April 2015. A copy of the Werksmans report is attached hereto, 

marked Annexure "HIK 13." 

,-,; 
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85. In so far as it concerns myself, Mr McBride and Mr Sesoko, Werksmans found 

as follows: 

"6.4.5 In the absence of any information as to which of the three co-signatories 

were responsible for the deletion of information from the First Report, we 

recommend that Khuba, McBride and Sesoko be charged criminally for 

defeating the ends of justice or obstructing the administration of justice, 

and that disciplinary charges be brought against them in their capacity 

as employees". 

86. This recommendation was completely unfounded. As I have explained above, I 

omitted the reference to Mr Moyo's previous arrest with the assistance of the 

Zimbabwean police and what the Easter Cape police officer had told me from my 

final report as my subsequent investigations and evidence obtained proved these 

aspects to be no longer relevant. I amended my recommendation initially made 

in the first report that Generals Sibiya and Dramat be charged as the subsequent 

evidence I had obtained did not support the witnesses evidence against them. I 

did not in any way delete or remove information from the first report which 

remained unchanged. 

F. Reference Group 

87. Around November 2014, Mr Sesoko, Mr McBride and I had a meeting with the 

Reference Group appointed by the Minister to advise him on policing matters. 

One of the members of the Reference Group was Advocate Raymond 

Mathenjwa from NPA. Few days after the meeting, Advocate Mathenjwa called 

me and demanded copies of the rendition docket. I refused and referred him to 

McBride. 

f-ll 
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corrupt me and I was arrested and incrassated. I am an experienced, fair and 

dedicated investigator with strong integrity and values. My good name and 

reputation was tarnished and in the people in the village in which I grew up heard 

that I had been charged with fraud, it was immediately assumed that I had been 

involved in corruption. My mother was victimised and accused of having acquired 

the house I built for her by corrupt means. 

119. It has been extremely difficult for me to rebuild my career and repair my 

reputation. 

120. Despite having been asked by a member of Cl whether I intended to testify at 

The Commission of Inquiry into State Capture, I have felt duty bound to do so. 

I know and understand the contents of this statement. 

I have no objection on taking the prescribed Oath. 

I consider the prescribed Oath to be binding on my conscience, so help me God. 

HUMBULANI INNOCENT KHUBA 

The Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this 

affidavit, which was sworn to before me and the deponent's signature was placed 

thereon in my presence at Johannesburg on this the I 6 day of 

-:TL4L;;_.y 2019, the regulations contained in Government Notice No R1258 of 

21 July 1972, as amended, and Government Notice No R1648 of 19 August 1977, as 

amended, having been complied with. 

1--1-j 
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25 March 2020 

 

To: Mr Nhleko  

Per email: ndumiso@voyi.co.za / amanda@voyi.co.za 

 

 

And to: Mr McBride 

Per email: rjmcbride63@gmail.com 

 

 

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO ADDUCE EVIDENCE AND TO CROSS-EXAMINE 

 

Applicant: Mr Nkosinathi Phiwayinkosi Thamsanqa Nhleko  

Witness implicating the applicant: Mr Robert McBride 

1. The above-mentioned applicant and witness are thereby notified that the Chairperson of the 

Commission has made the following decision in the applicant’s application for leave to 

adduce evidence and to cross-examine the above-mentioned witness before the 

Commission in connection with the above-mentioned witness’s evidence or statement.  

 

1.1. Chairperson’s decision: 

(a) “In as far as the applicant may have failed to timeously deliver his/her application 

for leave to adduce evidence and to cross-examine the above-mentioned witness 

and applied for condonation, condonation is hereby granted.  

(b) The applicant is hereby granted leave to adduce evidence and to cross-examine 

the above-mentioned witness.  

(c) The date when the applicant will adduce evidence and to cross-examine the above-

mentioned witness will be communicated to both the applicant and the above-

mentioned witness in due course.” 
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Yours sincerely 

 

 

Ms KB SHABALALA 

ACTING SECRETARY, JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO 

ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE 

PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE 
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JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE,  
CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE   
Johannesburg 
 
ATTENTION:  MS BRIGITTE SHABALALA 
 
Dear Sirs 
 
MR ROBERT JOHN MCBRIDE 
 

 
1. We represent Mr Robert McBride. 

  

2. We were furnished yesterday with three notices of set-down, copies of which are attached hereto 

for your ease of reference. The notices call on Mr McBride to present himself at the State Capture 

Commission (“SCC”) for cross examination, as follows: 

 

2.1. On 27 July 2020, by Mr Nkosinathi Nhlekho; 
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2.2. On 29 July 2020, by Mr Pretorius; 

 

2.3. On 13 August 2020 by Brig Ncube. 

 

3. Although no mention is made in the notices of legal representatives, we understand from Mr McBride 

that the cross-examination will be conducted by various Senior Counsel.  

 

4. Mr McBride late yesterday retained our services and that of Adv Steven Budlender SC to represent 

him in the proceedings and, in particular, to advise and represent him in respect of the cross-

examination referred to in the notices.  

 

5. We point out that although we had previously represented Mr McBride in various proceedings, it was 

only yesterday that we were retained to represent him in respect of the planned cross-examination.  

As you may be aware, until very recently Mr McBride was not employed and not in a position to 

instruct legal representatives, but his personal circumstances have changed, and he is a position to 

do so now.  

 

6. We have not yet been furnished with all the relevant material which we would have to consider in 

order to provide Mr McBride with any meaningful assistance. Mr McBride has also informed us that 

he has been receiving further documentation from the SCC as late as yesterday (specifically a 

“Rendition Report by the Reference Group) which he has not seen before, and that there is a proposal 

that he meet with evidence leaders on Sunday as part of his preparation for cross examination. We 

will simply not be in a position to get up to speed before Sunday/Monday, or to provide Mr McBride 

with the assistance that he seeks before then.   

 

7. Although we are mindful of the inevitable inconvenience that will arise, our instructions are to advise 

that Mr McBride will not be in a position to undergo cross-examination on Monday, 27 July 2020. We 

reiterate that Mr McBride has no intention to unduly delay the SCC proceedings and that our 

instructions are to engage with the SCC to ensure that his cross-examination can take place as soon 

as is practicably possible. We note that, in principle, Mr McBride would be amenable to cross-

examination by Mr Nhlekho and Mr Pretorius to take place on the same day as has been set aside for 

cross examination by Brig Ncube, being 13 August 2020, or on any other suitable date.  

 

8.  Although, given the spirit of cooperation with the SCC, it is of lesser relevance under the 

circumstances, we do point out that Mr McBride is not under subpoena in respect of Monday’s 

planned proceedings. We, however, confirm that Mr McBride remains committed to cooperating 

with the SCC, and that we look forward to firming up arrangements to ensure that his cross-

examination can take place as soon as possible.  

 

9. We thank you in anticipation of your kind acknowledgment of receipt.  
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Yours faithfully  
ADAMS & ADAMS 
 
 
J S MARAIS  
T D MANENTSA 
Checked and signed by author and sent electronically 
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